FILINVEST DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
6F THE BEAUFORT
5TH AVENUE CORNER 23RD STREET
BONIFACIO GLOBAL CITY
TAGUIG CITY, PHILIPPINES
TELEPHONE NUMBER: (+632) 7798-3977
Filinvest Development Corporation (“FDC”, the “Company”, the “Issuer”, or, when referred to collectively with its
consolidated subsidiaries and their joint ventures, the “Group”) is offering Peso-denominated fixed rate bonds in the
Philippines with an aggregate principal amount of up to ₱8,000,000,000.00 with an oversubscription option of up to
₱7,000,000,000.00 (the “Bonds” or the “Offer”). The Bonds will be issued at face-value on [●] (the “Issue Date”)
and listed and traded through the Philippine Dealing & Exchange Corp. (“PDEx”).
The Bonds will be comprised of 5-year Bonds due 2025 (the “5-year Bonds”) and 7-year Bonds due 2027 (the “7year Bonds”). The Company reserves the right to allocate the Bonds between the 5-year Bonds and the 7-year Bonds
based on the bookbuilding process and may opt to allocate the entire Offer in just one series.
The 5-year Bonds shall have a term of five years from the Issue Date with a fixed interest rate equivalent to [●]% per
annum. The 7-year Bonds shall have a term of seven years from the Issue Date with a fixed interest rate equivalent to
[●]% per annum. Interest on the Bonds shall be payable quarterly in arrears starting on [●] for the first Interest
Payment Date, and [●], [●], [●], and [●] of each year while the Bonds are outstanding, or the subsequent Business
Day without adjustment if such Interest Payment Date is not a Business Day. The last Interest Payment Date shall fall
on the respective Maturity Dates of the Bonds (please refer to the discussion under the section “Description of Bonds
– Interest” starting on page 104 of this Preliminary Prospectus).
Subject to the consequences of default as may be contained in the Trust Agreement, and unless otherwise redeemed
or purchased prior to the relevant Maturity Date, the Bonds will be redeemed at par or 100% of the face value thereof
on the relevant Maturity Date. For a more detailed discussion on the redemption of the Bonds, please refer to the
discussion under the section “Description of Bonds – Redemption and Purchase” starting on page 104 of this
Preliminary Prospectus.
Upon issuance, the Bonds shall constitute the direct, unconditional, unsecured and unsubordinated obligations of the
Company and shall at all times rank pari passu and ratably without any preference or priority amongst themselves and
at least pari passu with all other present and future unsecured and unsubordinated obligations of FDC, other than the
obligations preferred by law. The Bonds shall effectively be subordinated in right of payment to, among others, all of
FDC’s secured debts to the extent of the value of the assets securing such debt and all of its debt that is evidenced by
a public instrument under Article 2244(14) of the Civil Code of the Philippines.
The Bonds have been rated PRS Aaa by Philippine Rating Services Corporation (“PhilRatings”). A rating of PRS
Aaa is assigned to long-term debt securities of the highest quality with minimal credit risk. A rating of PRS Aaa is the
highest credit rating on PhilRatings’ long-term credit rating scale. A rating is not a recommendation to buy, sell or
hold securities and may be subject to revision, suspension or withdrawal at any time by the rating agency concerned.
The Bonds shall be offered to the public at face value through the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners named
in this Preliminary Prospectus with the Philippine Depository & Trust Corp. (“PDTC”) as the Registrar of the Bonds.
It is intended that upon issuance, the Bonds shall be issued in scripless form, with PDTC maintaining the scripless
Registry of Bondholders. The Bonds shall be issued in minimum denominations of ₱50,000.00 each, and in integral
multiples of ₱10,000.00 thereafter. The Bonds shall be traded in denominations of ₱10,000.00 in the secondary market.
FDC expects to raise gross proceeds of up to ₱8,000,000,000.00, and up to a maximum of ₱15,000,000,000.00, if the
oversubscription option is fully exercised. Without exercising the oversubscription option, the net proceeds are
estimated to be ₱7.84 billion, after deducting fees, commissions, and expenses relating to the issuance of the Bonds.
If the oversubscription option is fully exercised, the net proceeds are estimated to be approximately ₱14.80 billion,
after deducting fees, commissions, and expenses relating to the issuance of the Bonds. Proceeds of the Offer shall be
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used to refinance maturing debt obligations in 2020 and for other general corporate purposes. The Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners shall receive a fee of [0.45%] on the final aggregate nominal principal amount of the
Bonds issued.
On [●], the Company filed an application with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) to register the
Bonds under the provisions of the Securities Regulation Code of the Philippines (Republic Act No. 8799) (“SRC”).
On [●], the SEC approved the registration statement for the Bonds. The SEC is expected to issue an order rendering
the Registration Statement filed by the Company effective and a corresponding permit to offer securities for sale
covering the Bonds. As a listed company, FDC regularly disseminates such updates and information in its disclosures
to the SEC and The Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc. (“PSE”).
The Bonds will be registered and offered exclusively in the Philippines. The distribution of this Preliminary Prospectus
and the offer and sale of the Bonds may, in certain jurisdictions, be restricted by law. The Company and the Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners require persons into whose possession this Preliminary Prospectus comes, to inform
themselves of the applicable legal requirements under the laws and regulations of the countries of their nationality,
residence or domicile, and as to any relevant tax or foreign exchange control laws and regulations affecting them
personally. This Preliminary Prospectus does not constitute an offer of any securities, or any offer to sell, or a
solicitation of any offer to buy any securities of the Company in any jurisdiction, to or from any person whom it is
unlawful to make such offer in such jurisdiction.
The Company will apply for the listing of the Bonds in the PDEx. However, there is no assurance that such a listing
will be achieved either before or after the relevant Issue Date of the Bonds being offered at a particular time or whether
such a listing will materially affect the liquidity of the Bonds on the secondary market. Such listing will be subject to
the Company’s execution of a listing agreement with PDEx that may require the Company to make certain disclosures,
undertakings and payments on an ongoing basis.
Unless otherwise stated, the information contained in the Preliminary Prospectus has been supplied by the Company.
The Company (which has taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case) confirms that the information
contained in the Preliminary Prospectus is correct, and that there is no material misstatement or omission of fact which
would make any statement in the Preliminary Prospectus misleading in any material respect. The Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners have exercised reasonable due diligence required by regulations in ascertaining that
all material representations contained in the Preliminary Prospectus are true and correct and that no material
information was omitted, which was necessary in order to make the statements contained in said documents not
misleading.
No person nor group of persons has been authorized by FDC and the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners to
give any information or to make any representation concerning the Bonds other than as contained in this Preliminary
Prospectus. If given or made, any such information or representation must not be relied upon as having been authorized
by the Company or any of the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners.
The price of securities, such as the Bonds, can and does fluctuate, and any individual security may experience upward
or downward movements, and may even become valueless. There is an inherent risk that losses may be incurred rather
than profit made as a result of buying and selling securities. An investment in the Bonds described in this Preliminary
Prospectus involves a certain degree of risk. A prospective purchaser of the Bonds should carefully consider several
risk factors relating to the Company’s business and operations, risks relating to the Philippines and risks relating to
the Bonds, as set out in “Risk Factors” found on page 37 of this Preliminary Prospectus, in addition to the other
information contained in this Preliminary Prospectus, in deciding whether to invest in the Bonds. The risk disclosure
discussion does not purport to disclose all the risks and other significant aspects of investing in the Bonds. A person
contemplating an investment in the Bonds should seek professional advice if he or she is uncertain of, or has not
understood any aspect of the securities to invest in or the nature of risks involved in trading of securities.
All information in the Preliminary Prospectus is as of the date hereof, unless otherwise indicated. Neither the delivery
of this Preliminary Prospectus nor any sale made pursuant to this Preliminary Prospectus shall, under any
circumstances, create any implication that the information contained herein is correct as of any date subsequent to the
date hereof or that there has been no change in the affairs of the Company and its subsidiaries since such date.
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Figures in this Preliminary Prospectus have been subject to rounding adjustments. Accordingly, figures shown in the
same item of information may vary, and figures which are totals may not be an arithmetic aggregate of their
components.
Market data and certain industry forecasts used throughout this Preliminary Prospectus were obtained from internal
surveys, market research, publicly available information and industry publications. Industry publications generally
state that the information contained therein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that the
accuracy and completeness of such information is not guaranteed. Similarly, internal surveys, industry forecasts and
market research, while believed to be reliable, have not been independently verified and neither the Company nor any
of the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners makes any representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such
information.
Certain agreements are referred to in this Preliminary Prospectus in summary form. Any such summary does not
purport to be a complete or accurate description of the agreement and prospective investors are expected to
independently review such agreements in full.
FDC is organized under the laws of the Philippines. Its principal office is at the 6F The Beaufort, 5th Avenue corner
23rd Street, Bonifacio Global City 1634, Taguig City, Philippines with telephone number (+632) 7798-3977.
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A REGISTRATION STATEMENT RELATING TO THESE SECURITIES HAS BEEN
FILED WITH THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION BUT HAS NOT YET
BEEN DECLARED EFFECTIVE. NO OFFER TO BUY THE SECURITIES CAN BE
ACCEPTED AND NO PART OF THE PURCHASE PRICE CAN BE ACCEPTED OR
RECEIVED UNTIL THE REGISTRATION STATEMENT HAS BECOME EFFECTIVE,
AND ANY SUCH OFFER MAY BE WITHDRAWN OR REVOKED, WITHOUT
OBLIGATION OF COMMITMENT OF ANY KIND, AT ANY TIME PRIOR TO NOTICE
OF ITS ACCEPTANCE GIVEN AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE. AN INDICATION OF
INTEREST IN RESPONSE HERETO INVOLVES NO OBLIGATION OR
COMMITMENT OF ANY KIND. THIS PRELIMINARY PROSPECTUS SHALL NOT
CONSTITUTE AN OFFER TO SELL OR THE SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY.
FILINVEST DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
By:

JOSEPHINE G. YAP
President and Chief Executive Officer

REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES)
_____________, METRO MANILA) S.S.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ________________ in _____________, affiant exhibiting to me his
Passport No. _____________ expiring on _____________ as competent evidence of identity.

Doc No. _____;
Page No. _____;
Book No. _____;
Series of 2020.
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This Preliminary Prospectus contains statements of future expectations, projections and forward-looking statements.
Statements that are not historical facts, including statements about the Company’s beliefs or expectations, are forwardlooking statements and can generally be identified by the use of the words “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,”
“expect,” “intend,” “seek,” “plan,” “may,” “will,” “would,” “could” and words of similar import. These forward
looking statements include, without limitation, statements relating to:


the Company’s overall future business, financial condition and results of operations, including, without
limitation, its financial position or cash flow;



the Company’s business and investment strategy, including acquisitions and divestments, investments and
potential investments in new business segments and expansion plans for its existing assets and operations or
other capital expenditure plans;



the Company’s goals for or estimates of its future operational performance or results;



the Company’s dividend policy;



the future demand for the Company’s services, including demand for real estate, hospitality, banking and
financial services, power generation, sugar or other future products or services the Company may offer; and



changes in the Company’s regulatory environment, including policies, decisions and determinations of
governmental or regulatory authorities.

Forward-looking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties and should not be unduly relied upon. The
forward-looking statements contained in this Preliminary Prospectus reflect the Company’s current views with respect
to future events and are in most cases beyond the Company’s control. Actual results or outcomes may differ materially
from those expressed in any forward-looking statements as a result of a number of factors, including, among others:


the Company’s ability to successfully implement its strategies;



the Company’s ability to anticipate and respond to consumer trends;



the Company’s ability to successfully manage growth;



the Company’s ability to successfully enter into, and compete in, new lines of business;



the condition and changes in the Philippine economy;



general political, social and economic conditions in the Philippines;



changes to the laws, regulations and policies applicable to or affecting the Company or its business segments,
including changes to laws, regulations and policies relating to the real estate, banking and financial services,
sugar, hospitality or power businesses;



changes in the Company’s relationship with the Philippine Bureau of Internal Revenue (“BIR”) or other
Philippine regulatory authorities or licensors;



legal or regulatory proceedings in which the Company is or may become involved;



changes in interest rates, inflation rates and the value of the peso against the U.S. dollar and other currencies;
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competition in the real estate, banking and financial services, sugar, hospitality or power generation
industries; and



uncontrollable events, such as war, civil unrest or acts of international or domestic terrorism, the outbreak of
contagious diseases, accidents and natural disasters.

Additional factors that could cause the Company’s actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially
include, but are not limited to, those disclosed under “Risk Factors.” These forward-looking statements speak only as
of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus. The Company and the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners expressly
disclaim any obligation or undertaking to release, publicly or otherwise, any updates or revisions to any
forward-looking statement contained herein to reflect any change in the Company’s expectations with regard thereto
or any change in events, conditions, assumptions or circumstances on which any statement is based. In light of these
risks, uncertainties and assumptions associated with forward-looking statements, investors should be aware that the
forward-looking events and circumstances discussed in this Preliminary Prospectus might not occur in the way the
Company expects, or at all. The Company’s actual results could differ substantially from those anticipated in the
Company’s forward-looking statements. Investors should not place undue reliance on any forward-looking
information.
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Glossary of Terms
In this Preliminary Prospectus, unless the context otherwise requires, the following terms shall have the meanings set
out below.

AIG PhilAm ........................................

AIG PhilAm Savings Bank, Inc., Philam Auto Finance and Leasing, Inc.
and PFL Holdings, Inc., each of which was acquired by EW in
March 2009 and merged into EW in September 2009

AIPL ....................................................

Archipelago International Pte. Ltd.

ALGI ...................................................

A.L. Gotianun, Inc. (formerly ALG Holdings Corporation)

AMLC .................................................

Anti-Money Laundering Council

Anti-Money Laundering Act ...............

The Anti-Money Laundering Act 2001 of the Philippines, as amended

Application to Purchase.......................

The application form accomplished and submitted by an Applicant for
the purchase of a specified amount of Bonds, together with all the other
requirements set forth in such application form

ATM ....................................................

automated teller machine

BAP .....................................................

Bankers Association of the Philippines

BDO Capital ........................................

BDO Capital & Investment Corporation

BIR ......................................................

Philippine Bureau of Internal Revenue

Board ...................................................

the Board of Directors of FDC

BOC.....................................................

Philippine Bureau of Customs

BOI ......................................................

Philippine Board of Investments

Bonds...................................................

shall refer to the SEC-registered fixed-rate Peso-denominated retail
bonds with an aggregate principal amount of ₱8,000,000,000.00, with an
oversubscription option of up to ₱7,000,000,000.00,which shall be issued
by FDC on []. The Bonds are comprised of Bonds which shall mature
5 years and 7 years from the Issue Date or on [] and [], respectively.

Bond Agreements ................................

Shall mean the Trust Agreement between the Company and the Trustee,
the Registry and Paying Agency Agreement between the Company and
the Registrar, and the Underwriting Agreement between the Company
and the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners.

Bondholder ..........................................

shall mean a Person whose name appears, at any time, as a holder of the
Bonds in the Registry of Bondholders

BP 220 .................................................

Batas Pambansa Bilang 220
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BPI Capital ..........................................

BPI Capital Corporation

BPO .....................................................

business process outsourcing

branch-lite ...........................................

any permanent office or place of business of a bank, other than its head
office or a store. A branch-lite unit performs limited banking activities
and records its transactions in the books of the head office or the store to
which it is annexed

BRR .....................................................

Borrower Risk Rating

BCBS...................................................

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

BSFIs ...................................................

BSP supervised financial institutions

BSP......................................................

Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, the Philippine central bank

BSP Rate .............................................

the BSP Reference Rate appearing as of any given date in the Reference
Exchange Rate Bulletin published by the BSP

Building Code .....................................

RA 6541, as amended, or the National Building Code of the Philippines

Business Day or Banking Day .............

any day (other than a Saturday or Sunday, or a public holiday) on which
commercial banks, the Philippine Clearing House Corporation, and
foreign exchange markets in the City of Manila and Makati City are
required or authorized to be open for business; provided, that all other
days unless otherwise specified herein shall mean calendar days which
shall be construed as successive periods of twenty-four (24) hours each

CAGR ..................................................

compound annual growth rate

CAMELS composite rating .................

an international rating system that bank supervisory authorities use to rate
financial institutions according to six factors, including capital adequacy,
asset quality, management, earnings, liquidity and sensitivity

CASA ..................................................

current account and savings account

CET1 ...................................................

common equity Tier 1

CFCM ..................................................

Crimson Hotel Filinvest City, Manila

CHI ......................................................

Chroma Hospitality, Inc. (formerly Filarchipelago Hospitality, Inc.), a
joint venture of FDC and AIPL

CB Capital ...........................................

China Bank Capital Corporation

CIA ......................................................

Clark International Airport

COC.....................................................

certificate of compliance

Colliers ................................................

Colliers International Philippines, Inc.
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contestable customer ...........................

an electricity end-user that has been certified as part of the contestable
market by the Energy Regulatory Commission and is given the option to
choose its electricity supplier

CPI ......................................................

Cyberzone Properties, Inc.

CRSB...................................................

Crimson Resort and Spa, Boracay

CRSM ..................................................

Crimson Resort and Spa, Mactan

CSCC...................................................

Cotabato Sugar Central Company, Inc.

CY .......................................................

Crop year, which in relation to the Sugar Subsidiaries’ annual growing,
harvesting, milling and planting cycle for sugarcane begins on October 1
and ends on September 30 of the following calendar year for each crop
year indicated

D-SIB ..................................................

domestic systemically important bank

DA .......................................................

Philippine Department of Agriculture

DAR ....................................................

Philippine Department of Agrarian Reform

DBP .....................................................

Development Bank of the Philippines

DENR ..................................................

Philippine Department of Environment and Natural Resources

DOE.....................................................

Philippine Department of Energy

DOSRI .................................................

directors, officers, stockholders and related interests

DOT.....................................................

Philippine Department of Tourism

DSCC ..................................................

Davao Sugar Central Company, Inc.

EAR .....................................................

Earnings-at-Risk

EBITDA ..............................................

net income after adding back interest expense (excluding accretion
expense on liability on IPPA contract and financial liability on lease
contract), depreciation and amortization and provision for income tax, as
adjusted for eliminating entries across business segments

ECC .....................................................

Environmental Compliance Certificate

Ecozones .............................................

special economic zones designated by the PEZA

EGF .....................................................

Environmental Guarantee Fund

EIS .......................................................

Environmental Impact Statement

EMB ....................................................

Environmental Management Bureau of DENR

EMF.....................................................

Environmental Monitoring Fund
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EO 18 ..................................................

Executive Order No. 18 dated May 28, 1986 that created the SRA

EPIRA .................................................

Electric Power Industry Reform Act of 2001

ERC .....................................................

Philippine Energy Regulatory Commission

EW or the Bank ...................................

East West Banking Corporation

EWRB .................................................

East West Rural Bank, Inc., formerly FinMan Rural Bank, Inc.

FAC .....................................................

Filinvest Asia Corporation

FAI ......................................................

Filinvest Alabang, Inc.

FAPI ....................................................

Filinvest AII Philippines, Inc.

FCI ......................................................

Filinvest Cyberparks, Inc.

FCMI ...................................................

Filinvest Cyberzone Mimosa, Inc.

FDC or the Company ..........................

Filinvest Development Corporation

FDC Misamis ......................................

FDC Misamis Power Corporation

FDCUI .................................................

FDC Utilities, Inc.

Festival Supermall ...............................

The Festival Supermall assets owned by FLI consisting of
the 340,000-sq.m. Festival Supermall structure and related structures
located on a 10-hectare parcel of land in FAI’s Filinvest City
development

FEU .....................................................

Far Eastern University

Filinvest Lifemalls...............................

Festival Supermall and the Group’s other malls operating under FLI’s
brand such as Fora in Tagaytay, Main Square in Bacoor and Il Corso in
Cebu

FFC ......................................................

FDC Forex Corporation

FHC .....................................................

Filinvest Hospitality Corporation (formerly FDC Hotels Corporation)

FinTech ...............................................

financial technology, or new technology that seeks to improve and
automate the delivery and use of financial services

First Metro ...........................................

First Metro Investment Corporation

FLI .......................................................

Filinvest Land, Inc.

FSI .......................................................

Festival Supermall, Inc.

FVTOCI ..............................................

fair value through other comprehensive income

FVTPL.................................................

fair value through profit or loss
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GBI ......................................................

Green Bank (A Rural Bank), Inc.

General Banking Law ..........................

The Philippine General Banking Law of 2000, RA 8791

GDP .....................................................

gross domestic product

GFA .....................................................

Gross floor area

GLA.....................................................

Gross leasable area

Gotianun Family ..................................

means any of the following:
(a)

Mr. Andrew L. Gotianun, Mrs. Mercedes T. Gotianun, Mr.
Andrew T. Gotianun, Jr., Mr. Jonathan T. Gotianun, Mrs.
Josephine Gotianun Yap and Mr. Michael T. Gotianun;

(b)

the spouses and the direct descendants up to the first degree of
consanguinity of any person described or named in clause (a)
above;

(c)

the estates or legal representatives of any person described or
named in clause (a) or (b) above;

(d)

trusts or other analogous arrangements established for the benefit
of any person described or named in clause (a), (b) or (c) above or
of which any such person is a trustee or holder of an analogous
office; or

(e)

ALGI

Government .........................................

the Government of the Republic of the Philippines

gross loans ...........................................

receivables from customers

Group or Filinvest Group ....................

FDC and its consolidated subsidiaries and their joint ventures

H&L ....................................................

house and lot

hectare .................................................

land measurement equivalent to 10,000 square meters

HGC ....................................................

Home Guaranty Corporation

HLURB ...............................................

Housing and Land Use Regulatory Board

HYSFC ................................................

High Yield Sugar Farms Corporation

IEE ......................................................

Initial Environmental Examination

Interest Payment Date .........................

shall mean [] for the first Interest Payment Date and [],[],[], and
[] of each year for each subsequent Interest Payment Date at which
the Bonds are outstanding, or the subsequent Business Day if an Interest
Payment Date is not a Business Day. The last Interest Payment Date shall
fall on the respective Maturity Dates.
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IPO ......................................................

Philippine Intellectual Property Office

IPP .......................................................

an existing independent power producing entity which is not owned by
the NPC

IPPA ....................................................

independent power producer administrator, i.e. a qualified independent
entity appointed by PSALM who shall administer, conserve and manage
the contracted energy output of NPC IPP contracts

Issue Date ............................................

[●]

IT .........................................................

information technology

Joint Lead Underwriters and
Bookrunners ........................................

BDO Capital, BPI Capital, CB Capital, EW, First Metro

KYC ....................................................

Know Your Customer

large corporates ...................................

refer to corporate clients that are among the top 1,000 corporations in the
Philippines in terms of revenues as classified by the Philippine SEC

LBP .....................................................

Land Bank of the Philippines

LGU.....................................................

local government unit

LTNCD ...............................................

long-term negotiable certificate of deposit

Maceda Law ........................................

RA 6552, a Philippine statute entitled “An Act to Provide Protection to
Buyers of Real Estate on Installment Payments”

Majority Bondholders..........................

Shall mean, at any time, the Bondholder or Bondholders who hold,
represent or account for more than 50% of the aggregate outstanding
principal amount of the Bonds

Management Areas ..............................

NWRB designated areas as water quality management areas

Manual.................................................

BSP Manual of Regulations for Banks

mass affluent .......................................

high end of the mass market, namely individuals and/or family owned
corporate entities dedicated to management of investments, with ₱5
million or above in available funds for placement in financial products

Master Certificate of Indebtedness ......

Shall mean the certificates to be issued by FDC to the Trustee evidencing
and covering such amount corresponding to the Bonds

Maturity Date ......................................

shall mean [●] for the 5-year Bonds and [●] for the 7-year Bonds after
the Issue Date; provided that, in the event that a Maturity Date falls on a
day that is not a Business Day, such Maturity Date shall be automatically
extended to the immediately succeeding Business Day.

MCIT ...................................................

minimum corporate income tax

MCO ....................................................

maximum cumulative outflow
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Metro Manila .......................................

the metropolitan area comprising the cities of Caloocan, Las Piñas,
Makati, Malabon, Mandaluyong, Manila, Marikina, Muntinlupa,
Navotas, Parañaque, Pasay, Pasig, Quezon, Valenzuela and Taguig and
San Juan, which together comprise the “National Capital Region” and are
commonly referred to as “Metro Manila”

mid-market corporates .........................

refers to corporate clients outside of the top 1,000 corporations in the
Philippines in terms of revenue as classified by the Philippine SEC; also
known as “middle market”

Monetary Board...................................

Monetary Board of the BSP

Moody’s ..............................................

Moody’s Investors Services, Inc.

MRB ....................................................

medium-rise building

MSMEs ...............................................

micro, small and medium enterprises

MT .......................................................

metric tons

NAIA ...................................................

Ninoy Aquino International Airport

NBB.....................................................

National Biofuel Board

NEA.....................................................

National Electrification Administration

net available capacity ..........................

the gross capacity of FDC Misamis of 405 MW, net of station use of 36
MW

New Central Bank Act ........................

The Philippine New Central Bank Act, RA 7653

NOLCO ...............................................

net operating loss carry over

NPAs ...................................................

non-performing assets

NPC .....................................................

National Power Corporation

NPLs ....................................................

non-performing loans

NWRB .................................................

National Water Resources Board

OBUs ...................................................

offshore banking units

Offer ....................................................

shall mean the issuance of Bonds by FDC under the conditions as herein
contained

Offer Period .........................................

Shall refer to the period, commencing at 9:00 a.m. on [●] and ending at
5:00 p.m. on [●], or such other date as may be mutually agreed between
the Issuer and the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners

OFW ....................................................

an overseas Filipino worker

PAGCOR.............................................

Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation
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PAS .....................................................

Philippine Accounting Standards

Paying Agent .......................................

Shall refer to the Philippine Depository & Trust Corp., the party which
shall receive the funds from FDC for payment of principal, interest and
other amounts due on the Bonds and remit the same to the Bondholders
based on the records shown in the Registry of Bondholders

PCD .....................................................

Philippine Central Depository

PCD Nominee .....................................

PCD Nominee Corporation, a corporation wholly owned by the PDTC

PDEx ...................................................

the Philippine Dealing & Exchange Corp.

PDTC...................................................

Philippine Depository and Trust Corp.

Pesos or ₱ ............................................

the lawful currency of the Philippines

PEZA ...................................................

Philippine Economic Zone Authority

PFRS ...................................................

Philippine Financial Reporting Standards

Philippine Clean Air Act of 1999 ........

RA 8749

Philippine Corporation Code ...............

Revised Corporation Code of the Philippines, RA 11232

Philippine National ..............................

as defined under Republic Act No. 7042 or the Foreign Investments
Act, as amended, means a citizen of the Philippines, a domestic
partnership or association wholly owned by citizens of the Philippines
or a corporation organized under the laws of the Philippines of which at
least 60% of the capital stock outstanding and entitled to vote is owned
and held by citizens of the Philippines, or a corporation organized
abroad and registered to do business in the Philippines under the
Philippine Corporation Code of which 100% of the capital stock
outstanding and entitled to vote is wholly owned by Filipinos or a trustee
of funds for pension or other employee retirement or separation benefits,
where the trustee is a Philippine national and at least 60% of the fund
will accrue to the benefit of Philippine National

Philippines ...........................................

Republic of the Philippines

PhilRatings ..........................................

Philippine Rating Services Corporation

PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate ...............

PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate in Villanueva, Misamis Oriental, where
FDCUI’s 405 MW (3 x 135 MW) clean coal power plant is located.
PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate is administered by the PHIVIDEC
Industrial Authority, a Government-owned and –controlled corporation
whose mandate is to identify and develop sites in the country as
prospective industrial areas. PHIVIDEC Industrial Authority will equip
these areas with the necessary infrastructures to encourage the inflow of
domestic and foreign investments. The development of these sites is in
accordance with the Government’s policy to disperse industries to the
countryside as a means of equitably distributing resources, and as a
vehicle to catalyze and sustain social and economic development in the
Philippines
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Glossary of Terms

PIC ......................................................

PIC Asia Pacific SDN

PNS .....................................................

Philippine National Standards that are consistent with Section 26 of
RA 8749, otherwise known as the “Philippine Clean Air Act of 1999”

POGOs ................................................

Philippine Offshore Gaming Operators, entities that provide and
participate in offshore gaming services or service providers that deliver
components of offshore gaming operations

PSA .....................................................

Philippines Standards on Auditing

PSALM ...............................................

Power Sector Assets and Liabilities Management Corporation

PSE ......................................................

The Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc.

PSHC ...................................................

Pacific Sugar Holdings Corporation

Purchase Price .....................................

In respect of each Bond, an amount equal to the face amount of such
Bond, which is payable upon submission of the duly executed
Application to Purchase

QHCC Cebu ........................................

Quest Hotel and Conference Center, Cebu

QHCC Clark ........................................

Quest Hotel and Conference Center, Clark

quedanning ..........................................

issuing evidence of ownership to a specified quantity of sugar

quedans ................................................

the certificates evidencing ownership of sugar

RA .......................................................

Republic Act

RA 4726 ..............................................

RA 4726, The Condominium Act, which regulates the development and
sale of real property as part of a condominium project or subdivision

RA 7279 ..............................................

RA 7279, the Urban Development and Housing Act of 1992, which
requires developers of proposed subdivision projects to develop an area
for socialized housing equivalent to at least 20% of the total subdivision
area or total subdivision project cost, at the option of the developer,
within the same city or municipality whenever feasible and in accordance
with the standards set by the HLURB

RA 7721 ..............................................

RA 7721, An Act Liberalizing the Entry and Scope of Operations of
Foreign Banks in the Philippines and for other purposes, as amended by
RA 10641

RA 9337 ..............................................

RA 9337, amending certain provisions of the Philippine National Internal
Revenue Code of 1997

RCOA ..................................................

Retail Competition and Open Access

RCIT ....................................................

regular corporate income tax

RE Act .................................................

Renewable Energy Act of 2008
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Real Estate Companies ........................

FAI, FLI, their respective subsidiaries and the real estate development
projects and real estate-related administrative functions undertaken by
FDC

Registrar ..............................................

Shall refer to Philippine Depository & Trust Corp., being the registrar
appointed by FDC to maintain the Registry of Bondholders pursuant to
the Registry and Paying Agency Agreement

Registry of Bondholders ......................

Shall mean the electronic record of the issuances, sales and transfers of
the Bonds to be maintained by the Registrar pursuant to and under the
terms of the Registry and Paying Agency Agreement

REIT ....................................................

real estate investment trust

RES .....................................................

retail electricity supply

Restricted Area ....................................

As a general rule, banks shall be allowed to establish branches anywhere
in the Philippines, except in the cities of Makati, Mandaluyong, Manila,
Paranaque, Pasay, Pasig, Quezon and San Juan. BSP Circular 728-11
outlines the guidelines on the establishment of additional branches in the
Restricted Areas

REST Limit .........................................

real estate stress limit

ROPA ..................................................

real and other properties acquired

S&P .....................................................

Standard & Poor’s Rating Services

SBL .....................................................

Single Borrower Limit

SCCP ...................................................

Securities Clearing Corporation of the Philippines

SEC .....................................................

the Securities and Exchange Commission

SEC Permit to Sell.................................

Shall mean the Permit to Sell securities issued by the SEC in connection
with the Offer

SES ...............................................................

Supervision and Examination Sector of the BSP

SGV & Co ...........................................

SyCip Gorres Velayo & Co., a member practice of Ernst & Young Global
Limited

SPURA ................................................

securities purchased under resale agreements

sq.m. ....................................................

square meter(s)

SRA .....................................................

Sugar Regulatory Administration

SRC .....................................................

Securities Regulation Code of the Philippines (RA 8799) and its
implementing rules, as amended

store .....................................................

any permanent office or place of business in the Philippines other than
the head office where a bank may perform activities and provide products
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and services that are within the scope of its authority and relevant
licenses; also known as “branch”
Sugar Subsidiaries ...............................

PSHC, DSCC, CSCC and HYSFC

Tax Code .............................................

National Internal Revenue Code of the Philippines, as amended

TCD .....................................................

Tons of sugarcane per day

TRAIN Law ........................................

Republic Act No. 10963, otherwise known as the Tax Reform for
Acceleration and Inclusion (“TRAIN”) Act

Treasury...............................................

EW’s treasury operations

Trustee .................................................

Metropolitan Bank & Trust Company – Trust Banking Group

UITF ....................................................

unit investment trust fund

VaR .....................................................

value-at-risk

VAT.....................................................

value-added tax

WESM .................................................

Wholesale Electricity Spot Market
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Executive Summary
This summary highlights information contained elsewhere in this Preliminary Prospectus. This summary is qualified
in its entirety by more detailed information and financial statements, including notes thereto, appearing elsewhere in
this Preliminary Prospectus. For a discussion of certain risks that should be considered in evaluating an investment
in the Bonds, see “Risk Factors” on page 37 in this Preliminary Prospectus. Investors are advised to read this entire
Preliminary Prospectus carefully, including the Group’s consolidated financial statements and related notes
contained herein.
OVERVIEW
The Group is one of the Philippines’ leading conglomerates and focuses on the “middle market” segment of the
Philippine economy, which it believes is underserved and has continuing high growth potential. For its four decade
long history, its businesses have been pioneers in their respective industries, sustaining the Group’s overall growth
targets. The Group’s principal businesses comprise:


Real Estate – the Group’s real estate business has been active for over 40 years and is a leader in the affordable
and middle income real estate segment. The Group has an established brand name and reputation in real estate,
combining sales of lots and other residential developments with a growing commercial and mall leasing portfolio.
The Group was a pioneer in focusing on the incentive-laden BPO industry, as well as one of the first companies
to develop large-scale, master-planned leisure townships such as Filinvest City, a CBD in southern Metro Manila.
The Group has also accumulated a considerable land bank in strategic locations, comprising some of the largest
contiguous areas of developable land in the country, laying a foundation for continued growth;



Hospitality - the Group has taken advantage of the strong growth in Philippine tourism and the economy more
generally to grow its hospitality business and thereby strengthen the Group’s recurring income base. In a relatively
short time, the Group believes it has built strong hospitality brands which cater to different segments of the market.
The Group’s hospitality business also features an independent property management arm, which complements its
core hospitality operations business. In April 2018, following the award of a provisional gaming license by the
PAGCOR, the Group is planning to extend the scope of its hospitality business to include an integrated resort
within the Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City development;



Banking and Financial Services - EW is a universal bank primarily focused on high margin consumer lending,
which has grown in recent years along with the Philippine economy. Supported by an expanded and strategically
located store network, EW offers differentiated services tailored to mid-market corporates and retail customers.
In addition, EW has expanded its overall product offerings and lending portfolio in the consumer and middlemarket banking sector through, among others, various acquisitions and joint ventures, the latest of which was a
joint venture with Ageas to provide bancassurance services;



Power – the Group’s subsidiary FDCUI operates a 405 MW (3 x 135 MW) clean coal power plant in Mindanao,
with power supply agreements for a total of 302 MW as of September 30, 2019 with 17 distribution utilities and
two industrial customers. FDCUI’s power plant features circulating fluidized bed (“CFB”) clean coal technology,
and has capacity for further expansion which the Group believes ideally positions the plant to take advantage of
the growing market demand for power in Mindanao. FDCUI also has a retail electricity supply (“RES”) license
which allows it to trade electricity and cater to contestable customers under the RCOA regime of the Government;



Sugar – the Group owns and operates sugar mills and refineries, and also develops owned or leased farmland into
corporate sugarcane farms, all in Mindanao. The Group’s Sugar Subsidiaries have a combined milling capacity
of 11,500 TCD and a refining capacity of 600 metric tons (“MT”) of refined sugar per day; and



Infrastructure - as part of the Group’s continued expansion, in January 2019, FDC, as part of the North Luzon
Airport Consortium, entered into a 25-year contract for the operation and maintenance of the existing passenger
terminal at Clark International Airport (“CIA”), and the fit-out and operation and maintenance of a new terminal
building. Luzon International Premiere Airport Development Corp (“LIPADC”), the joint venture entity, expects
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operation and maintenance phase of the CIA by the consortium to commence in July 2019. In September 2018,
the NAIA Consortium of which FDC is a part, was granted “original proponent status” for the NAIA Consortium’s
bid to upgrade, expand, operate and maintain the Ninoy Aquino International Airport (“NAIA”), which allows
the NAIA Consortium to match any bids submitted by potential competitors under a Swiss challenge process.
The NAIA Consortium subsequently submitted a revised proposal to the DoTR and the proposal is currently with
the National Economic and Development Authority Board for approval. The Group has also recently entered into
a joint venture arrangement with Engie Services Philippines (“Engie”) for projects in renewable energy and
district cooling services.
For each of the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017, and 2018, and the nine months ended September 30, 2019, the
Group recorded consolidated revenues and other income of ₱58,575.2 million, ₱67,590.4 million, ₱73,313.9 million
and ₱62,221.4 million, respectively; EBITDA of ₱17,293.4 million, ₱22,364.6 million, ₱25,385.1 million and
₱21,728.2 million, respectively; and net income of ₱8,476.1 million, ₱10,273.3 million, ₱13,424.0 million and
₱11,788.8 million, respectively. FDC’s common shares were listed on the PSE on December 22, 1982 and, as of
September 30, 2019, FDC had a market capitalization of ₱112,430.0 million.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
On December 10, 2019, the Philippine Competition Commission has cleared the joint venture between Filinvest
Alabang, Inc. and Mitsubishi Corporation. Mitsubishi Corporation will have 40% interest in the joint venture
company, the Spectrum Alabang Properties, Inc., which will develop a multi-tower, mixed-use complex within 16,928
square meters of land located at Filinvest City in Alabang.
On December 13, 2019, FDC entered into a Share Purchase Agreement for the purchase of all the issued shares of
Choengmon Real Estate Company Limited, a limited liability company established under the laws of Thailand, which
is currently developing an international five star luxury quality resort. The resort shall be operated by FDC’s subsidiary
under the Crimson brand.
COMPETITIVE STRENGTHS
Competitive Strengths of the Group
The Group believes that its principal strengths are the following:
Strategically Positioned in Attractive Growth Sectors of the Philippine Economy
The Group believes its businesses are well-positioned in high growth sectors of the Philippine economy which will
allow it to take advantage of primary economic and consumption growth drivers such as OFW remittances, BPOs,
and tourism, among others.
In real estate, the Group entered the affordable housing space in the early 1990s when most developers were still
focused on the higher end of the market, allowing the Group to benefit from the growth of OFW remittances and a
housing supply shortage. In particular, the Group primarily targets the affordable, socialized and middle-income
residential markets, which together are believed by the Group to be the largest addressable markets in residential
development in the Philippines. The Group was one of the pioneers in providing projects and office space catering to
the BPO industry, which started in 2000 and quickly became a key driver for the Philippines’ strong economic growth
supported by Government incentives. As a result of this early entry into the BPO space, the Group has more than
doubled its aggregate office GLA from 175,565 sq.m. as of December 31, 2012 to 471,184 sq.m. as of September 30,
2019. In addition to traditional BPOs, recent years have also seen the influx of Philippine Offshore Gaming Operators
(“POGOs”) as tenants.
The Group has also built a track record of developing large-scale, master-planned townships, the first of which was
Filinvest City, a joint venture formed in 1992 between the Government and FAI to develop a 244-hectare CBD in
southern Metro Manila when the area was largely undeveloped. Since the Group’s entry, land prices in Filinvest City
have risen significantly. The Group expects Filinvest City’s strategic location to be further enhanced as travel times
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from the south of Metro Manila to Quezon City and Northern Luzon are set to be greatly reduced with the development
and completion of the road link project connecting the South Luzon Expressway and North Luzon Expressway
corridors, as well as the planned Clark to Calamba, Laguna rail development.
In 2016, the Group was one of the first developers to identify Clark, Pampanga as a significant growth area, and was
the sole bidder for the Mimosa Leisure Estate (now known as Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City) and the New Clark
City developments. In the last three years, a range of announced new projects, such as the expansion of CIA, the
declaration of Clark, Pampanga as a new Government center, and the signing of the initial agreements with the
Japanese government for the development of a high speed train linking Manila to Clark, have resulted in significant
property price increases in the area according to Colliers, as well as significant growth in passengers arriving in CIA
(from passenger arrivals of 951,007 in 2016 to 3 million in September 2019 according to internal data of the CIA).
Complementing its core real estate expertise, the Group’s hospitality business, which currently has locations in Cebu
City, Muntinlupa City, Clark Freeport Zone, Pampanga and Boracay, is also well positioned to benefit from the
growing Philippine tourism industry, which has seen a growth in foreign visitor arrival from 2015 to 2018 at a CAGR
of 10.0%.
In banking and financial services, EW entered the consumer financing business in 2004 and has built a top quartile
retail banking business with one of the highest percentage of retail loans to total loan portfolio in the industry based
on EW’s estimates. EW focuses on the high margin consumer lending segments with historically higher returns, and
has grown its business through aggressive store expansion, as well as strategic acquisitions and business partnerships
in auto loans and credit cards, personal loans and bancassurance. Based on the expected increase in consumer spending
of 7.8% over the next three years, according to the Economist Intelligence Unit, the Group expects its retail banking
business to continue to grow to meet increased consumer demand.
The Group entered the Mindanao power market in 2009 with the development of the FDC Misamis thermal plant
when the region was experiencing a significant shortage in power supply and as a result was able to enter into power
supply agreements with 17 of the region’s distribution utilities, 14 of which are AAA rated by the NEA. The strategic
location of the Group’s clean coal power plant in Mindanao, and its other planned projects in its power business in the
country positions the Group to benefit from the expected growth in demand for electricity especially in the southern
regions of the country. In addition, the Group’s sugar business benefits from the industrialization of Luzon, which has
increased Mindanao’s importance in agribusiness.
Most recently, the Group has begun development of its infrastructure business. The North Luzon Airport Consortium
comprising FDC, as lead consortium member, JG Summit Holdings Inc., Philippine Airport Ground Support Solutions
Inc. and Changi Airport Philippines (I) Pte. Ltd. (wholly owned by Changi Airports International), was awarded an
operation and maintenance contract for the CIA as well as a contract for the construction of an additional terminal.
The Group is also part of a consortium of seven of the Philippines’ largest conglomerates that submitted an unsolicited
bid to upgrade, expand, operate and maintain the NAIA. The NAIA Consortium recently submitted a revised proposal
to the DoTR and the proposal is currently with the National Economic and Development Authority Board for approval.
Solid Foundation for Future Growth in Place
The Group believes it has laid the proper foundation for the future growth and monetization of its existing and newer
businesses across the Philippines. Its long history of operating successful businesses and making strategic and timely
investments has resulted in the necessary scale, experience and capability to efficiently capitalize on business
opportunities in sectors of the economy and areas of the country that it expects to drive the Group’s continued growth.
With respect to its real estate and hospitality operations, the Group’s rollout of development projects have an aggregate
potential GFA of approximately 7.6 million sq.m. of residential, office, retail, logistics, industrial and hotel buildings.
The Group’s strategic investments have resulted in the availability of a sufficient land bank spanning key regions in
the Philippines to support the future expansion of the Group’s office and retail GLA and construction of ten additional
hotels in the next five years, positioning the Group to monetize its growth initiatives. As of September 30, 2019, the
Group had an aggregate land bank of 2,017 hectares of raw land, primarily for residential development, which includes
229 hectares of raw land held through joint venture arrangements and 77 hectares of unsold lots in Filinvest City. In
October 2019, FAI signed a joint venture agreement with Japanese company Mitsubishi Corporation for the
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development of a ₱15-billion multi-tower mixed-use complex within Filinvest City. Mitsubishi will have a 40% stake
in the development of a 1.7-hectare prime lot that is seen to bolster mixed-use GLA by approximately 183,000 square
meters. The group is targeting a combined office and retail GLA of 1.7 million square meters by 2023.
In banking, EW is actively implementing its medium-term strategy of optimizing the operations and profitability of
its expanded store network. With a view to growing its asset base, attracting low-cost deposits and increasing its
deposit per store from approximately ₱700 million to reach the industry standard of ₱1.1 billion for banks of
comparable size, EW continues to focus on deepening and broadening relationships with, and increasing its revenues
generated from, existing customers. The Group believes that the expansion of EW’s products lines, including its recent
expansion into bancassurance and wealth management, will be integral to its overall customer offering.
In the power business, FDCUI’s 405 MW (3 x 135 MW) clean coal power plant, which has entered into power supply
agreements for a total of 302 MW, also has sufficient expansion capacity for another 2 x 135 MW to help address the
expected growing demand for power in Mindanao. The Group has already begun to take advantage of this growing
demand by entering into a memorandum of understanding (“MOU”) with Philippines Sanjia-Steel Corporation
(“Sanjia Steel”) on December 14, 2018. Sanjia Steel is located in the same PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate (an area of
approximately 6,000 hectares, of which approximately 3,000 hectares are registered development areas) where
FDCUI’s plant is located. Pursuant to the MOU, the parties agreed to enter into a power supply agreement for up to
100 MW of electricity, with initial offtake of approximately 70 MW. The parties continue to negotiate the proposed
power supply agreement in good faith. The Group believes that the expected industrial developments in the
PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate and surrounding urban centers will increase demand for power in the area. According to
the Department of Energy, projected peak demand is expected to increase by 8.0% each year in 2019 and 2020, and
7.5% each year from 2021 to 2023. FDCUI has also expanded into the retail electricity supply business, allowing it
to trade electricity and cater to contestable customers across the Philippines under the expected RCOA regime.
To complement its power generation and trading operations, the Group has also entered into strategic partnerships
with Engie to develop potential renewable energy solutions in the Philippines that provide energy cost savings to large
industrial and commercial customers. The Group believes that the partnership’s initial projects with respect to
renewable energy and district cooling will position it to take advantage of the global move towards greater
sustainability. The Group also signed a joint venture agreement with Japanese company Hitachi Aqua-Tech
Engineering Pte. Ltd. (HAQT) to establish Filinvest-Hitachi Omni Waterworks, Inc. (FLOW) to tap into the latest
developments in desalination technology in order to improve the water services offered by its subsidiary, Countrywide
Water Services, Inc.
Track Record of Successfully Leveraging Profitability and Positioning
The Group has been able to successfully establish and grow a diverse and profitable business portfolio over its history
with revenues reaching ₱64.1 billion in 2018, representing approximately 8.9% CAGR from 2016 to 2018; assets
reaching ₱590.5 billion as of December 31, 2018, representing CAGR of approximately 5.8% from 2016 to December
31, 2018; and net income reaching ₱13.4 billion in 2018, representing CAGR of approximately 16.6% from 2016 to
2018. Over the years, the Group has demonstrated a consistent ability to leverage its success in existing businesses to
expand into new industries while maintaining its overall focus of catering to the middle-income market of the
Philippines.
The Group’s real estate business has grown over the last four decades to become one of the leading integrated real
estate developers and operators in the Philippines, with real estate and hospitality net income at ₱8.8 billion in 2018,
increasing at a CAGR of 14% from 2016 to 2018. The Group complemented its initial real estate investments and
developments by building a considerable recurring income base of office and commercial leasing, primarily to the
BPO industry. The Group was also one of the first developers to focus on large-scale, master-planned townships to
capitalize on its wide range of real estate offerings and enhance synergies across its growing number of businesses.
To further take advantage of its expertise in property development and diversify its recurring income stream, the Group
opened its first hospitality project in Mactan City in 2010, and, as of September 30, 2019, operated approximately
1,800 keys in Cebu, Muntinlupa City, Clark Freeport Zone, Pampanga and Boracay.
The Group believes EW’s focus on retail and consumer lending has allowed it to quickly scale its operations in line
with the strong Philippine economic growth of the past decade. EW has established a nationwide presence of 467
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stores as of September 30, 2019, compared with 168 stores as of December 31, 2011. The Group believes that EW’s
return on equity, which was 11.0% in 2018, is one of the highest among universal and commercial banks in the
Philippines while EW’s net income (gross of eliminations for intra-group transactions) of ₱4.5 billion in 2018
represented a CAGR of 15.0% from 2016 to 2018.
In recent years, the Group believes it has successfully reinvested the returns from its core businesses; the Group reentered the power business through FDCUI, which recorded net income of ₱2.1 billion in 2018 after only commencing
operations in late 2016. The Group’s sugar business has also delivered steady returns.
Diversified Earnings Stream Protecting Against Volatility
With business interests in the banking and financial services, real estate, power, and sugar industries, the Group has
diverse earning streams both across and within its businesses, which helps protect the Group’s returns amidst changing
industry conditions from time to time.
With respect to its real estate businesses, the Real Estate Subsidiaries have continually broadened their earnings base
in terms of product, geographic and market segmentations, primarily through an aggressive office, retail and hotel
development program. From an aggregate 341,000 sq.m. as of December 31, 2014, the Group’s leasing portfolio has
more than doubled to 801,000 sq.m. as of September 30, 2019. With its development pipeline expanding to Clark,
Cebu and other areas, the Group has begun to establish a more Philippines-wide national revenue stream, which it
expects to insulate its real estate business from concentration in the Metro Manila area. The Group has also particularly
focused on its hospitality business in recent years; this segment has grown from 290 keys managed in 2010 to
approximately 1,800 as of September 30, 2019, capitalizing on strong demand from the meetings, incentives,
conventions and exhibitions (“MICE”) sector, as well as higher demand for quality resorts in line with the
development of the country as a regional tourist destination. For the year ended December 31, 2018, revenue from
sale of lots, condominium and residential units, mall and rental properties and hospitality operations amounted to
₱20,362.8 million, ₱6,174.4 million, and ₱2,665.5 million, respectively, representing 69.7%, 21.1%, and 9.1%,
respectively, of aggregate revenues (excluding other income) from the Group’s real estate and hospitality operations.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, revenue from sale of lots, condominium and residential units, mall
and rental properties and hospitality operations amounted to ₱16,052.9 million, ₱5,323.7 million, and ₱2,402.7 million,
respectively, representing 67.5%, 22.4%, and 10.1%, respectively, of aggregate revenues (excluding other income)
from the Group’s real estate and hospitality operations.
The Group’s banking and financial services, as part of its medium term strategy, has also begun to add to its
complement of products and services geared towards its target market of retail customers and middle-market corporate
customers. EW’s recent bancassurance joint venture with Ageas has complemented its existing products with
insurance products backed by Belgium’s leading insurance companies according to Assuralia.
Apart from its core businesses, FDC has also continued to diversify its revenue and asset base. The Sugar Subsidiaries
continue to provide the Group with a steady revenue stream with a base in Mindanao, which has proven resilient
despite market fluctuations, and has also been adaptable to the changing nature of the industry. The Group’s power
business, which commenced commercial operations towards the end of 2016, has also immediately contributed to the
Group’s financial results as demand in Mindanao remains strong. In the infrastructure space, the Group also expects
that it will begin to generate revenues from its operation and maintenance contract for the CIA upon turnover of the
airport expected in July 2019. Finally, following the award of a provisional gaming license by the PAGCOR in April
2018, the Group is planning to extend the scope of its hospitality business to include an integrated resort within the
Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City development comprising, among other things, a casino, a lifestyle mall, five-star hotel
and an events venue.
Disciplined and Strategic Financial Management
The Group adopts a centralized approach to capital allocation decisions across its businesses, which allows the Group
to efficiently allocate its resources to high growth opportunities and regions. The Group believes its financial strength
and conservative leverage enhances its ability to expand and further diversify its business through ready access to
capital and financing at competitive rates, allowing it the flexibility to quickly capitalize on business opportunities as
they present themselves.
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The Group believes each of its business segments has a strong financial position and a stable earnings base. FDC’s
position of majority ownership in the Group’s businesses, along with its leadership team committed to prudent
financial management and growth, assures that cashflow from these businesses are efficiently managed and allocated
efficiently according to the Group’s requirements and strategic objectives. The Group’s stable earnings are
complemented by its relatively low leverage in its non-financial services businesses, which provides significant
capacity to take advantage of growth opportunities whether by expansion, acquisitions or other business combinations
and partnerships. FDC has taken advantage of these strong financial fundamentals by being one of the first Philippine
conglomerates to regularly tap both domestic and international debt capital markets through bond issuances. In turn,
its financial discipline and credibility has been confirmed by both investors and financial institutions such as external
ratings agencies, which have consistently assigned bond issuances of FDC and its subsidiaries PRS Aaa, the highest
possible rating for a bond (the last issuance being the issuance of FLI office development subsidiary CPI of a five and
a half-year ₱6 billion bonds due 2023). The Group believes these top-tier ratings are warranted due to the following
key considerations: FDC’s steady earnings and diversified business portfolio; maintenance and good credit standing
even in times of financial crises; strong financial flexibility; established brand names and good market position of its
key subsidiaries; its subsidiaries operating in growth industries; the conservative and professional stance of
management; and FDC’s new investments (e.g., power and infrastructure) which the Group expects to significantly
contribute to profitability in the medium-term.
Trusted Business Partner with History of Successful Collaborations
The Group has built a strong reputation as a trusted partner with a track record of collaborating on successful projects.
In the 1990s, the Group’s real estate business partnered with the Government on Filinvest City, a 244-hectare CBD
which has provided a viable alternative for businesses and establishments outside the greater Metro Manila area. The
Group has also partnered with the Cebu City Government for the joint venture development of a portion of the South
Road Properties (“SRP”), a reclaimed land project located in Cebu City. The Group holds 50.4 hectares in the SRP,
of which 40 hectares is subject to the joint venture development. In addition, the Group has also partnered with CDC
and BCDA for the development of Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City and New Clark City, respectively. These
collaborations clearly show the confidence of national and LGUs in the Group’s ability to add value and expertise to
the significant projects.
As the Group has diversified into other product lines and businesses, it has tapped experienced international partners
and strategically outsourced to more established industry players to supplement its in-Group management team. For
example, the Group has entered into arrangements with Engie for its district cooling and solar paneling business; with
Ageas for EW’s bancassurance business; PIC Asia Pacific SDN (“PIC”), a third-party operator affiliated with
Marubeni Corporation (one of the leading global trading companies), for the operation and maintenance of the Group’s
power plant; Hitachi Aqua-Tech Engineering Pte. Ltd. (HAQT) for processed water solutions across the Philippines;
Mitsubishi Corporation for the development of a multi-tower mixed-use complex within Filinvest City; and Changi
Airports Philippines (I) Pte. Ltd. (wholly owned by Changi Airports International) for the operation and maintenance
of the Group’s Clark Development airport project. The Group’s CHI subsidiary has also built a hotel management
team with a significant percentage of expatriates holding GM, Executive Chef and key positions in CHI to ensure the
Group’s hospitality properties adhere to international standards.
The Group believes that these collaborations have enhanced its reputation in the market as a viable partner for
Government and international stakeholders for their large-scale and important projects in the Philippines. On the other
hand, the Group believes it has greatly benefitted by garnering technical knowhow, best practices and operational
experience from the partners it has worked with, which it can apply to its operations and new businesses moving
forward.
Experienced Management Team
The Group’s management team has extensive experience in, and in-depth knowledge of, the Philippine real estate
market, the financial and banking services industry and the sugar business. Members of the Group’s management team
have an average of more than 30 years’ experience in their respective businesses, such experience spanning market
downturns and volatility, financial crises and political and global economic changes. Several members of the
management team have post-graduate degrees from well-known business schools in the United States. The Group
believes its growth and strong financial performance are indicative of the capabilities of its management team. The
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Group believes that the market experience and knowledge that its key members of management possess across each
of the Group’s businesses and the business relationships they have developed in the various industries in which they
are involved have been, and will continue to be an integral part of the Group’s growth strategy.
Competitive Strengths of the Group’s Operating Segments
The Group believes that the principal strengths of its operating segments are the following:
Real Estate Operations and Hospitality Operations
The Group has been active in the real estate business for over 40 years and the hospitality business for over 10 years.
FLI focuses on residential, office, industrial and retail developments, while FDC handles the leisure and hospitality,
or hotel development segment. FAI was formed primarily to develop Filinvest City, an alternative CBD in Muntinlupa
City with a significant land bank available for development, and where the Group focuses on office and commercial
leasing, particularly to BPOs, as well as high-end vertical residential developments.
Real Estate Operations
The Group believes its real estate business possesses the following principal strengths:


Recognized brand in affordable and middle income housing.



Extensive nationwide and international sales channels.



A pioneer and major player in office development and leasing.



Proven record in township and land bank value creation.



Strong credit record and bond issuance track record.

Hospitality Operations
The Group believes its hospitality business possesses the following principal strengths:


Full range hospitality products targeting various market segments.



Ability to quickly build brands with strong recognition such as Crimson and Quest.



Synergies as part of the Filinvest Group.

See “—Real Estate Operations” and “—Hospitality Operations” for more details.
Banking and Financial Services
Since its formation in 1994, EW has experienced strong growth. The Group believes EW is well-positioned in the
Philippine market due to the following principal strengths:


Strong focus on and growing market position in high growth consumer segments.



Strategically located store network.



Differentiated services tailored to mid-market corporates and retail customers.



Prudent balance sheet management to manage a predominantly consumer loan portfolio.
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See “—Banking and Financial Services” for more details.
Power Operations
FDC, through its wholly owned subsidiary FDCUI, re-entered the power industry in 2009 to further diversify its
business. The Group believes FDCUI’s principal strengths include:


Largest baseload facility in Mindanao with significant capacity for expansion.



Well-positioned to capitalize on attractive power industry growth opportunities in Mindanao, a region with high
expected demand in the medium term.



Risk mitigated business model with predictable cash flows supported by long-term power supply agreements with
distribution utilities with high credit ratings.



Clean coal circulating fluidized bed technology providing more environmentally sustainable energy.



Established relationships with world-class energy players for plant construction, turbine supply, operations and
maintenance, as well as renewable energy projects.



Diversification into other high growth sectors.

See “—Power Operations” for more details.
Sugar Operations
The Group’s sugar business, conducted through PSHC, believes it possesses the following principal strengths:


Adaptable business model with vertical integration based primarily in attractive Mindanao market.



In-house corporate farm to enhance productivity and efficiency through innovation.



Strategic location with natural barriers to entry.



Long-standing relationships with growers and traders.

See “—Sugar Operations” for more details.
BUSINESS STRATEGY
Business Strategy of the Group
The Group’s strategy is to actively grow its business portfolio in a disciplined and systematic way and to benefit from
the recent positive economic growth and favorable social trends in the Philippines in each of its segments. Having
built a strong business foundation for growth in each of its subsidiaries, the Group plans to unlock and maximize its
subsidiaries’ values through accelerated development and greater market reach (in terms of product offerings and
geographical coverage), and intends to supplement organic growth through mergers and/or acquisitions to the extent
such opportunities arise.
The Group’s specific strategies to implement these objectives are as follows:
Leverage on its Foundation for Growth to Scale-up Businesses
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The Group believes that it has been successful in expanding its businesses in the last few years as a foundation for
future growth, and now aims to capitalize on such efforts in the near- to medium-term by scaling up and optimizing
operations across its businesses, and further improving cost efficiencies. Across all its businesses, the Group intends
to capitalize on its nationwide presence and knowledge of local conditions and relationships in order to maintain its
growth by tapping into more markets and keeping pace with the growing importance of the provincial areas. It will
aim to optimize its current business knowhow as well as spread its base infrastructure by introducing its products to
new regions and a provincial customer base. The Group will seek to achieve these while at the same time keeping to
its broader general strategies of focusing on the continued consumption growth of the affordable and middle market
sectors. Specifically with respect to its main businesses, the Group intends to:


Real estate and hospitality – focus on specific markets with sufficient demand and depth, such as Cebu and Clark,
while diversifying its revenue sources and broadening its product offerings to prepare it for and insulate it from
changing consumer demand. The Group’s property trading business focuses on the largest segment of the
Philippine population, according to Colliers, as well as provides products within the pricing range of the key OFW
market;



Banking and financial services – continually implement its optimization strategy across its nationwide store
network, aiming to maximize the profitability of its existing stores after having aggressively grown such network
in the last three years. EW is also targeting to achieve a more balanced portfolio of high-cost and low-cost
deposits, which would insulate it from changing consumption patterns and the volatility of the financial markets;



Power – scale up operations and secure sufficient demand for the additional 2 x 135 MW expansion capacity of
its Misamis plant. It also intends to build its RES business within the RCOA regime; and



Sugar – continue achieving cost reductions in its production process, which has smoothed its earnings over the
past few years despite changing market dynamics.

Accelerate Monetization of Land Bank
The Group believes it has utilized its long experience in the real estate market to build up a considerable and
strategically located land bank which features ideal geographic access, key elements, base infrastructure, all with the
reputational standing of the “Filinvest” name. One of the Group’s key objectives is to accelerate the monetization of
this land bank through a combined strategy of:


continued strong sales of land and vertical development products, increased vertical recurring income
development and monetization of assets through potential REIT opportunities; and



minimizing land carrying cost through more interim land leases.

The Group believes that the maturity of its large-scale, master-planned townships will allow it to accelerate
monetization of specific portions of its land bank, given the property price increases in these areas brought about by
the Group’s improvements and township projects, as well as the continued economic growth of the Philippines in
general.
Continue Building Up Its Investment Portfolio and Potentially Participate in the Investment Trust Markets
The Group intends to continue building up its investment portfolio in office, retail and hospitality. The Group believes
that these segments of its businesses focus on the BPO and tourism industries, which are among the key drivers of the
Philippine economy. The Group aims to take advantage of its strategically located land bank located in key regional
centers across the Philippines, which will allow it to accelerate the growth of its recurring income portfolio in line
with market demand. Related to this, the Group will closely monitor the development of the REIT market and
regulations in the Philippines, as it believes its portfolio of recurring income properties is well-suited for a REIT
vehicle. The Group intends to participate in the REIT markets as the Group believes that a Government-supported
REIT market with incentives in line with other regional REIT markets would improve the Group’s financial returns
from its investment portfolio and provide it with another avenue of unlocking value from its assets for stakeholders.
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The Group will also aim to develop complementary businesses arising from the REIT market, such as potential asset
or property management opportunities.
Tapping Opportunities with Closer Relations and Access to China Markets
The Group believes that the current Government’s policy of increased trade and cooperation between the Philippines
and China opens up greater opportunities for most of its business sectors. It intends to seek new business or ensure its
current businesses can benefit from the expected economic growth related to stronger ties with China. For example,
with respect to its core real estate business, the Group intends to rollout projects and offerings that will cater to the
expected office and residential demand from the China outsourcing segment as it further increases its footprint in the
Philippines. Consistent with the Group’s focus on tourism, the strong growth of Philippine-bound travel from China
according to Colliers is expected to present opportunities for the Group’s hospitality and airport infrastructure
businesses. Moreover, the expected increase in China-Philippines economic cooperation in areas such as
infrastructure and public works, energy, industrial park development, processing and manufacturing, among others,
may impact the Group’s power operations (which supplies primarily to locators within the PHIVIDEC Industrial
Estate), as well as its industrial and logistic parks in New Clark City.
Continue to Explore and Maximize Synergies within the Group
The Group believes that maximizing synergies across its businesses is an immediately effective means of optimizing
profitability. The Group plans to more actively explore and pursue synergies across its business lines. As a particular
example, CHI and FHC will aim to maximize the economies of scale of the Real Estate Subsidiaries by developing
and establishing hospitality projects in the Group’s mixed-use developments. In addition, the hotel management
services that CHI provides for FLI’s condotel offerings foster customer confidence that such developments are
professionally managed in line with regional standards and best practices.
The Group has also begun to venture into new business segments through ancillary enterprises. Such focused
enterprises develop expertise in their respective areas and allow the main businesses to focus on their core
competencies. Examples of these can be found in the Group’s infrastructure business, which has established district
cooling and air handling O&M businesses in partnership with Engie; the Group’s banking and financial services
business, where EW has entered into the bancassurance business in partnership with Ageas; the Group’s power
business, where FDCUI has been able to provide cheaper power to the Group through its RES subsidiary; and also in
the Group’s real estate and hospitality business, where CWSI has been providing water and waste water services.
In a broader sense, the Group will seek to maximize the benefits derived from the bulk bidding practice and volume
discounts only available to conglomerates of its scale in areas such as communications, software and other services.
The Group is also exploring potential cross-selling and loyalty initiatives across its business segments.
Accelerate Digital Transformation, Sustainability and Other Modernization Initiatives across its Businesses.
The Group has always strived to keep abreast of advancements in technology with respect to its businesses. It aims to
continue initiatives by EW to modernize operations primarily by updating its mobile service platforms to keep pace
with the entry of FinTech competitors and other banks in the country. In line with its sustainability programs, the
Group intends to continue implementing its initiatives, including smart and LEED® (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design)-registered initiatives, in district cooling, water recycling, and solar panel roofing, among
others, with respect to its real estate and infrastructure developments and projects. For the hospitality business, the
Group intends to continue building on its successful online presence, and apply the same to its other businesses as
relevant. The Group will aim to complement this and its other external and client-facing technological improvements
by continuing to implement modernization initiatives with respect to its back-end and internal systems.
Continue to Selectively Pursue Acquisition and Partnership Opportunities, Particularly in Complementary and
Sustainable Businesses.
Building from its successful entry into additional business lines such as power and hospitality and leveraging its
reputation as a trusted partner for local and international companies looking to establish initial or greater presences in
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businesses with growth potential in the Philippines, the Group will continue to selectively explore opportunities to
acquire businesses or enter into partnerships or joint ventures, particularly with complementary and sustainable
businesses. The Group has already made inroads into the infrastructure industry with its participation in two separate
consortiums for large-scale development of key infrastructure projects aimed at increasing economic growth, tourism
and consumer demand in the country. In hospitality, the Group will seek to enter into specific third party management
agreements with potential partners in order to build up its portfolio without having to build new keys and to strengthen
its brands in key markets. Further, the Group is targeting to enter into partnerships with other hotel developers to
acquire best practices knowhow in unfamiliar jurisdictions and gain access to land that is uniquely situated. In power,
the Group will build up its relationship with Engie and continue to seek out strategic partnerships, especially in the
sustainable and renewable energy spaces, to accelerate its development as a key market player. In particular, the Group
is exploring potential business partnerships with respect to desalination technology, which, if successful, can be
utilized across several of the Group’s business lines.
Business Strategy of the Group’s Operating Segments
The specific strategies of each of the Group’s operating segments to achieve the Group’s objectives are outlined below.
Real Estate Operations
The Real Estate Companies have the following strategies:


Continue product, market and geographic diversification to strengthen leadership position in the affordable and
middle market segments.



Continue to build up recurring income streams and capitalize on REIT opportunities.



Accelerate monetization of land bank.



Targeted vertical operations integration and digitization to improve cost efficiency.

See “—Real Estate Operations—Business Strategy” for more details.
Hospitality Operations
The Group’s principal strategies for its hospitality business are as follows:


Diversify product offerings and geographical reach.



Enhance synergies with the Group.



Cultivate Crimson, Grafik and Quest brand equity by optimizing hotel developments and renovations, operations
and services.



Maximize marketing reach and distribution channels.



Explore third party management opportunities and joint ventures with third party hotel developers.

See “—Hospitality Operations—Business Strategy” for more details.
Banking and Financial Services
EW’s principal strategies are the following:


Enhance the professional development of EW employees.
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Optimize existing store network.



Achieve balanced portfolio mix while maintaining a consumer and corporate mid-market focus.



Enhance customer experience.



Enhance digital efforts.



Strengthen risk management and governance framework.

See “—Banking and Financial Services—Business Strategy” for more details.
Power Operations
FDCUI’s main strategies are to:


Capitalize on favorable regional and industry dynamics.



Actively participate in Competitive Selection Processes (CSPs) to secure PSAs with Distribution Utilities



Continue to build the RES business to diversify revenue streams and take advantage of open access.



Continue to explore and pursue renewable energy projects.



Selectively participate in the bidding for Government and private power generation assets.



Pursue niche marketing and strategic partnerships.



Enhance corporate social responsibility (“CSR”) initiatives.

See “—Power Operations—Business Strategy” for more details.
Sugar Operations
The Group’s business strategies in relation to its sugar business are the following:


Augment cane supply by developing programs to help improve farmer yields.



Reduce production cost by enhancing plant maintenance program.



Develop human resources.



Explore synergistic opportunities in the power sector, particularly in biomass.

See “—Sugar Operations—Business Strategy” for more details.
Infrastructure Strategy


Continually and selectively pursue infrastructure projects, particularly in areas which complement the Group’s
existing businesses.

See “—Infrastructure—Business Strategy” for more details.
RISKS OF INVESTING
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Before making an investment decision, investors should carefully consider the risks associated with an investment in
the Bonds. These risks include:


Risks relating to the Group’s Businesses;



Risks relating to the Group’s Real Estate and Hospitality Businesses;



Risks relating to the Group’s Banking and Financial Services Business;



Risks relating to the Group’s Power Business;



Risks relating to the Group’s Sugar Business;



Risks relating to the Group’s Infrastructure Business;



Risks relating to the Philippines;



Risks relating to the Bonds; and



Risks relating to the Presentation of Information in this Preliminary Prospectus.

Please refer to the section entitled “Risk Factors” beginning on page 37 of this Preliminary Prospectus, which, while
not intended to be an exhaustive enumeration of all risks, must be considered in connection with a purchase of the
Bonds.
COMPANY INFORMATION
The Company is a Philippine corporation with its business address at the 6th Floor, The Beaufort, 5th Avenue
corner 23rd Street, Bonifacio Global City, Taguig City, Philippines. The Company’s telephone number is +63-2-77983977 and its fax number is +63-2-7798-3970. Its corporate website is www.filinvestgroup.com. The information on
the Company’s website is not incorporated by reference into, and does not constitute part of, this Preliminary
Prospectus.
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Summary of the Offer
Issuer ...................................................

Filinvest Development Corporation, a corporation organized under
the laws of the Republic of the Philippines.

Instrument ...........................................

Fixed rate bonds constituting the direct, unconditional, unsecured
and unsubordinated Peso-denominated obligations of FDC.

Offer Size ............................................

Up to ₱8,000,000,000.00

Oversubscription Option .....................

In the event of oversubscription, the Joint Lead Underwriters and
Bookrunners, in consultation with the Issuer, shall have the option
to increase the Offer Size by up to ₱7,000,000,000.00.

The Offer .............................................

The Bonds will be issued in two (2) series, at the discretion of the
Issuer:
 5-year Bonds due 2025
 7-year Bonds due 2027
The Issuer has the discretion to change the Offer Size, allocate the
Offer Size between the 5-year Bonds and 7-year Bonds based on the
bookbuilding process, and may opt to allocate the entire Offer in
just one series.

Manner of Distribution ........................
Use of Proceeds ...................................

Public offering in the Philippines to eligible investors
Proceeds of the Offer shall be used to:
1.
2.

Refinance maturing obligations in 2020; and
Other general corporate purposes

For a detailed discussion on the Use of Proceeds please refer to the
section on “Use of Proceeds” on page 90.
Form and Denomination of the Bonds

The Bonds shall be issued in scripless form in minimum
denominations of ₱50,000.00 each, and in integral multiples of
₱10,000.00 thereafter, and traded in denominations of ₱10,000.00
in the secondary market.

Purchase Price .....................................

The Bonds shall be issued at 100% of face value.

Offer Period .........................................

The Offer shall commence at 9:00 a.m. on [●] 2020 and end at 5:00
p.m. on [●] 2020, or on such date as the Issuer and the Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners may agree upon.

Issue Date of the Bonds .......................

[●] 2020

Maturity Date ......................................

5-year Bonds: [●] or the 5th anniversary of the Issue Date
7-year Bonds: [●] or the 7th anniversary of the Issue Date

Interest Rate.........................................

5-year Bonds: [●]% per annum
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7-year Bonds: [●]% per annum
Interest Payment Dates and Interest
Payment Computation .........................

Interest on the Bonds shall be calculated on the basis of a 30/360day basis, and shall be paid quarterly in arrears commencing on [●
] 2020, for the first Interest Payment Date, and [●], [●], [●] and
[●] of each year for each subsequent Interest Payment Date while
the Bonds are outstanding, or the next Business Day if any such
dates fall on a non-Business Day without any adjustment in the
amount of interest as originally computed. The last Interest Payment
Date on the Bonds shall fall on their respective Maturity Dates.

Final Redemption ................................

The Bonds shall be redeemed at par or 100% of face value on their
respective Maturity Dates, unless earlier redeemed or purchased and
cancelled by the Issuer.
In the event the relevant Maturity Date is not a Business Day,
payment of all amounts due on such date will be made by the Issuer
through the Paying Agent, without adjustment for accrued interest,
on the succeeding Business Day.

Early Redemption Option ....................

The Issuer shall have the right, but not the obligation, to redeem in
whole (but not in part) the outstanding 5-year and 7-year Bonds on
the dates set out below (each an “Early Redemption Date”):
5-year Bonds
Early Redemption Dates
On the 3rd anniversary of the Issue Date
On the 4th anniversary of the Issue Date

7-year Bonds
Early Redemption Dates
On the 4th anniversary of the Issue Date
On the 5th anniversary of the Issue Date
On the 6th anniversary of the Issue Date

Early Redemption
Price
101.0%
100.5%

Early Redemption
Price
101.5%
101.0%
100.5%

provided, that if the relevant Early Redemption Date falls on a day
that is not a Business Day, then the payment of the Early
Redemption Price shall be made by the Issuer on the next Business
Day, without adjustment to the amount of interest and Early
Redemption Price to be paid.
The amount payable to the Bondholders upon the exercise of the
Early Redemption Option by the Issuer shall be calculated, based on
the principal amount of Bonds being redeemed, as the sum of: (i)
accrued interest computed from the last Interest Payment Date up to
the relevant Early Redemption Date; and (ii) the product of the
principal amount of the Bonds being redeemed and the Early
Redemption Price in accordance with the above table.
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The Issuer shall give no less than 30 nor more than 60 days’ prior
written notice to the Trustee, the Registrar and Paying Agent of its
intention to redeem the Bonds, which notice shall be irrevocable and
binding upon the Issuer to effect such early redemption of the Bonds
on the Early Redemption Date stated in such notice.
For a detailed discussion on the Early Redemption Option please
refer to the section on “Description of the Bonds – Early
Redemption Option” on page 104.
Redemption for Taxation Reasons ......

If payments under the Bonds become subject to additional or
increased taxes, other than the taxes and rates of such taxes
prevailing on the Issue Date as a result of certain changes in law,
rule or regulation or in the interpretation thereof, and such
additional or increased rate of such tax cannot be avoided by use of
reasonable measures available to the Issuer, the Issuer may redeem
the Bonds in whole, but not in part, on any Interest Payment Date
(having given not more than 60 days’ nor less than 30 days’ prior
written notice to the Trustee, the Registrar and Paying Agent) at par
(or 100% of the face value) and paid together with the accrued
interest thereon computed up to the date when the Bonds shall be
redeemed earlier than its maturity date, subject to the requirements
of Applicable Law.
For a detailed discussion on Redemption for Taxation Reasons
please refer to the section on “Description of the Bonds –
Redemption for Taxation Reasons” on page 105.

Redemption by Reason of Change in
Law or Circumstance...........................

Upon the occurrence of a Change in Law or Circumstance, the Issuer
may redeem the Bonds in whole, but not in part, having given not
more than 60 days’ nor less than 30 days’ written notice to the
Trustee, the Registrar and the Paying Agent, at par or 100% of the
face value and paid together with accrued interest thereon.
For a detailed discussion on Redemption by Reasons of Change in
Law or Circumstances please refer to the section on “Description of
the Bonds – Redemption by Reason of Change in Law or
Circumstances” on page 105.

Status of the Bonds ..............................

The Bonds shall constitute the direct, unconditional,
unsubordinated and unsecured obligations of FDC and shall at all
times rank pari passu and ratably without any preference or priority
amongst themselves and at least pari passu with all other present
and future unsubordinated and unsecured obligations of FDC, other
than obligations preferred by law, and preferred claims under any
bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium, liquidation or
other similar laws affecting the enforcement of creditors’ rights
generally and by general principles of equity (but not the preference
or priority established by Article 2244(14)(a) of the Civil Code of
the Philippines).

Negative Pledge...................................

The Bonds will have the benefit of a negative pledge on all
properties and assets of the Issuer, subject to the exceptions to be
described in page 107 of the Preliminary Prospectus.
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Covenants ............................................

Issuance of the Bonds shall be subject to standard covenants such
as but not limited to cross-default provisions and adherence to
certain financial ratios.

Listing .................................................

The Issuer will list the Bonds on the Philippine Dealing Exchange
Corp. (“PDEx”) on the Issue Date.

Purchase and Cancellation...................

The Issuer may purchase the Bonds at any time in the open market
or by tender or by contract at market price, in accordance with PDEx
Rules, as may be amended from time to time, without any obligation
to make pro rata purchases from all Bondholders. Bonds so
purchased shall be redeemed and cancelled and may not be reissued.
Upon listing of the Bonds on PDEx, the Issuer shall disclose any
such transactions in accordance with the applicable PDEx
disclosure rules.

Bond Rating ........................................

The Bonds have been rated PRS Aaa by the Philippine Rating
Services Corporation on January 14, 2020.
The rating is subject to regular annual reviews, or more frequently
as market developments may dictate, while the Bonds are
outstanding.

Transfer of the Bonds ..........................

Trading of the Bonds will be coursed through a PDTC Participant
under the scripless book-entry system of the PDTC. Trading,
transfer and/or settlement of the Bonds shall be performed in
accordance with the PDTC rules and procedures to be set by the
Issuer and the Registrar. Upon any assignment, title to the Bonds
will pass by recording of the transfer from the transferor to the
transferee in the Registry of Bondholders to be maintained by the
Registrar.
For a detailed discussion on Transfer of the Bonds please refer to the
section on “Description of the Bonds – Transfer of the Bonds” on
page 103.

Joint Lead Underwriters and
Bookrunners ........................................

BDO Capital & Investment Corporation
BPI Capital Corporation
China Bank Capital Corporation
East West Banking Corporation
First Metro Investment Corporation

Registry and Paying Agent ..................

Philippine Depository & Trust Corp. (“PDTC”)

Trustee .................................................

Metropolitan Bank & Trust Company – Trust Banking Group

Counsel to the Issuer ...........................

FDC’s Legal Services Division

Counsel to the Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners............

Picazo Buyco Tan Fider & Santos

Incorporation by way of Reference .....

All disclosures, reports and filings of the Company made after the
date of the Preliminary Prospectus (the “Company Disclosures”) and
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submitted to the SEC and/or the PSE pursuant to the Corporation
Code, the Securities Regulation Code and the Revised Disclosure
Rules of the PSE are incorporated or deemed incorporated by
reference in the Preliminary Prospectus. Copies of the Company
Disclosures may be viewed at the website of the Company at:
www.filinvestgroup.com/investor-relations.
The
Company
Disclosures contain material and meaningful information relating to
the Company and investors should review all information contained
in the Preliminary Prospectus and the Company Disclosures
incorporated or deemed incorporated herein by reference.
Risk Factors .........................................

Prospective investors should carefully consider the risks connected
with an investment in the Bonds, certain of which are discussed in
the section titled “Risk Factors” beginning on page 37 of this
Preliminary Prospectus.
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Summary Consolidated Financial Information
The following tables present summary consolidated financial information for the Group and should be read in
conjunction with the auditor’s reports and the Group’s consolidated financial statements and notes thereto contained
in this Preliminary Prospectus and the section entitled “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations.” The summary financial information presented below as of and for the years
ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 was derived from the consolidated financial statements of FDC prepared
in accordance with PFRS and audited by SGV & Co. in accordance with the PSA. The summary financial information
presented below as of September 30, 2019 and for the nine months ended September 30, 2018 and 2019 was derived
from the unaudited interim condensed consolidated financial statements of FDC prepared in accordance with PAS
34. The information below is not necessarily indicative of the results of future operations.
The Group adopted the final version of PFRS 9, Financial Instruments (PFRS 9 (2014)) and PFRS 15, Revenue from
Contracts with Customers using modified retrospective approach of adoption with the initial date of application of
January 1, 2018. Amounts presented in the consolidated statements of financial position and consolidated statements
of income as of and for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016 are based on PFRS 9 (2010) and PAS 39,
Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement (superseded by PFRS 9 (2014)) and PAS 18, Revenue, PAS 11,
Construction Contracts and related Interpretations (superseded by PFRS 15). The comparative financial information
for accounts affected by the adoption of PFRS 9 (2014) and PFRS 15 may not be comparable to the information
presented for 2018. Please refer to Note 2 of the Group’s audited consolidated financial statements, which are
included as an Annex to this Preliminary Prospectus, for the effect of the adoption of PFRS 9 and PFRS 15.
The Group adopted PFRS 16, Leases using the modified retrospective approach with the initial date of application of
January 1, 2019. Amounts presented in the interim consolidated statement of financial position and interim
consolidated statement of income as of and for the nine months ended September 30, 2018 are based on PAS 17,
Leases, IFRIC 4, Determining whether an Arrangement contains a Lease, SIC-15, Operating Leases-Incentives, and
SIC-27, Evaluating the Substance of Transactions Involving the Legal Form of a Lease. The comparative financial
information for accounts affected by the adoption of PFRS 16 may not be comparable to the information presented as
of and for the nine months ended September 30, 2019. Please refer to Note 2 of the Group’s unaudited interim
condensed consolidated financial statements, which are included as an Annex to this Preliminary Prospectus, for the
effect of the adoption of PFRS 16.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME
For the years ended December 31,
2016
(audited)

2017
(audited)

For the nine months ended September 30,

2018
(audited)

2018
(unaudited)

2019
(unaudited)

(millions, except per share figures)
REVENUES
Real estate operations
Sales of lots, condominiums and residential
units ......................................

₱16,406.8

₱17,230.7

₱20,362.8

₱15,254.5

₱16,052.9

Mall and rental revenues .............

3,831.9

4,897.2

6,174.4

4,165.8

5,323.7

Hospitality operations .......................

1,587.4

2,174.5

2,665.5

1,924.5

2,402.7

Banking and financial services ..........

17,684.5

21,494.7

23,794.5

17,428.1

21,381.3

Power operations ..............................

7,510.0

9,942.5

8,630.5

6,273.2

7,712.5

Sugar operations ...............................

2,562.5

2,143.0

2,448.7

2,334.5

2,387.4

49,583.1

57,882.6

64,076.3

47,380.8

55,260.6

Real estate operations .......................

2,358.9

2,437.5

2,236.8

1,670.1

1,207.6

Hospitality operations .......................

41.8

31.9

39.8

31.9

48.4

Banking and financial services ..........

6,525.0

7,197.7

6,212.4

4,380.7

5,666.4

Power operations ..............................

36.0

9.1

659.3

648.8

10.1

Sugar operations ...............................

30.4

31.5

89.2

56.7

28.3

8,992.0

9,707.8

9,237.6

6,788.2

6,960.8

58,575.2

67,590.4

73,313.9

54,169.0

62,221.4

OTHER INCOME

Total Revenues and Other Income
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For the years ended December 31,
2016
(audited)

2017
(audited)

For the nine months ended September 30,

2018
(audited)

2018
(unaudited)

2019
(unaudited)

COSTS
Real estate operations
Sale of lots, condominiums and residential
units ......................................

8,879.9

9,142.7

7,523.9

8,637.3
1,069.7

10,321.9

Mall and rental services ..............

582.3

834.2

880.6

876.8

Hospitality operations .......................

783.8

1,076.8

1,345.2

701.2

833.9

Banking and financial services ..........

2,612.7

3,346.7

4,794.0

3,124.8

6,280.6

Power operations ..............................

6,303.5

7,069.7

4,613.7

2,467.5

3,030.3

Sugar operations ...............................

1,819.1

1,787.1

1,939.0

1,833.8

1,878.7

Other operations................................

631.7

607.5

640.0

494.1

532.1

21,613.0

23,864.7

24,534.5

17,022.2

22,262.6

Real estate operations .......................

₱4,383.3

₱5,045.0

₱6,153.3

₱4,499.7

₱4,952.7

Hospitality operations .......................

910.3

876.8

929.8

1,035.9

1,289.9

Banking and financial services ..........

17,658.6

18,895.7

19,521.0

14,604.6

15,239.2

Power operations ..............................

1,251.3

3,614.7

2,657.6

2,608.7

2,663.3

Sugar operations ...............................

171.9

233.3

346.4

207.7

118.7

Other operations................................

985.7

678.5

1,292.6

776.3

918.1

25,361.1

29,344.0

30,900.7

23,733.0

25,181.8

Total Cost and Expenses .................

46,974.1

53,208.7

55,435.1

40,755.1

47,444.4

INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAX

11,601.1

14,381.7

17,878.8

13,413.8

14,777.0

Current ..............................................

2,576.8

3,243.1

3,907.7

3,503.3

2,695.6

Deferred ............................................

548.3

865.4

547.0

(408.8)

292.5

3,125.1

4,108.4

4,454.7

3,094.5

2,988.2

₱8,476.1

₱10,273.3

₱13,424.0

₱10,319.3

₱11,788.8

₱5,502.7

₱6,612.4

₱9,759.5

₱7,737.3

₱8.976.3

2,973.4

3,660.8

3,664.5

2,582.0

2,812.5

₱8,476.1

₱10,273.3

₱13,424.0

₱10,319.3

₱11,788.8

₱0.59

₱0.71

₱1.13

₱1.19

₱1.38

EXPENSES

PROVISION FOR INCOME TAX

NET INCOME ...............................
Net income attributable to:
Equity holders of the Parent Company
Noncontrolling interest ...............

Basic/Diluted Earnings Per Share Attributable to
the Equity Holders of the Parent Company(1)
...................................................

____________________
Notes:
(1) Basic/Diluted EPS is calculated by dividing net income attributable to equity holders of FDC by the weighted average number of issued and
outstanding Shares during the year and annualized net income attributable to equity holders of FDC by the weighted average number of
issued and outstanding Shares for the quarter ended September 30.

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
As of December 31,
2017
(audited)

2016
(audited)

As of September 30,
2019
(unaudited)

2018
(audited)
(millions)

ASSETS
₱63,478.4

₱75,319.0

₱68,121.3

₱41,475.5

Real estate operations .........................................................................

25,620.0

21,859.7

4,261.3

4,695.2

Hospitality operations .........................................................................

55.2

92.5

196.6

165.6

Banking and financial services............................................................

187,451.4

209,159.1

231,530.9

247,466.4

Power operations ................................................................................

1,502.6

1,786.0

1,841.5

1,540.7

Sugar operations .................................................................................

115.8

130.0

117.9

119.9

Financial assets at fair value through profit or
loss (FVTPL) .......................................................................................

5,267.8

7,313.2

4,338.8

16,979.9

Cash and cash equivalents .........................................................................
Loans and receivables
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As of December 31,
2017
(audited)

2016
(audited)

As of September 30,
2019
(unaudited)

2018
(audited)

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
(FVTOCI) ...........................................................................................

421.7

404.8

750.3

4,727.7

Investment securities at amortized cost ......................................................

11,129.5

6,472.2

36,510.5

47,672.7

Contract assets...........................................................................................

—

—

11,455.4

9,830.5

Real estate inventories ...............................................................................

56,205.4

65,599.4

80,194.3

82,292.8

Coal, spare parts and other inventories.......................................................

685.2

576.6

691.4

813.1

Investment properties ................................................................................

57,858.5

63,347.1

68,981.8

76,578.2

Property, plant and equipment ...................................................................

42,834.1

45,024.3

44,422.9

43,695.7

Investment in joint ventures .......................................................................

649.8

873.8

734.6

906.4

Independent Power Producer Administrator (IPPA) rights .........................

7,113.4

—

—

—

Right-of-use assets ....................................................................................

—

—

—

7,708.0

Deferred tax assets - net.............................................................................

2,338.3

2,213.1

2,600.8

3,051.6

Goodwill ...................................................................................................

14,151.3

10,381.1

10,381.1

10,381.2

Other assets – net ......................................................................................

21,760.7

22,281.9

23,372.8

22,964.4

Total Assets .............................................................................................

₱498,639.1

₱532,833.6

₱590,504.3

₱623,065.5

Deposit liabilities ......................................................................................

₱221,979.3

₱241,317.2

₱266,926.1

₱271,663.5

Bills and acceptances payable ....................................................................

2,194.6

4,159.7

17,969.9

26,422.7

Accounts payable, accrued expenses and other liabilities ...........................

34,950.3

40,798.5

40,480.4

44,138.1

Liability on IPPA contract .........................................................................

7,530.2

—

—

—

Contract liabilities .....................................................................................

—

—

5,690.7

2,064.2

Long-term debt ..........................................................................................

117,436.0

125,816.4

127,347.5

129,155.7

Income tax payable....................................................................................

486.5

715.1

606.5

956.0

Lease liabilities .........................................................................................

—

—

—

8,479.5

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Liabilities

Retirement liabilities .................................................................................

934.7

935.0

1,117.1

945.6

Deferred tax liabilities – net.......................................................................

9,172.8

9,962.2

10,684.7

11,562.6

Total Liabilities........................................................................................

₱394,684.2

₱423,704.0

₱470,822.9

₱495,388.1

EQUITY
Equity attributable to equity holders of the Parent Company:
Capital stock – ₱1 par value
Authorized common shares – 15,000,000,000
Authorized preferred shares – 2,000,000,000
Issued common shares – 9,319,872,387 ............................................

₱9,319.9

₱9,319.9

₱9,319.9

₱9,319.9

Treasury shares ......................................................................................

(24.2)

(3,614.5)

(3,614.5)

(3,614.5)

Additional paid-in capital .......................................................................

11,900.0

11,900.0

11,900.0

11,900.0

Retained earnings ...................................................................................

55,872.6

61,820.9

69,970.1

79,384.7
201.4

Other comprehensive income – net of tax
Revaluation reserve on financial assets at FVTOCI...........................

72.6

72.3

118.1

Remeasurement losses on retirement plans .......................................

(181.5)

(70.1)

(152.7)

1.7

Cash flow hedge reserve ...................................................................

(13.9)

(32.7)

34.7

(104.9)

Translation adjustment......................................................................

74.7

0.8

(74.9)

(108.4)

Share in other components of equity in joint ventures .......................

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

Total..........................................................................................................

77,020.8

79,397.3

87,501.4

96,980.7

Noncontrolling interest ..............................................................................

26,934.1

29,732.3

32,179.9

30,696.8

Total Equity ............................................................................................

103,954.9

109,129.6

119,681.3

127,677.4

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY ..................................................

₱498,639.1

₱532,833.6

₱590,504.3

₱623,065.5

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOW
Pursuant to the adoption of certain Interpretations issued by the Philippine Interpretations Committee, the Group
restated certain portions of its financial statements, including its statements of cash flow for the years ended
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December 31, 2016 and 2017. Please see Note 2 of the Group’s consolidated financial statements elsewhere in this
Preliminary Prospectus for more details.
For the years ended December 31,
2016
2017
(audited)
(audited)
2018
(as restated)
(as restated)
(audited)

For the nine months ended
September 30,
2018
(unaudited)

2019
(unaudited)

(millions)
Net cash provided by (used in) operating
activities(1).............................................

₱25,067.2

₱14,837.3

₱26,374.9

₱12,605.0

₱(3,320.8)

Net cash used in investing activities(1) ...

(21,759.5)

(5,555.0)

(41,167.7)

(36,627.6)

(27,035.8)

6,294.5

2,558.3

7,595.1

6,076.8

3,710.7

Net cash provided by financing activities
..............................................................

____________________
Notes:
(1) Please see Note 2 of the Group’s consolidated financial statements elsewhere in this Preliminary Prospectus for more information of the
restatement of net cash provided by operating activities and net cash used in investing activities for the years ended December 31, 2016
and 2017.
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FINANCIAL RATIOS FOR THE GROUP

2016

As of and for the years ended December 31,
2017

As of and for the nine
months ended
September 30,
2019

2018

(₱)
(millions, except percentages and per share figures)

(₱)

Revenues and Other Income .....

₱58,575.2

₱67,590.4

₱73,313.9

₱62,221.4

Gross profit(1) ............................

₱27,970.2

₱34,017.9

₱39,541.8

₱32,998.0

Gross margin(2) .........................

56.4%

58.8%

61.7%

59.7%

EBITDA(3) (unaudited) ..............

₱17,293.5

₱22,364.6

₱25,385.1

₱21,728.2

₱8,476.1

₱10,273.3

₱13,424.0

₱11,788.8

Net income ...............................
Net income attributable to equity holders of
FDC ......................................
Capital expenditure(4)
(unaudited) ...........................

₱5,502.7

₱6,612.4

₱9,759.5

₱8,976.3

₱28,614.6

₱27,577.3

₱34,360.0

₱15,198.3

Inventories(5) .............................

₱56,890.6

₱66,176.0

₱80,885.7

₱83,105.8

Current assets – excluding EW(6)

₱63,710.2

₱97,522.8

₱107,033.4

₱116,616.6

Current liabilies – excluding EW(7)
Adjusted total liabilities(8) .........
Return on assets(9) (unaudited) ..
Return on average equity(10) (unaudited)
.............................................
Return on revenues(11)
(unaudited) ...........................
Long-term debt-to-equity ratio(12) (unaudited)
.............................................
Adjusted total liabilities-to-equity ratio(13)
(unaudited) ...........................
Net debt-to-equity ratio(14) (unaudited)
Net debt-to-EBITDA ratio(15) (unaudited)
.............................................
Net book value per share(16) (unaudited)
.............................................
Earnings per share – basic.........
Price earnings ratio(17)
(unaudited) ...........................
Assets-to-equity ratio(18)
(unaudited) ...........................
Current ratio – excluding EW(19) (unaudited)
.............................................
Quick ratio – excluding EW(20) (unaudited)
.............................................
EBITDA to total interest expense(21) (unaudited)
.............................................

₱23,347.3

₱31,427.2

₱18,710.6

₱21,645.4

₱162,980.1

₱178,227.1

₱185,926.9

₱188,822.3

1. 7%

2.0%

2.4%

2.6%

8%

10%

12%

12%

14%

15%

18%

19%

1.1

1.2

1.1

1.0

1.6

1.6

1.6

1.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.7

3.1

2.3

2.3

4.0

₱11.16

₱11.72

₱13.84

₱14.76

0.59

0.71

1.13

₱1.38

13.9x

10.9x

10.5x

9.4x

4.8

4.9

4.9

4.9x

2.7

3.1

5.7

5.4x

0.3

1.0

1.4

1.6x

7.6x

7.2x

6.9x

7.5x

____________________
Notes:
(1) Gross profit represents total revenues (excluding other income) less total costs.
(2)

Gross margin represents gross profit as a percentage of total revenues.

(3)

EBITDA represents net income after adding back interest expense (excluding accretion expense on liability on IPPA contract and financial
liability on lease contract) , depreciation and amortization and provision for income tax, as adjusted for eliminating entries across business
segments. EBITDA is not required by, and is not a measure of performance under, PFRS. Investors should not consider EBITDA in isolation
or as an alternative to operating income or net income as an indicator of the Group’s operating performance or to cash flow from operating,
investing and financing activities as a measure of liquidity, or any other measures of performance under PFRS. Because there are various
EBITDA calculation methods, the Group’s presentation of EBITDA may not be comparable to similarly titled measures used by other
companies.
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The following table shows a reconciliation of EBITDA to the Group’s net income for the periods stated:

As of and for the nine months
ended September 30,

As of and for the years ended December 31,
2016

2017

2018

2019

(millions, except percentages and per share figures)
₱8,476.1

₱10,273.3

₱13,424.0

₱11,788.8

Interest expense(a) ...........

2,269.7

3,120.3

3,660.4

2,890.2

Depreciation and amortization

3,422.6

4,862.6

3,846.0

4,061.0

Net income .........................
Plus:

Provision for income tax

3,125.1

4,108.4

4,454.7

2,988.2

EBITDA ..................................

₱17,293.5

₱22,364.6

₱25,385.1

₱21,728.2

____________________
Note:
(a)

Excluding accretion expense on liability on IPPA contract and financial liability on lease contract (see Note 29 of the Group’s audited
consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2018 elsewhere in this Preliminary Prospectus).

(4)

Capital expenditures pertain to actual additions to land acquistions, residential developments, investment properties and property, plant and
equipment.

(5)

Inventories is computed as the sum of real estate inventories and coal, spare parts and other inventories.

2016

As of December 31,
2017

2018

As of
September 30,
2019

(in millions)
Real estate inventories
Lots, condominium and residential units for sale(a)
...................................................................
Land and land development(b) ....................
Coal, spare parts and other inventories ...........
Total inventories ...........................................
____________________
Note:

(6)

₱29,359.2
9,124.4
685.2

₱37,222.4
28,377.0
576.6

₱45,868.6
34,325.7
691.4

₱47,260.7
35,032.0
813.1

₱39,168.8

₱66,176.0

₱80,885.7

₱83,105.8

(a)

Presented as real estate inventories in the consolidated statement of financial position as of December 31, 2016.

(b)

The Group adopted PIC Q&A 2018-11, Classification of Land by Real Estate Developer starting January 1, 2017. The impact of
adoption is applied retrospectively which resulted in land and land development, previously presented as noncurrent asset to be
reclassified as current asset under “Real estate inventories” in the consolidated statement of financial position as of December 31,
2017. Land and land development as of December 31, 2016 presented in the table above is exclusive of noncurrent portion amounting
to ₱17,721.8 million.

Current assets excluding EW is computed as total consolidated current assets after deducting total current assets of EW. The following table
shows the reconciliation of current assets excluding EW to the total current assets:

2016

(7)

As of December 31,
2017
2018
(in millions)

As of
September 30,
2019

Current assets - excluding EW .......................
Current assets - EW ........................................

₱63,710.2
163,360.1

₱97,522.8
161,740.0

₱107,033.4
181,780.2

₱116,616.6
176,775.2

Total current assets ......................................

₱227,070.3

₱259,262.8

₱288,813.6

₱293,391.8

Current liabilities excluding EW is computed as total consolidated current liabilities after deducting total current liabilities of EW. The
following table shows the reconciliation of current liabilities excluding EW to the total current liabilities:

2016
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As of December 31,
2017

2018

As of
September 30,
2019

(in millions)

(8)

Current liabilities - excluding EW ..................

₱23,347.3

₱31,427.2

₱18,710.6

₱21,645.4

Current liabilities - EW ..................................

216,209.9

227,937.0

286,115.7

312,053.5

Total current liabilities.................................

₱239,557.2

₱259,364.2

₱304,826.3

₱333,698.9

Adjusted total liabilities is computed as the total liabilities after deducting deposit liabilities, bills and acceptance payable, lease liabilities
and liability on IPPA contract. The following table shows the reconciliation of total liabilities to adjusted total liabilities:

2016
Total liabilities .......................................
Less:
Deposit liabilities ......................................
Bills and acceptance payable......................
Liability on IPPA contract..........................
Lease liabilities
Adjusted total liabilities ...............................
(9)

₱394,684.2

As of December 31,
2017

2018

(in millions)
₱423,704.0
₱470,822.9

As of
September 30,
2019
₱495,388.1

221,979.3
2,194.6
7,530.2
–

241,317.2
4,159.7
–
–

266,926.1
17,969.9
–
–

271,663.5
26,422.7
–
8,479.5

₱162,980.1

₱178,227.1

₱185,926.9

₱188,822.3

Return on assets for the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 is computed as net income divided by average assets. Return on
assets for the period ended September 30, 2019 is computed as annualized net income divided by adjusted assets. Adjusted assets is computed
as average assets less net income for the period plus annualized net income.

(10) Return on average equity for the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 is computed as net income divided by average equity. Return
on average equity for the period ended September 30, 2019 is computed as annualized net income divided by adjusted equity. Adjusted equity
is computed as average equity less net income for the period plus annualized net income.
(11) Return on revenue is computed as net income divided by total revenue and other income.
(12) Long-term debt-to-equity ratio is computed as total long-term debt divided by total equity.
(13) Total liabilities-to-equity ratio is computed as total liabilities (excluding deposit liabilities, bills and acceptance payable, lease liabilities and
liability on IPPA contract) divided by total equity.
(14) Net debt-to-equity ratio is computed as the sum of long-term debt and short-term debt less cash and cash equivalents, divided by total equity
(including non-controlling interest in a consolidated entity).
(15) Net debt-to-EBITDA ratio is computed as the sum of long-term debt and short-term debt less cash and cash equivalents, divided by EBITDA.
(16) Net book value per share is computed as total equity divided by the total number of outstanding Shares as of the last day of the relevant
accounting period.
(17) Price earnings ratio is computed as closing price of the Parent Company’s shares of stock divided by actual earnings per share for the years
ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, and annualized earnings per share for the quarter ended September 30, 2019.
(18) Assets-to-equity ratio is computed as total assets divided by equity.
(19) Current ratio – excluding EW is computed as current assets – excluding EW divided by current liabilities – excluding EW.
(20) Quick ratio – excluding EW is computed as current assets excluding EW less Inventories divided by current liabilities excluding EW.
(21) EBITDA to total interest expense is computed as EBITDA divided by total interest expense (excluding accretion expense on liability on IPPA
contract and financial liability on lease contract).
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Risk Factors
An investment in the Bonds involves a number of risks. The price of securities can and does fluctuate, and any
individual security may experience upward or downward movements and may even become valueless. There is an
inherent risk that losses may be incurred rather than profit made as a result of buying and selling securities. Past
performance is not a guide to future performance and there may be a large difference between the buying price and
the selling price of these securities. Investors deal with a range of investments, each of which may carry a different
level of risk. Investors should carefully consider all the information contained in this Preliminary Prospectus,
including the risk factors described below, before deciding to invest in the Bonds. The occurrence of any of the
following events, or other events not currently anticipated, could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s
business, financial condition and results of operations and cause the market price of the Bonds to decline. All or part
of an investment in the Bonds could be lost.
The means by which the Group plans to address the risks discussed herein are principally presented in the sections of
this Preliminary Prospectus entitled “Business — Competitive Strengths” on pages 169 to 175, “Business — Business
Strategy” on pages 175 to 247 and “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of
Operations” on pages 125 to164. This section entitled “Risk Factors” does not purport to disclose all of the risks
and other significant aspects of investing in these securities. Investors should undertake independent research and
study the trading of securities before commencing any trading activity. Investors should seek professional advice
regarding any aspect of the securities such as the nature of risks involved in the trading of securities, and specifically
those of high risk securities. Investors may request publicly available information on the Offer and FDC from the
SEC and PDEx.
RISKS RELATING TO THE GROUP’S BUSINESSES
The Group operates in competitive industries, which could limit the Group’s ability to maintain or increase its
market share and maintain profitability.
Each of the Group’s business operations is subject to competition. Some competitors may have substantially greater
financial and other resources, which may allow them to undertake more aggressive marketing and to react more
quickly and effectively to changes in the markets. The entry of new competitors into any of the Group’s business
segments could reduce the Group’s sales and profit margins. Each of the Group’s business segments may be
particularly affected by competition as follows:
Competition in the real estate industry
In the real estate development industry, the Real Estate Companies are subject to significant competition in connection
with the acquisition of land for residential real estate projects, investment properties and leasing business. The Real
Estate Companies’ future growth and development are dependent, in part, on their ability to acquire or enter into
agreements to develop additional tracts of land suitable for the types of residential real estate projects they have
developed over the years. As the Real Estate Companies and their competitors attempt to locate sites for development,
the Real Estate Companies may experience difficulty locating parcels of land of suitable size in locations and at prices
acceptable to them, particularly parcels of land located in areas surrounding Metro Manila and in other urban areas
throughout the Philippines. The Real Estate Companies may also have difficulty in attracting land owners to enter
into joint venture agreements with them that will provide the Real Estate Companies with reasonable returns. In the
event the Real Estate Companies are unable to acquire suitable land at acceptable prices, or at all, or to enter into
agreements with joint venture partners to develop suitable land with reasonable returns, or at all, the Group’s growth
prospects could be limited and its business, financial condition and results of operations could be adversely affected.
See “Business — Real Estate — Land Acquisition.”
The Real Estate Companies compete with a number of commercial developers, some of which have greater financial
and other resources and may be perceived to have more attractive projects. Moreover, FLI’s emphasis on mediumrise buildings (“MRBs”) potentially exposes the Group to greater competition for real estate projects due to there
being fewer barriers to entry in this segment as compared to larger developments. Competition from other developers,
and in the case of Festival Supermall, Fora Mall or Main Square Mall, from neighboring shopping malls, may
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adversely affect the Real Estate Companies’ ability to successfully operate their investment properties or attract and
retain tenants, and continued development by these and other market participants could result in saturation of the
market for office and retail space. The Real Estate Companies also face competition with respect to its commercial
office space properties, principally from Megaworld Corporation, Eton Properties Philippines, Robinsons Land
Corporation and Ayala Land, Inc., each of which has a large portfolio of commercial office space available for lease
in Metro Manila’s principal business districts, such as Makati City. These competitors may have greater experience
in commercial leasing operations and there can be no assurance that the Real Estate Companies will be able to
successfully compete with larger and more experienced competitors. Consequently, the competition that FLI faces
could have a material adverse effect on the Real Estate Companies’ business, financial condition and results of
operations.
Competition in the hospitality industry
The Group develops and operates its hospitality business through two entities, Filinvest Hospitality Corporation
(“FHC”), which is a hotel asset owner and developer, and Chroma Hospitality, Inc. (“CHI”), a hotel management
company and operator. As such, the Group faces significant competition in the hospitality industry from both
developers and operators.
Increased competition with other developers for land has made suitable parcels of land more expensive and difficult
to acquire. The Group faces competition from both small and large real estate developers, including but not limited
to, Ayala Land, Inc., SM Investments Corporation, Robinsons Land Corporation, Megaworld and Shangri-La
Properties, as well as independent hotel developers. Any increase in land prices and decrease in prime locations for
raw land may adversely affect the Group’s budget and timetable for completing hotel properties.
As an operator, the Group also faces competition with other hotel management companies in hiring qualified personnel
to run the day-to-day operations of various hotels, resorts and condotels. Also, as the Group seeks to explore third
party management opportunities, it will compete with other hotel operators to capture potential hotel partners thus
further intensifying the competition between hotel operators. Further, the rapid expansion of room supply and
emerging tourist destinations in the Philippines have also created significant competition for the patronage of
international and domestic business and leisure travelers. A decrease in the share of customers for the Group’s hotel
locations could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial condition and result of operation.
Competition in the banking and financial services industry
In the banking and financial services industry, EW is subject to significant levels of competition in all areas of its
business from many other Philippine banks and branches of foreign banks, including competitors which, in some
instances, have greater financial and other capital resources, a greater market share, or greater name recognition in
certain areas than EW. The banking industry in the Philippines has, in recent years, been subject to consolidation and
liberalization, including liberalization of foreign ownership restrictions. There are currently a total of 46 domestic and
foreign universal and commercial banks operating in the Philippines as of September 30, 2019. See “Philippine
Banking Industry.” In the future, EW may face increased competition from other financial institutions offering a
wider range of commercial banking services and products than EW and that have larger lending limits, greater
financial resources and stronger balance sheets than EW. Increased competition may arise from:


other large Philippine banking and financial institutions with significant presence in Metro Manila and large
country-wide store networks;



foreign banks, due to, among other things, relaxed standards and regulations permitting large foreign banks to
expand their store network through the acquisition of domestic banks;



domestic banks entering into strategic alliances with foreign banks with significant financial and management
resources;



continued consolidation in the Philippine banking sector involving domestic and foreign banks, driven in part by
the gradual removal of foreign ownership restrictions; and
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the emergence of FinTech, including businesses such as an all-digital bank set up by CIMB and mobile payment
tools or e-wallet applications such as GCash and PayMaya, and the growing popularity of peer-to-peer lending
through digital platforms.

There can be no assurance that EW will be able to compete effectively in the face of such increased competition. In
addition, EW faces intense competition in areas it has identified for growth such as the retail customer and corporate
mid-market segments. Increased competition may make it difficult for EW to increase the size of its loan portfolio
and deposit base, its store network (particularly in Restricted Areas for new bank stores), as well as cause increased
pricing competition, which could have a material adverse effect on its margins, business, financial condition and
results of operations and inhibit EW’s ability to implement its growth strategy.
Competition in the power business
In the power generation industry, FDCUI faces significant competition in connection with the acquisition of power
supply agreements with various distribution utilities and industrial customers for its existing clean coal plant’s
remaining uncontracted capacity as well as additional capacities from potential new projects. Since 2001, the
Government has been implementing measures designed to establish a competitive energy market, including the
privatization of the power generation facilities previously owned and operated by National Power Corporation
(“NPC”), the grant of a concession to operate transmission facilities, the establishment of the Wholesale Electricity
Spot Market (“WESM”) and the implementation of the Retail Competition and Open Access (“RCOA”) regime. The
nature of contracting with distribution utilities has changed given the competitive selection process, which mandates
all power supply agreements go through a bidding process to ensure cost effectiveness. Further, the RCOA regime
has reduced the barriers to entry in the electricity supply sector. This new market platform does not require ownership
of a power plant to be able to provide retail supply to customers and has resulted in a highly competitive environment.
While a generation asset is not required to compete in the retail market, the availability of such asset in a particular
grid offers an advantage over competitors. This platform is also reliant on marketing efforts that target numerous
commercial and industrial facilities. In light of the competition in the power sector, there is no assurance that FDCUI
will be able to attract new clients, maintain existing accounts or gain market share.
In addition, the private sector’s appetite for investment in the electric power sector of Mindanao was motivated by a
power crisis in 2010 when the region suffered from 10-hour rotating brownouts. The Mindanao grid needed more
reliable baseload capacity since the capacity mix then was dominated by hydropower plants. The situation has resulted
in the development of numerous coal-fired power plants causing a supply surplus in the region. Although FDCUI
currently operates the largest baseload facility in Mindanao and has more than 82% of its net available capacity
contracted to offtakers, there is no assurance that FDCUI will be able to continue to compete successfully with other
power generators or new competitors entering the market, which may result in a material adverse effect on FDCUI’s
business, financial conditions and results of operation.
Competition in the sugar industry
The sugar industry is highly competitive. The Sugar Subsidiaries face significant competition from domestic sugar
manufacturers as well as producers of alternative sweeteners, all of which may adversely affect their profitability. The
Sugar Subsidiaries compete with other Philippine sugar producers to obtain sufficient quantities of its raw material,
sugarcane. If the Sugar Subsidiaries are unable to procure enough sugarcane to sustain their profitability, the Group’s
sugar business and financial results may be materially adversely affected. Further, the use of alternative sweeteners,
especially artificial sweeteners such as saccharine and high fructose corn syrup, has reduced the demand for sugar in
other markets for sweeteners around the world. Soft drink bottlers and confectioners in many countries have switched
from sugar to, or increased consumption of, alternative sweeteners. The use of alternative sweeteners by sugar
consumers, including soft drink bottlers and confectioners, may reduce the demand for sugar. A substantial decrease
in sugar consumption, or the increased use of alternative or artificial sweeteners in the Philippines, could have a
material adverse effect on the Sugar Subsidiaries’ business, financial condition and results of operations.
The Group’s businesses are highly regulated and Government policies and regulations could adversely affect
the Group’s operations and profitability.
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Each of the Group’s business operations are subject to a broad range of government laws and regulations, fiscal
policies and zoning ordinances. The Group has incurred, and expects to continue to incur, operating costs to comply
with such laws and regulations, fiscal policies and zoning ordinances. Further changes to the applicable governmental
laws and regulations, fiscal policies and zoning ordinances will result in additional costs of compliance for the Group.
For details of Government policies and regulations applicable to each of the Group’s businesses, see “Regulatory and
Environmental Matters.” Each of the Group’s business segments may be particularly affected by regulations as
follows:
Regulation in the real estate industry
In the real estate development industry, the Real Estate Companies are subject to a wide range of government
regulations, which, while varying from one locality to another, typically include zoning considerations as well as the
requirement to procure a variety of environmental and construction-related permits. In addition, projects that are to
be located on agricultural land must get clearance from the Philippine Department of Agrarian Reform (“DAR”) so
that the land can be re-classified as non-agricultural land and, in certain cases, tenants occupying agricultural land
may have to be relocated at the Real Estate Companies’ expense. Presidential Decree No. 957, as amended,
(“PD 957”) and RA 4726, also known as The Condominium Act (“RA 4726”), are the principal statutes which
regulate the development and sale of real property as part of a condominium project or subdivision. PD 957 and
RA 4726 cover subdivision projects for residential, commercial, industrial or recreational purposes and condominium
projects for residential or commercial purposes. The Housing and Land Use Regulatory Board (“HLURB”) is the
administrative agency of the Government which enforces these statutes.
Regulations applicable to the Real Estate Companies include standards regarding the suitability of the site, road access,
necessary community facilities, open spaces, water supply, sewage systems, garbage disposal systems, electricity
supply, lot sizes, easements, the length of the housing blocks, and house construction. All subdivision development
plans are required to be filed with and approved by the local government unit (“LGU”) with jurisdiction over the area
where the project is located. Approval of development plans is conditioned on, among other things, completion of the
acquisition of the project site and the developer’s financial, technical and administrative capabilities. Alterations of
approved plans that affect significant areas of the project, such as infrastructure and public facilities, also require the
prior approval of the relevant government unit. There can be no assurance that the Real Estate Companies, their
respective subsidiaries or associates or partners, will be able to obtain governmental approvals for their projects, or
that these approvals can be secured without delay, or that when given, such approvals will not be revoked. In addition,
owners of or dealers in real estate projects are required to obtain licenses to sell before making sales or other
dispositions of subdivision lots and housing units. Project permits and any license to sell may be suspended, cancelled
or revoked by the HLURB based on its own findings or upon complaint from an interested party and there can be no
assurance that the Real Estate Companies, their respective subsidiaries, associates or partners will in all circumstances,
receive the requisite approvals, permits or licenses or that such permits, approvals or licenses will not be cancelled or
suspended. The price per unit that the Group is permitted to charge for socialized housing is subject to a pre-specified
maximum, fixed by proper Government agencies and which could be reduced at any time. Any of the foregoing
circumstances or events could affect the Real Estate Companies’ ability to complete projects on time, within budget,
at a profit or at all, and could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s financial condition and results of
operations.
Regulation in the hospitality sector
The Group’s hospitality business is subject to a wide range of government laws, rules and regulations covering project
delivery, construction and operation. Permits and clearances are issued based on local zoning considerations,
environmental laws, and construction-related guidelines, varying from one municipality to another. These include
ECC issued by DENR, permits issued by various local governments (e.g., locational clearance, barangay clearance,
development permit, occupancy permits, and operating permits) and accreditations issued by the Department of
Tourism (“DOT”). Obtaining regulatory permits, licenses and approvals can take a significant amount of time which
could adversely delay or hinder the development and operation of the projects.
Regulation in the banking and financial services industry
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In the banking and financial services industry, EW is regulated principally by, and has reporting obligations to, the
BSP. EW is also subject to banking, corporate and other laws in effect in the Philippines from time to time. The
regulatory and legal framework governing EW differs in certain material respects from that in effect in other
jurisdictions and may continue to change as the Philippine economy and commercial and financial markets evolve.
See “—EW may have to comply with strict regulations and guidelines issued by banking regulatory authorities in the
Philippines and international bodies.”
Regulation in the power generation industry
The power business and its customers are subject to strict regulation in the Philippines. Several Government agencies,
such as the Energy Regulatory Commission (“ERC”), Philippine Department of Energy (“DOE”), the Philippine
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (“DENR”) and LGUs regulate the power generation industry such
that any perceived violation or any amendments to existing rules and regulations or other newly enacted rules and
regulations could adversely delay or entirely hinder the development of projects.
While the Electric Power Industry Reform Act of 2001 (“EPIRA”) provides for deregulation in the power generation
sub-sector, the ERC still regulates the distribution utilities and the electricity rates charged by the distribution utilities
to their customers. Even if the power generator and the offtaker reach agreement on the rates, the agreement still has
to undergo scrutiny by the ERC. Agreed rates may be changed based on the results of the ERC’s evaluation. A
significant change in the rates would substantially alter the profitability of a project, which in turn could affect the
feasibility of development of such project. The DOE oversees all industry developments and issues policies governing
the industry. Any major shifts in policy direction may hinder the development of FDCUI’s planned projects which in
turn may materially and adversely affect the Group’s results of operations.
In addition to its tasks of evaluating power supply agreements, the ERC issues the certificate of compliance (“COC”),
which is the license to commercially operate the power plant. The COC is valid for five years and renewal requires
review by the ERC of the plant’s operations and compliance with applicable rules and regulations. The Environmental
Compliance Certificate (“ECC”), on the other hand, which is issued by the DENR, is valid for the entire life of the
power plant. The conditions provided under the ECC are periodically monitored and reviewed by the DENR. Any
failure by the Group to renew the plant’s COC or to comply with the conditions provided under the ECC may affect
the Group’s ability to operate its power plants, which may materially and adversely affect the Group’s results of
operations.
The Group’s businesses are subject to environmental regulations that could have a material adverse effect on
its business, financial condition and results of operations.
In general, developers of real estate projects are required to submit project descriptions to regional offices of the
DENR. For environmentally-sensitive projects or at the discretion of the regional office of the DENR, a detailed
Environmental Impact Assessment may be required and the developer will be required to obtain an ECC to signify
the full responsibility of the proponent in implementing specified measures which are necessary to comply with
existing environmental regulations or to operate within best environmental practices that are not currently covered by
existing laws. There can be no assurance that current or future environmental laws and regulations applicable to the
Real Estate Companies and the Group’s hospitality businesses will not increase the costs of conducting their
businesses above currently projected levels or require future capital expenditures. In addition, if a violation of an ECC
condition occurs or if environmental hazards on land where the Real Estate Companies’ projects or the Group’s
hospitality projects and businesses are located cause damage or injury to buyers or any third party, the Real Estate
Companies or the Group, as the case may be, may be required to pay a fine, and to incur costs in order to cure the
violation and to compensate their buyers and any affected third parties. The Group cannot predict what environmental
legislation or regulations will be amended or enacted in the future, how existing or future laws or regulations will be
enforced, administered or interpreted, or the amount of future expenditures that may be required to comply with these
environmental laws or regulations or to respond to environmental claims. The introduction or inconsistent application
of, or changes in, laws and regulations applicable to the Group’s real estate development or hospitality businesses
could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
The Sugar Subsidiaries are subject to Philippine laws and regulations concerning the discharge of effluent water,
airborne emissions, such as that resulting from the burning of bagasse, and solid particulate matter during the
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manufacturing process. The Sugar Subsidiaries are required to obtain certain clearances and authorizations from
government authorities for the collection, treatment, storage and disposal of hazardous waste. The Government may
take steps towards the adoption of more stringent environmental regulations and there can be no assurance that the
Sugar Subsidiaries will not be the subject of an investigation or will be in full compliance with these regulatory
requirements. These regulations may require the Sugar Subsidiaries to purchase and install expensive pollution control
equipment or make operational changes to limit any adverse impact or potential adverse impact on the environment,
and any violation of these regulations may result in substantial fines, criminal sanctions, revocations of operating
permits and/or shutdown of the Sugar Subsidiaries’ facilities. Due to the possibility of unanticipated regulatory or
other developments, the amount and timing of future environmental expenditures may vary substantially from those
currently anticipated. If there is any unanticipated change in the environmental regulations, the Sugar Subsidiaries
may need to incur substantial capital expenditures to comply with such new regulations. The costs of complying with
current and future environmental laws and the Sugar Subsidiaries’ liabilities arising from the release of hazardous
substances may materially and adversely affect the Group’s business, results of operations and financial condition.
The Group’s power business is also covered by the Philippine Environmental Impact Statement System and projects
that are considered environmentally critical may need to submit an environmental impact study to secure an ECC.
Power plant projects are also subject to laws and regulations concerning the discharge of effluent water, drilling of
wells, airborne emissions, such as that resulting from the burning of coal and fuel oil. The Group must ensure that all
of its power plant facilities are compliant with the regulations imposed by the DENR as well as the LGU of the area
in which its facilities are situated. The Group has incurred and expects to continue to incur operating costs to comply
with such laws and regulations. The Group may also be required to incur costs to remedy for damages caused by any
non-compliance with its ECC conditions or other environmental regulations. Furthermore, safety, health and
environmental laws and regulations in the Philippines have become increasingly stringent and there can be no
assurance that these laws and regulations will not become significantly more stringent in the future. The adoption of
new safety, health and environmental laws or regulations, new interpretation of existing laws, increased governmental
enforcement or other similar developments in the future may require additional capital expenditures or the incurrence
of additional operating expenses in order for the Group to be compliant with all applicable regulations. If the Group
fails to meet all safety, health and environmental requirements, it may be subject to administrative, civil or criminal
proceedings by governmental authorities, which could result in substantial fines and penalties imposed against the
Group. The costs of complying with current and future safety, health and environmental laws and the Group’s power
business’ potential liabilities arising from non-compliance could materially and adversely affect the Group’s business,
financial condition and results of operations.
The Group relies heavily on automated systems to operate its businesses and the failure to maintain, upgrade
and secure these systems could harm the Group’s businesses.
The Group depends on a variety of automated systems to operate its businesses. Although the Group has implemented
various IT-related improvements programs and installed new systems over the years, due to the continuously evolving
nature of information technology systems, certain of the Group’s automated systems are or may be relatively outdated
and less integrated than those of some companies of similar scale in the Philippines and abroad. As a result, there can
be no assurance that the Group’s information systems will achieve their intended benefits within the anticipated time
frame efficiently, or at all. Moreover, there can be no assurance that any new systems of the Group will not be rendered
outdated in the near future due to rapid technological advancements.
Furthermore, the Group relies on systems developed and maintained by third parties. If these third parties experience
difficulty meeting the Group’s requirements or standards, it could damage the Group’s reputation or make it difficult
for the Group to operate some aspects of its businesses. In certain cases, the Group has developed, and intends to
develop, automated systems to replace third-party systems that the Group has used, and uses, in its operations. There
can be no assurance that the Group’s in-house teams will be able to design, implement and maintain functional systems
that adequately replace such third-party systems. In such cases, the Group generally does not have recourse to any
third-party provider if the systems do not operate as intended. Any of the foregoing could have an adverse effect on
the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
The Group’s automated systems also involve the transmission of confidential information, including the personal
banking information of EW’s customers, over public networks. See “-Risks Relating to the Group’s Banking and
Financial Services Business - EW may fail to effectively operate its information technology systems and manage risks
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associated with such systems which could adversely affect its business.” Advances in computer capabilities, new
discoveries in the field of cryptography or other events or developments could result in compromises or breaches of
the applicable security systems and personal data stored in these systems. Anyone who circumvents the security
measures on these systems could misappropriate the Group’s confidential information or cause interruptions in its
services or operations. The internet is a public network and data is sent over this network from many sources. In the
past, computer viruses or software programs that disable or impair computers have been distributed and have rapidly
spread over the internet. Computer viruses could be introduced into the Group’s systems, or those of the third-party
systems, which could disrupt the Group’s operations or make its systems, including EW’s internet banking and
electronic payment systems, inaccessible to the third parties. The Group may be required to expend significant capital
and other resources to protect against the threat of security breaches or to alleviate problems caused by breaches. The
Group’s security measures may be inadequate to prevent security breaches, and its business operations would be
negatively impacted if security breaches are not prevented.
The Group may not be able to successfully manage its growth.
The Group has acquired various new and diversified commercial assets in recent years, and the Group intends to
continue to pursue an aggressive growth strategy for each of its business segments. There can be no assurance that,
in the course of implementing its growth and diversification strategy, FDC will not experience capital constraints,
construction delays, operational difficulties at new operational locations or difficulties in operating existing businesses
and training personnel to manage and operate expanded businesses. Any inability or failure to adapt effectively to
growth, including strains on management and logistics, could result in losses or development costs that may not be
recovered as quickly as anticipated, if at all. These problems could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s
reputation and on its business, financial condition and results of operations.
In the real estate business, the Group holds 50.4 hectares in the SRP, which is a reclaimed land project located in Cebu
City. FLI has developed City di Mare, the Il Corso Mall on a 10.6-hectare portion of the SRP. In addition, FLI
constructed MRBs known as San Remo and Amalfi on the remaining 40-hectare portion, under a joint venture and
profit-sharing arrangement with the Cebu City Government. In September 2015, FLI won the bid for the right to
own 55.0% of a joint venture company with the Bases Conversion Development Authority (“BCDA”) tasked with the
development, marketing, management and leasing of the first phase of Clark Green City that covers 288 hectares of
land adjoining Clark Freeport Zone and the CIA in Northern Luzon. Further, in 2016, together with FDC and the
Clark Development Corporation, FLI formed Filinvest Mimosa, Inc. (“FMI”) which entered into a 50-year lease
(renewable for another 25 years) with the Clark Development Corporation for the development of Mimosa Leisure
Estate. All these projects require significant manpower resources, including the contracting of suitable and reputable
third-party contractors. If FDC or FLI cannot manage its growth, find suitable contractors or otherwise incur any
delay or default on any of its development or construction obligations, business, results of operations and financial
condition of FDC and its real estate subsidiaries may be materially and adversely affected.
In the hospitality business, FHC manages the development of the Group’s hospitality assets. These multi-year
developments require significant expertise and manpower resources, including design, development and contracting
of suitable and reputable third-party consultants and contractors. As of September 30, 2019, FHC has 11 new hotels
and expansions under planning and construction and there can be no assurance that FHC will be able to effectively,
efficiently and timely implement its existing and future hotel development pipeline.
CHI was established in 2008 as a joint venture between FDC and AIPL to manage the Group’s hospitality projects.
FDC continues to rely on CHI’s expertise in the management of its five existing hotel and leisure properties as of
September 30, 2019: Crimson Resort and Spa Mactan (opened in 2010), Quest Hotel and Conference Center, Cebu
(opened in 2012), Crimson Hotel Filinvest City, Manila (opened in 2013), Quest Hotel and Conference Center, Clark
and Mimosa Golf, Clark (acquired in 2016), and Crimson Resort and Spa Boracay (launched in 2018). There can be
no assurance that CHI will be able to consistently manage and operate the existing and future hotels in a proper manner
and in accordance with the Group’s growth and profitability objectives. In addition, there can be no assurance that
the success of the joint venture will continue or that FDC and the relevant properties will continue to benefit from
being managed by CHI.
In the banking and financial services business, in 2009, EW acquired AIG PhilAm Savings Bank, Inc. (“AIG
PhilAm”). EW also acquired Green Bank (A Rural Bank), Inc. (“GBI”) in 2011 and FinMan Rural Bank, Inc.
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(“FRBI”) in 2012. Further, in 2015, EW made an initial equity investment of ₱30 million in East West Insurance
Brokerage, Inc. (“EWIB”), an insurance brokerage company, and entered into a joint venture agreement with Ageas
Insurance International N.V. to form East West Ageas Life Insurance Corporation (“EW Ageas Life”). Also, in 2016,
EW also acquired SCB Philippines’ retail banking business (including the credit cards, personal loans, wealth
management and retail deposits businesses of Standard Chartered Bank, Philippines (“SCB Philippines”) and SCB
Philippines’ three branches) and 100% ownership of Price Solutions Philippines, Inc. (now known as Quest Marketing
and Integrated Services, Inc. (“QMIS”)) which is primarily engaged in sales and marketing services, and Assurance
Solutions Insurance Agency, Inc. (“ASIA”), which was incorporated to primarily engage in general insurance agency
business. In addition, in 2016, EW made an initial equity investment of ₱100 million in East West Leasing and
Finance Corporation (“EWLFC”), which has a license to operate as a financing company. The integration of these
entities and businesses will require a reallocation of management resources away from EW’s operations, and will also
require EW to manage relationships with a greater number of customers, suppliers, contractors, service providers,
lenders and other third parties. EW will also need to manage its internal control and compliance functions so that it
can comply with legal and contractual obligations and, at the same time, minimize operational and compliance risks.
EW also plans to expand its middle-market corporate and consumer loans in order to earn better returns on EW’s
capital. There can be no assurance that EW will be successful in any new lines of business that it enters. If EW cannot
manage its growth and evolving business by managing its middle-market and consumer loan risks, controlling costs,
effectively evaluating credit exposures and risks, adequately predicting growth trends, developing competitive
products and succeeding in new lines of business, attracting new customers, or managing its information technology
systems, then EW may not realize a sufficient increase in revenues from its investments in growing its business.
Consequently, FDC’s business, financial condition and results of operations may be materially and adversely affected.
With respect to the sugar business, the Sugar Subsidiaries in the last two years have implemented a free cane points
program to encourage its farmers to increase their cane output and thus increase the cane supply necessary for the
Group’s sugar production operations. Although this program has resulted in improvement in production and
incentives to the farmers which the Sugar Subsidiaries work with, there can be no assurance that this program will
ensure an increasing supply of cane necessary to grow the Group’s sugar business, especially in light of possible
weather disturbances and other factors which could interrupt the regular harvest season. In such an event, the
production and growth targets of the Sugar Subsidiaries may not be met from year to year.
Following the Group’s re-entry into the power generation industry in 2009 through FDC’s wholly owned subsidiary,
FDCUI, the Group only started operating the first two 135 MW units of its 405 MW (3 x 135 MW) clean coal power
plant in 2016 and completed the third 135 MW unit in 2017 under FDCUI’s subsidiary, FDC Misamis Power
Corporation (“FDC Misamis”). In 2018, FDCUI partnered with Engie, one of the world’s top power players, for the
development and operation of renewable energy facilities. If FDCUI is unable to maintain the necessary permits and
licenses or attract or retain qualified personnel in a timely manner, its power projects may not be successful and the
business, financial condition and results of operations of the Group may be materially and adversely affected. Further,
there is no assurance that FDCUI will continue to be successful in identifying, winning bids or finding the right
partners for any future power projects.
In addition to the foregoing, the Group continuously ventures into new growth areas for further value creation. Most
recently, as part of the Group’s foray into the infrastructure space, in December 2018, the North Luzon Airport
Consortium comprising FDC, as lead consortium member, JG Summit Holdings Inc., Philippine Airport Ground
Support Solutions Inc. and Changi Airports Philippines (I) Pte. Ltd. (wholly owned by Changi Airports International)
was awarded the operation and maintenance contract for the CIA. FDC is also part of the NAIA Consortium which
was granted “original proponent status”, which allows the NAIA Consortium to match any bids submitted by potential
competitors under a Swiss challenge process, for the rehabilitation of the NAIA, the Philippines’ and Manila’s main
international gateway airport. The NAIA Consortium submitted a revised project proposal to the DoTR in April 2019,
and the DoTR has endorsed such proposal to the National Economic and Development Authority Board for approval.
The Group also signed a joint venture agreement with Japanese company HAQT to establish FLOW to tap into the
latest developments in water technology including desalination. The Group does not have track record in these
businesses. There is no assurance that any of these new ventures will be successful, or that the Group will not incur
significant cost or allocate significant resources.
The Group may be unable to continue to exploit opportunities to acquire or invest in new businesses and
diversify its operations.
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As part of the Group’s business strategy, it intends to selectively explore acquisitions of, and investment opportunities
in, companies and assets that include infrastructure, utilities and banks that may enhance its revenue growth, operations
and profitability. From time to time, the Group may publicly announce potential investments and acquisitions under
consideration. If general economic and regulatory conditions or market and competitive conditions change, or if
operations do not generate sufficient funds or other unexpected events occur, the Group may need to delay, modify or
forego some aspects of its growth strategies, and its future growth prospects could be adversely affected.
The Group’s ability to grow successfully and profitably through acquisitions will depend on numerous factors,
including the availability of suitable acquisition or investment targets, competition for those acquisitions, particularly
from those companies with larger and more geographically diverse operations and greater financial resources than the
Group, the ability of the companies the Group acquires to perform operationally or financially in the manner expected,
the Group’s ability to successfully integrate and operate its acquisitions, the availability of expertise and financial
resources to successfully manage such acquisitions on a regional scale, the availability of financing from internal or
external sources for the Group to complete those acquisitions and the legal, regulatory, social, political and economic
factors which prevail in the markets where those opportunities may exist.
To the extent the Group acquires or invests in areas that are outside of the Group’s existing lines of business, the
Group will face challenges, including with respect to the Group’s ability to develop the expertise required to
successfully engage in the businesses it acquires or invests in and to make such businesses successful, the Group’s
ability to develop a reputation in industries into which it might expand, the Group’s ability to attract and retain
customers, suppliers and managers for new businesses; and competition from companies engaged in similar businesses
in the markets that the Group has targeted for entry which is dependent, in part, upon the number, size, operating
history, expertise, reputation and financial resources of those competitors. Furthermore, to the extent such investments
are undertaken as joint ventures, there can be no assurance that the Group’s public and private partners will meet their
joint venture obligations in a timely manner or at all.
In addition, the Group may spend considerable management time and cost in evaluating potential acquisition targets
or investments which may divert management attention from the Group’s current businesses. As a result of any of
these factors, the Group may be unable to grow its existing or new businesses in the manner it expects and may lose
all or a substantial portion of its investments in new businesses, which could have a material adverse effect on the
Group’s existing business, financial condition and results of operations. The Group’s future acquisitions and
investments, if any, may require it to use significant amounts of cash and incur substantial amounts of indebtedness,
each of which could adversely affect the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
The Group may face challenges expanding and optimizing its newer businesses.
In recent years, the Group has expanded its core historical businesses of real estate, banking and sugar, primarily
through its re-entry into the power business and its active participation in infrastructure projects. While the Group
believes it has clearly shown that it has the expertise and resources to develop these relatively newer businesses and
optimize existing operations, there can be no assurance that these efforts will result in the desired results.
FDCUI continues to pursue potential power projects, including privatization projects of the Government. The Group
may incur substantial expenditures to bid for, acquire and develop these projects, and the expenditures the Group
incurs to develop these projects may exceed its revenue from these businesses. Any of the above could constrain the
Group’s existing resources, liquidity and reputation.
The Group, through FDC, has ventured into the infrastructure sector as part of two consortiums, the North Luzon
Airport Consortium and the NAIA Consortium, which were established to, among other things, upgrade, expand and
operate the CIA and NAIA, respectively. While the North Luzon Airport Consortium has entered into the operation
and maintenance contract with respect to CIA, the contract for the development and expansion of NAIA is yet to be
awarded. Even if the NAIA Consortium is awarded the development contract for the NAIA, there can be no assurance
that the consortiums will be successful in their development, expansion or operation and maintenance of the airports.
Any failure of the consortiums to perform their obligations under the contracts, including as a result of a dispute
between any of the members of the consortiums, could cause the contracts to be breached or terminated, which could
adversely affect the performance of FDC’s business, financial condition and results of operations. Further, the Group
intends to construct a casino in Clark, Pampanga pursuant to the provisional license granted by the Philippine
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Amusement and Gaming Corporation in April 2018. The Group may incur substantial expenditure in connection with
the operation and maintenance and/or expansion of the airports and the development of the casino and other projects,
and there is no assurance that the Group’s foray into these new lines of business will be successful.
The Group has a joint venture with BCDA for 288 hectares of New Clark City. The first phase of this venture will
comprise an industrial zone for logistics, tech and light industrial companies. This venture will require the Group to
manage additional relationships with third parties such as potential industrial lessees, suppliers and contractors.
Although the Group has some experience in operating logistics parks through its ongoing development of Cuidad de
Calamba, there is no assurance that the Group’s expansion of this line of business will be successful.
The development of new projects by the Group is subject to substantial risks which could give rise to delays, cost
overruns, unsatisfactory construction or development or the total or partial loss of the Group’s interest in the project
under development, construction or expansion. Such risks to development include:


the need to incur significant expenses to develop new projects, particularly preliminary feasibility studies,
engineering, permits and legal and other expenses before determining whether a project is feasible, economically
attractive or capable of being financed;



expenses during due diligence activities needed during bidding as well as acquisition of existing assets;



shortages and insufficient quality of equipment, material and labor and the breakdown or failure of equipment or
processes;



opposition from local communities and special-interest groups;



social unrest and terrorism;



engineering and environmental problems;



construction and operational delays, or unanticipated cost overruns;



failure by key contractors and vendors to timely and properly perform; and



adverse environmental and geological conditions (including inclement weather conditions).

The businesses in which the Group currently operates and may in the future operate are capital-intensive.
Failure to obtain financing or the inability to obtain financing on reasonable terms could affect the execution
of the Group’s operations and growth plans.
The businesses in which the Group currently operates and may in the future operate are capital-intensive. The real
estate and power businesses require significant capital expenditures to develop and implement new projects and
complete existing projects. In the year ended December 31, 2018, the Group spent ₱34,360.0 million on capital
expenditure. For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, the Group spent ₱15,198.3 million on capital expenditure
out of a total budget for capital expenditure for 2019 of ₱40,158.8 million for land acquisition, land development,
housing and condominium construction, hospitality projects, investment properties and property, plant and equipment
(including with respect to the Group’s potential power generation projects).
Furthermore, the Group’s banking and financial services operations require significant capital to fund their operations
and to comply with regulatory requirements. In 2009, the Group increased EW’s capitalization through the issuance
of preferred stock amounting to ₱3.0 billion. In 2012, the Group increased EW’s capitalization through an initial
public offering. In 2015, EW raised ₱8 billion through a stock rights offering to existing shareholders. In 2017, EW
declared a stock dividend to fulfill the minimum subscription required for the increase in its authorized capital stock
from ₱20 billion to ₱45 billion. There can be no assurance that the Group will not need to increase EW’s capitalization
further pursuant to regulatory requirements or otherwise. In particular, the expected implementation of the Basel III
accords in the Philippines may require the Group to further increase EW’s capitalization. See “— Risks Relating to
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the Group’s Businesses — The Group’s businesses are highly regulated and Government policies and regulations
could adversely affect the Group’s operations and profitability. — Regulation in the banking and financial services
industry.”
Historically, while the Group has funded a significant portion of its capital expenditure requirements internally from
its real estate operations, it has periodically utilized external sources of financing. However, there can be no assurance
that, to complete its planned projects or satisfy its other liquidity and capital resources requirements, the Group will
be able to continue funding its capital expenditure requirements internally, or that it will be able to externally obtain
sufficient funds for its capital expenditure budgets, at acceptable rates or at all. The Group’s ability to raise additional
equity financing from non-Philippine investors is subject to foreign ownership restrictions imposed by the Philippine
Constitution and applicable laws. The Group’s continued access to debt financing as a source of funding for new
projects and acquisitions and for refinancing maturing debt is subject to many factors, many of which are outside of
the Group’s control. For example, political instability, an economic downturn, social unrest, changes in the Philippine
regulatory environment or the bankruptcy of an unrelated company within a similar industry or industries in which
the Group operates could increase the Group’s cost of borrowing or restrict the Group’s ability to obtain debt financing
or comply with its debt financing covenants. In addition, disruptions in the capital and credit markets, which occurred
in the past, may recur and such disruptions could adversely affect the Group’s access to financing. The Group cannot
guarantee that it will be able to arrange financing on acceptable terms, or at all. The inability of the Group to obtain
financing from banks and other financial institutions or on acceptable terms would adversely affect its ability to operate
or execute its growth strategies.
Any future gaming assets of the Group will be dependent on the provisional license issued by PAGCOR.
In 2018, the Group, through subsidiary Mimosa Cityscapes, Inc. (“MCI”), was able to obtain a provisional license
from PAGCOR for the development of an integrated resort-casino in its 201-hectare property in Clark, Pampanga.
The provisional license includes certain requirements with which MCI and its service providers must comply, and
may be suspended or terminated upon the occurrence of certain events, including but not limited to bankruptcy and
insolvency of MCI, non-compliance with major conditions of the provisional license and non-compliance with
relevant laws, rules and regulations (including anti-money laundering laws).
Moreover, certain provisions and requirements of the provisional licenses are open to different interpretations and
have not been tested in Philippine courts or made subject to more detailed interpretative rules. There is no guarantee
that the Group’s proposed mode of compliance with the requirements of the provisional license will be free from
administrative or judicial scrutiny in the future. Any difference in interpretation between PAGCOR and the Group
with respect to the provisional license could result in sanctions against the Group, including fines or other penalties,
such as suspension or termination of the provisional license. Further, compliance with the terms of any provisional
license will remain with the Group unless otherwise transferred with PAGCOR consent. In the event the license is so
transferred, PAGCOR may nevertheless require the Group to remain a named co-licensee.
There can be no assurance that the Group will be able to comply with all of the requirements of the provisional license,
or that the provisional license will not be modified to contain more onerous terms in the future. Upon termination of
the provisional license, or any regular license issued to replace such provisional license, there is no guarantee that this
provisional license will be renewed or that a regular license will be issued or renewed.
The gaming industry is subject to several operational and regulatory risks.
The Philippine gaming industry and the construction, development and operation of an integrated resort and casino in
the Philippines are subject to several operational and regulatory risks. These include:


development and construction risks of integrated resorts which house the casino and other hospitality facilities,
which could have a material adverse impact on cost and the ability to complete the integrated resort on time,
within budget and to the desired standard;



contracting third-parties for the construction and fit-out of the integrated resort which could adversely impact the
cost and timeline of the development of the integrated resort;
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the inability to maintain or develop successful relationships with independent gaming promoters, and the
competition for such relationships as the Philippine gaming industry grows;



dependency on the reputation and integrity of the independent gaming promoters, the lack or derogation of which
could adversely affect the Group;



finding a suitable and reputable management team or third-party gaming operator to operate the gaming business
of the integrated resort;



the crackdown by China on junkets and overseas gaming operators looking to attract Chinese nationals overseas
for the purpose of gambling;



public acceptance of gaming in the Philippines;



the Group’s ability to prevent cheating and fraud at the integrated resort;



ability to maintain effective internal controls and potential money laundering and security issues;



development of Clark Freeport Zone as a tourism and gaming destination, and development of transport and
tourism infrastructure in the area;



ability and success of strategy to attract VIP or premium customers to the casino;



additional regulations on casino operations that may interfere with the Group’s ability to provide services to its
customers or any additional policy changes or modified or additional conditions under the provisional license;



the Philippine Congress may require owners and operators of gaming properties in the Philippines to obtain
legislative franchises;



allegations of bribery involving PAGCOR and holders of licenses granted by PAGCOR which may result in the
investigation of all licensees; and



additional gaming licenses to be issued by PAGCOR to third parties which could cause the Group to lose or be
unable to maintain market shares.

In the event any of the foregoing occurs, the development and operation of the Group’s integrated resort in Filinvest
Mimosa+ Leisure City would be disrupted, which would have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business,
financial condition and results of operations.
The interests of the Group’s joint venture partners may differ from those of the Group and such partners may
take actions that adversely affect the Group or its subsidiaries.
Several of the Group’s subsidiaries have entered into joint venture agreements with unaffiliated third parties as part
of the Group’s diversification strategy. For example, the Real Estate Companies have entered into joint venture
agreements with landowners as part of their overall land acquisition strategy and property management and intend to
continue to do so. Under the terms of these joint venture agreements, the Real Estate Companies are responsible for
project development and project sales, while their joint venture partner typically supplies the project land and agrees
to a revenue sharing plan. In addition, in connection with the Group’s hospitality business, in 2008, FDC and AIPL,
an entity with experience managing properties, formed CHI as a joint venture to manage the Group’s hospitality
projects. FDCUI and EW, the Group’s energy and banking subsidiaries, respectively, have also entered into joint
ventures in relation to their business activities.
A joint venture involves special risks where the venture partner may have economic or business interests or goals that
are inconsistent with or different from those of the Group. The joint venture partner may also take actions contrary to
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the Group’s instructions or requests, or in direct opposition to the Group’s policies or objectives with respect to the
underlying business or dispute the distribution of its joint venture share. The joint venture partner may also fail to
perform its obligations under the joint venture arrangement. Disputes between the Group and its joint venture partners
could arise after significant capital investments in a project have been made, which could result in the loss of some or
all of the Group’s investment in that project. For example, in relation to a 19.2 hectare parcel of land which FLI, CPI
and FAI successfully bid for, the local government of Cebu City, in 2017 questioned the validity of the Deed of Sale
on Installment entered into between the Filinvest entities and the local government. Although the local government
gave the Filinvest entities the right to rescind the said Deed of Sale on Installment, the Filinvest entities have been
unable to exercise such right as the rescission can only take effect upon the local government’s return to the Filinvest
entities of the down payment and installment payments. Further, under the said Deed of Sale on Installment, the local
government of Cebu City undertook to comply with several obligations and covenants by a certain date, but has failed
to do so. The Group’s reliance on its joint venture arrangements could therefore have a material adverse effect on the
Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
FDC is controlled by the Gotianun Family and their interests may differ significantly from the interests of other
shareholders.
FDC is controlled by members of the Gotianun Family, who either individually or collectively have controlled FDC
and its subsidiaries since the inception of FDC. As of September 30, 2019, members of the Gotianun Family were the
beneficial and record owner of approximately 89.3% of the Company’s issued and outstanding Shares. Members of
the Gotianun Family also serve as directors and executive officers in FDC and other companies forming part of FDC
and its subsidiaries, including but not limited to, FAI, FLI, PSHC, EW, FHC and FDCUI and these family members
may not be able to devote sufficient time and effort to the management of FDC. There is also no non-compete
agreement or other formal arrangement in place to prevent other companies that are also controlled by the Gotianun
Family from engaging in activities that compete directly with the Group’s businesses or activities, which could have
a negative impact on the Group. Neither can there be any assurance that the Gotianun Family will not take advantage
of business opportunities that may otherwise be attractive to the Group. The interests of the Gotianun Family, as the
Group’s controlling shareholder, may therefore differ significantly from or compete with the Group’s interests or the
interests of other shareholders, and the Gotianun Family may vote their Shares in a manner that is contrary to the
interests of the Group or the Group’s other shareholders. There can be no assurance that the Gotianun Family will
exercise influence over the Group in a manner that is in the best interests of the Group or its other shareholders.
The Group is highly dependent on certain directors and members of senior management.
The Company’s directors and members of its senior management have been an integral part of the Group’s success,
and the experience, knowledge, business relationships and expertise that would be lost should any such persons depart
or take on reduced responsibilities could be difficult to replace and may result in a decrease in the Group’s operating
efficiency and financial performance. Members of the Gotianun Family also fill certain key executive positions and
the Group may not be successful in attracting and retaining executive talent to replace these family members should
they depart or take on reduced responsibilities. Such executives include: Jonathan T. Gotianun, Chairman; Josephine
Gotianun Yap, President, Chief Executive Officer and Director; Mercedes T. Gotianun, Chairman Emeritus; Andrew
T. Gotianun, Jr., Director; and Michael Edward T. Gotianun, Vice President and Director. While the Company has
an active program for succession planning, which includes continued participation of retiring executives on key
committees, if any such person departs or takes on reduced responsibilities or is otherwise unavailable to the Group
and the Company is unable to fill any vacant key executive or management positions or responsibilities with qualified
candidates, its business, financial condition and results of operations may be adversely affected. The Group does not
carry insurance in respect of the loss of the services of any of the members of its management.
The Group may be unable to attract and retain skilled professionals.
The Group believes there is significant demand for its skilled professionals not only from its competitors in the
Philippines but also from companies outside of the Philippines, particularly companies operating in Asia and the
Middle East. The Group’s ability to retain and attract highly skilled personnel, particularly architects, engineers, bank
managers, hotel managers, hospitality professionals, and project and operation managers, will affect its ability to plan,
design and execute current and future projects. In particular, any inability on the part of the Group to hire and, just as
importantly, to retain qualified personnel could impair its ability to undertake project design, planning and execution
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activities in-house and could require FDC to incur additional costs by having to engage third parties to perform these
activities.
Ownership over certain land owned by the Group may only be evidenced by tax declarations or may be
contested by third parties.
The Philippines has adopted the Torrens system of land registration, which is intended to conclusively confirm land
ownership by providing a state guarantee of indefeasible title to those in the register, and which is binding on all
persons (including the Government). However, in certain instances and for various reasons such as inadequate record
keeping or delays in the processing of certificates of title, it is not uncommon for landowners such as the Real Estate
Companies to have their ownership evidenced only by tax declarations, and not the more common certificates of title.
Although the Real Estate Companies may have conducted the requisite due diligence on their properties and are
confident of their ownership over such properties, there can be no assurance that other parties will not assert their own
claims of ownership and present similar or stronger documents of title over such properties.
Moreover, it is not uncommon for third parties to claim ownership of land which has already been registered and over
which a title has been issued. There have been cases where third parties have produced false or forged title certificates
over land and there are difficulties in obtaining title guarantees with respect to properties in the Philippines. Title to
land is often fragmented and land may have multiple owners. Land may also have irregularities in title, such as nonexecution or non-registration of conveyance deeds, and may be subject to encumbrances of which the Group, its
subsidiaries and their respective joint venture partners may not be aware. The difficulty of obtaining title guarantees
in the Philippines means that title records provide only for presumptive rather than guaranteed title. As each transfer
in a chain of title may be subject to a variety of defects, the title and development rights of the Group, its subsidiaries
and their respective joint ventures may be subject to various defects of which they are not aware. For these and other
reasons, title insurance is not readily available in the Philippines. Title defects may result in the loss by the Group or
its subsidiaries or their respective joint ventures of the title over land.
From time to time the Real Estate Companies in particular have had to and may continue to have to defend themselves
against third parties who claim to be the rightful owners of land which has been the subject of tax declarations in the
name of the Real Estate Companies, titled in the name of the persons selling the land to the Real Estate Companies or
which has already been titled in the name of the Real Estate Companies. Although historically these claims have not
had a material adverse effect on the Real Estate Companies, in the event a greater number of similar third-party claims
are brought against the Real Estate Companies or the Group in the future or any such claims involves land that is
material to the residential and land development projects of the Group or its subsidiaries, the management of the Group
or relevant subsidiary may be required to devote significant time and incur significant costs in defending itself against
such claims. In addition, if any such claims are successful, the Group may have to either incur additional costs to
settle such third-party claims or surrender title to land that may be material in the context of its land development or
other business projects. Any of the foregoing circumstances could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s
business, financial condition and results of operation, as well as on its business reputation.
Any future changes in PFRS and PAS may affect the financial reporting of the Group’s businesses, particularly
with respect to its real estate and banking and financial services businesses.
PFRS and PAS continue to evolve, and certain newly promulgated standards and interpretations taking effect at the
beginning of a relevant year may affect the financial reporting of the Group’s businesses.
Availment of Deferral
The Philippine SEC issued memorandum circulars providing relief to the real estate industry by deferring the
application of the following provisions of PIC Q&A 2018-12 for a period of three (3) years:
a. Exclusion of land and uninstalled materials in the determination of percentage of completion (POC)
b. Accounting for significant financing component
c. Accounting to Common Usage Service Area (CUSA)
d. Charges Accounting for Cancellation of Real Estate Sales
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Effective January 1, 2021, real estate companies will adopt the deferral and any subsequent amendments thereof
retrospectively or as the SEC will later prescribe.
The Group availed of the deferral of adoption of the above specific provisions, except for the treatment of CUSA
charges wherein the current accounting policy of the Group is consistent with the conclusion of PIC Q&A.
Had these deferred provisions been adopted, it would have the following impact to the financial statements:
a.
b.

c.

The exclusion of land and uninstalled materials in the determination of POC would reduce the percentage
of completion of real estate projects
The mismatch between the POC of the real estate projects and right to an amount of consideration based on
the schedule of payments explicit in the contract to sell would constitute a significant financing
component. Interest income will be recognized for contract assets and interest expense for contract
liabilities using effective interest rate method.
Upon sales cancellation, the repossessed inventory would be recorded at fair value plus cost to repossess
(or fair value less cost to repossess if this would have been opted. Currently, the Group records the
repossessed inventory at original cost.

Refer to the 2018 audited consolidated financial statements of the Group for the detailed discussion of the deferral.
March 2019 IFRIC Agenda Decision on Over Time Transfer of Constructed Good (PAS 23, Borrowing Costs)
In March 2019, IFRIC Update was issued summarizing the decisions reached on the capitalization of borrowing cost
on over time transfer of constructed goods. The IFRIC Agenda Decision clarified that the related assets that might be
recognized in the real estate company’s financial statements (i.e., installment contract receivable, contract asset, or
inventory) will not qualify as a qualifying asset and the corresponding borrowing cost may no longer capitalized.
Any further changes in PFRS and PAS in the future may affect the financial reporting of the Group’s businesses,
particularly with respect to its real estate and banking and financial services businesses.
FDC has a number of related party transactions with affiliated companies.
The companies controlled by the Gotianun Family have a number of commercial transactions with the Company. As
of September 30, 2019, the Company had an outstanding net amount due to related parties (after deducting amounts
due from related parties) of ₱1,185.02 million. These related party transactions, apart from outstanding compensation
and directors, officers, stockholders and related interests (“DOSRI”) loans to EW’s officers, also include non-interest
bearing cash advances and various charges to and from non-consolidating affiliates for management fees, rent, share
of expenses and commission charges. The Company also applies this principle to contracts between different
companies within the Group. See “Related Party Transactions” and the notes to the Group’s consolidated financial
statements appearing elsewhere in this Preliminary Prospectus.
The Company expects that it will continue to enter into transactions with companies directly or indirectly controlled
by or associated with the Gotianun Family. These transactions may involve potential conflicts of interest which could
be detrimental to the Company and/or its shareholders. Conflicts of interest may also arise between the Gotianun
Family and the Company in a number of other areas relating to its businesses, including:


major business combinations involving the Company and its subsidiaries;



plans to develop the respective businesses of the Company and its subsidiaries; and



business opportunities that may be attractive to the Gotianun Family and the Company.

The Company can provide no assurance that the Group’s related party transactions will not have a material adverse
effect on its business, financial condition and results of operations.
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Some of the Group companies are involved in litigation, which could result in financial losses or harm its
business.
Some of the Group’s companies are and may in the future be, implicated in lawsuits on an ongoing basis. For example,
FLI was previously involved in a dispute with Megawide Construction Corp. While FLI initially recognized income
from liquidated damages in 2016, which it partially offset against such aggregate amount in dispute, the parties agreed
in principle in 2018 to settle the remaining disputed balance for an undisclosed amount. Litigation could result in
substantial costs to, and a diversion of effort by, the Group and/or subject the Group to significant liabilities to third
parties. There can be no assurance that the results of such legal proceedings will not materially harm the Group’s
business, reputation or standing in the market or that the Group will be able to recover any losses incurred from third
parties, regardless of whether any Group company is at fault. There can be no assurance that losses relating to litigation
would not have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operation, or that
provisions made for litigation related losses will be sufficient to cover the Group’s ultimate loss or expenditure. See
“Business—Legal Proceedings.”
Natural or other catastrophes, including severe weather conditions and earthquakes, may materially disrupt
the Group’s operations, affect its ability to complete projects and result in losses not covered by its insurance.
The Philippines has experienced a number of major natural catastrophes over the years, including typhoons, droughts,
volcanic eruptions and earthquakes, including, most recently, a magnitude 6.3 earthquake that struck the northwest of
Manila on April 22, 2019. Natural catastrophes may disrupt the Group’s business operations and impair the economic
conditions in the affected areas, as well as the overall Philippine economy. These factors, which are not within the
Group’s control, could potentially have significant effects on the Real Estate Companies and their development
projects, many of which are large, complex estates with infrastructure, such as buildings, roads and perimeter walls,
that are susceptible to damage; EW’s loan portfolio due to potential increased credit losses; and the Sugar Subsidiaries’
sugarcane harvests and facilities. Damages resulting from such natural catastrophes could also give rise to claims
against the Group from third parties or from customers, for example for physical injury or loss of property in the case
of the Real Estate Companies. As a result, the occurrence of natural or other catastrophes or severe weather conditions,
may adversely affect the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations. Further, although each of
the Group’s business divisions carries insurance for certain catastrophic events, of different types, in varying amounts
and with deductibles and exclusions that the Group believes are in line with general industry practices in the
Philippines (including business interruption insurance for its sugar, leasing, power and hospitality operations), there
are losses for which the Group cannot obtain insurance at a reasonable cost or at all. Should an uninsured loss or a
loss in excess of insured limits occur, the Group could lose all or a portion of the capital invested in a property, as well
as the anticipated future turnover from such property, while remaining liable for any project costs or other financial
obligations related to the business. Any material uninsured loss could materially and adversely affect the Group’s
business, financial condition and results of operations.
RISKS RELATING TO THE GROUP’S REAL ESTATE AND HOSPITALITY BUSINESSES
The Real Estate Companies’ portfolio of residential property development projects exposes the Group to
sector-specific risks.
Because the Real Estate Companies’ real estate business is concentrated in the Philippine residential property market,
reduced levels of economic growth, adverse changes in the country’s political or security situation, or weaker
performance of the country’s property development market generally could materially adversely affect the Group’s
profitability. The property development business involves significant risks distinct from those involved in the
ownership and operation of established properties, including the risk that the Real Estate Companies may invest
significant time and money in a project that may not attract sufficient levels of demand in terms of anticipated sales
and which may not be commercially viable. The Real Estate Companies’ results of operations are therefore dependent,
and are expected to continue to be dependent, on the continued success of their residential and land development
projects.
Additionally, the Philippine residential real estate industry is highly competitive. The Real Estate Companies’ projects
are largely dependent on the acceptance of their projects when compared to similar types of projects in their geographic
areas, as well as on the ability of the Real Estate Companies to correctly gauge the market for their projects. Important
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factors that could affect the Real Estate Companies’ ability to effectively compete include a project’s relative location
versus that of its competitors, particularly to transportation facilities and commercial centers, as well as the quality of
the residences and related facilities offered by the Real Estate Companies, pricing and the overall attractiveness of the
project. The time and costs involved in completing the development and construction of residential projects can be
affected by many factors, including shortages of materials, equipment and labor, adverse weather conditions,
depreciation of the peso, natural disasters, labor disputes with contractors and subcontractors, and the occurrence of
other unforeseeable circumstances. Any of these factors could result in project delays and cost overruns, which could
negatively affect the Real Estate Companies’ margins. Moreover, failure by the Real Estate Companies to complete
construction of a project to its planned specification or schedule may result in contractual liabilities to purchasers and
lower returns, all of which could have a material adverse effect on the Real Estate Companies’ business, financial
condition and results of operations.
The Real Estate Companies are exposed to risks associated with the operation of their investment properties
and the development of their office space and retail leasing business and the integration of such investment
properties with its core housing and land development business.
The operations of the Real Estate Companies’ commercial real estate assets, which includes interests in leasable office
space in PBCom Tower and the Northgate Cyberzone and other commercial properties in Filinvest City and elsewhere
in the Philippines, as well as ownership of Festival Supermall and other malls, are subject to risks relating to their
respective operations. The Real Estate Companies’ ability to lease out their commercial and office properties in a
timely manner and collect rent at profitable rates, or at all, is affected by each of the following factors, among others:


the national and international economic climate;



changes in demand caused by policies affecting call centers, POGOs and other BPO operations in the Philippines
and worldwide, including the relative cost of operating BPOs and POGOs in the Philippines as compared to other
markets (such as India), which depends in part on the continued favorable regulations and fiscal incentive regimes
with respect to such industries and the Government’s general policy with respect to investments and industries
from China;



trends in the Philippine retail industry, insofar as Filinvest Lifemalls are concerned;



changes in laws and governmental regulations in relation to real estate, including those governing usage, zoning,
environment, taxes and government charges;



the inability to collect rent due to bankruptcy of tenants or otherwise;



competition for tenants;



changes in market rental rates;



the need to periodically renovate, repair and re-let space and the costs thereof;



the quality and strategy of management; and



the Real Estate Companies’ ability to provide adequate maintenance and insurance coverage.

The Real Estate Companies could also be adversely affected by the failure of tenants to comply with the terms of their
leases or commitments to lease, declining sales turnover of tenants at Filinvest Lifemalls or oversupply of or reduced
demand for BPO services, office space and/or retail space. In particular, with respect to retail property leases,
including those at Festival Supermall and other retail properties, it is generally the case that all or a portion of the rent
to which the Real Estate Companies are entitled comprises a percentage of the tenant’s sales, which percentage
generally ranges from 1.5% to 15% depending on the tenant’s merchandise. Accordingly, Real Estate Companies are
exposed to deterioration in the businesses of their tenants. If the Real Estate Companies are unable to lease their
properties in a timely manner or collect rent at profitable rates or at all, this could have a material adverse effect on
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the Group’s operations and financial condition. Further, the success of the Real Estate Companies’ investment
properties will depend, in part, on their ability to realize the potential revenue and growth opportunities from these
assets.
The Group is subject to risks incidental to the ownership and operation of commercial, office and related retail
properties including, among other things, competition for tenants, changes in market rents, inability to renew leases
or re-let space as existing leases expire, inability to collect rent from tenants due to bankruptcy or insolvency of tenants
or otherwise, increased operating costs and the need to renovate, repair and re-let space periodically and to pay the
associated costs. In particular, FLI’s BPO properties rely on the growth of the BPO business as a source of revenue.
If the BPO business does not grow as the Real Estate Companies expect or if the Real Estate Companies are not able
to continue to attract BPO-based tenants to development projects that are targeted for BPO companies, FLI may not
be able to lease its BPO office space in a timely manner or at satisfactory rents or at all, which could have a material
adverse effect on the Group’s operations and financial condition.
The Group is also subject to risks arising from accidents at its commercial, office and related retail properties.
Although the buildings and their facilities are subject to regular testing and maintenance, there is no assurance that
facilities of the Group’s properties will not malfunction and cause injuries. For example, in March 2019, the braking
system of one of the elevators in PBCom Tower, one of the Group’s investment properties, malfunctioned, injuring
more than 10 passengers. Such incidents may subject the Group to liability and materially and adversely affect the
Group’s business reputation.
Fluctuations in interest rates, changes in Government borrowing patterns and Government regulations could
have a material adverse effect on the Real Estate Companies and their customers’ ability to obtain financing.
Interest rates, and factors that affect interest rates, such as the Government’s fiscal policy, could have a material
adverse effect on the Real Estate Companies, residential property development, and demand for their real estate
projects. For example:


Higher interest rates make it more expensive for the Real Estate Companies to borrow funds to finance ongoing
projects or to obtain financing for new projects.



Insofar as the Real Estate Companies’ residential housing and land development business is concerned, because
the Real Estate Companies believe that a substantial portion of their customers procure financing (either from
banks or using the Real Estate Companies’ in-house financing program) to fund their property purchases, higher
interest rates make financing, and therefore purchases of real estate, more expensive, which could adversely affect
demand for the Real Estate Companies’ residential projects.



In connection with the Real Estate Companies’ in-house financing activities, from time to time the Real Estate
Companies sell receivables from customers who obtain in-house financing to financial institutions on a “with
recourse” basis, which requires the Real Estate Companies to pay interest to the financial institution purchasing
the receivable and obligates the Real Estate Companies to repurchase the principal balance of the receivable plus
accrued interest in certain circumstances. The difference between the interest rate the Real Estate Companies
charge their customers and the interest rate they pay to these financial institutions contribute to the Real Estate
Companies’ interest income. Higher interest rates charged by these financial institutions would reduce the Real
Estate Companies’ net interest income.



The Real Estate Companies’ access to capital and their cost of financing are also affected by restrictions, such as
the single borrower limit (“SBL”) imposed by the BSP on bank lending. If the Real Estate Companies were to
reach the SBL with respect to any bank, the Real Estate Companies may have difficulty obtaining financing with
reasonable rates of interest from other banks.



If the Government significantly increases its borrowing levels in the domestic currency market, this could increase
the interest rates charged by banks and other financial institutions and also effectively reduce the amount of bank
financing available to both prospective property purchasers and real estate developers, including the Group.
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Increased inflation in the Philippines could result in an increase in raw materials costs, which the Group may not
be able to pass onto its customers as increased prices.



A further expansion in the budget deficit of the Government could also result in an increase in interest rates and
inflation, which could in turn have a material effect on the ability of the Group to obtain financing at attractive
terms, and on the ability of its customers to similarly obtain financing.

The occurrence of any of the foregoing events, or any combination of them, or of any similar events could have a
material adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
A significant portion of the demand for the Real Estate Companies’ residential real estate projects is from
overseas Filipino workers (“OFWs”) and expatriate Filipinos, which exposes the Group to risks relating to the
performance of the economies of the countries where these potential customers are based.
The Real Estate Companies rely on OFWs and expatriate Filipinos to generate a significant portion of the demand for
their residential projects, particularly for their affordable and middle-income projects. Approximately 32% of the
Group’s real estate sales for each of the year ended December 31, 2018 and the nine months ended September 30,
2019 were derived from sales to OFWs. A number of factors could lead to, among other effects, reduced remittances
from OFWs, a reduction in the number of OFWs or a reduction in the purchasing power of expatriate Filipinos. These
include a downturn in the economic performance of the countries and regions where a significant number of potential
customers are located, such as the Middle East, Singapore, Japan, Italy and the United Kingdom, a change in
Government regulations that currently exempt the income of OFWs from taxation in the Philippines, the imposition
of restrictions by the Government on the deployment of OFWs to particular countries or regions, such as the Middle
East, and restrictions imposed by other countries on the entry or the continued employment of foreign workers. Any
of these events could adversely affect demand for the Real Estate Companies’ residential real estate projects from
OFWs and expatriate Filipinos, which could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial
condition and results of operations.
The Real Estate Companies face certain risks related to the cancellation of sales involving their residential real
estate projects and if the Real Estate Companies were to experience a material number of sales cancellations,
the Group’s historical revenues from real estate operations would be overstated.
As a developer and seller of residential real estate, the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations
could be adversely affected in the event a material number of subdivision lot or residential sales are cancelled.
The Real Estate Companies are subject to RA 6552 (the “Maceda Law”), which applies to all transactions or contracts
involving the sale or financing of real estate through installment payments, including residential condominium units
(but excluding industrial and commercial lots). Under the Maceda Law, buyers who have paid at least two years of
installments are granted a grace period of one month for every year of paid installments to cure any payment default.
If the contract is cancelled, the buyer is entitled to receive a refund of at least 50.0% of the total payments made by
the buyer, with an additional 5% per annum in cases where at least five years of installments have been paid (but with
the total not to exceed 90.0% of the total payments). Buyers who have paid less than two years of installments and
who default on installment payments are given a 60-day grace period to pay all unpaid installments before the sale
can be cancelled, but without right of refund. See “Regulatory and Environmental Matters — Real estate sales on
installments.”
While the Real Estate Companies have not experienced a material number of cancellations to which the Maceda Law
has applied, there can be no assurance that they will not experience a material number of cancellations in the future,
particularly during slowdowns or downturns in the Philippine economy, periods when interest rates are high or similar
situations. In the event the Real Estate Companies experience a material number of cancellations, they may not have
enough funds on hand to pay the necessary cash refunds to buyers or the Real Estate Companies may have to incur
indebtedness in order to pay such cash refunds. In addition, particularly during an economic slowdown or downturn,
there can be no assurance that the Real Estate Companies would be able to resell the same property at an acceptable
price or at all. Any of the foregoing events would have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial
condition and results of operations.
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In the event the Real Estate Companies experience a material number of sales cancellations, investors are cautioned
that the Group’s historical revenue from its real estate operations could be overstated because such historical revenues
would not have accurately reflected subsequent customer defaults or sales cancellations. Investors are also cautioned
not to rely on the Group’s historical statements of income as indicators of its future revenues or profits.
For sales of residential units in the Real Estate Companies’ middle-income and high-end projects, from time to time
the Real Estate Companies generally commence construction of a unit even before the full amount of the required
down payment is made, and thus, before the sale is recorded as revenue. Therefore, the Real Estate Companies risk
having spent cash to begin construction of a unit before being assured that the sale will eventually be booked as
revenue, particularly, if the buyer is unable to complete the required down payment and the Real Estate Companies
are unable to find another purchaser for such property.
There can be no assurance that the Real Estate Companies will not suffer from substantial sales cancellations and that
such cancellations will not have a material adverse effect on the Group’s financial condition and results of operations.
The Real Estate Companies and FHC face risks relating to the management of their land bank, including area
concentration within the land bank, which could adversely affect their margins.
The Group must continuously acquire land for the Real Estate Companies and FHC, to replace and expand land
inventory within their current markets. The risks inherent in purchasing and developing land increase as consumer
demand for the Group’s core property businesses, including residential, commercial, retail, and hospitality, decreases,
and can be further affected by the concentration of land in a particular area within the land bank. For example, 9.8%
and 3.0% of the combined land bank of the Real Estate Companies and FHC is located within Clark and Filinvest
City, respectively. The market value of land, subdivision lots, housing and condominium inventories, retail and
leasing spaces, as well as hotel and hospitality properties, can all fluctuate significantly as a result of changing market
conditions. An adverse change in the market value of land in those areas in which the concentration of the Group’s
land bank is highest would amplify the negative impact on the Group’s business and financial condition. The Group
cannot assure investors that the measures they employ to manage land inventory risks will be successful. In the event
of significant changes in economic, political, security or market conditions, the Group may have to sell subdivision
lots, residential units, lease retail spaces or rent rooms in their hospitality projects at significantly lower margins or at
a loss. Changes in economic or market conditions may also require the Group to defer the commencement of its
various real estate or hospitality projects. This would require the Group to continue to carry the cost of acquired but
undeveloped land on its statement of financial position, as well as reduce the amount of property available for sale or
development. Any of the foregoing events could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial
condition and results of operations.
The Group faces risks relating to its real estate and hospitality projects, including risks relating to project cost,
completion time frame and development rights.
The property development and hospitality businesses involve significant risks distinct from those involved in the
ownership and operation of established properties, including the risk that the Group may invest significant time and
money in a project that may not attract sufficient levels of demand in terms of anticipated sales and which may not be
commercially viable. In addition, obtaining required Government approvals and permits may take substantially more
time and resources than anticipated or construction of projects may not be completed on schedule and within budget.
In addition, the time and the costs involved in completing the development and construction of real estate and
hospitality projects can be adversely affected by many factors, including shortages of materials, equipment and labor,
adverse weather conditions, peso depreciation, natural disasters, labor disputes with contractors and subcontractors,
accidents, changes in laws or in Government priorities and other unforeseen problems or circumstances. Where land
to be used for a project is occupied by tenants and/or squatters, the Group may have to take steps, and incur additional
costs, to remove such occupants and, if required by law, to provide relocation facilities for them. Any of these factors
could result in project delays and cost overruns, which could negatively affect the Group’s margins. This may also
result in sales and resulting profits from a particular project not being recognized in the year in which it was originally
expected to be recognized, which could adversely affect the Group’s results of operations for that year. Further, the
failure by the Group to complete construction of a project to its planned specifications or schedule may result in
contractual liabilities to purchasers or other counterparties, and lower returns. The Group cannot provide any
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assurance that such events will not occur in a manner that would materially and adversely affect the Group’s business,
results of operations or financial condition.
The Group’s reputation may be adversely affected if projects are not completed on time or if projects do not
meet customers’ requirements.
Over the years, the Group believes it has established in the Philippines an excellent reputation and brand name in the
property development business, and in more recent years in the hospitality business. If any of the Group’s real estate
or hospitality projects experience construction or infrastructure failures, design flaws, significant project delays,
quality control issues or otherwise, this could have a negative effect on the Group’s reputation and make it more
difficult to attract new customers to its new and existing property development projects. Any negative effect on the
Group’s reputation or its brand could also affect the Real Estate Companies’ ability to presell their residential and
land development projects. This would impair the Group’s ability to reduce its capital investment requirements. The
Group cannot provide any assurance that such events will not occur in a manner that would adversely affect the
Group’s business, results of operations or financial condition.
Independent contractors may not always be available, and once hired by the Real Estate Companies, may not
be able to meet quality standards and/or may not complete projects on time and within budget.
While the Group recently set up its own construction company subsidiary, Dream Builders Pro, Inc. to construct
certain projects such as MRBs, the Group still relies on independent contractors to provide various services for its
other real estate and hospitality projects, including land clearing and infrastructure development, various construction
projects and building and property fitting-out works. The Group selects independent contractors principally by
conducting tenders and taking into consideration factors such as the contractors’ experience, their financial and
construction resources, any previous relationship with the Group, their reputation for quality and their track record.
There can be no assurance that the Group will be able to find or engage an independent contractor for any particular
project or find a contractor that is willing to undertake a particular project within the Group’s budget, which could
result in costs increases and/or project delays. In particular, the Group may face difficulty engaging or finding
available suitable independent contractors in areas outside Metro Manila or other metropolitan areas. Further,
although the Group’s personnel actively supervise the work of such independent contractors, there can be no assurance
that the services rendered by any of their independent contractors will always be satisfactory or match the Group’s
requirements for quality. Contractors may also experience financial or other difficulties, and shortages or increases
in the price of construction materials may occur, any of which could delay the completion or increase the cost of
certain housing and land development projects, and the Group may incur additional costs as a result thereof. Any of
these factors could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial condition and results of
operations.
The loss of certain tax exemptions and incentives will increase the Real Estate Companies’ tax liability and
decrease any profits the Real Estate Companies might have in the future.
As of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, certain projects of the Real Estate Companies benefit from certain tax
incentives and tax exemptions. In particular:


Income from sales of subdivision lots and housing units in socialized housing projects (i.e., sales of a lot with a
gross selling price of ₱180,000 or below or house and lot (“H&L”) unit with a gross selling price of ₱580,000 or
below) are currently exempt from taxation;



Several of FLI’s assets, such as the Filinvest Technology Park-Calamba and the Northgate Cyberzone, are
registered with the Philippine Economic Zone Authority (“PEZA”) as special economic zones (“Eco zones”) and
FLI’s modified gross income generated from these assets is subject to a preferential income tax rate of 5%;



FMI, FCMI and MCI are registered as Clark Freeport enterprises in the Clark-Subic Economic Zone (“CSEZ”)
which entitles them to a special tax rate of 5% on gross income earned in lieu of national and local taxes, tax
exemption and duty-free importation; and
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The Group’s hotel projects Crimson Resort and Spa Boracay and Grafik Mactan (which is under development)
and some FLI residential projects are registered with the Philippines Board of Investments (“BOI”) and, as such,
enjoy a six and a half year and four year income tax holiday, respectively. The income tax holiday of Crimson
Resort and Spa Boracay is available from December 2017 to May 2024 while the income tax holiday of Grafik
Duawon will commence from January 2023 or actual start of commercial operations, whichever is earlier.

While the Tax Reform for Acceleration and Inclusion (“TRAIN”), which is the first package of the Comprehensive
Tax Reform Program (“CTRP”) of the Duterte administration, brought about extensive changes to individual income
taxation, it did not include changes in corporate income taxation. This is, instead, expected to be addressed in the
second package of the CTRP, which was submitted to Congress on January 16, 2018. The second package reportedly
aims to lower corporate income taxes while reducing fiscal incentives for corporations, such as income tax holidays,
special rates, and custom duty exemptions. If passed into law, the fiscal incentives enjoyed by the Group may be
affected. Once the tax exemptions or incentives are revoked, repealed or reduced, the Group’s income from these
sources will be subject to the regular corporate income tax (“RCIT”) rate, which is currently fixed at 30.0% of net
taxable income, and the Group’s tax expense will increase, reducing its profitability and adversely affecting its net
income. There have also been reports that the Government may in the future discontinue its policy of granting tax
incentives for similar types of projects. Therefore, there is no assurance that the Group will be able to obtain and
enjoy similar tax incentives for future projects.
Under package 4 of the CTRP, the Department of Finance reportedly proposes to lower the rate of transaction taxes
on land, including DST, transfer tax and registration fees, centralize and rationalize valuation of properties, increase
valuation of properties closer to market prices, review property valuations every three years and adjust accordingly.
While package 4 aims to lower the rate of transaction taxes on land, the increase in valuation could lead to an increase
in the taxes to be paid by the Group. Further, sales of residential lots with a gross selling price of ₱1,919,500 or less
and sales of residential houses and lots or condominium units with a gross selling price of ₱3,199,200 or less are
currently not subject to the value-added tax (“VAT”) of 12.0%, and beginning January 1, 2021, the VAT exemption
shall only apply to socialized housing and to H&L and residential dwellings with selling price not more than
₱2.0 million. In the event these sales become subject to the VAT, the purchase prices for the Group’s residential lots
and housing units will increase and this could adversely affect its sales. Because taxes such as the VAT are expected
to have indirect effects on FDC’s results of operations by affecting general levels of spending in the Philippines and
the prices of subdivision lots and houses, any adverse change in the Government’s VAT-exemption policy could have
an adverse effect on the Real Estate Companies’ and the Group’s results of operations.
The Real Estate Companies’ residential real estate projects are exposed to risks associated with their in-house
financing activities, including the risk of customer default, and the Real Estate Companies may not be able to
sustain their in-house financing program.
Although historically the Real Estate Companies have provided a substantial amount of in-house financing particularly
to buyers of affordable and middle-income housing products, the increased availability of bank financing at
competitive rates has lessened customers’ availment of in-house financing. However, in cases where the Real Estate
Companies provide in-house financing, they charge customers interest at rates that are substantially higher than
comparable rates for bank financing and which also provide for upward adjustments to the interest charged if bank
financing rates also move upward. As a result, and particularly during periods when interest rates are relatively high,
the Real Estate Companies face the risk that a greater number of customers who utilize the Real Estate Companies’
in-house financing facilities will default on their payment obligations, which may require the Real Estate Companies
to incur expenses, such as those relating to sales cancellations, foreclosures and eviction of occupants.
There is also no assurance that the Real Estate Companies can resell any property once a sale has been cancelled.
Therefore, the inability of their customers who obtain in-house financing from the Real Estate Companies to meet
their payment obligations and a decline in the number of customers obtaining such in-house financing could also have
a material adverse effect on the Real Estate Companies’ business, financial condition and results of operations.
Further, if customers choose to obtain financing from other sources, such as banks and other financial institutions, this
would result in a decline in the income the Real Estate Companies derive from interest due on in-house financing,
which could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
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Construction defects and other building-related claims may be asserted against the Real Estate Companies,
and the Real Estate Companies may be subject to liability for such claims.
Philippine law provides that property developers, such as the Real Estate Companies, warrant the structural integrity
of houses that were designed or built by them for a period of 15 years from the date of completion of the house. The
Real Estate Companies may also be held responsible for hidden (i.e., latent or non-observable) defects in a house sold
by them when such hidden defects render the house unfit for the use for which it was intended or when its fitness for
such use is diminished to the extent that the buyer would not have acquired it or would have paid a lower price had
the buyer been aware of the hidden defect. This warranty may be enforced within six months from the delivery of the
house to the buyer. In addition, RA 6541, as amended, or the National Building Code of the Philippines (the “Building
Code”), which governs, among others, the design and construction of buildings, sets certain requirements and
standards that must be complied with by the Real Estate Companies. The Real Estate Companies or their officials
may be held liable for administrative fines or criminal penalties in case of any violation of the Building Code.
There can be no assurance that the Real Estate Companies will not be held liable for damages, the cost of repairs,
and/or the expense of litigation surrounding possible claims or that claims will not arise out of uninsurable events,
such as landslides or earthquakes, or circumstances not covered by the Real Estate Companies’ insurance and not
subject to effective indemnification agreements with the Real Estate Companies’ contractors. Neither can there be
any assurance that the contractors engaged by the Real Estate Companies will be able to either correct defects or
indemnify the Real Estate Companies for costs incurred by them to correct such defects. In the event a substantial
number of claims arising from structural or construction defects arise, this could have a material adverse effect on the
Real Estate Companies’ reputation and on the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
The Real Estate Companies are largely dependent on third-party brokers to sell their residential housing and
land development projects and to lease their commercial and office properties.
While the Group has recently grown its in-house sales team, the Real Estate Companies also rely on third-party brokers
to market and sell their residential housing and land development projects and to lease their commercial and office
properties to potential customers inside and outside of the Philippines. These brokers may also act as brokers for other
developers in the same markets in which the Real Estate Companies operate, and there can be no assurance that they
will not favor the interests of their other clients over the interests of the Real Estate Companies in lease or sale
opportunities, or otherwise act in the best interests of the Real Estate Companies. The Real Estate Service Act of the
Philippines (“RA 9646”) was signed into law on June 29, 2009. RA 9646 strictly regulates the practice of real estate
brokers by requiring licensure examinations and attendance in continuing professional education programs. Thus,
there is competition for the services of third-party brokers in the Philippines, and many of the Real Estate Companies’
competitors either use the same brokers as the Real Estate Companies or attempt to recruit brokers away from the Real
Estate Companies. If a large number of these third-party brokers were to terminate or breach their brokerage
agreements, the Real Estate Companies would be required to seek other external brokers, and there can be no assurance
that the Real Estate Companies could do so quickly or in sufficient numbers. This could disrupt the Real Estate
Companies’ business and negatively affect the Group’s financial condition, results of operations and prospects.
Infringement of the Group’s intellectual property rights in relation to its real property and hospitality
businesses could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s operations.
As of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, the Group has registered with the Philippine Intellectual Property Office
(“IPO”) a variety of marks including “FILINVEST LAND, INC,” the Filinvest logo, “One Oasis,” “One Oasis
Ortigas,” “The Linear Makati,” “Crimson Hotel and Resorts,” “Crimson” and “Crimson Hotels and Resorts.”
Generally, the registrations of these marks and/or trademarks are effective for a period of ten years from the date of
the original registrations and may be renewed for periods of ten years at their expiration upon the filing of appropriate
requests with the IPO. There can be no assurance that any renewal applications or applications to register other marks
will be approved or that the actions the Group has taken will be adequate to prevent third parties from using the
“Filinvest” name or Filinvest Group corporate brands and logos or from naming their products using the same brands
the Filinvest Group uses. In addition, there can be no assurance that third parties will not assert rights in, or ownership
of, the Filinvest Group name, trademarks and other intellectual property rights. Because the Group believes that the
reputation and track record it has established under the “Filinvest”, “FLI” and “Crimson” names are key to its future
growth, the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations may be materially and adversely affected
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by the unauthorized use of these name and of any associated trademarks by third parties or if the Group were restricted
from using such marks.
Certain residential real estate customers of the Real Estate Companies rely on financing from Governmentmandated funds, which may not always be available.
The residential housing industry in the Philippines has been and continues to be characterized by a significant shortage
of mortgage financing, particularly in the low-cost housing sector. For example, a significant portion of the financing
for purchases of socialized housing projects is provided by Government-sponsored housing funds such as the PagIBIG Fund, which is financed primarily through mandatory contributions from the gross wages of workers (see
“Business — Operations of the Real Estate Companies — Sales — Customer Financing — Pag-IBIG Fund”) and the
amount of funding available and the level of mortgage financing from these sources is limited and may vary from year
to year. The Group depends on the availability of mortgage financing provided by these Government-mandated funds
for substantially all of its sales of socialized housing, which represented 2.0% of the Group’s total real estate sales
for 2018 and 2.0% of the Group’s total real estate sales for the nine months ended September 30, 2019. In the event
potential buyers of socialized housing products are unable to obtain financing from these Government-mandated
funds, this could result in reduced sales for these products and, in turn, could have a material adverse effect on the
Real Estate Companies’ and the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
The success of the Group’s hospitality businesses depends on its ability to efficiently develop new hotel keys, to
effectively operate and manage hotel operations, and to compete with other hospitality offerings within the
Philippines and the Asian region.
The success of the Group’s hospitality business is dependent on the Group’s ability to successfully expand its portfolio
of developments. In 2011, FHC was established to evaluate, plan, develop and optimize the Group’s potential and
current hospitality investments in collaboration with CHI. By 2023, the Group is targeting to grow its hotel portfolio
by approximately 3,500 keys across 14 new hotels and expansions, 11 of which are currently in the planning and
construction stages. The additional keys would bring the total number of rooms owned by the Group to approximately
4,400. Any interruptions or delays in the development or construction of the Group’s existing or future properties,
for example, as a result of delays in obtaining regulatory permits or approvals, environmental factors, or other factors
outside the Group’s control, could prolong the development period or prevent the development altogether, which
would have a negative impact on the Group’s results of operations.
The profitability and success of the Group’s hospitality businesses is also dependent on the Group’s ability to operate
and manage its properties in an efficient manner. In 2008, CHI was established as a joint venture between FDC and
AIPL to provide a comprehensive range of design, consulting, technical, marketing, training, operations and
management services for the Group’s hospitality businesses. As of September 30, 2019, the Group manages the
operations of a total of 1,749 rooms across six properties. By 2023, the Group expects the number of rooms under
management to increase by approximately 3,500 keys across 14 new hotels and expansions, 11 of which are currently
in the planning and construction stages. The additional rooms would bring the total number of rooms under
management to approximately 5,000 and the total number of hotels in operation to 19. The additional hotels are
expected to be managed by CHI and operated under three distinct brands: Crimson, Grafik and Quest. The Group
may not be able to successfully compete with larger or more established properties, for example, if CHI is not able to
recruit and retain experienced managers and employees with a background in the leisure or tourism industries, which
may affect the occupancy rate and profitability of the Group’s hospitality ventures.
In addition, the Group is exposed to local economic and competitive conditions, travel restrictions or advisories
imposed by other jurisdictions on their respective citizens in respect of travel to the Philippines, inaccessibility of the
Philippines as a destination due to inclement weather, decline of travel to or within the Philippines due to higher air
ticket costs or safety concerns, changes in laws or regulations, natural disasters and outbreaks of infectious disease.
Any of these factors could materially and adversely affect the Group’s hospitality business and its financial condition
and results of operations.
The Group’s plans to explore opportunities with respect to REITs are subject to regulatory and market
uncertainties.
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Having a considerable recurring income portfolio, one of the Group’s strategies is to explore opportunities with respect
to Real Estate Investment Trusts (“REITs”) in the Philippines. Although the Philippines enacted Republic Act 9856,
or The REIT Act of 2009, the implementation of such statute has been held in abeyance pending reservations by
potential market participants of certain issues on tax incentives, public ownership and restriction of profits onshore.
The Government, pursuant to this market feedback, has already addressed issues on the tax incentives and framework
surrounding REITs and their potential listing on the PSE through the TRAIN Law, but certain issues on restricting
REIT profits to onshore entities and public ownership thresholds remain pending. Any further delays in the resolution
of these issues would result in delays to potential REIT market participants such as the Real Estate Companies in
implementing their plans to avail of the REIT option for further fostering growth. Moreover, even if the issues
surrounding REITs are resolved, there can be no assurance that forays into this product will be successful and thereby
produce the desired economic results given the untested market for REITs in the Philippines.
The Group’s hotel and leisure operations will require a substantial number of qualified managers and
employees, and there is no guarantee that the Group will be able to successfully recruit, train and retain a
sufficient number of such qualified personnel.
The Group’s hotel and leisure properties will require a substantial number of qualified managers and employees to
operate. There is no guarantee that the Group will be able to recruit, train or retain the required number of qualified
personnel, including Philippine or foreign nationals with overseas hospitality and managerial experience that the
Group intends to recruit. Increasing competition in the Philippine hospitality industry may also reduce the employee
pool available to the Group and/or increase labor costs, and such competition is expected to continue. Moreover, the
eventual development of the Group’s other projects across the Philippines may result in difficulties fulfilling the
growing manpower requirements with the necessary candidates.
RISKS RELATING TO THE GROUP’S BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES BUSINESS
Increased exposure to consumer debt could result in increased delinquencies in EW’s loan portfolios.
As of December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and September 30, 2019, consumer loans comprised 68.0%, 71.6%, 70.2%
and 73.0% of EW’s gross loans net of unearned interest and discounts (“UID”), respectively. EW has expanded and
plans to continue to expand its consumer loan operations, including auto loans which comprised 34.8% and 37.8% of
EW’s gross loans net of UID as of December 31, 2018 and September 30, 2019, respectively, as well as credit card
and other unsecured loans. Such expansions increase EW’s exposure to changes in general economic conditions
affecting Philippine consumers, which in turn affect consumer debt. Accordingly, economic difficulties in the
Philippines that have a significant adverse effect on Philippine consumers could result in reduced growth and
deterioration in the credit quality of EW’s personal loan portfolios. For example, an increase in interest rates could
have an adverse impact on the ability of borrowers to make payments and increase the likelihood of potential defaults,
while reducing demand for consumer loans. In addition, the number of loan accounts may be negatively affected by
declines in household income, public concerns about unemployment or other negative macroeconomic factors.
Moreover, the lack of a central credit bureau and access to readily available data on credit quality in the Philippines
may limit EW’s ability to effectively assess consumer loan applications which may expose EW to significant credit
risks. To the extent EW’s aggressive growth strategy results in significant increases in exposures to consumer loans,
the effects of adverse changes in the economic environment on EW’s financial condition and results of operations
could be exacerbated, resulting in significant losses.
EW has notable exposure to certain sectors in the Philippine economy. Any decline in the performance of any
of these industry sectors may result in a substantial portion of these loans to become non-performing, adversely
affecting the quality of EW’s loan portfolio.
EW has credit exposure to various industry sectors. As of September 30, 2019, EW’s five largest exposures are to the
personal consumption sector (₱169,605.1 million), real estate, renting and business activity (₱27,584.8 million),
wholesale and retail trade (₱20,031.7 million), financial intermediaries (₱10,619.9 million), and manufacturing
(₱9,382.8 million), which, comprise 64.2%, 10.4%, 7.6%, 4.0% and 3.6%, respectively, of EW’s gross loans as of
September 30, 2019. The global and domestic trends in these industries will therefore affect EW’s financial position.
Any significant downturn in the performance of any or all of the abovementioned sectors, caused primarily by events
outside the control of EW, such as but not limited to changes in regulatory policies by the Government and/or the
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general global and economic conditions, could adversely impact the ability of borrowers in the affected industries to
service their debt obligations to EW, and in turn would adversely affect EW’s business and results of operations.
There can be no assurance that borrowers in such affected industries would continue to meet their obligations to EW.
EW’s funding is primarily short-term and if depositors do not roll over deposited funds upon maturity, or if
other banks do not lend short-term funds to EW as they have in the past, EW’s liquidity and business could be
adversely affected.
A significant portion of EW’s liabilities are from short-term sources, primarily in the form of time deposits and shortterm loans from other banks. As of December 31, 2018 and September 30, 2019, 91.1% and 92.6%, respectively, of
EW’s deposit liabilities were current or had maturities of three months or less. Accordingly, the maturity profiles of
EW’s assets and liabilities have consistently shown and are expected to continue to show a negative gap in the shortterm when EW’s liabilities have shorter average maturity than its loans and investments, thereby creating potential
funding mismatches.
Although these deposits and short-term loans have historically been a stable source of funding for EW, no assurance
can be given that this will continue to be the case. In the event EW is unable to attract or retain sufficient deposits
and short-term loans, if a substantial number of EW’s depositors do not roll over deposited funds upon maturity, or if
other banks do not lend short term funds to EW as they have in the past, EW’s liquidity position could be adversely
affected and EW may be unable to fund its loan portfolio and may be required to seek alternative sources of funding.
EW can provide no assurance as to the availability or terms of such funding. To the extent EW is unable to obtain
sufficient funding on acceptable terms or at all, EW’s liquidity and financial condition and results of operations will
be adversely affected.
EW may be unable to recover the assessed value of its collateral when its borrowers default on their obligations,
which may expose EW to significant losses.
As of September 30, 2019, EW’s secured receivables (loans secured by chattel, real estate, hold-out on deposit or
other assets) represented 51.3% of EW’s gross loans (receivables from customers) and 18.5% of the collateral on these
secured loans consisted of real estate properties. EW’s portfolio of secured real estate properties gives EW significant
exposure to the Philippine property market and provides it with holdings in real and other properties acquired
(“ROPA”). The recorded values of EW’s collateral may not accurately reflect its liquidation value, which is the
maximum amount EW is likely to recover from a sale of collateral, less expenses of such sale.
EW periodically disposes of its ROPA and other collateral in public auctions and through negotiated sales at the
prevailing market prices, primarily determined by purchasers. The Philippine property market is highly cyclical and
property prices have been generally volatile as such prices are affected to a certain extent by various factors such as
but not limited to the economic performance of and the recent political developments in the Philippines as well as the
supply and demand of comparable properties.
There can be no assurance that the realized value of the collateral would be adequate to cover EW’s loans. An
economic downturn, in particular, a downturn in the real estate market, could result in a fall in relevant collateral
values for EW. Some of the valuations in respect of EW’s collateral may also be out of date or may not accurately
reflect the value of the collateral and in turn may not accurately reflect the net recovery that EW is likely to receive
from sale of such collateral. EW may also experience difficulties in disposing of any collateral at a reasonable price
if prevailing market conditions dampen demand for a particular asset. Any decline in the value of the collateral
securing EW’s loans, including with respect to any future collateral taken by EW, would mean that its provisions for
impairment and credit losses may be inadequate and EW may need to increase such provisions. There can be no
assurance that the collateral securing any particular loan will protect EW from suffering a partial or complete loss if
the loan becomes non-performing. Any increase in EW’s provisions for impairment and credit losses would adversely
affect its business, its financial condition, results of operations and capital adequacy ratio.
In addition, EW may not be able to recover in full the value of any collateral or enforce any guarantee due, in part, to
difficulties and delays involved in enforcing such obligations through the Philippine legal system. To foreclose on
collateral or enforce a guarantee, banks in the Philippines are required to follow certain procedures specified by
Philippine law. These procedures are subject to administrative and bankruptcy law requirements which may be more
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burdensome than in certain other jurisdictions. The resulting delays can last several years and lead to the deterioration
in the physical condition and market value of the collateral, particularly where the collateral is in the form of inventory
or receivables. In addition, such collateral may not be insured. These factors have exposed, and may continue to
expose, EW to legal liability while in possession of the collateral. These factors may also significantly reduce EW’s
ability to realize the value of its collateral and therefore the effectiveness of taking security for the loans it grants.
Furthermore, EW may incur expenses to maintain such properties and prevent their deterioration. In realizing cash
value for such properties, EW may incur further expenses such as legal fees and taxes.
EW is subject to interest rate risk and foreign currency risk.
Domestic interest rates have remained low since 2009, with the monetary policy directed towards stimulating the
economy. At the Monetary Board meeting on May 10, 2018, the BSP increased its key policy rates for the first time
since September 2014 by 25 basis points to 3.25% for overnight borrowing and 3.75% for overnight lending rates.
The BSP further increased key policy rates by 25 basis points at the Monetary Board meeting on June 20, 2018
to 3.50% for overnight borrowing and 4.00% for overnight lending rates. On September 27, 2018 the BSP further
increased rates by another 50 basis points to 4.50% for overnight borrowing and 5.00% for overnight lending rates.
On November 15, 2018 the BSP increased rates by 25 basis points to 4.75% for overnight borrowing and 5.25% for
overnight lending rates. Interest rates in the Philippines may continue to increase in response to the inflationary
pressures resulting from strong economic growth, tax reforms and global developments.
EW realizes income from the margin between interest collected on interest-earning assets (due from BSP, due from
other banks, interbank loans receivable and securities purchased under resale agreement (“SPURA”), trading and
investment securities and loans and receivables), and interest paid on interest-bearing liabilities (deposit liabilities,
bills and acceptances payable and subordinated debt). The business of EW is subject to fluctuations in market interest
rates as a result of mismatches in the re-pricing of assets and liabilities. These interest rate fluctuations are neither
predictable nor controllable and may have a material adverse impact on the operations and financial condition of EW.
In a rising interest rate environment, if EW is not able to pass along higher interest costs to its customers, it may
negatively affect EW’s profitability. If such increased costs are passed along to customers, such increased rates may
make loans less attractive to potential customers and result in a reduction in customer volume and hence operating
revenues. In a decreasing interest rate environment, potential competitors may find it easier to enter the markets in
which EW operates and to benefit from wider spreads. As a result, fluctuations in interest rates could have an adverse
effect on EW’s margins and volumes and in turn adversely affect EW’s business, financial condition and results of
operations.
As a financial organization, EW is exposed to exchange rate risk. Movements in foreign exchange rates could
adversely affect EW’s business, financial condition and results of operations. The foreign exchange transactions of
Philippine banks are subject to stringent BSP regulation. Under BSP guidelines, EW is required to provide 100.0%
foreign asset cover for all foreign currency liabilities in its Foreign Currency Deposit Unit (“FCDU”) books. As of
September 30, 2019, EW had ₱61,920.6 million, or 15.9%, of its assets and ₱60,814.9 million, or 15.7%, of its
liabilities in FCDU books, primarily in U.S. dollars. The decline in the value of the Peso against foreign currencies,
in particular, the U.S. dollar may affect the ability of EW’s customers or the Government to service debt obligations
denominated in foreign currencies and, consequently, increase non-performing loans (“NPLs”). Conversely, increases
in the value of the Peso can depress the export market which can negatively affect the ability of EW’s customers to
repay their debt obligations or may reduce credit quality or demand. There can be no assurance that the Peso will not
fluctuate further against other currencies and that such fluctuations will not ultimately have an adverse effect on EW.
EW’s provisioning policies in respect of classified loans require significant subjective determinations which
may increase variation in the application of such policies.
BSP Circular No. 855, series of 2014, require that Philippine banks classify performing loans and other credit
accommodations based on five different categories corresponding to levels of risk: Loans Especially Mentioned,
Substandard, Doubtful and Loss. Generally, classification depends on a combination of a number of qualitative as
well as quantitative factors such as the number of months payment is in arrears, the type of loan, the terms of the loan,
and the level of collateral coverage. These requirements have in the past, and may in the future, be subject to change
by the BSP. Periodic examination by the BSP of these classifications may also result in changes being made by the
Bank to such classifications and to the factors relevant thereto. In addition, these requirements in certain circumstances
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may be less stringent than those applicable to banks in other countries and may result in particular loans being
classified as non-performing later than would be required in such countries or being classified in a category reflecting
a lower degree of risk.
Furthermore, Philippine banks are also required to develop a sound loan loss methodology to ensure that specific and
collective allowance for credit losses (“ACL”) are adequate and approximates the expected losses in their credit
portfolio. The level of loan loss provisions which EW recognizes may increase significantly in the future due to the
introduction of new accounting standards and implementation of tighter regulations on credit risk (e.g., BSP
Circular 855). At present, BSP Circular No. 1011-18 classifies credit exposures into three stages: Stage 1 (credit
exposures that are considered “performing”), Stage 2 (credit exposures that are considered “under-performing”), and
Stage 3 (credit exposures that are considered “non-performing”). It further mandates that BSP supervised financial
institutions (“BSFIs”) are required to set up general loan loss provision equivalent to one percent (1%) of all
outstanding Stage 1 on-balance sheet loans, except for accounts considered as credit risk-free.
As a result, the level of provisions currently recognized by EW in respect of its loan portfolio depends largely on the
quality of the portfolio and estimated value of the collateral coverage for the portfolio. Although EW has a policy to
test its loan portfolio for impairment on a monthly basis in order to ensure adequacy of provisions as needed and in
line with changing market conditions, the level of EW’s provisions may not be adequate to cover increases in the
amount of its NPLs, or any deterioration in the overall credit quality of EW’s loan portfolio, including the value of
the underlying collateral. In particular, the amount of EW’s reported loan losses may increase in the future as a result
of factors beyond its control.
EW is involved in many businesses subject to a variety of regulatory regimes and guidelines, and any changes
in the relevant regulatory regimes or guidelines may adversely affect EW’s businesses, financial condition and
results of operations.
EW has business interests in a number of highly regulated sectors, including banking, leasing and credit cards. Each
of these businesses is subject to separate regulatory regimes and guidelines that are periodically subject to change.
Failure to comply with relevant laws and regulations may result in financial penalties or administrative or legal
proceedings against EW, including the revocation of EW’s licenses, permits or certificates. Regulators of EW’s
businesses may alter current regulations or introduce new regulations to control any particular line of business. For
example, in 2018, the Personal Property Security Act was passed in the Philippines which repealed the Chattel
Mortgage law and provisions of the Civil Code relating to pledges, and imposed a new registration regime for security
over personal assets. Further, in the first half of 2018, EW had to suspend extending salary loans to public school
teachers pending the renewal of the automatic payroll deduction arrangement with the Philippine Department of
Education (“DepEd”). There can be no assurance that the guidelines issued by the regulatory authorities will not
materially and adversely affect EW’s business, financial condition or results of operations. For a discussion of the
banking regulations governing EW, see “– EW may have to comply with stricter regulations and guidelines issued by
the Monetary Board and the BSP with respect to real estate exposure of the banking sector”, “– EW may have to
comply with strict regulations and guidelines issued by banking regulatory authorities in the Philippines, including
the BSP, the Philippine Bureau of Internal Revenue (the “BIR”) and international bodies, including the FATF” and
“Banking Regulation and Supervision”.
EW is subject to credit, market, and liquidity risks which may adversely affect EW’s credit ratings and its cost
of funds.
To the extent that the different measures and strategies that EW uses in order to manage its risk exposures are
ineffective, EW may not be able to effectively mitigate its risk exposures, particularly to the market environments or
against particular types of risk. EW’s balance sheet growth will depend on economic conditions as well as upon its
determination to securitize, sell, purchase or syndicate particular loans or loan portfolios. EW’s trading revenues and
interest rate exposure are to a large extent dependent on its ability to properly identify changes in market conditions
and to mark to market the changes in the value of financial instruments caused by movements in market prices or
rates. Moreover, EW’s earnings are dependent on the effectiveness of EW’s management of the migrations in credit
quality and risk concentrations, the accuracy of its valuation models and its critical accounting estimates and the
adequacy of its allowance for impairment and credit losses. To the extent its assessments, assumptions or estimates
prove inaccurate or not predictive of actual results, EW could suffer higher than anticipated losses. The successful
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management of credit, market and operational risks is an important consideration in managing EW’s liquidity risk
since it affects the evaluation of EW’s credit ratings by rating agencies. Failure by EW to manage its credit, market,
operational and consequently, its liquidity risks could adversely affect its business, financial condition and results of
operations.
EW may not be successful in implementing its growth strategies.
EW’s business strategy includes growth through organic expansion and through potential acquisitions. In 2009, EW
acquired AIG PhilAm. EW also acquired GBI in 2011 and FinMan Rural Bank, Inc. (“FRBI”) in 2012. Further, in
2015, EW made an initial equity investment of ₱30 million in EWIB, an insurance brokerage company, and entered
into a joint venture agreement with Ageas Insurance International N.V. to form East West Ageas Life Insurance
Corporation (“EW Ageas Life”). Also, in 2016, EW acquired SCB Philippines’ retail banking business (including
SCB Philippines’ three branches) and 100% ownership of Price Solutions Philippines, Inc. (now known as QMIS)
which is primarily engaged in sales and marketing services, and ASIA, which was incorporated to primarily engage
in general insurance agency business. In addition, in 2016, EW made an initial equity investment of ₱100 million in
East West Leasing Corporation (“EWLFC”), which has a license to operate as a financing company. In addition,
EW’s business strategy includes optimizing its expanded store network by expanding the range of products for its
target market of corporate mid-market and consumer segments, focusing on customer development and marketing
more products and services to new and existing customers. EW’s continuing expansion and efforts to optimize its
expanded store network expose it to a number of risks and challenges including, but not limited to the following:


new and expanded business activities may require greater marketing and compliance costs than EW’s current
products and services;



new and expanded business activities may have less growth or profit potential than expected, and there can be no
assurance that new business activities will become profitable at all;



EW may fail to identify and offer attractive new services in time in response to market demand, placing the bank
at a disadvantage against competitors;



EW’s competitors may already have developed a competitive advantage for the new and expanded business
activities and thus, the Bank may not be able to attract customers from its competitors;



liability for mis-selling bancassurance products at EW’s stores;



EW may need to further enhance the capability and improve the implementation of its information technology
systems to support a broader range of activities and may incur additional costs; and



economic conditions, such as rising interest rates or inflation, could hinder EW’s expansion, particularly in the
consumer loan industry.

EW also intends to grow its earning assets, which by nature are risky, to improve its return on assets and capital and
reduce EW’s operating cost-to-income ratio. If EW cannot expand its earning asset base, it would need to reduce its
operating costs to improve its financial performance which may not be possible. If EW fails to reduce operating costs,
it could have a material adverse effect on EW’s financial performance.
In addition, new business endeavors require knowledge and expertise which differ from those used in the current
business operations of EW, including different management skills, risk management procedures, guidelines and
systems, credit appraisal, monitoring and recovery systems. EW may not be successful in developing such knowledge
and expertise. Furthermore, managing such growth and expansion requires significant managerial, financial and
operational resources, which EW may not be able to procure on a timely basis or at all. EW’s inability to successfully
implement its growth strategies could have a material adverse effect on its business, financial condition and results of
operations.
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As part of its acquisition strategy, EW regularly evaluates potential acquisition targets, and may in the future seek to
acquire other businesses to expand its operations. There can be no assurance that EW will be able to identify suitable
acquisition targets, successfully bid on, finance and execute acquisitions or will be able to successfully integrate
acquired businesses, retain and integrate key employees of acquired companies, or address new business risks not
currently faced by EW. If general economic and regulatory conditions or market and competitive conditions change,
or if operations do not generate sufficient funds or other unexpected events occur, EW may decide to delay, modify
or forego some aspects of its growth strategies, and this could have a material adverse effect on EW’s financial
condition and results of operations as well as its future growth prospects.
In addition, completing acquisitions could require use of a significant amount of EW’s available cash and the
incurrence of further financial leverage, which increases risks to EW’s financial condition, results of operations and
liquidity. Acquisitions and investments may also have negative effects on EW’s reported results of operations due to
acquisition related charges, amortization of acquired technology and other intangible assets, and/or actual or potential
liabilities, known and unknown, associated with the acquired businesses or joint ventures. Any of these acquisition
related risks or costs could adversely affect EW’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
A downgrade in the credit rating of EW or East West Rural Bank, Inc. (“EWRB”) could adversely affect their
business, financial condition and results of operations.
On December 11, 2014, the Philippine Rating Services Corporation (“PhilRatings”) assigned a credit rating of PRS
Aa Plus (corp.) to EW and on September 23, 2016, PhilRatings assigned an issuer rating of PRS Aa minus (corp.) to
EWRB. The rating of EWRB expired on September 20, 2017. There is no assurance that EW or EWRB would be
able to obtain the equivalent ratings in the future or at all or that the current issue rating of EW will not be downgraded
or withdrawn. In such event, EW or EWRB may have to accept less favorable terms in its transactions with
counterparties, including capital raising activities, or may be unable to enter into certain transactions. This could
adversely affect its financial condition and results of operation. Rating agencies may downgrade or indicate their
intention to reduce their ratings at any time. The credit rating agencies may also choose to withdraw their ratings
altogether, which may have the same effect as a reduction in its ratings. Any reduction in or withdrawal of EW’s
credit rating or in ability of EW or EWRB to obtain equivalent credit ratings in the future may increase their borrowing
costs, limit its access to capital markets and adversely affect its ability to sell or market its products, engage in business
transactions, particularly longer-term and derivative transactions, or retain its customers. This could in turn reduce
EW’s or EWRB’s liquidity and adversely impact its operating results and financial condition.
EW may face increasing levels of NPLs and EW’s allowance for impairment and credit losses may be
insufficient to cover future losses. To the extent EW increases such allowances or fails to recover expected
amounts from NPLs, its financial performance will be adversely affected.
Any lending activity is exposed to credit risk arising from the risk of default by borrowers. EW’s results of operations
may be adversely affected by the level of its NPLs. EW’s total NPLs were ₱8,484 million, ₱8,889 million,
₱11,479 million and ₱12,430 million, as of December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and September 30, 2019, respectively.
A number of factors affect EW’s ability to reduce and control its NPLs, such as, but not limited to volatile economic
conditions, which may adversely affect many of EW’s customers and may cause uncertainty regarding their ability to
fulfill their loan obligations, in effect increase EW’s exposure to credit risk. EW’s business is focused on the midmarket corporate and retail consumer segment, which may have a higher risk of default than other segments. These
and other factors could result in an increased amount of NPLs in the future, which will require EW to book additional
provision for impairment and credit losses on loans.
While EW regularly monitors its NPL levels and has strict credit policies in place, there can be no assurance that EW
will be successful in reducing its NPL levels or that the percentage of NPLs EW will be able to recover will be similar
to its historical recovery rates or that the overall quality of its loan portfolio will not deteriorate in the future. Failure
on the part of EW to control and reduce its NPLs or recover expected amounts from NPLs, if the quality of collateral
is lower than estimated or if there is a significant increase in its provisions for loan losses, EW’s operating costs,
business, financial condition, results of operations and capital adequacy could be adversely affected.
Further, EW evaluates loan loss allowances for specific impairments based on discounted cash flow analysis. Other
loan loss allowances are subject to collective impairment. EW’s actual loan losses could prove to be materially
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different from EW’s estimates and could materially exceed its recorded allowance for impairment and credit losses.
EW’s ratio of allowance for impairment and credit losses to gross loans, or coverage ratio, as of September 30, 2019
was lower than the Philippine banking industry averages as reported by the BSP. If EW’s actual loan losses are higher
than it currently expects, EW’s current allowance for impairment and credit losses would be insufficient. If general
economic conditions in the Philippines deteriorate, causing EW to change some of its assumptions and estimates, or
if EW is adversely affected by other factors to an extent worse than anticipated, EW may have to provide an additional
allowance for impairment and credit losses. If EW must make additional provisions for losses it could adversely affect
EW’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
EW’s trading activities are subject to volatility.
EW engages in trading activities, primarily maintaining proprietary trading positions in Philippine government
securities and some corporate debt securities. Trading and securities gain (including gain on sale of investments
securities at amortized cost) comprised 3.3% and 1.5% of total operating income for the years ended December 31,
2016 and 2017, while foreign exchange gain comprised 0.8% and 1.5% of total operating income for the years ended
December 31, 2016 and 2017. For the year ended December 31, 2018, EW incurred a trading and securities loss
(including loss on sale of investment securities at amortized cost) of ₱235.9 million, while for the nine months ended
September 30, 2019, EW incurred a trading and securities gain of ₱871.6 million. EW recorded foreign exchange
gains of ₱738.6 million and ₱526.0 million for the same periods. EW’s trading earnings are inherently volatile as
trading securities and currencies are subject to economic, political and other conditions that may fluctuate from time
to time. There can be no assurance that, in the future, EW will be able to earn trading gains at levels similar to the
gains it realized for the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2017, that it will not continue to incur a loss from such
trading or that it will not hold on to its trading and investment securities to realize interest income, any or all of
which could have a material adverse effect on EW’s future net income. Risks arising both from its trading and
investment strategy and general market volatility, which are beyond its control, could expose EW to potential losses
and may materially and adversely affect its business, financial condition and results of operations.
EW may fail to effectively operate its information technology systems and manage risks associated with such
systems, which could adversely affect its business.
EW’s businesses are heavily dependent on the ability to timely and accurately collect and process a large amount of
financial and other information across numerous and diverse markets and products at its various stores, at a time
when transaction processes have become increasingly complex with increasing volume. The proper functioning of
EW’s financial control, risk management, accounting or other data collection and processing systems, together with
the communication networks connecting EW’s various stores and offices is critical to its business and its ability to
compete effectively. EW implemented a new core banking system in November 2014, primarily to support its
expanded store network and loan business. The new system is expected to enhance EW’s risk management, asset
and liability management and anti-money laundering functions. If EW fails to effectively operate its new core
banking system or if such system underperforms its anticipated parameters, EW may experience service
disruptions, which would make it more difficult to continuously provide services or products to customers and
adversely affect the operations of EW, including its internal operations and data management. Any failure in EW’s
systems or to implement or effectively operate new systems, particularly for retail products and banking transactions,
could have a negative effect on its business, financial condition and results of operations.
EW is also subject to other risks relating to its information and technology systems and processes. The hardware
and software used by EW in its information technology are vulnerable to damage or interruption by human error,
misconduct, malfunction, natural disasters, power loss, sabotage, computer viruses or the interruption or loss of
support services from third parties such as internet service providers, automated teller machine (“ATM”) operators
and telephone companies. Furthermore, EW is in the process of enhancing and implementing several of its
information and technology systems and there can be no assurance that each system will operate as expected and
will interact as expected with each other new or existing system. Any disruption, outage, delay or other difficulties
experienced by any of these information and technology systems could result in delays, disruptions, losses or errors
that may result in loss of income and decreased consumer confidence in EW. These may, in turn, adversely affect
EW’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
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Significant security breaches in EW’s computer systems and network infrastructure, fraud, systems failures
and calamities could adversely impact its business.
Although EW seeks to protect its computer systems and network infrastructure from physical break-ins as well as
security breaches and other disruptive problems caused by EW’s increased use of the internet, there can be no
assurance that its computer systems, software and networks will not be vulnerable to unauthorized access, computer
viruses or other malicious code and other events that could have a security impact. EW’s hardware and software are
also subject to damage or incapacitation by human error, natural disasters, power loss, sabotage, computer viruses
and similar events or the loss of support services from third parties such as internet backbone providers. A significant
failure in security measures could have an adverse effect on EW’s business and its reputation could be adversely
affected by significant fraud committed by employees, agents, customers or third parties.
For example, in connection with the installation, maintenance and upgrading of new technology systems, EW grants
third party access to its systems and there can be no assurance that such access will not result in security breaches or
other disruptive problems. Computer break-ins and security breaches would also affect the security of information
stored in and transmitted through these computer systems and network infrastructure. Despite EW employing
security systems and maintaining operational procedures to prevent break-ins, damage and failures, the potential for
fraud and securities problems is likely to persist and there can be no assurance that these security measures will be
adequate or successful. The costs of maintaining such security measures may also increase substantially. Failure in
security measures could have a material adverse effect on EW’s business, financial condition and results of
operations.
Any other failure in EW’s systems, particularly those utilized for its retail products and services and transaction
banking, or the occurrence of natural disasters that affect areas in which it has a significant presence, could adversely
affect its operations.
EW may be subject to intellectual property rights disputes with respect to certain names and marks.
EW uses a variety of names and marks, including the name “East West Banking Corporation” and EW’s logo, in
connection with its business. While EW has registered its logo and trade name with the Intellectual Property Office
of the Philippines, there are other banks outside the Philippines which may use “East West” as a trade name. To the
extent another party were to use similar or identical names and marks, EW’s ability to prevent such use would be
limited. Furthermore, it is possible that an unrelated party could obtain legally enforceable intellectual property
rights in one or more names or marks currently used by EW and could take action to prevent EW from using such
names and marks. In addition to exposing EW to potential liability, this could require EW to incur substantial
marketing and advertising expenses to promote new names and marks and there can be no assurance EW will be
successful in retaining the goodwill currently associated with its existing names and marks. Any of the foregoing
could have a material adverse effect on EW’s reputation, business, prospects, financial condition and result of
operations.
EW’s business, reputation and prospects may be adversely affected if EW is not able to detect and prevent
fraud or other misconduct committed by EW’s employees or outsiders on a timely basis.
EW is exposed to the risk that fraud and other misconduct committed by employees or outsiders could occur. Such
incidences may adversely affect banks and financial institutions more significantly than companies in other industries
due to the large amounts of cash that flow through their systems. Any occurrence of such fraudulent events may
damage the reputation of EW and may adversely affect its business, financial condition, results of operations and
prospects. In addition, failure on the part of EW to prevent such fraudulent actions may result in administrative or
other regulatory sanctions by the BSP or other Government agencies, which may be in the form of suspension or
other limitations placed on EW’s banking and other business activities. Although EW has in place certain
internal control procedures to prevent and detect fraudulent activities, these may be insufficient to prevent
such occurrences from transpiring. There can be no assurance that EW will be able to avoid incidents of fraud
in the course of its business.
Losses in EW’s subsidiaries’ operations may affect the financial standing of the Bank.
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As a universal bank, EW is authorized, subject to certain limits, to invest in allied and non-allied undertakings and
joint ventures.
A portion of EW’s earnings may be derived from dividends or may be otherwise affected by the financial
performance of its subsidiaries. For the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended
September 30, 2019, EW had derived equity income of ₱775.4 million (22.8% of total equity income),
₱1,181.2 million (23.4% of total equity income), ₱241.5 million (5.4% of total equity income) and ₱89.0 million
(1.9% of total equity income), respectively, from its subsidiaries. Losses in these undertakings may affect the
financial standing of EW and could have a material adverse effect on EW’s financial condition.
Furthermore, certain financial institutions owned or controlled by the Bank are also subject to BSP audit, the results
of which may affect the banking license of these subsidiaries, and consequently affect the cash flow to the Bank in
terms of dividends.
The Philippine banking industry is highly competitive and increasing competition may result in declining
margins in EW’s principal businesses.
EW is subject to significant levels of competition from many other Philippine banks and branches of
international banks, including competitors which, in some instances, have greater financial and other capital
resources, a greater market share and greater brand name recognition than the Bank. In addition, increased
competition may arise from, among others:


other large Philippine banks and financial institutions with significant presence in Metro Manila and
extensive country-wide store networks;



full entry of foreign banks in the Philippines through any of the following modes allowed under Republic Act No.
10641 (An Act Allowing the Full Entry of Foreign Banks in the Philippines, Amending for the Purpose Republic
Act No. 7721 (An Act Liberalizing the Entry and Scope of Operations of Foreign Banks in the Philippines))
(“RA 10641”): (a) the acquisition, purchase or ownership of up to 100% of the voting stock of an existing bank;
(b) investment of up to 100% of the voting stock in a new banking subsidiary incorporated under Philippine law;
or (c) establishment of branches with full banking authority;



foreign banks, due to, among other things, standards which permitted large foreign banks to open branch offices;



domestic banks entering into strategic alliances with foreign banks with significant financial and management
resources, and in some cases, resulting in excess capital that can be used as leverage for asset growth and market
share gains; and



continued consolidation and increased mergers and acquisitions in the banking sector involving domestic and
foreign banks, driven in part by the gradual removal of foreign ownership restrictions.

The recent mergers and consolidations in the banking industry, as well as the liberalization of foreign ownership
regulations in banks, have allowed the emergence of foreign and bigger local banks in the market. For example,
there has been increased foreign bank participation in the Philippines following the lifting of the ban on granting of
new licenses by the Monetary Board, as well as the amendment of banking laws with respect to the limit on the
number of foreign banks. This has led to Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation, Cathay United Bank, Industrial
Bank of Korea, Shinhan Bank, Yuanta Bank, United Overseas Bank and Hua Nan Commercial Bank being granted
new licenses, and also equity investments by Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ into Security Bank, Cathay Life into
Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation and Woori Bank into Wealth Development Bank. In addition, the
establishment of the ASEAN Economic Community in 2015 may enhance cross-border flows of financial services
(in addition to goods, capital, and manpower) among member nations. This is expected to increase the level of
competition both from Philippine banks and branches of international banks. This may impact the Philippine banks’
operating margins, but this would also enhance the industry’s overall efficiency, business opportunities, and service
delivery. As of September 30, 2019, according to data from the BSP, there were a total of 46 domestic and foreign
universal and commercial banks operating in the Philippines.
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There can be no assurance that EW will be able to compete effectively in the face of such increased competition.
Increased competition may make it difficult for the Bank to continue to increase the size of its loan portfolio and
deposit base, as well as cause increased pricing competition, which could have a material adverse effect on its
growth plans, margins, results of operations and financial condition.
EW may have to comply with strict regulations and guidelines issued by banking and other regulatory
authorities in the Philippines and international bodies.
EW is regulated and supervised principally by, and have reporting obligations to, the BSP. EW is also subject to
the banking, corporate, taxation, data privacy laws and other regulations and laws in effect in the Philippines,
administered by agencies such as the Anti-Money Laundering Council (“AMLC”), the BIR, the Philippine
SEC, the PSE and the National Privacy Commission as well as international bodies such as the Financial Action
Task Force.
In recent years, existing rules and regulations have been modified, new rules and regulations have been enacted and
reforms have been implemented which are intended to provide tighter control and added transparency in the
Philippine banking sector. These rules include new guidelines on the monitoring and reporting of suspected money
laundering activities as well as regulations governing the capital adequacy of banks in the Philippines. Institutions
that are subject to Anti-Money Laundering Act of 2001 (“AMLA”) are required to establish and record the identities
of their clients based on official documents, and update said client information no later than once every three years.
In addition, all records of transactions are required to be maintained and stored for a minimum of five years from the
date of a transaction. Records of closed accounts must also be kept for five years after their closure.
The BSP has also ordered universal, commercial, and thrift banks to conduct real estate stress tests to determine
whether their capital is sufficient to absorb a severe shock. The real estate stress test limit (the “REST Limit”)
combines a macro-prudential overlay of a severe stress test scenario, the principle of loss absorbency through
minimum capital ratio thresholds, and heightened supervisory response. If a bank fails to comply with the prescribed
REST Limits, it shall be directed to explain why its exposures do not warrant immediate remedial action. If the bank
is unable to render a sufficient explanation, the bank shall be required by the Monetary Board to submit an action
plan to meet the REST Limits within a reasonable time frame.
In June 2016, the BSP implemented the interest rate corridor (“IRC”) which effectively narrowed the band among
the BSP’s key policy rates. The pricing benchmark, which used to be the special deposit account prior to the
implementation of the IRC, was replaced by the overnight deposit facility whose rate remains at 2.5%, and forms the
lower band of the IRC. Meanwhile, the rate for the overnight lending facility replaced the repurchase facility. The
rate for the overnight lending facility, which forms the upper bound of the IRC, is now down to 3.5% from 6.0%
under the repurchase facility. The BSP likewise introduced the term deposit facility to serve as the main tool for
absorbing liquidity through weekly term deposit facility auctions, the frequency for which may be changed
depending on the BSP’s liquidity forecasts. According to the BSP, the changes from IRC are purely operational in
nature to allow it to conduct its monetary policy effectively.
Additionally, the BSP reduced the rates of required reserves against deposit and deposit substitute liabilities
commencing on reserve week November 1, 2019, as follows: (a) 15% against demand deposits, savings deposit
(excluding basic deposit accounts), time deposit, negotiable certificates of time deposits, long-term non-negotiable
tax-exempt certificates of time deposits, and deposit substitutes, peso deposits lodged under due to foreign banks,
peso deposits lodged under due to head office/branches/agencies abroad (Philippine branch of a foreign bank); (b)
15% against negotiable order of withdrawal accounts; (c) 0% against deposit substitutes evidenced by repossession
agreements and interbank call loan (IBCL); (d) 4% against long-term negotiable certificates of time deposits; (e)
3% against bonds; and (f) 0% against basic deposit accounts, as defined in Section X222 of the Manual.
In support of certain Government policies, BSP has imposed an agrarian reform and agriculture lending policy requiring
Philippine banks to extend certain loan amounts, equivalent to a certain percentage of their total loan portfolio, to
agrarian beneficiaries and the agricultural sectors (“Agri-Agra”) of the Philippines. In addition, for a period of 10 years
until June 16, 2018, BSP required banks to allocate a certain percentage of their total loan portfolio for loans to micro,
small and medium-sized enterprises (“MSMEs”). Although the compliance period has ended, the BSP continues to
monitor the exposures of the banking industry to MSMEs and to require banks to submit their quarterly exposures to
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MSMEs. Failure to meet the specified level of loans may result in fines being assessed against a non- or under-compliant
bank, although EW believes this is an industry issue wherein generally none of the large banks are in full compliance
and instead pay the fine. These fines are calculated based on the relevant rate multiplied by the prescribed Agri-Agra
or MSME loan amount shortfall. As of September 30, 2019, the amount of loans that EW was required to extend to
Agri-Agra and MSMEs was ₱43.3 million and ₱22.4 million, respectively, as compared to the amounts actually
extended of ₱1.5 million and ₱13.7 million, respectively. For the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017, and 2018, the
Bank was fined ₱117.4 million, ₱149.5 million and ₱166.5 million, respectively, for its failure to fully comply with
Agri-Agra mandated lending. With respect to MSME loans, for the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018,
the Bank was fined ₱1.2 million, ₱1.3 million and ₱0.7 million, respectively, for failure to comply with mandated
lending to MSMEs. Because the Bank is unable to generate sufficient exposure to the Agri-Agra and MSMEs sectors
while maintaining its credit and risk management standards, the Bank has paid fines in the past and may continue to do
so in the future. There can be no assurance that the Government will not increase its penalties for non-compliance or
force banks to lend in accordance with the policy in the future. If the Government substantially increases the penalty
for non- or under-compliance or forces the Bank to extend loans to the Agri-Agra or MSMEs sectors that are
inconsistent with the Bank’s credit and risk management policies, the Bank’s and the Group’s business, financial
condition and results of operations could be adversely affected.
The BIR has also promulgated rules on the submission of an alphabetical list of portfolio investors receiving income
payments and dividends. The BIR requires all withholding agents to submit such list of payees on income payments
subject to creditable and withholding taxes, and prohibits the lumping of various income payments and taxes
withheld into a single amount and account. The Philippine Supreme Court, however, issued a temporary restraining
order against the said BIR rule on September 9, 2014 with regard to the prohibition on lumping into a single amount.
The Tax Code was amended by Republic Act No. 10963, or the Tax Reform for Acceleration and Inclusion (“TRAIN”).
Among the amendments to the Tax Code included increasing the rate of documentary stamp tax (“DST”) on debt
instruments. All such affected instruments are generally subject to DST at the rate of one peso and fifty centavos
(₱1.50) on each two hundred pesos (₱200.00), or fractional part thereof, of the issue value of such instruments. This
legislation was one of the reasons for the increase in EW’s operating expenses for the year ended December 31, 2018
and the nine months ended September 30, 2019. The impact of the higher DST rates under the TRAIN law amounted
to ₱272.3 million for the year ended December 31, 2018.
In the event of any changes to existing guidelines or rules, or introduction of additional regulations, EW will have
to comply with the same and may incur substantial compliance and monitoring costs. EW’s failure to comply with
current or future regulations and guidelines issued by regulatory authorities in the Philippines and in other relevant
jurisdictions could have a material adverse effect on EW’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
Such failure to comply could also result in the imposition of administrative sanctions or filing of criminal charges
against EW and its employees responsible for violations.
EW may experience difficulties due to the implementation of Basel III in the Philippines.
On January 15, 2009, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 639 covering the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment
Process (“ICAAP”) which supplements the BSP’s risk-based capital adequacy framework under BSP Circular No.
538. The BSP requires banks to have in place an ICAAP that (i) takes into account not just the credit, market and
operational risks but also all other material risks to which a bank is exposed (such as interest rate risk in the banking
book, liquidity risk, compliance risk, strategic/business risk and reputation risk); (ii) covers more precise
assessments and quantification of certain risks (i.e. credit concentration risk); and (iii) evaluates the quality of
capital. On January 10, 2011, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 709, which aligns with the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision (“BCBS”) on the eligibility criteria on Additional Group Concern capital and Tier 2 capital to
determine eligibility of capital instruments to be issued by Philippine banks/quasi-banks as Hybrid Tier 1 capital and
Lower Tier 2 capital. Moreover, on March 25, 2011, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 716, which amends the
definition of qualifying capital instruments under the risk-based capital adequacy framework for Philippine
banks/quasi-banks. Under BSP Circular No. 716, among the conditions to be eligible to be qualified as a Lower
Tier 2 capital is the submission of a written external legal opinion that the requirements enumerated for Lower
Tier 2 capital, including subordination features, have been met. Further, in January 2013, the BSP issued BSP
Circular No. 781 as the Basel III Implementing Guidelines on Minimum Capital Requirements, which took effect in
January 2014. The guidelines include the following highlights:
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adoption of a new categorization of the capital base;



adoption of an eligibility criteria for each capital category that is not yet included in BSP Circular No. 709;



allowing the BSP to adopt regulatory deductions in Basel III, as applicable;



keeping the minimum capital adequacy ratio at 10%, and prescribing: (i) a minimum CET1 ratio of 6.0%, (ii) a
minimum Tier 1 capital adequacy ratio of 7.5%, and (iii) an additional capital conservation buffer
(“CCB”) of 2.5%;



revaluation of certain available for sale (“AFS”) securities and of impairments that could arise from trading losses;



if EW is classified as “systemically important”, it may be required to hold additional capital reserves;



by January 1, 2014, rendering ineligible existing capital instruments as of December 31, 2010 that do not meet
the eligibility criteria for capital instruments under the revised capital framework;



by January 1, 2016, rendering ineligible regulatory capital instruments issued under Circulars No. 709 and 716
before the revised capital framework became effective; and



subjecting covered banks and quasi-banks to the enhanced disclosure requirements pertaining to regulatory capital.

Unless EW is able to access the required amount of additional capital, any incremental increase in the capital
requirement due to the implementation of ICAAP and Basel III, may impact EW’s ability to grow its business, which
could materially and adversely affect the Bank’s business, financial condition and results of operations. There
can be no assurance that EW will be able to raise adequate additional capital in the future on terms favorable to
it or at all and comply with the requirements of Basel III as implemented by the BSP.
On October 29, 2014, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 856, or the “Implementing Guidelines on the Framework for
Dealing with Domestic Systemically Important Banks (“D-SIBs”) under Basel III” to address systemic risk and
interconnectedness by identifying banks which are deemed systemically important within the domestic banking
industry. Banks that are identified as D-SIBs shall be required to have higher loss absorbency, on top of the
minimum CET1 capital and CCB. Identified D-SIBs are required to put up an additional 1.5% to 3.5% CET1
depending on their classification. Compliance with this requirement was phased-in starting January 1, 2017, with
full compliance required as of January 1, 2019.
On March 10, 2016, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 905, or the “Implementation of Basel III Framework on
Liquidity Standards — Liquidity Coverage Ratio (“LCR”) and Disclosure Standards”. Furthermore, banks face new
liquidity requirements under Basel III’s new liquidity framework, namely, the LCR and the net stable funding ratio
(“NSFR”). The LCR requires banks to hold sufficient level of high-quality liquid assets to enable them to withstand
a 30 day-liquidity stress scenario. The NSFR requires banks’ assets and activities to be structurally funded with longterm and more stable funding sources. On June 6, 2018, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 1007 which sets out the
guidelines on the adoption of the Basel III Framework on Liquidity Standards - NSFR. On March 15, 2019, the Monetary
Board approved the extension of the observation period for the LCR and NSFR for subsidiary banks and quasi banks of
universal and commercial banks until December 31, 2019, moving the effectivity dates of said ratios to January 1, 2020.
During the extended observation period, subsidiary banks and quasi-banks of universal and commercial banks are required to
comply with a 70% LCR and NSFR, which shall increase to 100% on January 1, 2020. The Monetary Board also approved
enhancements to the LCR and minimum liquidity ratio guidelines, including netting of cash inflows and outflows to
and from the same derivative counterparty for the LCR framework, and counting interbank placements as eligible
liquid assets and adjusting qualifying liabilities through conversion factors to retail current and regular savings
deposits worth ₱500,000 and below and certain liability accounts. Compliance with these ratios may further
increase competition among banks for deposits as well as high quality liquid assets.
On January 26, 2017, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 943 which approved a one-year extension of the Basel III
Leverage Ratio monitoring period from December 31, 2016 to December 31, 2017, and set new deadlines for the
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submission of the reporting and disclosure requirements. During the monitoring period, the BSP will continue to
assess the calibration and treatment of the components of the leverage ratio. Final guidelines will be issued in view
of the changes to the framework as well as migration from monitoring of the leverage ratio to a Pillar 1 requirement
starting January 1, 2018.
On January 22, 2018, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 990 which approved the extension of the Basel III Leverage
Ratio monitoring period from December 31, 2017 to June 30, 2018, and set new deadlines for the submission of the
reporting and disclosure requirements. The monitoring of the leverage ratio has been implemented as a Pillar 1
minimum requirement effective on July 1, 2018.
Whenever the capital accounts of a bank are deficient with respect to the prescribed risk-based capital adequacy ratio
of 10%, the Monetary Board, may impose monetary and non-monetary sanctions. The Monetary Board will also
prohibit the opening of new stores whenever a bank’s capital adequacy ratio falls below 12% on a non-consolidated
and consolidated basis. Furthermore, the Monetary Board will also prohibit the distribution of dividends whenever a
bank’s CET1 ratio and capital adequacy ratio falls below 8.5% and 10%, respectively. Such limitations or restrictions
imposed by the BSP’s implementation of Basel III could materially and adversely affect the Bank’s business, financial
condition and results of operations.
As of December 31, 2018 and September 30, 2019, EW’s CET1 ratio was 10.2% and 10.4%, respectively, and EW’s
total consolidated capital adequacy ratio was 12.8% and 13.0%, respectively.
On October 29, 2014, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 855 regarding guidelines on sound credit risk management
practices, including the amendment on loan loss provisions on loans secured by real estate mortgages. Under this
regulation, loans may be considered secured by collateral to the extent the estimated value of net proceeds at
disposition of such collateral can be used without legal impediment to settle the principal and accrued interest of such
loan, provided that such collateral has an established market and a sound valuation methodology. Under the new rules,
the maximum collateral value for real estate collateral shall be 60% of the value of such collateral, as appraised by an
appraiser acceptable to the BSP. While this maintains existing regulations already applicable to universal and
commercial banks, the collateral value cap will be particularly relevant in securing DOSRI transactions and in
potentially accelerating the setting up of allowable loan for losses in case a loan account gets distressed.
The BSP also clarified that the collateral cap on real estate mortgages is not the same as a loan-to-value (“LTV”) ratio
limit. Under the current rules, the minimum borrower equity requirement remains a bank-determined policy (which,
according to the BSP, averages 20% under current industry practice). However, under the enhanced guidelines of the
BSP, the bank’s internal policy as to minimum borrower equity will be subject to closer regulatory scrutiny as to
whether the borrower equity requirement of a bank is prudent given the risk profile of its target market.
Stricter lending and prudential regulations may reduce the lending appetite of EW or cause EW to alter its credit risk
management systems, which may adversely affect EW’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
Although intended to strengthen banks’ capital positions and thwart potential asset bubbles, the new BSP and
Monetary Board regulations will add pressure to local banks to meet these additional capital adequacy requirements,
which may effectively create greater competition among local banks for deposits and temper bank lending in the
commercial property and home mortgage loan sectors given that banks’ ability to lend to these sectors depends on
their exposure to the sector and the capital levels they maintain. This may also lead banks in the Philippines to
conduct capital raising exercises. Through its compliance with these regulations, EW’s business, financial position
and results of operations may be adversely affected.
EW’s non-compliance with FATCA may cause material and adverse impact on EW’s business, financial
condition and results of operations.
FATCA is the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act enacted into law in the U.S. on March 18, 2010 as part of the
Hiring Incentives to Restore Employment Act. It is a new regime for finding income overseas as a response to a
landmark court case in which a large international bank agreed to pay $780 million in fines for their role in assisting
U.S. citizens in evading income taxes.
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FATCA impacts a number of organizations and individuals. It first affects U.S. persons with income abroad.
Secondly, foreign financial institutions (“FFIs”) that invest in U.S. markets will be impacted as well as U.S. financial
institutions that do business with FFIs. Additionally, local government and taxing authorities in each country will see
the effects of the act as well. It also brought forth an expansion of tax reporting for non-resident aliens.
An FFI will have to set up a process to identify U.S. accounts as part of its on boarding procedures. Once that is in
place, it will also have to identify any current accounts with U.S. indicia. Additionally, there is a need to set up a
process to monitor account changes for indicia of U.S. status.
After the identification of impacted accounts, an FFI will have to collect documentation on each of these accounts to
prove whether or not the accountholder is a U.S. person. If the accountholder is not a U.S. person and the FFI has the
appropriate documentation, the FFI’s obligations have been fulfilled. If the accountholder is a U.S. person, the FFI’s
next move will depend on the country that has jurisdiction over the FFI. By default, the Participating Foreign Financial
Institutions (“PFFIs”) in countries without an intergovernmental agreement will directly report to the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service (“IRS”).
There is a requirement for PFFIs to withhold 30% of income from recalcitrant account holders in order to comply with
FATCA. A recalcitrant account holder is one who fails to comply with reasonable requests pursuant to IRS mandated
verification and due diligence procedures to identify U.S. accounts, to provide a name, address and TIN or fails to
provide a bank secrecy waiver upon request.
Specific to EW’s compliance with FATCA, EW registered on March 11, 2014 as an Expanded Affiliated Group.
EW was accordingly given a FATCA ID and a Global Intermediary Identification Number.
If EW is unable to sufficiently comply with FATCA and other existing and new rules and regulations applicable to it,
it could incur penalties and its business reputation may suffer, which could have a material adverse effect on its
business, financial condition and results of operations.
EW’s ability to assess, monitor and manage risks inherent in its business is limited by the quality and timeliness
of available data.
EW is exposed to a variety of risks including credit, market, foreign exchange and operational risks. The effectiveness
of EW’s risk management, in particular its credit risk management, is limited by the quality and timeliness of available
data in the Philippines in relation to factors such as the credit history of proposed borrowers and the loan exposure
borrowers have with other financial institutions and the lack of a central credit bureau in the Philippines. Limitations
in EW’s risk management systems may result in EW granting loans or taking positions that expose EW to significant
credit risks or otherwise result in EW being over exposed to interest rate, liquidity, foreign exchange rate and other
risks.
RISKS RELATING TO THE GROUP’S POWER BUSINESS
Increased competition in the power industry, including competition resulting from legislative, regulatory and
industry restructuring efforts, could have a material adverse effect on FDCUI’s operations and financial
performance.
In recent years, the Philippine government has sought to implement measures designed to establish a competitive
power market. These measures include the planned privatization of at least 70% of the NPC-owned-and-controlled
power generation facilities and the grant of a concession to operate transmission facilities. The move towards a more
competitive environment could result in the emergence of new and numerous competitors. These competitors may
have greater financial resources, and have more extensive experience than FDCUI, giving them the ability to respond
to operational, technological, financial and other challenges more quickly than FDCUI. These competitors may
therefore be more successful than FDCUI in acquiring existing power generation facilities or in obtaining financing
for and the construction of new power generation facilities. The type of fuel that competitors use for their generation
facilities may also allow them to produce electricity at a lower cost and to sell electricity at a lower price.
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FDCUI may therefore be unable to meet the competitive challenges it will face. The impact of the ongoing
restructuring of the Philippine power industry will change the competitive landscape of the industry and such changes
are expected to affect FDCUI’s financial position, results of operations and cash flows in various ways. For example,
the establishment and operation of the WESM has resulted in a more transparent price setting mechanism. As is
typical for all power generators, to the extent that distribution utilities or industrial offtakers agree to purchase from
other generation companies that otherwise could be purchased from FDCUI, the ability of FDCUI to increase its
revenues and of FDCUI to sell additional electricity to distribution utilities or industrial offtakers through its
generation facilities would be adversely affected.
Administration and operation of power generation plants involve significant risks.
The administration and/or operation of power generation plants involve significant risks, including:


breakdown or failure of power generation equipment, transmission lines, pipelines or other equipment or
processes, leading to unplanned outages and operational issues;



flaws in the equipment design or in power plant construction;



issues with the quality or interruptions in the supply of key inputs, including fuel or water;



material changes in legal, regulatory or licensing requirements;



operator error;



performance below expected levels of output or efficiency;



industrial actions affecting power generation assets owned or managed by FDCUI or its contractual
counterparties;



pollution or environmental contamination affecting the operation of power generation assets;



force majeure and catastrophic events including fires, explosions, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods and
terrorist acts that could cause forced outages, suspension of operations, loss of life, severe damage and plant
destruction;



planned and unplanned power outages due to maintenance, expansion and refurbishment;



inability to obtain or the cancellation of required regulatory, permits and approvals; and



opposition from local communities and special interest groups.

There is no assurance that any event similar or dissimilar to those listed above will not occur or will not significantly
increase costs or decrease or eliminate revenues derived by FDCUI from its power generation assets.
FDCUI may experience issues with respect to its fuel costs or supply.
FDCUI currently purchases coal from the spot market following the termination of its short-term coal supply
agreements that were valid for the first 18 months of the plant’s operation. The delivery of coal to the power plant
may be affected by external factors, such as incoming shipment delays. Delays in the shipment of coal to the power
plant may result in a shortage of coal at the plant or the need for FDCUI to source alternative coal, which may be more
expensive or poorer quality than the coal it had initially purchased. FDCUI is in the process of evaluating and
inspecting potential coal suppliers based on their supply capability, reliability for timely delivery and track record of
fulfilling their contractual obligations with a view to entering into potential long-term coal supply agreements, subject
to favorable agreement on terms. There is no assurance that there will not be any interruption or disruption in, or
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change in terms of, the fuel supply to the power plant, or that there will be sufficient fuel in the open market or
sufficient transportation capacity available to ensure that FDCUI’s power plants receive sufficient fuel supplies
required for their operations on a timely basis or at all.
There is also no assurance that FDCUI will be able to enter into long-term coal supply agreements with suppliers on
acceptable terms or at all, or purchase all of its required fuel supplies from regular suppliers that produce fuel of
acceptable and known quality, especially considering the clean coal nature of the plant. Further, although FDCUI
passes the cost of fuel on to its customers, if FDCUI is unable to manage the cost of the fuel it procures, which may
be affected by any price fluctuations of coal purchased from the spot market, it may face difficulty in competitively
pricing its product to potential customers. Consequently, FDCUI could experience difficulties in ensuring it is able
to ensure a steady and uninterrupted supply of quality coal at acceptable prices and in a timely manner or sell the
power it generates at attractive or competitive prices, which could negatively affect the stability and performance of
its power plant and its results of operations.
FDCUI engages technical partners and third-party operators and specialized suppliers in connection with the
power generation at its power plant.
Power generation involves the use of highly complex machinery and processes and FDCUI’s success depends on the
effective operation and maintenance of its power generation assets. FDCUI has appointed PIC, a third-party operator
affiliated with Marubeni Corporation (one of the leading global trading companies), as the operation and maintenance
contractor in relation to FDCUI’s power plants. Pursuant to the contract entered into between FDCUI and PIC, PIC
is responsible for, among other things, operating and maintaining the plant efficiently and reliably during the term of
the contract, and recommending and implementing improvements in relation to engineering support, facility
management, training, compliance, environmental matters, occupational health and safety, and the performance and
reliability of the plant.
Any failure on the part of PIC and any other technical partners and third-party operators to properly operate and/or
adequately maintain FDCUI’s power plants could have a material adverse effect on FDCUI’s business, financial
condition and results of operations. Furthermore, the power business is also dependent on a specialized supply chain
involving various consultants and vendors. These range from engineering and construction companies for the project
designs and construction. The construction companies take on permitting, civil and electro-mechanical works which
require extensive project management.
FDCUI is exposed to credit and collection risks.
As in other businesses, the power business is exposed to credit and collection risks related to its customers. While the
National Electrification Administration (“NEA”) closely monitors the credit performance of distribution utilities, if a
large number of its customers are unable or unwilling to pay FDCUI, its financial condition would be negatively
affected.
FDCUI’s power supply agreements are subject to approval and renewal risk.
FDCUI sells power by contracting capacity and energy to offtakers under power supply agreements. The agreements
specify a contracted capacity per offtaker, with a corresponding minimum contracted energy for a fixed term. All
power supply agreements must be approved by the ERC prior to becoming effective. Certain of the power supply
agreements entered into between FDCUI and its offtakers have not yet received the approval of the ERC and it is
possible that such agreements and any future agreements, even once agreed and signed by each party, do not receive
ERC approval. See “Business–Power Operations–Plant Offtake.” If FDCUI is not able to obtain ERC approval for its
power supply agreements, or if FDCUI is not able to renew its existing agreements following the end of the term of
such agreements or negotiate replacement agreements on similar or more favorable terms, it may not be able to sell
the power it generates, which may have a material and adverse effect on its results of operations.
FDCUI may not successfully implement its growth strategy in the power industry.
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FDCUI’s growth strategy is to, in the near term, complete the capacity expansion of its existing plant, and in the
medium term to increase its portfolio of power generation assets in the Philippines. This includes developing new
power projects and acquiring existing assets through participation in the privatization of the Government’s power
generation assets and/or the purchase of operating assets from the private sector. The Group’s success in implementing
this strategy will depend on, among other things, its ability to successfully compete for demand to warrant its current
plant’s further expansion, identify and assess projects, including any partners and investments and acquisitions,
successfully finance, close and integrate such investments and acquisitions, control costs and maintain sufficient
operational and financial controls.
The key challenges FDCUI faces to its growth strategy include: (i) its ability to attract and retain additional customers
for its services and products; (ii) competition from companies offering similar services in the markets that FDCUI
currently operates in or plans to enter and for which entry is dependent, in part, on the number, size, operating history,
geographic scope, expertise, reputation and financial resources of those competitors; (iii) its ability to manage costs
efficiently with respect to its current operations and planned expansion; (iv) its ability to identify and assess potential
partners, investments and joint ventures; and (v) its ability to successfully receive approval from relevant government
authorities; finance, close and integrate such investments; and maintain sufficient operational and financial controls.
If general economic and regulatory conditions or market and competitive conditions change, or if operations do not
generate sufficient funds or other unexpected events occur, FDCUI may decide to delay, modify or forego some
aspects of its growth strategies, and its future growth prospects could be adversely affected.
The Group’s growth plans may be limited by the Philippines’ transmission infrastructure.
The transmission infrastructure in the Philippines continues to experience constraints on the amount of electricity that
can be delivered from power plants to customers, as well as limited interconnectivity between the Luzon-Visayas grid
and the lack of any interconnectivity between the Luzon-Visayas grid and Mindanao.
Although FDCUI’s RES license allows it to trade electricity in relation to customers in different parts of the
Philippines, there can be no assurance that this will sufficiently address projected infrastructure limitations and
interconnectivity of sub-grids. In such an event, FDC Misamis, which is based in Mindanao, may have difficulty
expanding its reach outside of its general vicinity, which may consequently have a material impact on its growth plans
and results of operations in the medium term.
The Group currently only has one operating generation asset.
FDCUI’s current generation portfolio comprises a sole asset in Misamis Oriental, Mindanao; thus, it is exposed to
risks inherent in a company with only one major source of revenue and supply of electricity. Although it is currently
exploring other projects and potential revenue streams, there can be no assurance that FDCUI will be able to
successfully enter into or complete any such new projects. Thus, compared to other power generation companies with
multiple generation projects online, any significant disruption in operations from FDCUI’s power plant in Mindanao
would have an adverse effect on its results of operation and financial condition.
FDCUI faces risks relating to its future power generation projects, including risks relating to project cost,
completion time frame and development rights.
FDCUI’s future plans for the power business involve significant risks distinct from those involved in the ownership
and operation of established power generation facilities, including the risk that FDCUI may invest significant time
and money in a power generation project that may take substantially more time and resources than anticipated or
construction of the projects may not be completed on schedule or at all and/or within budget. In addition, FDCUI
may face difficulties obtaining the required governmental permits and approvals.
The time and costs involved in completing the development and construction of power generation projects can
be adversely affected by many factors, including but not limited to shortages of materials, equipment and labor, such
as a limited supply of skilled labor, adverse weather conditions, peso depreciation, natural disasters, labor disputes
with contractors and subcontractors, accidents, changes in laws or in government priorities and other unforeseen
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problems or circumstances. Where land to be used for a project is occupied by tenants and/or informal settlers,
FDCUI may have to take steps, and incur additional costs, to acquire the right of way, to relocate such occupants,
and, if required by law, to provide relocation facilities for them. Any of these factors could result in project delays
and cost overruns, which could negatively affect the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
There can be no assurance that such events will not occur in a manner that could materially and adversely affect
the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
Policy and regulatory responses to climate change may adversely affect FDCUI’s business and prospects.
FDCUI currently operates a coal-fired power plant in Misamis Oriental in Mindanao. Policy and regulatory changes,
technological developments and market and economic responses relating to climate change may affect FDCUI’s
business and the markets in which it operates. The enactment of an international agreement on climate change or
other comprehensive legislation focusing on greenhouse gas emissions could have the effect of restricting the use of
coal in primary markets supplied by FDCUI’s customers. Other efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
initiatives in various countries to use cleaner alternatives to coal such as natural gas may also affect the use of coal as
an energy source. In 2014, Barack Obama, then President of the United States, announced an agreement between the
United States and China to cut greenhouse emissions by more than 25% below 2005 levels by 2025. Further,
following the 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference, the Paris Agreement within the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (“UNFCCC”), 195 other member states have signed the agreement. The
agreement, which aims to hold back the increase in global temperatures, increase the ability to adapt to the adverse
impacts of climate change and provide channels to finance project that lead towards reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and a climate-resilient development strategy, entered into force globally on November 4, 2016. Although
the United States withdrew from the Paris Agreement in June 2017, 185 of the 195 UNFCCC member states have
already become party to the agreement.
In addition, technological developments may increase the competitiveness of alternative energy sources, such as
renewable energy and energy storage technology. Other efforts to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and initiatives
in various countries to encourage the use of natural gas or renewable energy may also discourage the use of coal as an
energy source. The physical effects of climate change, such as changes in rainfall, water shortages, rising sea levels,
increased storm intensities and higher temperatures, may also disrupt FDCUI’s operations. As a result of the above,
FDCUI’s business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects may be materially and adversely affected.
The loss of certain tax exemptions and incentives will increase FDCUI’s tax liability and decrease any profits
it might have in the future.
As of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, certain projects of the Group benefit from certain tax incentives and tax
exemptions. In particular:


Projects registered with the BOI, including the Group’s 405 MW (3 x 135 MW) clean coal power plant in Misamis
Oriental; and



Philippine DCS Development Corporation (“PDDC”), the joint venture between FLI and Engie for the building
and operation of district cooling systems, is also registered as an Ecozone Facilities Enterprise with the PEZA,
entitling it to a preferential income tax rate of 5% on gross income.

Once FDCUI’s BOI-related tax incentives expire and if its other tax exemptions or incentives are revoked, repealed
or reduced, the Group’s income from these sources will be subject to the RCIT rate, which is currently fixed at 30.0%
of net taxable income, and FDCUI’s tax expense will increase, reducing its profitability and adversely affecting its net
income. There have also been reports that the Government may in the future discontinue its policy of granting tax
incentives for similar types of projects. Therefore, there is no assurance that FDCUI will be able to obtain and enjoy
similar tax incentives for future projects.
RISKS RELATING TO THE GROUP’S SUGAR BUSINESS
Farmers are not required to grow sugarcane and may cultivate other crops.
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Sugarcane is the principal raw material used for the production of sugar. The sugar business depends on the
availability of sugarcane near sugar mills and any shortage of sugarcane supply may adversely affect the Sugar
Subsidiaries’ results of operations. DSCC and CSCC mill sugarcane produced by HYSFC and approximately 6,000
contract farmers. DSCC and CSCC generally contract with farmers near the areas where their mills are located
under 15-year milling contracts for milling of the sugarcane supplied by such farmers. However, if a farmer chooses
to replace sugarcane with other crops (such as export crops like bananas or pineapple, producers of which offer higher
rental rates for land), DSCC and CSCC may experience a shortage of sugarcane supply and a reduced ability to produce
sugar. Furthermore, it may be impractical for DSCC and CSCC to take legal action to enforce their agreements with
contract farmers due to the large number of contract farmers and the relatively small value of each agreement. Any
effort by DSCC or CSCC to enforce their legal rights could also result in reputational damage. In addition, any
additional incentives on the part of DSCC or CSCC to the farmers, such as in the form of additional free planting
material or crop loans, may result in higher operating expenses. Due to Government labor regulations and difficulty
of finding contiguous land at attractive prices, it is also costly for the Sugar Subsidiaries to run additional corporate
farms to replace areas formerly planted by its contract farmers. Any reduction in the supply of sugarcane may have a
material adverse effect on the Sugar Subsidiaries’ business, financial condition and results of operations.
The Sugar Subsidiaries’ business is dependent on certain principal customers who are not under any obligation
to purchase the Sugar Subsidiaries’ products, and the loss of, or a significant reduction in, purchases by such
customers could adversely affect the Sugar Subsidiaries’ business.
The Sugar Subsidiaries are dependent on certain principal customers who are all traders and are not subject to any
obligation to purchase the Sugar Subsidiaries’ products. In CY2017-18, the top five customers of PSHC accounted
for approximately 79% of PSHC’s revenues and 44% of sales were to a single customer. The loss of any principal
customer could have an adverse effect on the Sugar Subsidiaries’ business. Since the Sugar Subsidiaries are
significantly dependent on certain principal customers, the loss of any one of such customers or a significant reduction
in demand from such customers could have a material adverse effect on the Sugar Subsidiaries’ and the Group’s results
of operations and financial condition.
Since all of the raw sugar, refined sugar and molasses produced by the Sugar Subsidiaries are sold to traders who have
no contractual or other obligation to purchase any products from the Sugar Subsidiaries, there can be no assurance
that these traders will purchase the Sugar Subsidiaries’ output in similar quantities as in the past, or at all, nor that the
Sugar Subsidiaries will be able to sell their output to other customers on comparable terms. If the Sugar Subsidiaries
are not able to sell their output to traders in comparable quantities as in the past, or to other customers on comparable
terms, their business, financial condition and results of operations would be adversely affected.
Reduced demand for or changes in perception of end-products that use raw or refined sugar.
The demand for the Group’s sugar products is subject to changes in consumers’ preferences for or perception of endproducts that use sugar as an ingredient. As an example of this, the Sugar Subsidiaries’ CSCC refinery was mothballed
in 2016 due to the price of refined sugar not being attractive enough to warrant the refinery of sugar as well as the
lower demand for refined sugar. Although the Sugar Subsidiaries have been able to adjust by selling more raw sugar
to traders in the Visayas and Mindanao, there can be no assurance that further shifts in consumer demand and
preferences will occur for which the Sugar Subsidiaries may not be able to similarly adapt.
Related to this, the recent trend in the Philippines towards healthier living is encouraging a shift towards the
consumption of low-calorie drinks as well as healthier food products. Consumer preferences may continue to change
due to a number of factors, including changes in economic conditions and income levels, shifts in demographic and
social trends, changes in lifestyle and leisure activity patterns, regulatory actions, actions of competitors, and negative
publicity regarding alcohol consumption, any of which may affect consumers’ perception of and willingness to
purchase products that use refined or raw sugar such as beverages or condiments, which may impact the demand for
our products, and, hence, our results of operations.
Further, the TRAIN law imposed an excise tax of ₱6.00 and ₱12.00 per liter of volume capacity on sweetened
beverages using purely caloric and/or non-caloric sweeteners and purely high fructose corn syrup or in combination
with any caloric or non-caloric sweetener, respectively. While beverage producers such as soft drinks bottlers are
expected to shift to refined or raw sugar as a result of such law, beverage producers may decide to focus production
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on unsweetened beverages or use alternative ingredients, such as coconut sap sugar and steviol glycosides, which are
exempt from this tax. The higher prices of beverages and other products using raw or refined sugar may also result in
a decrease in end-user demand for such products, which may also lead manufacturers and producers to adjust or change
their production lines to more saleable products.
Contract farmers may not repay their crop loans to PSHC.
Contract farmers generally require a crop loan at the beginning of each crop year in order to finance the annual harvest.
PSHC extends crop loans of up to ₱120 million annually to approximately 30% of the contract farmers from whom it
sources sugarcane, and the remaining contract farmers generally obtain crop loans from their cooperatives, banks or
self-finance their operations. Crop loans that are extended to contract farmers are required to be repaid, with interest,
out of the farmer’s share of production, generally over a period of one year. There can be no assurance that a contract
farmer’s production will be sufficient to repay its loan to PSHC in a timely manner or at all. Also, although PSHC
requires contract farmers who obtain loans of at least ₱200,000 to post collateral such as hauling trucks, vehicles and
land with value equivalent to at least 130% of the loan amount, there is no assurance that PSHC will be able to recover
any of the collateral or recover all or part of the loan from the sale of such collateral. Furthermore, PSHC’s ability to
detect fraud on the part of contract farmers is limited. For example, a contract farmer may avoid repaying the crop
loan by selling its sugarcane to another farmer that delivers the sugarcane to the mill in its own name. Due to the large
number of crop loans that are extended by PSHC, and the small value of each one, it is generally not cost-effective to
pursue collection of crop loans when farmers are unable, or refuse, to repay the loan through the delivery of sugarcane.
There can be no assurance that the non-repayment of crop loans will not adversely affect PSHC’s business, financial
condition and results of operations.
Adverse weather conditions, crop disease, substandard sugarcane quality and certain sugarcane crop varieties
grown by farmers may adversely affect sugarcane crop yields and sugar recovery rates for any given harvest.
The Sugar Subsidiaries’ ability to produce sugar depends on the volume and sucrose content of the sugarcane that is
supplied to their mills. Crop yields and sucrose content depend primarily on the variety and quality of sugarcane
grown, the presence of any crop disease and weather conditions such as adequate rainfall and temperature, which may
vary. Adverse weather conditions can cause crop failures, reduce harvests and may result in volatility in the sugar
industry and consequently in the Sugar Subsidiaries’ operating results. Flood, pests, drought and cyclones can
adversely affect the supply and pricing of the agricultural commodities that the Sugar Subsidiaries sell and use in their
business. For example, in CY2016-17, although the total sugarcane volume increased due to the favorable weather
conditions during the growing months, the late arrival of rains delayed plantings which resulted in a higher volume of
young sugarcane milled leading to a lower average recovery rate (i.e., sugar produced from crushed sugarcane)
compared to CY2015-16. Further, in CY2017-18, rainy conditions prevented proper cultivation of sugarcane, and
slowed down harvesting and hauling during the milling season. This condition affected most of the country’s sugar
mills, causing substantial drops in sugarcane volume, low average recovery and consequently reduced sugar
production. For CY 2018-2019, El Niño conditions are expected to affect sugarcane growth, resulting in stunted
growth of younger sugarcane and a decrease in volume. There can be no assurance that the cultivation of certain
sugarcane crop varieties, substandard sugarcane quality, crop disease or adverse weather patterns will not reduce the
amount of sugarcane or sugar that the Sugar Subsidiaries can recover in any given harvest. Reduction in the amount
of sugar that the Sugar Subsidiaries produce could have a material adverse effect on their business, financial condition
and results of operations.
The Sugar Subsidiaries may be adversely affected by price fluctuations in sugar and related markets, such as
ethanol, oil and corn.
The prices the Sugar Subsidiaries are able to obtain for the sugar that they produce depend largely on the market
conditions in the Philippines as well as the world sugar market. The Sugar Subsidiaries sell most of their sugar in the
domestic Philippine market. The Sugar Subsidiaries are required by the Government to export a portion of their sugar,
which typically ranges from 5% to 20% of production. The wholesale price of sugar has a significant impact on the
Sugar Subsidiaries’ profits. Like other agricultural commodities, sugar is subject to price fluctuations resulting from
weather, disease, natural disasters, domestic and foreign trade policies, shifts in supply and demand, price changes in
related markets, such as ethanol, oil and corn, and other factors beyond the Sugar Subsidiaries’ control. A significant
percentage of worldwide sugar production is traded on exchanges and is thus subject to speculation, which could affect
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the price of sugar worldwide and the Sugar Subsidiaries’ results of operations. Any prolonged decrease in sugar prices
would have a material adverse effect on the Sugar Subsidiaries’ results of operations.
The sugar industry in the Philippines has historically been sensitive to changes in supply and demand. The sugar
market in the Philippines has experienced periods of limited supply, causing sugar prices and industry profit margins
to increase, followed by expansions that result in oversupply, causing declines in sugar prices and industry profit
margins. Fluctuations in supply and demand in the sugar industry and, as a result, the price of PSHC’s products, occur
for various reasons, including: changes in the availability of PSHC’s primary raw material, sugarcane; variances in
the production capacities of PSHC’s competitors; and the availability of substitutes and alternatives for the sugar
products that PSHC produces such as corn-based sweeteners.
According to the Philippine Sugar Millers Association, sugar per capita consumption and sugar production in the
Philippines is currently at low levels compared with the sugar per capita consumption in developed countries but
consumer demand continues to rise because of population growth. Stronger demand may result in higher prices for
sugar. An increase in price may lead to an increase in sugarcane cultivation which in turn may lead to an increase in
sugar production and a subsequent reduction in sugar prices, which may materially and adversely affect the Group’s
business, results of operation and financial condition.
The Sugar Subsidiaries are potentially subject to price competition from illegally imported sugar.
The Sugar Subsidiaries sell their products primarily in the Philippine domestic market. Because the price of sugar in
the Philippine domestic market has been higher than certain other markets, there are sugar smugglers who sell illegally
imported foreign sugar into the Philippine domestic market. If the rate of sugar smuggled into the Philippines
significantly increases, prices for sugar in the Philippines could decline, which could reduce the Sugar Subsidiaries’
profits and cause increased competition for, and a loss of, customers, which would have a material adverse effect on
the Group’s businesses, financial condition and results of operations.
Because the Sugar Subsidiaries’ contracts to cultivate sugarcane are based on the amount of land the farmer
cultivates rather than a set quantity or quality of sugarcane, the yield per hectare of land determines in large
part the quantity of sugarcane the Sugar Subsidiaries receive and the Sugar Subsidiaries cannot guarantee that
the supply their mills receive in a given year will be sufficient to meet their needs.
DSCC and CSCC have entered into contracts with individual farmers for the supply of sugarcane to their mills. The
contracts are entered into on the basis of the amount of land on which sugarcane will be cultivated, rather than on the
basis of the quantity of sugarcane the farmer will supply. The yield per hectare of land may vary depending on the
farmer’s agricultural practices, availability of water, weather conditions, disease and other factors. A decrease in the
yield per hectare of the contracted land could result in decreased availability of sugarcane for the Sugar Subsidiaries’
production needs, which could have a material adverse effect on their business, results of operations and financial
condition.
Because DSCC and CSCC contract with sugarcane farmers to cultivate sugarcane under long term contracts,
DSCC and CSCC may be obligated to mill the sugarcane produced even if they will be unable to sell the
resulting sugar.
DSCC and CSCC generally enter into contracts on a 15-year basis with sugarcane farmers for the cultivation and
milling of sugarcane. Under the terms of these contracts DSCC and CSCC are obligated to mill all sugarcane produced
by that farmer for the year. If, for any reason, demand for sugar or any other by-products of sugarcane processing
substantially decreases, and PSHC is unable to sell its products, DSCC and CSCC will nevertheless be obligated to
mill the sugarcane produced. Any prolonged expenditure in milling all the sugarcane produced to honor the milling
contracts in such circumstances could have a material adverse effect on the Sugar Subsidiaries’ results of operations.
In the event that existing barriers to the import of sugar to the Philippines are further reduced or lifted, the
Sugar Subsidiaries may face increasing competition from international sugar manufacturers which may
adversely affect their profitability.
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Historically, the Sugar Subsidiaries have not had substantial competition from imported sugar in the Philippines.
Imports of sugar into the Philippines have been low in the past primarily due to tariff and non-tariff barriers such as
transportation costs, lack of suitable storage facilities at ports and quota limits. The Philippines is a member of the
World Trade Organization, which, under the framework of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, is intended
to reduce tariff and non-tariff barriers. Pursuant to Executive Order No. 892, the Philippines reduced its tariffs on
sugar imported from other ASEAN member countries from 38% in 2010 to 5% in 2015. If the Government creates
further incentives for sugar imports or further reduces import tariffs, the Sugar Subsidiaries may face increased
competition in the domestic market from foreign producers. This increased competition from imported sugar could
cause a reduction in domestic sugar prices which may lead to lower profits for the Sugar Subsidiaries in the future.
The Sugar Subsidiaries’ results of operations could be adversely affected by a disruption of operations at their
manufacturing facilities.
The Sugar Subsidiaries own and operate sugar production facilities in Davao and Cotabato. These facilities are subject
to operational risks, including equipment failure, failure to comply with applicable regulations and standards and to
maintain necessary licenses; raw material and/or energy supply disruptions, labor force shortages or work stoppages,
civil disturbances and natural disasters. Additionally, the Sugar Subsidiaries are subject to disruptions in power should
their power production facilities fail for any reason. Although the Sugar Subsidiaries have back-up power generation
facilities, the Sugar Subsidiaries may still be required to stop all or a portion of production until power is fully restored.
Any failure by the Sugar Subsidiaries to deliver their sugar products in a timely manner may lead to adverse claims
by its counterparties or result in financial loss to the Sugar Subsidiaries. While the Sugar Subsidiaries’ facilities are
insured against standard risks such as fire, there can be no assurance that the proceeds available from their insurance
policies would be sufficient to protect them from possible loss or damage. In addition, although the Sugar Subsidiaries
carry business interruption insurance, a significant disruption in operations at any of their production facilities
resulting from any of the events above or other events may still have a material adverse effect on the Sugar
Subsidiaries’ business, financial condition and results of operations.
The collective bargaining agreement which governs most DSCC employees will expire on June 30, 2020.
Most of DSCC’s employees are members of a trade union, namely Nagkakaisang Mamumuo sa DASUCECO, or
National Federation of Labor. DSCC’s collective bargaining agreement with the National Federation of Labor will
expire on June 30, 2020. While the trade union has been representing DSCC’s employees for more than 30 years and
management has not experienced any work disruption in the past, there can be no assurance that DSCC will not
experience a labor disruption or that a new agreement will be entered into once the current agreement expires, or at
all. Any labor disruption or failure to enter into a new collective bargaining agreement on satisfactory terms or at all,
could adversely affect the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
RISKS RELATING TO THE GROUP’S INFRASTRUCTURE BUSINESS
The Group’s infrastructure business is at a very early stage.
The Group’s infrastructure business is at a very early stage; although it has demonstrated the ability to venture into
and grow new business lines where it has little or no experience before, there can be no assurance that the Group will
be able to successfully manage and grow its infrastructure business. Furthermore, with respect to CIA, although the
Group’s consortium has been awarded the contract for operation and maintenance of the terminal as well as fit-out of
a new modern terminal building, as of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus only the old terminal has been turned
over to the consotrium. The new terminal is targeted to be turned over in 2020. Any further delay in the turnover of
the CIA new terminal would result in corresponding delay in the Group commencing operation and maintenance of
the said premises and consequently deriving revenue and income therefrom. On the other hand, with respect to
NAIA’s rehabilitation, expansion, operations and maintenance, although the NAIA Consortium which includes the
Group has been awarded “original proponent status”, there can still be no assurance that another bidder will submit a
bid that the NAIA Consortium cannot match under the Swiss challenge process. In such a case, the NAIA Consortium
would not be awarded the contract for NAIA by the Government and the Group would not be able to realize any
revenues or income from NAIA to offset its initial investments for preparing and submitting its bid. As of the date of
this Preliminary Prospectus, the NAIA Consortium has submitted a revised proposal to the DoTR and the proposal is
currently with the National Economic and Development Authority Board for approval. The continued delay of the
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Group in deriving revenues and income from its infrastructure projects, or any failure by the Group to be awarded any
infrastructure projects or contracts which it bids for in the future, could impact its growth and diversification strategies
in the near- to medium-term, and could thus have an adverse effect on the Group’s financial condition and results of
operations.
RISKS RELATING TO THE PHILIPPINES
Substantially all of the Group’s business activities are conducted in the Philippines and all of its assets are
located in the Philippines, which exposes the Group to risks associated with the Philippines, including the
performance of the Philippine economy.
Historically, the Group’s results of operations have been influenced, and will continue to be influenced, to a significant
degree by the general state of the Philippine economy and as a result, its income and results of operations depend, to
a significant extent, on the performance of the Philippine economy. Although the Philippine economy has
experienced strong GDP growth over the past five years, the stronger U.S. dollar, rising global interest rates and
higher commodity prices may cause domestic inflation to increase and have an adverse impact on the future growth
of the Philippine economy, which has previously experienced periods of slow or negative growth, high inflation,
significant depreciation of the peso and the imposition of exchange controls.
For the Real Estate Companies, demand for, and prevailing prices of, developed land and house, lot and condominium
units are directly related to the strength of the Philippine economy (including overall growth levels and interest rates),
the overall levels of business activity in the Philippines and the amount of remittances received from OFWs. Demand
for the Real Estate Companies’ housing and land developments is also affected by social trends and changing spending
patterns in the Philippines, which in turn are influenced by economic, political and security conditions in the
Philippines. The Philippine residential housing industry is cyclical and is sensitive to changes in general economic
conditions in the Philippines such as levels of employment, consumer confidence and income, availability of financing
for property acquisitions, construction and mortgages, interest rate levels, inflation and demand for housing.
Demand for the Group’s hospitality businesses is also dependent to a significant extent on the general state of the
Philippine and global economy. Weak regional and global growth have a negative impact on the tourism industry
within the Philippines, which, in turn, affects demand for leisure and tourism services offered by Philippine companies,
including those of the Group’s hospitality businesses.
There is no assurance that the Philippines and other countries in Asia will not experience future economic
downturns. The Philippine and Asian economies may be adversely affected by various factors, including:


decreases in business, industrial, manufacturing or financial activity in the Philippines, in Asia or globally;



scarcity of credit or other financing, resulting in lower demand for products and services provided by companies
in the Philippines or in the Asian or global markets;



exchange rate fluctuations;



a prolonged period of inflation or increase in interest rates;



changes in the taxation policies and laws; and



other regulatory, political or economic developments in or affecting the Philippines and other Asian countries.

Any deterioration in economic and political conditions in the Philippines or elsewhere in Asia could materially
and adversely affect the Group’s business, prospects, financial condition and results of operations.
Volatility in the value of the Peso against the U.S. dollar and other currencies as well as in the global
financial and capital markets could adversely affect the Group’s businesses.
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The Philippine economy has experienced volatility in the value of the Peso as well as limitations to the availability of
foreign exchange. In July 1997, the BSP announced that the Peso can be traded and valued freely on the market. As
a result the value of the Peso underwent significant fluctuations between July 1997 and December 2004 and the Peso
declined from approximately ₱29.00 to U.S.$1.00 in July 1997 to ₱56.18 to U.S.$1.00 by December 2004.
The valuation of the Peso may be adversely affected by certain events and circumstances such as the strengthening of
the U.S. economy, the rise of the interest rates in the U.S. and other events affecting the global markets or the
Philippines, causing investors to move their investment portfolios from the riskier emerging markets such as the
Philippines. Consequently, an outflow of funds and capital from the Philippines may occur and may result in
increasing volatility in the value of the Peso against the U.S. Dollar and other currencies. As of September 30, 2019,
according to BSP data, the Peso has appreciated by 1.3% to ₱52.04 per U.S.$1.00 from ₱52.72 per U.S.$1.00 at the
end of 2018.
A further depreciation of the Peso may increase the Group’s financing costs and other expenses in respect of its
U.S. Dollar-denominated debt and U.S. Dollar-denominated contractual obligations, and may also have an adverse
impact on the future growth of the Philippine economy, including the gaming and hospitality industries.
The Group’s business may be disrupted by terrorist acts, crime, natural disasters and outbreaks of
infectious diseases in the Philippines or fears of such occurrences.
The Group’s hospitality business will depend substantially on revenues from local travelers and foreign visitors and
may be disrupted by events that reduce local or foreign visitors’ willingness to travel to or in the Philippines and raise
substantial concerns about visitors’ personal safety.
The Philippines has been subject to a number of terrorist attacks in recent years. The Philippine army has been
in conflict with the Abu Sayyaf organization, which has ties to the al-Qaeda terrorist network, and has been identified
as being responsible for certain kidnapping incidents and other terrorist activities particularly in the southern part
of the Philippines. There have also been isolated bombings in the Philippines, mainly in regions in the southern part
of the Philippines, such as the province of Maguindanao. In May 2017, members of the “Maute Group”, a local
terrorist group with alleged allegiances to the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, attacked Marawi City in Lanao del
Sur, leading to clashes with Government troops. The attacks on Marawi City prompted President Duterte to
declare martial law and suspend the writ of habeas corpus over the whole island of Mindanao. Based on news
reports, up to 600,000 residents of Marawi City and nearby towns have been displaced as a result of the ongoing
clashes between the Maute Group and Government troops. An increase in the frequency, severity or geographic
reach of these terrorist acts could destabilize the Philippines, and adversely affect the country’s economy and the
Group’s business.
Crimes also remains a serious risk in many parts of the Philippines with illegal drug trade, human trafficking, murder,
theft, robberies and violent assaults occur sporadically. Kidnapping is likewise a real threat in the country, with kidnap
for ransom groups targeting both locals and foreigners especially in the country’s restive areas.
The Philippines has also experienced a number of major natural catastrophes over the years, including typhoons,
droughts, volcanic eruptions and earthquakes, including a 6.3 magnitude earthquake in April 2019, as well as
outbreaks of infectious diseases, such as H1N1 influenza (commonly known as swine flu).
These and other related factors, which are not within the Group’s control, could affect travel patterns, reduce the
number of business and commercial travelers and tourists or potentially deter foreign visitors from traveling to or in
the Philippines. Any occurrences of such events may disrupt the Group’s operations and could materially and
adversely affect the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
Political or social instability in the Philippines could destabilize the country and may have a negative effect on
the Group.
The Philippines has from time to time experienced severe political and social instability. The Philippine
Constitution provides that, in times of national emergency, when the public interest so requires, the Government
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may take over and direct the operation of any privately owned public utility or business. In the last few years,
there were instances of political instability, including public and military protests arising from alleged misconduct
by the previous administration.
On March 27, 2014, the Government and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (“MILF”) signed a peace agreement,
the Comprehensive Agreement on Bangsamoro. On September 10, 2014, the draft of the Bangsamoro Basic Law
(“BBL”) was submitted by former President Aquino to Congress. The BBL is a draft law intended to establish the
Bangsamoro political entity in the Philippines and provide for its basic structure of government, which will replace
the existing Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao. Following the Mamasapano incident where high-profile
terrorists clashed with armed members of the Bangsamoro Islamic Freedom Fighters and MILF leading to the
deaths of members of the Special Action Force (“SAF”) of the Philippine National Police, MILF, the Bangsamoro
Islamic Freedom Fighters, and several civilians, the Congress stalled deliberations on the BBL. The Board of Inquiry
on the Mamasapano incident and the Senate released their reports on the Mamasapano incident. On March 27,
2015, former President Aquino named a Peace Council consisting of five original members to study the draft BBL.
Seventeen co-conveners were later named as part of the Peace Council. The Council examined the draft law and its
constitutionality and social impact. The Council Members testified before the House of Representatives and the
Senate, and submitted their report, which endorses the draft BBL but with some proposed amendments. On May 13
and 14, 2015, the Senate conducted public hearings on the BBL in Zamboanga and Jolo, Sulu, with the Zamboanga
City government and sultanate of Sulu opposing their inclusion in the proposed Bangsamoro entity. On May 30
and 31, 2018, the House of Representatives and the Senate approved their own versions of the bill on the BBL and on
July 18, the bicameral committee approved the final version. On July 26, 2018, President Duterte signed into law
Republic Act No. 11054 or the Organic Law for the Bangsamoro Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao
(“Bangsamoro Organic Law”). The Bangsamoro Organic Law established an autonomous political entity known as
the Bangsamoro Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (“Bangsamoro Autonomous Region”), replacing the
Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (“ARMM”) created under Republic Act No. 6734. A plebiscite was held
on January 21, 2019 and February 06, 2019, with majority of the residents in ARMM and Cotabato City voting in
favor of the Bangsamoro Organic Law. As such, the law was deemed ratified and the Bangsamoro Autonomous
Region was formally created. It is composed of Cotabato City which voted for its inclusion in the new region and the
five provinces under ARMM: Basilan (except Isabela City), Lanao del Sur, Maguindanao, Tawi-Tawi and Sulu. The
Bangsamoro Autonomous Region, unlike the unitary form of government under the ARMM, has a parliamentarydemocratic government. The Bangsamoro parliament has the power to enact laws in the Bangsamoro Autonomous
Region. Moreover, the Bangsamoro Autonomous Region enjoys fiscal autonomy (unlike ARMM).
President Duterte has also advocated for a shift to a federal-parliamentary form of government. In December 2016,
President Duterte signed Executive Order No. 10 creating a 25-member consultative committee to study and review
the provisions of the 1987 Constitution. On January 25, 2018, President Duterte appointed 19 of the 25 members of
the consultative committee. On January 16, 2018, the House of Representatives adopted a resolution to convene as
a constituent assembly to amend the 1987 Constitution. The proposals, among others, include a shift to a federalparliamentary form of government and the division of executive powers between a President (as the head of
state) and a Prime Minister (as the head of government). As of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, the
Senate has yet to pass a similar resolution to form a constituent assembly. A disagreement between the two
houses of Congress still remains as to the voting procedure in the constituent assembly, particularly on whether
the House and the Senate must vote jointly or separately. This issue has not been resolved and is expected to be
brought to the Supreme Court.
In addition, the Company may be affected by political and social developments in the Philippines and changes in the
political leadership and/or government policies in the Philippines. Such political or regulatory changes may include
(but are not limited to) the introduction of new laws and regulations that could impact the Company’s business.
In March 2019 and February 2019, journalist Maria Ressa was ordered arrested on charges of violations of antidummy law and cyber libel, respectively. Her arrest elicited concern from the international community and has been
criticized by various groups as an attempt by the government to silence critical press coverage against President
Rodrigo Duterte and his administration. In December 2018, Senator Antonio Trillanes III was ordered arrested in
connection with a libel case filed by presidential son Paolo Duterte. In February 2017, Senator Leila de Lima was
arrested after charges were filed in court accusing her of orchestrating a drug-trafficking ring during her term as
Secretary of the Department of Justice from 2010 to 2015. Senator Trillanes and Senator de Lima are outspoken critics
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of the Duterte administration. In May 2018, the Supreme Court of the Philippines ousted Chief Justice Maria Lourdes
Sereno by ruling in a quo warranto proceeding that her appointment was invalid. The removal of Chief Justice Sereno
became controversial because it was not coursed through the constitutionally mandated process of impeachment. On
June 2018, former President Benigno Aquino III was indicted for usurpation of legislative powers concerning the
Disbursement Acceleration Program during his term. Moreover, several individuals who were high-ranking officers
under the administration of President Aquino have also been indicted for graft and corruption charges and drug
trafficking among other offenses. In addition, since the commencement of the current administration, more than 1,000
alleged drug dealers and users have been killed in police operations, and more than 1,300 drug dealers and drug users
have been killed by supposed vigilantes.
There can be no assurance that the Duterte administration will continue to implement the economic policies
favored by the previous administration. Major deviations from the policies of the previous administration or
fundamental change of direction, including with respect to Philippine foreign policy, may lead to an increase in
political or social uncertainty and instability. The President’s unorthodox methods may also increase the risks of
social and political unrest. Any potential instability could have an adverse effect on the Philippine economy, which
may impact the Group’s business, prospects, financial condition and results of operations.
The Group’s land and real property may be subject to compulsory acquisition or expropriation proceedings
undertaken by the Government.
The Government, by virtue of the sovereign power of eminent domain, has the authority to acquire any private
property in the Philippines for public benefit or use or any other public interest upon due process of law and payment
of just compensation. Thus, the Group may be subject to a reduction or loss of property in its land holdings in
the event that the Government undertakes expropriation proceedings. The payment of just compensation may
also be less than the market value of the relevant property, and may thus adversely affect the Group’s business.
Corporate governance and accounting and financial disclosure standards for public companies listed in the
Philippines may differ from those in other countries.
There may be less publicly available information about Philippine public companies, including FDC, than is regularly
made available by public companies in other countries. In addition, although the Company complies with the
requirements of the SEC with respect to corporate governance standards, these standards may differ from those
applicable in other jurisdictions. The SEC considers as best practice for public companies such as FDC, to have at
least three independent directors, or such number as to constitute one-third of the board whichever is higher. While
FDC has adopted the recommended best practices of the SEC and is in compliance with Philippine laws, rules and
regulations, a greater number of independent directors may be required in other jurisdictions.

Changes in foreign exchange control regulations in the Philippines may limit the Company’s access to
foreign currency.
Under BSP regulations, as a general rule, Philippine residents may freely dispose of their foreign exchange receipts
and foreign exchange may be freely sold and purchased outside the Philippine banking system. There are restrictions
on the sale and purchase of foreign exchange within the Philippine banking system. In particular, a foreign
investment must be registered with the BSP if foreign exchange is needed to service the repatriation of capital and
the remittance of dividends, profits and earnings which accrue thereon is sourced from the Philippine banking system.
See “Philippine Foreign Exchange and Foreign Ownership Controls.”
The Government has, in the past, instituted restrictions on the conversion of Pesos into foreign currency and the
use of foreign exchange received by Philippine residents to pay foreign currency-denominated obligations. The
Monetary Board of the BSP, with the approval of the President of the Philippines, has statutory authority during a
foreign exchange crisis or in times of national emergency to suspend temporarily or restrict sales of foreign
exchange, to require licensing of foreign exchange transactions or to require delivery of foreign exchange to BSP
or its designee. The Company is not aware of any pending proposals by the Government relating to such
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restrictions. The Government has from time to time made public pronouncements of a policy not to impose
restrictions on foreign exchange. Any restrictions imposed in the future pursuant to such statutory authority could
adversely affect the ability of the Company to source foreign currency to comply with its foreign currencydenominated obligations.
The sovereign credit ratings of the Philippines may adversely affect the Company’s business.
The sovereign credit ratings of the Philippines directly affect companies resident and domiciled in the Philippines
as international credit rating agencies issue credit ratings by reference to that of the sovereign. In 2013, the
Philippines earned investment grade status from all three major credit rating agencies – Fitch (BBB-), Standard and
Poor’s (BBB-) and Moody’s (Baa3). In 2014, S&P and Moody’s upgraded their ratings to “BBB” and “Baa2” in
May and December, respectively, with both agencies affirming these ratings in 2017. In December 2017, Fitch
upgraded the country’s credit rating from “BBB-” to “BBB” and, in April 2019, S&P upgraded the country’s credit
rating from “BBB” to “BBB+”, with positive outlook. All ratings are at least one notch above investment grade and
the highest that the country has received to date from any credit rating agency.
International credit rating agencies issue credit ratings for companies with reference to the country in which
they are resident. As a result, the sovereign credit ratings of the Philippines directly affect companies that are
resident in the Philippines, such as the Company. There is no assurance that Fitch, Moody’s, S&P or other
international credit rating agencies will not downgrade the credit rating of the Philippines in the future. Any such
downgrade could have a material adverse effect on liquidity in the Philippine financial markets and the ability of the
Philippine government and Philippine companies, including the Company, to raise additional financing, and will
increase borrowing and other costs.
Investors may face difficulties enforcing judgments against the Company.
The Company is organized under the laws of the Republic of the Philippines. All of the Company’s assets are
located in the Philippines and outside of the United States. It may be difficult for investors to effect service of process
outside of the Philippines upon the Company. Moreover, it may be difficult for investors to enforce judgments
against the Company outside of the Philippines in any actions pertaining to the Bonds. In addition, a majority
of the directors and officers of the Company are residents of the Philippines, and all or a substantial portion of
the assets of such persons are or may be located in the Philippines. As a result, it may be difficult for investors to
effect service of process upon such persons or enforce against such persons judgments obtained in courts or arbitral
tribunals outside of the Philippines predicated upon the laws of jurisdictions other than in the Philippines.
The Philippines is not a party to any international treaty in relation to the recognition or enforcement of foreign
judgments but is a signatory to the United Nations Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards. Judgments obtained against the Company in any foreign court may be recognized and enforced
by the courts of the Philippines in an independent action brought in accordance with the relevant procedures
set forth in the Rules of Court of the Philippines to enforce such judgment. However, such foreign judgment or
final order may be rejected in the following instances: (i) such judgment was obtained by collusion or fraud, (ii) the
foreign court rendering such judgment did not have jurisdiction, (iii) such order or judgment is contrary to good
customs, public order, or public policy of the Philippines, (iv) the Company did not have notice of the proceedings
before the foreign court, or (v) such judgment was based upon a clear mistake of law or fact.
Territorial disputes with China and a number of Southeast Asian countries may disrupt the Philippine economy
and business environment.
The Philippines, China and several Southeast Asian nations have been engaged in a series of long-standing territorial
disputes over certain islands in the West Philippine Sea, also known as the South China Sea. The Philippines
maintains that its claim over the disputed territories is supported by recognized principles of international law
consistent with the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (“UNCLOS”). The Philippines made
several efforts during the course of 2011 and 2012 to establish a framework for resolving these disputes, calling for
multilateral talks to delineate territorial rights and establish a framework for resolving disputes.
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Despite efforts to reach a compromise, a dispute arose between the Philippines and China over a group of small
islands and reefs known as the Scarborough Shoal. In April and May 2012, the Philippines and China accused
each other of deploying vessels to the shoal in an attempt to take control of the area, and both sides unilaterally
imposed fishing bans at the shoal later that year. These actions threatened to disrupt trade and other ties between
the two countries, including a temporary ban by China on Philippine banana imports, as well as a temporary
suspension of tours to the Philippines by Chinese travel agencies. Since July 2012, Chinese vessels have reportedly
turned away Philippine fishing boats attempting to enter the shoal, and the Philippines has continued to protest
China’s presence there. In January 2013, the Philippines sent notice to the Chinese embassy in Manila that it
intended to seek international arbitration to resolve the dispute under UNCLOS. China has rejected and returned
the notice sent by the Philippines to initial arbitral proceedings.
On May 9, 2013, a Philippine Coast Guard ship opened fire on a Taiwanese fisherman’s vessel in a disputed
exclusive economic zone between Taiwan and the Philippines, killing a 65-year old Taiwanese fisherman. Although
the Philippine government maintained that the loss of life was unintended, Taiwan imposed economic sanctions on
the Philippines in the aftermath of the incident. Taiwan eventually lifted the sanctions in August 2013 after a formal
apology was issued by the Government of the Philippines.
In September 2013, the Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague, Netherlands issued rules of procedure and
initial timetable for the arbitration in which it will act as a registry of the proceedings. Should these territorial
disputes continue or escalate further, the Philippines and its economy may be disrupted and the operations of the
Group could be adversely affected as a result. In particular, further disputes between the Philippines and China
may lead both countries to impose trade restrictions on the other’s imports. On July 12, 2016, the five-member
Arbitral Tribunal at the Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague, Netherlands, unanimously ruled in favor
of the Philippines on the maritime dispute over the West Philippine Sea. The Tribunal’s landmark decision
contained several rulings, foremost of which invalidated China’s “nine-dash line”, or China’s alleged historical
boundary covering about 85% of the South China Sea, including 80% of the Philippines Exclusive Economic
Zone in the West Philippine Sea. China rejected the ruling, saying that it did not participate in the proceedings for
the reason that the court had no jurisdiction over the case. Any such impact from these disputes could adversely
affect the Philippine economy, and materially and adversely affect the Group’s business, financial condition and
results of operations.
Should territorial disputes between the Philippines and other countries in the region continue or escalate further,
the Philippines and its economy may be disrupted and the Group’s operations could be adversely affected as a
result.
RISKS RELATING TO THE BONDS
Liquidity Risk
The Philippine debt securities markets, particularly the market for corporate debt securities are substantially smaller,
less liquid and more concentrated than other securities markets. The Company cannot guarantee whether an active
trading market for the Bonds will develop or if the liquidity of Bonds will be sustained throughout its life. Even if the
Bonds are listed on the PDEx, trading in securities such as the Bonds may be subject to extreme volatility at times, in
response to fluctuating interest rates, developments in local and international capital markets, adverse business
developments in the Company and the overall market for debt securities among other factors. There is no assurance
that the Bonds may be easily disposed at prices and volumes at instances best deemed appropriate by their holders.
Pricing Risk
The market price of the Bonds will be subject to market and interest rate fluctuations, which may result in the
investment being appreciated or reduced in value. The Bonds when sold in the secondary market will be worth more
if interest rates decrease since the Bonds will have a higher interest rate, relative to similar debt instruments being
offered in the market, further increasing demand for Bonds. However, if interest rates increase, the Bond might be
worth less when sold in the secondary market. Thus, a Bondholder could face possible losses if he decides to sell in
the secondary market.
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Reinvestment Risk
Prior to the relevant Maturity Dates, the Issuer shall have the option, but not the obligation, to redeem in whole (and
not in part), the outstanding Bonds on the relevant Early Redemption Option Dates (see “Description of the Bonds –
Redemption and Purchase (a) Early Redemption Option”). In the event that the Company exercises this early
redemption option, all Bonds will be redeemed and the Company would pay the amounts to which Bondholders would
be entitled. Following such redemption and payment, there can be no assurance that investors in the redeemed Bonds
will be able to re-invest such amounts in securities that would offer a comparative or better yield or terms, at such
time.
Retention of Ratings Risk
There is no assurance that the rating of the bonds will be retained throughout the life of the bonds. The rating is not a
recommendation to buy, sell, or hold securities and may be subject to revision, suspension, or withdrawal at any
time by the assigning rating organization.
Bonds have no Preference under Article 2244(14) of the Civil Code
No other loan or other debt facility currently or to be entered into by FDC is notarized, such that no other loan or debt
facility to which FDC is a party shall have preference of priority over the Bonds as accorded to public instruments
under Article 2244(14) of the Civil Code of the Philippines, and all banks and lenders under any such loans or facilities
have waived the right to the benefit of any such preference or priority. However, should any bank or bondholder
hereinafter have a preference or priority over the Bonds as a result of notarization, then FDC shall at FDC’s option,
either procure a waiver of the preference created by such notarization or equally and ratably extend such preference
to the Bonds.
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Use of Proceeds
FDC estimates that the net proceeds from the ₱8.0 billion offer shall amount to approximately ₱7.84 billion after fees,
commissions and expenses. Assuming the oversubscription option is fully exercised, the net proceeds from the Offer
shall amount to approximately ₱14.80 billion after deducting fees, commissions and expenses.
Net proceeds are estimated to be as follows:
Particulars

Total (₱)

Estimated gross proceeds ………………………………………

8,000,000,000.00

Less: Estimated fees, commissions and expenses
Underwriting and Other Professional Fees ……………………
Documentary Stamp Taxes ………............................................

[42,321,677.00]
[112,500,000.00]

SEC Registration fee and Legal Research Fee …………………

[4,355,625.00]

Publication Fee……………….…….…….…….…….…….…

[100,000.00]

PDEx Listing Application Fee …………………………....

[112,000.00]

Credit Rating Fee…………………………………………………….

[2,548,000.00]

Trustee Fees…………………………………………………

[50,000.00]

Registry and Paying Agency Fees…………………………

[187,500.00]

Other expenses………………………………………………

[500,000.00]

Total estimated fees, commissions and expenses ….
Estimated net proceeds…………………………………………

[162,674,802.00]
[₱7,837,325,198.00]

Assuming the oversubscription option is fully exercised:
Particulars

Total (₱)

Estimated gross proceeds …………………………………………

15,000,000,000.00

Less: Estimated fees, commissions and expenses
Underwriting and Other Professional Fees ……………………
Documentary Stamp Taxes ………............................................

[76,192,645.00]
[112,500,000.00]

SEC Registration fee and Legal Research Fee …………………

[4,355,625.00]

Publication Fee……………….…….…….…….…….…….…

[100,000.00]

PDEx Listing Application Fee …………………………....

[112,000.00]

Credit Rating Fee…………………………………………………….

[3,276,000.00]

Trustee Fees…………………………………………………

[50,000.00]

Registry and Paying Agency Fees…………………………

[187,500.00]

Other expenses………………………………………………

[500,000.00]

Total estimated fees, commissions and expenses ….
Estimated net proceeds…………………………………………
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[197,273,770.00]
₱[14,802,726,230.00]

Aside from the foregoing one-time costs, FDC expects the following annual expenses related to the Bonds:
1.

The Issuer will be charged by the PDEx for the first annual maintenance fee in advance upon
approval of the listing and thereafter, the Issuer will pay PDEx an annual maintenance listing fee
amounting to ₱150,000 (VAT exclusive) per annum;

2.

The Issuer will pay an annual retainer fee to the Trustee amounting to ₱[150,000] (net of tax) per
annum;

3.

After the Issue Date, a Paying Agency fee amounting to approximately ₱100,00 is payable every
Interest Payment Date. The Registrar will charge a monthly maintenance fee based on the face value
of the Bonds and number of Bondholders; and

4.

The Issuer will pay an annual monitoring fee of ₱[560,000] (VAT-inclusive) to PhilRatings.

The net proceeds from the Offer shall be used primarily by FDC to refinance maturing debt obligations in 2020.
Purpose

Refinancing of
bonds due 2020

dollar

Working capital funding
Total

₱7.84 Billion Net
Proceeds from the Offer
(In ₱ Millions)
7.84

₱14.80 Billion Net
Proceeds from the Offer
(In ₱ Millions)
14.60

–

0.2

7.84

14.80

Estimated Timing of
Disbursement
March 2020

Within 2020

Pending the above use of proceeds, the Company intends to invest the net proceeds from the Offer in short-term liquid
investments including, but not limited to, short-term government securities, bank deposits and money market
placement which are expected to earn at prevailing market rates. In the event such investments should incur losses,
any shortfall will be financed from the Company’s internally generated funds.
No amount of the proceeds is to be used to reimburse any officer, director, employee, or shareholder, for services
rendered, assets previously transferred, money loaned or advanced, or otherwise.
Except for the underwriting fees and expenses related to the Bonds, no amount of the proceeds will be utilized to pay
any outstanding financial obligations to the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners. Please see section on “Plan of
Distribution”.
The foregoing discussion represents a best estimate of the use of proceeds of the Offer based on the Company’s current
plans and anticipated expenditures. In the event that there is any change in the Company’s development plan, including
force majeure, market conditions and other circumstances, the Company will carefully evaluate the situation and may
reallocate the proceeds for future investments or other uses, and/or hold such funds in investments, whichever is better
for the Company’s and its shareholders’ interest taken as a whole. The Company’s cost estimates may also change as
these plans are developed further, and actual costs may be different from budgeted costs. For these reasons, timing
and actual use of the net proceeds may vary from the foregoing discussion and the Company’s management may find
it necessary or advisable to alter its plans. In the event of substantial deviation, adjustment or reallocation in the
planned use of proceeds, the Company shall inform the SEC and the stockholders in writing at least 30 days before
such deviation, adjustment or reallocation is implemented.
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Market Price, Dividends and Distributions, and Related
Stockholder Matters
Market Information
The Company’s common shares were listed on the PSE in 1993. As of December 27, 2019, the closing price of the
Company’s common shares was ₱13.00.
The high and low prices of the common shares for each quarter of the last two fiscal years are indicated in the table
below.
High

Low
₱

2017
January 1 to March 31, 2017 .................................................................
April 1 to June 30, 2017 ........................................................................
July 1 to September 30, 2017 ................................................................
October 1 to December 31, 2017 ...........................................................

8.20
8.00
7.95
8.15

7.90
7.55
7.45
7.50

2018
January 1 to March 31, 2018 .................................................................
April 1 to June 30, 2018 ........................................................................
July 1 to September 30, 2018 ................................................................
October 1 to December 31, 2018 ...........................................................

7.80
7.68
7.30
13.80

7.20
7.00
6.83
7.00

2019
January 1 to March 31, 2019 .................................................................
April 1 to June 30, 2019 ........................................................................
July 1 to September 30, 2019 ................................................................
October 1 to December 31, 2019 ...........................................................

16.16
15.46
14.18
13.40

12.26
13.40
13.00
13.00

____________________
Source: Bloomberg

Dividends and Dividend Policy
The Company’s Board is authorized to declare dividends. A cash dividend declaration does not require any further
approval from the Company’s shareholders. A stock dividend declaration requires the further approval of shareholders
representing not less than two-thirds of the Company’s outstanding capital stock. Dividends may be declared only
from unrestricted retained earnings.
In relation to foreign shareholders, dividends payable may not be remitted using foreign exchange sourced from the
Philippine banking system unless the investment was first registered with the BSP. See “Philippine Foreign Exchange
and Foreign Ownership Controls” on page 318 of this Preliminary Prospectus.
The Company is allowed under Philippine laws to declare property and stock dividends, subject to certain
requirements. See “Market Price, Dividends and Distributions, and Related Stockholder Matters – Dividends and
Dividend Policy ” on page 92 of this Preliminary Prospectus.
Record Date
Pursuant to existing Philippine SEC rules, cash dividends declared by the Company must have a record date not less
than 10 nor more than 30 days from the date the cash dividends are declared. With respect to stock dividends, the
record date is to be not less than 10 nor more than 30 days from the date of shareholder approval, provided however,
that the set record date is not to be less than 10 trading days from receipt by the PSE of the notice of declaration of
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stock dividend. In the event that a stock dividend is declared in connection with an increase in authorized capital
stock, the corresponding record date is to be fixed by the Philippine SEC.
Dividend Policy
It shall be the policy of the Company to declare dividends whenever there are unrestricted retained earnings available.
Such declaration will take into consideration factors such as restrictions that may be imposed by current and
prospective financial covenants; projected levels of operating results of its businesses and subsidiaries, working capital
needs and long-term capital expenditures of its businesses and subsidiaries; and regulatory requirements on dividend
payments, among others.
As a holding company, the ability of the Company to declare and pay dividends to its shareholders will depend on its
subsidiaries’ dividend policies and whether it has received sufficient dividends from its subsidiaries that can be
distributed to the Company’s shareholders by way of dividend. As such, the Company’s Board of Directors, may, at
any time, evaluate whether the Company has sufficient cash available for distribution of cash dividends, although,
subject to the requirements of the Philippine Corporation Code, there is no legal or contractual obligation on the part
of the Company to declare and pay cash dividends. It should be noted that, subject to certain exceptions, the Philippine
Corporation Code prohibits Philippine stock corporations from retaining surplus profits in excess of 100% of its paidin capital.
Similarly, the following are the dividend policies of the Company’s subsidiaries as provided in their respective bylaws or as approved by their respective board of directors.
Real Estate
FLI’s dividend policy is to declare a minimum of 20% of its net income attributable to the parent of the previous year.
FLI declared dividends of ₱0.0619 per share for the year ended December 31, 2018. FAI declares 100% of its net
income from the sale of commercial lots as dividends.
Banking
Dividends are declared and paid out of the earned surplus or net profits of EW as often and at such intervals as the
Board of Directors may determine and in accordance with the provisions of law and the regulations of the BSP and
the SEC. There are no specific requirements relating to EW’s dividend policy.
Dividends to be paid in cash by EW are subject to approval by a majority of the Board of Directors and no further
approval from EW’s shareholders is required. Dividends to be paid in the form of stock requires both the approval of
a majority of the Board of Directors and the approval of shareholders representing not less than two-thirds of EW’s
outstanding capital stock. Save as disclosed in this Preliminary Prospectus, there are no known restrictions to EW’s
ability to pay dividends on the Common Shares.
EW has not adopted a dividend policy and will declare dividends as may be determined by the Board, taking into
consideration factors such as the implementation of business plans, debt service requirements, operating expenses,
budgets, funding for new investments and acquisitions and appropriate reserves and working capital.
As approved by EW’s Board of Directors in its special meeting on July 13, 2017, a 50.0% stock dividend, equivalent
to ₱7.50 billion, was declared to stockholders on record as of March 30, 2018 to cover the required 25.0% minimum
subscription and payment for the increase of authorized capital of EW. The stock dividends were issued on
April 16, 2018. Direct issuance costs amounting to ₱144.0 million were paid in the year ended December 31, 2018.
Under the Amended Articles of Incorporation of EW, holders of preferred shares shall be entitled to receive cash
dividends at an annual dividend rate to be fixed by the Board of Directors of EW prior to the issue date, payable
quarterly from its unrestricted retained earnings subject to existing regulations of the BSP applicable to declaration of
dividends on preferred shares. The dividends of the preferred shares are non-cumulative. As of September 30, 2019,
EW had no issued and outstanding preferred shares.
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Dividend History
The Company declares dividends to shareholders of record, which are paid from the Company’s unrestricted retained
earnings. While the Company declared cash dividends of ₱0.052 per Share in April 2016, ₱0.059 per Share in
April 2017, ₱0.0765 per Share in May 2018 and ₱0.10 per Share in April 2019, the payment of cash dividends in the
future will depend on the Company’s earnings, cash flow, financial condition, capital investment requirements and
other factors (including certain restrictions on dividends imposed by terms of loan agreements). Pursuant to loan
agreements entered into by the Company and certain other financial institutions, the Company requires the lenders’
prior consent in cases of cash dividend declaration. There is no assurance that the Company will pay any dividends
in the future.
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Capitalization
The following table sets forth the consolidated capitalization and indebtedness of the Company as of September 30,
2019. The table should be read in conjunction with FDC’s audited consolidated financial statements, including the
notes thereto, included in this Preliminary Prospectus beginning on page 118. Other than as described below, there
has been no material change in FDC’s capitalization since September 30, 2019.
In ₱ millions

As of
September 30,
2019
(Unaudited)

Indebtedness
Long-term debt(1) .........................................................

129,155.7

Total indebtedness(2) ....................................................

188,822.3

As Adjusted
for maximum
Offer Size of
₱15.0 billion
(Upon issuance
of the Bonds)

143,958.4
203,625.0

Equity
Equity attributable to equity holders of the Parent Company:
Capital stock – ₱1 par value
Authorized common shares – 15,000,000,000
Authorized preferred shares – 2,000,000,000
Issued common shares – 9,319,872,387;

9,319.9

9,319.9

Treasury shares – 671,409,400 .................................

(3,614.5)

(3,614.5)

Additional paid-in capital .........................................

11,900.0

11,900.0

Retained earnings .....................................................
Other comprehensive income – net of tax

79,384.7

79,384.7

Revaluation reserve on financial assets at
FVTOCI ...............................................................

201.4

201.4

Remeasurement loss on retirement plans ...............

1.7

1.7

Cash flow hedge reserve ........................................

(104.9)

(104.9)

Translation adjustment ...........................................

(108.4)

(108.4)]

0.7

0.7

Noncontrolling interest ..........................................

30,696.8

30,696.8

Total equity..................................................................
Total capitalization(3) .................................................

127,677.4

127,677.4

150,375.6

165,178.3

Share in other components of equity in joint ventures

____________________
Notes:
(1) Long-term debt comprised peso-denominated loans obtained from domestic financial institutions, peso and U.S. dollar bonds, and
subordinated debt issued by EW.
(2)

Total indebtedness is computed as the total liabilities after deducting deposit liabilities, bills and acceptance payable and lease liabilities.

(3)

Total capitalization is the sum of long-term debt and common stock and additional paid-in capital.
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Plan of Distribution
The Company shall issue the Bonds to institutional and retail investors in the Philippines through a public offering to
be conducted through the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners. The Offer does not include an international
offering. The Bonds will be issued on [●] and will be comprised of 5-year Bonds due 2025 and 7-year Bonds due
2027. The Company has the discretion to allocate the principal amount among the different series of the Bonds based
on the bookbuilding process and may opt to allocate the entire Offer in just one series.
Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners
BDO Capital & Investment Corporation, BPI Capital Corporation, China Bank Capital Corporation, East West
Banking Corporation and First Metro Investment Corporation as the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners for the
Offer, have agreed to distribute and sell the Bonds at the Purchase Price, pursuant to an Underwriting Agreement with
FDC dated [ ●] (the “Underwriting Agreement”). Subject to the fulfillment of the conditions provided in the
Underwriting Agreement, the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners have committed to underwrite the following
amounts on a firm basis:

Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners

Underwriting Commitment

BDO Capital & Investment Corporation

₱1, 600,000,000.00

BPI Capital Corporation

₱1, 600,000,000.00

China Bank Capital Corporation

₱1, 600,000,000.00

East West Banking Corporation

₱1,600,000,000.00

First Metro Investment Corporation

₱1,600,000,000.00
₱8,000,000,000.00

Total

The Underwriting Agreement may be terminated in certain circumstances prior to payment being made to FDC of the
net proceeds of the Bonds.
The underwriting fees and any selling fees to be paid by the Company in relation to the Offer shall be equivalent to
[0.45]% of the gross proceeds of the Offer. This shall be inclusive of fees to be paid to the Joint Lead Underwriters
and Bookrunners and any commissions to be paid to the [sub-underwriters and selling agents, if any].
Except for East West Banking Corporation, the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners have no direct relations
with FDC in terms of ownership by either of their respective major shareholder/s and have no right to designate or
nominate any member of the Board of Directors of FDC. East West Banking Corporation is a subsidiary of FDC. As
of September 30, 2019, FDC owns 78% of the outstanding capital stock of East West Banking Corporation.
The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners have no contract or other arrangement with FDC by which it may return
to FDC any unsold Bonds.
For the purpose of complying with their respective commitments under the Underwriting Agreement, each Joint Lead
Underwriter and Bookrunner may, under such terms and conditions not inconsistent with the provisions of the
Underwriting Agreement, particularly the underwriting commitment of the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners,
enter into agreements with co-lead managers and co-managers, and appoint selling agents for the sale and distribution
to the public of the Bonds; provided, that the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners shall remain solely responsible
to the Company in respect of their obligations under the Underwriting Agreement entered into by them with the
Company, and except as otherwise provided in the Underwriting Agreement, the Company shall not be bound by any
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of the terms and conditions of any agreements entered into by the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners with the
co-lead managers, co-managers, and selling agents.
The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners are duly-licensed by the SEC to engage in the underwriting or
distribution of the Bonds. The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners may, from time to time, engage in
transactions with and perform services in the ordinary course of its business, for FDC or any of its subsidiaries.
BDO Capital is a leading investment bank in Philippines and was incorporated in the Philippines on December 1998
as a wholly owned subsidiary of BDO Unibank, Inc. BDO Capital presently conducts business as a full service
investment house with the following functions, among others: securities underwriting and trading; loan syndication;
financial advisory; and private placement of debt and equity. As of June 30, 2019, it had total assets of ₱6.7 billion,
total liabilities of P2.5 billion and total equity of ₱4.2 billion.
BPI Capital is a Philippine corporation organized in the Philippines as a wholly owned subsidiary of the Bank of the
Philippine Islands. It obtained its license to operate as an investment house in 1994 and is licensed by the Philippine
SEC to engage in underwriting and distribution of securities to the public. As of September 30, 2019, its total assets
amounted to ₱4.20 billion and its capital base amounted to ₱3.96 billion. It has an authorized capital stock of ₱1.0
billion, of which approximately ₱506.44 million represents its paid-up capital.
China Bank Capital is the wholly-owned investment banking subsidiary of the China Banking Corporation. It was
registered and licensed as an investment house on November 27, 2015 as a result of the spin-off of China Bank’s
Investment Banking Group. China Bank Capital offers a wide array of advisory and capital-raising services to
corporate clients. For capital raising, China Bank Capital is involved in arranging, managing or underwriting debt or
equity transactions. Its expertise in debt transactions range from loan syndications, bilateral loans and project
financing to retail bonds, corporate notes, commercial paper issuances and asset securitizations. For equity
transactions, these include, among others, initial public offerings, follow-on offerings, private placements, and
issuances of convertible or other equity-linked instruments. It also provides financial advisory services to its clients,
which cover various assignments such as deal structuring, valuation exercises, and the execution of mergers,
acquisitions, divestitures, joint ventures, recapitalizations, and other corporate transactions.
EastWest Banking Corporation is a subsidiary of Filinvest Development Corporation. EastWest Bank is a universal
bank providing a wide range of banking services to retail, commercial, and corporate clients. It was established as a
commercial bank in July 1994 and received its universal banking license from the BSP in July 2012. EastWest Bank
is licensed by the SEC to engage in the underwriting or distribution of securities to the public.
First Metro is a corporation organized in the Philippines as a wholly-owned subsidiary and investment banking arm
of the Metrobank Group. Currently, 99.2% owned by the Metropolitan Bank & Trust Company. As of September 30,
2019, its total consolidated assets amounted to ₱37.68 billion and its capital base amounted to ₱15.91 billion. It has
an authorized capital stock of ₱8.0 billion of which approximately ₱4.21 billion represents its paid-up capital.
Sale and Distribution
The distribution and sale of the Bonds shall be undertaken by the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners who shall
sell and distribute the Bonds to third party buyers/investors. Nothing herein shall limit the rights of the Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners from purchasing the Bonds for their own respective accounts.
There are no Persons to whom the Bonds are allocated or designated. The Bonds shall be offered to the public at large
and without preference.
The obligations of each of the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners will be several, and not solidary, and nothing
in the Underwriting Agreement shall be deemed to create a partnership or joint venture between and among any of the
Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners. Unless otherwise expressly provided in the Underwriting Agreement, the
failure by a Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner to carry out its obligations thereunder shall neither relieve the
other Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners of their obligations under the same Underwriting Agreement, nor
shall any Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner be responsible for the obligation of another Joint Lead Underwriter
and Bookrunner.
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Offer Period
The Offer Period shall commence at 9:00 a.m., Manila time, on [●] and end at 5:00 p.m., Manila time, on [●], or
such other date as may be mutually agreed by the Company and the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners.
Application to Purchase
The procedure set out in this section and the succeeding sections should be read together with the more detailed
procedure and other conditions set out in the Application to Purchase.
Applicants may purchase the Bonds during the relevant Offer Period by submitting to the Joint Lead Underwriters
and Bookrunners properly completed Applications to Purchase, together with two signature cards, and the full
payment of the Purchase Price of the Bonds in the manner provided in the said Application to Purchase.
Corporate and institutional applicants must also submit, in addition to the foregoing:
(a)

an original notarized certificate of the corporate secretary or an equivalent officer of the Applicant setting
forth resolutions of the board of directors, partners or equivalent body (i) authorizing the purchase of the
Bonds indicated in the Application to Purchase and (ii) designating the signatories, with their specimen
signatures, for the said purposes;

(b)

copies of its Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws and latest amendments thereof, together with the
Certificate of Incorporation issued by the SEC or other organizational documents issued by an equivalent
government institution, stamped and signed as certified true copies by the SEC or the equivalent government
institution, or by the corporate secretary, or by an equivalent officer(s) of the Applicant who is/are authorized
signatory(ies);

(c)

two (2) duly accomplished signature cards containing the specimen signatures of the authorized signatories
of the Applicant, validated by its corporate secretary or by an equivalent officer(s) who is/are authorized
signatory(ies) (whose authority(ies) and specimen signatures will be submitted to the Registrar);

(d)

validly issued tax identification number issued by the BIR;

(a)

identification document(s) of the authorized signatories of the Applicant, as specified in item (a) of the
immediately succeeding paragraph below; and

(f)

such other documents as may be reasonably required by any of the Joint Lead Underwriters, Selling Agents
(if any) or the Registrar in the implementation of its internal policies regarding “know your customer” and
anti-money laundering.

Individual applicants must also submit, in addition to accomplished Applications to Purchase and its required
attachments:
(a)

identification document (“ID”) of the Applicant which shall consist of any one of the following valid
identification documents bearing a recent photo, and which is not expired: Passport, Driver’s License,
Professional Regulation Commission ID, National Bureau of Investigation Clearance, Police Clearance,
Postal ID, Voter’s ID, Barangay Certification, Government Service Insurance System e-Card, Social Security
System Card, Senior Citizen Card, Overseas Workers Welfare Administration ID, OFW ID, Seaman’s Book,
Alien Certification of Registration/Immigrant Certificate of Registration, Government Office and
government-owned and controlled corporation ID, e.g., Armed Forces of the Philippines, Home
Development Mutual Fund, Certification from the National Council for the Welfare of Disabled Persons,
Department of Social Welfare and Development Certification, Integrated Bar of the Philippines ID, company
IDs issued by private entities or institutions registered with or supervised or regulated either by the BSP, SEC
or the Insurance Commission, or school ID duly signed by the principal or head of the school (for students
who are beneficiaries of remittances/fund transfers who are not yet of voting age);
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(b)

two duly accomplished signature cards containing the specimen signature of the Applicant;

(c)

validly issued tax identification number issued by the BIR; and

(d)

such other documents as may be reasonably required by the Joint Lead Underwriters, Selling Agents (if any)
or the Registrar in implementation of its internal policies regarding “know your customer” and anti-money
laundering.

An Applicant who is claiming exemption from any applicable tax, or entitlement to preferential tax rates shall, in
addition to the requirements set forth above, be required to submit the following requirements to the relevant Joint
Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner or Selling Agent (if any) (together with their respective Applications to Purchase),
subject to acceptance by the Issuer as being sufficient in form and substance:
(i)

a current and valid BIR-certified true copy of the tax exemption certificate, ruling or opinion issued by the
BIR and addressed to the relevant applicant or Bondholder, confirming its exemption or preferential rate, as
required under BIR Revenue Memorandum Circular No. 8-2014 including any clarification, supplement or
amendment thereto;

(ii)

with respect to tax treaty relief, a copy of the duly filed tax treaty relief application with the International Tax
Affairs Division of the BIR as required under the BIR Revenue Memorandum Order No. 72-2010; including
any clarification, supplement or amendment thereto and, once available, a BIR-certified certificate, ruling or
opinion addressed to the relevant applicant or Bondholder confirming its entitlement to the preferential tax
rate under the applicable treaty;

(iii)

a duly notarized undertaking executed by (1) the corporate secretary or any authorized representative of such
applicant or Bondholder, who has personal knowledge of the exemption based on his official functions, if the
Applicant purchases, or the Bondholder holds, the Bonds for its account, or (2) the trust officer, if the
applicant is a universal bank authorized under Philippine law to perform trust and fiduciary functions and
purchase the Bonds pursuant to its management of tax-exempt entities (i.e. Employee Retirement Fund, etc.),
declaring and warranting such entities’ tax-exempt status or preferential rate entitlement, undertaking to
immediately notify the Issuer, the Registrar and the Paying Agent of any suspension, revocation, amendment
or invalidation (in whole or in part) of the tax exemption certificate, certificate, ruling or opinion issued by
the BIR, executed using the prescribed form under the Registry and Paying Agency Agreement, with a
declaration and warranty of its tax exempt status or entitlement to a preferential tax rate, and agreeing to
indemnify and hold the Issuer, the Registrar and the Paying Agent free and harmless against any claims,
actions, suits, and liabilities resulting from the non-withholding or incorrect withholding of the required tax;
and

(iv)

such other documentary requirements as may be required under the applicable regulations of the relevant
taxing or other authorities which for purposes of claiming tax treaty withholding rate benefits, shall include
evidence of the applicability of a tax treaty and consularized proof of the Bondholder’s legal domicile in the
relevant treaty state, and confirmation acceptable to the Issuer that the Bondholder is not doing business in
the Philippines; provided that the Issuer shall have the exclusive discretion to decide whether the documents
submitted are sufficient for purposes of applying the exemption or the reduced rate being claimed by the
Bondholder on the interest payments to such Bondholder; provided, further, that all sums payable by the
Issuer to tax exempt entities shall be paid in full without deductions for taxes, duties, assessments or
government charges, subject to the submission by the Bondholder claiming the benefit of any exemption of
the required documents and of additional reasonable evidence of such tax-exempt status to the Registrar.

Failure on the part of the Bondholder to submit the aforementioned document/s within the time prescribed shall result
in the application of the regular tax rates.
The Purchase Price for each Bond is payable in full upon submission of the duly executed Application to Purchase.
Payments of the Purchase Price shall be made either in checks or appropriate debit instructions or payment instructions
made out to the order of the relevant Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner or Selling Agent (if any). All payments
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must be made or delivered to the Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner or the Selling Agent (if any) to whom the
Application to Purchase is submitted.
Completed Applications to Purchase and corresponding payments must reach the Joint Lead Underwriter and
Bookrunner or the Selling Agent (if any) prior to the end of the Offer Period, or such earlier date as may be specified
by the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners. Acceptance by the Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner or the
Selling Agent (if any) of the completed Application to Purchase shall be subject to the availability of the Bonds and
the acceptance by FDC. In the event that any check payment is returned by the drawee bank for any reason whatsoever
or the nominated bank account to be debited is invalid, the Application to Purchase shall be automatically canceled
and any prior acceptance of the Application to Purchase shall be deemed revoked.
Minimum Purchase
A minimum purchase of ₱50,000.00 shall be considered for acceptance. Purchases in excess of the minimum shall be
in multiples of ₱10,000.00.
Allotment of the Bonds
If the Bonds are insufficient to satisfy all Applications to Purchase, the available Bonds shall be allotted in accordance
with the chronological order of submission of properly completed and appropriately accomplished Applications to
Purchase on a first-come, first-served basis, without prejudice and subject to Joint Lead Underwriters’ and
Bookrunners’ exercise of the right of rejection on behalf of the Issuer.
Acceptance of Applications
The Company and the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners reserve the right to accept or reject applications to
purchase the Bonds and allocate the Bonds available to the Applicants in a manner they deem appropriate.
Rejection of Applications
The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners shall accept, reduce or reject Applications to Purchase on behalf of the
Issuer in accordance with the following provisions and the allocation plan. Reasons for rejection may include the
following:
(a)

Applications may be rejected if: (i) the Purchase Price is unpaid; (ii) payments are insufficient or where
checks, as applicable, are dishonoured upon first presentation; (iii) the Application to Purchase is not received
by the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners or the Selling Agent (if any) on or before the end of the
Offer Period; (iv) the number of Bonds subscribed is less than the minimum amount of subscription; (v) the
applications do not comply with the terms of the Offer; or (vi) the applications do not have sufficient
information or are not supported by the required documents.

(b)

Applications may be reduced if the Offer is oversubscribed, in which case the number of Bonds covered by
the applications shall be reduced pro rata.

In the event an Application to Purchase is rejected or the amount of Bonds applied for is scaled down for a particular
Applicant, the relevant Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner or the Selling Agent (if any) shall notify the Applicant
concerned that his/her application has been rejected or that the amount of Bonds applied for is scaled down.
Refunds
If any application is rejected or accepted in part only, payments made by the Applicant or the appropriate portion
thereof shall be returned without interest to such Applicant through the relevant Joint Lead Underwriter and
Bookrunner or the Selling Agent (if any) with whom such Application to Purchase was made.
Refunds shall be made, at the option of each Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner or the Selling Agent (if any),
either (i) through the issuance of check(s) payable to the order of the relevant Applicant and crossed “Payees’ Account
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Only” and mailed or delivered, at the risk of the Applicant, to the address specified in the Application to Purchase, or
(ii) through the issuance of instructions for automatic credit payments to the accounts of the relevant Applicants, as
indicated in their respective Applications to Purchase.
Payments
The Paying Agent shall open and maintain a Payment Account for each series of the Bonds, which shall be operated
solely and exclusively by the said Paying Agent in accordance with the Registry and Paying Agency Agreement,
provided that beneficial ownership of the Payment Accounts shall always remain with the Bondholders. The Payment
Account shall be used exclusively for the payment of the principal, interest and other payments due on the Bonds on
the relevant Payment Date.
The Paying Agent shall maintain the relevant Payment Account while the relevant series of the Bonds are outstanding,
and until six (6) months past the relevant Maturity Date or date of early redemption, as applicable. Upon closure of
the Payment Accounts, any balance remaining in such Payment Account shall be returned to the Issuer and shall be
held by the Issuer in trust and for the irrevocable benefit of the Bondholders with unclaimed interest and principal
payments and such other payments that due on the relevant series of the Bonds.
Unclaimed Payments
Any payment of interest on, or the principal of the Bonds which remain unclaimed after the same shall have become
due and payable, shall be held in trust by the Paying Agent for the Bondholders at the latter’s risk and shall be dealt
with in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Registry and Paying Agency Agreement.
Purchase and Cancellation
The Issuer may purchase the Bonds at any time in the open market or by tender or by contract, in accordance with
PDEx Rules, as may be amended from time to time, without any obligation to make pro rata purchases from all
Bondholders. Bonds so purchased shall be redeemed and cancelled and may not be re-issued.
Upon listing of the Bonds on PDEx, the Issuer shall disclose any such transactions in accordance with the applicable
PDEx disclosure rules.
Secondary Market
The Company intends to list the Bonds in the PDEx.
For a more detailed discussion, please refer to the section “Description of Bonds – Secondary Trading of the Bonds”.
Registry of Bondholders
The Bonds shall be issued in scripless form. A Master Certificate of Indebtedness representing each of the 5-year
Bonds and 7-year Bonds sold in the Offer shall be issued in the name of the Trustee for the benefit of the Bondholders.
Legal title to the Bonds shall be shown in the Registry of Bondholders to be maintained by the Registrar. The names
and addresses of the Bondholders and the particulars of the Bonds held by them and all transfers of the Bonds shall
be entered into the Registry of Bondholders. Transfers of ownership shall be effected through book-entry transfers in
the scripless Registry of Bondholders.
For a more detailed discussion, please refer to the section “Description of Bonds – Transfer of the Bonds”.
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Description of the Bonds
The following does not purport to be a complete listing of all the rights, obligations or privileges of the Bonds. Some
rights, obligations or privileges may be further limited or restricted by other documents. Prospective Bondholders are
enjoined to carefully review the Articles of Incorporation, By-Laws and resolutions of the Board of Directors and
Shareholders of FDC, the information contained in this Preliminary Prospectus, the Trust Agreement, Underwriting
Agreement, Applicable Law, rules and regulations of PDTC and PDEx relevant to the Offer, and to perform their own
independent investigation and analysis of the Company and the Bonds. They must not rely solely on any statement or
the significance, adequacy or accuracy of any information contained herein. The information and data contained
herein are not a substitute for the prospective investor’s independent evaluation and analysis. Prospective
Bondholders are likewise encouraged to consult their legal counsels and accountants in order to be better advised of
the circumstances surrounding the issued Bonds.
The offer and issuance of the Bonds was authorized by a resolution of the Board of Directors of the Company on
January 10, 2020. The Bonds with an aggregate principal amount of ₱15,000,000,000 shall be issued. The Bonds will
be issued on the Issue Date, which is on [] and will comprise of 5-year Bonds due 2025 and 7-year Bonds due 2027.
The Bonds shall be constituted by a Trust Agreement (the “Trust Agreement”) to be executed on or about []
between FDC and Metropolitan Bank & Trust Company – Trust Banking Group as Trustee. The Trustee has no interest
in or relation to FDC which may conflict with the performance of its functions as trustee for the Bonds. The description
of and the terms and conditions of the Bonds as set out below is subject to the detailed provisions of the Trust
Agreement.
A Registry and Paying Agency Agreement shall be executed on or about [] (the “Registry and Paying Agency
Agreement”) in relation to the Bonds between FDC and the Philippine Depository & Trust Corp. as Registrar and
Paying Agent. PDTC has no interest in or relation to the Company which may conflict with the performance of its
functions.
Copies of the Trust Agreement and the Registry and Paying Agency Agreement are available for inspection during
normal business hours at the specified offices of the Trustee and the Registrar. The holders of the Bonds (the
“Bondholders”) are entitled to the benefit of, are bound by, and are deemed to have notice of, all the provisions of
the Trust Agreement and are deemed to have notice of those provisions of the Registry and Paying Agency and
Agreement applicable to them.
1. Form, Denomination and Title
(a) Form and Denomination
The Bonds shall be issued in scripless form. A Master Certificate of Indebtedness representing each of the 5-year
Bonds, and 7-year Bonds sold in the Offer shall be issued to and registered in the name of the Trustee for the benefit
of the Bondholders.
The Bonds shall be issued in denominations of Fifty Thousand Pesos (₱50,000) each as a minimum and in integral
multiples of Ten Thousand Pesos (₱10,000) thereafter and traded in denominations of Ten Thousand Pesos (₱10,000)
in the secondary market.
(b) Title
Legal title to the Bonds shall be shown in the Registry of Bondholders (the “Registry of Bondholders”) maintained
by the Registrar. A notice confirming the principal amount of the Bonds purchased by each applicant in the Offering
shall be issued by the Registrar to all Bondholders following the Issue Date. Upon any assignment, title to the Bonds
shall pass by recording of the transfer from the transferor to the transferee in the electronic Registry of Bondholders
maintained by the Registrar. Settlement with respect to such transfer or change of title to the Bonds, including the
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settlement of any cost arising from such transfers, including, but not limited to, documentary stamps taxes, if any,
arising from subsequent transfers, shall be for the account of the relevant Bondholder.
(c) Bond Rating
The Philippine Rating Services Corporation has assigned a PRS Aaa rating to FDC’s proposed issuance of up to
₱15,000,000,000 in fixed-rate bonds, inclusive of the ₱7,000,000,000 Oversubscription Option, having considered
FDC’s business plans, growth prospects and cashflow. Obligations rated PRS Aaa are of the highest quality with
minimal credit risk. FDC’s capacity to meet its financial commitment on the obligation is extremely strong.
The rating assigned reflects the following key considerations: (1) the company’s steady earnings and diversified
business portfolio; (2) maintenance of a good credit standing even in times of financial crisis; (3) strong financial
flexibility; (4) established brand names and good market position of main contributing subsidiaries; (5) subsidiaries
operate in growing industries which will benefit significantly from the supportive economic environment; (6)
conservative and professional stance of management and (7) new investments (i.e. power) seen to significantly boost
profitability in the medium-term. Philratings shall continuously monitor developments relating to FDC and may
change the rating at any time, should circumstances warrant a change. The rating is subject to regular annual reviews,
or more frequently as market developments may dictate, for as long as the Bonds are outstanding. After Issue Date,
the Trustee shall likewise monitor compliance by the Issuer with certain covenants in relation to the Bonds through
regular annual reviews.
2. Transfer of Bonds
(a) Registry of Bondholders
FDC shall cause the Registry of Bondholders to be kept by the Registrar, in electronic form. The names and addresses
of the Bondholders and the particulars of the Bonds held by them and all transfers of Bonds shall be entered in the
Registry of Bondholders. As required by Circular No. 428-04 issued by the BSP, the Registrar shall send each
Bondholder a written statement of registry holdings at least quarterly (at the cost of the Issuer), and a written advice
confirming every receipt or transfer of the Bonds that is effected in the Registrar’s system. Such statement of registry
holdings shall serve as the confirmation of ownership of the relevant Bondholder as of the date thereof. Any and/ or
all requests of Bondholders for certifications, reports or other documents from the Registrar, except as provided herein,
shall be for the account of the requesting Bondholder. No transfer of Bonds may be made during the period
commencing on a Record Date as defined in the section on “Interest Payment Date.”
(b) Transfers; Tax Status
Bondholders may transfer their Bonds at any time, regardless of tax status of the transferor vis-à-vis the transferee.
Should a transfer between Bondholders of different tax status occur on a day which is not an Interest Payment Date,
tax exempt entities trading with non-tax exempt entities shall be treated as non-tax exempt entities for the interest
period within which such transfer occurred. Transfers taking place in the Registry of Bondholders after the Bonds are
listed on PDEx shall be allowed between non tax exempt and tax-exempt entities without restriction and observing
the tax exemption of tax-exempt entities, if and/or when so allowed under and in accordance with the relevant rules,
conventions and guideline of PDEx and PDTC. A Bondholder claiming tax-exempt status is required to submit a
written notification of the sale or purchase to the Trustee and the Registrar, including the tax status of the transferor
or transferee, as appropriate, together with the supporting documents specified below under “Payment of Additional
Amounts; Taxation”, within three days of such transfer.
(c) Secondary Trading of the Bonds
FDC intends to list the Bonds in PDEx for secondary market trading. Secondary market trading and settlement in
PDEx shall follow the applicable PDEx rules, conventions and guidelines, including rules, conventions and guidelines
governing trading and settlement between bondholders of different tax status, and shall be subject to the relevant fees
of PDEx and PDTC.
3. Ranking
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The Bonds constitute direct, unconditional, unsecured and unsubordinated Peso denominated obligations of the Issuer
and shall rank pari passu and ratably without any preference or priority amongst themselves and at least pari passu
with all other present and future unsecured and unsubordinated obligations of the Issuer, other than obligations
preferred by the law.
4. Interest
(a) Interest Payment Dates
The Bonds bears interest on its principal amount from and including Issue Date at the rate of []% per annum, payable
quarterly in arrears, commencing on [], for the first Interest Payment Date and [],[], [],[], and [] of each
year or the subsequent Business Day without adjustment to the amount of interest to be paid, if such Interest Payment
Date is not a Business Day.
For purposes of clarity, the last Interest Payment Date on the Bonds shall fall on Maturity Date, or on [] for the 5year Bonds and on [] for the 7-year Bonds. The cut-off date in determining the existing Bondholders entitled to
receive the interest or principal amount due shall be the second (2nd) Business Day immediately preceding the relevant
Interest Payment Date (the “Record Date”), which shall be the reckoning day in determining the Bondholders entitled
to receive interest, principal or any other amount due under the Bonds. No transfers of the Bonds may be made during
this period intervening between and commencing on the Record Date and the relevant Interest Payment Date.
(b) Interest Accrual
Each Bond shall cease to bear interest from and including the Maturity Date, as defined in the discussion on “Final
Redemption”, below, unless, upon due presentation, payment of the principal in respect of the Bond then outstanding
is not made, is improperly withheld or refused, in which case the Penalty Interest (see “Penalty Interest” below) shall
apply.
(c) Determination of Interest Amount
The interest shall be calculated on the basis of a 30/360-day basis, consisting of 12 months of 30 days each and, in the
case of an incomplete month, the number of days elapsed on the basis of a month of 30 days.
5. Redemption and Purchase
(a) Early Redemption Option
The Issuer shall have the option, but not the obligation, to redeem in whole (and not in part), the outstanding Bonds
on the following relevant dates. The amount payable to the Bondholders upon the exercise of the Early Redemption
Option by the Issuer shall be calculated, based on the principal amount of Bonds being redeemed, as the sum of: (i)
accrued interest computed from the last Interest Payment Date up to the relevant Early Redemption Option Date; and
(ii) the product of the principal amount of the Bonds being redeemed and the Early Redemption Price in accordance
with the following schedule:
Early Redemption Dates for the
5-Year Bonds
On the 3rd anniversary of the Issue Date
On the 4th anniversary of the Issue Date

Early Redemption Dates for the
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Early Redemption Price
101.0%
100.5%

Early Redemption Price

7-Year Bonds
On the 4th anniversary of the Issue Date

101.5%

On the 5th anniversary of the Issue Date

101.0%

On the 6th anniversary of the Issue Date

100.5%

The Issuer shall give not less than thirty (30) nor more than sixty (60) days prior written notice of its intention to
redeem the Bonds, which notice shall be irrevocable and binding upon the Issuer to effect such early redemption of
the Bonds on the Early Redemption Date stated in such notice.
(b) Final Redemption
Unless previously purchased and cancelled, the Bonds shall be redeemed at par or 100% of face value on [] for the
5-year Bonds and on [] for the 7-year Bonds. However, if the Maturity Date is not a Business Day payment of all
amounts due on such date will be made by the Issuer through the Paying Agent, without adjustment in computation
as to the amount of interest payable, on the succeeding Business Day.
(c) Redemption for Tax Reasons
If payments under the Bonds become subject to additional or increased taxes other than the taxes and rates of such
taxes prevailing on the Issue Date as a result of certain changes in law, rule or regulation, or in the interpretation
thereof, and such additional or increased rate of such tax cannot be avoided by use of reasonable measures available
to the Issuer, the Issuer may redeem the Bonds in whole, but not in part, on any Interest Payment Date (having given
not more than 60 nor less than 30 days’ notice to the Trustee and the Registrar and Paying Agent) at par plus accrued
interest computed up to the date when the Bonds shall be redeemed earlier than its maturity date.
(d) Change in Law or Circumstance
If any provision of the Trust Agreement or any of the related documents is or shall become for any reason, invalid,
illegal or unenforceable to the extent that it shall become, for any reason, unlawful for the Issuer to give effect to its
rights or obligations hereunder, or to enforce any provisions of the Trust Agreement or any of the related documents
in whole or in part, or any law shall be introduced to prevent or restrain the performance by the parties hereto of their
obligations under the Trust Agreement or any other related documents, the Issuer shall provide the Trustee an opinion
of legal counsel confirming the foregoing, such legal counsel being from an internationally recognized law firm
reasonably acceptable to the Trustee. Thereupon the Trustee, upon notice to the Issuer, shall declare the principal of
the Bonds, including all accrued interest and other chargers thereon, if any, to be immediately due and payable, and
upon such declaration, the same shall be immediately due and payable without and pre-payment penalty,
notwithstanding anything in the Trust Agreement or in the Bonds to the contrary.
(e) Purchase and Cancellation
The Issuer may at any time purchase any of the Bonds at any price in the open market or by tender or by contract at
any price, without any obligation to purchase Bonds pro-rata from all Bondholders and the Bondholders shall not be
obliged to sell. Any Bonds so purchased shall be redeemed and cancelled and may not be re-issued. Upon listing of
the Bonds on PDEx, the Issuer shall disclose any such transactions in accordance with the applicable PDEx disclosure
rules.
6. Payments
The principal of, interest on, and all other amounts payable on the Bonds shall be paid by FDC through the Paying
Agent to the Bondholders by crediting the settlement accounts designated by each of the Bondholders. The principal
of, and interest on, the Bonds shall be payable in Philippine Pesos. FDC shall ensure that so long as any of the Bonds
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remains outstanding, there shall at all times be a Paying Agent for the purposes of the Bonds. In the event the Paying
Agent shall be unable or unwilling to continue to act as such, FDC shall appoint a qualified financial institution in the
Philippines authorized to act in its place. The Paying Agent may not resign its duties or be removed without a successor
having been appointed.
7. Payment of Additional Amounts - Taxation
Interest income on the Bonds is subject to a final withholding tax at rates between 20% and 30% depending on the tax
status of the relevant Bondholder under relevant law, regulation or tax treaty. Except for such final withholding tax
and as otherwise provided, all payments of principal and interest are to be made free and clear of any deductions or
withholding for or on account of any present or future taxes or duties imposed by or on behalf of Republic of the
Philippines, including, but not limited to, issue, registration or any similar tax or other taxes and duties, including
interest and penalties, if any. If such taxes or duties are imposed, the same shall be for the account of FDC; provided
however that, FDC shall not be liable for the following:
(a) Income tax on any gain by a holder of the Bonds realized from the sale, exchange or retirement of the Bonds;
(b) The applicable final withholding tax on interest earned on the Bonds prescribed under the Tax Reform Act of 1997,
as amended and its implementing rules and regulations as maybe in effect from time to time. Interest income on the
Bonds is subject to a final withholding tax at rates between 20% and 30% depending on the tax status of the relevant
Bondholder under relevant law, regulation or tax treaty. An investor who is exempt from the aforesaid withholding
tax, or is subject to a preferential withholding tax rate shall be required to submit the following requirements to the
Registrar, subject to acceptance by FDC as being sufficient in form and substance: (i) certified true copy of the
valid/revalidated tax exemption certificate, ruling or opinion issued by the Bureau of Internal Revenue confirming the
exemption or preferential rate; (ii) a duly notarized undertaking, in the prescribed form, declaring and warranting its
tax exempt status or preferential rate entitlement, undertaking to immediately notify FDC of any suspension or
revocation of the tax exemption certificates or preferential rate entitlement, and agreeing to indemnify and hold FDC
and the Registrar free and harmless against any claims, actions, suits, and liabilities resulting from the non-withholding
of the required tax; and (iii) such other documentary requirements as may be required under the applicable regulations
of the relevant taxing or other authorities which for purposes of claiming tax treaty withholding rate benefits, which
shall include evidence of the applicability of a tax treaty and consularized proof of the Bondholder’s legal domicile in
the relevant treaty state, and confirmation acceptable to FDC that the Bondholder is not doing business in the
Philippines; provided further that, all sums payable by FDC to tax exempt entities shall be paid in full without
deductions for taxes, duties assessments or government charges subject to the submission by the Bondholder claiming
the benefit of any exemption of reasonable evidence of such exemption to the Registrar;
(c) Gross Receipts Tax under Section 121 of the Tax Code;
(d) Taxes on the overall income of any securities dealer or Bondholder, whether or not subject to withholding; and
(e) Value Added Tax (“VAT”) under Sections 106 to 108 of the Tax Code, and as amended by Republic Act No.
9337. Documentary stamp tax for the primary issue of the Bonds and the execution of the Bond Agreements, if any,
shall be for FDC’s account.
8. Financial Covenant
(a) FDC shall maintain a Debt-to-Equity Ratio of not more than []. Debt-to-Equity ratio is computed as total
Financial Indebtedness divided by Total Equity.
(b) FDC shall maintain a minimum Current Ratio of []. Current Ratio means the ratio of Current Assets to Current
Liabilities.
(c) FDC shall maintain an Interest Coverage Ratio of not less than []. Interest Coverage Ratio means the ratio of
EBITDA to total Interest Expense by reference to the immediately preceding twelve (12) months.
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“Current Assets” represents cash, receivables, inventories and other assets that are likely to be converted into cash,
sold, exchanged, or expensed in the normal course of business within one (1) year excluding EW.
“Current Liabilities” represents debt, payables, or other obligations that are coming due within one (1) year
excluding EW.
“Interest Expense” means all interest payable by FDC under any Financial Indebtedness.
“EBITDA” represents net income after adding provisions for income tax, depreciation and amortization and interest
expense but excluding interest cost on deposit liabilities and bills and acceptances payable by EW
“Financial Indebtedness” means any outstanding indebtedness of FDC and/ or any or all of its subsidiaries for or in
respect of:
(i)
monies borrowed, which, in accordance with GAAP, shall be treated as loans payable, notes
payable, bonds payable, or other similar borrowing;
(ii)
any amount raised by acceptance under any acceptance credit facility;
(iii)
any obligation in respect of a standby or documentary letter of credit or any other similar instrument
issued by a bank or financial institution;
(iv)
receivables sold or discounted other than receivables to the extent they are sold on a non-recourse
basis;
(v)
any amount of any liability (other than trade accounts payable, accrued expenses, and unearned
revenues) under an advance or deferred purchase agreement if one of the primary reasons behind
entering into that agreement is to raise finance or that agreement is in respect of the supply of assets
or services;
(vi)
the amount of any liability in respect of any lease or hire purchase contract which would, in
accordance with GAAP, be treated as a finance or capital lease;
(vii)
any currency swap, or interest rate swap, cap or collar arrangement or any other derivative
instrument;
(viii)
any amount raised by the issue of redeemable shares or preferred shares;
(ix)
any amount raised under any other transaction having the commercial effect of a borrowing; and/or
(x)
Any guarantee or indemnity or other assurance against financial loss of any person. However, in all
instances excluding all deposit liabilities and bills and acceptances payable by EW.
“Total Equity” means total consolidated stockholders’ equity (including minority interest) as recognized and
measured in its audited consolidated financial statements in conformity with PFRS.
9. Negative Pledge
For as long as any of the Bonds remain outstanding, FDC covenants that it shall not, without the prior written consent
of the Bondholders holding more than 50% of the aggregate principal amount of the Bonds then outstanding (the
“Majority Bondholders”), permit any indebtedness for borrowed money to be secured by or to benefit from Security
in favor of any creditor or class of creditors without providing the Bondholders with the same kind or class of Security,
the benefit of which is extended equally and ratably among them to secure the Bonds; provided however that, this
restriction shall not prohibit the following:
(a) Any Security over any asset, including, but not limited to assets purchased, leased, or developed in the ordinary
course of business, to secure: (i) the payment of the purchase price or cost of leasehold rights of such asset; or (ii) the
payment of the cost and expenses for the development of such asset pursuant to any development made or being made
by FDC in the ordinary course of business; or (iii) the payment of any indebtedness in respect of borrowed money
(including extensions and renewals thereof and replacements therefore) incurred for the purpose of financing the
purchase, lease or development of such asset; or (iv) the normal rediscounting of receivable activities of FDC made
in the ordinary course of business;
(b) Any Security created for the purpose of paying current Taxes, assessments or other governmental charges which
are not delinquent or remain payable without any penalty; or the validity of which is contested in good faith in
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appropriate proceedings upon stay of execution of the enforcement thereof and adequate reserves having been
provided for the payment thereof;
(c) Any Security to secure, in the normal course of the business of FDC or its Affiliates: (i) statutory or regulatory
obligations; (ii) surety or appeal bonds; (iii) bonds for release of attachment, stay of execution or injunction; or (iv)
performance of bids, tenders, contracts (other than for the repayment of borrowed money) or leases;
(d) Any Security: (i) imposed by law, such as carrier’s, warehousemen’s, mechanics’ liens and other similar liens
arising in the ordinary course of business and not material in amount; (ii) arising out of pledge or deposits under the
workmen’s compensation laws, unemployment insurance, old age pensions or other social security or retirement
benefits or similar legislation; and (iii) arising out of set-off provisions in the normal course of its financing
arrangements; provided that, the Bondholders hereunder shall also have to the extent permitted by applicable law, and
upon notice to FDC, a similar right of set- off;
(e) Any Security in favor of banks, insurance companies, other financial institutions and Philippine government
agencies, departments, authorities, corporations or other juridical entities, which secure a preferential financing
obtained by FDC under a governmental program under which creation of a security is a prerequisite in order to obtain
such financing, and which cover assets of FDC which have an aggregate appraised value, determined in accordance
with generally accepted appraisal principles and practices consistently applied not exceeding fifteen percent (15%) of
FDC’s total assets based on the most recent interim financial statements;
(f) Any Security established in favor of insurance companies and other financial institutions in compliance with the
applicable requirements of the Office of the Insurance Commission on admitted assets;
(g) Any Security existing on the date of the Trust Agreement which is disclosed in writing by FDC to the Trustee prior
to the execution of the Trust Agreement;
(h) Any Security to be constituted on the assets of the Issuer after the date of the Trust Agreement which is disclosed
in writing by the Issuer to the Trustee prior to the execution of the Trust Agreement; and
(i) Any Security to be constituted after the execution of the Trust Agreement in an aggregate amount not exceeding
fifteen percent (15%) of the consolidated assets of the Issuer at any one time
10. Events of Default
FDC shall be considered in default under the Bonds and the Trust Agreement in case any of the following events (each
an “Event of Default”) shall occur and is continuing:
(a) Payment Default
FDC fails to pay when due and payable any amount which FDC is obliged to pay to the Bondholders under the Trust
Agreement and the Bonds in the manner, at the place, and in the currency in which it is expressed to be payable.
(b) Representation/Warranty Default
Any representation and warranty of FDC hereof or any certificate or opinion submitted pursuant hereto proves to have
been untrue, incorrect or misleading in any material respect as and when made and the circumstances which cause
such representation or warranty to be incorrect or misleading continue for not less than fourteen (14) days (or such
longer period as the Majority Bondholders shall approve) after receipt of written notice from the Bondholders through
the Trustee to that effect.
(c) Other Default
FDC fails to perform or violates any other provision, term of the Trust Agreement and the Bonds, and such failure or
violation is not remediable or, if remediable, continues to be unremedied after the applicable grace period, or in the
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absence of such grace period, after thirty (30) days from the date of occurrence of the said violation; provided that,
the Events of Default constituting a payment default, expropriation, insolvency or closure default, or a violation of a
negative covenant shall not be remediable.
(d) Cross Default
FDC and / or any of its Subsidiaries fails to pay or defaults in the payment of any installment of the principal or interest
in excess of the Philippine Peso equivalent of Fifteen Million US Dollars (US$15,000,000.00), or fails to comply or
commits a breach or violation of any material term, condition or stipulation, of any other agreement, contract or
document with its lenders or any third party to which FDC is a party or privy or under which the Borrower acts as a
guarantor or surety, including any agreement similar or analogous thereto, whether prior to or after the date of the
issuance of the Bonds, and which breach or violation, if remediable, is not remedied by FDC or its Subsidiary within
ten (10) Business Days from receipt of notice by the Trustee to FDC and if the effect of the failure to observe or
perform such term, covenant or agreement is to cause such obligation to become due prior to its stated maturity.
(e) Insolvency Default
FDC or any of its Subsidiaries becomes insolvent or unable to pay its debts when due or commits or permits any act
of bankruptcy, which term shall include, but shall not be limited to: (i) filing of a petition in any bankruptcy,
reorganization (other than a labor or management reorganization), winding-up, suspension of payment or liquidation
proceeding, or any other proceeding analogous in purpose and effect; (ii) appointment of a trustee or receiver of all or
a substantial portion of its properties; (iii) making of an assignment for the benefit of its creditors; (iv) the admission
in writing by FDC of its inability to pay its debts; or (v) the entry of any order or judgment of any court, tribunal or
administrative agency or body confirming the bankruptcy or insolvency of FDC or approving any reorganization
(other than a labor or management reorganization), winding-up, liquidation or appointment of trustee or receiver of
FDC or a substantial portion of its property or assets.
(f) Closure Default
FDC voluntarily suspends or ceases operations of a substantial portion of its business for a continuous period of 30
calendar days except in the case of strikes or lockouts or when necessary to prevent business losses or when due to
fortuitous events or force majeure.
(g) Expropriation Default
The Republic of the Philippines or any competent authority thereof takes any action to suspend the whole or the
substantial portion of the operations of FDC and to condemn, seize, nationalize or appropriate (either with or without
compensation) FDC or any material portion of its properties or assets, unless such act, deed or proceedings are
contested in good faith by FDC.
(h) Cancellation of Licenses, Permits, etc.
Any of the licenses, permits, rights, options, or privileges presently or hereafter enjoyed, utilized or required in the
conduct of the business or operations of FDC shall be revoked, cancelled, or otherwise terminated, or the free and
continued use and exercise thereof shall be curtailed or prevented, in each case in such manner as to materially and
adversely affect the ability of FDC to meet its obligations under the Trust Agreement and the Bonds, or any similar
events that occur which materially and adversely affect the ability of FDC to meet its obligations under the Trust
Agreement and the Bonds.
(i) Judgment Default
Any final judgment, decree or arbitral award for the sum of money, damages or for a fine or penalty in excess of
₱500,000,000 or its equivalent in any other currency is entered against FDC and the enforcement of which is not
stayed, and is not paid, discharged or duly bonded within thirty (30) calendar days after the date when payment of
such judgment, decree or award is due under the applicable law or agreement.
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(j) Writ and Similar Process Default
Any judgment, writ, warrant of attachment, injunction, stay order, execution or similar process shall be issued or
levied against any material part of FDC’s assets, business or operations and such judgment, writ, warrant or similar
process shall not be released, vacated or fully bonded within 30 calendar days after its issue or levy.
(k) Non-Payment of Taxes
Non-payment of any Taxes, or any assessments or governmental charges levied upon it or against its properties,
revenues and assets by the date on which such Taxes, assessments or charges attached thereto, which are not contested
in good faith by FDC, or after the lapse of any grace period that may have been granted to FDC by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue or any other Philippine tax body or authority.
11. Consequences of Default
Subject to the terms of the Trust Agreement, the Trustee shall, within ten (10) Business Days after receiving notice,
or having knowledge of, the occurrence of any Event of Default, give to the Bondholders written notice of such default
known to it unless the same shall have been cured before the giving of such notice.
The written notice required to be given to the Bondholders hereunder shall be published in a newspaper of general
circulation in Metro Manila for two consecutive days, further indicating in the published notice that the Bondholders
or their duly authorized representatives may obtain any information relating to such occurrence of an Event of Default
at the principal office of the Trustee upon presentation of sufficient and acceptable identification.
If any one or more of the Events of Default shall have occurred and be continuing without the same being cured within
the periods provided in the Trust Agreement and in these Terms and Conditions, the Trustee may on its own, or, if
upon the written direction of persons holding more than 50% of the aggregate principal amount of the issued Bonds
(the “Majority Bondholders”), shall, by notice in writing delivered to FDC, with a copy furnished the Paying Agent,
Receiving Bank, and Registrar, declare the principal of the Bonds, including all accrued interest and other charges
thereon, if any, to be immediately due and payable (the “Accelerated Amounts”), and upon such declaration the same
shall be immediately due and payable.
All the unpaid obligations under the Bonds, including accrued Interest, and all other amounts payable thereunder, shall
be declared to be forthwith due and payable, whereupon all such amounts shall become and be forthwith due and
payable without presentment, demand, protest or further notice of any kind, all of which are hereby expressly waived
by FDC.
12. Notice of Default
The Trustee shall, within ten (10) days after the occurrence of any Event of Default, give to the Bondholders written
notice of such default known to it, unless the same shall have been cured before the giving of such notice; provided
that, in the case of payment default under Section 10 above, the Trustee shall immediately notify the Bondholders
upon the occurrence of such payment default. The existence of a written notice required to be given to the Bondholders
hereunder shall be published in a newspaper of general circulation in the Philippines for two consecutive days, further
indicating in the published notice that the Bondholders or their duly authorized representatives may obtain an
important notice regarding the Bonds at the principal office of the Trustee upon presentment of sufficient and
acceptable identification.
13. Penalty Interest
In case any amount payable by FDC under the Bonds, whether for principal, interest, fees due to Trustee or Registrar
or otherwise, is not paid on due date, FDC shall, without prejudice to its obligations to pay the said principal, interest
and other amounts, pay penalty interest on the defaulted amount(s) at the rate of 12% per annum (the “Penalty
Interest”) from the time the amount falls due until it is fully paid.
14. Payment in the Event of Default
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FDC covenants that upon the occurrence of any Event of Default, FDC shall pay to the Bondholders, through the
Paying Agent, the whole amount which shall then have become due and payable on all such outstanding Bonds with
interest at the rate borne by the Bonds on the overdue principal and with Penalty Interest as described above, and in
addition thereto, FDC shall pay to the Trustee such further amounts as shall be determined by the Trustee to be
sufficient to cover the cost and expenses of collection, including reasonable compensation to the Trustee, its agents,
attorneys and counsel, and any reasonable expenses or liabilities incurred without negligence or bad faith by the
Trustee.
15. Application of Payments
Any money collected or delivered to the Paying Agent, and any other funds held by it, subject to any other provision
of the Trust Agreement and the Registry and Paying Agency Agreement relating to the disposition of such money and
funds, shall be applied by the Paying Agent in the order of preference as follows: first, to the payment to the Trustee,
the Paying Agent and the Registrar, of the costs, expenses, fees and other charges of collection, including reasonable
compensation to them, their agents, attorneys and counsel, and all reasonable expenses and liabilities incurred or
disbursements made by them, without negligence or bad faith; second, to the payment of the interest in default, in the
order of the maturity of such interest with Penalty Interest; third, to the payment of the whole amount then due and
unpaid upon the Bonds for principal, and interest, with Penalty Interest; and fourth, the remainder, if any shall be paid
to FDC, its successors or assigns, or to whoever may be lawfully entitled to receive the same, or as a court of competent
jurisdiction may direct. Except for any interest and principal payments, all disbursements of the Paying Agent in
relation to the Bonds shall require the conformity of the Trustee. The Paying Agent shall render a monthly account of
such funds under its control.
16. Prescription
Claims with respect to principal and interest or other sums payable hereunder shall prescribe unless made within ten
(10) years (in the case of principal or other sums) or five (5) years (in the case of interest) from the date on which
payment becomes due.
17. Remedies
All remedies conferred by the Trust Agreement to the Trustee and the Bondholders shall be cumulative and not
exclusive and shall not be so construed as to deprive the Trustee or the Bondholders of any legal remedy by judicial
or extra judicial proceedings appropriate to enforce the conditions and covenants of the Trust Agreement, subject to
the discussion below on “Ability to File Suit”. No delay or omission by the Trustee or the Bondholders to exercise
any right or power arising from or on account of any default hereunder shall impair any such right or power, or shall
be construed to be a waiver of any such default or an acquiescence thereto; and every power and remedy given by the
Trust Agreement to the Trustee or the Bondholders may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be
necessary or expedient.
18. Ability to File Suit
No Bondholder shall have any right by virtue of or by availing of any provision of the Trust Agreement to institute
any suit, action or proceeding for the collection of any sum due from FDC hereunder on account of principal, interest
and other charges, or for the appointment of a receiver or trustee, or for any other remedy hereunder, unless (i) such
Bondholder previously shall have given to the Trustee written notice of an Event of Default and of the continuance
thereof and the related request for the Trustee to convene a meeting of the Bondholders to take up matters related to
their rights and interests under the Bonds; (ii) the Majority Bondholders shall have decided and made the written
request upon the Trustee to institute such action, suit or proceeding in the latter’s name; (iii) the Trustee for 60 days
after the receipt of such notice and request shall have neglected or refused to institute any such action, suit or
proceeding; and (iv) no directions inconsistent with such written request shall have been given under a waiver of
default by the Bondholders, it being understood and intended, and being expressly covenanted by every Bondholder
with every other Bondholder and the Trustee, that no one or more Bondholders shall have any right in any manner
whatever by virtue of or by availing of any provision of the Trust Agreement to affect, disturb or prejudice the rights
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of the holders of any other such Bonds or to obtain or seek to obtain priority over or preference to any other such
holder or to enforce any right under the Trust Agreement, except in the manner herein provided and for the equal,
ratable and common benefit of all the Bondholders.
19. Waiver of Default by the Bondholders
The Majority Bondholders may direct the time, method and place of conducting any proceeding for any remedy
available to the Trustee or exercising any trust or power conferred upon the Trustee, or the Majority Bondholders may
decide for and on behalf of the Bondholders to waive any past default, except the events of default specified in Sections
10 (a), (d), (e), (f), and (g) above. In case of any such waiver, FDC, the Trustee and the Bondholders shall be restored
to their former positions and rights hereunder; provided however that, no such waiver shall extend to any subsequent
or other default or impair any right consequent thereto. Any such waiver by the Majority Bondholders shall be
conclusive and binding upon all Bondholders and upon all future holders and owners thereof, irrespective of whether
or not any notation of such waiver is made upon the certificate representing the Bonds.
20. Trustee; Notices
(a) Notice to the Trustee
All documents required to be submitted to the Trustee pursuant to the Trust Agreement and this Preliminary Prospectus
and all correspondence addressed to the Trustee shall be delivered to:
To the Trustee: []
Attention: []
Subject: []
Address: []
Facsimile: []
Telephone: []
E-mail address: []
All documents and correspondence not sent to the above-mentioned address shall be considered as not to have been
sent at all.
(b) Notice to the Bondholders
The Trustee shall send all notices to Bondholders to their mailing address as set forth in the Registry of Bondholders.
Except where a specific mode of notification is provided for herein, notices to Bondholders shall be sufficient when
made in writing and transmitted in any one of the following modes: (i) registered mail; (ii) surface mail; (iii) by onetime publication in a newspaper of general circulation in the Philippines; or (iv) personal delivery to the address of
record in the Registry of Bondholders. The Trustee shall rely on the Registry of Bondholders in determining the
Bondholders entitled to notice. All notices shall be deemed to have been received (i) ten (10) days from posting if
transmitted by registered mail; (ii) fifteen (15) days from mailing, if transmitted by surface mail; (iii) on date of
publication or (iv) on date of delivery, for personal delivery.
(c) Binding and Conclusive Nature
Except as provided in the Trust Agreement, all notifications, opinions, determinations, certificates, calculations,
quotations and decisions given, expressed, made or obtained by the Trustee for the purposes of the provisions of the
Trust Agreement, shall (in the absence of willful default, bad faith or manifest error) be binding on FDC and all
Bondholders. No liability FDC, the Paying Agent or the Bondholders shall attach to the Trustee in connection with
the exercise or non-exercise by it of its powers, duties and discretions under the Trust Agreement resulting from the
Trustee’s reliance on the foregoing.
21. Duties and Responsibilities of the Trustee
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(a) The Trustee is appointed as trustee for and on behalf of the Bondholders and accordingly shall perform such duties
and shall have such responsibilities as provided in the Trust Agreement. The Trustee shall, in accordance with the
terms and conditions of the Trust Agreement, monitor the compliance or non-compliance by FDC with all its
representations and warranties, and the observance by FDC of all its covenants and performance of all its obligations,
under and pursuant to the Trust Agreement. The Trustee shall observe due diligence in the performance of its duties
and obligations under the Trust Agreement. For the avoidance of doubt, notwithstanding any actions that the Trustee
may take, the Trustee shall remain to be the party responsible to the Bondholders, and to whom the Bondholders shall
communicate with in respect to any matters that must be taken up with FDC.
(b) The Trustee shall, prior to the occurrence of an Event of Default or after the curing of all such defaults which may
have occurred, perform only such duties as are specifically set forth in the Trust Agreement. In case of default, the
Trustee shall exercise such rights and powers vested in it by the Trust Agreement, and use such judgment and care
under the circumstances then prevailing that individuals of prudence, discretion and intelligence, and familiar with
such matters, exercise in the management of their own affairs.
(c) None of the provisions contained in this Agreement or Prospectus shall require or be interpreted to require the
Trustee to expend or risk its own funds or otherwise incur personal financial liability in the performance of any of its
duties or in the exercise of any of its rights or powers.
22. Resignation and Change of Trustee
(a) The Trustee may at any time resign by giving thirty (30) days’ prior written notice to FDC and to the Bondholders
of such resignation.
(b) Upon receiving such notice of resignation of FDC, the Issuer shall immediately appoint a successor trustee by
written instrument in duplicate, executed by its authorized officers, one (1) copy of which instrument shall be delivered
to the resigning Trustee and one (1) copy to the successor trustee. If no successor shall have been so appointed and
have accepted appointment within thirty (30) days after the giving of such notice of resignation, the resigning Trustee
may petition any court of competent jurisdiction for the appointment of a successor, or any Bondholder who has been
a bona fide holder for at least six months (the “bona fide Bondholder”) may, for and on behalf of the Bondholders,
petition any such court for the appointment of a successor. Such court may thereupon after notice, if any, as it may
deem proper, appoint a successor trustee.
(c) A successor trustee should possess all the qualifications required under pertinent laws, otherwise, the incumbent
trustee shall continue to act as such.
(d) In case at any time the Trustee shall become incapable of acting, or has acquired conflicting interest, or shall be
adjudged as bankrupt or insolvent, or a receiver for the Trustee or of its property shall be appointed, or any public
officer shall take charge or control of the Trustee or of its properties or affairs for the purpose of rehabilitation,
conservation or liquidation, then FDC may within thirty (30) days from there remove the Trustee concerned, and
appoint a successor trustee, by written instrument in duplicate, executed by its authorized officers, one (1) copy of
which instrument shall be delivered to the Trustee so removed and one (1) copy to the successor trustee. If FDC fails
to remove the Trustee concerned and appoint a successor trustee, any Bona Fide Bondholder may petition any court
of competent jurisdiction for the removal of the Trustee concerned and the appointment of a successor trustee. Such
court may thereupon after such notice, if any, as it may deem proper, remove the Trustee and appoint a successor
trustee.
(e) The Majority Bondholders may at any time remove the Trustee for cause, and appoint a successor trustee, by the
delivery to the Trustee so removed, to the successor trustee and to FDC of the required evidence of the action in that
regard taken by the Majority Bondholders.
(f) Any resignation or removal of the Trustee and the appointment of a successor trustee pursuant to any of the
provisions the Trust Agreement shall become effective upon the earlier of: (i) acceptance of appointment by the
successor trustee as provided in the Trust Agreement; or (ii) the effectivity of the resignation notice sent by the Trustee
under the Trust Agreement (a) (the “Resignation Effective Date”) provided, however, that after the Resignation
Effective Date and, as relevant, until such successor trustee is qualified and appointed (the “Holdover Period”), the
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resigning Trustee shall discharge duties and responsibilities solely as a custodian of records for turnover to the
successor Trustee promptly upon the appointment thereof by FDC.
23. Successor Trustee
(a) Any successor trustee appointed shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to FDC and to its predecessor Trustee an
instrument accepting such appointment, and thereupon the resignation or removal of the predecessor Trustee shall
become effective and such successor trustee, without further act, deed or conveyance, shall become vested with all
the rights, powers, trusts, duties and obligations of its predecessor in the trusteeship with like effect as if originally
named as trustee in the Trust Agreement. The foregoing notwithstanding, on the written request of FDC or of the
successor trustee, the Trustee ceasing to act as such shall execute and deliver an instrument transferring to the
successor trustee, all the rights, powers and duties of the Trustee so ceasing to act as such. Upon request of any such
successor trustee, FDC shall execute any and all instruments in writing as may be necessary to fully vest in and confer
to such successor trustee all such rights, powers and duties.
(b) Upon acceptance of the appointment by a successor trustee, FDC shall notify the Bondholders in writing of the
succession of such trustee to the trusteeship. If FDC fails to notify the Bondholders within ten (10) days after the
acceptance of appointment by the trustee, the latter shall cause the Bondholders to be notified at the expense of FDC.
24. Reports to the Bondholders
(a) The Trustee shall submit to the Bondholders on or before 28 February of each year from the relevant Issue Date
until full payment of the Bonds a brief report dated as of December 31 of the immediately preceding year with respect
to:
(i) The property and funds, if any, physically in the possession of the Paying Agent held in trust for the
Bondholders on the date of such report; and
(ii) Any action taken by the Trustee in the performance of its duties under the Trust Agreement which it has not
previously reported and which in its opinion materially affects the Bonds, except action in respect of a default,
notice of which has been or is to be withheld by it.
(b) The Trustee shall submit to the Bondholders a brief report within 90 days from the making of any advance for the
reimbursement of which it claims or may claim a lien or charge which is prior to that of the Bondholders on the
property or funds held or collected by the Paying Agent with respect to the character, amount and the circumstances
surrounding the making of such advance; provided that, such advance remaining unpaid amounts to at least ten percent
(10%) of the aggregate outstanding principal amount of the Bonds at such time.
(c) The following pertinent documents may be inspected during regular business hours on any Business Day at the
principal office of the Trustee:
(i) Trust Agreement
(ii) Registry and Paying Agency Agreement
(iii) Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws of the Company
(iv) Registration Statement of the Company with respect to the Bonds

25. Meetings of the Bondholders
A meeting of the Bondholders may be called at any time for the purpose of taking any actions authorized to be taken
by or on behalf of the Bondholders of any specified aggregate principal amount of Bonds under any other provisions
of the Trust Agreement or under the law and such other matters related to the rights and interests of the Bondholders
under the Bonds.
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(a) Notice of Meetings
The Trustee may at any time call a meeting of the Bondholders, or the holders of at least twenty-five percent (25%)
of the aggregate outstanding principal amount of Bonds may direct the Trustee in writing to call a meeting of the
Bondholders, to take up any allowed action, to be held at such time and at such place as the Trustee shall determine.
Notice of every meeting of the Bondholders, setting forth the time and the place of such meeting and the purpose of
such meeting in reasonable detail, shall be sent by the Trustee to FDC and to each of the registered Bondholders not
earlier than forty-five (45) days nor later than fifteen (15) days prior to the date fixed for the meeting. Each of such
notices shall be published in a newspaper of general circulation as provided in the Trust Agreement. All reasonable
costs and expenses incurred by the Trustee for the proper dissemination of the requested meeting shall be reimbursed
by FDC within ten (10) days from receipt of the duly supported billing statement.
(b) Failure of the Trustee to Call a Meeting
In case at any time FDC or the holders of at least twenty-five percent (25%) of the aggregate outstanding principal
amount of the Bonds shall have requested the Trustee to call a meeting of the Bondholders by written request setting
forth in reasonable detail the purpose of the meeting, and the Trustee shall not have mailed and published, in
accordance with the notice requirements, the notice of such meeting, then FDC or the Bondholders in the amount
above specified may determine the time and place for such meeting and may call such meeting by mailing and
publishing notice thereof.
(c) Quorum
The Trustee shall determine and record the presence of the Majority Bondholders, personally or by proxy. The
presence of the Majority Bondholders shall be necessary to constitute a quorum to do business at any meeting of the
Bondholders.
(d) Procedure for Meetings
(i) The Trustee shall preside at all the meetings of the Bondholders, unless the meeting shall have been called
by FDC or by the Bondholders, in which case FDC or the Bondholders calling the meeting, as the case may
be, shall in like manner move for the election of the chairman and secretary of the meeting.
(ii) Any meeting of the Bondholders duly called may be adjourned for a period or periods not to exceed in the
aggregate of one (1) year from the date for which the meeting shall originally have been called and the
meeting as so adjourned may be held without further notice. Any such adjournment may be ordered by
persons representing a majority of the aggregate principal amount of the Bonds represented at the meeting
and entitled to vote, whether or not a quorum shall be present at the meeting.
(e) Voting Rights
To be entitled to vote at any meeting of the Bondholders, a person shall be a registered holder of one (1) or more
Bonds or a person appointed by an instrument in writing as proxy by any such holder as of the date of the said meeting.
Bondholders shall be entitled to one vote for every Ten Thousand Pesos (₱10,000) interest. The only persons who
shall be entitled to be present or to speak at any meeting of the Bondholders shall be the persons entitled to vote at
such meeting and any representatives of FDC and its legal counsel.
(f) Voting Requirement
All matters presented for resolution by the Bondholders in a meeting duly called for the purpose shall be decided or
approved by the affirmative vote of the Majority Bondholders present or represented in a meeting at which there is a
quorum except as otherwise provided in the Trust Agreement (please refer to the preceding discussion on “Quorum”).
Any resolution of the Bondholders which has been duly approved with the required number of votes of the
Bondholders as herein provided in the Trust Agreement shall be binding upon all the Bondholders and FDC as if the
votes were unanimous.
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(g) Role of the Trustee in Meetings of the Bondholders
Notwithstanding any other provisions of the Trust Agreement, the Trustee may make such reasonable regulations as
it may deem advisable for any meeting of the Bondholders, in regard to proof of ownership of the Bonds, the
appointment of proxies by registered holders of the Bonds, the election of the chairman and the secretary, the
appointment and duties of inspectors of votes, the submission and examination of proxies, certificates and other
evidence of the right to vote and such other matters concerning the conduct of the meeting as it shall deem fit.
26. Amendments
FDC and the Trustee may, without notice to or the consent of the Bondholders or other parties, amend or waive any
provisions of the Agreements if such amendment or waiver is of a formal, minor, or technical nature or to correct a
manifest error or inconsistency provided in all cases that such amendment or waiver does not adversely affect the
interests of the Bondholders and provided further that all Bondholders are notified of such amendment or waiver.
FDC and the Trustee may amend the Terms and Conditions of the Bonds without notice to every Bondholder but with
the written consent of the Majority Bondholders (including consents obtained in connection with a tender offer or
exchange offer for the Bonds). However, without the consent of each Bondholder affected thereby, an amendment
may not:
(a)

reduce the amount of Bondholder that must consent to an amendment or waiver;

(b)

reduce the rate of or extend the time for payment of interest on any Bond;

(c)

reduce the principal of or extend the Maturity Date of any Bond;

(d)

impair the right of any Bondholder to receive payment of principal of and interest on such
Holder’s Bonds on or after the due dates therefore or to institute suit for the enforcement
of any payment on or with respect to such Bondholders;

(e)

reduce the amount payable upon the redemption or repurchase of any Bond under the
Terms and Conditions or change the time at which any Bond may be redeemed;

(f)

make any Bond payable in money other than that stated in the Bond;

(g)

subordinate the Bonds to any other obligation of FDC;

(h)

release any security interest that may have been granted in favor of the Bondholders;

(i)

amend or modify the Payment of Additional Amounts, Taxation, the Events of Default of
the Terms and Conditions or the Waiver of Default by the Bondholders; or Make any
change or waiver of this Condition.

It shall not be necessary for the consent of the Bondholders under this Condition to approve the particular form of any
proposed amendment, but it shall be sufficient if such consent approves the substance thereof. After an amendment
under this Condition becomes effective, FDC shall send a notice briefly describing such amendment to the
Bondholders in the manner provided in the section entitled “Notices”.
27. Evidence Supporting the Action of the Bondholders
Wherever in the Trust Agreement it is provided that the holders of a specified percentage of the aggregate outstanding
principal amount of the Bonds may take any action (including the making of any demand or requests and the giving
of any notice or consent or the taking of any other action), the fact that at the time of taking any such action the holders
of such specified percentage have joined therein may be evidenced by: (i) any instrument executed by the Bondholders
in person or by the agent or proxy appointed in writing or (ii) the duly authenticated record of voting in favor thereof
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at the meeting of the Bondholders duly called and held in accordance herewith or (iii) a combination of such instrument
and any such record of meeting of the Bondholders.
28. Non-Reliance
Each Bondholder also represents and warrants to the Trustee that it has independently and, without reliance on the
Trustee, made its own credit investigation and appraisal of the financial condition and affairs of FDC on the basis of
such documents and information as it has deemed appropriate and that he has subscribed to the Issue on the basis of
such independent appraisal, and each Bondholder represents and warrants that it shall continue to make its own credit
appraisal without reliance on the Trustee. The Bondholders agree to indemnify and hold the Trustee harmless from
and against any and all liabilities, damages, penalties, judgments, suits, expenses and other costs of any kind or nature
with respect to its obligations under the Trust Agreement, except for its gross negligence or willful misconduct.
29. Governing Law
The Bond Agreements are governed by and are construed in accordance with Philippine law.
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Selected Consolidated Financial Information
The following tables present summary consolidated financial information for the Group and should be read in
conjunction with the auditor’s reports and the Group’s consolidated financial statements and notes thereto contained
in this Preliminary Prospectus and the section entitled “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations.” The summary financial information presented below as of and for the years
ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 was derived from the consolidated financial statements of FDC prepared
in accordance with PFRS and audited by SGV & Co. in accordance with the PSA. The summary financial information
presented below as of September 30, 2019 and for the nine months ended September 30, 2018 and 2019 was derived
from the unaudited interim condensed consolidated financial statements of FDC prepared in accordance with PAS
34. The information below is not necessarily indicative of the results of future operations.
The Group adopted the final version of PFRS 9, Financial Instruments (PFRS 9 (2014)) and PFRS 15, Revenue from
Contracts with Customers using modified retrospective approach of adoption with the initial date of application of
January 1, 2018. Amounts presented in the consolidated statements of financial position and consolidated statements
of income as of and for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016 are based on PFRS 9 (2010) and PAS 39,
Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement (superseded by PFRS 9 (2014)) and PAS 18, Revenue, PAS 11,
Construction Contracts and related Interpretations (superseded by PFRS 15). The comparative financial information
for accounts affected by the adoption of PFRS 9 (2014) and PFRS 15 may not be comparable to the information
presented for 2018. Please refer to Note 2 of the Group’s audited consolidated financial statements, which are
included as an Annex to this Preliminary Prospectus, for the effect of the adoption of PFRS 9 and PFRS 15.
The Group adopted PFRS 16, Leases using the modified retrospective approach with the initial date of application of
January 1, 2019. Amounts presented in the interim consolidated statement of financial position and interim
consolidated statement of income as of and for the nine months ended September 30, 2018 are based on PAS 17,
Leases, IFRIC 4, Determining whether an Arrangement contains a Lease, SIC-15, Operating Leases-Incentives, and
SIC-27, Evaluating the Substance of Transactions Involving the Legal Form of a Lease. The comparative financial
information for accounts affected by the adoption of PFRS 16 may not be comparable to the information presented as
of and for the nine months ended September 30, 2019. Please refer to Note 2 of the Group’s unaudited interim
condensed consolidated financial statements, which are included as an Annex to this Preliminary Prospectus, for the
effect of the adoption of PFRS 16.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME
For the years ended December 31,
2016
(audited)

2017
(audited)

For the nine months ended September 30,

2018
(audited)

2018
(unaudited)

2019
(unaudited)

(millions, except per share figures)
REVENUES
Real estate operations
Sales of lots, condominiums and residential
units ......................................

₱16,406.8

₱17,230.7

₱20,362.8

₱15,254.5

₱16,052.9

Mall and rental revenues .............

3,831.9

4,897.2

6,174.4

4,165.8

5,323.7

Hospitality operations .......................

1,587.4

2,174.5

2,665.5

1,924.5

2,402.7

Banking and financial services ..........

17,684.5

21,494.7

23,794.5

17,428.1

21,381.3

Power operations ..............................

7,510.0

9,942.5

8,630.5

6,273.2

7,712.5

Sugar operations ...............................

2,562.5

2,143.0

2,448.7

2,334.5

2,387.4

49,583.1

57,882.6

64,076.3

47,380.8

55,260.6

Real estate operations .......................

2,358.9

2,437.5

2,236.8

1,670.1

1,207.6

Hospitality operations .......................

41.8

31.9

39.8

31.9

48.4

Banking and financial services ..........

6,525.0

7,197.7

6,212.4

4,380.7

5,666.4

Power operations ..............................

36.0

9.1

659.3

648.8

10.1

Sugar operations ...............................

30.4

31.5

89.2

56.7

28.3

8,992.0

9,707.8

9,237.6

6,788.2

6,960.8

58,575.2

67,590.4

73,313.9

54,169.0

62,221.4

OTHER INCOME

Total Revenues and Other Income
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For the years ended December 31,
2016
(audited)

2017
(audited)

For the nine months ended September 30,

2018
(audited)

2018
(unaudited)

2019
(unaudited)

COSTS
Real estate operations
Sale of lots, condominiums and residential
units ......................................

8,879.9

9,142.7

7,523.9

8,637.3
1,069.7

10,321.9

Mall and rental services ..............

582.3

834.2

880.6

876.8

Hospitality operations .......................

783.8

1,076.8

1,345.2

701.2

833.9

Banking and financial services ..........

2,612.7

3,346.7

4,794.0

3,124.8

6,280.6

Power operations ..............................

6,303.5

7,069.7

4,613.7

2,467.5

3,030.3

Sugar operations ...............................

1,819.1

1,787.1

1,939.0

1,833.8

1,878.7

Other operations................................

631.7

607.5

640.0

494.1

532.1

21,613.0

23,864.7

24,534.5

17,022.2

22,262.6

Real estate operations .......................

₱4,383.3

₱5,045.0

₱6,153.3

₱4,499.7

₱4,952.7

Hospitality operations .......................

910.3

876.8

929.8

1,035.9

1,289.9

Banking and financial services ..........

17,658.6

18,895.7

19,521.0

14,604.6

15,239.2

Power operations ..............................

1,251.3

3,614.7

2,657.6

2,608.7

2,663.3

Sugar operations ...............................

171.9

233.3

346.4

207.7

118.7

Other operations................................

985.7

678.5

1,292.6

776.3

918.1

25,361.1

29,344.0

30,900.7

23,733.0

25,181.8

Total Cost and Expenses .................

46,974.1

53,208.7

55,435.1

40,755.1

47,444.4

INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAX

11,601.1

14,381.7

17,878.8

13,413.8

14,777.0

Current ..............................................

2,576.8

3,243.1

3,907.7

3,503.3

2,695.6

Deferred ............................................

548.3

865.4

547.0

(408.8)

292.5

3,125.1

4,108.4

4,454.7

3,094.5

2,988.2

₱8,476.1

₱10,273.3

₱13,424.0

₱10,319.3

₱11,788.8

₱5,502.7

₱6,612.4

₱9,759.5

₱7,737.3

₱8.976.3

2,973.4

3,660.8

3,664.5

2,582.0

2,812.5

₱8,476.1

₱10,273.3

₱13,424.0

₱10,319.3

₱11,788.8

₱0.59

₱0.71

₱1.13

₱1.19

₱1.38

EXPENSES

PROVISION FOR INCOME TAX

NET INCOME ...............................
Net income attributable to:
Equity holders of the Parent Company
Noncontrolling interest ...............

Basic/Diluted Earnings Per Share Attributable to
the Equity Holders of the Parent Company(1)
...................................................

____________________
Notes:
(1) Basic/Diluted EPS is calculated by dividing net income attributable to equity holders of FDC by the weighted average number of issued and
outstanding Shares during the year and annualized net income attributable to equity holders of FDC by the weighted average number of
issued and outstanding Shares for the quarter ended September 30.

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
As of December 31,
2017
(audited)

2016
(audited)

As of September 30,
2019
(unaudited)

2018
(audited)
(millions)

ASSETS
₱63,478.4

₱75,319.0

₱68,121.3

₱41,475. 5

Real estate operations .........................................................................

25,620.0

21,859.7

4,261.3

4,695.2

Hospitality operations .........................................................................

55.2

92.5

196.6

165.6

Banking and financial services............................................................

187,451.4

209,159.1

231,530.9

247,466.4

Power operations ................................................................................

1,502.6

1,786.0

1,841.5

1,540.7

Sugar operations .................................................................................

115.8

130.0

117.9

119.9

Cash and cash equivalents .........................................................................
Loans and receivables
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As of December 31,
2017
(audited)

2016
(audited)
Financial assets at fair value through profit or
loss (FVTPL) .......................................................................................

5,267.8

7,313.2

As of September 30,
2019
(unaudited)

2018
(audited)
4,338.8

16,979.9

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
(FVTOCI) ...........................................................................................

421.7

404.8

750.3

4,727.7

Investment securities at amortized cost ......................................................

11,129.5

6,472.2

36,510.5

47,672.7

Contract assets...........................................................................................

—

—

11,455.4

9,830.5

Real estate inventories ...............................................................................

56,205.4

65,599.4

80,194.3

82,292.8

Coal, spare parts and other inventories.......................................................

685.2

576.6

691.4

813.1

Investment properties ................................................................................

57,858.5

63,347.1

68,981.8

76,578.2

Property, plant and equipment ...................................................................

42,834.1

45,024.3

44,422.9

43,695.7

Investment in joint ventures .......................................................................

649.8

873.8

734.6

906.4

Independent Power Producer Administrator (IPPA) rights .........................

7,113.4

—

—

—

Right-of-use assets ....................................................................................

—

—

—

7,708.0

Deferred tax assets - net.............................................................................

2,338.3

2,213.1

2,600.8

3,051.6

Goodwill ...................................................................................................

14,151.3

10,381.1

10,381.1

10,381.2

Other assets – net ......................................................................................

21,760.7

22,281.9

23,372.8

22,964.4

Total Assets .............................................................................................

₱498,639.1

₱532,833.6

₱590,504.3

₱623,065.5

Deposit liabilities ......................................................................................

₱221,979.3

₱241,317.2

₱266,926.1

₱271,663.5

Bills and acceptances payable ....................................................................

2,194.6

4,159.7

17,969.9

26,422.7

Accounts payable, accrued expenses and other liabilities ...........................

34,950.3

40,798.5

40,480.4

44,138.1

Liability on IPPA contract .........................................................................

7,530.2

—

—

—

Contract liabilities .....................................................................................

—

—

5,690.7

2,064.2

Long-term debt ..........................................................................................

117,436.0

125,816.4

127,347.5

129,155.7

Income tax payable....................................................................................

486.5

715.1

606.5

956.0

Lease liabilities .........................................................................................

—

—

—

8,479.5

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Liabilities

Retirement liabilities .................................................................................

—

935.0

1,117.1

945.6

Deferred tax liabilities – net.......................................................................

9,172.8

9,962.2

10,684.7

11,562.6

Total Liabilities........................................................................................

₱394,684.2

₱423,704.0

₱470,822.9

₱495,388.1

EQUITY
Equity attributable to equity holders of the Parent Company:
Capital stock – ₱1 par value
Authorized common shares – 15,000,000,000
Authorized preferred shares – 2,000,000,000
Issued common shares – 9,319,872,387 ............................................

₱9,319.9

₱9,319.9

₱9,319.9

₱9,319.9

Treasury shares ......................................................................................

(24.2)

(3,614.5)

(3,614.5)

(3,614.5)

Additional paid-in capital .......................................................................

11,900.0

11,900.0

11,900.0

11,900.0

Retained earnings ...................................................................................

55,872.6

61,820.9

69,970.1

79,384.7
201.4

Other comprehensive income – net of tax
Revaluation reserve on financial assets at FVTOCI...........................

72.6

72.3

118.1

Remeasurement losses on retirement plans .......................................

(181.5)

(70.1)

(152.7)

1.7

Cash flow hedge reserve ...................................................................

(13.9)

(32.7)

34.7

(104.9)

Translation adjustment......................................................................

74.7

0.8

(74.9)

(108.4)

Share in other components of equity in joint ventures .......................

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

Total..........................................................................................................

77,020.8

79,397.3

87,501.4

96,980.7

Noncontrolling interest ..............................................................................

26,934.1

29,732.3

32,179.9

30,696.8

Total Equity ............................................................................................

103,954.9

109,129.6

119,681.3

127,677.4

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY ..................................................

₱498,639.1

₱532,833.6

₱590,504.3

₱623,065.5

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOW
Pursuant to the adoption of certain Interpretations issued by the Philippine Interpretations Committee, the Group
restated certain of its financial statements, including its statements of cash flow for the years ended December 31,
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2016 and 2017. Please see Note 2 of the Group’s consolidated financial statements elsewhere in this Preliminary
Prospectus for more details.
For the years ended December 31,
2016
2017
(audited)
(audited)
2018
(as restated)
(as restated)
(audited)

For the nine months ended
September 30,
2018
(unaudited)

2019
(unaudited)

(millions)
Net cash provided by (used in) operating
activities(1).............................................

₱25,067.2

₱14,837.3

₱26,374.9

₱12,605.0

₱(3,320.8)

Net cash used in investing activities(1) ...

(21,759.5)

(5,555.0)

(41,167.7)

(36,627.6)

(27,035.8)

6,294.5

2,558.3

7,595.1

6,076.8

3,710.7

Net cash provided by financing activities
..............................................................

____________________
Notes:
(1) Please see Note 2 of the Group’s consolidated financial statements elsewhere in this Preliminary Prospectus for more information of the
restatement of net cash provided by operating activities and net cash used in investing activities for the years ended December 31, 2016
and 2017.
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FINANCIAL RATIOS FOR THE GROUP

2016

As of and for the years ended December 31,
2017

As of and for the nine
months ended
September 30,
2019

2018

(₱)

(₱)

(millions, except percentages and per share figures)

Revenues and Other Income .....

₱58,575.2

₱67,590.4

₱73,313.9

₱62,221.4

Gross profit(1) ............................

₱27,970.2

₱34,017.9

₱39,541.9

₱32,998.8

Gross margin(2) (unaudited) ......

56.4%

58.8%

53.9%

59.7%

EBITDA(3) (unaudited) ..............

₱17,293.5

₱22,364.6

₱25,385.1

₱21,728.2

₱8,476.1

₱10,273.3

₱13,424.0

₱11,788.8

Net income ...............................
Net income attributable to equity holders of
FDC ......................................
Capital expenditure(4)
(unaudited) ...........................

₱5,502.7

₱6,612.4

₱9,759.5

₱8,976.3

₱28,614.6

₱27,577.3

₱34,360.0

₱15,198.3

Inventories(5) .............................

₱56,890.6

₱66,176.0

₱80,885.7

₱83,105.8

Current assets – excluding EW(6)

₱63,710.2

₱97,522.8

₱107,033.4

₱116,616.6

Current liabilies – excluding EW(7)
Adjusted total liabilities(8) .........
Return on assets(9) (unaudited) ..
Return on average equity(10) (unaudited)
.............................................
Return on revenues(11)
(unaudited) ...........................
Long-term debt-to-equity ratio(12) (unaudited)
.............................................
Adjusted total liabilities-to-equity ratio(13)
(unaudited) ...........................
Net debt-to-equity ratio(14) (unaudited)
Net debt-to-EBITDA ratio(15) (unaudited)
.............................................
Net book value per share(16) (unaudited)
.............................................
Earnings per share – basic.........
Price earnings ratio(17)
(unaudited) ...........................
Assets-to-equity ratio(18)
(unaudited) ...........................
Current ratio – excluding EW(19) (unaudited)
.............................................
Quick ratio – excluding EW(20) (unaudited)
.............................................
EBITDA to total interest expense(21) (unaudited)
.............................................

₱23,347.3

₱31,427.2

₱18,710.6

₱21,645.4

₱162,980.1

₱178,227.1

₱185,926.9

₱188,822.3

1.7%

2.0%

2.4%

2.6%

8%

10%

12%

12%

14%

15%

18%

19%

1.1

1.2

1.1

1.0

1.6

1.6

1.6

1.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.7

3.1

2.3

2.3

4.0

₱11.16

₱11.72

₱13.84

₱14. 76

0.59

0.71

1.13

₱1.38

13.9x

10.9x

10.5x

9.4x

4.8

4.9

4.9

4.9x

2.7

3.1

5.7

5.4x

0.3

1.0

1.4

1.6x

7.6x

7.2x

6.9x

7.5x

____________________
Notes:
(1) Gross profit represents total revenues (excluding other income) less total costs.
(2)

Gross margin represents gross profit as a percentage of total revenues.

(3)

EBITDA represents net income after adding back interest expense (excluding accretion expense on liability on IPPA contract and financial
liability on lease contract) , depreciation and amortization and provision for income tax, as adjusted for eliminating entries across business
segments. EBITDA is not required by, and is not a measure of performance under, PFRS. Investors should not consider EBITDA in isolation
or as an alternative to operating income or net income as an indicator of the Group’s operating performance or to cash flow from operating,
investing and financing activities as a measure of liquidity, or any other measures of performance under PFRS. Because there are various
EBITDA calculation methods, the Group’s presentation of EBITDA may not be comparable to similarly titled measures used by other
companies.
The following table shows a reconciliation of EBITDA to the Group’s net income for the periods stated:
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As of and for the nine months
ended September 30,
2019

As of and for the years ended December 31,
2016
2017
2018

(millions, except percentages and per share figures)
₱8,476.1

₱10,273.3

₱13,424.0

₱11,788.8

Interest expense(a) ...........

2,269.7

3,120.3

3,660.4

2,890.2

Depreciation and amortization

3,422.6

4,862.6

3,846.0

4,061.0

Provision for income tax

3,125.1

4,108.4

4,454.7

2,988.2

EBITDA ..................................

₱17,293.5

₱22,364.6

₱25,385.1

₱21,728.2

Net income .........................
Plus:

____________________
Note:
(a)

Excluding accretion expense on liability on IPPA contract and financial liability on lease contract (see Note 29 of the Group’s audited
consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2018 elsewhere in this Preliminary Prospectus).

(4)

Capital expenditures pertain to actual additions to land acquistions, residential developments, investment properties and property, plant and
equipment.

(5)

Inventories is computed as the sum of real estate inventories and coal, spare parts and other inventories.

2016

As of December 31,
2017

2018

As of
September 30,
2019

(in millions)
Real estate inventories
Lots, condominium and residential units for sale(a)
...................................................................
Land and land development(b) ....................
Coal, spare parts and other inventories ...........

₱29,359.2
9,124.4
685.2

₱37,222.4
28,377.0
576.6

₱45,868.6
34,325.7
691.4

₱47,260.7
35,032.0
813.1

Total inventories ...........................................

₱39,168.8

₱66,176.0

₱80,885.7

₱83,105.8

____________________
Note:

(6)

(a)

Presented as real estate inventories in the consolidated statement of financial position as of December 31, 2016.

(b)

The Group adopted PIC Q&A 2018-11, Classification of Land by Real Estate Developer starting January 1, 2017. The impact of
adoption is applied retrospectively which resulted in land and land development, previously presented as noncurrent asset to be
reclassified as current asset under “Real estate inventories” in the consolidated statement of financial position as of December 31,
2017. Land and land development as of December 31, 2016 presented in the table above is exclusive of noncurrent portion amounting
to ₱17,721.8 million.

Current assets excluding EW is computed as total consolidated current assets after deducting total current assets of EW. The following table
shows the reconciliation of current assets excluding EW to the total current assets:

2016

As of December 31,
2017

2018

As of
September 30,
2019

(in millions)

(7)

Current assets - excluding EW .......................
Current assets - EW ........................................

₱63,710.2
163,360.1

₱97,522.8
161,740.0

₱107,033.4
181,780.2

₱116,616.6
176,775.2

Total current assets ......................................

₱227,070.3

₱259,262.8

₱288,813.6

₱293,391.8

Current liabilities excluding EW is computed as total consolidated current liabilities after deducting total current liabilities of EW. The
following table shows the reconciliation of current liabilities excluding EW to the total current liabilities:
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2016

As of December 31,
2017

2018

As of
September 30,
2019

(in millions)

(8)

Current liabilities - excluding EW ..................

₱23,347.3

₱31,427.2

₱18,710.6

₱21,645.4

Current liabilities - EW ..................................

216,209.9

227,937.0

286,115.7

312,053.5

Total current liabilities.................................

₱239,557.2

₱259,364.2

₱304,826.3

₱333,698.9

Adjusted total liabilities is computed as the total liabilities after deducting deposit liabilities, bills and acceptance payable, lease liabilities
and liability on IPPA contract. The following table shows the reconciliation of total liabilities to adjusted total liabilities:

2016
Total liabilities .......................................
Less:
Deposit liabilities ......................................
Bills and acceptance payable......................
Liability on IPPA contract..........................
Lease liabilities
Adjusted total liabilities ...............................

(9)

₱394,684.2

As of December 31,
2017

2018

(in millions)
₱423,704.0
₱470,822.9

As of
September 30,
2019
₱495,388.1

221,979.3
2,194.6
7,530.2
–

241,317.2
4,159.7
–
–

266,926.1
17,969.9
–
–

271,663.5
26,422.7
–
8,479.5

₱162,980.1

₱178,227.1

₱185,926.9

₱188,822.3

Return on assets for the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 is computed as net income divided by average assets. Return on
assets for the period ended September 30, 2019 is computed as annualized net income divided by adjusted assets. Adjusted assets is computed
as average assets less net income for the period plus annualized net income.

(10) Return on average equity for the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 is computed as net income divided by average equity. Return
on average equity for the period ended September 30, 2019 is computed as annualized net income divided by adjusted equity. Adjusted equity
is computed as average equity less net income for the period plus annualized net income.
(11) Return on revenue is computed as net income divided by total revenue and other income.
(12) Long-term debt-to-equity ratio is computed as total long-term debt divided by total equity.
(13) Total liabilities-to-equity ratio is computed as total liabilities (excluding deposit liabilities, bills and acceptance payable, lease liabilities and
liability on IPPA contract) divided by total equity.
(14) Net debt-to-equity ratio is computed as the sum of long-term debt and short-term debt less cash and cash equivalents, divided by total equity
(including non-controlling interest in a consolidated entity).
(15) Net debt-to-EBITDA ratio is computed as the sum of long-term debt and short-term debt less cash and cash equivalents, divided by EBITDA.
(16) Net book value per share is computed as total equity divided by the total number of outstanding Shares as of the last day of the relevant
accounting period.
(17) Price earnings ratio is computed as closing price of the Parent Company’s shares of stock divided by actual earnings per share for the years
ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, and annualized earnings per share for the quarter ended September 30, 2019.
(18) Assets-to-equity ratio is computed as total assets divided by equity.
(19) Current ratio – excluding EW is computed as current assets – excluding EW divided by current liabilities – excluding EW.
(20) Quick ratio – excluding EW is computed as current assets excluding EW less Inventories divided by current liabilities excluding EW.
(21) EBITDA to total interest expense is computed as EBITDA divided by total interest expense (excluding accretion expense on liability on IPPA
contract and financial liability on lease contract).
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and
Results of Operations
The following discussion of the Group’s recent financial results should be read in conjunction with the auditors’
reports and the Group’s consolidated financial statements and notes thereto contained in this Preliminary Prospectus
and the section entitled “Summary Consolidated Financial Information.” The summary financial information
presented below as of and for the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 was derived from the consolidated
financial statements of FDC, prepared in accordance with PFRS and audited by SGV & Co. in accordance with the
PSA. The summary financial information presented below as of September 30, 2019 and for the nine months ended
September 30, 2018 and 2019 was derived from the unaudited interim condensed consolidated financial statements
of FDC prepared in accordance with PAS 34.
This discussion contains forward-looking statements and reflects the current views of the Group with respect to future
events and financial performance. Actual results may differ materially from those anticipated in these forwardlooking statements as a result of certain factors such as those set forth in the section entitled “Risk Factors” and
elsewhere in this Preliminary Prospectus.
OVERVIEW
The Group is one of the Philippines’ leading conglomerates and focuses on the “middle market” segment of the
Philippine economy, which it believes is underserved and has continuing high growth potential. For its four decade
long history, its businesses have been pioneers in their respective industries, sustaining the Group’s overall growth
targets. The Group’s principal businesses comprise real estate, hospitality, banking and financial services, power and
sugar.
Real Estate Operations
The Group’s real estate business has been active for over 40 years and is a leader in the affordable and middle income
real estate segment. The Group has an established brand name and reputation in real estate, combining sales of lots
and other residential developments with a growing commercial and mall leasing portfolio. The Group was a pioneer
in focusing on the incentive-laden BPO industry, as well as one of the first companies to develop large-scale, masterplanned leisure townships such as Filinvest City, a CBD in southern Metro Manila. The Group has also accumulated
a considerable land bank in strategic locations, comprising some of the largest contiguous areas of developable land
in the country, laying a foundation for continued growth.
Hospitality Operations
The Group has taken advantage of the strong growth in Philippine tourism and the economy more generally to grow
its hospitality business and thereby strengthen the Group’s recurring income base. In a relatively short time, the Group
believes it has built strong hospitality brands which cater to different segments of the market. The Group’s hospitality
business also features an independent property management arm, which complements its core hospitality operations
business. In April 2018, following the award of a provisional gaming license by the PAGCOR, the Group is planning
to extend the scope of its hospitality business to include an integrated resort within the Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure
City development.
Banking and Financial Services
EW is a universal bank primarily focused on high margin consumer lending, which has grown in recent years along
with the Philippine economy. Supported by an expanded and strategically located store network, EW offers
differentiated services tailored to mid-market corporates and retail customers. In addition, EW has expanded its overall
product offerings and lending portfolio in the consumer and middle-market banking sector through, among others,
various acquisitions and joint ventures, the latest of which was a joint venture with Ageas to provide bancassurance
services.
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Power Operations
The Group’s subsidiary FDCUI operates a 405 MW (3 x 135 MW) clean coal power plant in Mindanao, with power
supply agreements for a total of 302 MW as of September 30, 2019 with 17 distribution utilities and two industrial
customers. FDCUI’s power plant features CFB clean coal technology, and has capacity for further expansion which
the Group believes ideally positions the plant to take advantage of the growing market demand for power in Mindanao.
FDCUI also has a RES license which allows it to trade electricity and cater to contestable customers under the RCOA
regime of the Government.
Sugar Operations
The Group owns and operates sugar mills and refineries, and also develops owned or leased farmland into corporate
sugarcane farms, all in Mindanao. The Group’s Sugar Subsidiaries have a combined milling capacity of 11,500 TCD
and a refining capacity of 600 MT of refined sugar per day.
FACTORS AFFECTING RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
The Group’s results of operations are affected by a variety of factors. Set out below is a discussion of the most
significant factors that have affected the Group’s results in the past and which the Group expects to affect its financial
results in the future. Factors other than those set forth below could also have a significant impact on the Group’s
results of operations and financial condition in the future.
General Economic Conditions in the Philippines
The Group derives substantially all of its revenue from its operations in the Philippines. Accordingly, the Group is
heavily dependent on the state of the Philippine economy generally, and specifically the Philippine property, banking,
sugar, power and hospitality markets. Generally, the Group’s operations have followed the trend of the Philippine
economy, and has enjoyed good results in the past few years of Philippine GDP and consumption growth. The
Philippine property market has in the past been cyclical and property values have been affected by the rate of economic
growth in the Philippines. The Group’s banking and financial services business depends on revenue from EW’s
portfolio of deposits and loans with customers in the retail, SME and corporate banking markets, the revenues of
which are directly affected by general economic conditions in the Philippines. Further, the Group’s leasing and
hospitality operations growth depends, on several other factors, including the increase in international and domestic
tourism (with respect to hospitality operations), the continued growth of the BPO sector (with respect to office leasing),
the completion of the Government’s planned transportation infrastructure projects for improved access, and the
general political stability and security situation in the Philippines. The Group is also exposed to market factors in the
Philippines, including, but not limited to, the general level of interest rates, the foreign currency exchange value of
the peso, inflation and commodities prices. Such factors can have varying effects on the demand for the Group’s real
estate products, the Group’s cost of real estate development, demand for power generated by FDCUI’s power plant,
EW’s cost of funds and net interest income, the Sugar Subsidiaries revenue and costs and demand for the Group’s
hospitality services. See “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Philippines.”
Regulatory Framework Affecting the Group’s Operations
Each of the Group’s businesses is highly regulated and the Group’s results of operations are highly affected by the
applicable regulatory framework and any changes that may be enacted. See “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the
Group’s Businesses—The Group’s businesses are highly regulated and Government policies and regulations could
adversely affect the Group’s operations and profitability” and “Regulatory and Environmental Matters.” The foremost
of these factors are with respect to the tax and fiscal incentive regimes prevailing with respect to each of the Group’s
businesses–the Group’s businesses which enjoy certain tax holidays and other incentives have demonstrated strong
results, with a corresponding adjustment when such incentives expire. Moreover, the implementation of new tax
statutes and regulations, such as the first phase of the TRAIN Law, may also affect the results of certain of the Group’s
subsidiaries and other businesses from time to time.
Real Estate
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The Philippine property development industry is highly regulated at the national and local levels, including with
respect to the suitability of building sites, road access, necessary community facilities, open spaces, water supply,
sewage disposal systems, electricity supply, environmental suitability, lot sizes, size of housing blocks and house
construction, allocation of projects for socialized housing and customers’ ability to have their down payments
refunded. The Group currently enjoys a variety of tax incentives, including with respect to low cost and socialized
housing projects. See “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Group’s Real Estate and Hospitality Businesses— The
loss of certain tax exemptions and incentives will increase the Real Estate Companies’ tax liability and decrease any
profits the Real Estate Companies might have in the future.”
Hospitality
The Group’s hospitality business is subject to a wide range of Government laws, rules and regulations covering project
delivery, construction and operation. Permits and clearances are issued based on local zoning considerations,
environmental laws, and construction-related guidelines, varying from one municipality to another. These include
Environmental Compliance Certificates (“ECCs”) issued by DENR, permits issued by various local governments
(e.g., locational clearance, barangay clearance, development permit, occupancy permits, and operating permits) and
accreditations issued by the Department of Tourism (“DOT”). Obtaining regulatory permits, licenses and approvals
can take a significant amount of time which could adversely delay or hinder the development and operation of the
projects.
Banking and Financial Services
The Philippine banking industry is highly regulated by the BSP and operates within a framework that includes
guidelines on capital adequacy, corporate governance, management, anti-money laundering and provisioning for
NPLs. BSP Circular No. 781 sets out the Basel III implementing guidelines, which requires a more stringent capital
adequacy structure. In addition, EW is subject to certain tax rules specific to financial institutions.
Power Generation
The power business and its customers are subject to strict regulation in the Philippines. Several Government agencies,
such as the ERC, the DOE, the DENR and LGUs regulate the power generation industry such that any perceived
violation or any amendments to existing rules and regulations or other newly enacted rules and regulations could
adversely delay or entirely hinder the development of projects. Further, the development and operation of power
plants require an ECC from the DENR.
Sugar
The Philippine sugar production industry is highly regulated by the SRA, and operates within a framework that
includes guidelines on production quotas; domestic, export and reserve allocations; issuing evidence of ownership
with respect to specified quantities of sugar (“quedanning”), distribution and withdrawals of various forms of sugar
from warehouses, payment of advance tax before withdrawal of refined sugar, issuing permits and licenses and
collecting corresponding fees and levies on the processing and manufacture of sugar and its by-products and other
products derived from sugarcane and sugar. Furthermore, RA 9367, which regulates biofuels, was enacted in 2006
and may result in the diversion of sugarcane away from sugar mills and refining facilities or could potentially result
in farmers increasing sugarcane production beyond that which is required to produce ethanol. See “Regulatory and
Environmental Matters — Biofuels Act of 2006.”
Product Mix and Target Customers
The Group’s results of operations and margins are affected by the products it focuses on with respect to its different
businesses, certain of which have higher margins than others. Similarly, the Group’s focus on a particular customer
segment in relation to its businesses may also affect its aggregate financial results. For example, with respect to its
real estate business, the Group has focused on OFWs, young professionals and new couples, a growing segment of
the market with high disposable income. If the Group increased focus on other segments of the market such as those
in higher income brackets, its margins may improve but its sales volumes may also adjust. In banking and financial
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services, EW has begun to aim to rebalance its cost of funding by targeting more low cost deposits at competitive
prices, rather than more expensive time deposits. Any further changes in its funding mix or its loan portfolio may
affect its results of operations from time to time. In power, while its core revenue stream of sales of power pursuant
to its power supply agreements are at relatively steady prices, the Group looks to increase its sales of retail electricity
in line with its RES license and its results of operations could be affected as it depends on the price it is able to sell
such electricity into the market. With respect to its sugar business, the Group’s efforts to shift its product mix to
predominantly raw sugar and decrease its output of refined sugar due to unfavorable tax treatment of the latter product
has, and may continue to affect its results of operations from time to time. Any of these factors, when combined with
each other or by themselves depending on extent and scale, may have an effect on the Group’s financial results from
time to time.
Factors Affecting the Group’s Real Estate Business
Demand for Residential Home Ownership and for the Group’s Products
For its residential housing and land development business, the Group has benefited from greater demand for residential
homes resulting from, among other factors, the growth of the Philippine economy and strong levels of OFW
remittances and increasing demand from expatriate Filipinos. In response to these developments, the Group has
increased the number of its housing and land development projects, particularly projects within the affordable and
middle-income sectors favored by first-time home buyers, OFWs and expatriate Filipinos. The Group has developed
innovative residential projects, such as farm estates and entrepreneurial communities, to address potential demand
from specific target markets. In response to growing demand from young professionals and new couples, FLI has in
recent years focused on MRB projects, which accounted for 41% and 45% of FLI’s real estate pre-sales in the year
ended December 31, 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2019, respectively.
Consumer Tastes and Trends in the Philippine Retail Sector
Through its ownership of Filinvest Lifemalls, FLI is subject to risks relating to the Philippine shopping mall business
and to the Philippine retail sector, including risks relating to adverse changes in the Philippine economy. In addition,
the Group’s retail leasing operations expose the Group to conditions in the retail market, including with respect to
retail properties at Filinvest City, many of which require regular format updates and new products in order to adapt to
evolving consumer preferences, changing lifestyles and consumption trends.
Demand for Office Space by BPO Firms
The performances of FAI, FAC, CPI, FCI and FMI are driven principally by increased demand for office space from
corporates, call centers and other BPO operators in the Philippines, including POGOs. Demand for office space by
BPO firms is largely determined by, among other factors, overall levels of business activity worldwide and the relative
cost of operating BPO facilities in the Philippines compared to other countries, such as India. In addition, demand for
the Group’s commercial office space is affected by the relative cost of rents as compared to those owned by
competitors such as Megaworld Corporation, SM Prime Holdings, Inc., Ayala Land, Inc. and Robinsons Land, Inc.,
by the supply of available office space in competing business districts (such as in the Makati City, Bonifacio Global
City and Ortigas Center business districts) and by the number of corporates and BPO firms that are willing to set up
in the areas where the Group’s commercial properties are located. In recent years, the increase in POGOs has helped
to maintain the demand for the Group’s commercial office space.
Competition in the Real Estate Development Industry
The Group faces significant competition in the Philippine real estate development market. In particular, the Group
competes with other developers in locating and acquiring, or entering into joint venture arrangements to develop,
parcels of land of suitable size in attractive locations and at affordable prices. This is particularly true for land located
in Metro Manila and its surrounding areas, as well as in urbanized areas throughout the Philippines. The Group’s
continued growth also depends in large part on its ability either to acquire quality land at attractive prices or to enter
into joint venture agreements with land owning partners under terms that can yield reasonable returns. Based on the
Group’s current development plans to build 11 new hotels in the next five years, the Group believes that its land
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reserves of approximately 9.6 hectares as of September 30, 2019 is sufficient for its property developments for the
next several years, which are estimated to require a total of 15.5 hectares of land. If the Philippine economy continues
to grow and if demand for residential properties remains relatively strong, the Group expects that competition among
developers for land reserves that are suitable for property development (whether through acquisitions or joint venture
agreements) will intensify and that land acquisition costs, and its cost of sales, will increase as a result. See “Risk
Factors — Risks Relating to the Group’s Businesses — The Group operates in competitive industries, which could
limit the Group’s ability to maintain or increase its market share and maintain profitability” and “Business —
Operation of the Real Estate Companies — Competition.”
Access to and Cost of Financing for the Group and its Customers
The ability of the Group and its customers to obtain financing, as well as the cost of such financing, affects the Group’s
business and demand for its products. For example:


As a property developer, the Group has a relatively high level of medium-term and long-term debt, which it uses
to fund its property developments and in-house financing program, and which is subject to fluctuations in interest
rates. Higher interest rates make it more expensive for the Group to borrow funds to finance its business
expansion and increase the cost of the Group’s existing debt.



The Group’s access to capital and its cost of financing are affected by restrictions, such as SBLs, imposed by the
BSP on bank lending, and appetite for the retail treasury bond market.



A substantial portion of the Group’s customers procure financing to fund their purchases, whether from banks
and other financial institutions or by using the Group’s in-house financing facilities. Increased interest rates make
financing, and therefore purchases of real estate, more expensive, which could adversely affect demand for the
Group’s residential projects. Poor economic conditions within the Philippines or abroad can reduce the
availability of mortgage financing.



If the Government continues to increase its borrowing levels in the domestic currency market, this could increase
the interest rates charged by banks and other financial institutions and also reduce the amount of bank financing
available to prospective property purchasers and to real estate developers such as the Group. Any lack of access
to financing or increase in funding costs could negatively impact both the Group’s plans to expand and develop
its business and the ability of potential customers to obtain financing for property purchases.

Availability of Contractors and Prices of Construction Materials
The Group’s ability to complete its properties for sale, investment properties for leasing and its hotel developments is
affected by the availability of suitable and qualified independent contractors in various cities, municipalities and
provinces across the Philippines. While the Group has its own construction company subsidiary, Dream Builders Pro,
Inc., the Group relies on independent contractors to provide various services, including land clearing and infrastructure
development, various construction projects and building and property fitting-out works. It may be difficult for the
Group to find suitable and qualified contractors who are willing to undertake a particular project within the Group’s
budget, which could result in cost increases and/or project delays. Further, while the Group attempts to fix the cost
of the materials component in its construction contracts which do not require the Group to supply its own materials,
in cases where demand for steel, timber and cement are high or when there are shortages in supply, the contractors the
Group hires for construction or development work may be compelled to raise their contract prices. As a result, rising
costs as a result of the unavailability or high demand for suitable and qualified independent contractors or for any
construction materials will impact the Group’s construction costs, cost of sales and the price for its products. Any
increase in prices resulting from higher construction costs could adversely affect demand for the Group’s products
and the relative affordability of such products as compared to competitors’ products. This could reduce the Group’s
real estate sales.
Factors Affecting the Group’s Hospitality Business
Tourism in the Philippines and the Success of the Group’s Existing and Planned Hotels
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The Group through its hospitality business continues to invest in the development and operations of leisure properties
in established and upcoming mass tourist destinations. These locations are driven by domestic and foreign arrivals,
fueled geographic growth, rising consumer purchasing power and digital innovation leading to increased offerings on
customer leisure experiences and increased spending per guest. The tourism market in the Philippines is affected by
general economic conditions in addition to political and social conditions in the Philippines, infrastructure and
government policy with respect to attracting tourists. The Group’s ability to attract tourists to its existing and planned
hotels is expected to be correlated to the success of the Crimson, Quest or Grafik brands, and the management
strategies adopted by CHI.
Domestic tourism growth is primarily driven by the country’s rising middle class and working population who have
increasing purchasing power and accessibility to budget flights and other travel options according to Euromonitor
International. The Department of Tourism estimates that domestic tourism has grown at a five-year CAGR of 10%,
with over 73 million trips recorded for domestic tourists in 2017 alone. Domestic tourism is further spurred by the
growing segment of millennials with increasing disposable income and affinity for travel experience. The Philippines
has a young population, with only 27% above 40 years old based on data from the United Nations and the Philippine
Statistics Authority, who not only participate in domestic travel but are also able to fulfill the demand for labor in the
tourism sector. Further, connectivity between tourist destinations has and is expected to continue to increase due to
infrastructure improvements in the country, from additional domestic routes, new airport terminals, increased airport
terminal capacity and newly built or rehabilitated roads, bridges, ports and other transportation infrastructure through
the Government’s allocation of ₱8 trillion to priority infrastructure improvements, which is roughly 30% of the total
government budget according to the Department of Budget and Management. Because of the growth in domestic
tourism, the DOT indicates in its National Tourism Development Plan that there is a supply gap of 70,000 rooms.
International tourist arrivals have also been growing at a five-year 7% CAGR. South East Asia remains the fastest
growing region in the world with over 8% growth in arrivals. Key foreign markets for Philippine tourism include
South Korea, China, the United States and Japan, as they constitute 63.3% of foreign visitor arrivals in 2018 in
aggregate, according to the DOT. Total foreign visitor arrivals grew at a 10.0% CAGR from 2015 to 2018, with
Chinese arrivals exhibiting the fastest growth among all the regions with a CAGR of 36.7%.
Factors Affecting the Group’s Banking and Financial Services Business
Interest Rates
In recent years, the Philippine Government reduced its borrowings and its budget deficit, achieved in part through
Government improvements in cash and revenue management as well as various privatization programs. The 91-day
Treasury bill rates have increased from an average rate of 1.500% in 2016 to an average rate of 3.539% in 2018. The
average 91-day Treasury bill rate for September 2019 was 3.283%. The interbank call loan rate, which is the rate on
loans among Philippine banks for periods less than 24 hours, primarily for the purpose of covering reserve
deficiencies, has increased from an average rate of 2.525% in 2016 to 2.730% in 2017 and 2018. Commercial lending
interest rates in the Philippines have generally followed the trends in Government borrowing rates, moving from an
average range of 4.300% to 6.671% in 2016, 4.137% to 6.492% in 2017, and 4.573% to 7.109% in 2018 based on data
from the BSP. The following tables set out certain domestic interest rates for the periods indicated:
For the
nine
months
ended
September
For the year ended December 31,
30,
2016
2017
2018
2019
(weighted averages per period)
91-day Treasury bill rates ...............................................
Interbank call loan rate(1) ...............................................
Philippine commercial bank average lending rates(2) .....
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1.500%
2.525%
5.642%

2.147%
2.730%
5.630%

3.539%
3.734%
6.139%

3.283%
[●]%
[●]%

_____________________
Source: BSP
Notes:
(1)

Rate on loans among Philippine banks for periods less than 24 hours.

(2)

Range of monthly rates reflect the annual percentage equivalent of all commercial banks’ actual monthly interest income on
Peso-denominated loans to the total outstanding level of the Peso-denominated demand/time loans, bills discounted, mortgage contract
receivables and restructured loans.

Fluctuations in domestic market interest rates can have a significant impact on the Bank by affecting the Bank’s
interest income, cost of funding and general performance of its existing loan portfolio and other assets. For instance,
when commercial lending rates increase, the increase in potential yields on new loans can be a strong incentive to the
Bank to increase the size of its loan portfolio. However, rising commercial lending rates can also adversely affect the
Bank’s business. Increased lending rates can result in higher cost of funding for the Bank, particularly increased
interest rates payable on deposits. Increased cost of borrowing on floating rate loans can also negatively affect the
Bank’s business by increasing default rates among the Bank’s borrowers, which could in turn lead to increases in the
Bank’s non-performing loan portfolio and increases in its ROPA. Finally, continued increases in market interest rates
could adversely affect the liquidity levels of the Bank and the Philippine banking market in general, which have
recently been supported by the relatively low interest rate environment in the Philippines. Decreasing interest rates
have the opposite effects of those described above. However, the Bank maintains a relatively high proportion of
consumer loans, at 70.2% of gross loans as of December 31, 2018 and [●]% of gross loans as of September 30, 2019,
which helps lessen the overall adverse impact from falling market interest rates as rates for consumer loans are
predominantly fixed and do not adjust downward when interest rates fall. The Bank actively manages its assets and
liabilities to maximize income and minimize cost of funding, as well as to ensure that exposure to fluctuations in
interest rates is kept within acceptable limits.
Liquidity
The Philippine banking sector has seen marginally decreasing liquidity in 2018. Among universal and commercial
banks, systemic gross loans to total deposits increased from 74.12% as of December 31, 2017 to 77.77% as of
December 31, 2018 and [●]% as of September 30, 2019, based on data from the BSP. This trend of decreasing liquidity
has tended to decrease competition for loans, as banks have decreased lending capacities, thereby driving up yields,
while increasing funding costs.
Drivers of this decrease in liquidity include the increase in BSP lending rates and the considerable pressure on banks'
margins. From December 31, 2017 to September 30, 2019, Overnight Deposit Facility and Term Deposit Facility
balances held by the BSP decreased from ₱186.4 billion to ₱[●] billion (preliminary figure), a decrease of
approximately [●]%. Over the same period, deposits of Philippine universal and commercial banks increased from
₱10.6 trillion to ₱[●] trillion, an increase of approximately [●]%.
Inflation
The Philippines reports inflation as the annual percentage change in the consumer price index, which measures the
average price of a standard “basket” of goods and services used by a typical consumer. The producer price index
measures the average change in selling prices received by domestic producers for their output. Based on the CPI
basket, average Official Headline Inflation was 5.2% in 2018 on a year-on-year basis, increasing from 2.9% in 2017.
However, as of the second quarter of 2019, inflation against the first quarter of 2019 was [●]%, decreasing from [●]%
in the first quarter of 2019 against the fourth quarter of 2018. The movement in price during the period resulted
primarily from the annual decreases in the indices of housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels and transport.
Contributing also to the downtrend were the lower annual increments in the indices of food and non-alcoholic
beverages; alcoholic beverages and tobacco; furnishing, household equipment and routine maintenance of the house;
health; and recreation and culture according to the Philippine National Statistics Office.

Consumer Price Index (based on 2012 CPI)..........................
Increase over previous year ...................................................
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2016
108.4
1.3%

2017
111.5
2.9%

2018
117.3
5.2%

2016
Producer Price Index for manufacturing
(based on 2000 CPI) ...........................................................
Increase (decrease) over previous year ..................................

134.1
(4.9%)

2017
132.9
(0.9%)

2018
133.8
0.7%

_____________________
Source: National Statistics Office and the BSP

The consumer price index has been on an increasing trend for the past three years. The producer price index has
experienced volatility as costs of imported inputs for the manufacturing sector fluctuated. The Philippines has
experienced significant increases in inflation rates in the past. Recent increases in cash inflows from foreign investors,
as well as recent positive trends in the economic growth rates in the Philippines, may contribute to increasing inflation
rates in the Philippines in the near future. Philippine inflation has also been historically vulnerable to fluctuations in
the global energy and commodity prices. Continued increases in inflation rates in the Philippines could materially
adversely affect the Philippine economy and also adversely affect the Bank’s financial condition and results of
operations. In addition, high rates of inflation in the Philippine economy could also impact the Bank’s ability to
sustain profitable net interest margins because it could lower the demand for loans, discourage diversification of the
Bank’s loan portfolio or require the Bank to increase the costs of its deposits.
Philippine consumer market
As of December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and September 30, 2019, consumer loans comprised 68.0%, 71.6%, 70.2%
and 73.0% of EW’s gross loans net of unearned interest and discounts (“UID”), respectively. EW has expanded and
plans to continue to expand its consumer loan operations, including auto loans which comprised 37.8% of EW’s gross
loans as of September 30, 2019, as well as credit card and other unsecured loans. Such expansions increase EW’s
exposure to changes in general economic conditions affecting Philippine consumers, which in turn affect consumer
debt. Accordingly, economic difficulties in the Philippines that have a significant adverse effect on Philippine
consumers could result in reduced growth and deterioration in the credit quality of EW’s personal loan portfolios. See
“Risk Factors – Risks Relating to the Group’s Banking and Financial Services Business – Increased exposure to
consumer debt could result in increased delinquencies in EW’s loan portfolios.”
Philippine real estate market
The Philippine real estate sector has shown sustained gains in the last few years due largely to increased remittances
from OFWs, a boom in the business process outsourcing and call center businesses, and relatively lower interest rates.
Growth and developments are most pronounced in the residential houses and condominiums, office and commercial
buildings, and shopping malls/centers sub-sectors. A well performing Philippine property market may lead to an
increase in the Bank’s loan book, whereas a poor performing property market may lead to an increase in NPLs.
While the Bank does not have a significantly large portfolio of foreclosed assets, the resurgence of the property market
gives the Bank the opportunity to increase asset disposals at higher prices.
Competition in the Banking and Finance Industry
The Philippine banking industry is characterized by a high level of regulation and highly competitive price and service
offerings. The Bank competes against domestic and foreign banks which offer similar products and services as the
Bank. Competition with other banks has and will continue to affect the cost of the Bank’s funding and the Bank’s
ability to increase its market share of loans and deposits. The Bank also faces increasing competition in its target
growth areas such as mid-market corporates, consumer loans, fixed-income distribution and cash management
services. Some of the Bank’s competitors are bigger domestic banks with more established operations and banking
presence across the country. These banks benefit from economies of scale and a wider distribution network, although
their size and maturity may cause them to be less able to adapt to major economic or regulatory changes. The
liberalization of foreign participation in the Philippine banking industry has resulted in increased competition. Since
liberalization, foreign banks have expanded from their traditional focus on Metro Manila and large-scale corporations
to building their own networks to increase market share, primarily through acquisitions of small domestic savings
banks. Foreign banks tend to benefit from the support of their parent companies or established regional operations
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but they are limited by local regulations to a maximum of six Philippine branches in order to protect the growth and
participation of local banks. An increase in competition from foreign banks could adversely affect the Bank’s results
of operations and financial condition.
The Philippine banking system is composed of a total of 46 universal and commercial banks of which 17 are domestic
private universal and commercial banks, three are government banks and 26 are branches and subsidiaries of foreign
banks, as of September 30, 2019. The larger local private universal banks have branches and remittance offices abroad
while the rest of the banks in the industry compete primarily in the domestic market, serving their respective mix of
corporate, middle market and retail clients.
Successful Implementation of Optimization Strategy
The Bank’s recurring income has significantly increased during the past few years, in line with the asset growth that
it has experienced alongside the increase in the Bank’s number of stores in the past few years. In 2019, the Bank
intends to further this growth strategy through the optimization of its store network to increase distribution of the
Bank’s products and services. The Bank’s net interest income was at ₱15,071.8 million, ₱18,148.0 million,
₱19,000.5 million and ₱15,100.7 million for the year ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and for the nine
months ended September 30, 2019, respectively, which represented 69.8%, 71.6%, 75.4% and 72.7%% of total
operating income for the respective periods. The Bank seeks to sustain this trajectory by focusing on booking good
quality assets and broadening the suite of products offered and sold to customers in the Bank’s stores. EW plans to
target a loan portfolio mix consisting approximately of 50% to consumer loans and 50% to mid-market and big
corporate loans, in line with EW’s goal to equally balance its loan exposure between general economic risk and
counterparty specific risk.
On the liability side, the Bank intends to manage its cost of funds (interest expense) by generating more low cost
deposits that are priced competitively. The Bank is actively managing its liabilities by increasing its deposit base and
reducing its cost of deposits. The Bank believes that its focus on growing its low cost deposit base will provide a
stable and reliable funding source which the Bank believes may enable it to improve its net interest margin as well as
earning fees from these deposit accounts. In the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended
September 30, 2019, the Bank’s cost of funds ratio stood at 1. 4%, 1. 8% and 2.8 %, respectively. The Bank’s low
cost funds (which consists of demand deposits and savings deposits) accounted for 55.4%, 50.5% and 57.6% of deposit
liabilities as of December 31, 2017 and 2018 and September 30, 2019, respectively. As of September 30, 2019, the
balance of the Bank’s consumer lending portfolio was ₱192,993.2 million. The extent to which the Bank is successful
in implementing the foregoing strategies is a significant factor expected to affect the Bank’s results of operations.
Factors Affecting the Group’s Power Business
Maintaining contractual availability levels and successfully contracting excess capacity
The Group sells power by contracting capacity and energy to offtakers under power supply agreements. The
agreements specify a contracted capacity per offtaker, with a corresponding minimum contracted energy. The Group
is bound to make available, and the clients are bound to pay for, the specified capacity and energy. The Group’s
agreements allow for downtime for maintenance and repairs in order for the contracted capacity to be available to its
clients. If the Group is unable to supply the minimum contracted energy, the Group’s results of operations will be
adversely impacted. Further, the Group’s ability to grow its future revenue from its power business will depend, in
part, on its ability to successfully contract out its excess capacity to new and existing offtakers (subject to the terms
of the Group’s current agreements). Currently, the Group’s coal power plant has a gross capacity of 405 MW
(comprising the existing 3 x 135 MW, which is expandable by another 2 x 135 MW units). As of September 30, 2019,
the Group has entered into power supply agreements for 302 MW with 17 distribution utilities and two industrial
customers in Mindanao. See “Business—Power Operations—Plant OffTake.” The plant has available uncontracted
capacity of 67 MW, which is net of station use of 36 MW. The WESM and RCOA regime is not currently operational
in Mindanao which prevents the Group from unloading excess capacity through the spot market or to contestable
customers. The WESM and RCOA regime is expected to be implemented in 2021, although the implementation has
historically been subject to several delays.
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The Group believes that its location in Mindanao, and specifically in the PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate (an area of
approximately 6,000 hectares, of which approximately 3,000 hectares are registered development areas) in Villanueva,
Misamis Oriental which is administered by the PHIVIDEC Industrial Authority, a Government-owned and –controlled
corporation, gives it a competitive edge as more manufacturers and other industrial users locate in the estate. The
location of the Group’s power plant in the PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate means that it will be in close proximity to its
customers which may reduce transmission costs to its industrial users who may have large energy requirements.
FDCUI’s power plant has entered into power supply agreements for more than 82% of the plant’s net available
capacity of 369 MW, after accounting for internal power use of 36 MW. However, if the Group is unable to contract
its excess capacity to new or existing offtakers or if the WESM and RCOA regime are not implemented in Mindanao,
the Group’s results of operations may be adversely impacted.
For a summary of the key operational information of the Group’s power plant as of and for the year ended
December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2018 and 2019, see “Business—Power
Operations—Power Plant.”
Cost control
The Group’s ability to effectively manage certain costs that are not passed through under its power supply agreements,
such as excess spare parts, labor, security and insurance, will have a significant impact on its results of operations. In
addition, the Group’s ability to manage its fuel costs, even though such costs are passed through to customers under
the Group’s power supply agreements, will affect its ability to competitively price the power it supplies which may
affect the Group’s ability to secure additional power supply agreements or sell excess power to other customers or
into the market (which is expected to be operational by by June 2020).
Competition
Competition has a direct effect on the Group’s ability to negotiate power supply agreements with new and existing
offtakers, and also sell on the WESM or compete for contestable customers once the RCOA regime is implemented
in Mindanao. Competition typically results in lower selling prices in the WESM and under power supply agreements.
The bidding process under the RCOA regime may also further result in lower selling prices. Despite the demand for
power in the Philippines, it has become necessary for power producers, especially non-renewable energy producers,
to keep their power rates competitive in order to sell on the WESM and attract new offtakers. The Group’s ability to
effectively manage the competitive landscape for its uncontracted capacity will have a significant impact on its results
of operations.
Expansion and acquisition of generation facilities
Significant increases in the Group’s revenues will depend on its ability to expand the capacity of its power plant, or
to acquire or develop new generation facilities that will allow it to sell more power. The Group’s ability to further
expand its generating capacity will, to some extent, depend on when and how it is able to construct and finance the
expansion of its power plant, acquire existing generation facilities or construct new facilities, as well as on its ability
to negotiate viable power supply agreements in respect of these additional facilities. This growth will also depend
generally on the level of economic growth and activity in the Philippines and, more specifically, on the demand for
electricity, improvements in the Philippines’ transmission infrastructure and the ability of the Group’s additional and
new generation facilities to compete with other suppliers in the Mindanao market.
Factors Affecting the Group’s Sugar Business
Supply of and Demand for Sugarcane and the Prices of Milled and Refined Sugar
PSHC sources approximately 90% of the sugarcane it mills and refines from approximately 6,000 contract farmers
within proximity to the DSCC and CSCC factories, and the remainder from PSHC’s corporate farm, HYSFC. The
availability of sugarcane for milling and refining is a function of a variety of factors including, among others, contract
farmers choosing to plant sugarcane rather than other crops, weather conditions and the availability of alternative uses
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of sugarcane. The Group’s results of operations may be adversely affected in a crop year when there is a lack of
supply of sugarcane to mill and refine.
The sugar industry in the Philippines has historically been sensitive to changes in supply and demand. The sugar
market in the Philippines has experienced periods of limited supply, causing sugar prices and industry profit margins
to increase, followed by expansions or Government importation that result in oversupply, causing declines in sugar
prices and industry profit margins. Fluctuations in supply and demand in the sugar industry and, as a result, the price
of PSHC’s products, occur for various reasons, including: changes in the availability of PSHC’s primary raw material,
sugarcane; variances in the production capacities of PSHC’s competitors; the availability of substitutes and
alternatives for the sugar products that PSHC produces such as corn-based sweeteners; and demand for ethanol and
the price of oil.
The prices the Sugar Subsidiaries are able to obtain for the sugar that they produce depend largely on market conditions
in the Philippines as well as the world sugar market. The Sugar Subsidiaries sell most of their sugar in the domestic
Philippine market. The Sugar Subsidiaries are required by the Government to export a portion of their sugar, which
ranges from 5% to 20% of production. The wholesale price of sugar has a significant impact on the Sugar
Subsidiaries’ results of operations and, in particular, profitability. Like other agricultural commodities, sugar is
subject to price fluctuations resulting from weather, crop diseases, natural disasters, domestic and foreign trade
policies, shifts in supply and demand and price changes. A significant percentage of worldwide sugar production is
traded on exchanges and is thus subject to speculation, which could affect the price of sugar worldwide and the Sugar
Subsidiaries’ results of operations.
Further, regulatory changes such as VAT on refined sugar or the additional tax on sweetened beverages in the
Philippines may dampen the demand for sugar or sweetened beverages, which may lower the demand for sugar
products.
CRITICAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES
For more information, see Note 2 and Note 3 to the Group’s consolidated financial statements as of September
30, 2019 and December 31, 2018 and for the nine-month periods ended September 30, 2019 and 2018..
SEGMENT INFORMATION
The Group derives its revenues from the following reportable segments:
Real Estate Operations
This segment involves acquisition of land, planning and development of large-scale fully integrated residential
communities as well as the development and sale of residential lots, housing units, medium-rise residential buildings,
farm estates, industrial parks, residential resort projects and condominium buildings. This segment also involves
operations and management of cinema and mall, property management and leasing of commercial and office spaces.
See “Business—Real Estate Business” for more details.
Hospitality Operations
This involves operation of hotels, including management of resorts, villas, golf course, service apartment and other
services for the pleasure, comfort and convenience of guests in said establishments under its management. See
“Business—Hospitality Business” for more details.
Banking and Financial Services
This segment involves a wide range of financial services to consumer and corporate clients which includes deposittaking, loan and trade finance, treasury, trust services, credit cards, cash management, custodial services, insurance
services and leasing and finance. The business units in this segment consist of retail banking, corporate banking,
consumer banking, and treasury and trust. See “Business—Banking and Financial Services” for more details.
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Power Operations
This involves the establishment, construction, operation of power plants and supply of power to offtakers. Prior to
the Group’s IPPA contracts ceasing in 2017, this also included management of power plants’ output under the IPPA
contracts. See “Business–Power Operations–IPPAs.” In 2018, this also included revenues from sale of retail
electricity from electricity purchased from WESM as well as other generators and sold to customers at contract price.
See “Business—Power Business” for more details.
Sugar Operations
This involves operation of agricultural lands for planting and cultivating farm products, operation of a complete sugar
central for the purpose of milling or converting sugar cane to centrifugal or refined sugar and selling of sugar and byproducts. See “Business—Sugar Operations” for more details.
Other Operations
This involves other operations of FDC including Countrywide Water Services, Inc. (“CWSI”), Corporate
Technologies Incorporated (“CTI”) and Filinvest Development Cayman Islands (“FDCI”). FDCI was incorporated
to facilitate the Group’s issuance of foreign currency-denominated bonds while CWSI was incorporated to provide
maintenance, operation, management and rehabilitation of water and wastewater systems and services specifically for
the distribution, supply and sale of potable water to domestic, commercial and industrial customers. CTI is engaged
in providing computer and information technology services, including, but not limited to, general consulting,
improvement systems planning, network integration, business re-engineering services, systems integration and system
development.
In December 2018, the North Luzon Airport Consortium comprising FDC, as lead consortium member, JG Summit
Holdings Inc., Philippine Airport Ground Support Solutions Inc. and Changi Airports Philippines (I) Pte. Ltd. (wholly
owned by Changi Airports International) was awarded the operation and maintenance contract for the CIA for a 25year period commencing in July 2019. In February 2019, the consortium incorporated the LIPADC to act as the joint
venture entity. FDC’s ownership interest in LIPADC is 42.5%. FDC is also part of the NAIA Consortium which was
granted “original proponent status”, which allows the NAIA Consortium to match any bids submitted by potential
competitors under a Swiss challenge process, for the rehabilitation of NAIA, the Philippines’ and Manila’s main
international gateway airport.
DESCRIPTION OF KEY LINE ITEMS
Revenues and Other Income
The following tables set forth the contribution of each reportable segment to the Group’s total revenues and other
income. See Note 35 of the Group’s audited consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2018 for further
information on these reporting segments.
For the nine months ended September 30,
2018
2019
(unaudited)
(in millions, except percentages)
Revenues
Real estate operations ....................
Hospitality operations ...................
Banking and financial
services ......................................
Power operations ...........................
Sugar operations ............................

₱

%
19,420.4
1,924.5
17,428.1
6,273.2
2,334.5
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41.0%
4.1%
36.8%
13.2%
4.9%

₱

%
21,376.7
2,402.7
21,381.3
7,712.5
2,387.4

38.7%
4.3%
38.7%
14.0%
4.3%

47,380.8

Total .............................................

55,260.6

100.0%

For the year ended December 31,
2017

2016

100.0%

2018

(audited)

(unaudited)

(in millions, except percentages)
Revenues
Real estate operations .................
Hospitality operations ................
Banking and financial
services ...................................
Power operations ........................
Sugar operations .........................
Total ..........................................

₱
20,238.8
1,587.4

%
40.8%
3.2%

₱
22,127.9
2,174.5

%
38.2%
3.8%

₱
26,537.2
2,665.5

%
41.4%
4.2%

17,684.5
7,510.0
2,562.5

35.7%
15.1%
5.2%

21,494.7
9,942.5
2,143.0

37.1%
17.2%
3.7%

23,794.5
8,630.5
2,448.7

37.1%
13.5%
3.8%

49,583.1

100.0%

57,882.6

100.0%

64,076.3

100.0%

For the nine months ended September 30,
2018

2019
(unaudited)

(in millions, except percentages)
₱

Other income
Real estate operations ......................
Hospitality operations ......................
Banking and financial
services.........................................
Power operations .............................
Sugar operations ..............................

%

24.6%
0.5%

1,207.6
48.4

17.3%
0.7%

648.8
56.7

64.5%
9.6%
0.8%

5,666.4
10.1
28.3

81.4%
0.1%
0.4%

6.788.2

100.0%

6,960.8

100.0%

4,380.7

Total ................................................

₱

%
1,670.1
31.9

For the year ended December 31,
2016

2017

2018

(audited)

(unaudited)

(in millions, except percentages)
Other income
Real estate operations.......................
Hospitality operations ......................
Banking and financial
services .........................................
Power operations..............................
Sugar operations...............................
Total ................................................

₱

%

₱

%

₱

%

2,358.9
41.8

26.2%
0.5%

2,437.5
31.9

25.1%
0.3%

2,236.8
39.8

24.2%
0.4%

6,525.0
36.0
30.4

72.6%
0.4%
0.3%

7,197.7
9.1
31.5

74.1%
0.1%
0.3%

6,212.4
659.3
89.2

67.3%
7.1%
1.0%

8,992.0

100.0%

9,707.8

100.0%

9,237.5

100.0%

Real Estate Operations
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Sale of lots, condominium and residential units
The Group derives real estate sales from sales of houses, lots, residential farm estates, MRBs, HRBs, and condotels.
Mall and rental revenues
Mall and rental revenues comprise substantially all of the Group’s rental income from its retail and office rentals at
Filinvest Lifemalls, PBCom Tower, Northgate Cyberzone, Filinvest City and other commercial properties.
Interest and other income
The Group’s other income consists of interest income on cash and cash equivalents, contract receivables and contract
assets, service income, income from amusement centers, parking and other lease related activities from its malls and
other rental properties, and forfeited reservations and payments, processing fees and water supply income among
others.
Hospitality operations
Hotel revenues
The Group’s revenues from its hospitality business comprise room, food and beverages, golf and other departmental
revenues generated by Group’s existing hospitality developments.
Other income
Other income comprises of interest income, foreign exchange gain and net earnings share from the operations of the
management company.
Banking and Financial Services
Revenues
Revenues from banking and financial services comprise of interest income generated primarily from EW’s loan
portfolios. It also includes interest received or accrued from interbank loans receivables, deposits with other banks
and the BSP and trading and investment securities which consist primarily of Government bonds.
Other income
Other income comprises primarily the following:
Fee and Commission Income
The Group earns fees and commissions from a diverse range of financial services it provides to its customers. These
fees include investment fund fees, custodian fees, fiduciary fees, credit-related fees, asset management fees, portfolio
and other management fees, advisory fees, and bancassurance fees.
Net Trading and Securities Gains
This line item comprises results arising from trading activities which include gains and losses from changes in fair
value of financial assets and investment securities at amortized cost.
Foreign currency exchange gains
These are gains and losses from changes or fluctuation in foreign currency.
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Power operations
Power revenues
The Group’s power revenues primarily comprise its sale of power generated at its clean coal power plant in Misamis
Oriental to offtakers.
Other income
Other income substantially comprises interest income and foreign exchange gains or losses.
Sugar Operations
Sugar sales
The Sugar Subsidiaries’ revenue is comprised of its sales of refined sugar, raw sugar and molasses, which is a byproduct of the sugar production process.
Other income
Other income of the Sugar Subsidiaries mainly comprise gain from conversion rights (which pertain to reclassification
of rights over sugar quedans from sugar for export to sugar for domestic use) and fertilizer assistance income and from
sale of fertilizer and diesel to farmers.

Costs

For the nine months ended September 30,
2018

2019
(unaudited)

(in millions, except percentages)
Costs
Sale of lots, condominium and residential
units .............................................

₱

₱

%

%

7,523.9

44.2%

8,637.3

38.8%

Mall and rental revenues .................

876.8

5.2%

1,069.7

4.8%

Hospitality operations .....................

701.2
3,124.8
2,467.6
1,833.8
494.1

4.1%
18.4%
14.5%
10.8%
2.9%

833.9
6,280.6
3,030.3
1,878.7
532.1

3.7%
28.2%
13.6%
8.4%
2.4%

17,022.2

100.0%

22,262.6

100.0%

Banking and financial services ........
Power operations .............................
Sugar operations ..............................
Other operations ..............................
Total ...............................................
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For the year ended December 31,
2016

2017

2018

(audited)

(unaudited)

(in millions, except percentages)
Costs
Sale of lots, condominium and
residential units ............................
Mall and rental revenues .................
Hospitality operations ......................
Banking and financial services ........
Power operations .............................
Sugar operations ..............................
Other operations ..............................

₱
8,879.9

Total ................................................

%
41.1%

₱
9,142.7

%
38.3%

₱
10,321.9

%
42.1%

582.3

2.7%

834.2

3.5%

880.6

3.6%

783.8
2,612.7
6,303.5
1,819.1
631.7

3.6%
12.1%
29.2%
8.4%
2.9%

1,076.8
3,346.7
7,069.7
1,787.1
607.5

4.5%
14.0%
29.6%
7.5%
2.5%

1,345.2
4,794.0
4,613.7
1,939.0
640.0

5.5%
19.5%
18.8%
7.9%
2.6%

21,613.0

100.0%

23,864.7

100.0%

24,534.5

100.0%

For more details on, and a breakdown of, the costs of the Group’s business segments for the years ended December 31,
2016, 2017 and 2018, please refer to Note 28 to the Group’s consolidated financial statements elsewhere in this
Preliminary Prospectus.
Costs of sale of lots, condominium and residential units
Costs of sale of lots, condominium and residential units reflect the cost of units sold and the sales of which have been
recorded as revenue. The cost of the units sold before project completion consists primarily of
construction/development costs, and the cost of land and land development costs. For the years ended December 31,
2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2019, construction/development costs amounted to
₱9,007.1 million, ₱10,114.5 million and ₱8,637.3 million, respectively; and land and land development costs
amounted to ₱135.7 million, ₱207.4 million and nil, respectively.
Costs of mall and rental services
Costs of mall and rental services consist primarily of depreciation costs of properties held for lease, costs of mall
operations and amortization of BTO rights. For the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine
months ended September 30, 2019, depreciation amounted to ₱324.8 million, ₱451.1 million, ₱620.0 million and
₱796.5 million, respectively; costs of mall operations amounted to ₱161.6 million, ₱254.8 million, ₱142.2 million and
₱118.6 million, respectively; and amortization of BTO rights amounted to ₱14.8 million, ₱49.6 million, ₱51.8 million
and ₱49.2 million, respectively.
Costs of hospitality operations
Costs of hospitality operations primarily comprise the costs of food and beverage, salaries, wages and employee
benefits, and depreciation and amortization in relation to the Group’s hospitality properties. Other components include
utilities, contract services, guest transportation and other services and supplies relating to hospitality operations. For
the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and for the nine months ended September 30, 2019, food and
beverage costs amounted to ₱189.0 million, ₱226.8 million, ₱303.1 million and ₱137.3 million, respectively; salaries,
wages and employee benefits amounted to ₱160.8 million, ₱229.8 million, ₱272.6 million and ₱291.2 million,
respectively; and depreciation and amortization amounted to ₱175.7 million, ₱191.7 million, ₱208.0 million and
₱94.0 million, respectively.
Costs of banking and financial services
Costs of banking and financial services principally comprises interest paid or accrued on deposit liabilities,
subordinated debt, bills payable, and other borrowings. For the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and
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for the nine months ended September 30, 2019, interest on deposit liabilities amounted to ₱2,253.8 million,
₱2,938.1 million, ₱4,236.9 million and ₱4,992.0 million, respectively; and interest on subordinated debt, bills payable
and other borrowings amounted to ₱358.9 million, ₱408.6 million, ₱557.1 million and ₱1,073.1 million, respectively.
Costs of power generation
Costs of power generation comprise primarily fuel and other ancillary power generation costs, such as pollution
mitigants, depreciation and amortization and distribution and wheeling fees in relation to the plant facilities. For the
years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2019, coal and fuel costs
amounted to ₱371.3 million, ₱2,218.5 million, ₱2,555.7 million and ₱1,132.4 million, respectively. Depreciation and
amortization for the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2019
amounted to ₱200.5 million, ₱1,107.4 million, ₱1,130.4 million and ₱873.5 million. Distribution and wheeling fees
for the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2019 amounted to
nil, ₱141.3 million, ₱257.2 million and ₱218.4 million. Costs of power generation were significantly lower in 2016
because commercial operation of the coal power plant only started in October 2016.
Costs of sugar operations
Costs of sugar sales primarily comprise the cost of sugar purchases. Other components include materials and supplies,
salaries, wages and employee benefits, depreciation and amortization, costs related to cane hauling, outside services
and taxes and licenses. For the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended September
30, 2019, cost of sugar purchases amounted to ₱1,145.7 million, ₱1,164.7 million, ₱1,226.8 million and
₱1,871.6 million, respectively.
Costs of other operations
Costs of other operations pertain to FDCI’s interest expense on fixed-rate dollar bonds. For the years ended
December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2019, these costs amounted to
₱631.7 million, ₱607.5 million, ₱640.0 million and ₱532.1 million, respectively.
Expenses

For the nine months ended September 30,
2018

2019
(unaudited)

(in millions, except percentages)
Expenses
Real estate operations .............................
Hospitality operations ............................
Banking and financial services ...............
Power operations ....................................
Sugar operations .....................................
Other operations .....................................
Total.....................................................

₱
4,499.7
1,035.9
14,604.6
2,608.7
207.7
776.3
23,733.0
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%
19.0%
4.4%
61.5%
11.0%
0.9%
3.3%
100.0%

₱
4,952.7
1,289.9
15,239.2
2,663.3
118.7
918.1
25,181.8

%
19.7%
5.1%
60.5%
10.6%
0.5%
3.6%
100.0%

For the years ended December 31,
2017
2018
(audited)
(unaudited)

2016
Expenses
Real estate operations..........................
Hospitality operations .........................
Banking and financial services ............
Power operations .................................
Sugar operations..................................
Other operations ..................................
Total ...................................................

₱
4,383.3
910.3
17,658.6
1,251.3
171.9
985.7
25,361.1

%
17.3%
3.6%
69.6%
4.9%
0.7%
3.9%
100.0%

₱
5,045.0
876.8
18,895.7
3,614.7
233.3
678.5
29.344.0

%
17.2%
3.0%
64.4%
12.3%
0.8%
2.3%
100.0%

₱
6,153.3
929.8
19,521.0
2,657.6
346.4
1,292.6
30,900.7

%
19.9%
3.0%
63.2%
8.6%
1.1%
4.2%
100.0%

For more details on, and a breakdown of, the expenses of the Group’s business segments for the years ended
December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018, please refer to Note 29 of the Group’s consolidated audited financial statements
elsewhere in this Preliminary Prospectus.
Real Estate Operations
The Group’s operating expenses in connection with real estate operations consist primarily of interest expense on debt
facilities, general and administrative, and marketing expenses. The main components of “general and administrative
expenses” for real estate operations are salaries, wages and employee benefits and taxes and licenses. Other
components include outside services, depreciation and amortization, repairs and maintenance, travel and
transportation, rent, entertainment, amusement and recreation and utilities. For the years ended December 31, 2016,
2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2019, salaries, wages and employee benefits amounted to
₱571.9 million, ₱791.1 million, ₱983.0 million and ₱714.8 million, respectively; while taxes and licenses amounted
to ₱245.2 million, ₱327.1 million, ₱432.5 million and ₱271.6 million, respectively, for the same periods.
Marketing expenses consist primarily of selling, advertising and promotional expenses, and commissions paid to
agents and brokers. For the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended September
30, 2019, selling, advertising and promotion expenses amounted to ₱420.9 million, ₱479.3 million, ₱782.3 million
and ₱144.1 million, respectively, while commission expenses amounted to ₱646.7 million, ₱410.4 million,
₱640.7 million and ₱809.1 million, respectively, for the same periods.
Hospitality operations
The Group’s operating expenses in connection with hospitality operations primarily comprise interest expense on debt
facilities and general and administrative expenses such as salaries, wages and employee benefits, and management
fees. Other components include rent, utilities and association dues, outside services, credit card commission, repairs
and maintenance, and taxes and licenses, among others. For the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and
the nine months ended September 30, 2019, interest expense amounted to ₱94.4 million, ₱163.4 million,
₱187.6 million and ₱51.8 million, respectively; salaries, wages and employee benefits amounted to ₱89.0 million,
₱137.2 million, ₱162.1 million and ₱247.9 million, respectively; and management fees amounted to ₱53.9 million,
₱85.7 million, ₱101.7 million and ₱109.2 million, respectively.
Banking and financial services
The main components of “general and administrative expense” for banking and financial services are salaries, wages
and employee benefits, taxes and licenses, depreciation and amortization, and rent. Other components include
advertising, outside services, insurance, brokerage fees, service charges fees and commissions, technological fees,
postage, telephone and telegraph, utilities expense, travel and transportation, depreciation of property, plant and
equipment, amortization of capitalized software and leasehold improvement, customer relationships and core deposits,
retirement costs, repairs and maintenance, stationery and supplies, and entertainment, amusement and recreation. For
the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2019, salaries, wages
and employee benefits expenses amounted to ₱3,897.6 million, ₱4,479.7 million, ₱4,845.8 million and ₱4,130.3
million, respectively; taxes and licenses amounted to ₱1,520.7 million, ₱1,980.7 million, ₱2,326.7 million and
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₱2,025.1 million, respectively; depreciation and amortization amounted to ₱1,150.0 million, ₱1,396.6 million,
₱1,265.3 million and ₱1,480.2 million, respectively; and rent expense amounted to ₱873.1 million, ₱952.3 million,
₱1,037.9 million and ₱136.1 million, respectively.
Provision for probable losses pertains to estimated losses EW may incur in connection with its consumer and corporate
loan portfolios. EW’s provision for probable losses decreased by 13% from ₱4,464.3 million for the year ended
December 31, 2017 to ₱3,905.9 million for the year ended December 31, 2018 as much of EW’s consumer loan
portfolio has matured. Provision for probable losses for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 amounted to
₱2,734.8 million.
Power operations
The Group’s operating expenses in connection with its power operations comprise primarily interest expense on FDC
Misamis’ debt, accretion expense on asset retirement obligation and general and administrative expenses including
taxes and licenses, salaries, wages and employee benefits, rent, insurance, professional fees, outside services and nonplant facilities related depreciation and amortization. For the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the
nine months ended September 30, 2019, interest expense on power generation operations of the Group amounted to
₱297.6 million, ₱1,319.0 million, ₱1,298.3 million and ₱1,976.1 million, respectively; taxes and licenses expenses
from power generation operations amounted to ₱70.3 million, ₱228.7 million, ₱294.8 million and ₱215.0 million,
respectively; while salaries, wages and employee benefits expenses amounted to ₱100.3 million, ₱251.4 million,
₱266.3 million and ₱130.2 million, respectively.
Sugar Operations
The Sugar Subsidiaries’ operating expenses mainly comprise interest expense and general and administrative expenses
such as provisions for probable losses, provisions for impairment loss, and salaries, wages and employee benefits.
Other expenses include taxes and licenses, outside services, and travel and transportation. For the years ended
December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2019, interest expense in relation to the
Group’s sugar operations amounted to ₱25.4 million, ₱34.9 million, ₱34.4 million and ₱21.2 million, respectively;
provision for probable losses amounted to ₱3.0 million, ₱0.8 million, ₱107.4 million and nil, respectively; provision
for impairment losses amounted to nil, ₱65.3 million, ₱82.4 million and nil, respectively; and salaries, wages and
employee benefits amounted to ₱52.5 million, ₱38.0 million, ₱36.4 million and ₱18.6 million, respectively.
Other Expenses
The Group’s other expenses comprise primarily interest expense and general and administrative expenses such as
salaries, wages and employee benefits and bank charges, among others. For the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017
and 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2019, interest expenses in relation to other operations amounted
to ₱819.0 million, ₱511.8 million, ₱812.9 million and ₱918.1 million, respectively. The interest expense from these
other operations was incurred primarily on FDC’s long-term debt obligations. In 2018, the Group also provided for
probable loss of ₱300.0 million.
Operating Profit
The tables below set out for each business segment’s operating profit for the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017
and 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2018 and 2019:
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For the nine months ended September 30,
2018

2019
(unaudited)

(in millions, except percentages)
₱
9,414.4
346.8
4,079.4
2,794.5
374.4
17,009.5

Operating profit(1)
Real estate operations ..............................
Hospitality operations .............................
Banking and financial services ................
Power operations .....................................
Sugar operations ......................................
Total .......................................................

₱
9,113.0
532.0
5,324.4
2,909.4
439.5
18,318.3

%
55.3%
2.0%
24.0%
16.4%
2.2%
100.0%

%
49.7%
2.9%
29.1%
15.9%
2.4%
100.0%

For the year ended December 31,
2016

2017

2018

(in millions, except percentages)
Operating profit(1)
Real estate
operations
........................................................
Hospitality
operations
........................................................
Banking and financial
services
........................................................
Power
operations
........................................................
Sugar
operations
........................................................
Total

₱

%

9,810.7

66.7%

29.5

0.2%

3,938.2

26.8%

294.4

2.0%

627.3

4.3%

14,700.2

100.0%

₱

10,616.6
416.2

6,450.0

620.0

189.1
18,291.9

%

₱

%

58.0%

12,708.9

56.1%

2.3%

617.9

2.7%

35.3%

5,691.9

25.1%

3.4%

3,353.0

14.8%

1.0%

287.0

1.3%

100.0%

22,658.79

100.0%

_____________________
Note:
(1)

Operating profit represents net revenues and other income less operating expenses (excluding interest expense and provision for income tax).
Interest expense excludes accretion expense on liability on IPPA contract and financial liability on lease contract).

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
Nine months ended September 30, 2019 compared with nine months ended September 30, 2018
Revenues and Other Income
The Group’s consolidated revenues and other income increased by ₱8,052.4 million or 14.9% from ₱54,169.0 million
for the nine months ended September 30, 2018 to ₱62,221.4 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019.
The banking and financial services and real estate operations contributed 43.5% and 36.3% of total revenues,
respectively. The balance was contributed by power, sugar and hotel operations of 12.4%, 3.9% and 3.9%.
Real Estate Operations
Sale of Lots, Condominium and Residential Units
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Sale of lots, condominium and residential units increased by 5.2% or ₱798.4 million from ₱15,254.5 million for the
nine months ended September 30, 2018 to ₱16,052.9 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019, mainly
due to vertical projects.
Mall and Rental Revenues
Mall and rental revenues amounted to ₱5,323.7 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019, an increase of
27.8% or ₱1,157.9 million from ₱4,165.8 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2018. This increase was
mainly due to additional income generated by the new buildings in Northgate Cyberzone, Cebu Cyberzone and
Cyberzone Pasay and increase in occupancy rate of Festival Mall, Main Square Mall and Fora Tagaytay.
Other Income — Real Estate Operations
Other income from real estate operations decreased by 27.7% to ₱1,207.6 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2019 from ₱1,670.1 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2018. The decrease was due
decrease in income from forfeited reservation and collections.
Hospitality Operations
Hospitality Revenues
Hospitality revenues amounted to ₱2,402.7 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019, an increase of
24.8% or ₱478.2 million from the ₱1,924.5 million hotel revenues reported for the same period in 2018. This was on
account of (a) higher average room rate of Crimson Mactan; (b) increased level of occupancy and food and beverage
revenue of Quest Clark; and (c) revenue contribution from Crimson Boracay with its soft opening only during the last
quarter of 2018.
Other Income — Hospitality operations
Other income from hospitality operations increased by 51.5% or ₱16.4 million to ₱48.4 million for the nine months
ended September 30, 2019 from ₱31.9 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2018, primarily due to
increase in share in net income of CHI.
Banking and Financial Services
Banking and Financial Services Interest Income
The banking and financial services’ interest income increased by 22.7% or ₱3,953.2 million from ₱17,428.1 million
for the nine months ended September 30, 2018 to ₱21,381.3 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019
primarily due to an increase in lending activities, largely driven by growth in loans and investment securities.
Costs of Banking and Financial Services
Costs of banking and financial services increased by 101.0% or ₱3,155.8 million from ₱3,124.8 million for the nine
months ended September 30, 2018 to ₱6,280.6 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 mainly due to
growth in high-cost deposits and other borrowings amidst a tight liquidity environment during the first half of 2019.
Net Interest Income
Net interest income increased by 5.6% from ₱14,303.3 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2018 to
₱15,100.7 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 mainly due to swift increase in cost of funding.
EW’s net interest margin for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 decreased to 6.6% from 7.6% in the same
period in 2018.
Other Income — Banking and Financial Services
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The Group’s other income from banking and financial services increased by 29.3% or ₱1,285.7 million from
₱4,380.7 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2018 to ₱5,666.4 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2019 primarily due to increase primarily came from securities trading gain and restored service charges,
fees, and commission income on teachers’ loans.
Power operations
Power Revenues
Power revenues increased by 22.9% or ₱1,439.3 million from ₱6,273.2 million for the nine months ended September
30, 2018 to ₱7,712.5 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019. This was mainly attributable to additional
sales earned from replacement energy sold to other power generation companies.
Other Income
Other income from power operations decreased by ₱638.7million from ₱648.8 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2018 to ₱10.1 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 mainly due to compensation
received from the power plant contractor for lost revenues due to the delay in the completion of the power plant in
2018.
Sugar Operations
Sugar Sales
The Group’s sugar sales increased by 2.3% or ₱52.9 million from ₱2,334.5 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2018 to ₱2,387.4 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 on account of higher sales
volume and selling price.
Other Income — Sugar
Other income from sugar operations decreased by 50.1% or ₱28.4 million from ₱56.7 million for the nine months
ended September 30, 2018 to ₱28.3 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 due to sale of sugar
conversion rights in 2018.
Costs
The Group’s consolidated costs increased by ₱5,240.4 million or 30.8% from ₱17,022.2 million for the nine months
ended September 30, 2018 to ₱22,262.6 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019, primarily due to
higher costs of banking and financial services of ₱3,155.8 million, or 101.0%, and to the increase in costs of power
operations of ₱562.8 million, or 22.8%.
Costs of Sale of Lots, Condominium and Residential Units
Costs of sale of lots, condominium and residential units increased by 14.8% or ₱1,113.4 million from ₱7,523.9 million
for the nine months ended September 30, 2018 to ₱8,637.3 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019,
primarily due to increase in the amount of real estate sales booked during the current period.
Costs of Mall and Rental Services
Costs of mall and rental services increased by 22.0% from ₱876.8 million for the nine months ended September 30,
2018 to ₱1,069.7 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 mainly due to higher depreciation from new
buildings.
Costs of Hospitality Operations
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The Group’s costs of hospitality operations increased by 18.9% or ₱132.7 million from ₱701.2 million for the nine
months ended September 30, 2018 to ₱833.9 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 mainly
attributable to higher salaries and wages at the back of additional headcount.
Costs of Banking and Financial Services
Costs of banking and financial services was accounted for under net interest income in the “Revenues and Other
Income”.
Costs of Power Operation
Costs of power generation increased by 22.8% or ₱562.8 million from ₱2,467.5 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2018 to ₱3,030.3 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019. This is mainly attributable
to increase in power revenues which led to higher usage of limestone, fuel, chemicals and coolants .
Costs of Sugar Sales
The Group’s costs of sugar sales increased by 2.4% or ₱44.9 million from ₱1,833.8 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2018 to ₱1,878.7 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 due to higher sales volume .
Costs of Other Operations
Costs of other operations increased by 7.7% or ₱38.1 million from ₱494.1 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2018 to ₱532.1 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 primarily due to translation
adjustment.
Expenses
The Group’s consolidated expenses increased by ₱ 1,448.8 million or 6.1% from ₱ 23,733.0 million for the nine
months ended September 30, 2018 to ₱ 25,181.8 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019, primarily
due to the increase in expenses from hospitality operations of ₱ 254.0 million, or 24.5%, and the increase in expenses
from other operations of ₱ 141.8 million, or 18.3%.
Real Estate Operations
Expenses of real estate operations increased by 10.1% from ₱ 4,499.7 million for the nine months ended September
30, 2018 to ₱ 4,952.7 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 as a result of higher employees’
compensation and benefits, various repairs and maintenance, and taxes and licenses.
Hospitality operations
Expenses of the hospitality operations increased by 24.5% or ₱254.0 million from ₱1,035.9 million for the nine
months ended September 30, 2018 to ₱1,289.9 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 mainly due to
higher salaries and wages and increase in interest expense due to loan availment.
Banking and Financial Services
Expenses of banking and financial services of the Group increased by 4.3% or ₱634.6 million from ₱14,604.6 million
for the nine months ended September 30, 2018 to ₱15,239.2 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019
on account of costs of doing business including but not limited to gross receipts taxes, documentary stamp taxes and
intensified marketing acquisition campaigns to generate more loans and retail deposits. Manpower expenses also
increased due to headcount increase and wage increases to compensate for inflation.
Power Operations
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The Group’s power operating expenses increased by 2.1% or ₱54.6 million from ₱2,608.7 million for the nine months
ended September 30, 2018 to ₱2,663.3 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 due to higher
repairs(PFRS 16).
Sugar Operations
Sugar operating expenses decreased by 42.9% from ₱207.7 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2018 to
₱118.7 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 mainly due to previous year’s provision for impairment
losses on certain sugar refinery assets.
Other Operations
Expenses of other operations increased by 18.3% or ₱141.8 million from ₱776.3 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2018 to ₱918.1 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 due to higher professional fees
incurred in 2019.
Income before Income Tax
The Group’s income before income tax increased by ₱1,363.1 million or 10.2% to ₱14,777.0 million for the nine
months ended September 30, 2019 from ₱13,413.8 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2018 as a result
of the foregoing.
Provision for Income Tax
Provision for income tax decreased by 3.4% or ₱106.4 million from ₱3,094.5 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2018 to ₱2,988.2 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 on the back of higher provision
for current income tax, which decreased by 23.1% or ₱807.7 million mainly due to higher taxable income. Provision
for deferred income tax increased by 171.6% or ₱701.3 million due mainly to temporary differences between financial
and taxable income.
Net Income
As a result of the foregoing, consolidated net income increased by 14.2% or ₱1,469.5 million from ₱10,319.3 million
for the nine months ended September 30, 2018 to ₱11,788.8 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019.
Net income attributable to equity holders of FDC increased by 16.0% or ₱1,239.0 million from ₱7,737.3 million for
the nine months ended September 30, 2018 to ₱8,976.3 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 while
net income attributable to noncontrolling interest amounted to ₱2,812.5 million for the nine months ended September
30, 2019.
Year ended December 31, 2018 compared with year ended December 31, 2017
Revenues and Interest and Other Income
The Group’s consolidated revenues increased by ₱6,193.7 million or 10.7% from ₱57,882.6 million for the year ended
December 31, 2017 to ₱64,076.3 million for the year ended December 31, 2018, primarily due to contributions from
sales of lots, condominiums and residential units, mall and rental revenues, and banking and financial services, which
grew by 18.2%, 26.1% and 10.7% respectively. This was partially offset by the decrease in the Group’s consolidated
other income by ₱470.2 million or 4.8% from ₱9,707.8 million for the year ended December 31, 2017 to
₱9,237.6 million for the year ended December 31, 2018, primarily due to the decrease in other income from banking
and financial services and real estate operations, which decreased by 13.7%, and 8.2%, respectively.
Real Estate Operations
Sale of Lots, Condominium and Residential Units
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Sale of lots, condominium and residential units grew by 18.2% or ₱3,132.1 million from ₱17,230.7 million in 2017
to ₱20,362.8 million in 2018, mainly due to: (a) FAI’s higher sales of commercial lots and condominium units; and
(b) FLI’s increased real estate sales from middle-income projects during the year, such as Asiana Oasis, One Oasis
Cebu, One Oasis Cagayan de Oro, and 100 West, and the general increase in prices for FLI’s projects due to, among
other things, inflation. In 2018, FLI registered a 9.4% increase in total revenue, including recurring income.
Mall and Rental Revenues
Mall and rental revenues amounted to ₱6,174.4 million in 2018, an increase of 26.1% or ₱1,277.2 million from
₱4,897.2 million in 2017. This increase was primarily due to the completion of projects such as Filinvest Axis
Tower 1, located in Northgate Cyberzone Alabang, Filinvest Cyberzone Cebu Tower 2, located in Salinas, Cebu, and
Filinvest Cyberzone Mimosa Building 1, located in Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City. These properties added 76,046
sq.m. of GLA to the Group’s office portfolio. Rental prices generally increased during the year in line with inflation.
Other Income — Real Estate Operations
Other income from real estate operations declined by 8.2% to ₱2,236.8 million in 2018 from ₱2,437.5 million in 2017
due to lower interest income derived from contracts receivable.
Hospitality Operations
Hotel Revenues
Hotel revenues amounted to ₱2,665.5 million, an increase of 22.6% or ₱491.0 million from the ₱2,174.5 million hotel
revenues reported in 2017. This was on account of higher room and occupancy rates, increased golf revenues, and
commencement of operations of the Group’s Crimson Resort and Spa Boracay in November 2018. The average room
rate and occupancy rate across the Group’s operating properties increased by 11% and 1%, respectively. The total
number of guests increased by 12% while golf revenues increased by 21% as compared to the year ended
December 31, 2017.
Other Income — Hospitality operations
Other income from hospitality operations went up by ₱7.9 million to ₱39.8 million in 2018 from ₱31.9 million
in 2017, primarily due to higher share in net income of a joint venture attributed to higher management fees earned
by CHI.
Banking and Financial Services
Banking and Financial Services Interest Income
The banking and financial services’ interest income increased by 10.7% or ₱2,299.8 million from ₱21,494.7 million
in 2017 to ₱23,794.5 million in 2018 primarily due to the higher volume of EW’s loans and receivables, particularly
in consumer loans, which saw year-on-year growth across EW’s auto, credit card and personal loans segments
of 17.9%, 9.1% and 12.2%, respectively. The growth in EW’s consumer loan portfolio enabled the bank to offset the
impact of generally lower interest margins as well as higher interest costs due to tight competition for market share.
Corporate loans which increased by 16% year-on-year, also contributed to the increase in interest income.
Costs of Banking and Financial Services
Costs of banking and financial services increased by 43.2% or ₱1,447.3 million from ₱3,346.7 million in 2017 to
₱4,794.0 million in 2018 mainly due to the effect of higher deposit rates and increased volume of high-cost time
deposit liabilities, which comprised almost half of the Bank’s total deposit liabilities as of December 31, 2018. EW
typically experiences an increase in high cost deposits in the last quarter of the year as banks compete for deposit
liquidity towards the year end.
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Net Interest Income
Net interest income increased by 5.0% from ₱18,148.0 million in 2017 to ₱19,000.5 million in 2018 due to the
continued growth in EW’s consumer portfolio, offsetting the impact of the higher volume of high-cost time deposits
during the year. EW’s net interest margin in 2018 remained at 7.4%, one of the highest among universal banks in the
Philippines according to publicly available information.
Other Income — Banking and Financial Services
The Group’s other income from banking and financial services decreased by 13.7% or ₱985.3 million from
₱7,197.7 million in 2017 to ₱6,212.4 million in 2018. This was primarily on account of EWRB’s reduced service
charges and fees earned from teachers’ loans, as a result of the suspension by the Philippine Department of Education
of the automatic payroll deduction arrangement starting in November 2017. In June 2018, EWRB signed the new
memorandum of agreement with DepEd and has resumed providing new loans to public school teachers, albeit at a
slower pace pending clarifications on certain terms of the arrangements.
Power operations
Power Revenues
Power revenues decreased by 13.2% or ₱1,312.0 million from ₱9,942.5 million in 2017 to ₱8,630.5 million in 2018.
The revenues reported in 2017 included the revenue contribution from the IPPA arrangements where the Group
administered the output of the Mount Apo 1 and 2 geothermal plants and provided capacity allocation to its contracted
customers until December 21, 2017 when the IPPA arrangements ceased. See “Business–Power Operations–IPPAs.”
Excluding the contributions from IPPA contracts in 2017, power revenues increased by 28.4% from ₱6,724.0 million
to ₱8,630.5 million due to increased energy sales from the Group’s coal power plant in Misamis Oriental as operations
of its third 135 MW unit only commenced in late 2017.
Other Income
Other income from power operations increased by ₱650.2 million from ₱9.1 million in 2017 to ₱659.3 million in 2018
mainly due to liquidated damages received from the power plant contractor amounting ₱650.0 million. These
liquidated damages were due to the delay from the contractor delivering the first two units of the power plant to the
Group; these damages were paid in 2018.
Sugar Operations
Sugar Sales
The Group’s sugar sales increased by 14.3% or ₱305.7 million from ₱2,143.0 million in 2017 to ₱2,448.7 million
in 2018 on account of higher sales volumes and sugar prices. The Group was able to produce and sell more raw sugar
to traders and customers in the Visayas and Mindanao, which offset its decrease in production of refined sugar as a
result of lower margin on such products.
Other Income — Sugar
Other income from sugar operations of ₱89.2 million increased from ₱31.5 million in 2017 due to higher storage fees
received from sugar buyers who temporarily stored their products in the Group’s warehouse facilities, gain from
conversion of sugar and proceeds of insurance claims received in 2018 for the value of lost molasses.
Costs
The Group’s consolidated costs increased by ₱669.8 million or 2.8% from ₱23,864.7 million for the year ended
December 31, 2017 to ₱24,534.5 million for the year ended December 31, 2018, primarily due to the increase in costs
of banking and financial services and sales of lots, condominiums and residential units, which grew by 43.2%
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and 12.9%, respectively. This was partially offset by the decrease in costs of the Group’s power business, which
declined by 34.7% or ₱2,455.9 million.
Costs of Sale of Lots, Condominium and Residential Units
Costs of sale of lots, condominium and residential units increased by 12.9% or ₱1,179.2 million from ₱9,142.7 million
in 2017 to ₱10,321.9 million in 2018 primarily due to higher sales recorded for 2018. The said increase in costs of
sales was lower than the 18.2% increase in the Group’s sale of lots, condominium and residential units due to a greater
proportion of FAI’s sale of commercial lots with higher gross profit margin.
Costs of Mall and Rental Services
Costs of mall and rental services increased by 5.6% million from ₱834.2 million in 2017 to ₱880.6 million in 2018
mainly due to depreciation of new buildings for lease that commenced operations in 2018, which offset in part lower
costs from mall operations.
Costs of Hospitality operations
The Group’s costs of hospitality operations increased by 24.9% or ₱268.4 million from ₱1,076.8 million in 2017 to
₱1,345.2 million in 2018 mainly attributable to higher business volumes due to higher occupancy rates and increased
number of guests across the Group’s hotel properties, which resulted in higher food and beverage costs, utilities, guests
and amenities costs, and salaries and wages driven by wage increase and additional staffing.
Costs of Banking and Financial Services
Costs of banking and financial services was accounted for under net interest income in the “Revenues and Other
Income”.
Costs of Power Generation
Costs of power generation decreased by 34.7% or ₱2,455.9 million from ₱7,069.7 million in 2017 to ₱4,613.7 million
in 2018. The costs of power generation in 2017 included the incurred costs of the IPPA contracts which consisted of
₱2,316.6 million purchased electricity and ₱1,138.6 million amortization of rights under the contracts. These rights
under the IPPA contract initially qualified as intangible assets but were subsequently derecognized when the IPPA
arrangement ceased in 2017. See “Business–Power Operations–IPPAs.” Excluding IPPA-related costs, coal and fuel
costs increased 15.2% from 2017 to 2018 as a result of more energy sold, while other costs increased from
₱288.5 million to ₱410.0 million as a result of annual preventive maintenance of all units in 2018.
Costs of Sugar Sales
The Group’s costs of sugar sales increased by 8.5% or ₱151.9 million from ₱1,787.1 million in 2017 to
₱1,939.0 million in 2018 due to higher volume of sugar sold during the year and as costs of materials and supplies
and outside services all increased, offsetting in part lower depreciation and amortization and developments costs.
Costs of Other Operations
Costs of other operations increased by 5.4% or ₱32.5 million from ₱607.5 million in 2017 to ₱640.0 million in 2018
primarily due to the translation adjustment of interest on foreign-currency denominated bonds payable.
Expenses
The Group’s consolidated expenses increased by ₱1,556.6 million or 5.3% from ₱29,344.0 million for the year ended
December 31, 2017 to ₱30,900.7 million for the year ended December 31, 2018, primarily due to the increase in
expenses from the Group’s real estate operations and banking and financial services, which grew by 22.0% and 3.3%,
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respectively. This was partially offset by the decrease in expenses of the Group’s power business, which declined
by 26.5% or ₱957.1 million.
Real Estate Operations
Expenses of real estate operations increased by 22.0% from ₱5,045.0 million in 2017 to ₱6,153.3 million in 2018
attributed to (a) higher business permits and real property taxes as a result of higher revenues and completion of more
buildings during the year; (b) full operation of DPI which resulted to higher salaries, wages and benefits; (c) service
fees paid by PDDC; and (d) selling and marketing expenses mainly for brokers’ commissions and advertising costs.
Hospitality operations
Expenses of the hospitality operations increased by 6.0% or ₱53.0 million from ₱876.8 million in 2017 to
₱929.8 million in 2018 mainly due to higher interest expenses, higher costs related the commencement of operations
of Crimson Resort and Spa Boracay in 2018 and higher business volume across the Group’s other hotel properties.
Banking and Financial Services
The expenses of the banking and financial services of the Group increased by 3.3% from ₱18,895.7 million in 2017
to ₱19,521.0 million in 2018 on account of (a) an increase in tax rates, particularly the documentary stamp tax on time
deposits; and (b) a new advertising campaign.
Power operations
The Group’s power generation expenses decreased by 26.5% or ₱957.1 million from ₱3,614.7 million in 2017 to
₱2,657.6 million in 2018 due to (a) the non-recognition of accretion expense on the liability on IPPA contracts that
were incurred only in 2017 as the IPPA arrangement ceased in the same year; and (b) the 2017 provision for probable
losses on contingencies incident to the cessation of the Group’s IPPA contracts and other provisions made in the
ordinary course of business of the power generation segment. See “Business–Power Operations–IPPAs.”
Sugar Operations
Sugar operating expenses increased by 48.5% from ₱233.3 million in 2017 to ₱346.4 million in 2018 mainly due to
additional provision for impairment losses on certain sugar refinery assets and provision for probable losses on
contingencies. The CSCC refinery was mothballed in 2016 due to the lower margin on refined sugar and lower
demand for refined sugar.
Other Operations
Expenses of other operations increased by 90.5% or ₱614.1 million from ₱678.5 million in 2017 to ₱1,292.6 million
in 2018 due to a one-time adjustment in borrowing costs in 2017 pertaining to interest expense which should have
been capitalized as part of the cost of a constructed asset that was funded by the bonds in respect of which the
borrowing costs were incurred.
Income before Income Tax
The Group’s income before income tax increased by ₱3,497.0 million or 24.3% to ₱17,878.8 million in 2017 from
₱14,381.7 million in 2017.
Provision for Income Tax
Provision for income tax increased by 8.4% or ₱346.3 million from ₱4,108.4 million in 2017 to ₱4,454.7 million
in 2018. Provision for current income tax increased by 20.5% or ₱664.6 million mainly due to higher taxable income
of the Group’s real estate operations. Provision for deferred income tax decreased by 36.8% or ₱318.4 million due
mainly to temporary differences between financial and taxable income.
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Net Income
As a result of the foregoing, consolidated net income increased by 30.7% or ₱3,150.8 million from ₱10,273.3 million
in 2017 to ₱13,424.0 million in 2018. Net income attributable to equity holders of FDC increased by 47.6% or
₱3,147.1 million from ₱6,612.4 million in 2017 to ₱9,759.5 million in 2018 while net income attributable to
noncontrolling interest amounted to ₱3,664.5 million in 2018.
Year ended December 31, 2017 compared with year ended December 31, 2016
Revenues and interest and other income
The Group’s consolidated revenues increased by ₱8,299.5 million or 16.7% from ₱49,583.1 million for the year ended
December 31, 2016 to ₱57,882.6 million for the year ended December 31, 2017, primarily due to contributions from
power operations, banking and financial services, sales of lots, condominiums and residential units, mall and rental
revenues, and hospitality operations, which grew by 32.4%, 21.5%, 5.0%, 27.8% and 37.0%, respectively. The
Group’s consolidated other income also increased by ₱715.8 million or 8.0% from ₱8,992.0 million for the year ended
December 31, 2016 to ₱9,707.8 million for the year ended December 31, 2017, primarily due to the increase interest
and other income from banking and financial services which grew by 10.3%.
Real Estate Operations
Sale of Lots, Condominium and Residential Units
Sale of lots, condominium and residential units increased by 5.0% to ₱823.9 million from ₱16,406.8 million in 2016
to ₱17,230.7 million in 2017 as a result of the growth in the sale of commercial lots and real estate sales, principally
due to increased sales of FLI’s middle-income projects inclusive of MRBs and HRBs.
Mall and rental revenues
Mall and rental revenues reached ₱4,897.2 million in 2017, an increase of 27.8% or by ₱1,065.3 million from
₱3,831.9 million in 2016. This was primarily due to the completion of projects such as Vector Three, located in
Northgate Cyberzone Alabang which added 36,000 sq.m. of GLA to the Group’s aggregate office portfolio in 2017.
In addition to Vector Three, Fora Mall in Tagaytay and Main Square in Bacoor were completed in 2017, adding 50,000
sq.m. of GLA to the Group’s retail leasing portfolio in 2017.
Other Income – Real Estate Operations
Other income from real estate operations amounted to ₱2,437.5 million in 2017, an increase of 3.3% or ₱78.6 million
over the ₱2,358.9 million other income earned in 2016, due to higher interest income from contracts receivables,
miscellaneous income and various fees charged to buyers and other lease-related activities.
Hospitality Operations
Hotel Revenues
Hotel revenues amounted to ₱2,174.5 million in 2017 from ₱1,587.4 million in 2016, or an increase of ₱587.1 million
or 37.0%, primarily due to the operations of Quest Hotel and Conference Center and Mimosa Golf, Clark, which only
started contributing revenues to the Group in the third quarter of 2016. The increase in revenues was also due to the
higher occupancy rate and average room rates across the Group’s hotels.
Other Income – Hospitality operations
Other income from hospitality operations decreased by 23.5% or by ₱9.8 million, from ₱41.8 million in 2016 to
₱31.9 million in 2017. Higher other income in 2016 was due to a one-time booking of cumulative shares in net
earnings of CHI on a consolidated level in the same year.
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Banking and Financial Services
Banking and Financial Services Interest Income
Interest income from banking and financial services increased by 21.5% or ₱3,810.2 million from ₱17,684.5 million
in 2016 to ₱21,494.7 million in 2017 mainly attributable to double-digit growth in consumer loans led by auto loans,
personal loans and mortgage loans.
Costs of Banking and Financial Services
Costs of banking and financial services was higher by 28.1% or ₱734.0 million from ₱2,612.7 million in 2016 to
₱3,346.7 million in 2017 primarily on account of strong growth in deposits and the Bank’s issuance of ₱10.0 billion
worth of LTNCDs in 2017.
Net Interest Income
As a result of the foregoing, net interest income stood at ₱18,148.0 million in 2017, 20.4% or ₱3,076.2 million higher
than the ₱15,071.8 million posted in 2016. EW’s net interest margin in 2017 remained at 7.8%, the same level
as 2016.
Other Income – Banking and Financial Services
Other income from banking and financial services grew by 10.3% of ₱672.7 million from ₱6,525.0 million in 2016 to
₱7,197.7 million in 2017 due to higher service charges, fees and commissions consisting mostly of consumer loanrelated fees and credit card charges.
Power Operations
Power Revenues
Power revenues amounted to ₱9,942.5 million in 2017, an increase of 32.4% or ₱2,432.5 million from
₱7,510.0 million in 2016. This was mainly attributable to the full year operation of the FDC Misamis coal plant which
started commercial operations in the last quarter of 2016. Revenues from generated power increased almost five times
from ₱1,173.9 million in 2016 to ₱6,694.2 million in 2017; offsetting the decrease in revenues from IPP arrangements
from ₱6,336.0 million in 2016 to ₱3,218.5 million in 2017, when the Group’s IPPA arrangements ceased. See
“Business–Power Operations–IPPAs.”
Other Income
Other income from power operations was lower by ₱26.8 million, at ₱9.1 million for 2017, compared to ₱36.0 million
in 2016 on account of foreign exchange translation losses on retention payables and cash held.
Sugar Operations
Sugar Sales
The Group’s sugar sales decreased by 16.4% or ₱419.5 million to ₱2,143.0 million in 2017 from ₱2,562.5 million
in 2016 caused by a decline in sugar prices, as major industrial users shifted to using high fructose corn syrup.
Other Income – Sugar
Other income from sugar operations went up by 3.7% or ₱1.1 million from ₱30.4 million in 2016 to ₱31.5 million
in 2017 as a result of an increase in storage fees collected from traders who use the Sugar Subsidiaries’ property to
store sugar purchased from planters.
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Costs
The Group’s consolidated costs increased by ₱2,251.7. million or 10.4% from ₱21,613.0 million for the year ended
December 31, 2016 to ₱23,864.7 million for the year ended December 31, 2017, due to the increase in costs from all
of the Group’s business segments except sugar operations and other operations.
Costs of Sale of Lots, Condominium and Residential Units
Costs of sale of lots, condominium and residential units amounting to ₱9,142.7 million in 2017, was 3.0% or
₱262.9 million higher than ₱8,879.9 million earned in 2016, mainly on account of higher sales bookings during the
year as the Group booked increased sales from FLI’s middle-income projects inclusive of MRBs and HRBs.
Costs of Mall and Rental Services
Costs of mall and rental services went up to ₱834.2 million in 2017, or an increase of 43.3% or ₱251.9 million from
₱582.3 million in 2016 due to depreciation of new buildings for lease that were completed in 2017, as well as higher
costs from mall operations.
Costs of Hospitality operations
Costs of hospitality operations was at ₱1,076.8 million in 2017, higher by 37.4% or ₱293.0 million from
₱783.8 million in 2016, driven by increase in costs for salaries, wages and employee benefits, contract services,
utilities, food and beverage costs and depreciation and amortization. In addition, Quest Hotel and Conference Center
and Mimosa Golf, Clark, which started operations only in the third quarter of 2016, was fully operational for the entire
year ended December 31, 2017.
Costs of Banking and Financial Services
Costs of banking and financial services was accounted for under net interest income in “—Revenues and Other
Income” above.
Costs of Power Generation
Costs of power generation were at ₱7,069.7 million in 2017, which was an increase of 12.2% or ₱766.2 million from
₱6,303.5 million in 2016. This was due to the full year operational costs of the coal plant which resulted in significant
coal and fuel costs and the cessation of the IPPA arrangements in 2017. See “Business–Power Operations–IPPAs.”
Costs of Sugar Sales
The Group’s costs of sugar sales decreased by 1.8% or ₱32.0 million from ₱1,819.1 million in 2016 to
₱1,787.1 million in 2017 due to a decrease in salaries, wages and employee benefits, and depreciation and
amortization, and an increase in sugar and molasses inventories. The decrease in costs of sugar sales was partially
offset by an increase in the costs of materials and supplies.
Costs of Other Operations
The Group had a reduction of 3.8% or ₱24.2 million in costs of other operations from ₱631.7 million in 2016 to
₱607.5 million in 2017 due to a reversal of accrued interest payable made in 2017 to adjust the overstated accrual of
interest expense in the prior year.
Expenses
The Group’s consolidated expenses increased by ₱3,983.0 million or 15.7% from ₱25,361.0 million for the year ended
December 31, 2016 to ₱29,344.0 million for the year ended December 31, 2017, primarily due to the increase in
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expenses from the Group’s power operations, banking and financial services and real estate operations, which grew
by 188.9%, 7.0% and 15.1%, respectively.
Real Estate Operations
Expenses of the real estate operations increased by ₱661.7 million or 15.1% to ₱5,045.0 million from ₱4,383.3 million
in 2016 due to higher operating expenses related to the opening of new malls and BPO buildings for lease in 2017.
These general increases were in part offset by lower commission expense as a result of the Group’s use of more
internal marketing personnel instead of external agents/brokers for the rental assets.
Hospitality operations
Expenses of hospitality operations decreased by 3.7% or ₱33.5 million from ₱910.3 million in 2016 to ₱876.8 million
in 2017 primarily driven by a decrease in rent expense resulting from capitalization of a portion of MCI’s rent expense
attributed to areas under development in 2017. These decreases offset general increase in interest expense and salaries,
wages and employee benefits.
Banking and Financial Services
Expenses of the banking and financial services increased year-on-year by 7.0% from ₱17,658.6 million in 2016 to
₱18,895.7 million in 2017, which was attributable to higher manpower cost, taxes and licenses, brokerage fees,
advertising and insurance, all on account of the expanded store network of the Bank.
Power operations
Expenses of the power generation segment more than doubled from ₱1,251.3 million in 2016 to ₱3,614.7 million
in 2017 primarily due to the impact of the full year operation of the coal plant in Misamis Oriental on depreciation of
non-plant facilities, and interest on loans.
Sugar Operations
Expenses of sugar operations went up by 35.7% to ₱233.3 million in 2017 from ₱171.9 million in 2016 mainly
because of provisions recognized for an impairment loss on the CSCC refinery which was temporarily mothballed
in 2016 due to the lower demand and margins for refined sugar and the lower demand for refined sugar.
Other Operations
Other expenses declined by 31.2% or ₱307.2 million from ₱985.7 million in 2016 to ₱678.5 million in 2017 due to a
one-time adjustment in borrowing cost in 2017 pertaining to interest expense which should have been capitalized as
part of the cost of a project finance asset that was funded by the bonds in which the borrowing costs were incurred.
Income before Income Tax
The Group’s income before income tax increased by ₱2,780.6 million or 24.0% to ₱14,381.7 million in 2017 from
₱11,601.1 million in 2016.
Provision for Income Tax
Provision for income tax increased by 31.5% or ₱983.3 million from ₱3,125.1 million in 2016 to ₱4,108.4 million
in 2017. Provision for current income tax increased by 25.9% or ₱666.3 million, primarily because of higher taxable
income from the real estate segment and banking and financial services segment. Provision for deferred income tax
also increased by 57.8% or ₱317.1 million, mainly due to EW’s lower provisions for probable losses during the
reporting period.
Net Income
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As a result of the foregoing, consolidated net income increased by 21.2% or ₱1,797.2 million from ₱8,476.1 million
in 2016 to ₱10,273.3 million in 2017. Net income attributable to equity holders of FDC amounted to ₱6,612.4 million
in 2017, a 20.2% increase from ₱5,502.7 million in 2016.
FINANCIAL CONDITION
As at September 30, 2019 compared with as at December 31, 2018
Assets
As of September 30, 2019, FDC’s total consolidated assets stood at ₱623,065.5 million, total equity was at ₱127,677.4
million (including noncontrolling interest of ₱30,696.8 million, and total liabilities was at ₱495,388.1 million. Total
consolidated assets increased by ₱32,561.2 million or 5.5% from the ₱590,504.3 million as of December 31, 2018.
The following were the significant movements in assets during the period:
Cash and cash equivalents decreased by 39.1 % from ₱68,121.3 million to ₱41,475.5 million primarily due to EW
purchases of investment securities in line with its balance sheet strategy. Loans and receivables of the financial and
banking services went up by 6.9 % from ₱231,530.9 million to ₱247,466.4 million primarily driven by growth in
consumer loans and the acquisition of PBCom’s auto loan receivables, specifically limited to dealership-generated
accounts. Loans and receivables of real estate operations increased by 10.2% from ₱4,261.3 million to ₱4,695.2
million. The increase came primarily from additional journalized sales offset by collections during the period. Several
attractive financing schemes are being offered by the Company to its real estate buyers to further increase sales and
collection.
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss was higher by 291.4% from ₱4,338.8 million to ₱16,979.9 million
due to movements in the banking segment’s proprietary trading portfolio. Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income went up by 530.1 % from ₱750.3 million to ₱4,727.7 million due to revaluation of equity
securities investments. Financial assets at amortized cost increased by 30.6 % from ₱36,510.5 million to ₱47,672.7
million largely due to EW's strategic direction of improving liquidity profile and accrual income.
Investment in joint ventures increased by 23.4 % from ₱734.6 million to ₱906.4 million solely due to the remeasurement of shares in joint venture offset by the proportionate share of EW in its net loss.
Deferred tax assets was higher by 17.3% from ₱2,600.8 million to ₱3,051.6 million primarily due to current period’s
take-up of provision for probable losses by EW.
Liabilities
Income tax payable increased by 57.6% on account of set-up of current period’s provisions, net of payments for
previous taxable year and first half this year. Bills and acceptance payable increased by 47.0% to ₱26,422.7 million
due to higher volume of borrowings to fund the short-term requirements of the banking and financial services.

LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES
For 2016, 2017, 2018, the Group’s principal sources of liquidity were internally generated funds from operations
including sales of receivables, borrowings and shares offering. As of December 31, 2018, the Group had cash and
cash equivalents totaling ₱68,121.3 million. The Group expects that its principal uses of cash for 2019 will be for the
construction and development of ongoing and new projects.
The Group expects to meet its working capital, capital expenditure, dividend payment and investment requirements
for the next 12 months primarily from the proceeds of this Offer and cash flows from operations. It may also from
time to time seek other sources of funding, which may include debt or equity financings, including peso-denominated
loans from Philippine banks, depending on its financing needs and market conditions.
Credit Ratings
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FLI’s issuance of an aggregate ₱29 billion in bonds as of the end of 2018 were each issued a rating of “PRS Aaa” by
PhilRatings; such rating is ascribed to obligations of the highest quality with minimal risk. PhilRatings also assigned
an outlook of “Stable” on the bonds. In October 2019, FDC’s outstanding bond issue of ₱8.8 billion has maintained
its Issue Credit Rating of PRS Aaa with a Stable Outlook.
In June 2019, PhilRatings assigned a credit rating of PRS Aa Plus (corp.) to EW and in September 2016, PhilRatings
assigned an issuer rating of PRS Aa minus (corp.) to EWRB. EW maintains a credit rating of “Aa” from PhilRatings
as of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus. However, the rating of EWRB expired on September 20, 2017 and is
yet to be renewed.
Cash Flows
The following table sets forth selected information from the Group’s consolidated statements of cash flows for the
periods indicated. Pursuant to the adoption of new and amended accounting standards under PFRS, the Group restated
certain of its financial statements, including its statements of cash flow for the years ended December 31, 2016
and 2017. See Note 2 of the Group’s consolidated financial statements elsewhere in this Preliminary Prospectus for
more details.
For the years ended December 31,
2016
2017
(audited)
(audited)
2018
(as restated)
(as restated)
(audited)

For the nine months ended September 30
2018
(unaudited)

2019
(unaudited)

(millions)
Net cash provided by (used in) operating
activities(1).............................................

₱25,067.2

₱14,837.3

₱26,374.9

₱12,605.0

₱ (3,320.8)

Net cash used in investing activities(1) ...

(21,759.5)

(5,555.0)

(41,167.7)

(36,627.6)

(27,035.8)

6,294.5

2,558.3

7,595.1

6,076.8

3,710.7

Net cash provided by financing activities
..............................................................

__________________
Notes:
(1) See Note 2 of the Group’s consolidated financial statements elsewhere in this Preliminary Prospectus for more information of the restatement
of net cash provided by operating activities and net cash used in investing activities for the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2017.

Net Cash Flow from Operating Activities
The Group’s net cash flow from operating activities comprises the development, construction and sale of real estate
projects, including collections and the sale of receivables resulting therefrom, leasing of retail and office spaces,
generation of deposits, sale of power, hotel revenues and lending and milling, trading and sale of sugar.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, the Group’s net cash flow used in operating activities was ₱3,320.8
million. Cash used in operations (after adjusting for, among other things, depreciation and amortization, and working
capital changes) amounted to ₱1,109.3 million. The cash from operations before adjusting for working capital changes
was ₱24,890.1 million, partially offset by increases in deposit liabilities of ₱4,737.4 and accounts payable, accrued
expenses and other liabilities of ₱1,274.0 million and decrease in loans and receivables and contract assets of
₱17,149.5 million, financial assets at fair value through profit or loss of ₱12,641.1 million and real estate inventories
of 2,098.5 million and coal, spare parts and other inventories of ₱121.7 million. The Group paid income taxes of
₱2,211.5 million. The Group’s contract assets represent its right to consideration relating to goods and service that
was already delivered/performed by the Group but were not due for collection, while deposits liabilities were primarily
attributable to EW’s operations in the ordinary course of business.
For 2018, the Group’s net cash flow from operating activities was ₱26,374.9 million. The Group’s income before
income tax for this period was ₱17,878.8 million. Cash generated from operations (after adjusting for, among other
things, depreciation and amortization, and working capital changes) amounted to ₱30,391.2 million. The Group
generated cash from deposit liabilities of ₱25,361.6 million, extended loans amounting to ₱9,440.0 million, increased
its contract assets by ₱11,455.4 million and paid income taxes of ₱4,016.3 million. These deposits and loans were
primarily attributable to EW’s operations in the ordinary course of business.
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For 2017, the Group’s net cash flow from operating activities was ₱14,837.3 million. The Group’s income before
income tax for this period was ₱14,381.7 million. Cash generated from operations (after adjusting for, among other
things, depreciation and amortization, and working capital changes) amounted to ₱17,851.7 million. The Group
generated cash from deposit liabilities of ₱19,337.9 million, extended loans amounting to ₱22,540.6 million, and paid
income taxes of ₱3,014.4 million. These deposits and loans were primarily attributable to EW’s operations in the
ordinary course of business.
For 2016, the Group’s net cash flow from operating activities was ₱25,067.2 million. The Group’s income before
income tax for this period was ₱11,601.1 million. Cash generated from operations (after adjusting for, among other
things, depreciation and amortization, and working capital changes) amounted to ₱27,724.8 million. The Group
generated cash from deposit liabilities of ₱49,686.0 million, extended loans amounting to ₱45,494.3 million, and paid
income taxes of ₱2,657.6 million. These deposits and loans were primarily attributable to EW’s operations in the
ordinary course of business.
Net Cash Flow used in Investing Activities
The Group’s net cash flow used in investing activities comprises purchases and sales of investment securities at
amortized cost, investment properties and property and equipment and foreclosed assets.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, the Group’s net cash used in investing activities was ₱27,035.8
million. The cash outflow consisted of acquisition of investment securities of ₱15,139.6 million, investment properties
and property, plant and equipment of ₱10,632.4 million, noncontrolling interest of ₱2,369.1 million and investment
in joint venture of ₱350 million partially offset by decrease in right-of-use assets of ₱771.5 million, other assets of
₱266.9 million and interest received from investments of ₱416.9 million.
For 2018, the Group’s net cash flow used in investing activities was ₱41,167.7 million. The cash outflow primarily
consisted of acquisition of investment securities at amortized cost in the amount of ₱32,952.7 million and investment
properties and property and equipment in the amount of ₱7,490.5 million. This was partially offset by proceeds from
the sale of investment securities and foreclosed assets of ₱2,256.8 million, and proceeds from interest received of
₱996.8 million. These investment securities were primarily Government securities acquired by EW during the year.
For 2017, the Group’s net cash flow used in investing activities was ₱5,555.0 million. The cash outflow was primarily
due to the acquisition of investment securities at amortized cost of ₱6,835.4 million, the acquisition of investment
properties and property and equipment of ₱9,155.7 million and acquisition of intangible assets of ₱806.0 million,
partially offset by proceeds from the sale of investment securities at amortized cost of ₱11,810.1 million, proceeds
from the sale of investment properties and foreclosed assets of ₱2,099.2 million and interest received of
₱937.3 million.
For 2016, the Group’s net cash flow used in investing activities was ₱21,759.5 million. The cash outflow was
primarily due to the acquisition of investment securities at amortized cost of ₱9,697.3 million, the acquisition of
investment properties and property and equipment of ₱13,864.6 million and acquisition of intangible assets of
₱668.7.0 million, partially offset by proceeds from the sale of investment securities at amortized cost of
₱3,185.7 million, proceeds from the sale of an investment in a joint venture of ₱1,400.0 million, proceeds from the
sale of investment properties and foreclosed assets of ₱988.0 million, and interest received of ₱884.0 million.
Net Cash Flow from Financing Activities
The Group’s net cash flow from financing activities comprises borrowings and interest payments, bills and
acceptances payable, issuances of capital stock and dividend payments.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, the Group’s net cash used in financing activities was ₱3,710.7 million,
comprising primarily payments of long-term debt, net of proceeds amounting to ₱1,808.2 million, increase in bills and
acceptances payable ₱8,452.8 million, payments of dividends and interests of ₱1,488.2 million and ₱5,062.0 million,
respectively.
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For 2018, the Group’s net cash flow from financing activities was ₱7,595.1 million (U.S.$147.9 million), comprising
primarily of an increase in bills and acceptances payable of ₱13,810.2 million, partially offset by the payment of
dividends ₱1,450.8 million and payments on long-term debt of ₱6,468.6 million.
For 2017, the Group’s net cash flow from financing activities was ₱2,558.3 million, comprising primarily proceeds
from long-term debt of ₱13,492.2 million and increase in bills and acceptances payable of ₱1,965.1 million, partially
offset by payments of dividends of ₱1,415.3 million, long-term debt of ₱5,460.8 million, liability on IPPA contracts
of ₱1,408.0 million, and interest paid of ₱4,575.6 million. The long-term debt pertained to FLI’s issuance of bonds
during the year.
For 2016, the Group’s net cash flow from financing activities was ₱6,294.5 million, comprising primarily
₱23,831.0 million in proceeds from EW’s subordinated debt, bonds issued by FLI, FDC’s short-term debt and other
principal amortizations, partially offset by payments of dividends of ₱1,294.1 million, long-term debt of
₱10,669.1 million, liability on IPPA contracts of ₱1,536.0 million and interest paid of ₱4,655.4 million.
Indebtedness
The Group’s total amount of long-term debt was ₱129,155.7 million as of September 30, 2019, with a current portion
of ₱8,625.9 million. The Group’s long-term debt comprised peso denominated loans obtained from domestic financial
institutions, Peso and U.S. dollar bonds, and subordinated debt issued by EW.
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
The table below sets out the Group’s capital expenditures for 2016, 2017 and 2018, together with its budgeted capital
expenditures for 2019 and 2020.

Years ended December 31,
2016 (actual) .....................................................................................................................
2017 (actual) .....................................................................................................................
2018 (actual) .....................................................................................................................
2019 (budgeted) ................................................................................................................
2020 (budgeted) ................................................................................................................

Expenditure
(₱ millions)
28,614.6
27,577.3
34,360.0
40,158.8
53,141.1

The Group has historically sourced funding for capital expenditures through internally-generated funds and long-term
borrowings. The Group expects to fund its budgeted capital expenditures principally through the proceeds from the
Subscription and cash from operations, as well as through borrowings. The figures in the Group’s capital expenditure
plans are based on management’s estimates and have not been appraised by an independent organization. In addition,
the Group’s capital expenditure plans are subject to a number of variables, including possible cost overruns,
construction/development delays, the receipt of critical Government approvals, availability of financing on acceptable
terms, changes in management’s views of the desirability of current plans, the identification of new projects and
potential acquisitions, and macroeconomic factors such as the Philippine economic performance and interest rates.
There can be no assurance that the Group will execute its capital expenditure plans as contemplated at or below
estimated costs.
Components of Capital Expenditure
Components of the Group’s capital expenditures for 2016, 2017, 2018, and for the nine months ended September 30,
2019 are summarized below.
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For the years ended December 31,
2016
2017
2018
₱
₱
₱
(millions)
1,150.2
2,384.5
7,311.0
Land acquisition .........................................................

For the
nine
months
ended
September
30,
2019
₱

1,866.5
6,778.2

11,956.0

13,049.9

5,551.9

6,077.3

5,096.7

8,598.2

1,295.6

887.5

6,536.1

5,863.8

8,015.0

28,614.6

27,577.3

34,360.0

Residential development ............................................

3,699.6

Investment properties .................................................

7,990.7

Property, plant and equipment ....................................

1,351.3

Others .........................................................................

290.2
15,198.3

Total ...........................................................................
Capital Expenditure for 2019

FDC has budgeted ₱40,158.8 million for capital expenditures for 2019 (of which ₱15, 198.3 million had been spent
as of September 30, 2019). The planned capital expenditures for 2019 per business segment are as follows:

Expenditure
₱
(millions)
2019 Capital Expenditure
Real Estate ............................................................................................
Hospitality .............................................................................................
Banking and Financial Services ............................................................
Power .....................................................................................................
Sugar......................................................................................................
Others ....................................................................................................
Total .......................................................................................................

33,810.6
5,079.4
751.0
368.4
85.5
64.0
40,158.8

The planned capital expenditures for 2019 as per type of expenditure is as follows:

Expenditure
₱
(millions)
Capital Projects
Land acquisition ...................................................................................
Residential development .......................................................................
Investment properties ............................................................................
Property, plant and equipment ...............................................................
Others ....................................................................................................
Total .......................................................................................................
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7,047.3
15,978.1
15,671.3
1,053.1
409.0
40,158.8

Real Estate and Hospitality Operations
The Group has allocated a total of ₱38.9 billion in capital expenditure to its property segment for 2019. The Group
has roughly equally allocated the total amount of ₱38.9 billion between the trading segment of the real estate business
and the investment segment, including the expansion of the Group’s hotel portfolio. The Group expects to allocate a
significant portion of its property capital expenditure to its projects and developments in the Clark corridor, including
the CIA, Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City and the 64-hectare phase 1 of the Group’s township development in New
Clark City.
The Group has allocated an additional ₱1.1 billion to developments of infrastructure projects and acquisition of fixed
assets in power, sugar and other segments.
CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS AND COMMITMENTS
The following table sets forth the Group’s contractual obligations and commitments as of September 30, 2019:

Long-term debt maturities ......................
Land acquisition .....................................
Project costs............................................
Total .......................................................

Contractual Obligations and Commitments
Payments Due by Period
(₱ millions)
Total
2019
2020
2021-2022 After 2022
132,626.0
12,794.7
30,927.6
30,684.6
58,219.1
5,380.0
1,346.0
826.5
3,207.4
–
18,867.9
11.432.4
4,831.2
2,464.9
139.4
156,873.9
25,573.2
36,585.4
36,356.9
58,358.5

As of September 30, 2019, there is no known event that will trigger a direct or contingent financial obligation that is
material to the Company, including any default or acceleration of an obligation.
OFF-BALANCE SHEET ARRANGEMENTS
In the normal course of EW’s operations, there are various outstanding commitments and contingent liabilities which
are not reflected in the financial statements. The Bank does not anticipate material unreserved losses as a result of
these transactions.
Apart from EW’s operations, the Group from time to time issues guarantees to secure the purchase by independent
contractors of construction materials from Group-approved suppliers. As of September 30, 2019, other than those
mentioned above, the Group was not a financial guarantor of obligations of any unconsolidated entity, and the Group
was not a party to any off-balance sheet obligations or arrangements.
QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE DISCLOSURE OF MARKET RISK
The Group’s real estate, power generation, hospitality and sugar operations are exposed to various types of market
risks in the ordinary course of business, including interest rate risk, liquidity risk and credit risk. The discussion below
excludes EW and its subsidiaries. For a discussion on the risks applicable to EW, please see “Business – Banking and
Financial Services—Risk Management”.
Interest Rate Risk (ex-Banking and Financial Services)
The Group’s exposure to the risk for changes in market interest rates relates primarily to the Group’s long-term debt
obligations with a floating interest rate. The Group’s interest rate exposure management policy centers on reducing
the Group’s overall interest expense and exposure to changes in interest rates. The Group’s policy is to manage its
interest cost using a mix of fixed and floating interest-rate debt. The Group regularly monitors available loans in the
market which is of cheaper interest rate and substitutes high-rate debt of the Group. The Group’s long-term debt with
floating interest rate usually mature after three to five years from the date of availment, while fixed term-loans mature
after five to ten years. See Note 37 of the Group’s audited consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2018
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for more information on the Group’s interest rate risk exposure. For a discussion on the risks applicable to EW, please
see “Business – Banking and Financial Services—Risk Management”.
Liquidity Risk
The Group seeks to manage its liquidity profile to be able to finance capital expenditures and service maturing debts.
To cover its financing requirements, the Group uses internally generated funds and available long-term and short-term
credit facilities. As part of its liquidity risk management, the Group regularly evaluates its projected and actual cash
flows. The Group also continuously assesses conditions in the financial markets for opportunities to pursue fund
raising activities including bank loans and capital market issuances, in case any requirements arise. Accordingly, the
Group regularly reviews its loan maturity profile to ensure availability of funding through an adequate amount of
credit facilities with financial institutions. Overall, the Group’s funding arrangements are designed to keep an
appropriate balance between equity and debt, to give financing flexibility while continuously enhancing the Group’s
businesses. See Note 37 of the Group’s audited consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2018 for more
information on the Group’s liquidity risk exposure. For a discussion on the risks applicable to EW, please see
“Business – Banking and Financial Services—Risk Management”.
Credit Risk
The Group is exposed to credit risk from each of its business segments. Credit risk is the risk of loss that may occur
from the failure of a customer to abide by the terms and conditions of such customer’s financial contract with the
Group, principally the failure to make required payments on amounts due to the Group.
For its real estate operations, the Group’s requires buyers who wish to avail the in-house financing scheme to undergo
credit verification procedures. The Group also monitors its receivable balances on a regular basis and takes
appropriate actions where necessary, to manage credit risk. With respect to credit risk arising from the other financial
assets of the Group, which comprise cash and cash equivalents and financial assets at amortized costs, the Group’s
exposure to credit risk arises from default of the counterparty, with a maximum exposure equal to the carrying amount
of these instruments. See Note 37 of the Group’s audited consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2018
for more information on the Group’s liquidity risk exposure. For a discussion on the risks applicable to EW, please
see “Business – Banking and Financial Services—Risk Management”.
SEASONALITY
Seasonality has some impact on the Group’s results of operations due to the seasonality of its real estate, hospitality
and sugar businesses.
Sales reservations for the Real Estate Companies’ properties are generally higher during the fourth quarter of each
year, when remittances from OFWs typically increase in amount in anticipation of the Christmas holiday season.
However, the required down payments for such sales are usually not paid in full until the next calendar year. As a
result, a substantial amount of recorded sales during each calendar year may relate to sales reservations from the
immediately preceding year. In addition, the Real Estate Companies attempt to undertake and complete as much site
development and construction work during the Philippines’ dry season, which usually extends from November to midMay. As a result, the Real Estate Companies’ may capitalize more construction and development expenses during this
period.
The Group may experience seasonality with respect to its leases in its retail properties that are based on a percentage
of its tenants’ revenues, and such seasonality may become more significant as the percentage of the Group’s variable
rate leases increases. Generally, the Company may experience seasonal fluctuations with respect to its revenue from
its variable rate leases in Festival Supermall and its other retail properties as tenants’ sales are expected to peak in the
last two months of each year. Tenants’ sales thereafter are expected to slowdown in the first quarter of the year and
begin to increase in the second quarter, driven by the summer season, the school break in April and May and
particularly the beginning of the school year in the month of June. This is expected to be followed by a slowdown in
sales in the third quarter due to the rainy season.
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The milling season of the Sugar Subsidiaries, which includes annual growing, harvesting, milling and planting of
sugarcane, typically commences in November of a particular and lasts until May or June of the following year. In
addition, the Sugar Subsidiaries are exposed to price fluctuation risk for agricultural produce, which tends to occur on
a seasonal basis in various geographic areas of the Philippines. There is not concurrently available in the Philippines
a commodity futures hedging market for managing this risk, nor do the Sugar Subsidiaries currently hedge against
financial or market risks through the use of either derivatives or forward delivery contracts. In addition, the ability of
the Sugar Subsidiaries to take advantage of favorable market prices may be subject to risks of weather-related losses
and transportation delays. Any material adverse effect to the Sugar Subsidiaries as a result of seasonality and price
volatility risks may adversely affect the Group’s results of operations.
The Company’s hospitality operations may also be subject to seasonality, with sales expected to increase during the
holiday seasons and the dry season in the Philippines.
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Corporate History and Structure
HISTORY OF THE GROUP
FDC was incorporated in the Philippines on April 27, 1973 and has evolved from businesses established by the
Gotianun Family since 1955. Originally engaged in the small-scale financing of second-hand cars, the Gotianun
Family later expanded into consumer finance in partnership with foreign institutions, such as Chase Manhattan Bank,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation and Ford Philippines. By the early 1980s, the Gotianun Family’s Filinvest Credit
Corporation became one of the leading consumer finance companies in the Philippines in terms of assets. Over time,
the “Filinvest” name became established and well-recognized in the Philippines not only in financing and banking but
also in real estate development and other lines of business.
In 1967, the Gotianun Family entered the real estate business through the incorporation of Filinvest Realty
Corporation, which was engaged in the development of residential subdivisions. In 1984, the Gotianun Family
divested its interests in its financial businesses, Family Bank and Trust Company and the Insular Bank of Asia and
America, and consolidated its real estate interests in FDC. By 1990, FDC expanded its product line to include the
construction and sale of low-cost and medium-cost housing units. Thereafter, the product line was further expanded
to include the development of commercial districts, leisure projects such as farm estates and sports clubs, and
construction of residential and office condominiums.
Filinvest Land Inc. (“FLI”) was incorporated on November 24, 1989 and began commercial operations in
August 1993 after FDC spun off most of its real estate operations and transferred all related assets and liabilities to
FLI in exchange for shares of FLI. FLI’s shares were listed on the PSE on October 25, 1993. FDC remains FLI’s
largest shareholder. As of September 30, 2019, FDC beneficially owned approximately 64.8% of FLI’s outstanding
common shares and 100% of FLI’s issued and outstanding preferred shares, such that FDC has an effective 73.5%
voting ownership in FLI.
Filinvest Alabang, Inc. (“FAI”) was incorporated on August 25, 1993 in connection with the joint development of
Filinvest City in Alabang. With its development of Filinvest City, the Group started as a central business district
developer and has successfully ventured into retail, office, high-rise residential and leisure club development. As of
September 30, 2019, FDC directly owns 80% of FAI’s issued and outstanding shares and FLI owns the
remaining 20%.
In 1994, FDC decided to re-enter the banking and financial services business based on the then strengthening
fundamentals of the Philippine economy and the Gotianun Family’s prior experience in this business in the 1970s
and 1980s. FDC incorporated East West Banking Corporation (“EW”) in March 1994. On May 7, 2012, EW was
publicly listed on the PSE and issued common shares amounting to ₱2,609.6 million. FDC remains EW’s largest
shareholder. As of September 30, 2019, including its 37.9% indirect ownership through FFC, FDC beneficially
owns 77.9% of EW’s issued and outstanding shares.
To diversify its business and position, in 2007, FDC acquired 100.0% of the issued and outstanding shares of Pacific
Sugar Holdings Corporation (“PSHC”) from ALGI. PSHC owns three Mindanao-based sugar companies, Davao
Sugar Central Company, Inc. (“DSCC”), Cotabato Sugar Central Company (“CSCC”), and High Yield Sugar Farms
Corporation (“HYSFC”).
During the Philippine power crisis in 1995, the Group acquired a 25% interest in East Asia Power Corp. In 1998, the
Group also acquired 100.0% of East Asia Utilities Corp. and Cebu Power Corp., each of which was divested in 2000
as part of the Group’s deleveraging activities during the Asian financial crisis. In 2007, FDC partnered with
International Power Plc to bid for the Government’s 60% controlling stake in Energy Development Corporation
(“EDC”). While the FDC consortium’s bid was shortlisted, the bid ultimately did not succeed.
In 2009, the Group re-entered the power generation business through FDC Utilities, Inc. (“FDCUI”). FDCUI operates
a 405 MW (3 x 135 MW) power plant with CFB clean coal technology in the PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate, Villanueva,
Misamis Oriental, Mindanao. FDCUI started developing the power plant in 2013 and received the certificate of
compliance (“COC”) for the first two units of the plant in October 2016, and the COC for the third unit in May 2017.
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The Group has also entered into joint ventures with respect to the development of renewable energy projects and the
development of a district cooling system.
The Group is also involved in the development, operation and management of hotels and resorts that cater to various
market segments. In 2008, FDC entered into a joint venture with Archipelago International Pte. Ltd (“AIPL”) and
created Chroma Hospitality, Inc. (formerly Filarchipelago Hospitality, Inc.) (“CHI”) to manage and operate the
Group’s hospitality projects. CHI is 60% owned by FDC and 40% owned by AIPL. In August 2011, FDC formed its
wholly owned subsidiary Filinvest Hospitality Corporation (formerly FDC Hotels Corporation) (“FHC”) to serve as
the primary developer and owners’ representative of Group-owned properties.
Following the award of a provisional gaming license to MCI by the Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation
(“PAGCOR”) in April 2018, the Group is planning to extend its hospitality offering to include an integrated resort
and casino within the Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City development. The Group intends to outsource the operation of
the casino to an established third party gaming operator. The construction of the integrated resort is still in the planning
stage and the timing of the development is expected to be within the next five years.
As part of the Group’s continued expansion, in September 2018, as part of the NAIA Consortium, FDC was granted
“original proponent status” for the NAIA Consortium’s bid to upgrade, expand, operate and maintain the NAIA, which
allows the NAIA Consortium to match any bids submitted by potential competitors under a Swiss challenge process.
The NAIA Consortium subsequently submitted a revised proposal to the DoTR and the proposal is currently with the
National Economic and Development Authority Board for approval. Similarly, in January 2019, as part of the North
Luzon Airport Consortium, FDC entered into a 25-year contract for the operation and maintenance of the existing
passenger terminal of CIA’s existing passenger terminal and the fit-out and operation and maintenance of a new
terminal building.
The Group has also been involved in the water supply business since 2012 through its subsidiary CWSI, which
provides water and wastewater services. Its water services include the supply and distribution of potable water to
domestic, commercial and industrial users whiles its wastewater services include the treatment of domestic and
commercial sewage.
The Group also signed a joint venture agreement with Japanese company HAQT to establish FLOW to tap into the
latest developments in water technology such as desalination.
In October this year, FAI signed a joint venture agreement with Japanese company Mitsubishi Corporation for the
development of a P15-billion multi-tower mixed-use complex within Filinvest City. Mitsubishi will have a 40% stake
in the development of a 1.7-hectare prime lot that is seen to bolster mixed-use GLA by approximately 183,000 square
meters.
With over 40 years of experience in industries that are highly sensitive to the financial crises, market downturns, and
political upheaval, the Filinvest Group has emerged as one of the few survivors in the country. The Group has carefully
built and nurtured a distinguished performance record in the real estate development, which was recognized by
international bankers, fund’s managers, other global institutional investors, and the international financial community.
FDC’s principal corporate office is located at the 6th Floor, The Beaufort, 5th Avenue corner 23rd Street, Bonifacio
Global City, Taguig City, Philippines. FDC common shares were listed in the PSE on December 22, 1982.
STRUCTURE
The chart on the next page illustrates the Group’s corporate structure as of September 30, 2019. For a detailed
breakdown of FDC’s subsidiaries and associates, see “–Subsidiaries and Affiliates” on page 251 of this Preliminary
Prospectus.
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A.L. GOTIANUN, INC.
Group Structure
(As of September 30, 2019)
A.L. Gotianun, Inc.

Filinvest Development Corporation (FDC)

Pacific Sugar
Holdings
Corporation (PSHC)
FDC 100%

Cotabato Sugar
Central Company,
Inc.
PSHC 100%

High Yield Sugar
Farms Corporation
PSHC 100%

Davao Sugar
Central Company,
Inc.
PSHC 100%

East West Banking
Corporation (EW)***
FDC 40%;
FFC 38%;
Others 22%
East West Rural
Bank Inc.
EW 100%

East West
Insurance
Brokerage, Inc.
EW 100%
East West Ageas
Life Insurance
Corporation
EW 50%
Ageas Life Insurance
Corporation 50%
East West Leasing
and Finance
Corporation
EW 100%
Quest Marketing
And Integrated
Services, Inc.
EW 100%

Assurance
Solutions Insurance
Agency
EW 100%

FDC Forex Corp.
(FFC)
FDC 100%

Filinvest Mimosa,
Inc.
FDC 47.5%
FLI 47.5%
Clark Development
Corporation 5%

Pro Excel Property
Managers, Inc.
FLI 32.9%
FAI 33.1%
CPI 17.0%
FCI 17.0%
Dreambuilders Pro,
Inc.
FLI - 100%
Filinvest Cyberzone
Mimosa, Inc.
FLI - 100%
Filinvest Lifemalls
Mimosa, Inc.
FLI - 100%

Timberland Sports and
Nature Club
FLI - 98%
Third-party members - 2%
Property Leaders
International Limited (BVI)
FLI - 100%
Proleads Philippines,
Inc.
FLI - 100%
Realpros Philippines,
Inc.
FLI - 100%
Filinvest Lifemalls
Tagaytay, Inc.
FLI - 100%

Gintong Parisukat
Realty and
Development, Inc.
FLI - 100%

Supplementary Information:
** FDC's effective ownership in FAI is 93% (80% direct ownership and
13% indirect ownership through FLI)
***FDC's effective ownership in EW is 78% (40% direct ownership and
38% indirect ownership through FFC)

Filinvest Land Inc.
(FLI)
FDC 65%;
Others 35%

Filinvest Alabang, Inc.
(FAI)**
FDC 80%;
FLI 20%

Property Maximizer
Professional Corp.
FLI 100%

Northgate
Convergence
Corporation
FAI 100%

Homepro Realty
Marketing, Inc.
FLI 100%

Mactan Seascapes
Services, Inc.
FDC 100%

Proplus, Inc.
FAI 100%

Property Specialist
Resources, Inc.
FLI 100%

ParkingPro, Inc.
FAI 100%

Leisurepro, Inc.
FLI 100%

ProOffice Works
Services, Inc.
CPI 60%
FCI 40%

Cyberzone Properties,
Inc. (CPI)
FLI 100%

Philippine DCS Development
Corporation
FLI 60%;
Engie Services Phil. 40%
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FDC Danao
Power Corporation
FDCUI 100%

FDC Casecnan Hydro
Power Corporation
FDCUI 100%

FDC Renewables
Corporation (formerly
FDC Davao del Norte
Power Corporation)
FDCUI 100%

Filinvest Cyberparks,
Inc. (FCI)
FLI 100%

Filinvest Lifemalls
Corporation
FLI - 100%

FDC Retail Electricity
Sales Corporation
FDCUI 100%

FDC Negros
Power Corporation
FDCUI 100%

Filinvest AII
Philippines, Inc.
FLI 100%

FCGC Corporation
(FCGCC)
FLI - 100%

FDC Misamis
Power Corporation
FDC 87.7%
FDCUI 12.3%

FDC Camarines Power
Corporation
FDCUI 100%

Filinvest Asia Corp.
FLI 60%;
Reco Hererra 40%

Festival Supermall Inc.
(FSI)
FLI - 100%

FDC Utilities, Inc.
(FDCUI)
FDC 100%

FSM Cinemas, Inc.
FSI 60%
Cinema Services Chain Corp. 40%
Filinvest BCDA Clark, Inc.
FCGCC 55%
Bases Conversion Development Authority 45%

Filinvest-ENGIE
Renewable Energy
Enterprise, Inc. (FREE)
FDCUI 60%
Engie Services, Phil. 40%

Filinvest Hospitality
Corporation ( FHC)
FDC 100%
Quest
Restaurants, Inc.
FHC 100%
Boracay
Seascapes, Inc.
FHC 100%
Chinatown
Cityscapes Hotel,
Inc.
FHC 100%

Duawon Seascapes
Resort, Inc.
FHC 100%
Mimosa Cityscapes,
Inc.
FHC 100%
Cubao Cityscapes, Inc.
FHC 100%
Princesa
Seascapes, Inc.
FHC 100%
Dumaguete
Cityscapes, Inc.
FHC 100%
Entrata Hotel
Services, Inc.
FHC 76.9%
FAI 23.1%
Zamboanga
Cityscapes, Inc.
FHC 100%

Fora Services, Inc.
FHC 100%
Fora Restaurants, Inc.
FHC 100%
Nature Specialists, Inc.
FHC 100%
Dauin Seascapes, Inc.
FHC 100%

Corporate
Technologies
Incorporated
FDC 40%
FLI 30%
FAI 30%

Chroma
Hospitality, Inc.
FDC 60%;
Archipelago
International Pte
Ltd 40%
Filinvest
Development
Cayman Islands
FDC 100%

Countrywide Water
Services, Inc.
FDC 100%

Luzon International
Premiere Airport
Development Corp.
FDC 42.5%
JG Summit Holdings Inc. 33.0%
Changi Airports Philippines (I)
Pte. Ltd. 15.0%
Philippine Airport Ground
Support Solutions, Inc. 9.5%

Professional
Operations and
Maintenance Experts
Incorporated
FDC 47.5%
Engie Services
(Philippines) 52.5%

Business
OVERVIEW
The Group is one of the Philippines’ leading conglomerates and focuses on the “middle market” segment of the
Philippine economy, which it believes is underserved and has continuing high growth potential. For its four decade
long history, its businesses have been pioneers in their respective industries, sustaining the Group’s overall growth
targets. The Group’s principal businesses comprise:


Real Estate – the Group’s real estate business has been active for over 40 years and is a leader in the affordable
and middle income real estate segment. The Group has an established brand name and reputation in real estate,
combining sales of lots and other residential developments with a growing commercial and mall leasing portfolio.
The Group was a pioneer in focusing on the incentive-laden BPO industry, as well as one of the first companies
to develop large-scale, master-planned leisure townships such as Filinvest City, a CBD in southern Metro Manila.
The Group has also accumulated a considerable land bank in strategic locations, comprising some of the largest
contiguous areas of developable land in the country, laying a foundation for continued growth;



Hospitality - the Group has taken advantage of the strong growth in Philippine tourism and the economy more
generally to grow its hospitality business and thereby strengthen the Group’s recurring income base. In a relatively
short time, the Group believes it has built strong hospitality brands which cater to different segments of the market.
The Group’s hospitality business also features an independent property management arm, which complements its
core hospitality operations business. In April 2018, following the award of a provisional gaming license by the
PAGCOR, the Group is planning to extend the scope of its hospitality business to include an integrated resort
within the Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City development;



Banking and Financial Services - EW is a universal bank primarily focused on high margin consumer lending,
which has grown in recent years along with the Philippine economy. Supported by an expanded and strategically
located store network, EW offers differentiated services tailored to mid-market corporates and retail customers.
In addition, EW has expanded its overall product offerings and lending portfolio in the consumer and middlemarket banking sector through, among others, various acquisitions and joint ventures, the latest of which was a
joint venture with Ageas to provide bancassurance services;



Power – the Group’s subsidiary FDCUI operates a 405 MW (3 x 135 MW) clean coal power plant in Mindanao,
with power supply agreements for a total of 302 MW as of September 30, 2019 with 17 distribution utilities and
two industrial customers. FDCUI’s power plant features CFB clean coal technology, and has capacity for further
expansion which the Group believes ideally positions the plant to take advantage of the growing market demand
for power in Mindanao. FDCUI also has a RES license which allows it to trade electricity and cater to contestable
customers under the RCOA regime of the Government;



Sugar – the Group owns and operates sugar mills and refineries, and also develops owned or leased farmland into
corporate sugarcane farms, all in Mindanao. The Group’s Sugar Subsidiaries have a combined milling capacity
of 11,500 TCD and a refining capacity of 600 MT of refined sugar per day; and



Infrastructure - as part of the Group’s continued expansion, in January 2019, FDC, as part of the North Luzon
Airport Consortium, entered into a 25-year contract for the operation and maintenance of CIA’s existing passenger
terminal, and the fit-out and operation and maintenance of a new terminal building. LIPADC, the joint venture
entity, expects operation and maintenance phase of the CIA by the consortium to commence in July 2019. In
September 2018, the NAIA Consortium of which FDC is a part, was granted “original proponent status” for the
NAIA Consortium’s bid to upgrade, expand, operate and maintain the NAIA, which allows the NAIA Consortium
to match any bids submitted by potential competitors under a Swiss challenge process. The NAIA Consortium
subsequently submitted a revised proposal to the DoTR and the proposal is currently with the National Economic
and Development Authority Board for approval. The Group has also recently entered into a joint venture
arrangement with Engie Services Philippines for projects in renewable energy and district cooling services.
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For each of the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017, and 2018, and the nine months ended September 30, 2019, the
Group recorded consolidated revenues and other income of ₱58,575.2 million, ₱67,590.4 million, ₱73,313.9 million
and ₱62,221.4 million, respectively; EBITDA of ₱17,293.4 million, ₱22,364.6 million, ₱25,385.1 million and
₱21,728.2 million, respectively; and net income of ₱8,476.1 million, ₱10,273.3 million, ₱13,424.0 million and
₱11,788.8 million, respectively. FDC’s common shares were listed on the PSE on December 22, 1982 and, as of
September 30, 2019, FDC had a market capitalization of ₱121,158.3 million.
COMPETITIVE STRENGTHS
Competitive Strengths of the Group
The Group believes that its principal strengths are the following:
Strategically Positioned in Attractive Growth Sectors of the Philippine Economy
The Group believes its businesses are well-positioned in high growth sectors of the Philippine economy which will
allow it to take advantage of primary economic and consumption growth drivers such as OFW remittances, BPOs,
and tourism, among others.
In real estate, the Group entered the affordable housing space in the early 1990s when most developers were still
focused on the higher end of the market, allowing the Group to benefit from the growth of OFW remittances and a
housing supply shortage. In particular, the Group primarily targets the affordable, socialized and middle-income
residential markets, which together are believed by the Group to be the largest addressable markets in residential
development in the Philippines. The Group was one of the pioneers in providing projects and office space catering to
the BPO industry, which started in 2000 and quickly became a key driver for the Philippines’ strong economic growth
supported by Government incentives. As a result of this early entry into the BPO space, the Group has more than
doubled its aggregate office GLA from 175,565 sq.m. as of December 31, 2012 to 471,184 sq.m. as of September 30,
2019. In addition to traditional BPOs, recent years have also seen the influx of POGOs as tenants.
The Group has also built a track record of developing large-scale, master-planned townships, the first of which was
Filinvest City, a joint venture formed in 1992 between the Government and FAI to develop a 244-hectare CBD in
southern Metro Manila when the area was largely undeveloped. The Group expects Filinvest City’s strategic location
to be further enhanced as travel times from the south of Metro Manila to Quezon City and Northern Luzon are set to
be greatly reduced with the development and completion of the road link project connecting the South Luzon
Expressway and North Luzon Expressway corridors, as well as the planned Clark to Calamba, Laguna rail
development.
In 2016, the Group was one of the first developers to identify Clark, Pampanga as a significant growth area, and was
the sole bidder for the Mimosa Leisure Estate (now known as Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City) and the New Clark
City developments. In the last three years, a range of announced new projects, such as the expansion of CIA, the
declaration of Clark, Pampanga as a new Government center, and the signing of the initial agreements with the
Japanese government for the development of a high speed train linking Manila to Clark, have resulted in significant
property price increases in the area according to Colliers, as well as significant growth in passengers arriving in CIA
(from passenger arrivals of 951,007 in 2016 to 2,664,378 in 2018 according to internal data of the CIA).
Complementing its core real estate expertise, the Group’s hospitality business, which currently has locations in Cebu
City, Muntinlupa City, Clark Freeport Zone, Pampanga and Boracay, is also well positioned to benefit from the
growing Philippine tourism industry, which has seen a growth in foreign visitor arrival from 2015 to 2018 at a CAGR
of 10.0%.
In banking and financial services, EW entered the consumer financing business in 2004 and has built a top quartile
retail banking business with one of the highest percentage of retail loans to total loan portfolio in the industry based
on EW’s estimates. EW focuses on the high margin consumer lending segments with historically higher returns, and
has grown its business through aggressive store expansion, as well as strategic acquisitions and business partnerships
in auto loans and credit cards, personal loans and bancassurance. Based on the expected increase in consumer spending
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of 7.8% over the next three years, according to the Economist Intelligence Unit, the Group expects its retail banking
business to continue to grow to meet increased consumer demand.
The Group entered the Mindanao power market in 2012 with the development of the FDC Misamis thermal plant
when the region was experiencing a significant shortage in power supply and as a result was able to enter into power
supply agreements with 17 of the region’s distribution utilities, 14 of which are AAA rated by the NEA. The strategic
location of the Group’s clean coal power plant in Mindanao, and its other planned projects in its power business in the
country positions the Group to benefit from the expected growth in demand for electricity especially in the southern
regions of the country. In addition, the Group’s sugar business benefits from the industrialization of Luzon, which has
increased Mindanao’s importance in agribusiness.
Most recently, the Group has begun development of its infrastructure business. The North Luzon Airport Consortium
comprising FDC, as lead consortium member, JG Summit Holdings Inc., Philippine Airport Ground Support Solutions
Inc. and Changi Airport Philippines (I) Pte. Ltd. (wholly owned by Changi Airports International), was awarded an
operation and maintenance contract for the CIA as well as a contract for the construction of an additional terminal.
The Group is also part of a consortium of seven of the Philippines’ largest conglomerates that submitted an unsolicited
bid to upgrade, expand, operate and maintain the NAIA. The NAIA Consortium recently submitted a revised proposal
to the DoTR and the proposal is currently with the National Economic and Development Authority Board for approval.
Solid Foundation for Future Growth in Place
The Group believes it has laid the proper foundation for the future growth and monetization of its existing and newer
businesses across the Philippines. Its long history of operating successful businesses and making strategic and timely
investments has resulted in the necessary scale, experience and capability to efficiently capitalize on business
opportunities in sectors of the economy and areas of the country that it expects to drive the Group’s continued growth.
With respect to its real estate and hospitality operations, the Group’s rollout of development projects have an aggregate
potential GFA of approximately 7.6 million sq.m. of residential, office, retail, logistics, industrial and hotel buildings.
The Group’s strategic investments have resulted in the availability of a sufficient land bank spanning key regions in
the Philippines to support the future expansion of the Group’s office and retail GLA and construction of ten additional
hotels in the next five years, positioning the Group to monetize its growth initiatives. As of September 30, 2019, the
Group had an aggregate land bank of 2,039 hectares of raw land, primarily for residential development, which includes
228 hectares of raw land held through joint venture arrangements and 79 hectares of unsold lots in Filinvest City.
In banking, EW is actively implementing its medium-term strategy of optimizing the operations and profitability of
its expanded store network. With a view to growing its asset base, attracting low-cost deposits and increasing its
deposit per store from approximately ₱700 million to reach the industry standard of ₱1.1 billion for banks of
comparable size, EW continues to focus on deepening and broadening relationships with, and increasing its revenues
generated from, existing customers. The Group believes that the expansion of EW’s products lines, including its recent
expansion into bancassurance and wealth management, will be integral to its overall customer offering.
In the power business, FDCUI’s 405 MW (3 x 135 MW) clean coal power plant, which has entered into power supply
agreements for a total of 302 MW, also has sufficient expansion capacity for another 2 x 135 MW to help address the
expected growing demand for power in Mindanao. The Group has already begun to take advantage of this growing
demand by entering into a MOU with Sanjia Steel on December 14, 2018. Sanjia Steel is located in the same
PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate (an area of approximately 6,000 hectares, of which approximately 3,000 hectares are
registered development areas) where FDCUI’s plant is located. Pursuant to the MOU, the parties agreed to enter into
a power supply agreement for up to 100 MW of electricity, with initial offtake of approximately 70 MW. The parties
continue to negotiate the proposed power supply agreement in good faith. The Group believes that the expected
industrial developments in the PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate and surrounding urban centers will increase demand for
power in the area. According to the Department of Energy, projected peak demand is expected to increase by 8.0%
each year in 2019 and 2020, and 7.5% each year from 2021 to 2023. FDCUI has also expanded into the retail
electricity supply business, allowing it to trade electricity and cater to contestable customers across the Philippines
under the expected RCOA regime.
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To complement its power generation and trading operations, the Group has also entered into strategic partnerships
with Engie to develop potential renewable energy solutions in the Philippines that provide energy cost savings to large
industrial and commercial customers. The Group believes that the partnership’s initial projects with respect to
renewable energy and district cooling will position it to take advantage of the global move towards greater
sustainability. The Group also signed a joint venture agreement with Japanese company Hitachi Aqua-Tech
Engineering Pte. Ltd. (HAQT) to establish Filinvest-Hitachi Omni Waterworks, Inc. (FLOW) to tap into the latest
developments in desalination technology in order to improve the water services offered by its subsidiary, Countrywide
Water Services, Inc.
Track Record of Successfully Leveraging Profitability and Positioning
The Group has been able to successfully establish and grow a diverse and profitable business portfolio over its history
with revenues reaching ₱64.1 billion in 2018, representing approximately 8.9% CAGR from 2016 to 2018; assets
reaching ₱590.5 billion as of December 31, 2018, representing CAGR of approximately 5.8% from 2016 to December
31, 2018; and net income reaching ₱13.4 billion in 2018, representing CAGR of approximately 16.6% from 2016 to
2018. Over the years, the Group has demonstrated a consistent ability to leverage its success in existing businesses to
expand into new industries while maintaining its overall focus of catering to the middle-income market of the
Philippines.
The Group’s real estate business has grown over the last four decades to become one of the leading integrated real
estate developers and operators in the Philippines, with real estate net income at ₱8.8 billion in 2018, increasing at a
CAGR of 14% from 2016 to 2018. The Group complemented its initial real estate investments and developments by
building a considerable recurring income base of office and commercial leasing, primarily to the BPO industry. The
Group was also one of the first developers to focus on large-scale, master-planned townships to capitalize on its wide
range of real estate offerings and enhance synergies across its growing number of businesses. To further take
advantage of its expertise in property development and diversify its recurring income stream, the Group opened its
first hospitality project in Mactan City in 2010, and, as of September 30, 2019, operated approximately 1,800 keys in
Cebu, Muntinlupa City, Clark Freeport Zone, Pampanga and Boracay.
The Group believes EW’s focus on retail and consumer lending has allowed it to quickly scale its operations in line
with the strong Philippine economic growth of the past decade. EW has established a nationwide presence of 467
stores as of September 30, 2019, compared with 168 stores as of December 31, 2011. The Group believes that EW’s
return on equity, which was 11.0% in 2018, is one of the highest among universal and commercial banks in the
Philippines while EW’s net income (gross of eliminations for intra-group transactions) of ₱4.5 billion in 2018
represented a CAGR of 15.0% from 2016 to 2018.
In recent years, the Group believes it has successfully reinvested the returns from its core businesses; the Group reentered the power business through FDCUI, which recorded net income of ₱1.9 billion in 2018 after only commencing
operations in late 2016. The Group’s sugar business has also delivered steady returns.
Diversified Earnings Stream Protecting Against Volatility
With business interests in the banking and financial services, real estate, power, and sugar industries, the Group has
diverse earning streams both across and within its businesses, which helps protect the Group’s returns amidst changing
industry conditions from time to time.
With respect to its real estate businesses, the Real Estate Subsidiaries have continually broadened their earnings base
in terms of product, geographic and market segmentations, primarily through an aggressive office, retail and hotel
development program. From an aggregate 341,000 sq.m. as of December 31, 2014, the Group’s commercial leasing
portfolio has more than doubled to 747,000 sq.m. as of September 30, 2019. With its development pipeline expanding
to Clark, Cebu and other areas, the Group has begun to establish a more Philippines-wide national revenue stream,
which it expects to insulate its real estate business from concentration in the Metro Manila area. The Group has also
particularly focused on its hospitality business in recent years; this segment has grown from 290 keys managed in
2010 to approximately 1,800 as of September 30, 2019, capitalizing on strong demand from the MICE sector, as well
as higher demand for quality resorts in line with the development of the country as a regional tourist destination. For
the year ended December 31, 2018, revenue from sale of lots, condominium and residential units, mall and rental
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properties and hospitality operations amounted to ₱20,362.8 million, ₱6,174.4 million, and ₱2,665.5 million,
respectively, representing 69.7%, 21.1%, and 9.1%, respectively, of aggregate revenues from the Group’s real estate
and hospitality operations. For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, revenue from sale of lots, condominium
and residential units, mall and rental properties and hospitality operations amounted to ₱16,052.9 million, ₱5,323.7
million, and ₱2,402.7 million, respectively, representing 29.0%, 9.6%, and 4.3%, respectively, of aggregate revenues
(excluding other income) from the Group’s real estate and hospitality operations.
The Group’s banking and financial services, as part of its medium term strategy, has also begun to add to its
complement of products and services geared towards its target market of retail customers and middle-market corporate
customers. EW’s recent bancassurance joint venture with Ageas has complemented its existing products with
insurance products backed by Belgium’s leading insurance companies according to Assuralia.
Apart from its core businesses, FDC has also continued to diversify its revenue and asset base. The Sugar Subsidiaries
continue to provide the Group with a steady revenue stream with a base in Mindanao, which has proven resilient
despite market fluctuations, and has also been adaptable to the changing nature of the industry. The Group’s power
business, which commenced commercial operations towards the end of 2016, has also immediately contributed to the
Group’s financial results as demand in Mindanao remains strong. In the infrastructure space, the Group also expects
that it will begin to generate revenues from its operation and maintenance contract for the CIA upon turnover of the
airport expected in July 2019. Finally, following the award of a provisional gaming license by the PAGCOR in April
2018, the Group is planning to extend the scope of its hospitality business to include an integrated resort within the
Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City development comprising, among other things, a casino, a lifestyle mall, five-star hotel
and an events venue.
Disciplined and Strategic Financial Management
The Group adopts a centralized approach to capital allocation decisions across its businesses, which allows the Group
to efficiently allocate its resources to high growth opportunities and regions. The Group believes its financial strength
and conservative leverage enhances its ability to expand and further diversify its business through ready access to
capital and financing at competitive rates, allowing it the flexibility to quickly capitalize on business opportunities as
they present themselves.
The Group believes each of its business segments has a strong financial position and a stable earnings base. FDC’s
position of majority ownership in the Group’s businesses, along with its leadership team committed to prudent
financial management and growth, assures that cashflow from these businesses are efficiently managed and allocated
efficiently according to the Group’s requirements and strategic objectives. The Group’s stable earnings are
complemented by its relatively low leverage in its non-financial services businesses, which provides significant
capacity to take advantage of growth opportunities whether by expansion, acquisitions or other business combinations
and partnerships. FDC has taken advantage of these strong financial fundamentals by being one of the first Philippine
conglomerates to regularly tap both domestic and international debt capital markets through bond issuances. In turn,
its financial discipline and credibility has been confirmed by both investors and financial institutions such as external
ratings agencies, which have consistently assigned bond issuances of FDC and its subsidiaries PRS Aaa, the highest
possible rating for a bond (the last issuance being the issuance of FLI office development subsidiary CPI of a five and
a half-year ₱6 billion bonds due 2023). The Group believes these top-tier ratings are warranted due to the following
key considerations: FDC’s steady earnings and diversified business portfolio; maintenance and good credit standing
even in times of financial crises; strong financial flexibility; established brand names and good market position of its
key subsidiaries; its subsidiaries operating in growth industries; the conservative and professional stance of
management; and FDC’s new investments (e.g., power and infrastructure) which the Group expects to significantly
contribute to profitability in the medium-term.
Trusted Business Partner with History of Successful Collaborations
The Group has built a strong reputation as a trusted partner with a track record of collaborating on successful projects.
In the 1990s, the Group’s real estate business partnered with the Government on Filinvest City, a 244-hectare CBD
which has provided a viable alternative for businesses and establishments outside the greater Metro Manila area. The
Group has also partnered with the Cebu City Government for the joint venture development of a portion of the SRP,
a reclaimed land project located in Cebu City. The Group holds 50.4 hectares in the SRP, of which 40 hectares is
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subject to the joint venture development. In addition, the Group has also partnered with CDC and BCDA for the
development of Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City and New Clark City, respectively. These collaborations clearly show
the confidence of national and LGUs in the Group’s ability to add value and expertise to the significant projects.
As the Group has diversified into other product lines and businesses, it has tapped experienced international partners
and strategically outsourced to more established industry players to supplement its in-Group management team. For
example, the Group has entered into arrangements with Engie for its district cooling and solar paneling business; with
Ageas for EW’s bancassurance business, PIC, a third-party operator affiliated with Marubeni Corporation (one of the
leading global trading companies), for the operation and maintenance of the Group’s power plant, and Changi Airports
Philippines (I) Pte. Ltd. (wholly owned by Changi Airports International) for the operation and maintenance of the
Group’s Clark Development airport project. The Group’s CHI subsidiary has also built a hotel management team with
a significant percentage of expatriates holding GM, Executive Chef and key positions in CHI to ensure the Group’s
hospitality properties adhere to international standards.
The Group believes that these collaborations have enhanced its reputation in the market as a viable partner for
Government and international stakeholders for their large-scale and important projects in the Philippines. On the other
hand, the Group believes it has greatly benefitted by garnering technical knowhow, best practices and operational
experience from the partners it has worked with, which it can apply to its operations and new businesses moving
forward.
Experienced Management Team
The Group’s management team has extensive experience in, and in-depth knowledge of, the Philippine real estate
market, the financial and banking services industry and the sugar business. Members of the Group’s management team
have an average of more than 30 years’ experience in their respective businesses, such experience spanning market
downturns and volatility, financial crises and political and global economic changes. Several members of the
management team have post-graduate degrees from well-known business schools in the United States. The Group
believes its growth and strong financial performance are indicative of the capabilities of its management team. The
Group believes that the market experience and knowledge that its key members of management possess across each
of the Group’s businesses and the business relationships they have developed in the various industries in which they
are involved have been, and will continue to be an integral part of the Group’s growth strategy.
Competitive Strengths of the Group’s Operating Segments
The Group believes that the principal strengths of its operating segments are the following:
Real Estate Operations and Hospitality Operations
The Group has been active in the real estate business for over 40 years and the hospitality business for over 10 years.
FLI focuses on residential, office, industrial and retail developments, while FDC handles the leisure and hospitality,
or hotel development segment. FAI was formed primarily to develop Filinvest City, an alternative CBD in Muntinlupa
City with a significant land bank available for development, and where the Group focuses on office and commercial
leasing, particularly to BPOs, as well as high-end vertical residential developments.
Real Estate Operations
The Group believes its real estate business possesses the following principal strengths:


Recognized brand in affordable and middle income housing.



Extensive nationwide and international sales channels.



A pioneer and major player in office development and leasing.



Proven record in township and land bank value creation.
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Strong credit record and bond issuance track record.

Hospitality Operations
The Group believes its hospitality business possesses the following principal strengths:


Full range hospitality products targeting various market segments.



Ability to quickly build brands with strong recognition such as Crimson and Quest.



Synergies as part of the Filinvest Group.

See “—Real Estate Operations” and “—Hospitality Operations” for more details.
Banking and Financial Services
Since its formation in 1994, EW has experienced strong growth. The Group believes EW is well-positioned in the
Philippine market due to the following principal strengths:


Strong focus on and growing market position in high growth consumer segments.



Strategically located store network.



Differentiated services tailored to mid-market corporates and retail customers.



Prudent balance sheet management to manage a predominantly consumer loan portfolio.

See “—Banking and Financial Services” for more details.
Power Operations
FDC, through its wholly owned subsidiary FDCUI, re-entered the power industry in 2009 to further diversify its
business. The Group believes FDCUI’s principal strengths include:


Largest baseload facility in Mindanao with significant capacity for expansion.



Well-positioned to capitalize on attractive power industry growth opportunities in Mindanao, a region with high
expected demand in the medium term.



Risk mitigated business model with predictable cash flows supported by long-term power supply agreements with
distribution utilities with high credit ratings.



Clean coal circulating fluidized bed technology providing more environmentally sustainable energy.



Established relationships with world-class energy players for plant construction, turbine supply, operations and
maintenance, as well as renewable energy projects.



Diversification into other high growth sectors.

See “—Power Operations” for more details.
Sugar Operations
The Group’s sugar business, conducted through PSHC, believes it possesses the following principal strengths:
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Adaptable business model with vertical integration based primarily in attractive Mindanao market.



In-house corporate farm to enhance productivity and efficiency through innovation.



Strategic location with natural barriers to entry.



Long-standing relationships with growers and traders.

See “—Sugar Operations” for more details.
BUSINESS STRATEGY
Business Strategy of the Group
The Group’s strategy is to actively grow its business portfolio in a disciplined and systematic way and to benefit from
the recent positive economic growth and favorable social trends in the Philippines in each of its segments. Having
built a strong business foundation for growth in each of its subsidiaries, the Group plans to unlock and maximize its
subsidiaries’ values through accelerated development and greater market reach (in terms of product offerings and
geographical coverage), and intends to supplement organic growth through mergers and/or acquisitions to the extent
such opportunities arise.
The Group’s specific strategies to implement these objectives are as follows:
Leverage on its Foundation for Growth to Scale-up Businesses
The Group believes that it has been successful in expanding its businesses in the last few years as a foundation for
future growth, and now aims to capitalize on such efforts in the near- to medium-term by scaling up and optimizing
operations across its businesses, and further improving cost efficiencies. Across all its businesses, the Group intends
to capitalize on its nationwide presence and knowledge of local conditions and relationships in order to maintain its
growth by tapping into more markets and keeping pace with the growing importance of the provincial areas. It will
aim to optimize its current business knowhow as well as spread its base infrastructure by introducing its products to
new regions and a provincial customer base. The Group will seek to achieve these while at the same time keeping to
its broader general strategies of focusing on the continued consumption growth of the affordable and middle market
sectors. Specifically with respect to its main businesses, the Group intends to:


Real estate and hospitality – focus on specific markets with sufficient demand and depth, such as Cebu and Clark,
while diversifying its revenue sources and broadening its product offerings to prepare it for and insulate it from
changing consumer demand. The Group’s property trading business focuses on the largest segment of the
Philippine population, according to Colliers, as well as provides products within the pricing range of the key OFW
market;



Banking and financial services – continually implement its optimization strategy across its nationwide store
network, aiming to maximize the profitability of its existing stores after having aggressively grown such network
in the last three years. EW is also targeting to achieve a more balanced portfolio of high-cost and low-cost
deposits, which would insulate it from changing consumption patterns and the volatility of the financial markets;



Power – scale up operations and secure sufficient demand for the additional 2 x 135 MW expansion capacity of
its Misamis plant. It also intends to build its RES business within the RCOA regime; and



Sugar – continue achieving cost reductions in its production process, which has smoothed its earnings over the
past few years despite changing market dynamics.

Accelerate Monetization of Land Bank
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The Group believes it has utilized its long experience in the real estate market to build up a considerable and
strategically located land bank which features ideal geographic access, key elements, base infrastructure, all with the
reputational standing of the “Filinvest” name. One of the Group’s key objectives is to accelerate the monetization of
this land bank through a combined strategy of:


continued strong sales of land and vertical development products, increased vertical recurring income
development and monetization of assets through potential REIT opportunities; and



minimizing land carrying cost through more interim land leases.

The Group believes that the maturity of its large-scale, master-planned townships will allow it to accelerate
monetization of specific portions of its land bank, given the property price increases in these areas brought about by
the Group’s improvements and township projects, as well as the continued economic growth of the Philippines in
general.
Continue Building Up Its Investment Portfolio and Potentially Participate in the Investment Trust Markets
The Group intends to continue building up its investment portfolio in office, retail and hospitality. The Group believes
that these segments of its businesses focus on the BPO and tourism industries, which are among the key drivers of the
Philippine economy. The Group aims to take advantage of its strategically located land bank located in key regional
centers across the Philippines, which will allow it to accelerate the growth of its recurring income portfolio in line
with market demand. Related to this, the Group will closely monitor the development of the REIT market and
regulations in the Philippines, as it believes its portfolio of recurring income properties is well-suited for a REIT
vehicle. The Group intends to participate in the REIT markets as the Group believes that a Government-supported
REIT market with incentives in line with other regional REIT markets would improve the Group’s financial returns
from its investment portfolio and provide it with another avenue of unlocking value from its assets for stakeholders.
The Group will also aim to develop complementary businesses arising from the REIT market, such as potential asset
or property management opportunities.
Tapping Opportunities with Closer Relations and Access to China Markets
The Group believes that the current Government’s policy of increased trade and cooperation between the Philippines
and China opens up greater opportunities for most of its business sectors. It intends to seek new business or ensure its
current businesses can benefit from the expected economic growth related to stronger ties with China. For example,
with respect to its core real estate business, the Group intends to rollout projects and offerings that will cater to the
expected office and residential demand from the China outsourcing segment as it further increases its footprint in the
Philippines. Consistent with the Group’s focus on tourism, the strong growth of Philippine-bound travel from China
according to Colliers is expected to present opportunities for the Group’s hospitality and airport infrastructure
businesses. Moreover, the expected increase in China-Philippines economic cooperation in areas such as
infrastructure and public works, energy, industrial park development, processing and manufacturing, among others,
may impact the Group’s power operations (which supplies primarily to locators within the PHIVIDEC Industrial
Estate), as well as its industrial and logistic parks in New Clark City.
Continue to Explore and Maximize Synergies within the Group
The Group believes that maximizing synergies across its businesses is an immediately effective means of optimizing
profitability. The Group plans to more actively explore and pursue synergies across its business lines. As a particular
example, CHI and FHC will aim to maximize the economies of scale of the Real Estate Subsidiaries by developing
and establishing hospitality projects in the Group’s mixed-use developments. In addition, the hotel management
services that CHI provides for FLI’s condotel offerings foster customer confidence that such developments are
professionally managed in line with regional standards and best practices.
The Group has also begun to venture into new business segments through ancillary enterprises. Such focused
enterprises develop expertise in their respective areas and allow the main businesses to focus on their core
competencies. Examples of these can be found in the Group’s infrastructure business, which has established district
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cooling and air handling O&M businesses in partnership with Engie; the Group’s banking and financial services
business, where EW has entered into the bancassurance business in partnership with Ageas; the Group’s power
business, where FDCUI has been able to provide cheaper power to the Group through its RES subsidiary; and also in
the Group’s real estate and hospitality business, where CWSI has been providing water and waste water services.
In a broader sense, the Group will seek to maximize the benefits derived from the bulk bidding practice and volume
discounts only available to conglomerates of its scale in areas such as communications, software and other services.
The Group is also exploring potential cross-selling and loyalty initiatives across its business segments.
Accelerate Digital Transformation, Sustainability and Other Modernization Initiatives across its Businesses.
The Group has always strived to keep abreast of advancements in technology with respect to its businesses. It aims to
continue initiatives by EW to modernize operations primarily by updating its mobile service platforms to keep pace
with the entry of FinTech competitors and other banks in the country. In line with its sustainability programs, the
Group intends to continue implementing its initiatives, including smart and LEED® (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design)-registered initiatives, in district cooling, water recycling, and solar panel roofing, among
others, with respect to its real estate and infrastructure developments and projects. For the hospitality business, the
Group intends to continue building on its successful online presence, and apply the same to its other businesses as
relevant. The Group will aim to complement this and its other external and client-facing technological improvements
by continuing to implement modernization initiatives with respect to its back-end and internal systems.
Continue to Selectively Pursue Acquisition and Partnership Opportunities, Particularly in Complementary and
Sustainable Businesses.
Building from its successful entry into additional business lines such as power and hospitality and leveraging its
reputation as a trusted partner for local and international companies looking to establish initial or greater presences in
businesses with growth potential in the Philippines, the Group will continue to selectively explore opportunities to
acquire businesses or enter into partnerships or joint ventures, particularly with complementary and sustainable
businesses. The Group has already made inroads into the infrastructure industry with its participation in two separate
consortiums for large-scale development of key infrastructure projects aimed at increasing economic growth, tourism
and consumer demand in the country. In hospitality, the Group will seek to enter into specific third party management
agreements with potential partners in order to build up its portfolio without having to build new keys and to strengthen
its brands in key markets. Further, the Group is targeting to enter into partnerships with other hotel developers to
acquire best practices knowhow in unfamiliar jurisdictions and gain access to land that is uniquely situated. In power,
the Group will build up its relationship with Engie and continue to seek out strategic partnerships, especially in the
sustainable and renewable energy spaces, to accelerate its development as a key market player. In particular, the Group
is exploring potential business partnerships with respect to desalination technology, which, if successful, can be
utilized across several of the Group’s business lines.
Business Strategy of the Group’s Operating Segments
The specific strategies of each of the Group’s operating segments to achieve the Group’s objectives are outlined below.
Real Estate Operations
The Real Estate Companies have the following strategies:


Continue product, market and geographic diversification to strengthen leadership position in the affordable and
middle market segments.



Continue to build up recurring income streams and capitalize on REIT opportunities.



Accelerate monetization of land bank.



Targeted vertical operations integration and digitization to improve cost efficiency.
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See “—Real Estate Operations—Business Strategy” for more details.
Hospitality Operations
The Group’s principal strategies for its hospitality business are as follows:


Diversify product offerings and geographical reach.



Enhance synergies with the Group.



Cultivate Crimson, Grafik and Quest brand equity by optimizing hotel developments and renovations, operations
and services.



Maximize marketing reach and distribution channels.



Explore third party management opportunities and joint ventures with third party hotel developers.

See “—Hospitality Operations—Business Strategy” for more details.
Banking and Financial Services
EW’s principal strategies are the following:


Enhance the professional development of EW employees.



Optimize existing store network.



Achieve balanced portfolio mix while maintaining a consumer and corporate mid-market focus.



Enhance customer experience.



Enhance digital efforts.



Strengthen risk management and governance framework.

See “—Banking and Financial Services—Business Strategy” for more details.
Power Operations
FDCUI’s main strategies are to:


Capitalize on favorable regional and industry dynamics.



Actively participate in Competitive Selection Processes (CSPs) to secure PSAs with Distribution Utilities



Continue to build the RES business to diversify revenue streams and take advantage of open access.



Continue to explore and pursue renewable energy projects.



Selectively participate in the bidding for Government and private power generation assets.



Pursue niche marketing and strategic partnerships.



Enhance CSR initiatives.
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See “—Power Operations—Business Strategy” for more details.
Sugar Operations
The Group’s business strategies in relation to its sugar business are the following:


Augment cane supply by developing programs to help improve farmer yields.



Reduce production cost by enhancing plant maintenance program.



Develop human resources.



Explore synergistic opportunities in the power sector, particularly in biomass.

See “—Sugar Operations—Business Strategy” for more details.
Infrastructure Strategy


Continually and selectively pursue infrastructure projects, particularly in areas which complement the Group’s
existing businesses.

See “—Infrastructure—Business Strategy” for more details.
REAL ESTATE
Overview
The Real Estate Companies are leading real estate developers in the Philippines, providing real estate products to
residential and commercial customers with a particular focus on the affordable and middle market housing segments.
The Real Estate Companies (including their predecessor operations), have over 50 years of real estate expertise
through the “Filinvest” brand. The Real Estate Companies have developed over 2,500 hectares of land and completed
a large number of high-profile real estate projects. Having provided homes for more than 200,000 families, the Group
believes that it has a reputation both in the real estate industry and among purchasers, including the significant OFW
and expatriate Filipino markets, as a reliable developer that develops and delivers quality products in a timely manner
conveniently located near major commercial centers. The Group believes it is able to offer customers one of the most
diversified ranges of real estate products in the Philippine market. As of September 30, 2019, the Group’s projects
are situated across over 48 cities and municipalities, and the Group believes that this product, market and geographic
diversification mitigates construction, market as well as economic risks.
The Group’s residential property segment remains a key driver of the Group’s income from real estate operations,
contributing ₱17.0 billion to the Real Estate Companies’ total revenue of ₱28.8 billion in 2018. The Real Estate
Companies develop and sell residential real estate to generate cash flow for their business operations and retain
ownership of a significant portion of commercial and retail real estate for long-term investment to generate recurring
income and realize potential capital appreciation. The Real Estate Companies are pioneer and major players in office
development and leasing in the Philippines with a stable and growing revenue stream from recurring income. The
Group believes that its unblemished credit track record over its long history with the local banking community as well
as local and international bond markets, especially during market downturns, such as the Asian Financial Crisis, have
resulted in increased investor confidence, which allows the Group greater access to medium and low cost funding.
The Group believes that the strength of the Real Estate Companies’ credit record and financial position enhances its
ability to expand its business and capitalize on opportunities in the Philippine housing and land development market.
The Group currently operates its real estate business primarily through its majority-owned subsidiaries, FLI and FAI.
FLI focuses on the development of residential houses, lots, condotels, mid-rise buildings (“MRBs”) and high-rise
buildings (“HRBs”) projects throughout the Philippines, and the development of investment properties in the retail,
office and industrial real estate sectors. As of September 30, 2019, FLI has built more than 200 residential
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developments across the country and operates 31 office and retail developments totaling 747,000 sq.m. of GLA. Retail
developments also fall under FLI’s “Filinvest Lifemall” brand while most office developments are owned by
Cyberzone Properties Inc. and Filinvest Cyberparks, both wholly owned subsidiaries of FLI. In addition, FLI
owns 60% of Filinvest Asia Corp. whose sole project is PBCom Tower. FLI’s shares were listed on the PSE on
October 25, 1993. The net asset value of FLI and its subsidiaries’ office properties for lease is ₱133 billion according
to Colliers. As of September 30, 2019, FLI’s market capitalization was ₱38,072.1billion.
FAI’s primary project is Filinvest City, an integrated retail, commercial, residential and leisure development in Metro
Manila. FAI also develops commercial lots, retail, residential and offices for sale developments in Filinvest City, and
beneficially owns 79 hectares of unsold lots in Filinvest City comprising 30 hectares held through joint ventures (in
which FAI beneficially owns 22 hectares) and 57 hectares owned directly by FAI.
The following tables summarize the Group’s real estate revenues for 2016, 2017, 2018 and the nine months ended
September 30, 2018 and 2019:
Group’s Real Estate Revenue

For the nine months ended September 30,
2019

2018
(₱)

Sale of lots, condominium and
residential units ...............................
Mall and rental revenues ...................
Other income ....................................
Total real estate revenue.................

(%)
(₱)
(%)
(in millions of Pesos, except percentages)

Change
2018 to 2019
(%)

15,254.5

72.3%

16,052.9

71.1%

5.2%

4,165.8
1,670.1
21,090.4

19.8%
7.9%
100.0%

5,323.7
1,207.6
22,584.2

23.6%
5.3%
100.0%

27.8%
(27.7) %
7.1%

Group’s Real Estate Revenue

For the year ended December 31,

2016
(₱)

Sale of lots, condominium and
residential units ...............................
16,406.8
Mall and rental revenues ...................
3,831.9
Other income ....................................
2,358.9
Total real estate revenue.................
22,597.6

(%)

2017
2018
(₱)
(%)
(₱)
(%)
(in millions of Pesos, except percentages)

72.6 17,230.7
17.0 4,897.2
10.4 2,437.5
100.0% 24,565.4

70.1 20,362.8
19.9 6,174.4
9.9 2,236.8
100.0% 28,774.0

70.8
21.5
7.8
100.0%

Change
2016 to
2017

Change
2017 to
2018
(%)

5.0
27.8
3.3
8.7

18.2
26.1
(8.2)
17.1

Business Strategy
The Real Estate Companies intend to further accelerate growth and improve their return on equity by aggressively
developing their land bank while retaining their current focus on the high-growth affordable and middle market
segments where the Real Estate Companies believe they have a competitive advantage based on their current strong
position. The Real Estate Companies have the following strategies:


Continue product, market and geographic diversification to strengthen leadership position in the affordable and
middle market segments. In real estate trading, the Real Estate Companies plan to capitalize on their strong
position in the affordable and middle market segments to increase their market share. Driven by strong underlying
demographic fundamentals with buyers representing the largest subset of house buyers in the Philippines, and
highly fragmented supply, the Real Estate Companies believe that these segments provide favorable demandsupply dynamics and attractive margins. The Real Estate Companies plan to maintain their strong position in the
affordable and middle market segments by expanding their product offerings and land bank into selective regional
markets. In particular, the Real Estate Companies plan to offer more inner city mixed-used developments and
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MRB products to capture the growing demand for these types of products in greater Metro Manila, Cebu, and
Davao.


Continue to build up recurring income streams and capitalize on REIT opportunities. In addition to retaining
their position as one of the leading residential house and lot (“H&L”) developers in the Philippines, the Real
Estate Companies intend to continue to increase recurring rental income through the expansion of their
commercial office and retail space leasing operations. The Group intends to achieve this by, among other things,
increasing occupancy at their newer malls and other commercial projects, rolling out new leasing projects,
enhancing their existing investment portfolio through proactive leasing and management, and capitalizing on their
extensive real estate experience, scale and access to resources. The Group also believes that the development of
REITs in the Philippines, subject to finalization of relevant regulations and incentives, will provide the Group
with new opportunities to unlock and accelerate the growth of its recurring income portfolio.



Accelerate monetization of land bank. The Real Estate Companies believe that there is currently significant
unrealized value in their land bank based on the historical low cost carrying value of such land bank on their
balance sheet. In particular, the Group believes that the available land bank in their townships, such as Filinvest
City (88 hectares) and Clark (278 hectares), has reached sufficient maturity in its product cycle. The Group
believes that it is now the opportune time to take advantage of the appreciation in value of such land bank and
accelerate monetization through land sales, or establish vertical trading developments or developments to generate
recurring income. In addition, given the current projects in their pipeline, the Real Estate Companies believe they
can benefit from the country’s strong economic fundamentals to accelerate the pace of new project launches. For
their higher value raw land portfolio, the Real Estate Companies plan to develop higher density and higher valueadded projects, such as residential buildings, office buildings and retail malls, with a view to optimizing the
revenue per sq.m. generated from such land bank.



Targeted vertical operations integration and digitization to improve cost efficiency. The Group plans to continue
initiatives to further integrate their operations. As an example, the Group has established a separate construction
company to undertake construction of specific projects and products, such as MRBs, to improve its cost
competitiveness. Moreover, the Group has embarked on targeted digitization processes, such as the use of building
information modeling for design, as well as the acquisition and implementation of other software for bidding and
project management, all in an effort to improve both cost and process efficiencies.

Land Bank
The Group believes that the competitive strength of any property business starts with the location and access of its
land bank. The Group, therefore, seeks to spot trends when identifying properties for land banking. The Group has
proven its ability to create value by developing large land banks into townships which provide a continuous source of
land for new projects and isolate and block off areas for consolidation as the township expands.
As of September 30, 2019, the Group owned or controlled approximately 2,848.9 hectares of land for the development
of its various projects, which includes 524.1 hectares of land held under joint venture agreements. The Group believes
that this land bank is sufficient to sustain at least five years of residential development and sales as well as commercial,
office and retail leasing projects.
The Group continually seeks to increase its raw land inventory in various parts of the Philippines for future
development either through direct acquisitions or pursuant to joint venture agreements. When expanding its existing
land bank, the Group focuses on selected areas with expected growth and areas that will enable the Group to widen
its geographic reach.
The table below sets forth the locations of the Group’s raw land inventory as of September 30, 2019, including land
directly owned by the Group and land for which joint venture agreements have been executed with the land owners.
The table also identifies the Group’s commercial land bank. The gross land bank data covers areas that require land
development, while the developable land bank data pertains to the area net of roads that can be developed and is meant
for vertical offices, retail, residential or industrial buildings.
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Location
RESIDENTIAL LAND BANK
Luzon
Metro Manila ..................................................................
Rizal ................................................................................
Bulacan ...........................................................................
Bataan .............................................................................
Pampanga........................................................................
Tarlac ..............................................................................
Pangasinan ......................................................................
Cavite ..............................................................................
Laguna ............................................................................
Batangas..........................................................................
Palawan ...........................................................................
Sub-total ........................................................................
Visayas
Cebu ................................................................................
Iloilo ...............................................................................
Negros Oriental ...............................................................
Negros Occidental...........................................................
Sub-total ........................................................................
Mindanao
Cagayan de Oro City.......................................................
Davao ..............................................................................
Zamboanga del Sur .........................................................
South Cotabato................................................................
Sub-total ........................................................................
Total Residential Land Bank .......................................

Location
COMMERCIAL LAND BANK
Filinvest City ..................................................................
Other Metro Manila Locations ........................................
Cebu ................................................................................
Filinvest Mimosa(1) .........................................................
New Clark City ...............................................................
Total Commercial Land Bank .....................................
TOTAL LAND BANK ..................................................

Group
Owned

Under
Joint
Venture

47.3
725.7
266.8
12.3
45.8
—
7.8
400.6
393.7
152.6
—
2,052.4

—
8.9
—
—
52.6
—
—
58.8
0.7
42.1
—
163.1

47.3
734.5
266.8
12.3
98.4
—
7.8
459.4
394.4
194.6
—
2,215.5

47.3
734.5
266.8
12.3
98.4
—
7.8
459.4
394.4
194.6
—
2,215.5

47.3
734.5
266.8
12.3
98.4
—
7.8
459.4
394.4
194.6
—
2,215.5

21.9
—
35.6
51.0
108.6

35.9
—
—
—
35.9

57.8
—
35.6
51.0
144.5

57.8
—
35.6
51.0
144.5

57.8
—
35.6
51.0
144.5

—
1.2
12.3
100.6
114.1
2,275.0

—
29.5
—
—
29.5
228.5

—
30.7
12.3
100.6
143.6
2,503.6

—
30.7
12.3
100.6
143.6
2,503.6

—
30.7
12.3
100.6
143.6
2,503.6

Group
Owned

Under
Joint
Venture

59.7
3.0
5.0
—
—
67.7

7.6
—
—
—
288.0
295.6

—
—
—
201.0
—
201.0

67.3
3.0
5.0
201.0
288.0
564.3

67.3
3.0
5.0
70.0
200.0
345.3

2,342.7

524.1

2,704.6(1)

3,067.9

2,848.9

Gross
Developable
Total
Land Bank Land Bank
Area in Hectares

Long-Term
Gross
Developable
Lease
Land Bank Land Bank

____________________
Note:
(1)

Represents total inventory of land owned by the Group, held under joint venture or leased pursuant to a long-term lease.

The map below sets forth the locations of the Group’s raw land inventory as of September 30, 2019:
[Map of land inventory provided by Company to be included]
Townships
FLI is in the business of creating fully-integrated communities that aim to satisfy the needs of their contemporary
residents and locators. The Group believes that its township land bank distinguishes it from other developers as it is
assured of a built-in pipeline of projects that can be rolled out in the future. The Group’s highly visible townships,
such as Filinvest City, which, among other advantages, features convenient access from Manila’s South Luzon
Expressway via a standalone “Filinvest City” exit, contributes to the Group’s strong nationwide reputation as a
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successful township developer. The consistent sales performance and appreciating land prices in these townships is
evidence of the ability of the Group’s townships to attract buyers who are willing to pay substantial sums for
commercial lots. This increase in price demonstrates the market’s confidence in the Group’s ability to create value
and gain the confidence of valued property investors.
Townships are a form of active land banking as the land value for future phases appreciates as more developments are
introduced into the township. The Group believes that CBD township land banks are the most valuable form of land
bank as CBD properties typically experience greater price appreciation according to Colliers. Further, CBD land banks
are subject to few price and affordability constraints which may be encountered in the context of residential land
banks.
The Group believes that its township concept brings together the Group’s core real estate business segments, including
townships, leasing and trading, into one project, enabling the Group to generate synergies from each of its business
segments and maximize the value derived from a holistic approach to development. For more information on the
leasing and trading segments, see “—Leasing Segment” and “—Trading Segment.”
Filinvest City
Encompassing an expansive 244 hectares of prime property in Alabang, Muntinlupa City in the southern part of Metro
Manila, Filinvest City is a master-planned urban development with a community of approximately 60,000 people
living and working in the city. Filinvest City is a joint venture development with the National Government, namely
the DENR. The Philippine Reclamation Authority represented the DENR in the earlier years of the joint venture. FAI
and FLI are behind the development of Filinvest City. FAI is responsible for the overall township development, while
FLI is responsible for the BPO buildings within Filinvest City. FAI holds a 74% interest in the joint venture
development with the National Government in exchange for developing Filinvest City and for turning over to the
Government 21,000 housing units that it built on its own land. The Government and FAI have extended their joint
venture to vertical developments by giving the the Government the option to participate in vertical developments and
the proceeds from the sale of condominiums.
Filinvest City is the Group’s first CBD development, strategically located in Alabang, outside the increasingly
congested urban centers of Metro Manila, approximately 16 kilometers south of Makati CBD and 10 kilometers from
the NAIA. As the city has been established as a new CBD at the southern tip of the Metro Manila metropolis, the
Group believes that Filinvest City provides a unique offering as compared to traditional commercial centers in Metro
Manila.
The property enjoys superior accessibility with five of the major highways servicing the South – the South Luzon
Expressway, the Skyway, the Old National Highway, the Alabang Zapote Road and the Daang Hari – all leading
directly into the property. The property also has its own entry and exit points to the Metro Manila Skyway and the
South Luzon Expressway. In the coming years, the Group expects Filinvest City to benefit from the South Luzon
Expressway-North Luzon Expressway connector road and the South Rail Project, each of which traverses or is beside
Filinvest City. The Group expects an increase in growth within the region as a result of the Government’s planned
infrastructure projects in the area, including the 1,040-kilometer Luzon Spine Express Network, which is expected to
reduce travel time from Alabang to Quezon City from more than two hours to approximately 20 minutes. In addition,
FDC believes that Filinvest City is an exciting and promising real estate project given its location at the gateway to
Calabarzon, an industrial region which experienced GDP growth of 7.3% in 2018, the highest rate in six years,
according to the Philippine Statistics Authority.
[Map to be included.]
Filinvest City contains what the Group believes to be the key elements of a balanced urban lifestyle; it is a residential
haven, central business district, leisure destination, learning and education zone, and medical and wellness hub set
amid lush, green landscapes. Filinvest City is a fully-integrated, self-contained satellite city which serves as a viable
urban residential and business alternative to Makati for the southern Metro Manila area and a business center for the
Southern Tagalog provinces. The mixed-use development concept incorporates commercial and residential properties
in a complementary manner and provides for a balance of recurring rental income from office and retail space as well
as trading income from sale of lots and condominium units.
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The design of Filinvest City is anchored on the principles of sustainability and building well-balanced and integrated
spaces across the city, with a key priority being the protection and maintenance of the environment. The Group
believes its decision to redesign the original master plan to make the city greener has paid off as it has enabled the city
to become a type of oasis within Metro Manila. Notwithstanding the building and infrastructure projects within the
city, FDC strives to maintain dedicated parks and open spaces within Filinvest City, rather than focusing on
maximizing the commercial floor area of the township. Upcoming green developments are expected to include the
9,549 sq.m. Central park, the largest active park within Filinvest City, and the 2.2 kilometer Creekside Park, each of
which is expected to be completed in 2020. FDC believes that, with its green spaces, walkable streets and
developments that seek to foster a sense of community, Filinvest City embodies the principles of a smart city.
FDC believes the key factors behind this growth include the strategic location and master-planned districts of Filinvest
City, FDC’s commitment to go green, as well as the improved accessibility of the city and economic growth. FDC
expects the city’s continued greening efforts to have a positive impact on land values within Filinvest City. Despite
the increase in average land prices, FDC believes that land prices within Filinvest City remain at a level which is
competitive with other CBDs, such as Bonifacio Global City, Makati and Aseana City.
As of September 30, 2019, FAI beneficially owns 77 hectares of unsold lots in Filinvest City comprising 30 hectares
held through joint ventures (in which FAI beneficially owns 22 hectares) and 55 hectares owned directly by FAI. Of
the 55 hectares, 25 hectares are temporarily rented out (which land is largely occupied by non-permanent structures)
or used for interim recurring income businesses. The Festival Supermall and Landmark department store collectively
lease a total of 19 hectares of land for a period of 50 and 24 years, respectively. The remaining 13 hectares are held
for long-term use and are available for development. Approximately 6.9 million sq.m. of GFA can be built on this
land following Filinvest City’s enhanced master plan.
[Insert images of Filinvest City provided by Company.]
Having welcomed approximately 50 new locators over the past five years, FDC believes that Filinvest City serves as
a model for purposeful development that promotes financial viability and competitiveness. FDC manages each step
of the development process, from selling land to approving the commencement of construction, and manages its land
inventory and imposes zoning and building restrictions to help ensure the city’s phased growth and to avoid congesting
the city or saturating the market. Through its distinct approach to urban development, FDC is seeking to create a
township model which is financially and environmentally resilient as well as future-ready.
Filinvest City Districts
Filinvest City is a visionary township designed to provide modern conveniences in harmony with nature and is divided
into nine separate districts that provide a balanced mix of developments. Each of the nine districts, descriptions of
which are set out below, is intended to have its own character, which FDC believes helps to support the concept of
“live, work, play.”
[Insert image of Filinvest City districts provided by Company.]
City Center
The City Center is located at the heart of Filinvest City. The most notable landmark of the district is the Festival Mall
Alabang, a 20-hectare retail hub with unique regional shopping amenities and an indoor leisure and entertainment
complex.
Northgate
Northgate Cyberzone is the IT and BPO park within Filinvest City. The 18.7-hectare, PEZA-registered IT zone,
located next to Alabang-Zapote Road, is designed, master-planned and built around the needs of technology-based
companies.
South Station
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As Filinvest City’s main transportation hub, South Station serves as a point of convergence for public utility vehicles
plying routes to and from Filinvest City, as well as functioning as a point of transfer to various areas within the city.
Westgate
Westgate is Filinvest City’s high-end master-planned retail and lifestyle center. Westgate is home to popular dining
establishments, car showrooms, residential havens, urban home essential shops, and wellness centers.
Spectrum
Spectrum is expected to be Filinvest City’s premiere CBD, complete with a green pedestrian mall and public park.
The district will be lined with high-rise offices, first class residential towers, and retail developments. At present, it is
home to the Asian Star Tower and the Insular Life Corporate Centre.
Civic Plaza
The Civic Plaza district serves as host to a variety of key public services and institutional facilities, such as a
community fire station, post office, police station, and local government offices. This is also where major healthcare
providers such as, the Asian Hospital and Medical Center and Ospital ng Muntinlupa, can be found.
Palms
Palms is composed mainly of residential plots and is located at the highest point of the city. The district is also home
to Botanika and the Palms Country Club, a centrally located sports and leisure development, and Palms Pointe, an
exclusive residential community.
Southgate
Envisioned as the next expansion for Northgate Cyberzone, Southgate will serve as another IT Park within Filinvest
City. Southgate is located within close proximity is the Filinvest tollgate, Festival Mall Alabang and the Far Eastern
University (“FEU”).
Woods
Woods provides a more green campus-like and relaxed setting as compared to the more upbeat pace of the Spectrum
CBD. Woods is home to key locators, such as Research Institute for Tropical Medicine and FEU.
Development Strategy
The Group’s strategy with respect to the development of Filinvest City involves three distinct phases: (i) laying the
groundwork of Filinvest City, (ii), maturity of the township and (iii) selective value realization. A summary of these
three phases is set out below.
Laying the Groundwork
The Group’s first phase strategy for its Filinvest City township was to lay the proper groundwork for all future
development, essentially “seeding” the property for the expected property maturity and value realization from the
township. This phase involved not only the completion of the land development, but also the building up of mediumand high-rise buildings and the attraction of locators. Set out below is a summary of the developments within Filinvest
City which formed part of the “seeding” phase:


Northgate Cyberzone: Northgate Cyberzone is an 18.7-hectare PEZA-registered information technology (“IT”)
park and the first IT hub in southern Metro Manila with 18 operational Filinvest-owned buildings. Northgate
Cyberzone is the fourth largest IT hub in the National Capital Region.
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Festival Mall Alabang: Festival Mall Alabang is the “jewel” of Filinvest City. It is the first and largest regional
shopping mall in southern Metro Manila with an original GLA of 121,144 sq.m., GFA of 189,000 sq.m. and more
than 1,500 tenants. The mall is complemented by the Landmark department store, which is built on land leased
from FAI and has a GLA of 60,000 sq.m. and a GFA of 71,258 sq.m. In 2016, FDC expanded the GFA of Festival
Mall Alabang by approximately 90,255 sq.m., bringing the total GFA to approximately 279,255 sq.m. and
providing space for 301 new stores and restaurants.



Retail Hub: Aside from Festival Mall Alabang, there is more than 250,000 sq.m. of commercial and retail stores,
including transit-oriented shops, community retail strips and convenience stores, and al fresco dining options. Big
box retailers, such as S&R, Wilcon Home Depot and Uniqlo, have entered into land leases to build their regional
stores.



Residential Offerings: Filinvest City contains a 7-hectare exclusive subdivision and approximately 4,500
residential condominium units, which are targeted at the mid- to high-income market segments, including Bristol
at Parkway Place, the tallest high-rise condominium building within Filinvest City to date, and Botanika Nature
Residences, a low-density and luxurious condominium building. An additional approximately 1,700 units are
currently under construction by FDC and third party developers, with construction expected to be completed in
2020.



Commercial Offerings: Filinvest City has over 600,000 sq.m. of built-up GFA. The most recent addition to
Filinvest City’s commercial portfolio is Filinvest Axis, a four-tower office building, the first tower of which was
completed in 2018. Filinvest Axis is located on a 2.6-hectare parcel of land in Northgate Cyberzone.



Hospitality: Filinvest City offers over 1,600 rooms with an estimated GFA of 160,300 sq.m. across seven hotels
and numerous serviced apartments, including the five star Crimson Hotel Filinvest City and Somerset Residences,
which is owned by the Ascott Group.



Garden City: Filinvest City boasts a park system that provides each master-planned district with its own
community centers and open spaces, as well as its own bike trail. With over 7,000 trees across the township,
Filinvest City has also become a popular bird-watching venue.



Education: Filinvest City is home to the Alabang campus of FEU, which offers senior high school and college
undergraduate programs for science, IT and engineering. The FEU campus, which opened in 2018, is built on a
1.8-hectare parcel of land and has an approximate GFA of 24,000 sq.m.



Transportation Hub: Filinvest City’s South Station Terminal serves approximately 175,000 commuters and sees
more than 600 public utility vehicles pass through the city terminal on a daily basis.



Medical Facilities: Filinvest City has a number of high-quality medical options, including the world-class Asian
Hospital and Medical Center, the Research Institute of Tropical Medicine, and Ospital ng Muntinlupa. Inside the
Festival Mall Alabang, customers can find specialty care as well as various health and beauty wellness centers.
Filinvest City is also covered by the Lifeline Rescue emergency quick response service.



Automotive Hub: Filinvest City is home to a number of car dealerships, including luxury brands such as Audi and
Mercedes Benz.

Maturity of the Township
The second phase of the Group’s strategy with respect to Filinvest City was to enable the township to mature in order
to increase the value of the developments within the city. As a means of stimulating the growth of the city and
promoting its “coming of age,” the Group has continued to evolve and reinvent Filinvest City over the years.
FDC believes that Filinvest City is one of the most innovative townships in Metro Manila. Filinvest City is the first
township in the Philippines to register under the LEED® (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) version
four Neighborhood Development Plan (LEED® v4 ND) green communities program, reflecting FDC’s commitment
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to sustainable development. FDC is currently in the initial phases of completing the LEED® v4 ND certification
requirements. Upon completion of the development of Filinvest City, which is currently expected to be in 2023,
Filinvest expects to apply for the project to become LEED®-certified. If successful in the certification process,
Filinvest City is expected to be the first LEED® v4 ND-certified project in the Philippines.
With a view to creating environmentally-friendly infrastructure, the Group has constructed a sewage plant and water
recycling facility within Filinvest City. The water recycling facility allows for the use of grey water for irrigation.
Further, Northgate houses the country’s largest district cooling system, which provides air-conditioning to
approximately 20 buildings, the Group estimates to have reduced the energy consumption of Northgate houses by
approximately 40%. Filinvest City has obtained the approval of the DENR for an enhanced master plan of the city
that integrates city living and nature to provide a more convenient and pleasant environment for its residents. The
enhanced master plan of the city includes more open spaces and sustainable features, including Spectrum Linear Park,
a park which is approximately one kilometer in length and which spans the northern and southern ends of the city.
The success of Filinvest City can be seen through both the population growth of the city, which increased by
approximately 54% between 2014 and 2018, as well as its growing reputation as a major events destination. For
example, Filinvest City has been the site of Wanderland, an annual music and arts festival, for three consecutive years
since 2017. It has also been the site of the Philippines’ 7-Eleven Run, Condura Skyway Marathon and various Color
Manila events, among others. In addition, the increase in the value of the residential developments within the city,
which rose by approximately 250% between 2014 and 2018, reflects the positive impact of the Group’s investment in
the township development. The GFA of Filinvest City has likewise increased by approximately 73% from 994,000
sq.m. in 2012 to 1,717,000 sq.m. as of September 30, 2019, with approximately one-third of this increase in GFA due
to third-party developments. FDC expects the GFA within Filinvest City to further increase as a result of ongoing
construction projects. The Filinvest City estate management currently manages a city of approximately 100
developments and expects an additional 15 developments within 2019.
Selective Value Realization
Going forward, the Group’s strategy for Filinvest City is to selectively realize value from its investment in the
township development. Through managing its real estate inventory, controlling pricing and carefully selecting its
locators, the Group seeks to ensure that its commercial lots continue to sell and that the sales prices are high in value.
In addition, by leasing out its investment properties, both for interim as well as permanent use, the Group is able to
generate a stable and recurring revenue base from rental income. The Group expects this source of recurring revenue
to serve as a replacement for revenue from sales to offset the impact of the anticipated decrease in land sales within
Filinvest City in the long term. By monetizing its investment in its Filinvest City developments, the Group is able to
use the additional capital to invest further in Filinvest City and the Group’s other township projects.
Other Townships
The Group is applying its expertise from the development in Filinvest City to new projects across the country to create
more sustainable and future-ready townships. The Group is in the forefront of developing the Clark Special Economic
Zone as one of its largest landlords with two major township developments, including the 288-hectare logistics and
industrial park and mixed-use development at New Clark City, a joint venture with the Bases Conversion Development
Authority, and Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City, a 201-hectare project with residential, office and entertainment
developments. The Group identified Clark early on as a growth corridor. FDC and FLI were the sole bidders in two
government bids, which enabled the Group to obtain two large parcels of township land when their consortium was
formally announced as the winning bidder to develop, manage and operate the former Mimosa Leisure Estate on
January 29, 2016. When the Duterte Administration announced in 2018 its Build Build Build program, there were
major infrastructure projects clustered around the Clark area, and surrounding land prices increased significantly,
according to Colliers. The Government’s infrastructure projects within the Clark area include the expansion of the
CIA, and the Manila-Clark and the Clark-Subic rail projects, with both railways leading to the New Clark City. The
Government also announced New Clark City as the new Government Center and the site of the 2019 South East Asian
Games. The Government has prioritized completion of road access to New Clark City in time for the South East Asian
Games in November 2019.
Industrial and Commercial Townships
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The Group intends to continue expanding its service offering by allocating a portion of its commercial land bank to
the development of industrial parks. The following townships of the Group integrate primarily industrial and
commercial elements in the community.
Filinvest at New Clark City (previously known as Clark Green City)
FLI is among the first real estate companies to set up a presence within New Clark City. In September 2015, FLI won
the bid for the right to own 55.0% of a joint venture company with the Bases Conversion Development Authority
(“BCDA”), which joint venture company would be tasked with the development, marketing, management and leasing
of the first phase of New Clark City. New Clark City is a residential, commercial and office mixed-use development
anchored by a logistics and industrial park in Central Luzon that covers 288 hectares of land adjoining Clark Freeport
Zone and CIA. In 2016, FLI and BCDA established their joint venture company, Filinvest BDCA Clark, Inc.
(“FBCI”), which engaged Broadway Malyan as the master planner of the township development at New Clark City.
Through its development of Filinvest at New Clark City, which is expected to be one of the Group’s largest township
developments, the Filinvest Group is seeking to develop a modern, smart, innovative and sustainable city within the
Philippines. New Clark City is envisioned to be a green and disaster-resilient city with a nature-centered environment
and open spaces which support the concept of “live, work, play.” The development is expected to act as a base for
business and trade within the Clark region where local and foreign industries can coexist, offering numerous
opportunities for the growth and expansion of the economy.
In its master plan of New Clark City, FLI allocates 100 hectares of land for industrial use, 30 hectares for residential
use, 50 hectares for mixed-use projects, and 20 hectares for institutional purposes. Phase 1 of the innovation and
logistic park, comprising 64 hectares, commenced in May 2019 following the turnover of the land from BCDA on
March 28, 2019. Phase 1 is targeted for completion by 2020 with locators expected to start setting up their operations
by early 2020. Construction of phase 2, which comprises an additional 60 hectares of industrial land, is expected to
commence in 2020 and be completed in 2021. The balance of the land development is expected to be completed within
the next two years. FDC believes that the master plan for the development is future-ready, helping to position it as a
center for economic activity in the region going forward as well as a model of sustainability and innovation for future
township developments. The recreational venues, sustainable urban quarters, transportation system, open spaces, and
green pathways and bike lanes offered by the township are expected to provide benefits to its current and future
residents and locators.
The Group believes that its township development within New Clark City is an attractive investment hub given its
strategic location in one of the most coveted areas of New Clark City, as well as its accreditation with PEZA that
affords locators within the city certain fiscal and non-fiscal benefits. In addition, the Group expects the township to
benefit from its location with a special economic zone and the Government’s support for the project through the
participation of BCDA. The Government’s roll-out of infrastructure projects north of Metro Manila and its
construction of the National Government Administrative Center in New Clark City are expected to help unlock land
values in Central and North Luzon and offer an alternative location for new offices and manufacturing facilities within
the region that may generate new employment opportunities for residents in the province and nearby towns. Further,
as part of FLI’s commitment to build a sustainable community, FLI expects to apply for LEED® v4 ND certification
in respect of certain establishments within the township.
New Clark City is expected to form part of FLI’s recurring income portfolio to address the growing needs of logistics,
light manufacturing, technology and e-commerce companies looking to support inventory management. FLI believes
the industrial park will help to serve companies within the-fast growing logistics industry, particularly in light of the
recent trend of Chinese manufacturing companies expanding into the Philippines. Depending on the needs of locators,
FLI may build warehouses or build-to-suit factory buildings for them, or lease lots. The park is expected to be ready
to receive locators by early 2020.
The Group believes the 120-hectare industrial park represents a key catalyst of progress in the north of Metro Manila
and an agent of change in shaping a stronger economy. Given the proximity of the location to CIA and the construction
of additional transport infrastructure within the region, New Clark City is expected to be a strategic operations hub in
Southeast Asia. The existing road networks such as the North Luzon Expressway, the Subic-Clark-Tarlac Expressway
and the Tarlac-Pangasinan-La Union Expressway have improved the accessibility of Clark from Metro Manila. The
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property is expected to be accessible via the Subic-Clark-Tarlac Expressway Access Road, which is currently being
constructed by the Government. Construction of a second access road, New Clark City-Airport Access Road, has also
commenced and is targeted for completion in early 2021. This 19-kilometer road is expected to link New Clark City
directly with the CIA. These and the Government’s planned future transport links, such as the Philippine National
Railway North 2 Project, which is the 69.5-kilometer extension of the Philippine National Railway North 1 from
Malolos, Bulacan to New Clark City, as well as the Manila-Clark Highspeed Rail project and Clark-Subic Cargo Rail,
are expected to benefit the Pampanga economy by helping to bridge the distance between Clark and the Philippines’
major cities and connect New Clark City to Manila.
New Clark City will play host to the 30th Southeast Asian Games (“SEA Games”) in November 2019, providing an
opportunity to showcase the Filinvest development’s readiness to do business. The facilities for the SEA Games,
including a world-class sports complex comprising an athletic stadium with a seating capacity of 20,000, an aquatic
center with a seating capacity of 2,000 and an athletes’ village with space to accommodate up to 1,000 people, are in
the early stages of construction. Once completed, the Group expects these facilities to add value to the components of
the Filinvest township within New Clark City.
Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City in Clark
In 2016, together with FDC and the Clark Development Corporation, FLI formed FMI, which entered into a 50-year
lease (renewable for another 25 years) with the Clark Development Corporation for the development, management
and operation of Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City. Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City covers 201 hectares in the Clark
Special Economic Zone, and is intended to be a premier lifestyle destination in Central Luzon which combines
residential, commercial and entertainment areas. The city is envisaged to be a leisure metropolis that is future-ready
and nature-inspired. Through its redevelopment master plan, the Group is aiming to establish Filinvest Mimosa+
Leisure City as a key tourism and commerce destination to encourage growth and innovation within the Clark region.
With its prime location in the Clark Freeport Zone, Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City aims to provide investors and
entrepreneurs a place in which they can grow and expand their business.
Included in its enhanced master plan is the 3.6-hectare green-oriented office campus called Workplus, which is
expected to feature seven mid-rise buildings with a total expected GLA of approximately 110,000 sq.m. The land
development and rehabilitation of the Mimosa Township has been substantially completed and the first two Workplus
office towers, which are equipped with fiber optic facilities and feature a retail area on the ground floor, are already
operational. In 2019, the Group expects to complete the construction of the 33,000 sq.m. lifestyle mall, two additional
Workplus office towers, four Lodgeplus residential condominium towers, a high-end residential tower and a retail
strip. The Group is also renovating the existing QHCC Clark and its two championship golf courses, and expanding
QHCC Clark to include an additional 361 keys. The renovation and expansion of QHCC Clark is expected to be
completed in 2021.
The Group believes that Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City is also a key destination in terms of its accommodation and
MICE facilities through QHCC Clark, with its newly-refurbished lobby, 303 guestrooms and two luxury grand villas.
The Group envisages that the four-hectare event pavilion, which is expected to include a grand ballroom and additional
meeting rooms, will serve as a venue for large-scale events within the region. To date, a number of events have been
hosted in Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City, including the 31st ASEAN Summit, the 7th Clark-Miyamit Falls Trail Ultra,
the Pilipinas Duathlon 2018 Leg 1, and the Color Manila Paradise Run. The Group has sought to put nature,
greenscapes and open spaces on center stage in the redevelopment of the estate, including Acacia Park, with its
pavilions, sitting areas and water features. The estate also features wide paths and bike lanes for a more pedestrian-,
cyclist- and eco-friendly community.
A provisional casino license was also awarded by PAGCOR to FHC’s subsidiary, Mimosa Cityscapes, Inc. Pursuant
to the terms of the provisional license, MCI is required to invest at least U.S.$200 million.
The map below shows the location of Clark Green City and Filinvest Mimosa + Leisure City relative to the CIA. The
estate’s location close to CIA makes it accessible to both domestic and international tourists.
[Map provided by Company to be included]
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City di Mare in South Road Properties, Cebu
City di Mare or “City by the Sea”, is a 50-hectare master-planned development located in South Road Properties,
Cebu, and is the largest mixed-use development in South Road Properties. City di Mare was developed as a joint
venture project with the Government with a view to creating a new location for businesses and investors to expand
and for economic and lifestyle activities to thrive. It is composed of three different zones, including residential,
commercial and entertainment, with a view to catering to a wide array of lifestyles and activities in line with the
Group’s “live, work, play” concept.
[Map provided by Company to be included]
City di Mare offers two residential developments, including the Sanremo Oasis and Amalfi condominiums, each of
which is an Italian-inspired mid-rise building offering spacious living spaces with views of the Cebu Straight and the
mountain ranges, as well as a swimming pool and a fitness center. In terms of entertainment offerings, City di Mare
contains a 10.6-hectare waterfront lifestyle strip known as Il Corso, which is home to an iconic lighthouse as well as
several retail stores. A number of additional stores and a cinema are expected to open in 2019.
The Group believes City di Mare serves as a model for thoughtful urban planning with its signature green and open
master plan. Approximately 60% of the development remains dedicated to infrastructure that enhances the outdoors,
and multiple spaces within the development have been maintained as green spaces, including public parks, to help
generate more long-term value. The core principle in developing City di Mare is “more space, more choices, more
life.” City di Mare has been developed with ease of accessibility in mind; there are a number of jogging and biking
paths and pedestrian lanes throughout the development, and wide roads for vehicles. The seaside location of the
development creates a resort-like feel and helps to distinguish it from other CBDs in the region.
Residential Townships
The Group also has the following townships, which are primarily residential, complemented by retail and public
services such as schools, health centers and churches. These townships are being developed in phases and, as such,
have certain ongoing developments, as described in the table below:
Township
Location
Havila........................ Rizal

Area
306 hectares

Project details
Havila is master-planned as a
mix of affordable, middleincome and high-end
subdivisions in Rizal province
overlooking Metro Manila.

Ciudad de Calamba ... Laguna

350 hectares

Ciudad de Calamba is a masterplanned affordable and middleincome township with an
industrial component. It has a toll
entrance and exit along the SLEX.

Timberland Heights .. Rizal

677 hectares

Timberland Heights is a selfcontained mountain suburban
nature-inspired township
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Status
The Group has
ongoing
developments in
several
communities such
as Amarilyo
Crest and The
Grove. Another
community is
expected to be
launched in the
last quarter of
2019.
Two more projects
are expected to be
launched in the last
quarter of 2019.

The Group has
planned expansion
of residential

Manna East ............... Rizal

60 hectares

development located in San
Mateo.

offerings in The
Glades 2.

Manna East is an affordable and
middle-income community in the
eastern Metro Manila suburbs.

The first residential
project was
launched in 2017.

Palm Estates is a township located
in Metro Bacolod in Negros
Occidental in the Visayas.

The first residential
project is expected
to be launched in
the last quarter of
2019.

Palm Estates ............. Talisay City, 51 hectares
Bacolod

Leasing Segment
The Group has a significant leasing portfolio comprising mostly commercial office and retail developments, including
28 office and BPO buildings, its flagship mall, the Festival Supermall in Filinvest City, and two other community
malls. The Group was a pioneer among the Philippine landlords with the longest histories of focusing on the BPO
industry as tenants. As of September 30, 2019, the Group has a portfolio of more than 524,000 sq.m. of leased office
space comprising major international BPO tenants. The Group believes this history and track record is a competitive
advantage in gaining the continued confidence of BPO locators.
In addition, the Group leases commercial lots to third parties mainly in Filinvest City, with a total area of 247,317
sq.m. The Group’s revenue from leasing, including revenue from retail malls, increased 26.1% from ₱4,897.2 million
in 2017 to ₱6,174.8 million in 2018. In 2018, the Group’s recurring income made up 38.3% of its overall net income.
As of September 30, 2019, the Group’s office portfolio and retail portfolio had average occupancy rates of 97% and
81%, respectively. The following table shows the historical GLA of the Group’s commercial properties for the last
three years and the nine months ended September 30, 2019:

(In ‘000 sq.m.)

Office .........................
Retail ..........................
Commercial Lots .......
Total GLA.................

2016

316
186
105
606

2017

2018

352
275
106
733

470
277
127
874

Nine months
ended
September 30,
2019

Change 2016 to
2017

Change 2017 to
2018

524
277
127
928

11.4%
47.8%
1.0%
21.0%

33.5%
0.7%
19.8%
19.4%

Existing Commercial Office Space
As of September 30, 2019, the Group owns commercial office spaces for lease to several BPO and other office locators.
Primarily, they are located in Northgate Cyberzone in Filinvest City, Alabang, Muntinlupa. Northgate is an 18-hectare
PEZA zone that enjoys developer incentives. Among the Group’s portfolio is the PBCom tower where FLI
owns 60.0% through a FAC, which owns 50.0% of the 52-storey PBCom Tower in the Makati CBD. PBCom Tower
is a Grade A, PEZA-registered, IT/office building on Ayala Avenue, Makati City with a GLA of 35,148 sq.m.
The Group also owns several completed office developments, in Bay City, Pasay, EDSA near Ortigas MRT station,
Clark Mimosa and Cebu IT Park. A summary of the GLA as of September 30, 2019 is set forth below:

Location
Northgate Cyberzone, Filinvest City ...........
Metro Manila outside of Filinvest City .......
Outside Metro Manila..................................
Total ............................................................

Number of
Buildings
19
7
30
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GLA
(sq.m.)
327,553
122,668
73,697
523,918

Lease
Occupancy
97%
100%
93%
97%

Commercial Office Leasing Property in the Pipeline
The following office leasing projects are in the pipeline and the Group targets to complete these project in the next
five years:

Location
Filinvest City ............
Other Metro Manila ..
Cebu ..........................
Clark Mimosa ...........
Others........................
Total .........................

2019
78,680
51,963
–
33,631
4,243
168,517

2020
39,340
61,647
70,896
24,251
4,590
200,724

Gross Leasable Area (sq.m.)
2021
2022
28,674
28,674
52,012
20,000
43,834
16,000
16,790
30,258
5,100
5,100
146,410
100,032

2023
28,674
37,308
16,000
–
5,100
87,082

Total
204,042
222,930
146,730
104,930
24,133
702,765

The office buildings of Filinvest are mainly located in business parks or in mixed-used complexes highly accessible
to public transport. The Group believes its business park model, wherein the Group builds on areas specifically suited
for business and industrial establishments supported, in certain cases, by incentives from the Government, gives it a
competitive advantage as business parks are the preferred site of major BPO tenants. Being located in a major business
park allow the tenants assurance of expansion options within close proximity thereby giving the Group an advantage
over standalone developments.


Northgate Cyberzone, an 18-hectare, PEZA-registered IT park located in Filinvest City in Alabang. The office
buildings of the Group sit within the 10-hectare parcel of land in the Northgate district owned by FLI.



Mimosa Workplus, an office village that is comprised of eight buildings set amidst the lush natural environment
of the Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City.



Cebu Cyberzone and Filinvest IT Park are two distinct developments on two separate BTO arrangements with
the Cebu Province. The two parcels of land totaling 2.9 hectares are in close proximity to the city center located
along Banilad and Salinas Avenue in Cebu. Together they comprise seven office towers, a mall and a hotel
development. The office and mall portions are pre-certified LEED® Gold rating.



Activa is a 1.3 hectare mixed-use development at the corner of EDSA and Aurora Boulevard and lies in close
proximity to the Cubao LRT and Cubao MRT Stations. The development will have the following: BPO office
tower, a traditional office tower, residential tower, hotel and a retail mall. The designs for the BPO office and
mall portions are pre-certified with LEED® Gold rating.



Studio 7 is a two-tower mixed-use complex comprising of residential and office buildings on a retail podium.
Located along major thoroughfare EDSA in Quezon City, it is strategically located close to the GMA Kamuning
Metro Rail Transit 3 Station.



Filinvest Cyberzone Bay City, a four tower office complex in the bustling section of the Bay Area. Its four towers
are already completed and operating, and fully leased by POGOs. The complex is also certified LEED® Silver
rating.

Lease Profiles
The Group’s office tenants are principally companies in the BPO sector. This sector is driven primarily by POGOs,
customer care, medical transcription, software development and animation services. Firms that provide corporate
backroom support operations, such as accounting and bookkeeping, account maintenance, accounts payable
administration, payroll processing, expense and revenue reporting, financial reporting and other finance-related
services, have also established a growing presence in the Philippines.
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Office space leases for FLI (except for POGO tenants) are typically for periods ranging from three to five years,
although “built-to-suit” buildings are typically leased for ten years. The lease agreements generally require tenants to
make a three-month security deposit. Rent is paid on a fixed per sq.m. basis, depending on unit size and location.
Leases with POGO tenants, which account for approximately 20% of total office space leased in aggregate, are usually
for terms of five years with six months deposit and six months advance rent (to be applied at the end of the lease term)
for such tenants.
FLI’s current tenants include Accenture, Concentrix (formerly Convergys), HSBC, Genpact, AIG, Capital One,
Optum Global and Paypal, which are some of the most recognized players in the BPO space. FLI enjoys relatively
high repeat business from its existing clients with about 90% of its current tenants being original tenants who have
opted to either renew or extend their respective lease contracts, suggesting the company’s strong ability to retain
quality lessees.
Existing Retail Spaces for Lease
The Group’s retail development is carried by its Filinvest Lifemalls brand. Filinvest Lifemalls are entertainment and
lifestyle-oriented malls that complement the Group’s CBD and township developments. As of September 30, 2019,
the Group has 277,157 sq.m. of GLA from retail developments, the flagship of which is the Festival Supermall. The
Group’s Festival Supermall and other Filinvest Lifemalls are described below.
Festival Supermall
Festival Supermall is a four-story shopping complex located within FAI’s Filinvest City development. The mall has a
GLA of 181,000 sq.m., with an additional 60,000 sq.m. of GLA within the Landmark department store. FLI is leasing
from FAI the 10 hectares of land on which the mall and its adjoining structures (such as parking lots) are situated.
The lease is for a term of 50 years from 2006, renewable for another 25 years. The Landmark department store has
leased one hectare of land from FAI for a term of 24 years from 2014.
Designed as a lifestyle mall, the development features six digital and two Festival Gold cinemas, two theme parks,
two religious centers, 69 health and dental clinics, exhibit and trade halls, and a riverwalk with al fresco dining options.
The mall also has an amusement attraction train which traverses the mall from one end to the other. Festival Supermall
has approximately 1,500 local and global tenants. The mall has four anchor stores: Robinson Department Store, Save
More Supermarket, Landmark Supermarket and Department Store and Shopwise Supermarket, and four mini-anchor
stores: H&M, Decathlon Concept Store, Handy Man Do It Best of Robinson’s Retail and Ace Hardware.
In 2017, the Group completed its expansion of Festival Mall, which increased the land area occupied by the mall to
18 hectares and the total GLA to 181,000 sq.m from 134,090 sq.m. The expanded Festival Mall features open and
green spaces, including a water garden.
Other Filinvest Lifemalls
The following table sets out a summary of the Group’s other Filinvest Lifemalls:
Mall
Fora Mall ...............

Location
Taytay Rotonda

Main Square ..........

Princeton Heights,
Bacoor, Cavite

GLA (sq.m.)
31,000

19,000
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Features
24-hour super metro anchor store
Four digital cinemas
Open air amphitheater and forest feature
Beside Quest Hotel
Robinson Supermarket
Watsons, Ace Hardware, Western
Appliances, DIY
 Anytime Fitness
 Beside Bacoor City Hall







Il Corso ..................

City di Mare, Cebu

34,000

Westgate ................

Filinvest City

13,000

South Station .........

Filinvest City

10,800

 Seaside waterfront boardwalk with al
fresco dining
 Central piazza with dancing fountain
 Rustan’s
 Popular dining establishments
 Car showrooms
 Residential havens and urban home
essential shops
 Wellness centers
 S&R
 Main transport hub of Filinvest City
 Several retail outlets

Retail Space Projects in the Pipeline
As of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, the Group has no plans to acquire any additional shopping malls, but
intends to undertake commercial and retail projects to complement its residential developments in selected areas.
Mall Locators
In the Philippines, many major shopping malls have been developed by companies affiliated with large retail operators
that are expected to comprise such malls’ anchor tenants. The Group has no such affiliations with retail operators.
Because the Group and its affiliates are focused primarily on real estate development and finance, the Group believes
that this gives its Filinvest Lifemalls the flexibility to choose anchor tenants from across a wide spectrum of retail
operators and who can best serve the broadest possible range of market segments. The Group has successfully
attracted major retailers at the Filinvest Lifemalls, such as Robinson’s Retail, SM, SSI Group and Metro Retail.
Mall Leasing Policies
FLI manages its Filinvest Lifemalls with a view to maximizing and enhancing its value by ensuring that it has a mix
of tenants that will allow it to cater to the widest possible range of market segments and to meet consumer demand in
the communities which the mall serves.
Tenants enter into short- to medium-term leases, typically for periods of two to five years, with tenants required to
make a security deposit equal to three to six months’ rent and to pay rent on a monthly basis. Tenants pay rents that
are either fixed or are comprised of a base rent plus a variable portion ranging from 1.5% to 15.0% of the tenants’
sales revenues. Typically, tenants operating restaurants and other dining establishment are charged higher variable
rates than tenants who operate apparel stores and other retail establishments. The combined rent of a base amount per
sq.m. plus a variable rent factor based on a percentage of sales, is subject to a minimum rent computed at an amount
per sq.m. per month. The base portions of rents are primarily determined by the specific location in the mall and size
of space being leased, and are typically subject to an annual escalation rate. Fixed-rate leases are generally with
tenants that provide services (such as banks and foreign exchange centers) or which sell high-priced goods (such as
jewelry stores and computer stores) and which do not typically generate high turnover. Tenants are charged separately
for common area-related costs, such as costs for security, janitorial and other maintenance services and for utilities.
Trading Segment
The Group, develops and sells residential subdivisions, commercial lots, housing units, MRBs and HRBs across all
income segments in the Philippines with an emphasis on the affordable and middle-income segments. The Group also
develops central business districts (“CBDs”), and other mixed-use and residential projects such as various types of
townships, residential farms, leisure estates and condotels. As of September 30, 2019, the Group had over 100
developments under construction in 48 cities and municipalities located throughout the Philippines.
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The following tables set forth the Group’s trading real estate revenue for 2016, 2017 and 2018 and for the nine months
ended September 30, 2018 and 2019:
For the nine months ended September 30,
2018
(₱)
Residential Lots, House & Lot Packages,
MRBs and HRBs
Socialized ............................................
Affordable/Middle Income ..................
High-End and Others ...........................
Commercial/Industrial Lots......................
Leisure/Residential Farm Estates .............
Total ........................................................

243.1
10,716.2
3,245.8
1,613.0
234.8
16,052.9

1.5%
66.8%
20.2%
10.0%
1.5%
100.0%

(%)

235.6
9,200.3
2,681.2
3,012.2
125.2
15,254.5

1.5%
60.3%
17.6%
19.7%
0.8%
100.0%

For the year ended December 31,
2017
(%)
(₱)
(%)
(in millions of Pesos, except percentages)

2016
(₱)
Residential Lots, House & Lot Packages,
MRBs and HRBs
Socialized ............................................
Affordable/Middle Income ..................
High-End and Others ...........................
Commercial/Industrial Lots......................
Leisure/Residential Farm Estates .............
Total ........................................................

2019

(%)
(₱)
(in millions of Pesos, except percentages)

523.4
11,703.6
2 202.4
1,342.7
281.8
14,255.9

3.3%
72.9%
13.7%
8.4%
1.8%
100.0%

172.2
12,328.8
2,299.4
1,731.8
211.4
13,748.4

1.0%
73.6%
13.7%
10.3%
1.3%
100.0%

2018
(₱)

(%)

415.8
12,774.8
3,508.2
3,027.7
214.7
14,404.3

2.1%
64.1%
17.6%
15.2%
1.1%
100.0%

Current Projects
The following table sets forth the Group’s real estate residential projects as of September 30, 2019, arranged by target
market segments, including H&L, MRB and HRB:

Product
Socialized .................................
H&L
Affordable/Middle Income ......
H&L
MRB/HRB
High End ..................................
H&L
MRB/HRB

Luzon
894
3,829
2,535
158
450

Number of Units
Visayas
Mindanao
4
1,453
2,049
772
1,115
34
168
40

Total
898
7,331
4,422
192
658

In 2018, FLI launched a total of 17 new housing and land development projects including additional phases of existing
projects as well as new MRBs with an aggregate sales value of ₱16 billion.
Projects in the Pipeline
The following table sets forth the Group’s pipeline of projects for 2019:

Socialized .............
Affordable/Middle
Income ..............
High End ..............

Product
H&L

Luzon
2,063

H&L
MRB/HRB
H&L
MRB/HRB

5,173
2,891

Number of Units
Visayas
—

—

803
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Mindanao
—

Total
2,063

—

—

488

1,827

—
—

—

—

20

823

5,363
4,681

Residential Housing
Since it began commercial operations, FLI’s core business has been developing and selling residential subdivisions
and housing units in the Philippines. In the 1990s, FLI started developing affordable housing units in the Philippines.
Since then, the Group has ventured into the development of other real estate products, such as MRBs and HRBs. The
Group believes that its long-standing brands, built over a four decade history of success and innovation provides it
with an advantage in the marketing and sales of its core affordable housing products nationwide.
The Group’s residential projects include houses, lots, MRBs and HRBs, which are offered in the socialized, affordable,
middle income and high end housing segments. Except for FLI’s socialized housing products, which are categorized
based on criteria set by the Government, FLI’s residential product lines are categorized based on criteria determined
solely by the Group, taking into consideration factors such as the price points for each category and the target market
for each project. The criteria set by the Group in determining which of its projects are affordable, middle-income and
high-end may differ from those set by its competitors and by industry associations.
The Group’s customer base consists of both domestic and overseas Filipinos. The Group believes the OFW population
and expatriate Filipinos contribute a significant portion of the demand for FLI’s affordable and middle-income housing
by remitting funds to family members in the Philippines to purchase property and by purchasing properties from
abroad.
Landed Residential Housing
Socialized Housing
Socialized housing is marketed under FLI’s “Pabahay” brand, with lots typically priced at up to ₱160,000 per lot and
housing units typically priced at up to ₱580,000 per unit. FLI’s socialized housing comprises large-scale, masshousing projects that have historically ranged in size from approximately six to 55 hectares and have been developed
in phases typically comprising 1,000 lots of 35 to 50 sq.m. each, organized in clusters of front-expandable row houses
with supporting amenities and facilities. Government regulations generally require developers to allocate at least 5%
to 20% of their subdivision development activities (by either area or cost) for socialized housing units, although this
requirement can also be satisfied through alternative means. Buyers of socialized housing projects are eligible to
obtain financing from the Government’s Pag-IBIG Fund. Maximum sales prices for FLI’s socialized housing products
do not exceed Government-mandated ceilings of ₱580,000 per unit and income realized from the development and
improvement of socialized housing sites are exempt from taxation. See “Regulatory and Environmental Matters.”
Affordable/Middle-Income Housing
Affordable housing is marketed under FLI’s “Futura Homes” brand, with lot-only prices ranging from ₱160,000 to
₱750,000 and per-unit prices for housing units ranging from ₱450,000 to ₱l,500,000. Affordable housing
developments typically range from two hectares to 26 hectares and have been developed in phases typically
comprising approximately 300 lots each. Houses typically have a floor area of approximately 40 sq.m., with a lot size
generally between 80 to 150 sq.m. Homes in this sector are designed and constructed with the capacity and structural
strength to allow the owner to construct an additional story, which can double the available floor area. Affordable
housing developments are generally located in the provinces bordering Metro Manila, including Rizal, Pampanga,
Bulacan, Laguna, Batangas and Cavite, and in key regional cities such as Tarlac, Cebu, Iloilo, Cotabato, Palawan,
Negros, Zamboanga and Davao. Construction of a house is usually completed approximately six months from the
receipt date of the final installment of the required down payment.
The Group markets its middle-income housing under the “Filinvest Aspire” brand, with lot-only prices ranging from
₱750,000 to ₱1,200,000 and per-unit prices for housing units ranging from ₱1,500,000 to ₱4,000,000. Historically,
FLI’s middle-income housing developments have ranged in size from approximately five to 46 hectares and have been
developed in phases typically comprising approximately 150 lots of 150 to 300 sq.m. each. Middle-income housing
developments are typically located within Metro Manila, nearby providences such as Rizal, Tarlac, Cavite, Pampanga
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and Laguna, and major regional urban centers in Cebu, Palawan, Butuan, Cagayan de Oro, Davao, and Zamboanga.
A typical home in the middle-income projects has two stories. Houses in this sector are designed and constructed with
the capacity and structural strength to allow the owner to add extensions to the existing structure. Construction of a
house is usually completed approximately nine to 12 months from the receipt date of the final installment of the
required down payment.
High-end housing
The Group markets its high-end housing developments under the “Filinvest Prestige” brand, with lots priced at above
₱1,200,000 each, and per-unit prices for housing units above ₱4,000,000. The Group also markets high-end housing
projects under the “Filigree” brand for its more exclusive developments. Historically, the Group’s high-end housing
developments have ranged in size from approximately 5 to 25 hectares and have been developed in phases typically
comprising approximately 35 to 300 lots of 250 to 1,000 sq.m. each. High-end housing developments are typically
located within Metro Manila and in areas immediately outside Metro Manila and in major regional urban centers in
Cebu. A typical home in a high-end housing project has two stories. Homes in this sector are designed and constructed
with the capacity and structural strength to allow the owner to add extensions to the existing structure. Construction
of a house is usually completed approximately nine to 12 months from the receipt date of the final installment of the
required down payment.
Vertical Residential Housing
Medium-Rise Buildings
MRB projects are designed in clusters of buildings that surround amenities with the intention of providing a quiet
environment within an urban setting. MRBs are typically five stories with an elevator and include studio, one bedroom
and two bedroom units. The Group’s policy is to commence construction of an MRB building when at least 50.0%
of the units in the building has been sold. From a developer’s perspective, MRBs offer several benefits compared to
high-rise developments. MRBs can generally be constructed in less than one year once all approvals have been
obtained, which reduces the risk borne by FLI between the launch and delivery of a project. The lower height of
MRBs also reduces construction costs compared with high-rises which require extra reinforcement to protect against
earthquake damage.
MRBs are marketed under FLI’s “Oasis” brand for the middle-income market and under FLI’s “Spatial” brand for the
affordable housing market. MRBs under the “Oasis” brand typically have per-unit prices ranging from ₱2,000,000 to
₱4,400,000 depending on the size of the unit, while MRBs under the “Spatial” brand typically have per-unit prices
ranging from ₱1,700,000 to ₱3,600,000. MRBs offer low-density development and lower association dues compared
with high-rise condominium buildings, in addition to a lower price per sq.m. MRBs are generally located in prime
urban zones. Further, MRBs are developed to maximize open space, with buildings typically occupying 30% to 35%
of the development’s land area. In contrast with its other developments, which generally require the down payment
to be paid within 12 months, FLI generally allows MRB purchasers to pay the down payment in installments over
a 24-month period.
As of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, the Group has 21 MRB projects with almost 100 buildings throughout
Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao.
High-Rise Buildings (“HRBs”)
The Group develops HRBs in prime areas. HRBs are at least 18 stories, with various floor plans and designs
depending upon the demographics of the target market for each building. FLI’s policy is to commence construction
of a HRB when at least 50% of the units in the building has been sold. From a development perspective, HRBs
generally can be constructed in two years once all Government approvals have been obtained.
Leisure Projects
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The Group’s leisure projects consist of its condotels, residential farm estates, residential resort developments private
membership clubs.
Condotels
FLI developed the 25-storey Grand Cenia Condotel and Residences, which is strategically located across the Cebu
Business Park, a joint venture project of FLI, as developer, and Gotianun Family-owned GCK Realty Corporation, as
landowner. Under the terms of the joint venture agreement, GCK Realty Corporation contributed 4,211 sq.m. of land
to be developed in accordance with a master development plan in exchange for an 8% interest in the joint venture.
The condotel units are targeted to business travelers, returning OFWs and expatriate Filipinos. Owners of individual
condotel units are required to place their units in a rental pool that will be operated as a business hotel. Owners are
entitled to use the unit for 14 days annually. The units were handed over to the condotel buyers for preparation for
hospitality operations. In 2012, the hotel started operating as the Quest Hotel and Conference Center, Cebu, a threestar hotel with business and conference facilities.
The Group is also developing other condotels, including the Quest Hotel Tagaytay and Quest Dumaguete. For more
information on these properties, see “–Hospitality Operations – Projects under Construction and Pipeline Projects.
Residential Farm Estates
The Group began marketing its residential farm estate projects to customers in 2003, after FLI’s in-house market
research indicated that there was demand among customers, such as retirees and farming enthusiasts, for leisure farms
that can serve as alternative primary homes near Metro Manila. To help attract buyers, the Group maintains
demonstration farms in its farm estate projects and also has personnel on site to provide buyers with technical advice
on farming. Customers can purchase lots (with a minimum lot size of 750 sq.m.) on which they are allowed to build
a residential unit (using up to 25.0% of the total lot area). The remaining lot area can be used for small-scale farming,
such as fish farming or vegetable farming. Residential farm estates are sold on a lot-only basis, with buyers responsible
for the construction of residential units on their lots.
As of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, the Group has three residential farm estates under FLI, Nusa Dua Farm
Estate, Mandala Residential Farm Estate and Forest Farms Residential Farm Estate. Nusa Dua Farm Estate is located
in Cavite, just south of Metro Manila. Mandala Residential Farm Estate (“Mandala”) is located in Rizal province
and integrated in FLI’s Timberland Heights township project. Forest Farms Residential Farm Estate (“Forest
Farms”) is also located in Rizal province as part of FLI’s Havila township project. It is an exclusive mountain retreat
and nature park, located between the hills of Antipolo and the forested area of Angono, Rizal.
Residential Resort Development
FLI entered the high-end residential resort market in 2007 with the launching of the Laeuna de Taal project located
along Tagaytay Ridge, Batangas and the Kembali Coast project and Veranda Resort Condominium in Samal Island,
Davao. The residential resorts capture the growing demand for second homes and leisure and retirement destinations
of the high-end market segment. Laeuna de Taal, provides scenic views of the Taal lake, and offers three residential
enclaves: Arista, Bahia, and Orilla. Located on the water from of Laeuna de Taal is the Lake Club, a lakeside amenity
designed for wellness, recreation and events. Kembali Coast is an Asian-Balinese inspired beachfront residential
development with a 1.8 kilometer beach, providing seaside resort-style living in the Mindanao area. Kembali has a
total land area of 50 hectares while the Laeuna de Taal project has a total land area of 60 hectares.
Leisure Club
Palms Country Club, a private membership club located in Filinvest City was developed by the Group to provide the
Filinvest City community with a venue for leisure activities.
Operations of the Real Estate Companies
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Certain activities are centrally coordinated among the Real Estate Companies. These tasks include land acquisition
practice, project development, site development and construction, marketing, customer financing and customer service
and warranties.
Land Acquisition
The Real Estate Companies acquire land for their projects either directly or through joint venture arrangements with
land owners. The Real Estate Companies share a policy that suitable land must be titled, located near areas with
sufficient demand and topographically amenable to housing development based on accessibility and the availability
of utility infrastructure. The Real Estate Companies also take into consideration general economic conditions,
anticipated demand, the overall competitive landscape, the neighboring environment and amenities and the feasibility
of obtaining required governmental licenses, permits, authorizations and adding necessary improvements and
infrastructure. Once any of the Real Estate Companies has decided to acquire specific parcels of land in a particular
locale or to enter into a joint venture agreement with a landowner, an extensive due diligence exercise is undertaken.
Joint Ventures
In addition to growing their land bank through direct acquisitions, the Real Estate Companies have in some cases
entered into joint venture agreements with land owners, such as FAI’s joint venture arrangement with the Government
for the development of Filinvest City and FLI’s joint venture arrangement with the Cebu City Government for the
development of a portion of land in the South Road Properties in Cebu. In Cebu, FLI has developed City di Mare, a
master-planned aggregate 50.6-hectare development. The Il Corso Mall is situated on a 10.6-hectare portion of City
di Mare, while FLI constructed MRBs known as San Remo Oasis and Amalfi Oasis on the remaining 40-hectare
portion under a joint venture and profit-sharing arrangement with the Cebu City Government. In September 2015,
FLI won the bid for the right to own 55.0% of a joint venture company with the BCDA tasked with the development,
marketing, management and leasing of the first phase of Clark Green City that covers 288 hectares of land adjoining
Clark Freeport Zone and CIA in Northern Luzon. Further, in 2016, together with FDC and the Clark Development
Corporation, FLI formed FMI which entered into a 50-year lease (renewable for another 25 years) with the Clark
Development Corporation for the development of Mimosa Leisure Estate which the Group has rebranded as Filinvest
Mimosa+ Leisure City.
The Real Estate Companies generally will not enter into joint venture arrangements for less than a majority interest.
For a discussion of certain risks associated with these joint venture arrangements see “Risk Factors — Risks Relating
to the Group’s Businesses — The Group operates in competitive industries, which could limit the Group’s ability to
maintain or increase its market share and maintain profitability” and “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Group’s
Businesses — The interests of the Company’s and the Real Estate Companies’ joint venture partners may differ from
those of the Real Estate Companies and such partners may take actions that adversely affect the Real Estate
Companies.”
The Real Estate Companies’ joint venture arrangements typically require the joint venture partner to contribute the
land to the project, with the Real Estate Companies bearing all costs related to land development and the construction
of subdivision facilities. The joint venture partner is required to clear the land of tenants and squatters before the Real
Estate Companies commence development work on the land. The Real Estate Companies and each of their joint
venture partners then agree on which of the resulting subdivided saleable lots will be allocated to the Real Estate
Companies and which lots will be allocated to the joint venture partner, in accordance with their respective joint
venture interests. Sales and marketing costs are allocated to both the Real Estate Companies and the joint venture
partner, with the joint venture agreement specifying a percentage of the contract price (typically 12.0% to 15%) for
the lots allocated to the joint venture partner as the sales and marketing costs (including commissions to brokers)
attributable to the sale of such lots. However, the Real Estate Companies are responsible for organizing and
conducting actual sales and marketing activities.
Project Development
Project development involves obtaining the required Government regulatory approvals and planning the potential
project. Typically, site development after land acquisition takes at least one year, during which time the Real Estate
Companies prepare both the master plan for the entire project (which can take several months and may be revised over
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the course of the project) and detailed plans for each project phase (which can take up to two months), obtain the
necessary Government approvals and permits and conduct pre-marketing activities. For residential projects, once the
project has received a development permit from the relevant LGU and a permit to sell from the HLURB, pre-sales of
the residential lot or unit can begin (often on an initial phase of the project), and initial development work on the
project site may commence. Before the site development process can begin, the Real Estate Companies must obtain
clearances from various Government departments, principally the DENR, the Philippine Department of Agriculture
(“DA”) and the DAR, as well as the local government. For more information, see “Regulatory and Environmental
Matters” for a discussion of government regulations FDC must obtain in the course of developing its projects. See
also “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Group’s Businesses — The Group’s businesses are highly regulated and
Government policies and regulations could adversely affect the Group’s operations and profitability.”
The Real Estate Companies generally utilize their in-house design capabilities to plan potential developments but in
some cases third parties are hired to design and plan projects. In particular, the Real Estate Companies hire third
parties, including international firms, to design projects which are complex and require specific technical expertise
and to design specific high-end projects. The Real Estate Companies finance the development of projects through a
combination of pre-sales (primarily for residential projects) and internally-generated funds, particularly for the
construction of common areas and facilities during the early stages of a project. From time to time, the Real Estate
Companies also obtain medium- and long-term loans from financial institutions to help finance larger development
projects. The Real Estate Companies expect this financing model to continue going forward.
Site Development and Construction
Site development and construction work for the Real Estate Companies’ projects are contracted out to various qualified
independent contractors taking into consideration each contractor’s experience, financial capability, resources and
track record of adhering to quality, cost and time of completion commitments. For larger projects, such as site
development work, contracts are awarded on the basis of competitive bidding. The Real Estate Companies maintain
relationships with over 100 independent contractors and deal with each of them on an arm’s-length basis. The Real
Estate Companies do not enter into long-term arrangements with contractors and contracts typically cover the
provision of contractor’s services in relation to a particular project or particular housing units. The Real Estate
Companies are not and do not expect to be dependent upon one or a limited number of suppliers or contractors.
The Real Estate Companies have a team of project engineers who perform the following functions:


directly managing site development and construction activities;



coordinating the activities of contractors and suppliers;



overseeing quality and cost controls; and



ensuring compliance with zoning and building codes and other regulatory requirements.

Typically, the Real Estate Companies enter into fixed-price contracts with their contractors, with the cost of materials
included as part of the price. Site development work or housing unit construction will typically take eight to 12 months
to complete. Most construction materials are provided by the contractors themselves in accordance with the terms of
their contracts with the Real Estate Companies. In certain cases, the Real Estate Companies supply some of the major
materials such as cement and steel or guarantee payment to their specified suppliers for purchases by contractors of
construction materials. In such cases, the Real Estate Companies make direct payments to such suppliers, with the
amounts paid by the Real Estate Companies for construction materials deducted from payments to the contractors.
Progress payments are made to contractors during the term of the contract upon the accomplishment of pre-determined
project performance milestones. The Real Estate Companies usually retain 10.0% of each progress payment in the
form of a guarantee bond or cash for up to one year from the date the contracted work is completed and accepted by
the Real Estate Companies. The amounts retained are used to meet contingency costs, such as addressing claims from
purchasers.
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In 2017, the Group also created its own construction corporation, Dream Builders Pro, Inc. (“Dream Builders”).
In 2019, Dream Builders is constructing Studio City Towers 4 and 5, Verde Spatial, Alta Spatial and Panglao Oasis.
Marketing for Trading Sales
The Real Estate Companies develop customer awareness through marketing and promotion efforts as well as referrals
from satisfied customers. As of September 30, 2019, the Real Estate Companies had a real estate marketing team and
a network of sales offices located in the Philippines, Italy and Japan, as well as accredited agents in other parts of
Europe, Hong Kong, Singapore and the Middle East. The Real Estate Companies conduct advertising and promotional
campaigns principally through print and broadcast media, including billboards, fliers and targeted brochures.
Advertising and promotional campaigns are conceptualized and conducted by the Real Estate Companies’ marketing
personnel and by third-party advertising companies. These campaigns are complemented with additional advertising
efforts, including booths at shopping centers, such as Festival Supermall, Fora Mall, Main Square and other high
traffic areas, to promote open houses and other events.
The Real Estate Companies also believe that the OFW population, as well as expatriate Filipinos, constitute a
significant portion of the demand for FLI’s affordable and middle-income housing and the Real Estate Companies’
land development projects generally, either directly or indirectly by remitting funds to family members in the
Philippines to purchase property. To this end, the Real Estate Companies have appointed and accredited independent
brokers in countries and regions with large concentrations of OFWs and expatriate Filipinos, such as Italy, Japan, the
United Kingdom and the Middle East. These brokers act as the Real Estate Companies’ marketing and promotion
agents in these territories to promote the Real Estate Companies and their products. The Real Estate Companies also
sponsor road shows to promote their projects, targeting the OFW and Filipino expatriate markets. FLI also markets
its properties on the Internet.
Marketing and Management for Leasing Segment
To attract call center and BPO firms, FLI has historically relied primarily on professional, multinational commercial
real estate leasing agents (including, but not limited to, CB Richard Ellis, Jones Lang LaSalle and Colliers) to find
tenants for its office buildings. These brokers work on a non-exclusive basis and earn commissions based on the term
of the lease. FLI also maintains, through its subsidiaries, an in-house sales team to market its office and commercial
spaces.
With the exception of PBCom Tower, which is managed by a third party facilities management company, day-to-day
operations for FLI’s office leasing properties are currently handled by ProExcel, a subsidiary of FLI and FAI. The
management services provided by ProExcel include: construction-related services, general management services,
accounting services, operations, legal review and documentation, office rental services, recruitment and training
services, and property management and tenant relations.
Day-to-day operations at Filinvest Lifemalls are currently managed by Festival Supermall, Inc. (“FSI”), a wholly
owned subsidiary of FLI. As of September 30, 2019, FSI had approximately 240 personnel responsible for the dayto-day operations of Filinvest Lifemalls, many of whom have prior experience in shopping center operations.
Engineering, maintenance, security and janitorial services for the mall are outsourced to third-party service providers
on an annual basis. These third-party contracts can be terminated by FSI at any time in certain circumstances, such as
if the contractor fails to perform at an acceptable level.
Leasing Policies
FLI manages its Filinvest Lifemalls with a view to maximizing and enhancing its value by ensuring that it has a mix
of tenants that will allow it to cater to the widest possible range of market segments and to meet consumer demand in
the communities which the mall serves. Filinvest Lifemalls had an average occupancy rate of 70% in 2017, and 80%
in 2018. Fora Mall had an average occupancy rate of more than 35% in the fourth quarter of 2017, and 53% for the
full year 2018. Main Square had an average occupancy rate of 37% in 2017, and 42% in 2018.
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Tenants enter into short- to medium-term leases, typically for periods of two to five years, with tenants required to
make a security deposit equal to three to six months’ rent and to pay rent on a monthly basis. Tenants pay rents that
are either fixed or are comprised of a base rent plus a variable portion ranging from 1.5% to 15.0% of the tenants’
sales revenues. Typically, tenants operating restaurants and other dining establishment are charged higher variable
rates than tenants who operate apparel stores and other retail establishments. The base portions of rents are primarily
determined by the specific location in the mall and size of space being leased, and are typically subject to an annual
escalation rate. Fixed-rate leases are generally with tenants that provide services (such as banks and foreign exchange
centers) or which sell high-priced goods (such as jewelry stores and computer stores) and which do not typically
generate high turnover. Tenants are charged separately for common area-related costs, such as costs for security,
janitorial and other maintenance services and for utilities.
Sales
Sales for FLI’s housing and land development projects and FAI’s residential projects are made through an extensive
network of sales channels composed of an in-house sales force, independent local brokers located throughout the
Philippines, property portals as well as international service providers. The Real Estate Companies’ in-house sales
agents and independent brokers are compensated through commissions on sales at market rates. In-house sellers also
receive a monthly allowance and are provided administrative support by the Real Estate Companies, including office
space and expense allowances. The Group believes that its extensive sales network gives the Group the breadth and
depth of sales channels needed to expand its property business.
In addition to in-house sellers and independent brokers, the Real Estate Companies also employ representatives who
staff their sales offices and provide customers with information about the Real Estate Companies’ products, including
financing and technical development characteristics. The Real Estate Companies also assign each project a sales and
operations coordinator who provides customers with assistance throughout the whole sales process, starting with the
sales reservation, obtaining financing and the final steps of establishing title on their new home. The Real Estate
Companies also have personnel who are able to advise customers on financing options, documentation and the loan
application process. The Real Estate Companies design down payment plans for low-cost housing customers that are
tailored to each customer’s economic situation. Further, once a house is sold and delivered, the Real Estate Companies
have customer service personnel who are available to respond to technical questions or problems that may occur after
delivery of the property.
The Real Estate Companies typically sell residential units on a pre-sale basis, where sales are made before
development is completed but after a permit to sell has been issued by the HLURB. Sales of residential units are made
before construction on the house commences. Buyers are required to pay a sales reservation fee and, in most cases,
complete the required down payment before construction work on the house begins. Purchasers are required to make
a reservation payment ranging from ₱3,000 to ₱100,000 and are also required to make a down payment. The amount
of the down payment depends on the type of project, with buyers for socialized and affordable housing projects
normally required to provide a down payment of 10.0% to 20.0% of the total contract price and buyers for middleincome and high-end housing projects required to provide a down payment of 20.0% to 30.0% of the total contract
price. The down payment is typically payable over a period ranging from one month up to 12 months, depending on
the terms of the purchase agreement, however the Real Estate Companies generally permit purchasers to pay the down
payment over a period of 24 months for MRBs and up to 36 months for HRBs, considering the construction period.
Because of the higher down payment requirements for middle-income and high-end housing units, as well as the
longer construction periods for these types of houses, the Real Estate Companies sometimes begin constructing these
housing units before the down payment has been fully paid, although typically at least 5.0% of the total contract price
should have already been paid by the buyer.
For sales of residential units, the balance of the purchase price is due upon the turnover to the buyer of the property
being purchased. For residential horizontal housing unit sales, the balance of the purchase price is due upon handover
of the H&L, which typically takes from six to 12 months upon reservation. This construction period usually coincides
with the down-payment period. For accounts under bank financing, the full balance of the purchase price is received
by the Group from the banks upon completion of the unit and submission of the required documents. The reservation
fee and any down payments already made can be forfeited at the option of the developer if a buyer does not pay the
full down payment within the required period. Cancellation and refund of accounts are governed by the Maceda Law,
when applicable, to which the Group abides. See “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Group’s Real Estate and
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Hospitality Businesses — The Real Estate Companies’ portfolio of residential property development projects exposes
the Group to sector specific risks.”
Customer Financing
The ability of customers to obtain financing for purchases of subdivision lots or housing units is a critical element in
the success of the Real Estate Companies’ residential projects. Customer financing is particularly important in relation
to sales of FLI’s socialized housing projects, where most prospective buyers require financing for up to 100.0% of the
purchase price. FLI therefore assists qualified homebuyers in obtaining mortgage financing from governmentsponsored mortgage lenders, particularly for its socialized housing projects, and from commercial banks. The Real
Estate Companies overall also provide a significant amount of in-house financing to qualified buyers. Governmentsubsidized loans still continue to be the largest source of purchaser financing and refinancing for FLI’s socialized
housing. See “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Group’s Real Estate and Hospitality Businesses — Fluctuations
in interest rates, changes in Government borrowing patterns and Government regulations could have a material adverse
effect on the Real Estate Companies and their customers’ ability to obtain financing.”
In-house Financing
The Real Estate Companies offer their buyers, who choose not to avail of Government-sponsored or bank financing,
the option to obtain in-house financing. In-house financing may appeal to certain buyers who do not qualify for, or
chose not to incur, Government or bank financing, primarily because of the associated stringent documentary
requirements. For example, OFWs often have difficulty obtaining bank financing because they are not required by
the Government to file Philippine income tax returns, which are typically required by banks before approving a loan
application. The Real Estate Companies have established screening processes and procedures including background
and credit checks on prospective buyers using national credit databases and, where feasible, physical verification of
claims regarding residences and properties owned. FDC typically requires a 20.0% down payment and finances the
remaining 80.0% of the total purchase price, which is secured primarily by a first mortgage over the property being
sold. The loans are then repaid through equal monthly installments over periods ranging from five to ten years. The
interest rates charged by the Real Estate Companies for in-house financing typically range from 11.5% per annum
to 19.0% per annum, depending on the term of the loan, with the financing agreement providing for an escalation of
the interest rate in the event of a general rise in interest rates charged by the banks and other financial institutions.
Where a buyer has obtained in-house financing for a purchase, the Real Estate Companies typically will retain title to
the property for a period of 24 months after the date of the sale. During this period, if the buyer defaults on the
payment of the monthly installments due, the Real Estate Companies has the right to cancel the sale and retain
payments already made by the buyer. Once the buyer has complied with his/her payment obligations for 24 months,
title is issued in the buyer’s name and the Real Estate Companies take a first mortgage over the property. If the buyer
defaults on his/her payment obligations after title has been issued, subject to compliance with applicable laws, the
Real Estate Companies can foreclose on the mortgage. See “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Group’s Real Estate
and Hospitality Businesses — The Real Estate Companies face certain risks related to the cancellation of sales
involving their residential real estate projects and if the Real Estate Companies were to experience a material number
of sales cancellations, the Group’s historical revenues from real estate operations would be overstated” and
“Regulatory and Environmental Matters.”
Pag-IBIG Fund
A substantial number of buyers of FLI’s socialized housing units, as well as some affordable housing units, finance
their purchases through the Home Development Mutual Fund, or Pag-IBIG Fund. Established in 1978, the Pag-IBIG
Fund extends provident and retail housing loans to its members and development loans and credit facilities to private
housing developers. By law, all Government and private-sector employees are required to be members of the PagIBIG Fund, and employee and employer contributions to the fund are mandatory. To provide a liquidity mechanism
to private developers, the Pag-IBIG Fund has instituted a take-out mechanism for conditional sales, installment
contract receivables and mortgages and repurchases receivables from housing loans of its members.
Mortgage Loans
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Mortgage loans from commercial banks are usually available to individuals who meet the credit risk criteria set by the
relevant bank and who are able to comply with such bank’s documentary requirements. In addition to taking security
over the property, a bank may also seek repayment guarantees from the Home Guaranty Corporation (“HGC”). To
assist prospective buyers to obtain mortgage financing from commercial banks, the Real Estate Companies also have
arrangements with several commercial banks, such as EW, United Coconut Planters Bank, Rizal Commercial Banking
Corporation Savings Bank, Banco de Oro, Philippine Savings Bank, China Savings Bank, Philippine National Bank,
BPI and Metropolitan Bank & Trust Co., to assist qualified customers to obtain financing for housing unit purchases.
The HGC is a Government-owned and controlled corporation and operates a credit guaranty program in support of
the Government’s efforts to promote home ownership. It provides risk guarantees and fiscal incentives for loans and
credit facilities for residential purposes provided by banks and financial institutions. In the event a buyer defaults in
connection with an HGC-registered loan or credit facility, the HGC guarantees the payment to the extent of the
outstanding balance and portion of interest. The interest and yield on loans and credits guaranteed by the HGC is
exempt from taxation.
Deferred Cash Purchases
In recent years, in addition to the financing arrangements discussed above, the Real Estate Companies have offered
so-called “deferred cash” purchases, particularly for its high-end and leisure developments. Under this arrangement,
the entire purchase price is amortized and paid in equal installments over a fixed period, which is typically 24 months,
and title to the property passes to the buyer only when the contract price is paid in full or when the buyer executes a
real estate mortgage in favor of the Real Estate Companies which can be annotated on the title to the property.
Sales Cancellations
Default, cancellation and foreclosure rates are subject to a variety of factors beyond the Real Estate Companies’
control. See “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Group’s Real Estate and Hospitality Businesses — The Real
Estate Companies face certain risks related to the cancellation of sales involving their residential real estate projects
and if the Real Estate Companies were to experience a material number of sales cancellations, the Group’s historical
revenues from real estate operations would be overstated” and “Regulatory and Environmental Matters — Real estate
sales on installments.”
Customer Service and Warranties
The Real Estate Companies’ customer service employees oversee pre-delivery quality control inspections and respond
to post-delivery customer needs. The Real Estate Companies respond to customer requests during the construction
phase and coordinate the legal requirements that customers must comply with when making a purchase, including
signing deeds, obtaining permits, and securing funding.
Under the terms of the Real Estate Companies’ sales contracts, buyers may seek repairs for patent (i.e., observable)
defects in new homes prior to their acceptance from the Real Estate Companies of the residential unit. If the defect is
latent (i.e., non-observable), customers may seek repairs within one year from the date the housing unit was turned
over to them for occupancy. Buyers of housing units obtained through financial assistance from the Pag-IBIG Fund
are also given one month from full payment of the contract price for the housing unit to bring repair claims for any
defects. For middle-income and high-end projects, buyers can seek repairs for all types of defects within one year
from turnover of the housing unit, subject to evaluation of the defect by the Real Estate Companies’ engineers.
In addition to the foregoing contractual warranties, the Real Estate Companies may be subject to additional liabilities
arising from construction defects under Philippine law. However, the Real Estate Companies have historically spent
immaterial amounts on claims from customers for construction or other defects. See “— Site Development and
Construction” and “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Group’s Real Estate and Hospitality Businesses —
Construction defects and other building-related claims may be asserted against the Real Estate Companies, and the
Real Estate Companies may be subject to liability for such claims.”
Competition
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The residential development market in the Philippines is intensely competitive. Success in this market depend on
acquiring well-located land at attractive prices, often in anticipation of the direction and rate of urban growth. On the
basis of publicly available information and its own market knowledge, the Group believes that it is among the leading
housing and land project developers in the Philippines, particularly in the affordable to middle-income housing sectors.
The Group also believes that it is able to offer competitive commissions and incentives for brokers, and that it is able
to compete on the basis of the pricing of its products, which encompasses products for different market sectors, as
well as its brand name and its track record of successful completed quality projects.
The Group believes that there are significant barriers that a new entrant must overcome to viably compete in the
commercial real estate and high-rise residential building markets, such as having industry-specific technological
know-how and the financial capacity to incur the considerable capital expenditure involved. As such, the Group
believes that it will be able to compete in this market segment for the foreseeable future. The Group also believes that
as the available space in traditional business centers such as Makati City declines, competition for office space will
be determined principally on the basis of price and quality. Furthermore, the Group believes that the trend will be for
BPO firms to diversify locations for risk management and labor pool access reasons. The Group expects to be able to
continue to compete in this market because it believes the locations of its leasable office spaces allow BPO firms to
tap the labor pool in nearby residential developments and the provinces to the south of Metro Manila and on the basis
of competitive rental prices of office space in its buildings, particularly in the Northgate Cyberzone.
The Group faces significant competition in obtaining land the Philippine property market. In particular, the Group
competes with other developers in locating and acquiring, or entering into joint venture arrangements to develop,
parcels of land of suitable size, in appropriate locations and at attractive prices. This is particularly emphasized for
land located in Metro Manila, its surrounding areas, and urbanized areas throughout the Philippines. The Group
believes that it has sufficient land reserves for its planned developments for the next several years. If the Philippine
economy continues on its growth trajectory and if demand for residential properties remain buoyant, the Group expects
that competition among developers for land reserves that are suitable for property development (whether through
acquisition or joint venture arrangements) will intensify and will lead to higher land acquisition costs.
The Group competes with other major real estate companies positioned either as a full range developer or with
subsidiary companies focused on specific segments of the market or geographic coverage. These companies include
Ayala Land, Inc., Vista Land, Robinsons Land, Inc., DMCI and SM Development Corporation.
With respect to the Group’s assets dedicated to office space leasing and shopping mall operations, the Group faces
competition from other shopping malls located in the same area as Festival Supermall, Fora Mall, and Main Square,
principally malls operated by Ayala Land, Inc., Robinsons Land Corporation and SM Prime Holdings Inc., which are
among the leading shopping mall operators in the Philippines. In office space leasing, particularly call centers and
other BPO operators, the Group competes with companies such as Robinsons Land, Inc., Ayala Land, Inc., Eton
Properties Philippines and Megaworld Corporation.
For further discussion of certain risks associated with competition, see “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Group’s
Businesses — The Group operates in competitive industries, which could limit the Group’s ability to maintain or
increase its market share and maintain profitability.”
Insurance
The Group’s real estate properties maintain operational all risk insurance, commercial liability insurance and business
interruption insurance in line with the industry standards.
HOSPITALITY
Overview
The Group is also involved in the development, operation and management of hotels and resorts that cater to various
market segments. In 2008, FDC entered a joint venture with Archipelago International Pte. Ltd (“AIPL”) and created
Chroma Hospitality, Inc. (formerly Filarchipelago Hospitality, Inc.) (“CHI”) to manage and operate the Group’s
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hospitality projects. CHI is 60% owned by FDC and 40% owned by AIPL. In August 2011, FDC formed its wholly
owned subsidiary Filinvest Hospitality Corporation (formerly FDC Hotels Corporation) (“FHC”) to serve as the
primary developer and owners’ representative of Filinvest-owned properties. The Group is able to apply the experience
it has gained from the real estate industry to the development its hospitality business and take advantage of the
operational synergies arising from the diverse range of businesses within the Filinvest Group in order to further expand
its hospitality operations in the future.
As of September 30, 2019, the Group’s operating hotel portfolio includes the 290-room Crimson Resort and Spa
Mactan, the 345-room Crimson Hotel, Filinvest City Manila, the 468-room Quest Hotel and Conference Center, Cebu
(including 41 serviced apartments), the 309-room Quest Plus Hotel and Conference Center, Clark, and the 139-room
Crimson Resort and Spa Boracay (the remaining 53 rooms of the total 192 rooms are expected to be completed and in
full operation by the third quarter of 2019). The Group believes its hotels and resorts offer a full range of hospitality
operations targeting key sectors within the tourist industry. In addition to its operating hotels, tower 1 of the Quest
Hotel Tagaytay, with an expected 164-rooms, began soft operations in April 2019 and is expected to be in full
operation by the third quarter of 2019. All hotels of the Group are independently and professionally managed and
operated by CHI under management agreements. As of September 30, 2019, CHI manages a total of 1,800 keys.
Business Strategy
The Group intends to grow its hospitality business to take advantage of the Philippines’ strong economic fundamentals
and travel and tourism trends by efficiently developing and operating new hospitality products in underserved markets.


Diversify product offerings and geographical reach. The Group intends to diversify its product offering in the
hospitality sector, by continuing to develop three main hospitality brands catering to distinct market segments
through FHC. The Group’s Crimson brand caters to the high end market segment while the Quest and Quest Plus
brands target middle market families and business lodging with emphasis on the MICE segment. The Group’s
next brand to be launched is the Grafik brand which will cater to millennial and other younger guests. The Group
also intends to take advantage of the Philippines’ strong travel and tourism trends by building more hotels,
primarily under the Quest brand, in underserved markets in Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao, which each have an
increasing lodging demand. FHC also looks to invest in destinations with potential for upscale properties that
cater to both foreign and domestic markets.



Enhance synergies with the Group. For its future hospitality projects, the Group will seek to maximize intraGroup synergies. FHC also plans to invest in land and develop hospitality projects in areas where the Group’s
larger mixed-use developments are located. Alongside FHC, FDC plans to develop hotel projects through its
various other subsidiaries.



Cultivate Crimson, Grafik and Quest brand equity by optimizing hotel developments and renovations, operations
and services. The Group intends to continually optimize key facets of its hospitality business, including hotel
development, asset enhancements and operations and services to improve value to shareholders and customers
and ultimately cultivate its Crimson, Grafik and Quest brand equity. With respect to revenues, the Group will
seek to continue maximizing its total revenues per available room, which has enjoyed double digit growth over
the past two years, by efficiently cross-selling non-room offerings, such as meetings and convention facilities,
banquet and food and beverage. The Group will also continue to invest in resources including training programs
and IT-related systems to drive guest satisfaction and enhance customer loyalty and repeat business. The Group
will also seek to implement a training infrastructure that it believes will not only encourage a culture of learning
and growth but also produce home-grown talent that will reduce the ramp up period for new hotels.



Maximize marketing reach and distribution channels. Another key focus of the Group is to maximize its current
and develop new distribution channels for its properties and products. The Group will seek to further develop its
non-traditional distribution channels, with a particular focus on optimizing its marketing through technology. The
Group is continuously working on optimizing its online advertising placements, its search engine optimization,
its mobile-friendly website and chatbot support. The Group is also continously exploring new distribution
channels as they emerge. The Group believes that online channels, in addition to helping reduce marketing costs,
are a significant avenue through which to reach and retain its hospitality customers, improve the customer booking
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experience, and improve the Group’s ability to compete with local and international competitors. In 2018,
approximately 30% of the Group’s hospitality customers were repeat clients, and the Group believes its online
sales channels are a key driver of this repeat business. To complement its online presence, the Company will also
ensure that its traditional channels such as sales agents effectively market the Group’s new and upcoming
offerings, especially in key international markets such as China, Japan and Korea.


Explore third party management opportunities and joint ventures with third party hotel developers. The Group
may also selectively offer and undertake third party management arrangements and joint ventures with third party
hotel developers for projects that meet the brand’s criteria. The Group believes that selectively exploring these
opportunities with local or foreign companies which have compelling experience or technical knowhow will allow
more rapid expansion of its hospitality business especially in unfamiliar jurisdictions and gain access to land that
are uniquely situated.

Brands
The Group’s hospitality business is envisioned to operate under three brands: Crimson, Quest and Grafik. [Brand
logos provided by the Company to be included.]
Crimson
Properties under the “Crimson” brand target upper class business and leisure clientele. Properties developed under
this brand are designed to be luxurious full-service accommodations with a full range of amenities and meeting
facilities for utmost comfort and convenience of its guests.
Quest
“Quest” is a premium value driven hotel for the business and leisure traveler looking for consistent services. “Quest”
properties have further subdivisions: “Quest Basic” which caters to the traveler looking for straightforward and
consistent services with a cool, clean and comfortable experience; “Quest Plus” which provides unique meeting and
event destinations to cater to the business and convention traveler looking for dependable and efficient MICE services;
and “Quest Residence” which provides business travelers with the comforts of a home.
Grafik
“Grafik” is envisioned to cater to independent travelers, groups of friends, “bizcationers” and couples who are looking
for a fun and dynamic experience but do not want to give up the comfort of a full-service hotel. “Grafik” properties
will be designed to be integrated spaces that merge style with practicality, offering communal areas to eat, play and
work.
The Group has been involved in the hospitality business for over ten years and has invested a significant amount of
time and resources to build its Crimson brand and develop local recognition of the Quest brand. The Group believes
that building its own brands leads to higher margins, quality customer experiences and increased operational
efficiency. The Group believes that both the Crimson and Quest brands are leaders in their respective target markets,
which directly translates to more direct bookings, the ability to compete against competitors on OTAs, and a strong
online presence. The Group’s success in developing hospitality and hotel brands with strong recognition, such as
Crimson and Quest, in a relatively short period of time, and also adhering to the highest standards of service, has
enabled the Group to establish strong brand equity in a demanding and competitive market. The Group’s hotel
properties consistently receive awards and recognition across the region, garnering numerous awards from various
industry bodies such as Agoda and The World Luxury Hotel Awards, among others, as well as a second highest
TripAdvisor ranking within its market in Mactan for Crimson.
Existing and Operational Properties [Photos to be added when near final due to file size.]
Crimson Resort and Spa Mactan (“CRSM”)
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The Group’s first operating property is the five-star CRSM. The resort is directly owned by FDC through Mactan
Seascapes Services, Inc. (formerly Seascapes Resort, Inc.) (“MSSI”) which was incorporated on July 17, 2009.
CRSM is an award-winning deluxe resort located on the island of Mactan, Cebu, Philippines. The sprawling 6-hectare
beach resort features 290 guest rooms including 40 villas with private plunge pools, five food and beverage outlets, a
gym, a children’s play area and two ballrooms. CRSM was formally launched on October 8, 2010. The flagship
Azure Beach Club was launched on October 24, 2014. The resort recently completed its renovation of the infinity
pool and opened the Spanish-themed Enye restaurant in 2017. The property also launched the 3,700-sq.m. Crimzone,
which features family-oriented facilities, children’s play area, dedicated pool and snack bar. The construction of
the 229-room expansion of the property with additional food and beverage outlets and function spaces is on-going.
Quest Hotel and Conference Center, Cebu (“QHCC Cebu”)
In September 2012, the Group opened its second property under the “Quest” Brand. QHCC Cebu is a 468-key
Condotel in FLI’s Grand Cenia Development in Cebu City. The hotel is located in the Cebu Business Park and
includes ten meeting rooms, a 300-seat capacity all-day dining restaurant and a swimming pool. The condotel units
are owned by third parties and are locked in a 25-year rental pool agreement. All the condotel units are being operated
and managed by CHI through Property Specialists Resources, Inc. (“PSRI”), a wholly owned subsidiary of FLI. Net
income after deducting all expenses are distributed by CHI to eligible unit owners. The ten meeting rooms and the
restaurant are managed by CHI through Quest Restaurants, Inc. (“QRI”), a wholly owned subsidiary of FHI.
Crimson Hotel Filinvest City, Manila (“CFCM”)
In March 2013, the Group opened its third property CFCM in Alabang. The property is directly owned by FAI and
managed by CHI through Entrata Hotel Services, Inc. (“EHSI” or “Entrata”) which was incorporated on
November 28, 2012. The hotel is part of the Entrata Urban Complex and features 345 keys, extensive meeting
facilities, five food and beverage outlets, a gym, a spa and a swimming pool, with plans to enhance amenity areas and
to add new 1,500 sq.m. of meeting spaces and three food outlets. EHSI is partially owned by FHC (76.9%) and FAI
(23.1%).
Crimson Resort and Spa Boracay (“CRSB”)
In November 2018, FHC through its wholly owned subsidiary, Boracay Seascapes, Inc. (“BSI”), commenced soft
operations for CRSB. The resort is designed by leading resort designers and is located in a secluded cove in Barangay
Yapak, on Boracay Island in the Philippines. As of September 30, 2019, total rooms available for occupancy is 139
and full construction will be completed in third quarter of 2019. Upon completion, CRSB is expected to feature 192
keys, including 23 pool villas, a grand ballroom, four food and beverage outlets, a gym, a spa and a swimming pool.
Quest Plus Hotel and Conference Center, Clark and Mimosa Golf Course, Clark (“QHCC Clark”)
On January 27, 2016, the Group was given a Notice of Award by the CDC for the lease, development, operation and
management of the former Mimosa Leisure Estate, a 201.6-hectare property located in Clark Freeport Zone
approximately 100 km north of Metro Manila, with 303 rooms, a 130-hectare, 36-hole golf course and other various
estate improvements. In April 2016, Filinvest Mimosa, Inc. (“FMI”) entered into a 50-year lease agreement
(renewable for an additional 25 years) with CDC in relation to the Mimosa Leisure Estate. The lease agreement
requires FMI to invest at least ₱5 billion over a period of five years. FMI is owned by FDC (47.5%), FLI (47.5%) and
CDC (5.0%). Shortly after the signing of the lease agreement, the estate was relaunched as Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure
City.
In May 2016, Mimosa Cityscapes Inc. (“MCI”), a wholly owned subsidiary of FHC was formed to sublease the
hospitality components of the Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City. In June 2016, MCI signed a sublease agreement with
FMI following the terms of the lease between FMI and CDC. Over the lease period, MCI will operate the existing
hotel and golf courses of the estate and has the right to develop the leased portion of the estate. Following the execution
of the sublease agreement, MCI rebranded the existing hotel and golf course to Quest Plus Hotel and Conference
Center, Clark and Mimosa Golf, Clark and began to undertake a comprehensive renovation, rehabilitation and
expansion of the facilities. During the ASEAN Summit in November 2017, its property QHCC Clark showcased the
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opening of the grand villas, the newly-refurbished hotel rooms and the event facilities. The Group is currently
renovating the existing QHCC Clark and its two championship golf courses, and expanding one of the hotel wings to
include an additional 361 keys. The renovation and expansion of QHCC Clark is expected to be completed in 2021.

Projects Under Construction and Pipeline Projects
Hotels
The Group is targeting to grow its hotel portfolio by approximately 3,500 keys within the next five years from 1,800
keys as of September 30, 2019 to an estimated total of 5,000 keys by 2023. These projects are expected to be located
within Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao.
FHC expects to complete the development of approximately eight new Quest Hotels in Tagaytay, Dumaguete, Cubao,
Puerto Princesa, Zamboanga, Clark, Filinvest City Alabang and Cebu City, with a combined total of
approximately 1,600 keys and an estimated GFA of more than 180,000 sq.m. as of September 30, 2019. The table
below summarizes the Group’s hotel developments:

Location

Number of keys

Target completion
date

175
240
180
388

2021
2021
2021
2021

366
200
300

2023
2023
2023

229
361
164
2,603

2020
2021
2023
—

New Developments
Quest Dumaguete ............................................
Quest Cubao....................................................
Quest Zamboanga ...........................................
Grafik Mactan .................................................
Quest Plus Hotel and Conference Center
Puerto Princesa.............................................
Quest Hotel, Filinvest City .............................
Quest Residences, Cebu IT Park .....................
Expansions
Crimson Suites Mactan at Crimson Resort
and Spa Mactan ............................................
QHCC Clark ...................................................
Quest Hotel Tagaytay .....................................
Total ...............................................................

Filinvest Marina Town,
Dumaguete
Cubao, Quezon City
Zamboanga City
Lapu-lapu city, Cebu
Puerto Princesa City,
Palawan
Filinvest City
Cebu IT Park

Lapu-lapu City, Cebu
Clark City
Tagaytay City
—

___________________
Note:
(1) Tower 1 of the Quest Hotel Tagaytay commenced soft operations in April 2019 and is expected to be completed and operational in the third
quarter of 2019.

Quest Hotel Tagaytay will be a condotel property featuring two towers with 164 rooms each located along General
Emilio Aguinaldo Highway, Tagaytay City. Similar to QHCC Cebu, the condotel units are to be sold to third party
buyers and will be subject to a condotel participation agreement. The units will be operated and managed by CHI,
which will distribute net income (after deducting all expenses) to eligible unit buyers. Tower 1 began soft operations
in April 2019 and is expected to be completed by the third quarter of 2019. Construction of tower 2 is expected to
commence in 2021 and tower 2 is expected to be operational in 2023.
Quest Dumaguete is a proposed 10-storey condotel within Filinvest Marina Town located on Rizal Boulevard, which
runs along the Dumaguete City Bay. The Quest Dumaguete, which is expected to be completed in 2021, will have
approximately 175 keys and will feature meeting spaces, a swimming pool, a lobby lounge and connectivity to the
mall.
Quest Cubao is to be located in a mixed-use development in Cubao, Quezon City and will have approximately 240
rooms and feature specialty restaurants, dining areas, meeting and function rooms, a swimming pool and a gym. Quest
Cubao is expected to be completed in 2021.
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Quest Zamboanga, which is to be located in a Filinvest mixed-use development on Vitaliano Agan Avenue, will have
approximately 180 keys. Specifically positioned for the region’s upcoming business hub, the hotel features function
rooms, retail and dining areas, swimming pool, prayer rooms and gym. Quest Zamboanga is expected to be completed
in 2021.
Quest Plus Hotel and Conference Center Puerto Princesa, which is to be located in Bancao-Bancao, Puerto Princesa
City, Palawan, will be a resort property featuring 366 rooms and is expected to offer unique in-room amenities, various
food and beverage outlets, and conference center activities. The Puerto Princesa hotel is expected to be completed in
2023.
The Group is also developing a Quest Hotel in Filinvest City Alabang and Quest Residences in Cebu IT Park, with
200 keys and 300 keys, respectively. These developments are expected to be completed in 2023.
Grafik Mactan is the flagship hotel for the Group’s new lifestyle brand. The hotel complex will house 388 rooms and
over 27,000 sq.m. of GFA, located in Lapu-lapu City. The hotel will feature a pool bar, a specialty and all-day dining
restaurant, meeting rooms, a lobby lounge and landscaped areas on the beach ridge. Grafik Mactan is expected to be
completed in 2021.
In the next five years, the Group expects to develop three additional hotels with more than 600 keys. The locations of
the three additional hotels are yet to be identified.
In addition, FHC intends to expand one of the wings of QHCC Clark to include 361 additional rooms. The expansion
of QHCC Clark will feature specialty restaurants and retail spaces in the ground floor, and a pool with lounge and
social spaces. The expansion wing will connect to the ballroom area of the property’s existing wing and will provide
additional hospitality offerings for Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City. The expansion of QHCC Clark is expected to be
completed in 2021.
The Group is also growing its luxury offering with the expansion of CRSM in Seascapes Resort Town, Lapu-lapu
City. CRSM will add an additional 229 rooms and at least 30,000 sq.m. of GFA to the portfolio. The new
developments, known as Crimson Suites Mactan, are expected to feature specialty restaurants, a ballroom, pools and
landscaped areas, lobby lounges, a gym and pocket parks. The expansion of CRSM is expected to be completed in
2020.
Gaming
Following the award of a provisional gaming license to MCI by PAGCOR in April 2018, the Group is planning to
extend the scope of its hospitality business to include an integrated resort within the Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City
development comprising, among other things, a casino with approximately 75 mass gaming tables, approximately 12
VIP gaming tables and approximately 410 electronic gaming machines, a mall and retail strip, a 5-star hotel with
approximately 200 keys, presidential villas and an event pavilion. The Group also intends to renovate and expand the
existing Quest Hotel and golf course within the development. Pursuant to the terms of the provisional license, MCI
is required to invest at least U.S.$200 million. The Group believes the development of a casino within the Filinvest
Mimosa+ Leisure City will help to position the estate as a leisure and gaming destination in Pampanga with a view to
increasing tourism, employment and investment opportunities in the region. Upon the opening of the casino, the Group
expects to see an increase in tourist arrivals to Clark. The Group intends to outsource the operation of the casino to an
established third party gaming operator. The construction of the integrated resort is still in the planning stages and
the timing of the development is expected to be finalized within the next five years.
Property Management
In 2008, FDC and AIPL established CHI as a joint venture to independently manage the Group’s hospitality projects.
CHI is 60% owned by FDC and 40% owned by AIPL. CHI provides a comprehensive range of design, consulting,
technical, marketing, training, operations and management services for the Group’s hospitality businesses. CHI has
built a hotel management team with a significant percentage of expatriates holding GM, Executive Chef and key
positions in CHI to ensure the Group’s hospitality properties adhere to international standards. As of September 30,
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2019, CHI manages a total of 1,800 keys across the Group’s six existing hotel and leisure properties: Crimson Resort
and Spa Mactan, Quest Hotel and Conference Center, Cebu, Crimson Hotel Filinvest City, Manila, Quest Hotel and
Conference Center, Clark and Mimosa Golf, Clark, and Crimson Resort and Spa Boracay. By 2023, the Group expects
the number of rooms under CHI’s management to increase by approximately 3,500, bringing the total of rooms under
management to approximately 5,000.
For the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2019, the Group’s
share in net income of CHI amounted to ₱33.7 million, ₱22.4 million, ₱31.5 million and ₱29.5 million, respectively.
Marketing and Sales
The Group’s hospitality business is marketed primarily through e-commerce and direct channels. E-commerce
initiatives include using a direct brand site, complemented by online advertisements, search optimization, and other
technology such as “Chatbots”. Direct channels involve the hospitality group’s sales and marketing team, which
approach wholesalers, corporate business, government entities, associations, MICE and direct consumers through
offline channels such as office visits, calls and travel conventions and bazaars.
Competition
The Group faces significant competition in the Philippine hospitality market. The Group competes with local and
foreign hospitality developers, owners, and operators to acquire, lease or enter into joint ventures with respect to
appropriate hotel locations in main tourist and business destinations. Its hotel assets also compete for room and
banquet business among the hospitality or hospitality-like products serving the markets where such assets are located.
Major competitors of the Group include the SM Group, Ayala Land, Waterfront, Shangri-La, Bellevue and
Movenpick.
The Group believes that success in the Philippine hospitality market depends on a mix of external factors and internal
capabilities. External factors which can greatly affect the Philippine hospitality market include political and economic
stability, climate change and general security. These external factors affect the attractiveness of the Philippines for
both international and domestic leisure and business travelers. In terms of internal capabilities, the Group is confident
that, due to its background in real estate development, it is well-positioned to acquire, lease or enter into joint ventures
to gain access to suitable properties, and to develop successful hospitality projects.
Despite the relatively short operating history of the Group’s hospitality arm, its hotel assets have been able to compete
with the incumbent hotel operators as shown by the strong performance of the Group’s operating hotel properties.
Further, by not only developing hotel projects but also building its hotel management capabilities through its
partnership with AILP, the Group believes that it is strongly positioned to continue to take advantage of the expected
growth in the Philippine tourism market.
Insurance
The Group’s hospitality properties are insured in line with industry standards, including coverage for replacement cost
of property damage, business interruption insurance should there be interruption in property operations for a period
of 12 months, and comprehensive liability insurance to cover third party liability including the guests of the property.
The Group also maintains personal liability insurance to cover each golf player at its golf courses.
BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
Overview
The Group’s banking and financial services operations are conducted by EW, which commenced operations in 1994.
EW is one of the largest universal banks in the Philippines by total assets, according to BSP data. Through its vast
network of stores nationwide, EW offers a wide range of banking products and services, as well as allied financial
services, including non-life insurance brokerage, bancassurance, and leasing, to cater to the financial needs of
consumers, mid-market corporates and the mass affluent.
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EW is primarily focused on the consumer banking segment, which accounted for 68.0%, 71.6%, 70.2% and 73.0 %
of its gross loans as of December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and September 30, 2019, respectively. EW remains one
of the most consumer-focused universal banks in the country. EW’s proportion of consumer lending as a percentage
of total gross loans is among the highest in the Philippine banking sector based the Bank’s estimates from publicly
available information of listed universal and commercial banks. For the year ended December 31, 2018, EW’s net
interest income was ₱19.3 billion in 2018, up 4.5% from ₱18.5 billion in 2017, despite the lower performance of
consumer loans across the Philippine banking industry in 2018.
EW is also one of the largest credit card issuers in the Philippines, ranking fifth in terms of accounts receivable as of
December 31, 2018 according to the Credit Card Association of the Philippines, EW focuses on providing loans and
banking services to Philippine consumers, a high growth segment that is supported by strong growth fundamentals in
terms of Philippine GDP and disposable income growth. According to the Philippine Statistics Authority, Philippine
GDP grew at 6.9%, 6.7% and 6.2% in 2016, 2017 and 2018, respectively. EW successfully grew its consumer lending
portfolio, which includes auto loans, credit cards and residential mortgages, at a CAGR of 8.1% from December 31,
2016 to December 31, 2018. The growth in EW’s consumer loan portfolio in 2018 helped EW to sustain net income
of ₱4.5 billion in 2018 and achieve a return on equity of 11.0%, as a result of which EW remains one of the most
profitable banks in the Philippines based on publicly available information. The Group believes EW is well-positioned
as a result of its expanded store network to benefit from further consumer demand driven by the expected growth of
such segment of the Philippine population, primarily through improved customer acquisition.
EW has a strong sales platform focused on delivering quality, convenient and comprehensive services to customers
through its store and electronic banking network. In particular, EW targets the large number of medium-sized
corporate and retail deposit customers, including high net worth individuals, by differentiating and tailoring its
products and services to these segments with a view to increasing EW’s access to a large source of low cost deposits
for funding. While deposit liabilities grew at a CAGR of 6.3% from December 31, 2016 through December 31, 2018,
EW’s cost of funds ratio (which is the ratio of interest expense to average interest bearing liabilities) was at 1. 3%,
1.4%, 1.8% and 2.8% in 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months ended September 30, 2019, respectively. EW
believes that its investments in IT infrastructure will result in improved efficiencies in its operations and provide its
customers with convenience through the adoption of mobile and internet banking and IT-integrated cash management
services.
In recent years, EW has grown its business without compromising prudent balance sheet management practices. EW
believes that these practices, which help to manage its predominantly consumer loan portfolio, provides it with
flexibility to react to market uncertainties. EW maintains sufficient liquidity to support the growth of its business, as
shown by its ratio of loans to deposits (which is equal to total gross loans divided by total deposit liabilities) of 90.6
% as of September 30, 2019. EW believes it is well-capitalized with a CET1 ratio of 10.4% and total capital adequacy
ratio of 12..9% (as reported to the BSP) as of September 30, 2019, as compared to the CET1 ratio and total capital
adequacy ratio of 8.5% and 10.0%, respectively, required by the BSP. Furthermore, EW maintains an investment
portfolio of fixed income securities, with 86.0% of EW’s trading and investment securities invested in government
securities as of September 30, 2019.
EW has one of the largest consolidated store networks in the Philippines, growing from 168 stores as of December 31,
2011 to a total of 467 stores as of September 30, 2019. The Group believes EW’s store network is strategically located
throughout the country to effectively distribute products and services across the Philippines to take advantage of the
nationwide economic growth.
EW has a strong and experienced management team with an average of more than 20 years of operational and
management experience in banking and finance. EW’s management team has extensive experience in and in-depth
knowledge of the Philippine banking sector, and has also developed positive relationships with key market
participants.
Corporate History
EW was registered with the SEC as a domestic corporation on March 22, 1994 and was granted authority by the BSP
to operate as a commercial bank under Monetary Board Resolution No. 101 dated July 6, 1994. On July 26, 2012, the
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BSP granted EW the authority to operate as a universal bank under Monetary Board Resolution No. 1696 dated
November 25, 2010.
EW is approximately 77.3% owned by FDC. FDC is the listed holding company of the Filinvest Group. Incorporated
on April 27, 1973, FDC started out as a consumer finance and banking business established by FDC’s patriarch,
Andrew L. Gotianun, Sr. and has historically engaged in, among other lines of business, real estate development,
banking and financial services, hospitality and tourism, sugar farming and milling and power generation. FFC, a
wholly owned subsidiary of FDC which was incorporated in December 2007, serves as a holding company for a 37.2%
interest in EW. EW’s common shares have been listed on the Philippine Stock Exchange (“PSE”) since May 7, 2012.
EW’s market capitalization as of September 30, 2019 was ₱26.9 billion.
Mergers and Acquisitions
In 2003, EW merged with Ecology Savings Bank, Inc. (“ESBI”). EW, as the surviving corporation, purchased all the
outstanding capital stock of ESBI from EBC Strategic Holdings Corp. Consequently, as set forth in the Articles of
Merger dated January 31, 2003, all rights, business, assets and liabilities of ESBI were conveyed, assigned and
transferred to EW. The merger was approved by the BSP and the SEC on August 6, 2003 and June 26, 2003,
respectively.
On January 23, 2009, EW and American International Group, Inc. (“AIG”) and certain AIG subsidiaries, including
AIG Philam, entered into a Share Sale Agreement for EW to acquire all of the shares of the AIG Philam and its
constituent companies. In March 2009, a Deed of Absolute Sale of Shares was executed between EW and each of the
respective sellers.
On August 19, 2011, EW entered into a deed of assignment for the purchase of a majority of the outstanding shares
and control of GBI. Consequently, GBI became a subsidiary of EW. On July 11, 2012, EW acquired an 83.17%
interest in FRBI, a rural bank engaged in the business of extending credit to farmers, tenants, and rural enterprises.
EW subsequently increased its ownership in FRBI to 100% through additional share acquisitions and capital
contributions in 2012 and 2013. In May 2013, FRBI changed its name to East West Rural Bank, Inc. (“EWRB”) and
entered into an asset purchase agreement with GBI, effectively consolidating all of the Bank’s rural banking business
in EWRB.
On March 28 and June 5, 2014, the BSP and the SEC respectively, approved the proposed merger between EW and
GBI. On July 31, 2014, the merger between EW and GBI was completed.
On May 6, 2016, EW entered into an asset and share transfer agreement with Standard Chartered Bank (“SCB”) and
SCMB Overseas Limited for the acquisition of SCB Philippines’ retail banking business (including all of SCB
Philippines’ three branches) and the transfer of 100% ownership of the entities, namely: QMIS and ASIA. The
acquisition was approved by the BSP on August 8, 2016. On November 25, 2016, after satisfying all the conditions
under the asset and share transfer agreement, the transfer of assets and liabilities was completed.
Securities Issuances
Debt Issuances
On July 2, 2010, EW issued 7.50% Lower Tier 2 unsecured subordinated notes with a total face value of ₱1.5 billion
maturing on January 2021 but callable on January 2016 and with step-up if not called. On January 4, 2016 EW
exercised its call option. The redemption was approved by EW’s Board of Directors on August 27, 2015 and by the
BSP on October 8, 2015.
On July 4, 2014, EW completed its issuance of Basel III-compliant Tier 2 unsecured subordinated notes with a total
face value of ₱5.0 billion with a coupon rate of 5.5% and maturing in January 2025, but callable on January 4, 2020.
On February 20, 2017, EW’s subsidiary, EWRB, issued 5.50% Lower Tier 2 unsecured subordinated notes with par
value of ₱1.25 billion maturing on August 20, 2027 but callable on August 20, 2022.
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Equity Issuances
On January 29, 2015, the Board of Directors approved the common shares rights offering. In March 2015, the Board
of Directors approved the application of the Bank to list up to 371,574,000 common shares with par value of ₱10 per
share to cover its stock rights offering. On May 8, 2015, a total of 371,574,000 common shares were listed at the PSE
with ₱10.00 par value per share. The total proceeds raised by EW from the sale of the said shares amounted to
₱8.00 billion while the net proceeds (after deduction of direct costs related to equity issuance) amounted to
₱7.95 billion. The net proceeds were used to invest in securities allowed under BSP regulation and to fuel growth in
loans.
On July 13, 2017 and August 30, 2017, the Board of Directors approved and the stockholders ratified, respectively,
the following (i) increase in EW’s authorized capital stock from ₱20.00 billion to ₱50.00 billion consisting
of 4.50 billion common shares with par value of ₱10.00 per share or a total par value of ₱45.00 billion and 500 million
preferred shares with par value of ₱10.00 per share or a total par value of ₱5.00 billion and (ii) declaration of 50%
stock dividends equivalent to ₱7.50 billion from the Bank’s unrestricted retained earnings as of December 31, 2016
to cover the required 25% minimum subscription and payment for the increase of authorized capital stock. The
increase in the Bank’s authorized capital stock and stock dividend declaration was subsequently approved by the BSP
and SEC on February 1, 2018 and February 28, 2018, respectively. On April 16, 2018, a total of 749,991,801 common
shares were listed on the PSE.
LTNCDs
In 2017, EW issued 4.00% fixed coupon rate unsecured LTNCDs maturing in September 2022. The first tranche of
the LTNCD amounting to ₱2.70 billion was issued in March 2017. The second to fifth tranches of the LTNCD
aggregating to ₱7.30 billion were issued in April to August 2017.
In June 2018, EW issued the first tranche of its ₱15 billion LTNCD program, amounting to ₱2.45 billion. The issued
LTNCDs will mature on December 7, 2023 and carries a fixed coupon of 4.625% payable quarterly.
Recent Developments
On May 30, 2019, the Bank disclosed that the Board of Directors of the Bank, at its regular board meeting, approved
the issuance of up to ₱10.0 billion bonds in one or more tranches. Any issuance of bonds by the Bank is subject to
market conditions.
Business Strategy
The Group intends to continue to grow EW as a significant competitor in the Philippine financial services industry.
To achieve this growth, the Bank has strategically opted to target its financial products and services to the consumer,
middle-market corporate and mass affluent market segments. The Bank believes these market segments offer
significant growth opportunities while also enabling the Bank to manage its risk exposure by maintaining a balanced
portfolio mix. Given the competitive landscape of, and the Bank’s position within, the Philippine banking industry,
the Bank has identified the consumer segment as a key target market. EW envisions itself to be a leading bank,
anchored on and differentiated from its competitors through a strong focus on retail banking resulting in a healthy
return on equity. EW believes it has proven its success within the consumer market by achieving significant
competitive traction in a relatively short period of time. Over the next few years, EW’s priorities are to continue its
efforts to improve the operating leverage, cost efficiencies and overall competitiveness of the Bank. EW’s business
strategies are set out below.


Enhance the professional development of EW employees. EW believes that the success of its business strategies
is dependent on the ablity of its employees to execute those strategies. To this end, the Bank is focusing on
developing its employees to ensure they are equipped with the relevant competencies and skills required to
perform their functions and deliver excellent customer service. By instilling in its employees a sense of common
purpose and direction, the Bank aims to develop a workforce whose values are aligned with the corporate values
of the Bank. To achieve this, the Bank will continue to provide its employees with relevant training and
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development through the EastWest Bank Learning and Development Program. The Bank aims to enhance its
Learning and Development Program and institutionalize the EW Academy in order to speed up the development
of EW employees. EW also plans to further refine its performance management processes to ensure that it is able
to identify, reward, and retain high-performing employees. EW believes that its commitment to facilitate the
career development, expertise and service quality of employees, as well as its ability to develop and retain them,
will enable EW to attract and retain skilled personnel and effectively support its broader optimization and sales
goals.


Optimize existing store network. EW is focused on taking advantage of its store network by optimizing the
revenues and income generated from its customers. EW has built a nationwide network comprising 467 stores on
a consolidated basis, including 391 EW stores and 76 EWRB stores as of September 30, 2019. As more than 70%
of EW’s consolidated stores were built during the Bank’s expansion program between 2012 and 2016, such stores
have yet to attain competitive productivity. EW will continue to focus on improving store productivity, in
particular, in relation to increasing customer deposits and acquiring and retaining customers, primarily through
its marketing programs and approach to customer service. The Bank targets to increase deposits per store from
₱739 million as of December 31, 2018 to be within the 80 th percentile of deposits per store of mid-tier banks,
which was ₱1,138 million as of December 31, 2018, according to public data. The Bank plans to apply its
marketing efforts to fine-tune its market segmentation, expand its digital sales channel and improve the
competitiveness of its product offerings. Relatedly, the Bank will look to expand the range of products for its
target market of mid-market corporates and consumer segments, deepening and broadening relationships with
existing customers, including generating more synergies with other businesses within the Group, and marketing
more products and services to new and existing customers, all in an effort to increase EW’s “share of wallet”
from such customers.



Achieve balanced portfolio mix while maintaining a consumer and corporate mid-market focus. EW aims to
manage its exposure to economic risk by achieving a balanced portfolio mix of loans with relatively higher
economic risk (such as consumer loans, excluding salary loans to teachers) and loans with specific risk relative
to the broader economy (such as commercial and corporate loans). EW intends to achieve greater balance within
its loan portfolio by increasing the pace of growth of middle-market corporate loans as the country’s economy
grows, while continuing to maintain the growth in its consumer loan segment. EW plans to implement initiatives
towards increasing transactions with existing customers, for example, by cross-selling products and offering
additional services tailored towards consumer and middle-market corporates as it expands its distribution
networks. EW believes that achieving a more balanced loan portfolio will enable it to improve its risk management,
thus ensuring it is in a stronger position to withstand the fluctuations of the business cycle.



Enhance customer experience. EW is focused on differentiating itself from its competitors by providing an
enhanced customer experience. EW’s customer service efforts involve improving the customer experience
through better responsiveness and competence of the Bank’s customer-facing departments. EW also seeks to
improve the accessibility and convenience of banking services for its customers by developing its digital service
channels and enhancing its operational and IT processes. EW believes that improving the interface between the
Bank and its customers, as well as the efficiency of its services will help to supplement efforts to optimize earnings
from all facets of its banking channels.



Enhance digital efforts. EW plans to focus on improving and expanding its digital service channels in order to
streamline work processes, improve cost efficiency and improve the customer experience. EW believes it has
built up a competitive IT infrastructure as a result of placing significant emphasis on its digital projects. To
continue improving and expanding its digital service channels, EW is undertaking initiatives in four key areas:
open banking, data analytics, customer interface and continuous development. The Bank also continues to invest
in its mobile and online channels. EW believes that by improving the interface between the Bank and its customers
and enhancing the efficiency of its services, EW will create a better experience for its customers and optimize its
operational costs.



Strengthen risk management and governance framework. EW will continue to enhance its various risk monitoring
and management tools to improve its risk management capabilities and the quality of its loan portfolio by
continuing to (i) improve its credit policies and credit approval procedures, (ii) implement risk management
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control tools, including, among others, a centralized credit management information system that allows it to
standardize credit risk detection, quantification and management and (iii) strengthen internal controls and legal
compliance by standardizing internal policies and procedures in accordance with legal and regulatory
requirements with a view to establishing a comprehensive internal control system.
Principal Business Activities
The Bank’s principal business activities are organized into the following segments: retail banking, corporate banking,
consumer lending and treasury and trust. The following is the business contribution of each segment for the year
ended December 31, 2018 and for the nine months ended September 30, 2019:

Nine months ended September 30, 2019

Retail
Banking

Corporate
Banking

Consumer
Banking

Treasury
& Trust

Executive &
Elimination
Items

Total

(₱ million)

Statement of Income
Net Interest Income
Third Party ..............................
Intersegment ............................
Noninterest Income .....................
Revenue - Net of Interest
Expense ..................................
Noninterest Expense... ................
Income Before Income Tax .......
Provision for Income Tax ...........
Net Income for the Year ............

Year ended December 31, 2018

Statement of Income
Net Interest Income
Third Party ..............................
Intersegment ............................
Noninterest Income .....................
Revenue - Net of Interest
Expense ..................................
Noninterest Expense... ................
Income Before Income Tax .......
Provision for Income Tax ...........
Net Income for the Year ............

3,759
—
3,759
1,364
5,123

670
897
1,566
194
1,760

10,243
—
10,243
2,908
13,152

670
270
80
1,369
1,448

427
(1,166)
(467)
(206)
(673)

15,181
15,181
15,181
5,629
20,811

(5,597)
(474)
(168)
(642)

(577)
1,183
(296)
887

(7,439)
5,713
(1,032)
4,681

(643)
805
(203)
603

(823)
(1,496)
607
(890)

(15,079)
5,731
(1,092)
4,639

Retail
Banking

Corporate
Banking

Consumer
Treasury
Banking
& Trust
(₱ million)

Elimination
Items

Total

5,120
—
5,120
1,701

629
984
1,613
220

12,357
—
12,357
4,447

77
331
408
64

1,094
(1,315)
(221)
(212)

19,277
—
19,277
6,220

6,821
(6,772)
49
(340)
(291)

1,833
(783)
1,050
(315)
735

16,804
(10,226)
6,578
(1,325)
5,253

472
(818)
(346)
138
(208)

(433)
(922)
(1,355)
374
(981)

25,497
(19,521)
5,976
(1,468)
4,508

Retail Banking
The retail banking segment mainly covers traditional store banking products and services such as deposits, back-toback/emerging market loans and other over-the-counter (“OTC”) transactions. It also caters to the needs of high networth clients for alternative investment channels and cash management requirements of mid-market corporates. It
includes entire transaction processing, service delivery and infrastructure consisting of the Bank’s network of stores,
ATMs, as well as its internet banking platform.
Deposit Products
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The Bank offers a comprehensive range of deposit products that consist primarily of Peso demand, savings and time
deposits. The Bank also offers U.S. Dollar and third currency savings and time deposits. As of December 31, 2016,
2017 and 2018 and September 30, 2019, the Bank’s total deposits amounted to ₱240,221.5 million,
₱258,726.3 million, ₱288,239.8 million and ₱291,624.0 million, respectively. As of the same dates, 85.9%, 85.8%,
85.4% and 85.7l% of the Bank’s deposits were Peso denominated, with the remainder denominated in foreign
currencies, principally U.S. Dollars. The Bank’s CASA ratio (the ratio of demand and savings deposits to total
deposits) as of December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and September 30, 2019 amounted to 53.7%, 55.4%, 50.5% and
57.6%, respectively. The table below sets out the Bank’s total deposits for the years ended December 31, 2016 to
December 31, 2018:
Year ended December 31,
2017

2016

2018

(₱million)

CASA .............................................
Term deposits and LTNCDs ..................
Total deposits .......................................
Total deposits per EW store ...............

129,073.5
111,148.0
240,221.5
620.7

143,454.4
115,271.9
258,726.3
666.8

145,527.5
142,712.3
288,239.8
739.1

The Bank offers varying interest rates on its deposit products depending on prevailing market interest rates, the rate
of return on its earning assets and interest rates offered by other commercial banks.
Access to Investment Products
The Bank also offers investors access to investment products such as treasury bills and bonds, fixed rate treasury notes
and retail treasury bonds. Customers can also invest in long-term fixed income debt instruments issued by public and
private entities.
Cash Management Services
The Bank offers a wide range of cash management solutions to assist mid-market corporates, composed primarily of
entrepreneurial and family-owned businesses, including (i) a facility for payroll preparation and crediting, (ii) an
interest-earning checking account that provides a customized standalone check-writing facility and a comprehensive
accounts payable system, (iii) an end-to-end automated solution for the creation, disbursement and monitoring of
checks, (iv) a check depot service whereby the Bank retains a corporate customer’s post-dated checks for immediate
deposit to the customer’s account on the same date indicated on the checks, (v) a bill collection service whereby the
Bank acts as a collecting agent and transmits consolidated payments to the customer online or via electronic file
transfer and (vi) deposit pickup services, in which the Bank sends an armored vehicle to pick up cash and check
deposits at the customer’s premises.
Consumer Lending
The Bank offers various types of consumer lending products to individuals, which consist principally of credit cards,
auto loans, residential mortgage loans and personal loans. The Bank reviews various factors in evaluating prospective
clients, including but not limited to the capacity of the borrower to repay the loan. The Bank also considers various
factors in pricing its loans such as but not limited to the delinquency rates of particular market segments, the funding
costs of the portfolio, direct and indirect expenses related to granting consumer loans and the target spread of the loan
portfolio. Loan terms are differentiated according to factors such as a customer’s financial condition, age, loan
purpose, collateral and quality of relationship with the Bank. The Bank focuses its core business towards consumer
financing where it has a competitive advantage. Several product lines were launched to ascertain that its target market
is reached.
Credit Cards
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In 2004, the Bank began issuing MasterCard credit cards under the name “East West Bank MasterCard” in partnership
with AIG. In 2009, the Bank acquired the Philam Savings Bank, which issues Visa credit cards. After the acquisition,
the Bank integrated its Visa and MasterCard businesses into a single business unit. From an initial base of 10,000
credit cards issued during 2004, the Bank has since grown to have issued over one million credit cards,
comprising 14.3% of the total market share for credit cards in the Philippines as of December 31, 2018 based on data
from the Credit Card Association of the Philippines. As of September 30, 2019, the Bank has an outstanding credit
card receivables portfolio of ₱33.3 billion.
Revenues from the credit card operations consist principally of annual fees paid by cardholders, interest on deferred
and installment payments, cash advance fees, interchange fees paid by service establishments and late payment
charges. Annual cardholder fees range from ₱1,200 to ₱2,800. As of September 30, 2019, the interest rate on deferred
payments range from 1.99% to 3.50% per month and the interest rate on installment payments range from zero
to 2.00% per month. Other relevant fee income includes cash advances fees, which are approximately 3.0% of the
total cash advance amount or ₱600, whichever is higher, late fees accounting for 8% of the minimum amount due of
late payment accounts, and interchange fees ranging from 0.25% to 2.33% of the retail purchase or cash advance
amount. Revenues relating to the credit card business are reflected in the Bank’s financial statements as interest
income and other operating income from service charges, fees and commissions.
The Bank seeks to diversify its distribution channels, form alliances with merchants and manage its product portfolio
in order continue to grow its credit card business. The Bank currently markets and sells its credit cards directly to
customers, as well as through third party telemarketing agencies. Credit Card customers may participate in a variety
of instant and loyalty based rewards programs that allow them to redeem merchandise or gift certificates at partner
establishments. The Bank attempts to identify and capitalize on gaps in the market by offering products tailored to
meet the needs of underserved markets. The Bank’s credit card products come in different grades, from regular cards
to premium class cards at different annual membership fees.
Auto Loans
The Bank’s auto loans are offered through car dealerships (including second-hand car dealers), independent sales
agents and the Bank’s stores. The Bank provides incentives to car dealerships and independent sales agents based on
each booked auto loan amount. A key competitive factor in the automotive loan business is the speed by which a bank
can process an automotive loan, as dealers will offer a loan to multiple banks and the Bank offers a three-hour auto
loan approval process, which the Bank believes is an important aspect to its success in growing its auto loan portfolio.
The Bank’s auto loan business also engages in strategic partnerships with major car brands to develop exclusive
programs. Additionally, the Bank cross-sells its auto loans with the products of other units and offers special plans
for existing and repeat customers.
All of the Bank’s auto loans are secured by a chattel mortgage over the car being purchased. In addition to being
subject to the Bank’s internal credit checks, the Bank generally requires the borrower to make a minimum down
payment of 20.0% (or a minimum down payment of 15.0% for long-term customers with verifiable good credit) of
the purchase price. Depending on whether the car being purchased is new or second-hand, the interest rate of the
Bank’s auto loans can range from 8.5% to 18.0%, with an average maturity of 55 months. Generally, when an
installment payment falls 90 days past due, the Bank may commence foreclosure proceedings. Foreclosed cars are
generally sold by the Bank through public auction.
As of September 30, 2019, the Bank has an outstanding auto loan portfolio of ₱99.8 billion.
Residential Home Mortgage Loans
The large majority of EW’s residential mortgage loans are extended to property buyers in the Philippines who intend
to occupy residential units in the form of H&L, townhouse or condominiums, with a small proportion being extended
to individuals purchasing lots for investment purposes or for future dwelling via house construction loans. All of
EW’s home mortgage loans are secured by a first mortgage on the property and each applicant undergoes a stringent
credit evaluation process. EW requires its borrowers to make a minimum down payment of 10.0% of the total
appraised value for the various loan purposes. EW also refinances existing housing loans. EW offers loans at
adjustable and fixed interest rates. EW uses its store network as a key distribution channel and maintains marketing
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campaigns to attract property buyers independently from real estate developers, which serve as distribution channels
for mortgage loan providers. The average maturity of EW’s home mortgage loans is thirteen years. In line with
industry practice in the Philippines, interest rate on EW’s home mortgage loan portfolio is set at a fixed rate applicable
for an initial period of between one and five years, depending on the maturity of the loan. Upon expiry of the initial
period, the interest rate is reset at a fixed rate applicable for succeeding periods.
When a borrower falls in arrears with its mortgage payments, the buyer can either agree to a voluntary disposition of
the property to EW, or EW may commence foreclosure proceedings. EW sells mortgaged collateral that has been
foreclosed, primarily in public auctions or by brokers on behalf of EW. Foreclosure of the mortgaged collateral
generally takes between six and 24 months.
EW currently offers various home financing products with differentiating features, which include a mix of competitive
interest rates and what the Bank believes to be the longest payment term in the market of up to 30 years. As most
residential mortgage loans available in the market only allow up to a maximum payment term of 20 years, EW’s longer
payment term means lower and consequently lighter amortization payments for the borrower. EW also gives the
borrowers the option to adopt a fixed-term pricing scheme to protect borrowers against the risk of fluctuating interest
rates.
As of September 30, 2019, the Bank has an outstanding mortgage loan portfolio of ₱22.1 billion.
Teachers’ Loans
The Bank offers salary loan products, including salary loans to public school teachers under the Department of
Education’s (“DepEd”) Automatic Payroll Deduction System (“APDS”) and to other government employees (“DepEd
Teachers’ Loans”). The guidelines for the grant of salary loans to public school teachers are set out in a memorandum
of agreement between the DepEd and EWRB. The DepEd Teachers’ Loans scheme allows public school teachers who
are permanent personnel of the DepEd to borrow a maximum of ₱1 million for a term of up to three years.
Personal Loans
The Bank’s personal loans business provides unsecured, uncollateralized consumer loans to qualified individuals for
multi-purpose personal use. The primary distribution channel for personal loans is the Bank’s stores and third party
sales agencies. The Bank offers personal loans to employed and self-employed individuals with gross (basic) monthly
income of at least ₱15,000 or basic annual income of not less than ₱180,000. The monthly nominal interest rates for
a personal loan ranges from 1.49% to 1.89% and is payable in fixed equal monthly installments from 12 to 36 months.
As of September 30, 2019, the Bank has an outstanding personal loan portfolio of ₱7.7 billion.
Corporate Banking
The Corporate Banking Group is responsible for the overall management and development of the Bank’s corporate
relationships. Although the activities of the EW group are primarily focused on the working capital, term funding and
project finance requirements of its core mid-market customer base, which is generally comprised of entrepreneurial
or family-owned businesses, it also has relationships with large corporate accounts. The Corporate Banking Group
also offers the entire array of the Bank’s products and services which includes cash management services, foreign
exchange and deposit and investment products to its corporate customers. The Bank believes that successfully
identifying and offering holistic solutions to the banking needs of its corporate client base is essential to placing EW
at the top of its clients’ minds in their choice of a banking relationship.
Credit Products
The Bank provides a wide range of loan products and services to its corporate customers, including revolving credit
lines, domestic and foreign bills purchase, acceptances, trade finance facilities, bank guarantees and term loans. In
line with its strategy to create a balanced and diversified portfolio, the Bank’s corporate customers are engaged in
various industries and located in key geographical areas in the Philippines. Credit facilities offered to corporate
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customers include both secured and unsecured loan products, depending on the credit risks associated with the
customer and its business.
The Bank intends to continue to expand its corporate banking portfolio by increasing its share of its existing customers’
working capital requirements as well as supporting their expansion projects. The Bank also aims to continue to enlarge
its client base by targeting new corporate customers through the Bank’s expanded combined customer network. As
of September 30, 2019, the Bank has an outstanding corporate loan portfolio of ₱71.3 billion.
Rural Banking
To extend its reach to underserved segments of the market that have the potential for growth, the Bank has established
a rural bank arm. Backed by the strong track record of its predecessor entities, EWRB is capable of catering to the
banking needs of customers outside the urban areas in the country and provide wider access to innovative products
and delivery channels. In addition to DepEd Teachers’ Loans, EWRB currently offers small business loans, which
are intended for small to medium enterprises, with a maximum loan limit of ₱5.0 million, and social security system
(“SSS”) pensioners’ loans, which are intended for all SSS retirees and survivorship pensioners whose SSS pension is
directly credited to savings accounts with EWRB and EW.
As of September 30, 2019, EWRB has a network of 76 stores and 18 branch-lites across the Philippines. For further
information, see “– East West Rural Bank, Inc.”
Treasury and Trust
Treasury
The Bank’s treasury has primary responsibility for managing the Bank’s liquidity, interest rate and foreign exchange
exposures. The Bank manages its liquidity position by regularly reviewing its cash flow position, debt maturity
profiles, availability of credit facilities and overall liquidity position to mitigate the effects of fluctuations in cash flow.
The Bank’s treasury actively engages in trading for its own proprietary account. It trades local treasury bills and
bonds, foreign-currency denominated bonds and foreign exchange. The Bank is an accredited Government Securities
Eligible Dealer.
As of September 30, 2019, the Bank had ₱68.7 billion of trading and investment securities, which accounted for 17.7%
of the Bank’s total assets. As of September 30, 2019, 86% of the Bank’s trading and investment securities portfolio
was invested in government securities.
Trust
The Bank offers a wide range of trust products and services, including fund management, investment management
services, custodianship, administration and collateral agency services and stock and transfer agency services. In
addition to offering trust services to corporate and high net-worth individual customers (customers with a total
relationship balance of ₱2.5 million), the Bank provides retail customers with alternative investment opportunities
through its unit investment trust funds (“UITFs”), which are available in Peso and U.S. dollar-denominated UITFs.
In a UITF, funds of various investors are pooled and invested in a diversified portfolio of liquid securities, term
deposits, money market instruments or stocks in accordance with the investment objectives and restrictions stated in
the Declaration of Trust. For the year ended December 31, 2018, total trust and managed funds held amounted to
₱24.5 billion and total revenue from the Bank’s trust products amounted to ₱51.3 million. For the nine months ended
September 30, 2019, total trust and managed funds held amounted to ₱30.8 billion and total revenue from the Bank’s
trust products amounted to ₱49.7 million.
Products and Services Offered to Retail Clients
The Bank offers a comprehensive range of deposit products, consisting primarily of Peso demand, savings and time
deposits. The Bank also offers U.S. dollar and other third currency savings and time deposits. The Bank’s loan
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offerings include consumer loans – auto, mortgage and personal as well as corporate loans. The Bank also offers
payment facilities such as debit, prepaid and credit cards.
EW also offers a suite of electronic channels such as internet banking for individuals and corporates, mobile banking,
phone banking and ATMs.
Below lists out the various products and services of EW:
Deposit Products and Related Services


Savings Accounts: Passbook Savings Account, Passbook Savings Account with Debit Card, Basic Savings, Cool
Savers Kiddie Account, ATM Savings Account, ATM Savings Account for SSS Pensioners, Super Saver.



Checking Accounts: Regular Checking Account, ChequeMax, ChequeMax Rewards, Basic Checking.



Time Deposit Accounts: Peso Time Deposit, 5-year Floating Rate Time Deposit.



U.S. Dollar and Third Currency Accounts: U.S. Dollar Savings Account, U.S. Dollar Time Deposit, Chinese
Yuan Savings and Time Deposit Account, Euro Savings and Time Deposit Account, Japanese Yen Savings and
Time Deposit Account, Singapore Dollar Savings and Time Deposit Account, Australian Dollar Savings and
Time Deposit Account, British Pound Savings Account, Hong Kong Dollar Savings Account, New Zealand
Dollar Savings Account.



Debit and Prepaid Cards: Classic Debit Card, General Purpose Prepaid Card, Personal Loan Prepaid Card, Gift
Card, Travel Money Card.

Consumer Loans and Related Services


Auto Loan: Auto Loan, Fleet Financing, Refinancing.



Home Loan: Top-Up Loan, Home Equity, Home Construct, Reimbursement, Home Acquire/Condo Acquire, Lot
Acquire.



Personal Loan.



Salary Loan.

Credit Cards


Elite Credit Cards: Priority Banking Visa Infinite, Platinum Mastercard, Visa Platinum, Dolce Vita Titanium
Mastercard, EveryDay Titanium Mastercard.



Credit Cards: Gold and Classic Mastercard, Gold and Classic Visa Card, Practical Mastercard.



Co-brand and Affinity Cards: Hyundai Mastercard, DLSAA Mastercard.

Corporate Credit Facilities


Working Capital Loans and Facilities: Short Term Loan, Revolving Promissory Note Facility, Revolving Credit
Facility, Trade Check Discounting Facility.



Inventory Financing: Floor Stock Revolving Facility.
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Trade Finance: Domestic Letters of Credit with Trust Receipt Facility, Import Letters of Credit with Trust
Receipt Facility, Other Types of Documentary Credits with Trust Receipt Facility, Export Financing Facility,
Export Bills Purchase Facility.



Guarantees: Standby Letters of Credit (“SBLC”), Domestic SBLC, Foreign SBLC, Bank Guarantees,
Committed Credit Line.



Bills Purchase Line: Domestic Bills Purchase Line, Foreign Bills Purchase Line.



Term Financing: Term Loans, Project Finance.

Treasury Products


Foreign Exchange: Spot, Forwards.



Fixed Income: Peso Government and Corporate Securities, USD-denominated Government and Corporate
Securities.

Trust Products


Corporate Solutions: Employee Benefit Trust/Retirement Account, Fund Management.



Wealth Management: Personal Management Trust, Investment Management Account.



Investment Funds: Peso Money Market Fund, Short Term Fund, Peso Intermediate Term Bond Fund, Peso Long
Term Bond Fund, Dollar Intermediate Term Bond Fund, Dollar Long Term Bond Fund, PSEi Tracker Fund,
PhilEquity Feeder Fund, PhilEquity Institutional Feeder Fund.



Other Fiduciary: Escrow Agency.

Cash Management Services


Collection Services:
Collection.



Disbursement Services: Check-writing, Deposit Management System, Electronic Invoice Payment &
Presentment, Supplier Payments.



Liquidity Management Services: Account Sweeping.



Payroll Services: Payroll Crediting Services, Payroll Assist, Payroll Timekeeping.



Other Services: Government Payments.

Auto Debit Arrangement, Bills Collect, Check Collect, Check Warehousing, HMO

Small Medium Enterprise Banking


Revolving Credit Facility.



Trade Check Discounting Line Revolving Promissory Note Line Term Loan.

Store Network
The Bank’s store network is focused more on the Philippines’ major industrial and commercial regions in Metro
Manila and has key locations outside of Metro Manila, such as Metro Cebu, Metro Davao, Northern Luzon, South
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Luzon Industrial Zone, Iloilo, Bacolod and Mindanao. Within these regions, EW has strategically positioned its stores
in key business and commercial centers, which are areas that generally boast higher per capita incomes, and have
higher growth and traffic, thereby maximizing the number of transactions and deposits per store.
The table below sets out the details of EW’s stores in the Philippines, on a consolidated basis, in operation as of the
specified dates:

Total Stores .............

2016
445

As of December 31,
2017
446

As of September 30,
2019
467

2018
466

The map below shows the Bank’s store network as of September 30, 2019:
[Map of store network to be included.]
EW Stores
EW has one of the largest store networks in the Philippines, growing from 122 stores as of December 31, 2011 to an
aggregate of 391 stores (comprising 212 stores in Metro Manila, 100 stores in other parts of Luzon, 39 stores in
Visayas and 40 stores in Mindanao) on a standalone basis as of September 30, 2019. The Group believes EW’s store
network is strategically located throughout the country to effectively distribute products and services across the
Philippines to take advantage of the nationwide economic growth.
Over the past three years, EW has tried to optimize its already existing store network and relenting from acquiring or
opening new stores. EW opened one additional store in 2017 and two additional stores in 2018. The table below sets
out the details of EW’s stores and ATMs in the Philippines in operation as of the specified dates.
As of December 31,
2017

2016

Metro Manila ........................................
Other areas of Luzon ............................
Visayas .................................................
Mindanao ...............................................
Total EW Stores ..................................
ATMs ...................................................

211
99
39
38
387
580

210
100
39
39
388
572

As of September
30,
2019

2018

212
100
39
39
390
583

212
100
39
40
391
583

Each store is managed by a store head who is responsible for the sales and marketing functions, and a service head
who is responsible for the operational functions of the store. Each store head reports to a division head, which
supervises 11 to 20 stores. Stores are grouped geographically and such groups include North Luzon, South Luzon,
Southern Metro Manila, Eastern Metro Manila, Northern Metro Manila, Downtown Manila, Visayas and Mindanao.
EWRB Store Network
With its network of 76 stores as of September 30, 2019 with locations in Visayas and Mindanao, the Bank’s subsidiary
rural bank, EWRB, caters to the unbanked and underserved Filipinos, such as farmers, pensioners and small scale
businessmen. The Group believes that EWRB’s store network in the Visayas and Mindanao regions will allow EWRB
to gain entry into the microfinance business in the Philippines. EWRB also has 22 branch-lites across the Philippines.
The table below sets out the details of EWRB’s stores in the Philippines in operation as of the specified dates.
As of December 31,
2017

2016

Metro Manila ........................................
Other areas of Luzon ............................
Visayas .................................................

1
19
16
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1
19
16

As of September
30,
2019

2018

1
22
22

1
22
22

Mindanao ...............................................
Total EWRB Stores .............................

22
58

22
58

31
76

31
76

ATM Network
EW provides 24-hour banking services through its network of 583 ATMs as of September 30, 2019 and December 31,
2018, respectively, compared with 572 ATMs as of December 31, 2017. Of these 583 ATMs, 399 are located at EW’s
stores while 184 are located off-site. Customers are given access to the ATM facilities through ATM cards and debit
cards, which are available to checking and savings account holders. Customers may likewise access ATM facilities
through prepaid cards which are pre-loaded or reloadable payment cards (not linked to a checking or savings account).
Aside from ATMs, customers may likewise use Debit and Prepaid cards on purchase and other transactions done
through the internet and POS terminals.
The Bank is also a member of Bancnet, which is an ATM network that allows its member banks customers to use
ATM terminals operated by other Bancnet member banks. Customers of the Bank that use ATMs operated by other
banks must pay a service charge for accessing these networks.
Subsidiaries and Affiliates
The following describes certain information regarding EW’s subsidiaries and affiliates as of September 30, 2019.
East West Rural Bank, Inc.
East West Rural Bank, Inc. (formerly Finman Rural Bank, Inc.) was incorporated and registered with Philippine
Securities and exchange Commission on November 5, 1997 with the purpose of accumulating deposits and granting
loans to various individuals and corporate entities as well as government and private employees. It started its
commercial operations in March 1998. Its place of business is located at No. 360 Dr. Sixto Antonio Avenue, Barangay
Caniogan, Pasig City.
The following figures measure the financial performance of EWRB as of and for the year ended December 31, 2018
and the nine months ended September 30, 2019:

Total assets ............................................................................
Net income ............................................................................
Return on average assets .......................................................
Net interest margin ................................................................

As of and for the
As of and for the nine
year ended
months ended
December 31, 2018
September 30, 2019
(in millions except %)
₱25,829.6
₱29,305.0
₱220.1
₱4,639.2
0.9%
1.6%
4.4%
6.6%

East West Insurance Brokerage, Inc.
EWIB was incorporated and registered with the Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission on July 6, 2015 with
the primary purpose to act as an insurance broker. On September 23, 2015, the Insurance Commission
(“IC”) authorized EWIB to act as an insurance broker. It started its commercial operations in September 24, 2015.
Its place of business is located at 5th avenue corner 23rd street, Bonifacio Global City, Taguig City.
East West Leasing and Finance Corporation
East West Leasing and Finance Corporation was registered with the SEC in October 2016 with secondary license to
operate as a financing company in accordance with the Financing Company Act of 1998 and its implementing rules
and regulations. Its place of business is located at The Beaufort, 5th avenue corner 23rd street, Bonifacio Global City,
Taguig City. As of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, East West Leasing and Finance Corporation has not
commenced commercial operations.
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Quest Marketing and Integrated Services Inc. (formerly known as Price Solutions Philippines, Inc.)
In 2016, the Bank acquired 100% voting shares of QMIS as part of the asset and share transfer agreement by and
between SCB Philippines and SCMB for a consideration amounting to ₱19.93 million. QMIS was registered with
SEC in 2007 primarily to engage in providing sales and marketing services. The principal place of business is at 7th
Floor, Global Trade Center, 1024 EDSA, Quezon City, Philippines.
Assurance Solutions Insurance Agency
In 2016, the Bank acquired 100% voting shares of ASIA as part of the asset and share transfer agreement by and
between SCB Philippines and SCMB for a consideration amounting to ₱10.3 million. ASIA was registered with SEC
in 2012 primarily to engage in general insurance agency business. In November 2016, ASIA has ceased its operations.
The principal place of business is at 5th Floor, 6788 Sky Plaza Building, Ayala Avenue, Makati City. As of the date
of this Preliminary Prospectus, ASIA has not commenced commercial operations.
East West Ageas Life Insurance Corporation
On May 28, 2015, EW and Ageas Insurance International N.V. entered into a joint venture agreement to form East
West Ageas Life Insurance Corporation (“EW Ageas Life”). Pursuant to the joint venture agreement, EW Ageas
Life, which primarily engages in the life insurance business, was incorporated in the Philippines with a capitalization
of ₱2.0 billion. EW’s initial investment in EW Ageas Life amounted to ₱500 million for an ownership interest
of 50.0% less one share. East West Ageas Life Insurance Corporation (“EWAL”) was incorporated and registered
with the Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission on October 20, 2015 with the following primary purposes:


to undertake and write insurance upon the life of individuals, and every insurance appertaining thereto or
connected therewith;



to make contracts of insurance providing for all risks, hazards, guarantees and contingencies to which life,
accident, or health insurance is applicable;



to indemnify against legal liability;



to compute endowments and grant, purchase or dispose of annuities;



to procure re-insurance of its risks;



to issue policies stipulated to be with or without participation in profits; and



to purchase for its own benefit any policy of insurance or other obligation as well as claims of policyholders.

In November 2015, EW Ageas Life and EW entered into a 20-year exclusive distribution agreement. Under the
distribution agreement, EW Ageas Life has exclusive access to the store network of EW for the distribution of its
insurance products (the exclusive bancassurance access). On December 22, 2016, EW Ageas Life obtained from the
Insurance Commission a license to operate life insurance business.
Information Technology Management
The Bank believes that a sound information technology platform is an important element of the successful execution
of its strategy to enhance the customer experience. The Bank continues to strengthen its existing information
technology platform to achieve maximum operational efficiency. Given the Bank’s size compared to its peers, EW
believes it is at an advantage because of its flexibility to adapt to changing technologies.
Over the years, the Bank has implemented various automation projects and technology infrastructure upgrades.
Projects implemented in 2012 include, among others, establishing an IT command center, tools for network
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performance monitoring and analysis and monitoring server memory, disk and CPU utilization, a disaster recovery
site and data replication system and a repository of store, corporate and loan documents and credit card SOA.
Projects implemented in 2013 include, among others, a call center system, a collection system, a business intelligence
application, an intranet website, an internal payroll system, a remittance system for the operations group and an IT
service desk portal. In 2014, EW adoptoped Office365, cloud based work optimization tool for greater collaboration
and remote working. Further, EW implemented a new core banking system, T-24 Enterprise Solution by Temenos, to
support the growth in EW’s store network and loan business. The new system is expected to continue contributing to
the development of more products and services as well as result in the reduction of operational costs related to software
licenses, maintenance and enhancements. The core banking system covers the entire deposit portfolio of EW, as well
as its automobile, home mortgage and corporate loans businesses. EW has also implemented E-learning modules
supplemented by classroom sessions to train its employees to use the banking system.
In 2015, EW improved its delivery channels, such as phone banking, internet banking, mobile banking and ATMs,
enhancements that catered to customers’ needs and preferences. By improving the interface between the Bank and its
customers and enhancing the efficiency of its services, EW expects to create a better experience for its customers and
optimize its operational costs, which includes alligning core banking systems in rural areas since 2016. Enhancing the
Bank’s delivery channels is expected to encourage the Bank’s customers to use such channels more frequently, which
in turn would allow the Bank’s store banking operations to focus on the Bank’s lending and investment services
businesses.
In 2017, EW relaunched its e-learning platfrom, LEAP, to enhance employee learning and development. In the same
year the Bank partnered with Lendr, a digital lending marketplace as an aqcuisition channel for consumer loans, while
2018 saw the launch of the Bank’s cardless ATM product allowing users to withdraw without the need for an ATM
card, deployed cash recycling machines to enhance self-service options for customers and launched its mobile banking
application, EW Mobile.
In 2019, the Bank launched its biometrics authentication system for employees and rolled out a new human resource
management system to reduce paperwork and increase the employee expereince. In order to continue improving and
expanding its digital service channels, EW is undertaking initiatives in four key areas:


Open banking: EW is committed to achieving interoperability of its technology systems with third party providers
to create a more open banking network. EW is working to improve the interoperability of its technology systems
by designing centrally scalable and reusable customer interfaces in its internet and mobile banking services and
by managing the interface between its various internal systems, which EW expects will enable it to leverage the
expertise of third party service providers and increase the speed to market of internal and third party services.



Data analytics: EW is working to optimize the use of data analytics and customer profiling to enable customized
and targeted product offerings to allow it to focus its marketing efforts on specific customer segments.



Customer interface: EW has implemented several programs to improve the quality of its customer service, such
as simplifying the customer on-boarding experience to make it more convenient for customers.



Continuous development: As EW’s business grows, EW aims to continuously invest in the maintenance and
upgrade of its IT infrastructure in order to ensure the reliability and continuity of its technology systems.

Through these initiatives, the Bank aims to optimize its digital service channels to streamline work processes, improve
cost efficiency and improve the customer experience.
Risk Management of the Bank
The Bank is exposed to risks that are particular to all its business activities and the environment within which it
operates. The Bank’s Risk Management Division’s primary role is to ensure that the Bank identifies, measures,
controls and monitors the risks, such as credit, market, liquidity, operational, among others, that are inherent in its
business activities. It also ensures that all business units strictly adhere to the policies and procedures which are
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established to address such risks. In coordination with the respective business units, it is also responsible for risk
policy development, risk analysis, implementation of risk methodologies and risk reporting to senior management and
the various committees, both management and Board level, within the Bank.
The Board of Directors is primarily responsible for approving the risk parameters, risk policies and the overall risk
capacity of the Bank. The Board of Directors, through its Risk Management Committee (or equivalent counterpart)
oversees the risk management activities of the Bank. The risk committee is also responsible for periodically reviewing
risk management policies and procedures relating to risks to which the Bank is exposed.
The following information should be read together with the Group’s consolidated financial statements included in this
Preliminary Prospectus. Credit Risk Management
Credit risk is the potential that a borrower or any counterparty will fail to meet its debt obligations, in accordance with
the agreed terms and conditions with the Bank. The risk may arise from lending, trade finance, trading investments,
derivatives and other activities. The Bank’s credit risk and loan portfolio are managed at the transaction, borrower,
product and portfolio levels. EW has a structured and standardized credit underwriting, rating and approval process
according to the business and/or product segment namely, Retail Banking, Corporate Banking, Consumer Lending,
Treasury and Trust. A similar structure and process also exists for the Bank’s rural banking business through its
subsidiary, EWRB, which is primarily engaged in salary lending to teachers.
Credit risk assessment for consumer loan products
The consumer loan portfolio of the Bank is composed of five main product groups, namely: credit cards, auto loans,
residential mortgage loans, salary loans and personal loans. Each product group has its own risk guidelines and risk
assessment system. Although each loan application is examined through an individual credit evaluation process
(combined manual and automated process), each of the main product groups of the consumer loans are managed on a
portfolio basis with respect to defaults as well as different standards of review relevant to each product group.
Credit risk assessment for corporate loan products
The Bank employs a credit scoring system for borrowers to assess risks relating to the borrower and the loan exposure.
Borrower risk is evaluated by considering (a) quantitative factors, such as financial condition, and (b) qualitative
factors, such as management quality and industry outlook.
Assessment of financial condition focuses on profitability, liquidity, working capital management, and leverage.
Management quality determination is based on the borrower’s strategies, management competence and skills, and
management of banking relationship while industry outlook is evaluated based on its importance to the economy,
growth, industry structure and relevant government policies. Based on these factors, each borrower is assigned a
Borrower Risk Rating (“BRR”), that ranges from 1 to 6. A borrower may be downgraded when it exhibits the
characteristics of a classified account described below, in which case it will be assigned a risk rating ranging from 7
to 10.
Consideration is also given to security arrangements in computing for the final BRR. Depending on certain requisites,
an account secured by real estate mortgages and hold-out on deposits or guarantees may be upgraded to better risk
classifications. The BRR for each borrower is reviewed annually. A more frequent review is warranted in cases
where the borrower has a higher risk profile or when there are extraordinary or adverse developments affecting the
borrower, the industry and/or the Philippine economy.
Beginning January 2018, the Bank introduced a rating system that assesses default risk based on financial profile,
management capacity, industry performance, and other factors deemed relevant. Credit rating that exceeds the defined
threshold, thus signaling significant risk, among other account-level profile and performance factors, define whether
the accounts are classified in either Stage 1, Stage 2, or Stage 3 per PFRS 9 loan impairment standards. The credit
rating for each borrower is reviewed annually. A more frequent review is warranted in cases where the borrower has
a higher risk profile or when there are extraordinary or adverse developments affecting the borrower, the industry
and/or the Philippine economy.
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Credit approval process
Before any form of credit is extended to its prospective borrowers, the Bank, when applicable, identifies the needs of
the prospective borrower, analyzes the appropriateness of the exposure and evaluates inherent risks. The lending
officers and the sales team, for retail lending, are responsible for soliciting target customers, evaluating credit and loan
packaging, when applicable.
For retail lending, the responsibility of reviewing and approving the loan applications are delegated by the Bank’s
Board of Directors to the Bank’s credit officers, and certain senior officers for larger retail credit exposures. While
for corporate lending, the Loans and Investment Committee is responsible for reviewing and approving all loan
proposals within its delegated authority, confirming all actions taken by the lower approving authorities, and endorsing
all proposals requiring approval by the Bank’s Board of Directors or Executive Committee. The Loans and Investment
Committee is a senior level group comprised of the chairman and senior officers of EW.
The Bank’s Executive Committee reviews and approves proposals within its credit authority. Credit proposals
exceeding the Executive Committee’s credit authority limit and those which carry an unusual or material risk require
approval of the Bank’s Board of Directors. The Bank’s Board of Directors has the ultimate authority to approve credit
transactions and is also the only body with authority to approve credit transactions to related parties such as DOSRI,
subsidiaries and affiliates.
Credit approval authority
The Board of Directors, being the ultimate approving authority of the Bank, has delegated specific approval limits to
the Loans and Investments Committee and senior credit officers. These approval limits reflect the Board of Director’s
level of risk tolerance based on the type of borrower, size of maximum credit exposure, collateral, tenor and
qualification of the credit officer. The approval limit of individual credit officers is based on, among other things,
experience, education and training. The Bank’s Executive Committee has been delegated an approval limit of
₱500 million for secured loans and ₱250 million for unsecured loans. In addition, Sub-Loan Committees and Senior
Officers are granted varying approval limits with respect to low-risk facilities.
Approval authority limits for Consumer Lending (comprising credit cards, auto, mortgage and personal lending) is
granted to the Bank’s designated officers. For certain amounts, the President and/or the Chairman are required to
approve the credit proposals. In order to best serve its customers and expedite the approval process for certain loans,
designated officers are permitted a specified number of “deviations” to approve loans that would otherwise be outside
the scope of their approval authority limits.
Credit measurement
The credit rating or scores from the assessment or underwriting processes aid the Bank in estimating its potential
losses from its credit risk exposures, done through its monthly impairment exercise. The estimation of expected losses
takes into consideration the likelihood that a borrower, counterparty and/or issuer (of a financial instrument which the
Bank holds) will default, and the severity of the loss at the event of default. Furthermore, forward-looking economic
information is considered in the estimation. The possible recoveries from collection efforts, facility arrangements
and/or collateral are also considered in the estimation of loss severity. These variables of the Bank’s credit risk
measurement approach are grounded on the historical experience of its loan portfolios, reflecting its borrower behavior
and any change in its profile. As a supplemental measure, the Bank’s financial ratios, such as the levels of nonperforming loans and assets to total loans and assets, respectively, also provide an indication of the level of credit risk
to which the Bank is exposed.
Credit control process
In order to ensure that credit risk exposures remain within the Bank’s prescribed appetite and compliant with
regulatory prescriptions, lending and risk limits are established and employed on a per borrower or transaction as well
as portfolio levels. Examples of such internal limits are the maximum tolerable loss for large exposures, and credit
lines crafted based on the results of the assessment done on the borrower, among others. Moreover, the Bank has
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Board-approved policies in place, which specify the Bank’s framework, risk appetite, and control measures, among
others, and serve as guide in its lending activities. The Bank’s Risk Management Division sets the overall framework
and guidelines to ensure that the Bank adopts a credit risk management system, which is relevant and up-to-date to
meet the changing demands of the business. The various risk control units supplement this with Board-approved
credit policies and procedures tailor fitted for each of the Bank’s lending businesses. The Bank also sets aside loan
loss reserves to protect it and absorb the losses should an event of credit default becomes unavoidable and materializes.
Collaterals provide further protection to the Bank and an alternate mechanism for recovery, thereby reducing the
impact of such losses.
Credit monitoring and review process
Pursuant to the BSP’s regulations, the Bank is required to establish a system of identifying and monitoring existing or
potential problem loans and other risk assets, and of evaluating credit policies, under prevailing circumstances and
emerging portfolio trends. To comply with this requirement, the Risk-Taking Unit, on a regular basis or as
circumstances require, monitors the financial condition of individual accounts and accordingly updates the Bank’s
senior management.
All corporate accounts are reviewed at least once a year together with the credit line renewal. Larger exposures and
lower-rated borrowers or counterparties are reviewed more frequently, as necessary. The Bank has an independent
unit, i.e., the Bank’s Credit Management Division, which is responsible for independently reviewing the Bank’s
corporate loan portfolio based on portfolio quality and compliance with pre-specified standards. This unit is also
responsible for formulating credit policies for the said portfolio.
Likewise, a regular portfolio review of the retail and consumer loan accounts is performed. Each of the lending units’
respective credit policy and/or credit teams conduct this review to keep the Bank’s management apprised of the
portfolios’ performance, e.g. delinquency levels.
The Bank’s Risk Management Division also performs an independent review of the Bank’s loan portfolio’s overall
credit risk profile. The credit risk health of the Bank is manifested through various indicators such as the areas and
levels of credit concentration, recoverability of exposures, credit quality, and sufficiency of expected credit loss
(“ECL”) coverage. In addition to these business-as-usual monitoring of the credit risk profile, the Bank’s Risk
Management Division conducts stress tests based on regulatory prescribed and Bank-defined scenarios to assess the
sufficiency of the Bank’s capital to absorb unexpected losses on its portfolios. The results of these monitoring
activities are reported to the Bank’s Risk Management Committee monthly.
The Bank ensures that at a minimum, compliance with regulatory prescribed limits and guidelines are upheld in all its
business undertakings. The risk-taking units, together with their corresponding risk control units, ensure and monitor
its compliance, both regulatory and internal prescriptions, across all levels. The Bank’s governance units, such as the
Risk Management Unit, the Internal Audit Unit and the Compliance Unit, reinforce the Bank’s adherence to such
limits and guidelines, including those internally prescribed, through the conduct of independent monitoring of the
Bank’s compliance.
Market Risk
Market risks are the risks to earnings and capital arising from adverse changes in the level or volatility of market prices
of instruments in the Bank’s overall trading and investment portfolios (both for on and off-balance sheet). These risks
also arise from market-making, dealing and position-taking in interest rate, foreign exchange, and equity markets. The
Bank’s market risk exposures are (i) price risk in its trading portfolio and (ii) interest rate risk in its accrual book.
Market risk management is the responsibility of the Bank’s Board of Directors through its RMC or equivalent
counterpart. The RMC is supported by the Bank’s Risk Management Division which is responsible for
(i) recommending market risk policies, (ii) reviewing and enforcing market risk limits (iii) identifying, analyzing and
measuring market risk affecting the Bank’s trading, position-taking, lending, borrowing and other transactional
activities, (iv) conducting stress tests and sensitivity analysis on the Bank’s portfolio of financial instruments to assess
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risks, (v) assisting risk-taking personnel in developing risk reduction strategies, and (vi) establishing standards to
monitor and report compliance with market risk limits.
Market risk management process
The Bank has an established process wherein market risk is identified, measured, controlled, and monitored. The
market risk management process is set forth in the Bank’s Market and Liquidity Risk Manual. In order to identify
market risk, new and existing product manuals undergo an independent review process by the Risk Management
Division prior to approval by the Board. Value-at-Risk (“VaR”) is a method used in measuring market risk by
estimating the potential negative change in the market value of a portfolio at a given confidence level and over a
specified time horizon. Interest rate risk in the accrual books of the Bank is measured using Earnings-at–Risk
(“EAR”). The risk exposures are controlled through a system of limits which are based on earnings capacity and
capital. The Bank currently has a market risk limit (“MRL”) that controls the actual and potential losses in its trading
activities. The loss alert limit, which is set as 50% of the MRL is intended to provide an early warning signal to
management and risk-taking units prior to any realization of MRL breach. Interest rate risk, on the other hand, is
managed through an EAR limit. The results of the market risk analyses are monitored and reported to senior
management and RMC at the Bank level and solo basis. In case of limit breaches, any excesses are immediately
communicated to the market risk taking unit (“RTU”) of the Bank and continuation of market risk taking activities
are approved by the Bank’s treasurer and senior management authorities and the Board. The level of approval required
is commensurate to the type of limit breached.
Price risk management
EW’s trading positions in fixed income, interest rate swaps, and foreign exchange are re-valued daily which impacts
directly its net income. Market risk exposure is measured using VaR, which is the maximum possible loss of the
trading portfolio under normal market conditions. Price risk is measured on a daily basis and compared against Boardapproved market risk limits. To complement the VaR measure, stress testing is performed to determine the effect of
extreme but plausible scenarios in market conditions that may adversely affect the net income and the capital position
of EW.
Interest rate sensitivity management
The Bank’s market risk management framework consists of measuring and monitoring the risks associated with
fluctuations in interest rates on net interest income. The Bank employs re-pricing gap analysis to measure the interest
rate sensitivity of its assets and liabilities at different levels. The asset/liability gap analysis measures, for any given
period, any mismatch between the amounts of interest-earning assets and interest-bearing liabilities which would
mature, or re-price, during that period. If there is a positive gap, there is asset sensitivity, which generally means that
an increase in interest rates would have a positive effect on the Bank’s net interest income. If there is a negative gap,
this generally means that an increase in interest rates would have a negative effect on the Bank’s net interest income.
EAR on the re-pricing gap is computed on a monthly basis and compared against limits approved by the Board. Stress
testing is performed also on the banking book to determine the net interest income effect of adverse interest rate
movements.
Another method employed by EW to measure its exposure to fluctuations in interest rates examines the impact of
interest rate movements of various magnitudes on its net income.
Foreign Exchange Risk Management
The Bank manages its exposure to foreign exchange risk by maintaining foreign currency exposure within existing
regulatory guidelines. The Bank’s net foreign exchange exposure, taking into account any spot or forward exchange
contracts, is computed as its foreign currency assets less foreign currency liabilities. BSP regulations impose a cap
of 20.0% of unimpaired capital, or U.S.$50.0 million, whichever is lower, on the net foreign exchange holding of
banks in the Philippines. The Bank’s foreign exchange exposure is primarily limited to the day-to-day, over-thecounter buying and selling of foreign exchange in EW’s stores as well as foreign exchange trading with corporate
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accounts and other financial institutions. EW is permitted to engage in proprietary trading to take advantage of
opportunities in the foreign exchange market.
The Bank’s foreign exchange exposure during the day is guided by the limits set out in its Market and Liquidity Risk
Manual and market risk is measured using VaR. These limits are within the prescribed ceilings mandated by the BSP.
At the end of each day, the Bank reports to the BSP on its compliance with the mandated foreign currency exposure
limits.
Liquidity Risk Management
Liquidity risk is the risk that there are insufficient funds available to adequately meet all maturing liabilities, including
demand deposits and off-balance sheet commitments. The identification of liquidity risk is the primary responsibility
of the Bank’s Treasury, which entails determining the Bank’s: (a) future cash flows; and (b) the optimal level of
liquidity to address day-to-day funding requirements. This is accomplished through the earmarking of significant
future cash inflows and outflows which allows the assessment of the efficiency of matching between funding sources
and utilizations.
Liquidity risk is measured through cash flow analysis that uses the Maximum Cumulative Outflow (“MCO”) as its
main tool. The model projects the cash flows, under a normal operating environment and includes off-balance sheet
commitments, in order to pinpoint potential net shortfalls, and thus, provide an estimate on the prospective funding
needs of the Bank. The resulting figure is the gap between maturing assets and liabilities on a per tenor bucket and
on a cumulative basis.
As guidance for the performance of liquidity risk management, the Board-approved Liquidity Risk Management
Manual outlines the processes involved and sets the appetite of the Bank. Adherence to regulatory and internally
prescribed limits—i.e. reserve requirements, liquidity ratios and MCO gap limits—are observed at the Bank level as
well as for EW and EWRB on a standalone basis. Further, funding contingency plans for both EW and EWRB are in
place to ensure business continuity even in conditions of liquidity stress.
Monitoring of liquidity risk is done by both the Bank’s Treasury Liquidity Desk and its Risk Management Division,
wherein the former has the primary task of earmarking of significant future cash flows, balance sheet analysis, oversees
compliance with BSP regulations, and provides key inputs to the Treasurer on balance sheet movements and funding
market conditions. On the other hand, the Risk Management Division has a three-tiered approach of monitoring:
(a) liquidity ratios and credit lines utilization, both committed to customers and available to the Bank; (b) regulatory
compliance, both existing and emerging; and (c) cash flow matching under normal business and stress conditions.
Oversight of the Bank’s liquidity position falls under the purview of the Asset Liability Management Committee which
meets on a weekly basis, while liquidity risk management under the watch of RMC convenes on a monthly basis.
Overall, the Bank maintains sufficient liquid assets as evidenced by: (a) the low utilization of the unsecured credit
lines with other banks, with an average utilization of available credit facilities to the Bank of approximately 10% as
of September 30, 2019, which implies ample funding sources to meet the Bank’s obligations and requirements for
asset growth; (b) the consistent compliance with BSP requirements, the Basel III Liquidity Coverage Ratio and the
Net Stable Funding Ratio, where 100% cover is consistently sustained over the period the Bank started monitoring
the same; and (c) the absence of any breach of the cumulative gap limit of the MCO, which implies adequate liquid
assets in the short-term to serve as a buffer against future outflows.
Operational Risk Management
Operational risk is inherent in the Bank’s conduct of its business and operations. It manifests in various ways, such
as transactional errors, fraudulent acts, and business interruptions, among others. These events result in financial
losses, regulatory fines and penalties, as well as other damage to the Bank in the form of reputational harm that may
erode brand equity.
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The Bank maintains a strong operational risk culture and mitigates operational risk with its comprehensive system of
internal controls carried out through individual responsibilities and collective oversight. These control mechanisms
are designed to manage operational risk at the entity, business, process, and transactional levels.
Operational Risk Identification
All Bank employees are viewed as being in a position to identify operational risks. The Bank’s disposition on
operational risk fosters cooperation and encourages disclosure of current and emerging operational risk concerns
ensuring proactive mitigation and avoidance of recurring operational loss events.
Operational Risk Measurement
The Bank measures operational risk by assessing the likelihood of an operational risk event happening and estimating
the consequential business impact when the event happens. The assessment is performed using a likelihood and
business impact matrix whereby the effectiveness of control mechanisms in place in reducing the level of operational
risk is taken into consideration.
The likelihood matrix provides statistical descriptions for each level of likelihood category while the business impact
matrix describes the severity of loss per level and impact category in both financial and non-financial measures. These
measures are then assessed together to facilitate analysis of the Bank’s overall operational risk profile.
Operational Risk Controls
Operational risk policies provide bank-wide directives for the effective management and supervision of operational
risk that are tailored and applied in the Bank’s various businesses and operations. The key components of the
operational risk management framework include self-assessment activities, internal and external loss data collection
processes, scenario analysis, monitoring of key risk indicators, and capital allocation which are designed to function
in an integrated and mutually reinforcing manner.
Self-assessment activities are regularly performed to evaluate operational risk exposures and the effectiveness of
controls in place. The results of self-assessments are used to continuously improve the design and performance of
controls across the Bank.
Information about operational risk losses including near-misses are collected and recorded. The root cause analysis
performed helps evaluate the control design and effectiveness of existing controls essential to surface control
deficiencies or design issues. Mitigation of the root cause abates or minimizes recurrence of the same event and thus
avoids persistent losses.
Business continuity and disaster recovery planning is carried out at least annually to ensure strategic continuity of the
Bank’s various operations under adverse internal and external disruptions. This is achieved by performing a bankwide business impact analysis for various disruption and crisis events, setting an appropriate recovery point and time
objective, simulation of crisis command team call-out, and technical swing test from primary to secondary (and vice
versa) work location and servers.
Key risk indicators are monitored and provide early-warnings of potential operational risk exposures and/or a potential
breakdown of controls which are used to manage operational risk on an ongoing basis.
Insurance coverage for various purposes is maintained by the Bank to reduce operational losses. The Bank purchases
insurance coverage for its employee’s health and safety and for potential property loss or damage of its physical assets.
Operational Risk Monitoring and Reporting
Operational risk is monitored by each business and operating unit. The Bank’s Risk Management Division receives
operational risk management reports from business and operating units monthly. These reports are collated and
analyzed in a bank-wide perspective.
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Operational risk management reports include information about actual and potential operational loss levels, results of
self-assessment activities, and progress of implementing corrective actions. These reports provide a broad view of the
Bank’s operational risk exposures enabling management to oversee operational risk and providing direction in
ensuring that it remains within acceptable levels.
Key operational risk indicators monitored and reported includes financial losses, business disruptions, compliance
fines and penalties arising from operational lapses, negative news against the Bank due to operational concerns and
occupational safety and health issues.
Operational Controls
The Bank has operational manuals in place detailing policies and procedures covering the entire value-chain for its
various business lines and operational activities. Key operational controls, both manual and system controls, are
designed and performed to mitigate operational risks that may manifest in the Bank from its front onwards its back
office activities.
Control mechanisms are in place to establish and verify the identity of new customers (e.g. depositors, borrowers) and
authenticate the accuracy and validity of documentary requirements provided by new customers prior to the Bank
opening the account and facilitating product and/or service delivery for each customer.
In processing financial transactions, a comprehensive set of process and transactional level controls are employed.
There is segregation of duties and responsibilities ensuring that no individual shall have complete authority and
responsibility for handling all phases of any transaction from beginning to end. A delegation of authority matrix that
clearly defines each employee’s limit in processing financial transactions is in place and strictly enforced. The Bank’s
back office acts as another layer of control performing direct verifications to ensure that each transaction adheres to
the Bank’s policies prior to the settlement of transactions or releasing loan proceeds.
Internal Audit
The Bank’s Internal Audit division has a mandate to provide timely and independent assessment on the adequacy and
effectiveness the Bank's internal controls, risk management, governance framework and execution practices. Internal
Audit, through its Board - approved Charter, continues to be an independent function. It reports functionally and has
full and free access to the Audit Committee. It has the authority to access all functions, information, documents,
properties, systems and personnel and is provided with adequate resources to effectively discharge its function.
Internal Audit’s work plan is approved by the Bank’s Audit Committee. The audit plan covers all business groups
and support functions, including the Trust unit and the Bank’s information technology and subsidiaries. Internal Audit
uses Computed Assisted Auditing Techniques (“CAATs”) which are developed and constantly enhanced to increase
IA’s operational efficiency, coverage and productivity.
Internal Audit activities are conducted in accordance with the International Standards for the Professional Practice of
Internal Auditing (“ISPPIA”) and the Code of Ethics. To provide evidence on the quality of the function to
stakeholders, the bank’s Internal Audit has undergone an External Quality Assessment Review (“EQAR”) conducted
by PricewaterhouseCoopers (“PwC”) where it obtained “Generally Conformed” rating on all 11 ISPPIA, Code of
Ethics and the definition of Internal Auditing. This is the highest EQAR rating an internal audit function can obtain.
To assist the Bank in instilling a culture of an effective risk management, control and governance, Internal Audit
developed and conducts Control Appreciation and Fraud Awareness Training Workshop to EW employees. It also
has a formal collaboration with other governance units of the Bank, such as Compliance and Risk Management to
optimize its coverage through sharing of reports and information.
Internal Audit continues to develop its collective competencies through relevant trainings and certifications. Effective
networking with other audit functions within and outside the banking industry also keeps Internal Audit abreast with
best practices.
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Anti-money laundering controls
Under the Anti-Money Laundering Act, the Bank is required to submit a “covered” transaction report of a transaction
in cash or other equivalent monetary instrument exceeding ₱500,000 within one banking day. The Bank is also
required to submit a “suspicious” transaction report to the AMLC of transactions with the Bank, regardless of amount,
where circumstances relating to the transaction are observed to deviate from the profile of the client and/or past
transactions and/or is any way related to an unlawful activity or offense under the Anti-Money Laundering Act. The
Bank is required to establish and record the true and full identities of their clients based on official documents or other
reliable, independent source documents, data or information. In addition, all records of transactions are required to
be maintained and stored for five years from the date of a transaction. Records of closed accounts must also be kept
for at least five years after their closure.
In an effort to further prevent any money laundering activities through the Bank, it has adopted the know your customer
(“KYC”) policies and guidelines. Under the KYC guidelines, the Bank is required to establish and verify the true
identity of customers. The Bank is also required to undertake ongoing monitoring of accounts. For customers identified
as being high risk, it is necessary to conduct enhanced due diligence and obtain the approval of a senior officer of the
Bank prior to accepting the customer.
Legal Risk
Legal risk is the potential for the Bank to suffer a financial loss due to non-existent, incomplete, incorrect and
unforeseeable documentation used by the Bank to protect and enforce its rights under contracts and obligations of the
Bank’s customers and counter parties, including the foreclosure of the collateral. With a view to managing the Bank’s
exposure to legal risk and to ensure that contracts and other transaction documentation entered into by the Bank
provide an acceptable level of legal protection, the Bank’s counsel reviews transaction documentation in accordance
with laws and regulations. The Bank acknowledges that changes in laws, rules and regulations may impact its business
and operations and that legal risk may be higher in some areas of its business and operations where the laws may not
be entirely sufficient to cover the subject matter. The Bank seeks to minimize its exposure to legal risks by, among
others, using appropriate legal documentation, employing measures designed to ensure that transactions are properly
authorized and, in accordance with the Bank’s approved policies and procedures as well as the industry’s best
practices. Further, the Bank’s contracts and legal documentation are reviewed by competent internal and external
legal advisors and, when circumstances so warrant, the Bank confers with the regulators.
Legal Proceedings
None of EW, its subsidiaries or any of its affiliates has been or is involved in any governmental, legal or arbitration
proceedings that may have or have had any material effect on EW’s business, financial position or profitability.
POWER OPERATIONS
Overview
The Group conducts its power business through FDCUI, whose mission is to bring affordable, safe and reliable energy
to communities around the Philippines. FDCUI is committed to delivering uninterrupted power to Mindanao residents
and businesses. FDCUI is led by a strong and experienced management team with experience ranging from 10 to 30
years.
FDCUI operates a 405 MW (3 x 135 MW) CFB coal-fired power plant in the PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate, Villanueva,
Misamis Oriental, Mindanao, delivering reliable energy to both distribution utilities and industrial customers across
the region. FDCUI received the certificate of compliance (“COC”) for the first two units of the plant in October 2016
and the COC for the third unit in May 2017. Since the commencement of commercial operations in 2016, FDCUI
continues to be one of Mindanao’s reliable suppliers of power and a key contributor to the stability of the Mindanao
grid.
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Peak demand is projected to grow at a greater rate in Mindanao as compared to Luzon and Visayas over the next few
years, according to the Department of Energy. Although there is a current surplus of electricity supply in Mindanao,
climate change and the ageing hydroelectric power plants in the region, which have traditionally supplied more
than 50% of the region’s energy, provide opportunities for the Group to maximize the capacity of its power assets.
With its relatively new and well maintained facilities, FDCUI has been providing much needed replacement energy
to other generators as well as fulfilling the excess energy requirements of its customers. Moreover, with the
accelerating economic growth of the region (particularly in Northern Mindanao, where FDCUI’s plant is located) and
the continuing influx of new locators to the PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate in particular, the Company believes there
will be significant increased demand in the medium term for FDCUI to expand its plant further given its acquired
expertise in development.
Projected peak demand growth by grid (MW)
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To ensure the continued reliability of its plant, FDCUI engaged the services of PIC, a third-party operator, for the
provision of operation and maintenance services. PIC is a world-class provider of project and plant services and
provides a reliable source of highly-skilled professionals. PIC is wholly owned by Marubeni Corporation, a Fortune
Global 500 and leading global trading company and one of Japan’s largest companies. FDCUI has also entered into
partnerships with Engie Services Philippines, one of the largest power generators and distributors in the world, for
development of renewable energy projects.
Business Strategy
The Group intends to continuously develop its power generation capabilities, take advantage of the expected growth
in demand, as well as pursue other opportunities selectively.


Capitalize on favorable regional and industry dynamics. The Group is seeking to capitalize on its strategic
location in Mindanao, which despite a current surplus of power supply, still provides opportunities due to such
factors such as climate change and Mindanao’s ageing hydroelectric power plants for the Group to maximize its
existing power generating capacity. The Group also believes that its location in the PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate
allows it to benefit from the increasing number of industrial projects being established there, providing it with a
competitive pricing advantage vis-à-vis other power generators in the region by means of its close proximity.
On the industry side, the expected start of commercial operation of the WESM and the implementation of the
RCOA regime by 2021 as well as the interconnection of Mindanao to Visayas and Luzon by the end of 2020 will
further provide long-term opportunities for the Group to maximize its power generating capacity and grow its
asset base across the Philippines. The Group will aim to take advantage of these developments to expand the
reach of its generation operations and broaden its customer base, as it will be able to directly and more easily tap
commercial and industrial customers not being served by distribution utilities to which the Group currently
supplies energy.



Continue to build the RES business to diversify revenue streams and take advantage of open access. The Group
will target to build its RES business to complement its revenues from its power supply agreements. The
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commercial operation of the WESM and the implementation of the RCOA regime in Mindanao is expected to
provide opportunities for the Group to increase its participation in this more open retail electricity market. As
most industrial and commercial participants in the RCOA are expected from the major load centers in Mindanao
(namely Davao City and Cagayan De Oro City), which are currently served by distribution utilities that are not
offtakers of FDCUI, the Group expects to offer a competitive supply without affecting its current supply contracts.
The aforementioned distribution utilities likewise have the highest tariffs among Mindanao distribution utilities
due to their supply portfolio, which includes diesel gensets. In addition, with the interconnection of Mindanao to
Visayas and Luzon, the Group expects to be able to offer competitively-priced power to industrial and commercial
customers in Visayas and Mindanao, which customers will be able to source their supply from the FDC Misamis
coal plant at a lower and stable price, rather than sourcing from other generators and the WESM at market price,
as is currently being practiced. By growing its electricity trading platform, the Group believes it can establish a
more nationwide presence for its power business. This will also allow the Group to diversify its revenue streams
and smoothen its earnings from its power operations.


Continue to explore and pursue renewable energy projects. The Group will continue to pursue opportunities
arising from ongoing market changes in the power industry as outlined in the Renewable Energy Act of 2008
(“RE Act”). The RE Act provides market-based mechanisms and specific project incentives to drive the
development of renewable energy projects. Project incentives include income tax holiday, lower duty-free
importation, exemption from universal charge, cash incentive for missionary electrification and zero percent
value-added tax rate. Market-based mechanisms for renewable energy consist of the feed-in tariff, renewable
portfolio standards and green energy options. As such, the Group will seek opportunities to balance its existing
portfolio by accelerating the development of renewable energy projects such as geothermal, hydropower, biomass
and solar energy. The Group has already begun these initiatives through Filinvest-Engie Renewable Energy
Enterprise, Inc. (“FREE”), its joint venture company for renewable energy solutions with Engie.



Selectively participate in the bidding for Government and private power generation assets. The Group envisions
growing its power generation capacity through both the development of greenfield projects and strategic
acquisitions. The Group is seeking to gain market share in the power generation industry by selectively
participating in the acquisition of government-owned and privately-owned power generation assets. The Group
is closely monitoring all acquisition opportunities in the market, and has been conducting due diligence in advance
to prepare for any future rounds of bidding. The Group aims to participate only in those projects which meet its
internal investment goals, from both a financial and a strategic perspective.



Pursue niche marketing and strategic partnerships. The Group plans to develop projects where it believes it has
a competitive advantage in terms of cost and reliability. The Group believes that its existing main location in the
PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate allows it to benefit from the growth in industrial projects being established in the
area. The Group expects prospective industrial locators to benefit from contracting their supply with the Company
due to savings as a result of having more stable prices, as compared to purchasing from the WESM, and reduced
distribution charges as a result of the proximity of the power plant to their facilities, which the Group believes
provides it with a competitive pricing advantage vis-à-vis other power plants in the region. The Group intends to
utilize the incentives offered under the RE Act on the development of projects using renewable energy resources
such as geothermal, hydropower, biomass and solar energy. The Group plans to work with strategic partners, such
as Engie Services Philippines, which have specific interests in renewable energy development and to market
FDCUI’s renewable energy expertise to distribution utilities as well as commercial and industrial facilities.



Enhance CSR initiatives. FDCUI, through its subsidiary, FDC Misamis, has been implementing social
development programs in partnership with host communities. These programs promote environmental
stewardship, economic enrichment, enhanced health care initiatives, education for empowerment and help create
a positive impact on the communities surrounding the project site. These CSR activities, where employees also
actively participate and volunteer, are based on real needs of the community residents as determined through a
socio-economic baseline study of the host and affected villages. The Group also expects to partner with
indigenous people, local communities and LGUs in each location of its proposed projects to ensure unimpeded
construction and development.

Power Plant
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FDCUI’s power plant operations consist of three coal-fired units with a capacity of 135 MW per unit. With a
combined capacity of 405 MW, the clean-coal plant is currently the largest baseload power plant in Mindanao that is
located in a single facility. The 3 x 135 MW steam turbines and generator for the plant were supplied by Alstom, a
world leader in developing and marketing systems, equipment and services. The existing capacity of the transmission
lines and substation which service the plant provide the Group with the option to expand the plant by another 2 x 135
MW as the demand for power in the area increases.
FDCUI’s thermal plant utilizes CFB technology, which results in greater combustion efficiency and lower emissions
of pollutants and ultimately provides more environmentally sustainable energy.
FDCUI has put into place engineering and administrative controls to ensure emissions from operations such as noise,
combustion products, and fugitive dust from coal and ash handling are in check. The plant uses circulating fluidized
bed technology, which allows for higher combustion efficiency and produces less NOx because of its lower burn
temperature. Sulfur capture is facilitated through the injection of lime in the combustion chamber. The CFB process
also allows for the return of ash and unburned fuel to the boiler to be burned again, which reduces the volume of
pollutants in the flue gas. On top of the inherent capability of the CFB process to control NOx and SOx emissions,
the plant has installed an electrostatic precipitator (ESP) to ensure that particulate matter and fly ash are captured. The
ESP is used in the removal of suspended particulate matter from the flue gas discharge of the steam generator. Its ash
collection efficiency is greater than 99%. The plant has also put in place a closed conveying system to ensure that
fugitive dust from the coal, and ash handling operations are controlled. A de-dusting system is also installed in the
coal and ash handling system to address fugitive dust.
In addition, CFB technology enables the use of a wider spectrum of coal in terms of quality, allowing FDCUI to price
its energy more competitively in the market or adjust its fuel accordingly depending on market conditions and factors.
The choice of CFB boilers has provided several advantages in the operation of the plant as well as in complying with
environmental standards. CFB technology provides similar efficiencies as pulverized coal-fired units under identical
steam conditions. The general operating principle of fluidized bed combustion involves the feeding of crushed coal
into the boiler and burning it utilizing a bed that consists of inert material, such as sand. In CFB combustion, staged
combustion and the lower combustion temperature compared to pulverized coal boilers result in low NOx emissions.
CFB technology also allows for the removal of sulfur dioxide in the combustion process by adding limestone or
dolomite. This eliminates the need for an external desulphurization process and the problem of sulfur disposal. The
calcium oxide formed from the calcination of limestone reacts with the sulfur dioxide to form calcium sulfate, which
is removed from the flue gases together with the fly ash.
Since the plant commenced operations in 2016, it has been performing better in terms of nitrogen oxide (“NOx”) and
sulfur oxide (“SOx”) emissions than the minimum standards imposed by the DENR and the World Bank for plants
utilizing CFB technology of 1,000 mg/Nm3 and 500mg/Nm3, respectively, for NOx and 700 mg/Nm3 and 400mg/Nm3,
respectively, for SOx, as shown in the table below.

NOx emissions .........................................
SOx emissions ..........................................

As of December 31,
2016
2017
(mg/Nm3)
197.3
154.8
229.0
223.6

As of September
30,
2019

2018
132.1
320.7

214
133

Plant Offtake
The Group sells power by contracting capacity and energy to offtakers under power supply agreements. The power
supply agreements specify a contracted capacity per offtaker, with a corresponding minimum amount of contracted
energy. As of September 30, 2019, FDCUI has entered into power supply agreements for terms ranging from two to
25 years for an aggregate of 302 MW with 17 distribution utilities and two industrial customers in Mindanao. Of the
17 distribution utilities with NEA ratings, 14 are AAA rated, two are AA/A rated and one is C rated.
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After accounting for internal power use of 36 MW, FDCUI’s power supply agreements cover more than 82% of the
plant’s net available capacity of 369 MW. Further, in December 2018, FDC Power Misamis signed a MOU with
Sanjia Steel, a locator in the PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate, pursuant to which the parties agreed to execute a power
supply agreement for the supply of up to 100 MW of electricity, with initial offtake of approximately 70 MW. The
parties continue to negotiate the proposed power supply agreement in good faith. As of December 31, 2018, the
capacity-weighted average remaining life of the plant’s power purchase agreements was 19.6 years. FDCUI believes
the duration of its power supply agreements effectively mitigates demand risk for its power output. In addition, none
of FDCUI’s customers has contracted for more than 50 MW of output, which helps to mitigate concentration risk.
Under the power supply agreements, FDCUI is bound to make available, and the customers are bound to pay for, the
specified capacity and output. The ERC-approved rate structure contained in FDCUI’s bilateral power supply
contracts comprises (i) the capacity payment component which comprises capital recovery fee and fixed operation
and maintenance fee and (ii) the energy payment component which comprises variable operation and maintenance fee
and fuel cost. Customers are required to pay the capacity payment component regardless of the amount of energy
output. The energy payment component, on the other hand, is determined by the amount of energy drawn by the
customer. Depending on the source of the coal, the fuel component of the rate structure may be subject to foreign
exchange fluctuations. However, the fuel component, and therefore any foreign exchange fluctuation, is entirely
passed through to the customer, subject to an efficiency cap as set out in the relevant power supply agreement. As the
plant’s CFB technology allows for more efficient use of coal and in light of the fact that the other components of the
rate structure are not indexed to any foreign currency, FDCUI is able to profitably tap any market opportunities by
quickly responding to the pricing requirements of different customers.
The Group’s power supply agreements allow for downtime for maintenance and repairs in order to be available to its
customers as set out in the relevant contract. If the Group is unable to supply the minimum contracted energy, the
Group’s results of operations will be adversely impacted. Further, the Group’s ability to grow its future revenue from
its power business will depend, in part, on its ability to successfully contract out its excess capacity to new and existing
offtakers (subject to the terms of the Group’s current agreements). The Group’s coal power plant has a gross capacity
of 405 MW and net available capacity of 369 MW. As of September 30, 2019, FDCUI has entered into power supply
agreements for 302 MW with the remaining available uncontracted capacity of 67 MW currently being supplied to
distribution utilities, industrial customers and other power generators to cover their excess requirements and outage
needs (at non-ERC approved and non-WESM rates). Because the WESM and RCOA regime is not currently
operational in Mindanao, the Group is not able to unload excess capacity through the spot market or to contestable
customers. The WESM and RCOA regime is expected to be implemented in 2021, although the implementation has
historically been subject to several delays.
In light of the projected increase in contracted demand from 302 MW in 2019 to 328 MW in 2023, FDCUI expects to
see an increase in revenue and EBITDA over the next five years. In addition, FDCUI expects a further temporary
increase in demand from distribution utilities given the onset of the El Niño weather phenomenon, which is expected
to reduce hydropower generation and increase reliance on power supplied by FDC Misamis. Further, the planned
rehabilitation of the Power Sector Assets and Liabilities Management Corporation (“PSALM”) hydro power plants is
also expected to create an additional increase in demand for power to be supplied by FDC Misamis during the
rehabilitation period. According to the Department of Energy, projected peak demand in Mindanao is expected to
increase by 8.0% each year in 2019 and 2020, and 7.5% in each year from 2021 to 2023.
Given the available capacity of FDCUI’s power plant, FDCUI believes that it is well-equipped to respond to the
expected rise in demand in Mindanao brought about by the reduction in dependable capacity from the planned
rehabilitation of the Agus-Palangi hydroelectric plant as well as the dry season. During the droughts in 2015 and 2016,
distribution utilities within the region, the majority of which previously relied largely on hydro power, suffered from
supply shortfalls due to the unreliability of hydro power during dry spells and its susceptibility to seasonal fluctuations.
FDCUI believes that the increase in supply from larger coal-fired power plants, such as that of FDC Misamis, helped
to mitigate the supply shortfall and continues to alleviate the risk of a further shortfall of supply in the region by
enabling distribution utilities to procure their power supply from other sources. To further address the expected
increase in demand for power, FDCUI’s operations and maintenance team conducts preventive maintenance of the
plant to reduce the incidence of failure.
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In the long term, the recent improvement in transmission infrastructure, the commercial operation of the WESM and
the RCOA regime by 2021, and the interconnection of Mindanao to Visayas and Luzon by the end of 2020 are
expected to provide further opportunities for FDCUI to maximize its capacity. FDCUI believes it is well-positioned
to capitalize on the expected increase in demand, particularly in light of its competitive pricing.
As a result of the government’s program to attract investors to Mindanao, the Group expects industrial facilities, such
as steel and other manufacturing plants, to be established in the PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate where the plant is located.
For example, several steel manufacturing companies, including Sanjia Steel and Hebei Iron and Steel Group, one of
the largest Chinese steel companies, as well as other manufacturers, have finalized their plans or are in discussion with
the PHIVIDEC Industrial Authority to establish operations at the PHIVIDEC Industrial Estate. The Group believes
that these and other new facilities will source their power needs from the Group’s power plant due to the reliability of
supply and potential savings as a result of having more stable prices, as compared to purchasing from the WESM, and
reduced distribution charges due to the proximity of the facilities to the power plant. Given the capacity of the Group’s
power plant to accommodate an additional 2 x 135 MW units, bringing the total potential installed capacity of FDC
Misamis to 675 MW, the Group believes that it is well-positioned to cater to any increase in demand from such
locators.
Operations and Maintenance
In October 2017, FDCUI outsourced the operation and maintenance of its power plant to PIC pursuant to a four-year
operations and maintenance contract (“O&M Agreement”). Under this contract, PIC is required to manage the power
plant and its operations, including planning the plant’s operation and maintenance program and budget and its annual
performance plan; assisting FDCUI in obtaining and maintaining all required governmental approvals in respect of
the power plant; undertaking routine inspection, monitoring and testing of the plant; coordinating all outage and
dispatch scheduling with FDCUI; ensuring the plant is operated in compliance with all applicable laws, rules and
regulations as well as the fuel supply and transportation agreements; maintaining operational records; and undertaking
periodic reporting to FDCUI.
PIC is also responsible for carrying out repairs and maintenance of the plant and conducts frequent facility monitoring
and maintenance to ensure the sustainable performance of the plant. By seeking to optimize the maintenance system,
the operations and maintenance team aims to maximize plant performance without increasing generation cost and
without sacrificing the lifespan of the plant’s generating units. In addition, PIC is responsible for the training of FDC
Misamis employees to transfer best practices and technical skills, as well as for ensuring the facility is operated and
maintained in compliance with all applicable environmental, health and safety laws. In addition to having
responsibility for the operations and maintenance of the power plant, PIC has been tasked with ensuring the efficient
and reliable operation of the plant in accordance with prudent utility practices and best industry standards, for example,
by exploring further efficiencies through the use of automation.
Fuel Supply
FDCUI currently purchases coal from the spot market following the termination of its short-term coal supply
agreements that were valid for the first 18 months of the plant’s operation. The Company seeks to maintain a minimum
inventory of 80,000 MT of coal at a given time. As part of its fuel sourcing strategy, and to ensure the security of its
coal supply and the uninterrupted operation of the power plant, FDCUI is in the process of evaluating and inspecting
potential coal suppliers based on their supply capability, reliability for timely delivery and track record of fulfilling
their contractual obligations. FDCUI is targeting to enter into a long-term coal supply agreement, pursuant to which
it will source 100% of its coal requirements for a minimum period of five to ten years by the end of 2021, subject to
favorable agreement on terms. FDCUI’s fuel costs are passed through to its customers through its ERC-approved
tariff containing a specific fuel fee component.
Retail Electricity Supply
FDCUI is also in the RES business catering to contestable customers under the RCOA regime. In July 2016, FDC
RES Corporation (“FDC RES”), a subsidiary of FDCUI, was awarded a Retail Electricity Supply license from the
ERC, which allows it to act as an electricity supplier to consumers in the retail market, such as hotels and other
commercial businesses. As of September 30, 2019, FDC RES has retail supply contracts with 12 commercial and
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industrial customers for the supply of 33.5 MW of electricity, which contracts have been issued a certificate of
contestability by the ERC. The retail supply contracts have a standard term of two years and are renewable for another
two years afterwards.
IPPAs
In 2014, FDCUI was awarded and appointed as an IPPA by PSALM of a strip of energy (equivalent to 40 MW) of the
Unified Leyte Geothermal Power Plant (“ULGPP”) in Tongonan Leyte and 100 MW of the output of the Mount Apo
I and II (“Mt. Apo 1 and 2”) Geothermal Power Plants in Kidapawan City, North Cotabato. IPPAs are independent
entities that administer the power supply agreements of NPC with IPPs. FDCUI assumed control of the administration
of each of these power plants in December 2014 and provided capacity allocation to all its contracted customers for
ULGPP and Mt. Apo 1 until December 21, 2016 and December 21, 2017, respectively.
In 2017, PSALM provided separate notices of termination in respect of the IPPAs for ULGPP and Mt. Apo 1 and 2.
The Group disputed the notices of termination and, pursuant to the terms of the IPPAs which require arbitration for
dispute resolution, issued notices of arbitration to PSALM on April 17, 2018. Approximately ₱773 million and
₱1 billion are under dispute in respect of the IPPA for ULGPP with FDCUI and the IPPA for Mt. Apo 1 and 2 with
FDC Misamis, respectively. As of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, the parties are in procedural stages in both
arbitrations, with the third member of the arbitration panels remaining yet to be nominated. As part of its growth
strategy, the Group is seeking to gain market share in the power generation industry by expanding its existing power
plant by up to 2 x 135 MW and continuing its participation in the privatization of the Government’s power generation
assets as well as bidding for power assets from the private sector. FDCUI is closely monitoring the development in
the Government’s plans for privatization of its power generation assets and potential private sector sales of power
generation assets, and has been conducting due diligence in advance to prepare for future rounds of bidding.
Solar Power Initiatives
In October 2018, FDCUI entered into a 60:40 joint venture with Engie Services Philippines, one of the largest power
generators and distributors in the world, to develop potential solar energy solutions in the Philippines that provide
energy cost savings to large industrial and commercial customers. As of September 30, 2019, 5.4 MW of solar rooftop
systems has been awarded across three projects. The Company is also conducting studies in relation to potential utilityscale solar project of approximately 30 MW.
Competition
Competition in the Mindanao power industry is expected to heighten in the coming years as more players, both local
and foreign, enter the market. The top three major players, PSALM, Aboitiz and Alsons, which, together, account for
approximately 50% of the total installed generation capacity in the country across a diverse portfolio, including natural
gas, hydro, geothermal, coal and diesel, will continue to dominate the power industry. These and other significant
players in the industry continue to expand their existing capacities while new entrants are also expected to bring
additional capacity to the market. For example, the anticipated entry of GN Power Kauswagan Units 1 and 2 in 2019
and 2010, respectively, as well as the 105 MW SEC Coal Plant of Alsons in 2020 are expected to further intensify
competition within Mindanao. In light of these investments, the Department of Energy (“DOE”) forecasts that the
supply of electricity will continue to outpace demand in Mindanao in the medium term. Nonetheless, the Group
believes that attractive investment opportunities will still be available to FDCUI, especially for renewable energy
projects.
Insurance
FDCUI maintains operational all risk insurance, commercial liability insurance and business interruption insurance in
line with the industry standards.
Properties
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FDCUI’s power plant and transmission line is located on a 114.4 hectare parcel of land inside the PHIVIDEC
Industrial Estate (an area of approximately 6,000 hectares, of which approximately 3,000 hectares are registered
development areas) in Villanueva, Misamis Oriental. The transmission line is connected to the new Villanueva
Substation of the National Grid Corporation of the Philippines. In November 2012, FDC Misamis signed a 25-year
lease contract with PHIVIDEC Industrial Authority (exclusive of a three-year construction period), which commenced
in August 2016. The lease agreement is subject to an annual rent increase of 3% to 5% and is renewable for an
additional 25 years upon mutual agreement of the parties. FDCUI has also rented an office space in Taguig City for a
period of five years.
SUGAR BUSINESS
Overview
In 2007, FDC acquired from ALGI a 100.0% ownership interest in PSHC, the holding company of the Sugar
Subsidiaries. PSHC owns a vertically integrated sugar business, which includes two sugar mill and sugar refineries,
and in-house corporate sugarcane farming operations to enhance productivity and efficiency through innovation. The
Group believes it has developed significant expertise which, together with its experienced management team, allows
it to adapt its business model, including its products and output, to meet the changing demands of the competitive
sugar industry and market. For example, in response to the decreasing demand for refined sugar in the domestic
market and the imposition of value added tax causing lower margins on refined sugar products, PSHC reconfigured
its operations output to produce more raw sugar, which remains the predominant choice of sugar for customers in the
Mindanao area. This repositioning allowed PSHC to maintain revenues and income despite challenging market
conditions. Through its long-standing relationships with growers and traders, PSHC has also been able to maintain
steady growth in its production and sales over the years.
FDC’s sugar business is strategically located in Mindanao, which the Group believes to be an attractive market with
fertile land resources and a favorable climate. The industrialization of Luzon has also increased Mindanao’s
importance in agribusiness. The Group also believes that the location of its sugar business provides natural barriers
to entry to potential competitors; high inter-island shipping costs have resulted in the steadily-growing Mindanao
market being serviced primarily by producers, such as PSHC, who do not need to incur shipping and other related
logistics costs. In addition, the sugar industry in general is protected from adverse price movements by Government
import controls and high transport and logistics costs.
Business Strategy
PSHC’s main strategies are to augment cane supply, focus on cost efficiency, improve its human resources
management and pursue any opportunities available to develop its plants for power production.


Augment cane supply by developing programs to improve farmer yields. The Group plans to continue increasing
PSHC’s sugar production and capacity utilization by expanding PSHC’s sugarcane supply from both independent
farmers as well as its own corporate farms. In particular, PSHC will seek to enhance its partnerships with farmers
to encourage them to improve their farm’s productivity and to plant sugarcane on agricultural land not currently
being used for sugarcane production. In addition to granting low interest crop loans, PSHC’s farmer assistance
programs include the provision of technical advice. Since 2015, PSHC has assisted planters (who decide to expand
their farms) in the replanting of existing farms with new higher yielding varieties by providing such planting
materials to farmers free of charge. As the free canepoints program is a relatively recent addition to the Group’s
sugar business model, the Group expects this program to continue to accelerate the increase in cane supply for
the mills. Furthermore, PSHC intends to utilize technology to monitor farm activities for timely correction of
deficiencies.



Reduce production cost by enhancing plant maintenance program. A significant source of additional production
cost is the breakdown of factory facilities. In order to control recurring maintenance costs, PSHC intends to
implement a preventive maintenance program and condition monitoring to fix any damage to avoid long periods
of downtime. Additionally, PSHC will continue to implement the effective and efficient use of automation to
simplify work and eliminate redundancy in the labor effort.
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Develop human resources. PSHC is also focused on supporting its growth by expanding and improving its human
resources. PSHC plans to implement development programs primarily focused on strengthening the competencies
of its employees within: its cane supply department to improve employees’ ability to increase farm productivity,
its production department in order to ensure an efficient and trouble-free milling process, and its sales and
marketing department in anticipation of increasing sugar supplies. PSHC plans to leverage this stronger
organizational platform to further increase its production and sales particularly among industrial users and
customers outside Southern Mindanao.



Explore synergistic opportunities in the power sector, particularly in biomass. PSHC is also exploring
opportunities in the renewable power sector, including potentially upgrading its boilers and installing generators
to produce power to support operation at its facilities and excess power capacity which it can sell to the local
distribution utilities. In particular, the Group is exploring options of establishing a biomass plant to supplement
sugar operations and also produce excess power.

Operations
PSHC wholly owns (i) DSCC, which owns and operates a sugar mill and refinery in Guihing, Davao del Sur,
(ii) CSCC, which owns and operates a sugar mill and refinery in Matalam, North Cotabato, and (iii) HYSFC, which
owns and operates a corporate sugarcane farm in Mindanao. Sugarcane supply for DSCC and CSCC is sourced from
HYSFC and contract farms in Mindanao. For the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the nine months
ended September 30, 2019, total revenues and other income from the Sugar Subsidiaries were ₱2,592.9 million,
₱2,174.5 million, ₱2,538.0 million and ₱ 2,415.7 million, respectively, and contribution to the Group’s consolidated
revenues and other income was 4.4%, 3.2%, 3.5% and 3.9%, respectively.
HYSFC’s corporate farm was established to augment the Sugar Subsidiaries’ cane supply as well as to provide its
growers with productivity-enhancing support. HYSFC propagates higher yielding sugarcane varieties to grow in its
own farms primarily to fill the gap at the start of the milling season when many growers have not yet mobilized their
harvesting crew or during bad weather when many growers cannot harvest or haul their canes. PSHC, through
HYSFC, also provides growers with cane points of the same higher yielding sugarcane varieties in its free cane point
program. PSHC also showcases HYSF as a model for better sugarcane farming practices to achieve higher
productivity. Many growers are invited to the HYSF farms to observe these farming practices that include
mechanization in cultivation and harvesting.
The following table sets forth a summary of key information with respect to the Sugar Subsidiaries:
Subsidiary
Davao Sugar Central
Co., Inc. (DSCC)................

Nature of business
Owns and operates a sugar factory •
with a mill and refinery located in
Guihing, Hagonoy, Davao del Sur •
•

Cotabato Sugar Central
Co., Inc. (CSCC) ................

Owns and operates a sugar mill
and refinery located in Kilada,
Matalam, North Cotabato

•

Owns sugarcane farming
operations in Davao del Sur and
North Cotabato

•

High Yield Sugar Farms
Corporation (HYSFC) ....... .

•
•

•
•
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Summary features
Sources sugarcane from Davao del Sur, Sarangani
and South Cotabato
Design milling capacity of 6,000 TCD
Design refining capacity of 350 MT of refined sugar
per day
Sources sugarcane from North Cotabato,
Maguindanao and Sultan Kudarat
Design milling capacity of 5,500 TCD
Design refining capacity of 250 MT of refined sugar
per day
As of the end of CY2017-18, total area harvested
was approximately 1,270 hectares in Davao del Sur
and North Cotabato
In CY2017-18, HYSFC produced 61,209 MT of
sugarcane
Sugarcane harvested at Davao del Sur is processed
at the DSCC mill while the sugarcane harvested at
North Cotabato is processed at the CSCC mill

Sugar Production
Production Process and By-products
PSHC’s raw sugar production process involves cane crushing, clarification and crystallization, and separation, and
yields molasses and bagasse as by-products. The molasses is sold and the bagasse is used to generate steam and
electricity for the sugar production process. During the crushing season, all of PSHC's power requirements are
satisfied from bagasse it produces. The typical sugarcane material balance is as follows: water — 73% to 76%,
soluble solids 8% to 16%, recoverable sugar (sucrose) — 6% to 13.5%, other sugar (fructose, glucose) — 1.5%, fiber
— 11% to 16%, others — 1%, based on the Handbook of Cane Sugar Engineering.
Production Capacity and Output
For CY2017-18, PSHC’s total sugarcane crushing capacity at its two sugar mills was 11,500 TCD. Sugar production
capacity is dependent on the quantity of sugarcane available for crushing and the recovery percentage of sugar from
sugarcane. Recovery percentages vary depending on the quality of the sugarcane and the efficiency of the recovery
process. PSHC’s crop year begins on October 1 of each year and ends on September 30 of the following year. Actual
sugar production occurs within this crop year. The duration of the crushing period generally determines the amount
of sugar that is produced.
The following table sets forth the volumes of sugarcane crushed and sugar produced at PSHC’s mills for the past three
crop years.

Sugarcane Crushed ('000 MT) .............
Sugar Production ('000 MT) ................
Average Recovery rate (% of
sugarcane crushed) ..........................

DSCC
CY
CY
2015-16 2016-17
343.3
417.0
33.8
37.6
10.50%

9.11%

Sugarcane crushed and sugar production
CSCC
Total PSHC
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
2017-18 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18
426.3
403.8
495.1
522.5
747.1
912.1
948.8
38.0
41.5
42.6
48.6
75.3
80.2
86.6
8.92%

10.91%

9.09%

9.37%

10.71%

9.10%

9.17%

The increase in PSHC’s sugar production during CY2017-18 compared with CY2016-17 is primarily attributable to
the impact of the free canepoints program of the Sugar Subsidiaries which incentivizes farmers to replant their existing
farms with new high-yielding varieties of sugarcane and to develop additional areas in which to plant sugarcane.
However, heavy rain during CY2017-18 adversely impacted PSHC's sugar production and recovery rate, outweighing
certain of the benefits from the free canepoints program.
The increase in PSHC’s sugar production during CY2016-17 compared with CY2015-16 was mainly attributable to
(i) the increase in cane volume due to favorable weather conditions during the growing months after the long drought
from the middle of 2014 until May 2016, and (ii) the decision of management to assist planters to recover from the
effect of the drought by giving free canepoints and reducing the interest charged on crop loans. Although the new
program encouraged planters to revive farms that had been severely damaged by the drought, the late arrival of rains
in 2016 delayed the plantings which caused larger volumes of young canes to be milled, reducing the average recovery
rate in CY2016-17 to 9.1% from 10.7% in CY2015-16.
Raw and Refined Sugar Production
PSHC produces raw sugar at its DSCC and CSCC mills but produces refined sugar only at its DSCC facility. For
CY2017-2018, production output of raw sugar and refined sugar was 85,841 MT and 222 MT, respectively, In 2016,
the Group mothballed the CSCC refinery so that it could concentrate on producing raw sugar efficiently to better
compete with the Bukidnon mills in attracting sugar cane planters in areas accessible to both the CSCC mill and the
Bukidnon mills. This decision was also prompted by the depressed margin for refined sugar due to VAT and the
lower demand for refined sugar due to the shift of certain major industrial users to cheaper high fructose corn syrup.
However, PSHC decided to continue producing a limited amount of refined sugar to cater to local clientele as well as
to maintain the skills and knowhow of its refinery personnel. As such, the DSCC refinery continues to produce refined
sugar in limited quantities. For CY2017-18, due to frequent rains and canecutter shortage which prevented
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accumulation of enough bagasse to produce refined sugar efficiently, the DSCC refinery produced only 4,000 bags of
refined sugar.
The following table sets out the breakdown of sugar sales between raw and refined sugar by PSHC.

Raw sugar .....................................................
Refined sugar ................................................
Total..............................................................

CY2015-16
54.83
7.16
61.99

% of Total
88.4%
11.6%
100%

Sugar sales (‘000 MT)
CY2016-17
% of Total
59.28
98.9%
0.66
1.1%
59.94
100.0%

CY2017-18
% of Total
83.80
97.2%
2.42
2.8%
86.22
100.0%

Molasses and Bagasse Production
The yield of molasses per metric ton of sugarcane crushed is approximately 4.0%, or 40 kilos, most of which PSHC
sells to traders in the domestic market. Molasses can be used to produce ethanol. Each metric ton of sugarcane that
PSHC crushes also produces approximately 33%, or 330 kilos of bagasse, which is fed to a boiler as fuel to produce
steam which is then used to generate electricity and to provide the steam necessary for the sugar production process.
Customers and Markets
PSHC sells its raw and refined sugar, which has historically been well-received due to its good quality, primarily to
licensed traders who then sell PSHC’s sugar to end customers in the Philippines, such as wholesalers, retailers, and
food processors, such as beverage companies.
As a testament to the premium quality of its sugar, PSHC has been dealing with about 40 active sugar and molasses
traders for at least the past ten years, including PSHC’s top five customers during CY2017-18, who accounted for 79%
of the total sugar sold by PSHC. PSHC’s largest customer during CY2017-18 accounted for 44% of the total sugar
sold by PSHC.
Sales and Distribution
For 2018, PSHC’s sugar sales amounted to ₱2,448.7 million compared to sales of ₱2,143.0 million in 2017 and
₱2,562.5 million in 2016. For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, PSHC’s sugar sales amounted to ₱2,387.4
million compared to sales of ₱2,334.5 million in the nine months ended September 30, 2018. For CY2017-2018,
domesic sales accounted for 94% of total sales, whereas export sales, mainly to the United States, represented 6% of
total sales.
PSHC sells all of its production in the wholesale market to traders, several of whom have been dealing with the
Company for more than 10 years. These traders are primarily located in Mindanao and Visayas and possess sufficient
scale and resources to effectively distribute the product throughout the country. These traders supply the bulk of
PSHC’s sugar production to the growing population of Southern Mindanao although some traders may ship PSHC
sugar to their clients in Visayas and Metro Manila. Sugar allocated for export is sold to authorized exporters or food
processors who export their products, and PSHC also sells molasses to licensed traders who deliver the product to
distilleries or feed mills. PSHC does not have written contractual agreements with its traders, and they do not sell
PSHC’s sugar exclusively. Customers typically obtain delivery of the sugar at the mills and are responsible for
transport, packaging and handling. In addition, PSHC has an internal sales team to sell and market its sugar.
Raw Material
Sugarcane is the principal raw material used in the production of sugar. The climate and topography of the southern
Philippine regions of the Visayas and Mindanao are ideal for growing sugarcane. According to SRA Production
Bulletin dated August 26, 2018, Mindanao accounted for 16.5% of the Philippines’ sugarcane production in CY201718.
PSHC has 15-year milling contracts with about 6,000 sugarcane growers who are committed to deliver their matured
canes to its facilities for processing. Sugarcane is delivered by farmers to DSCC and CSCC and, in return, the farmers
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receive a portion of the sugar and molasses produced. As a result, DSCC and CSCC do not record any costs for the
sugarcane. PSHC sources approximately 90% of its sugarcane from its contract farmers within proximity to the DSCC
and CSCC factories, and the remainder is supplied by PSHC's corporate farm, HYSFC.
Under a typical milling contract the farmer agrees to deliver all sugarcane grown on a specified area of land to the
PSHC mills during the milling season, and is obligated to deliver a minimum volume of sugarcane or cultivate
sugarcane on a minimum area of land. The time of delivery is based on a delivery program which is determined on
the basis of the age of the sugarcane crops. Typically, the farmer receives approximately 62% of the raw sugar and
molasses from the raw sugar produced by the mill, with the remainder being retained by the mill. The mills issue a
receipt, or quedan, to each farmer that specifies the amount of sugar or molasses that is due to the farmer. Upon
presentation of the receipt, the farmer can withdraw the sugar or molasses from the warehouses at the mill.
Approximately 50% to 60% of the farmers sell their share of sugar and molasses to the PSHC mills. Each of PSHC's
mills manage their sugarcane farmers through a designated cane supply office which has crop advisors and
management programs in place to train, manage and support farmers with technical advice for best farming practices.
In addition to farmer training and seminars, the cane supply office provides financial assistance programs, including
subsidies cane points, fertilizer and tractors. PSHC also provides low-interest crop loans to growers that require
financing and free planting materials for growers that intend to re-cultivate or expand their farms.
Milling and Refining Facilities
The annual sugarcane harvesting period in Mindanao generally begins during the dry season in November and ends
in April the following year. Once sugarcane is harvested, farmers in the vicinity of the mills are responsible for
transporting the harvest directly to the mills, generally by truck. PSHC grants certain subsidies to assist most of its
contract farmers with their transportation costs. PSHC monitors and coordinates harvesting and transportation
operations among farmers to achieve an orderly and uninterrupted schedule of cane supply to its sugar mills. At the
beginning of each milling season, PSHC surveys the size of the farmers' crops and organizes the farmers' harvesting
and supply schedules, amounts of sugarcane delivered and payments through an electronic database. Data is gathered
for PSHC’s entire production process, including data relating to sugarcane supply and PSHC’s factory operations.
The tables below set out PSHC’s harvested area and sugarcane yield for each of its mills. Sugarcane yield is the
amount of sugarcane per hectare of harvested area.
Harvested Area (hectares)
CY2015-16

Mill
DSCC ............................................................................................
CSCC ............................................................................................
Total ..............................................................................................

8,956
9,500
18,456

CY2016-17

CY2017-18

9,261
9,082
18,343

9,477
10,513
19,990

Sugarcane yield (MT/hectare)
CY2015-16

Mill
DSCC..........................................................................................
CSCC ..........................................................................................
Average PSHC............................................................................

40
42
41

CY2016-17

CY2017-18

45
55
50

45
50
48

Each of DSCC and CSCC has on-site packaging, distribution capabilities and inventory storage facilities. Each mill
operates on the basis of three eight-hour shifts during the milling season. Once every two weeks, DSCC shuts down
its mill for approximately 16 hours for cleaning of the evaporators while CSCC does not need to shut down as it is
able to alternate the use of its two sets of evaporators.
Factory Equipment
DSCC owns and operates one sugar mill and one refinery. The sugar mill equipment includes the following: cane
preparation equipment (cane knives and shredder), three four-roller mills and one five-roller mill, boiling house
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equipment (heaters, clarifiers, vacuum filters, evaporators, vacuum pans, crystallizers and centrifugals),
turbogenerators, boilers and other accessories. The refinery equipment includes the following: melters, affination
centrifugals, talo-clarifiers, deep-bed filters, ion-exchange decolorization equipment, refinery evaporator, vacuum
pans, crytallizers, centrifugals, a dryer and cooler and other accessories. Steam and electricity are provided by three
units of bagasse-fired steam boilers and three units of turbo generators.
CSCC owns and operates one sugar mill and a refinery. The sugar mill equipment includes the following: cane
preparation equipment (cane knives and shredder), three four-roller mills and two five-roller mills, boiling house
equipment (heaters, clarifiers, vacuum filters, evaporators, vacuum pans, crystallizers and centrifugals),
turbogenerators, boilers and other accessories. The refinery equipment includes the following: melters, affination
centrifugals, clarifiers, pressure filters, ion-exchange decolorization equipment, refinery evaporator, vacuum pans,
crystallizers, centrifugals, a dryer and cooler and other accessories. Steam and electricity are provided by three units
of bagasse-fired steam boilers and three units of turbo generators.
Competition
According to the SRA Production Bulletin dated August 26, 2018 as of CY2017-18, there were 27 operating sugar
mills in the Philippines with an aggregate raw sugar production of 2,084 million MT. These mills are located in the
Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao regions. There are four sugar mills in Mindanao, including DSCC and CSCC.
The following table below sets out the amount of sugarcane crushed and the quantity of sugar produced by PSHC
compared to its main competitors in Mindanao in CY2017-18.
Sugarcane
Crushed
('000 MT)

PSHC ....................................................................................................................
Bukidnon Sugar Central .......................................................................................
Crystal Sugar Central ...........................................................................................
Total .....................................................................................................................

949
1,539
1,456
3,994

Sugar
Production
('000 MT)

87
141
130
357

____________________
Source: SRA Production Bulletin dated August 26, 2018

PSHC believes that it currently does not face significant competition from international sugar producers in the
Philippines sugar market because there are generally limited imports of sugar in the Philippines for local use due to
high freight costs. PSHC however faces significant competition from international sugar producers who supply
refined sugar to Philippine companies that use VAT zero-rated sugar for their export products.
Insurance
PSHC maintains insurance covering all PSHC’s inventory of sugar, packing material and consumables against fire,
lightning, storms and allied perils. PSHC also maintains business interruption insurance and insurance covering
buildings and equipment in all of PSHC’s mills and facilities. PSHC does not anticipate having any difficulties in
renewing any of its insurance policies and believes that its insurance coverage is consistent with industry standards in
the Philippines.
Properties
PSHC leases its corporate office which is located at San Juan, Metro Manila from FDC. The following table lists land
owned and leased by the other Sugar Subsidiaries:
Sugar Subsidiary

Area
(sq.m.)

DSCC
mill site compound .........................................................................................................................
CSCC
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536,000

mill site compound .........................................................................................................................
truck yard and access road ..............................................................................................................
other ................................................................................................................................................
HYSFC
proposed office site .........................................................................................................................
Total .................................................................................................................................................

222,000
292,000
121,000
47,000
1,218,000

HYSFC has development agreements for a total area of 1,270 hectares with various landowners remaining as of
CY 2017-18 after a management decision to drop low yielding and high cost areas. Other reductions are expired
agreements that were not renewed by the landowner or renewal not pursued due to unfavorable location. The
agreements are generally based on a guaranteed annual payment from HYSFC to the landowners with terms ranging
from 10 years to 15 years. HYSFC develops these areas into sugarcane farms.
Environment
The sugar production process generates waste such as soot and dust, water and solid materials as well as noise at
various stages of the production process. PSHC aims to develop its business without compromising environmental
protection. The primary waste produced in PSHC’s production facilities is bagasse, which is fed to a boiler as fuel to
produce steam which is then used to generate electricity and to provide the steam necessary for the sugar production
process. In addition, water treatment and scrubber systems are installed in PSHC's production facilities to control
wastewater discharge and clean waste gases that are emitted during the production process. PSHC has obtained all
environmental licenses from the relevant authorities in the Philippines that are necessary to conduct its business. The
environmental licenses obtained by PSHC are annually renewed. As of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, PSHC
has not been subject to any material fines or legal action involving non-compliance with any relevant environmental
laws and regulations in the Philippines.
INFRASTRUCTURE
Overview
As part of the Group’s ongoing diversification strategy, FDC is looking to pursue opportunities in the Philippine
infrastructure sector.
Business Strategy
For the Group’s strategy with respect to infrastructure, the Group is continually and selectively examining and
pursuing potential infrastructure projects, particularly in areas which would complement its existing businesses. In
line with the general policy and “Build, Build, Build” framework of the Duterte administration in relation to key
infrastructure projects, the Group believes that it is essential to pursue such project in order to further build up the
Group’s recurring income stream. Furthermore, pursuing and participating in infrastructure projects would, in the
Group’s view, also help to insulate it against any downturns in the economic cycle, primarily because of these projects’
fundamental nature to the economy. As an example, the Group intends to take turnover of the CIA pursuant to the
terms of its contract with the Government. The Group believes that the prompt delivery by the North Luzon Airport
Consortium on its mandate of operation and maintenance of the airport, as well as the completion of the construction
of a new modern terminal, will help to increase passenger traffic at the terminal and accelerate the development of
New Clark City. The Group also believes that a more efficient and upgraded CIA will result in greater exposure for
the Group’s projects in the area, such as its Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City, as well as its hospitality offerings and
planned casino project. To the extent the Group is awarded any other project, the Group believes that it can take
advantage of its expertise in large-scale property development to complete such projects. Moreover, the Group
believes that the significant scale of the Group will also help in securing competitive financing terms for these projects.
Airports
Clark International Airport
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In December 2018, the North Luzon Airport Consortium comprising FDC, JG Summit Holdings Inc., Philippine
Airport Ground Support Solutions Inc. and Changi Airports (I) Philippines Pte. Ltd. (wholly owned by Changi
Airports International) was awarded a contract for the operation and maintenance of CIA’s existing passenger terminal
and the development, fit-out, operation and maintenance of a new modern terminal building, including the related
commercial assets and project facilities. The new terminal is expected to have an estimated annual capacity
of 8 million passengers. The new terminal is targeted for operation by the fourth quarter of 2021 following the
anticipated handover of engineering, procurement and construction works in 2020. In January 2019, the North Luzon
Airport Consortium announced that it had signed an operation and maintenance concession agreement with the Bases
Conversion and Development Authority for the operation and maintenance of CIA for a period of 25 years
commencing in July 2019. Following the execution of the concession agreement, the members of the North Luzon
Airport Consortium incorporated the LIPADC in the Philippines in February 2019 to act as the consortium’s joint
venture entity. FDC’s ownership interest in LIPADC is 42.5%. The consortium is expected to invest an initial amount
of approximately ₱6 billion in capital expenditure and an additional ₱10 billion over a period of 20 years towards the
operation and maintenance of CIA.
Ninoy Aquino International Airport
In September 2018, following an unsolicited offer to the Department of Transportation and the Manila International
Airport Authority by the NAIA Consortium, comprising FDC, Aboitiz InfraCapital Inc., AC Infrastructure Holdings
Corporation, Alliance Global Group, Inc., Asia’s Emerging Dragon Corporation, JG Summit Holdings, Inc. and Metro
Pacific Investments Corporation the NAIA Consortium was granted “original proponent status” for the upgrade,
expansion, operation and maintenance of the NAIA. Changi Airports International is the NAIA Consortium’s
technical consultant for this project. The expansion of the airport is intended to increase the annual capacity of the
existing airport from approximately 31 million passengers per annum to approximately 47 million passengers per
annum by the end of the second year of the project, and to approximately 65 million passengers per annum after the
project’s fourth year. According to the Manila International Airport Authority, the number of passengers at NAIA
increased by approximately 3 million, or 7.2%, for the year ended December 31, 2018 to approximately 45 million
passengers as compared to approximately 42 million passengers for the year ended December 31, 2017.
The NAIA Consortium subsequently submitted a revised proposal to the DoTR and the proposal is currently with the
National Economic and Development Authority Board for approval. If awarded to the NAIA Consortium, the
consortium is expected to invest ₱102 billion into the project over the course of the proposed concession period of 15
years.
Other Infrastructure Projects and Services
District Cooling System
FLI has also partnered with Engie Services Philippines pursuant to a 60:40 joint venture to develop what is expected
to be the Philippines’ largest district cooling system in Northgate Cyberzone in Filinvest City with an expected
capacity of up to 12,000 tons of refrigeration. Phase 1 of the district cooling system, with a refrigeration capacity of
8,000 tons, was completed in 2017. The second phase of the district cooling system, which involves the procurement
and importation of related equipment, such as an additional chiller with a refrigeration capacity of 2,000 tons, is
expected to commence in 2019. The joint venture entity, Philippine DCS Development Corporation (“PDCSDC”),
was registered with the Philippine SEC on July 31, 2015 and started its commercial operations in September 2017.
PDCSDC’s primary purpose is to engage in the business of the construction and operation of a district cooling system,
the supply of chilled water, and the development of, and search for, new district cooling system and heating, ventilation
and air-conditioning projects.
Desalination
The Group, through its wholly owned subsidiary, CWSI, has been utilizing desalination technology to provide much
needed water at competitive rates to hotels and residential projects that are owned by the Group as well as by external
entities. The Group is also exploring potential partnerships with major industry players to tap into the latest
developments in desalination technology in order to further improve efficiency.
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Water and Wastewater Services
CWSI provides water and wastewater services to its affiliates in the property/hospitality business such as Filinvest
City in Alabang and the Filinvest Mimosa+ Leisure City in Clark, Pampanga as well as to external resorts and
residential projects. CWSI’s water services include the supply and distribution of potable water to domestic,
commercial and industrial consumers while its waste water services include the treatment of domestic and commercial
sewage.
OTHER SUBSIDIARIES
Corporate Technologies Incorporated
Corporate Technologies Incorporated (“CTI”) is engaged in providing computer and information technology services,
including, but not limited to, general consulting, improvement systems planning, network integration, business reengineering services, systems integration and system development.
Filinvest Development Cayman Islands
FDCI was incorporated in the Cayman Islands in March 2013 to facilitate the Group’s issuance of foreign currencydenominated bonds
EMPLOYEES
As of September 30, 2019, the Group’s 12,619 employees (including 295 consultants) categorized by function are
as follows:

As of
September 30,
2019
Real Estate
Operations ............................................................................................................
Administrative and Support .................................................................................
Technical .............................................................................................................
Marketing .............................................................................................................
Total........................................................................................................................

322
1,272
497
119
2,210

Hospitality Operations
Operations ...........................................................................................................
Administrative and Support ................................................................................
Technical .............................................................................................................
Marketing ............................................................................................................
Total........................................................................................................................

1,545
279
178
63
2,065

Banking and Financial Services
Operations ............................................................................................................
Administrative and Support .................................................................................
Technical .............................................................................................................
Sales and Marketing.............................................................................................
Total........................................................................................................................

4,982
227
204
2,032
7, 445

Sugar Operations
Operations ............................................................................................................
Administrative and Support .................................................................................

376
72
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As of
September 30,
2019
Technical .............................................................................................................
Marketing .............................................................................................................
Total........................................................................................................................

43
3
494

Power Operations
Operations ...........................................................................................................
Administrative and Support ................................................................................
Technical .............................................................................................................
Marketing ............................................................................................................
Total........................................................................................................................

94
82
66
27
269

Others
Operations ...........................................................................................................
Administrative and Support ................................................................................
Technical .............................................................................................................
Marketing ............................................................................................................
Total........................................................................................................................

62
54
19
1
136

FDCUI expects to increase the number of its employees to support the efficient operation of its 405 MW (3 x 135
MW) clean coal plant. To support the growing hospitality segment, FHC also expects to increase its headcount
in 2019.
The sugar segment provides canteen facilities, medical clinic and other benefits to its employees. Sugar Group has a
retirement plan for its regular employees. Most of DSCC’s employees are members of the trade union Nagkahiusang
Mamumuo sa DASUCECO, which is affiliated with the Philippine National Federation of Labor. The collective
bargaining agreement between DSCC and the National Federation of Labor was renewed effective July 1, 2015. The
current labor union has been representing DSCC’s rank and file workers for more than 30 years and has had not
experienced work disruptions even when negotiations were not proceeding smoothly. While negotiations sometimes
resulted to deadlock on the issue of wages and signing bonus, management does not anticipate disruption in operations.
The requirement of allocating a certain volume of production for exports is also an advantage because it gives
producers governmental protection from work disruption. CSCC’s and HYSFC’s employees are not covered by trade
unions or collective bargaining agreements.
The Group provides managers, supervisors and general staff the opportunity to participate in both in-house and
external training and development programs which are designed to help increase efficiency and to prepare employees
for future assignments. The Group has also provided a mechanism through which managers and staff are given
feedback on their job performance, which the Group believes will help to ensure continuous development of its
employees’ knowledge base. The Group also offers employee benefits and salary packages that it believes are in line
with industry standards in the Philippines and which are designed to help it compete in the marketplace for quality
employees. It is The Group’s goal to position itself as an employer of choice in the Philippines.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Real Estate Operations
The “Filinvest” trademark was registered with the Philippine Intellectual Property Office (“IPO”) on September 15,
2011. “Filinvest” is the brand FLI uses for the names of certain real estate products and for trademarks relating to the
“FLI” brand. FLI also has several service marks registered with the IPO such as “One Oasis”, “The Linear Makati”,
“Citi di Mare”, “Havila”, “Cyberzone Properties, Inc.”, among others. FLI also continues to apply for registration of
its trademarks, and has several pending applications with the IPO.
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The Group has likewise filed an application with the World Intellectual Property Office for the international
registration of the “Filinvest” trademark under the Madrid Protocol. Accordingly, “Filinvest” is now registered in
Malaysia, the U.S., Qatar, Kuwait and Statements of Certificate of Protection of the “Filinvest” trademark have also
been issued by the United Kingdom, Australia, Denmark, Norway and Switzerland.
Hospitality Operations
The Group has also registered certain trademarks for its hotels, such as “Crimson Hotels & Resorts”, “Chroma
Hospitality”, “Chroma Leisure”, and “Mimosa”. The Group also several pending applications with the IPO for
trademarks relating to its hotels.
Banking and Financial Services
In 1994, EW obtained a Certificate of Registration and bank license from the Philippine SEC to operate under the
corporate name “East West Banking Corporation.”
EW uses a variety of names and marks, including the name “East West Banking Corporation” and EW’s logo, in
connection with its business. EW is in the process of registering intellectual property rights in such names and marks.
If EW is unable to obtain such registrations on a timely basis or at all, its business may be adversely affected. To the
extent another party were to use similar or identical names and marks, EW’s ability to prevent such use would be
limited. Furthermore, it is possible that an unrelated party could obtain legally enforceable intellectual property rights
in one or more names or marks currently used by EW and could take action to prevent EW from using such names
and marks. In addition to exposing EW to potential liability, this could require EW to incur substantial marketing and
advertising expenses to promote new names and marks and there can be no assurance EW will be successful in
retaining the goodwill currently associated with its existing names and marks. Any of the foregoing could have an
adverse effect on EW’s business operations.
On January 25, 2012, EW obtained a certification from the BSP on a U.S.-based bank using a similar name. As
certified by the BSP, the U.S. based bank has not been issued a license to operate as a banking institution in the
Philippines. The BSP also certified that EW is among the commercial banks it supervises.
LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
FDC and its subsidiaries and affiliates are subject to various civil and criminal lawsuits and legal actions arising in the
ordinary course of business. Typical cases in the real estate development segment include adverse claims against
FLI’s title over parcels of land and claims brought by buyers seeking the return of deposits or cancellations of sales.
From time to time, FLI also disputes taxes that have been assessed against it by the BIR. In the opinion of FDC’s
management, none of the lawsuits or legal actions to which it or any of its subsidiaries is currently subject will
materially affect the daily operations of its business nor will they have a material adverse effect on FDC’s consolidated
financial position and results of operations.
SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES
The following table sets out FDC’s and its principal subsidiaries’ and affiliates’ direct ownership interests, organized
by business segment as of September 30, 2019. The voting rights held by the Group in these entities are in proportion
to their ownership interest.
Ownership in
common shares

%
Real Estate Operations
FLI............................................................................................................................................
Filinvest All Philippines, Inc. ................................................................................................
Homepro Realty Marketing, Inc. ...........................................................................................
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65
100
100

Ownership in
common shares

%
FCGC Corporation ................................................................................................................
Filinvest BCDA Clark, Inc. ..............................................................................................
Cyberzone Properties, Inc. (CPI) ..........................................................................................
ProOffice(1)…………………………………………………………………………………
Filinvest Cyberparks, Inc. (FCI)............................................................................................
Filinvest Asia Corporation (FAC) .........................................................................................
Filinvest Cyberzone Mimosa, Inc. ........................................................................................
Filinvest Lifemalls Mimosa, Inc. ..........................................................................................
Filinvest Lifemalls Corporation ............................................................................................
Property Specialist Resources, Inc. .......................................................................................
Pro Excel Property Managers, Inc. (“Pro-Excel”)(2) ..............................................................
Filinvest Lifemalls Tagaytay, Inc. .........................................................................................
Festival Supermall, Inc. .........................................................................................................
FSM Cinemas, Inc. ...........................................................................................................
Philippine DCS Development Corporation ...........................................................................
Timberland Sports and Nature Club, Inc. (“TSNC”)(3) .........................................................
Dreambuilders Pro, Inc. ........................................................................................................
Property Maximizer Professional Corp. ................................................................................
Leisurepro, Inc. .....................................................................................................................
Proleads Philippines, Inc. ......................................................................................................
PLIL ......................................................................................................................................
Realpros Philippines, Inc. ......................................................................................................
Gintong Parisukat Realty and Development, Inc. .................................................................
Filinvest Alabang, Inc. (FAI)(4) ..............................................................................................
Northgate Convergence Corporation .....................................................................................
Proplus, Inc. ..........................................................................................................................
Parking Pro, Inc. ....................................................................................................................
Entrata Hotel Services, Inc. (EHSI) ......................................................................................
Filinvest Mimosa Inc. (FMI)(5) ...............................................................................................

100
55
100
100
100
60
100
100
100
100
74
100
100
60
60
98
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
93
100
100
100
23
95

Hospitality Operations
Mactan Seascapes Services, Inc. ............................................................................................
FHC ..........................................................................................................................................
Quest Restaurants, Inc. ..........................................................................................................
Boracay Seascapes, Inc. ........................................................................................................
Chinatown Cityscapes Hotel, Inc. .........................................................................................
Duawon Seascapes Resort, Inc. .............................................................................................
EHSI ......................................................................................................................................
Mimosa Cityscapes, Inc. .......................................................................................................
Cubao Cityscapes, Inc. ..........................................................................................................
Princesa Seascapes, Inc. ........................................................................................................
Dumaguete Cityscapes, Inc. ..................................................................................................
Fora Services, Inc. .................................................................................................................
Fora Restaurants, Inc.
Nature Specialists, Inc. ..........................................................................................................
Zamboanga Cityscapes Inc. ...................................................................................................
Dauin Seascapes, Inc.

100
100
100
100
100
100
77
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Banking and Financial Services
EW(6).......................................................................................................................................
EWRB .................................................................................................................................
EWIB ..................................................................................................................................
QMIS ...................................................................................................................................

78
100
100
100
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Ownership in
common shares

%
ASIA ...................................................................................................................................
EWLFC ...............................................................................................................................
FFC ........................................................................................................................................

100
100
100

Power Operations
FDCUI....................................................................................................................................
FDC Casecnan Hydro Power Corporation ..........................................................................
FDC RES.............................................................................................................................
FDC Danao Power Corporation ..........................................................................................
FDC Camarines Power Corporation ....................................................................................
FDC Misamis(7) ...................................................................................................................
FDC Negros Power Corporation .........................................................................................
FDC Renewables Corporation.............................................................................................
FREE ...................................................................................................................................

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
60

Sugar Operations
PSHC......................................................................................................................................
DSCC ..................................................................................................................................
CSCC ..................................................................................................................................
HYSFC ................................................................................................................................

100
100
100
100

Others
Corporate Technologies Incorporated (CTI) .....................................................................
FDCI ......................................................................................................................................
CWSI......................................................................................................................................
Professional Operations and Maintenance Experts Incorporated

100
100
100
48

________________
Notes:
1.

As of September 30, 2019, the percentage ownership in ProOffice includes indirect ownership through CPI and FCI of 60% and 40%,
respectively.

2.

The percentage ownership in Pro-excel includes 56.5% share in Pro-excel of CPI, FCI and FAI.

3.

In 2018, FLI acquired noncontrolling interest in TSNC representing additional 1.0% ownership interest for a total consideration of ₱16.1
million.

4.

The percentage ownership in FAI includes 20.0% share of FLI in FAI

5.

The percentage ownership in FMI includes 47.5% share of FLI in FMI as of September 30, 2019.

6.

The percentage ownership in EW includes indirect ownership through FFC of 37.3% as of September 30, 2019.

7.

The percentage ownership in FDC Misamis includes 87.7% share of FDC as of September 30, 2019.

None of the foregoing subsidiaries has been a party to any bankruptcy, receivership or similar proceedings and has
not undergone or entered into any material classification, merger, consolidation (except as disclosed elsewhere in this
Preliminary Prospectus), purchased or sold a significant amount of assets outside the ordinary course of business.
SECURITIES ISSUANCES
On January 24, 2014, FDC issued ₱8.8 billion of unsecured fixed rate Peso retail bonds due 2024, with an annual
coupon rate of 6.1458%. Interest is payable quarterly in arrears starting April 24, 2014. Net proceeds from the bonds
amounted to ₱8,754.9 million, of which ₱4,877.1 million was used for refinancing and the balance used for the capital
expenditure of the Group’s hotel and power operations
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Regulatory and Environmental Matters
REAL ESTATE
Regulation of Real Estate Development in the Philippines
PD 957, Batas Pambansa Bilang 220 (“BP 220”), RA 4726 and RA 7279 are the principal statutes which regulate the
development and sale of real property as part of a condominium project or subdivision. PD 957, BP 220, RA 4726
and RA 7279 cover subdivision projects for residential, commercial, industrial or recreational purposes and
condominium projects for residential or commercial purposes. The HLURB is the administrative agency of the
Government which, together with LGUs, enforces these decrees and has jurisdiction to regulate the real estate trade
and business.
All subdivision and condominium plans for residential, commercial, industrial and other development projects are
required to be filed with and approved by the HLURB and the relevant LGU of the area where the project is situated.
Approval of such plans is conditional on, among other things, the developer’s financial, technical and administrative
capabilities. Alterations of approved plans which affect significant areas of the project, such as infrastructure and
public facilities, also require the prior approval of the relevant government body or agency.
The development of subdivision and condominium projects can commence only after the relevant government body
has issued the required development permit. The issuance of a development permit is dependent on, among other
things: (i) compliance with required project standards and technical requirements which may differ depending on the
nature of the project and (ii) issuance of the barangay clearance, the locational clearance, DENR permits and DAR
conversion or exemption orders, as discussed below.
Developers who sell lots or units in a subdivision or a condominium project are required to register the project with
and obtain a License to Sell (“LTS”) from the HLURB. Subdivision or condominium units may be sold or offered
for sale only after an LTS has been issued by the HLURB. As a requisite for the issuance of an LTS by the HLURB,
developers are required to file with the HLURB any of the following to guarantee the construction and maintenance
of the roads, gutters, drainage, sewerage, water system, lighting systems, and full development of the subdivision or
condominium project and compliance with the applicable laws, rules and regulations:


a surety bond callable upon demand equivalent to 20.0% of the development cost of the unfinished portion of the
approved plan, issued by a duly accredited surety company (whether private or government), and acceptable to
the HLURB;



a real estate mortgage executed by the developer as mortgagor in favor of the Republic of the Philippines as
mortgagee, represented by the HLURB, over property other than the land used for the project for which the license
to sell in being obtained, free from any liens and encumbrance and the value of such property, computed on the
basis of the zonal valuation of the BIR, must be at least 20.0% of the total development cost; or



other forms of security equivalent to 10.0% of the development cost of the unfinished portion of the approved
plan which may be in the form of the following:
o

a cash bond;

o

a fiduciary deposit made with the cashier and/or disbursing officer of the HLURB;

o

a certificate of guaranty deposit issued by any bank or financing institution of good standing in favour of the
HLURB for the total development cost;

o

a letter from any bank of recognized standing certifying that so much has been set aside from the bank account
of the developer in favour of the HLURB, which amount may be withdrawn by the Chief Executive Officer
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of HLURB or his authorized representative, at any time the developer fails or refuses to comply with his
duties and obligations under the bond contract; or
o

any irrevocable credit line to be utilized in the development of the project from any bank of recognized
standing and a refinancing re-structuring program indicating sources of funding from duly accredited funding
institutions.

Real estate dealers, brokers and salesmen are also required to register and secure a certificate of registration with the
HLURB before they can sell lots or units in a registered subdivision or condominium project. The certificate of
registration will expire on the first day of December of each year.
Project permits and licenses to sell may be suspended, cancelled or revoked by the HLURB, by itself or upon a verified
complaint from an interested party, for reasons such as involvement in fraudulent transactions, misrepresentation about
the subdivision project or condominium project in any literature which has been distributed to prospective buyer. A
license or permit to sell may only be suspended, cancelled or revoked after a notice to the developer has been served
and all parties have been given an opportunity to be heard in compliance with the HLURB’s rules of procedure and
other applicable laws.
There are essentially two different types of residential subdivision developments, which are distinguished by different
development standards issued by the HLURB. The first type of subdivision, aimed at low-cost housing, must comply
with BP 220, a Philippine statute regulating the development and sale of real property as part of a condominium project
or subdivision, which allows for a higher density of building and relaxes some construction standards. Other
subdivisions must comply with PD 957, which sets out standards for lower density developments. Both types of
development must comply with standards regarding the suitability of the site, road access, necessary community
facilities, open spaces, water supply, the sewage disposal system, electrical supply, lot sizes, the length of the housing
blocks and house construction.
Under current regulations, a developer of a residential subdivision, with an area of one hectare or more, is required to
reserve at least 30.0% of the gross land area of such subdivision for open space for common uses, which include roads,
parks, playgrounds and recreational facilities.
Further, RA 7279 requires developers of proposed subdivision projects to develop an area for socialized housing
equivalent to at least 20.0% of the total subdivision area or total subdivision project cost, at the option of the developer;
within the same city or municipality, whenever feasible, and in accordance with the standards set by the HLURB and
other existing laws and regulations. Alternatively, the developer may opt to choose any of the following:


development of new settlement;



slum upgrading or renewal of areas for priority development either through zonal improvement programs or slum
improvement and resettlement programs;



joint-venture projects with either the LGU or any of the housing agencies; or



participation in the community mortgage program.

The Group has benefited from providing low-income housing or projects of such types which are financially assisted
by the Government. These policies and programs may be modified or discontinued in the future. The Government
may also adopt regulations which may have the effect of increasing the cost of doing business for real estate
developers. Under current law, income derived by domestic corporations from the development and sale of socialized
housing which currently, among other things, must have a basic selling price of no more than ₱400,000.00, is exempt
from project related income taxes. Sale of residential lots with a gross selling price of ₱1,919,500 or less, or residential
houses lots and other residential dwellings with a gross selling price of ₱3,199,200 or less, where the instrument of
sale, transfer, disposition was executed and notarized on or after January 1, 2012 are exempt from VAT. However,
for instruments of sales executed and notarized on or after November 1, 2005 but prior to January 1, 2012, the
threshold amounts are ₱l.5 million and ₱2.5 million, respectively, and excess thereof is subject to 10.0% output VAT,
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and starting February 1, 2006, to 12% output VAT. Sale, transfer or disposal of two or more adjacent residential lots
or dwellings by the same seller to the same buyer within a 12-month period, even if covered by separate titles or tax
declarations, will be considered as one residential area for purposes of computing the threshold levels for VAT
purposes. Under the 2011 and 2012 Investment Priorities Plan issued by the BOI and approved by the President on
July 5, 2011 and June 13, 2012, respectively, mass housing projects including development and fabrication of housing
components, are eligible for government incentives subject to certain policies and guidelines. In the future, since the
sale of socialized housing units comprise a portion of homes sold by the Group, any changes in the tax treatment of
income derived from the sale of socialized housing units may affect the effective rate of taxation of the Group.
EO 45 prescribes specific period for a government agency and the LGUs to act on application for certifications,
clearances and permits for housing projects. It also provides an option for the applicant-developer where the
government agency or LGU refuses or fails to dispose an application for said housing permit, in which case an affidavit
may be submitted with supporting technical studies and documents, in lieu of the certification, clearance or permit.
Real Estate Sales on Instalments
The provisions of Republic Act No. 6552, or the Maceda Law, apply to all transactions or contracts involving the sale
or financing of real estate on instalment payments (including residential condominium units but excluding industrial
lots and commercial buildings and sales to tenants under RA 3844). Under the provisions of the Maceda Law, where
a buyer of real estate has paid at least two years of instalments, the buyer is entitled to the following rights in case of
a default in the payment of succeeding instalments:


To pay, without additional interest, the unpaid instalments due within the total grace period earned by him, which
is fixed at the rate of one month for every one year of instalment payments made. However, this right may be
exercised by the buyer only once every five years during the term of the contract and its extensions, if any.



If the contract is cancelled, the seller shall refund to the buyer the cash surrender value of the payments on the
property equivalent to 50.0% of the total payments made, and in cases where five years of instalments have been
paid, an additional 5.0% every year (but with a total not to exceed 90.0% of the total payments). However, the
actual cancellation of the contract shall take place after thirty days from receipt by the buyer of the notice of
cancellation or the demand for rescission of the contract by a notarial act and upon full payment of the cash
surrender value to the buyer.

The computation of the total number of installment payments made includes down payments, deposits, or options on
the contract.
In the event that the buyer has paid less than two years of installments, the seller shall give the buyer a grace period
of not less than 60 days from the date the installment became due. If the buyer fails to pay the installments due at the
expiration of the grace period, the seller may cancel the contract after 30 days from receipt by the buyer of the notice
of cancellation or the demand for rescission of the contract by a notarial act.
Notably, the buyer has the right to sell or assign his or her rights to another person or to reinstate the contract by
updating the account during the grace period and before actual cancellation of the contract. The deed of sale or
assignment shall be done by notarial act.
Shopping Malls
Shopping mall centers are regulated by the LGU of the city or municipality where the establishment is located. In line
with this, mall operators must secure the required mayor’s permit or municipal license before operating. In addition,
no mall shall be made operational without complying first with the provisions of RA 9514, otherwise known as the
“Fire Code” and other applicable local ordinances. Furthermore, shopping malls with food establishments must obtain
a sanitary permit from the Department of Health. It is also compulsory for shopping malls discharging commercial
wastewater to apply for a wastewater discharge permit from the DENR and to pay the fee incidental to the permit.
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As a tourism-related establishment, shopping malls may obtain accreditation from the Philippine Department of
Tourism (“DOT”). A shopping mall can only be accredited upon conformity with the minimum physical, staff and
service requirements promulgated by the DOT. Commercial establishments located within the geographical
jurisdiction of the Laguna Lake Development Authority, such as but not limited to Muntinlupa City, are likewise
required to secure clearances prior to commencement of operations.
Zoning and Land Use
Under the agrarian reform law currently in effect in the Philippines and the regulations issued thereunder by the DAR,
land classified for agricultural purposes as of or after June 15, 1988, cannot be converted to non-agricultural use
without the prior approval of DAR.
Land use may be also limited by zoning ordinances enacted by LGUs. Once enacted, land use may be restricted in
accordance with a comprehensive land use plan approved by the relevant LGU. Lands may be classified under zoning
ordinances as commercial, industrial, residential or agricultural. While a procedure for change of allowed land use is
available, this process may be lengthy and cumbersome.
Special Economic Zone
The PEZA is a government corporation that operates, administers and manages Ecozones around the country.
Ecozones, which are generally created by proclamation of the President of the Philippines, are areas earmarked by the
Government for development into balanced agricultural, industrial, commercial, and tourist/recreational regions.
An Ecozone may contain any or all of the following: industrial estates, export processing zones, free trade zones, and
tourist/recreational centers. PEZA-registered enterprises located in an Ecozone are entitled to fiscal and non-fiscal
incentives such as income tax holidays and duty free importation of equipment, machinery and raw materials.
Enterprises offering IT services (such as call centers and other BPO firms using electronic commerce) are entitled to
fiscal and non-fiscal incentives if they are PEZA-registered locators in a PEZA-registered IT Park, IT Building, or
Ecozone. An IT Park is an area which has been developed into a complex capable of providing infrastructures and
other support facilities required by IT enterprises, as well as amenities required by professionals and workers involved
in IT enterprises, or easy access to such amenities. An IT Building is an edifice, a portion or the whole of which
provides such infrastructure, facilities and amenities.
PEZA requirements for the registration of an IT Park or IT Building differ depending on whether it is located in or
outside Metro Manila. These PEZA requirements include clearances or certifications issued by the city or municipal
legislative council, the DAR, the National Water Resources Board, and the DENR.
Certain of the Group’s investment properties are registered with PEZA, and this provides significant benefits to the
Group’s tenants. PEZA registration provides significant tax incentives to those of the Group’s customers that are
PEZA-registered (they can, for example, avail themselves of income tax incentives such as income tax holidays or
a 5.0% gross income taxation), thereby making tenancy in the Group’s PEZA-registered buildings potentially more
attractive to them. As of June 30, 2019, PBCom Tower is a PEZA-registered IT building while the Filinvest
Technology Park-Calamba and the Northgate Cyberzone were PEZA-accredited Ecozones.
Contractor’s License Law
In 1965, Republic Act No. 4566 (“R.A. No. 4566” or the Contractor’s License Law) was enacted to regulate the
business of construction in the Philippines through the Philippine Licensing Board for Contractors. R.A. No. 4566
was thereafter amended by Presidential Decree No. 1746 on November 28, 1980, transferring the powers of the
Philippine Licensing Board for Contractors to PCAB, which is currently the government agency responsible for
regulating and licensing contractors in the Philippines.
A contractor is defined as any person who undertakes or offers to undertake or purports to have the capacity to
undertake or submits a bid to, or does himself or by or through others, construct, alter, repair, add to, subtract from,
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improve, move, wreck or demolish any building, highway, road, railroad, excavation or other structure, project,
development or improvement, or to do any part thereof, including the erection of scaffolding or other structures of
works in connection therewith.
All contractors are required to secure either a regular or special license from PCAB.
a)

A regular license is issued to a domestic construction firm (a Filipino sole proprietorship or a
partnership/corporation with at least 60% Filipino equity) and is renewed annually, on or before June 30 of
each year. PCAB has issued Resolution No. 333, Series of 2013 allowing foreign construction firms with
more than 40% foreign equity to qualify for a regular AAAA license provided that such firms comply with
the following requirements:


₱1.0 billion minimum capitalization;



Compliance with SEC Registration and Equity Requirements;



Engagement is limited to private domestic construction projects with contract cost of at least ₱1.0 billion;



Procurement of civil liability insurance;



Compliance with Philippine laws; and



Provided there is compliance with the PCAB qualification standards for a Filipino Authorized Managing
Officer, such firms may hire a Foreign Authorized Managing Officer.

A foreign contractor who is not able to meet the ₱1.0 billion capitalization may be granted a special license
to engage in the construction of a specific project or undertaking with a project cost of at least ₱1.0 billion if
there is limited local capability in technology as determined by the Philippine Domestic Construction Board.
Furthermore, on March 27, 2017, PCAB issued Resolution No. 079, Series of 2017 which categorizes a
regular AAAA license into two types:


AAAA Platinum – This may be granted to locally-owned contractors with at least ₱1.0 billion minimum
capitalization; and



AAAA Gold – This may be granted to foreign-owned domestic corporations with at least ₱1.0 billion
minimum capitalization.

AAAA Gold contractors may undertake private projects under the following contract costs: (1) minimum
contract cost of ₱5.0 billion for vertical projects; and (2) minimum contract cost of ₱3.0 billion for horizontal
projects.
AAAA Platinum contractors may undertake government and private projects of any contract cost.
b)

A special license is issued to a joint venture, a consortium, or a project owner who authorizes the licensee to
engage only in the construction of a single, specific project or undertaking, and is cancelled by PCAB upon
completion of the single specific undertaking or project authorized by the license.

A contractor may be classified as engaged in general engineering contracting, general building contracting or specialty
contracting. The contractor’s license shall indicate the limit and scope of the contractor’s operations. The licensed
contractor may operate under more than one classification, provided that it meets the qualifications prescribed by
PCAB for the additional classification.
For the purpose of a more accurate evaluation of a contractor’s capability, regular licensees are further classified as
those engaged in (a) general engineering construction, (b) general building construction and (c) specialty construction
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and the classification of a contractor shall be determined by the training and experience of the contractor or of his
sustaining technical employee. A contractor may apply for, and be issued, more than one classification, provided that
one classification shall be designated by the applicant as its principal classification. The rest shall be considered as
other classification(s). A licensed contractor shall operate within the classification(s) that it is authorized under its
license to engage in. A regular license contractor shall, however, be allowed to undertake extra classification work,
if the work is incidental and/or supplementary to a project under its contract and to be undertaken in conjunction with
the implementation of such project.
In addition to classification, every contractor shall be graded and assigned a category as an adjunct to its licensing.
Evaluation of category for a contractor shall be based on the following criteria quantified by equivalent credit points
in scales as determined by PCAB:


its financial capacity measured in terms of net worth;



its equipment capacity in terms of book value;



its experience in terms of aggregate number of years in which it has actively engaged in construction contracting
and operations, and the average annual value of work completed during the past three years; and



experience of its technical personnel

General Engineering and General Building contractors shall be categorized based on a scale of seven grades, namely:
AAAA (Platinum)/AAAA (Gold), AAA, AA, A, B, C, and D.
To qualify for a license, the applicant is required to show at least two years of experience in the construction industry
and needs to have knowledge of national building, safety, health and lien laws and all other principles applicable to
the contracting business that PCAB deems necessary.
PCAB is authorized to institute proper action in court and secure a writ of injunction without bond, restraining any
person or firm not licensed, or whose license is under suspension or has expired or been revoked, from engaging or
attempting to engage in the business of construction contracting. All duly constituted law enforcement officers of the
national, provincial, city and municipal government or any political subdivision thereof must enforce provisions of
relevant laws and report to PCAB any violation of the same.
Referral to Arbitration
Executive Order No. 1008 vests the Construction Industry Arbitration Commission (“CIAC”) with original and
exclusive jurisdiction over disputes arising from, or connected with, contracts entered into by parties involved in
construction in the Philippines, whether the dispute arises before or after the completion of the contract, or after the
abandonment or breach thereof. These disputes may involve government or private contracts. The jurisdiction of the
CIAC may include, but is not limited, to violation of specifications for materials and workmanship, violation of the
terms of agreement interpretation and/or application of contractual time and delays, maintenance and defects,
payment, default of employer or contractor and changes in contract cost.
CIAC may acquire jurisdiction in two ways, either by providing an arbitration clause in the contract between the
parties, or by agreement of the parties to submit the dispute to CIAC. Thus, the fact that the parties incorporated an
arbitration clause in their contract is sufficient to vest the CIAC with jurisdiction over any construction controversy,
notwithstanding any reference made to another arbitral body. CIAC’s jurisdiction over construction disputes is
conferred by law, and thus, cannot be waived by mere agreement of the parties.
Liability of Engineers, Architects and Contractors
Under the Philippine Civil Code, the engineer or architect who drew up the plans and specifications for a building is
liable for damages if, within 15 years from the completion of the structure, the same should collapse by reason of a
defect in those plans and specifications, or due to defects in the ground. The contractor is likewise responsible for the
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damages if the edifice falls, within the same period, on account of construction defects or the use of materials of
inferior quality, or due to any violation of the terms of the construction contract. If the engineer or architect supervises
the construction, he shall be solidarily liable with the contractor. The acceptance of the building after completion does
not imply waiver of any of the causes of action by reason of any of the aforementioned defects. The action arising
therefrom must be brought within 10 years following the collapse of the building.
Nationality Restrictions
As provided in the Eleventh Regular Foreign Investment Negative List promulgated on October 29, 2018 (in relation
to Commonwealth Act No. 541, Letter of Instruction No. 630), contracts for the construction and repair of locally
funded public works shall be undertaken by Filipino individuals, or corporations, partnerships or associations, the
capital of which is 60% owned by citizens of the Philippines, except (a) infrastructure or development projects covered
in R.A. No. 7718 (which amended R.A. No. 6957 or the Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) Law); and (b) projects that
are foreign funded or assisted and required to undergo international competitive bidding (Section 2(a) of R.A. No.
7718).
The Implementing Rules and Regulations of the Government Procurement Reform Act also provides that only
Philippine corporations, the shareholding interests of which are at least 75% owned by citizens of the Philippines,
shall be allowed to bid for infrastructure projects, subject to the relevant exceptions.
Property Registration and Nationality Restrictions
The Philippines has adopted the Torrens System of land registration which conclusively confirms land ownership
which is binding on all persons, including the Government. Once registered, title to registered land becomes
indefeasible after one year from the date of entry of the decree of registration except with respect to claims noted on
the certificate of title. Title to registered lands cannot be lost through adverse possession or prescription. Presidential
Decree No. 1529, as amended, codified the laws relative to land registration and is based on the generally accepted
principles underlying the Torrens System.
After proper surveying, application, publication, service of notice and hearing, unregistered land may be brought under
the system by virtue of judicial or administrative proceedings. In a judicial proceeding, the Regional Trial Court
within whose jurisdiction the land is situated confirms title to the land. Persons opposing the registration may appeal
the judgment to the Court of Appeals within 15 days from receiving notice of judgment. After the lapse of the period
of appeal, the Register of Deeds may issue an Original Certificate of Title. The decree of registration may be annulled
on the ground of actual fraud within one year from the date of entry of the decree of registration. Similarly, in an
administrative proceeding, the land is granted to the applicant by the DENR by issuance of a patent and the patent
becomes the basis for issuance of the Original Certificate of Title by the Register of Deeds. All land patents (i.e.
homestead, sales and free patent) must be registered with the appropriate registry of deeds since the conveyance of
the title to the land covered thereby takes effect only upon such registration.
Any subsequent transfer of encumbrance of the land must be registered in the system in order to bind third persons.
Subsequent registration and a new Transfer Certificate of Title in the name of the transferee will be granted upon
presentation of certain documents and payment of fees and taxes.
All documents evidencing conveyances of subdivision and condominium units should also be registered with the
Register of Deeds. Title to the subdivision or condominium unit must be delivered to the purchaser upon full payment
of the purchase price. Any mortgage existing thereon must be released within six months from the delivery of title.
To evidence ownership of condominium units, a Condominium Certificate of Title is issued by the Register of Deeds.
While the Philippine Constitution prescribes nationality restrictions on land ownership, there is generally no
prohibition against foreigners owning buildings and other permanent structures. However, with respect to
condominium developments, the foreign ownership of units in such developments is limited to 40.0%.
The ownership of private lands in the Philippines is reserved for Philippine citizens and Philippine corporations at
least 60% of whose capital stock is owned by Philippine citizens. The prohibition is rooted in Sections 2, 3 and 7 of
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Article XII of the 1987 Philippine Constitution, which states that, save in cases of hereditary succession, no private
lands shall be transferred or conveyed except to individuals, corporations or associations qualified to acquire or hold
lands of the public domain. In turn, the nationality restriction on the ownership of private lands is further underscored
by Commonwealth Act No. 141 which provides that no private land shall be transferred or conveyed except to citizens
of the Philippines or to corporations or associations organized under the laws of the Philippines at least 60% of whose
capital is owned by such citizens.
While aliens or foreign nationals are prohibited from owning private lands and lands of public domain, they are
allowed to lease private lands (but not lands of public domain). A foreigner may acquire private land in the Philippines
through hereditary succession if he or she is a legal or natural heir.
Any natural born Filipino citizen who has lost his or her Philippine citizenship and who has the legal capacity to enter
into a contract under Philippine Laws may be a transferee of a private land up to a maximum area of 5,000 sq.m. in
case of urban land or three hectares in case of rural land to be used by him for business or other purposes. In case the
transferee already owns urban or rural land for business or other purposes, he or she is entitled to be a transferee of
additional urban or rural land for business or other purposes which when added to those already owned by him or her
must not exceed the maximum area fixed by law.
A transferee may acquire not more than two lots which should be situated in different municipalities or cities anywhere
in the Philippines, but the total land area thereof must not exceed 5,000 sq.m. in case of urban land or three hectares
in case of rural land for use by him or her for business or other purposes. A transferee who has already acquired urban
land will be disqualified from acquiring rural land and vice versa.
Any corporation that is owned 100% by a foreign firm may establish a condominium corporation under Republic Act
No. 4726, or the Condominium Act, provided that land on which the building is erected is held only under lease
arrangement. The Condominium Act defines a condominium as an interest in real property consisting of separate
interest in a unit in a residential, industrial or commercial building and an undivided interest in common, directly or
indirectly, in the land on which it is located and in other common areas of the building. A condominium may include,
in addition, a separate interest in other portions of such real property. Title to the common areas, including the land,
or the appurtenant interests in such areas, may be held by a corporation specially formed for the purpose (condominium
corporation) in which the holders of separate interest shall automatically be members or shareholders, to the exclusion
of others, in proportion to the appurtenant interest of their respective units in the common areas.
Any transfer or conveyance of a unit or an apartment, office or store or other space therein, shall include the transfer
or conveyance of the undivided interests in the common areas or, in a proper case, the membership or shareholdings
in the condominium corporation. Where the common areas in the condominium project are owned by the owners of
separate units as co-owners thereof, no condominium unit may be transferred to foreigners or corporations with foreign
ownership of more than 40% of the capital stock. The transfer to aliens of units in a condominium project may be
made only up to the point where the concomitant transfer of membership or stockholding in the condominium
corporation would not cause the alien interest in such corporation to exceed 40% of its entire capital stock.
A foreign national or corporation may enter into a lease agreement with Filipino landowners for an initial period of
up to 50 years, and renewable for another 25 years. Ownership of houses or buildings is allowed, provided that the
foreigner does not own the land on which the house is built.
Property Taxation
Real property taxes are payable annually or quarterly based on the property’s assessed value. Assessed values are
determined by applying the assessment levels (fixed by ordinances of the concerned Sanggunian) against the fair
market values of real property. The assessed value of property and improvements vary depending on the location, use
and nature of the property. Land is ordinarily assessed at 20.0% to 50.0% of its fair market value; buildings may be
assessed at up to 80.0% of their fair market value; and machinery may be assessed at 40.0% to 80.0% of its fair market
value. Real property taxes may not exceed 2.0% of the assessed value in municipalities and cities within Metro Manila
or in other chartered cities and 1.0% in all other areas. A province or city, or a municipality within Metro Manila may
also levy and collect an annual tax of one percent (1%) on the assessed value of real property which shall be in addition
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to the basic real property tax to accrue exclusively to the Special Education Fund of the LGU where the property is
located.
HOSPITALITY
Regulation of Tourism in the Philippines
Philippine Tourism Act (Republic Act No. 9593) and Department of Tourism Certificate of Accreditation
Republic Act No. 9593, or the Philippine Tourism Act of 2009, requires primary tourism enterprises, such as
accommodation establishments (e.g. hotels and resorts), to secure accreditation from the DOT. A DOT Certificate of
Accreditation is a precondition to the issuance by the pertinent LCU of a license or permit to operate a primary tourism
enterprise. Moreover, only accredited enterprises are entitled to participate in the DOT’s promotional, training and
other programs.
Hotel Code of 1987
The Philippine Department of Tourism promulgated the Hotel Code of 1987 in order to govern the business and
operation of all hotels in the Philippines. Investors who wish to operate a hotel must first register and apply for a
license with the local government of the city or municipality where the hotel is located. A certificate of registration
and license as a hotel will not be granted unless the relevant establishment has passed all the conditions of the Hotel
Code, the Fire and Building Codes, Zoning Regulations and other municipal ordinances. The Hotel Code provides
minimum standards for the establishment, operation and maintenance of hotels depending on the hotel’s classification.
POWER
Electric Power Industry Reform Act of 2001 (“EPIRA”)
Since the enactment of the EPIRA in 2001, the Philippine power industry has undergone and continues to undergo
significant restructuring. Through the EPIRA, the Government began to institute major reforms with the goal of fully
privatizing all aspects of the power industry. The major aspects of the reforms include the (1) restructuring of the
entire power industry to introduce competition in the generation sector, (2) change from government to private
ownership, and (3) introduction of a stable regulatory framework for the electricity sector. The principal objectives
of the EPIRA are:
1.

to ensure and accelerate the total electrification of the country;

2.

to ensure the quality, reliability, security and affordability of the supply of electric power;

3.

to ensure transparent and reasonable prices of electricity in a regime of free and fair competition and full
public accountability to achieve greater operational and economic efficiency and enhance the
competitiveness of Philippine products in the global market;

4.

to enhance the inflow of private capital and broaden the ownership base of the power generation, transmission
and distribution sectors;

5.

to ensure fair and non-discriminatory treatment of public and private sector entities in the process of
restructuring the electric power industry;

6.

to protect the public interest as it is affected by the rates and services of electric utilities and other providers
of electric power;

7.

to assure socially and environmentally compatible energy sources and infrastructure;
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8.

to promote the utilization of indigenous and new and renewable energy resources in power generation in
order to reduce dependence on energy generated from imported fuel;

9.

to provide for an orderly and transparent privatization of the assets and liabilities of NPC;

10. to establish a strong and purely independent regulatory body and system to ensure consumer protection and
enhance the competitive operation of the electricity market; and
11. to encourage the efficient use of energy and other modalities of demand side management.
With a view to implementing these objectives, the DOE, in consultation with the relevant government agencies,
electric power industry participants, non-government organizations, and electricity consumers, promulgated the law’s
Implementing Rules and Regulations (“IRR”) outlining its policy on February 27, 2002.
The policy governs the relations between, and respective responsibilities of, the different electric power industry
participants as well as the particular governmental authorities involved in implementing the structural reforms in the
industry, namely, the DOE, NPC, the NEA, ERC and PSALM.
Reorganization of the Electric Power Industry
Of the many changes initiated by the EPIRA, of primary importance is the reorganization of the electric power industry
by segregating the industry into four sectors: (1) the generation sector; (2) the transmission sector; (3) the distribution
sector; and (4) the supply sector. The goal is for the generation and supply sectors to be fully competitive, while the
transmission and distribution sectors will remain regulated. Prior to the EPIRA, the industry was regulated as a whole,
with no clear distinctions between and among the various sectors and/or services.
Generation Sector
The EPIRA provides that power generation is not a public utility operation. Thus, generation companies are not
required to secure legislative franchises. However, generation companies must obtain a COC from the ERC, as well
as health, safety and environmental clearances from the appropriate government agencies under existing laws.
Generation companies are also subject to the ERC’s rules and regulations on abuse of market power and anticompetitive behavior. Generation companies are required to submit financial statements to determine abuse of market
power and anti-competitive behavior. The ERC may impose fines and penalties for violation of the EPIRA and the
Implementing Rules and Regulations policy on market power abuse, cross-ownership and anti-competitive behavior.
The goal of the EPIRA is for the generation sector to be open and competitive, with the private sector expected to take
the lead in introducing additional generation capacity. Generation companies will compete either for contracts with
various suppliers, electric cooperatives and private distribution utilities, or through spot sale transactions in the
WESM. Competition will be based largely on pricing, subject to availability of transmission lines to wheel electricity
to the Grid and/or buyers. Recovery by distribution utilities of their purchased power cost is subject to review by the
ERC to determine the reasonableness of the cost and to ensure that the distribution utilities do not earn any revenue
therefrom. While generation charges are intended to be passed through to customers by distribution utilities, the
process is not automatic. With the implementation of the Retail Competition and Open Access (“RCOA”) regime,
generation rates, except those intended for the Captive Markets, will cease to be regulated to a certain extent.
Under the EPIRA, generation companies are allowed to sell electricity to distribution utilities or to retail electricity
suppliers through either bilateral contracts or the WESM as described below. With the implementation of RCOA
regime on December 26, 2013, generation companies may likewise sell electricity to eligible end-users with an
average monthly peak demand of 750kW and certified by the ERC to be such (“Contestable Customers”). No
generation company is allowed to own more than 30.0% of the installed generating capacity of the Luzon, Visayas or
Mindanao grids and/or 25.0% of the national installed generating capacity. Also, no generation company associated
with a distribution utility may supply more than 50.0% of the distribution utility’s total demand under bilateral
contracts, without prejudice to the bilateral contracts entered into prior to the enactment of the EPIRA.
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In line with the Government’s policy to promote competition within the generation sector, and additionally, to lessen
the debt of NPC, the EPIRA required the privatization of all generation assets of the NPC. The EPIRA created
PSALM, which is charged with the privatization of the assets of NPC.
According to the privatization update posted on PSALM’s website, PSALM has already privatized 23 generation units
with a total rated capacity of 4,601.43MW and IPPAs with total contracted capacity of 3,415MW.
Section 47(j) of the EPIRA prohibits NPC from incurring any new obligations to purchase power through bilateral
contracts with generation companies or other suppliers. Also, NPC is only allowed to generate and sell electricity
from generating assets and IPP contracts that have not been disposed of by PSALM.
Requirement of Public Offering for Generation Companies
Under Section 43(t) of the EPIRA, the ERC was mandated to issue rules and guidelines under which, among others,
generation companies which are not publicly listed shall offer and sell to the public a portion of not less than 15.0%
of their common shares of stock.
ERC Resolution No. 9, Series of 2011, the latest ruling of the ERC with regard to public offerings of generation
companies and distribution utilities, adopted the rules to implement Section 43(t) of the EPIRA. Under the resolution,
generation companies, among others, which are not publicly listed are required to sell to the public a portion of not
less than 15.0% of their common shares of stock. If the authorized capital stock of a generation company is fully
subscribed, such company must increase its authorized capital stock by 15.0% or sell or cause the sale of 15.0% of its
existing subscribed capital stock in order to comply with the public offering requirement under the EPIRA.
According to Resolution No. 9, which took effect on June 29, 2011 and which was further amended by Resolution
No. 04, Series of 2019, any offer of common shares of stock for sale to the public through any of the following modes
may be deemed as a public offering for purposes of compliance with the public offering requirement under the EPIRA:
(1) listing on the PSE; (2) in accordance with the 2015 Implementing Rules and Regulations of Securities Regulation
Code: (a) publication in any newspaper, magazine or printed reading material which is distributed within the
Philippines, (b) presentation in any public or commercial place, (c) advertisement or announcment on radio, television,
telephone, electronic communications, information communication technology or any other forms of communications,
or (d) distributions and/or making available flyers, brochures or any offering material in a public or commercial place
or to prospective purchasers through the portal system, information communication technology and other means of
information distribution; and (3) listing of the shares of stock in any accredited stock exchange or direct offer of a
portion ofregistered enterprises’ capital stock to the public and/or their employees, when deemed feasible and desirable
by the BOI.
However, the offer of common shares through an employee stock option plan or any other plan analogous thereto is
not considered a public offering since the offer is limited only to the employees of the generation companies or the
DUs and not to the general public. The offer to employees may be considered public offering only when the generation
company or distribution utility is a registered enterprise under the Omnibus Investment Code. Further, the public
offering requirement does not apply to: (i) self-generation facilities, (ii) generation companies and distribution utilities
already listed on the PSE, (iii) generation companies and distribution utilities whose holding companies are already
listed on the PSE, (iv) generation companies and distribution utilities which are organized as partnerships, and
(v) electric cooperatives which have no common shares of stock.
The public offering by existing companies shall be made within five years from the effectivity of ERC Resolution No.
9, Series of 2011, or until June 29, 2016. The five-year period was extended up to June 29, 2017 pursuant to ERC
Resolution No. 18, Series of 2016. For new companies, however, the five-year period is counted from the issuance
by the ERC of their respective COCs. The period for compliance has further been extended pursuant to ERC
Resolution No. 10, Series of 2017 for another year, or until the resolution of the petition filed by the Private Electric
Power Operators Association regarding the clarification on whether the registration of common shares at the SEC may
be considered as a mode of public offering is resolved, whichever comes earlier. On June 21, 2018, the ERC issued
Resolution No. 14, Series of 2018 which further extended the period for compliance until December 29, 2018. As of
the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, there is no publicly available information on whether the period has been
further extended.
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Transmission Sector
With the turn-over of the control, operation and management of the grid to the private concessionaire on January 14,
2009, the NGCP together with TransCo (which, under law, remains the owner of the transmission assets), comprise
the transmission sector.
The transmission of electricity is subject to transmission wheeling charges. In as much as the transmission of electric
power is a regulated public utility business, transmission wheeling charges, even under the concessionaire
arrangement, are subject to regulation and approval by the ERC.
Distribution Sector
The distribution of electric power to end-users may be undertaken by private distribution utilities, electric
cooperatives, LGUs presently undertaking this function, and other duly authorized entities, subject to regulation by
the ERC. The distribution business is a regulated public utility business requiring a franchise from Congress, although
franchises relating to electric cooperatives remained under the jurisdiction of the NEA until the end of 2006. All
distribution utilities are also required to obtain a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity from the ERC to
operate as a public utility.
All distribution utilities are also required to submit to the ERC a statement of their compliance with the technical
specifications prescribed in the Distribution Code (which provides the rules and regulations for the operation and
maintenance of distribution systems), the Distribution Services and Open Access Rules (DSOAR) and the
performance standards set out in the IRR of the EPIRA, which took effect on March 22, 2002.
The distribution sector is and will continue to be regulated by the ERC, with distribution wheeling charges, as well as
connection fees from its consumers, subject to ERC approval. Likewise, the retail rate imposed by distribution utilities
for the supply of electricity to its captive customers is subject to ERC approval. In addition, as a result of the
Government’s policy to promote free competition and Open Access, distribution utilities are required to provide
universal and non-discriminatory access into their systems within their respective franchise areas following
commencement of retail Open Access.
Further, in 2015 the DOE issued DOE Circular No. DC2015-06-0008, which mandates all distribution utilites to
undergo competitive selection process in securing power supply agreements.
Supply Sector
The supply of electricity refers to the sale of electricity directly to end-users or Contestable Customers. The supply
of electricity to the Contestable Market is not considered a public utility operation and will not require a legislative
franchise, although it is considered a business affected with public interest. As such, the EPIRA requires all suppliers
of electricity to the Contestable Market to obtain a license from the ERC in accordance with the ERC’s rules and
regulations.
The RCOA regime started on June 26, 2013, and since then, Contestable Customers (end-users with demand above
the 1MW threshold) may choose where to source their electric power requirements and can negotiate with suppliers
for their electricity. By June 2017, the threshold was intended to be dropped to 750kW per hour to allow more
establishments to benefit from competition among power producers. However, as discussed in further detail below,
by virtue of a Temporary Restraining Order (TRO) issued, the lowering of the threshold to 750kW is suspended
pending resolution of the case filed before the Supreme Court.
Role of the ERC
With a view towards the establishment of a strong and purely independent regulatory body and system to ensure
consumer protection and enhance the competitive operation of the electricity market, the ERC was created pursuant
to the EPIRA as an independent quasi-judicial body charged with regulating the electric power industry. The ERC
replaced the former ERB, and plays a critical role in the restructured industry environment, consisting of, among
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others, promoting competition, encouraging market development, ensuring consumer choice and penalizing abuse of
market power by industry participants.
Among the primary powers and functions of the ERC are:
1.

to determine, fix and approve, after conducting public hearings, transmission and distribution and wheeling
charges, and retail rates, and to fix and regulate the rates and charges to be imposed by distribution utilities
and their captive end-users, including self-generating entities;

2.

to grant, revoke, review or modify the COCs required of generation companies and the licenses required of
suppliers of electricity in the Contestable Market;

3.

to enforce a Grid Code and a Distribution Code, which shall include performance standards, the minimum
financial capability standards, and other terms and conditions for access to and use of transmission and
distribution facilities;

4.

to enforce the rules and regulations governing the operations of the WESM and the activities of the WESM
operator to ensure a greater supply and rational pricing of electricity;

5.

to ensure that the electric power industry participants and NPC functionally and structurally unbundle their
respective business activities and rates and to determine the levels of cross-subsidies in the existing retail
rates until the same is removed in accordance with the different sectors;

6.

to set a lifeline rate for marginalized end-users;

7.

to promulgate rules and regulations prescribing the qualifications of suppliers which shall include, among
others, their technical and financial capability and creditworthiness;

8.

to determine the electricity end-users comprising the Contestable and Captive Markets;

9.

to fix user fees to be charged by TransCo for ancillary services to all electric power industry participants or
self-generating entities connected to the Grid;

10. to monitor and adopt measures to discourage/penalize abuse of market power, cartelization and any anticompetitive or discriminatory behavior by any electric power industry participant;
11. to review and approve the terms and conditions of service of TransCo or any distribution utility or any
changes therein;
12. perform such other regulatory functions as are appropriate and necessary in order to ensure the successful
restructuring and modernization of the electric power industry;
13. have the original and exclusive jurisdiction over all cases contesting rates, fees, fines and penalties imposed
in the exercise of its powers, functions and responsibilities and over all cases involving disputes between and
among participants or players in the energy sector relating to the foregoing powers, functions and
responsibilities.
Role of the DOE
In accordance with its mandate to supervise the restructuring of the electric power industry, the DOE exercises, among
others, the following functions:
1.

Prepare and update annually the Philippine Energy Plan and the Philippine Power Development Program,
and thereafter, integrate the latter into the former;
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2.

ensure the reliability, quality and security of supply of electric power;

3.

exercise supervision and control over all government activities pertaining to energy projects;

4.

encourage private investments in the electricity sector and promote the development of indigenous and
renewable energy sources for power generation;

5.

facilitate reforms in the structure and operations of distribution utilities for greater efficiency and lower costs;

6.

promote incentives to encourage industry participants, including new generating companies and end-users,
to provide adequate and reliable electric supply;

7.

educate the public (in coordination with NPC, ERC, NEA and the Philippine Information Agency) on the
restructuring of the industry and the privatization of NPC assets; and

8.

establish the WESM in cooperation with electric power industry participants, and to formulate rules
governing its operations.

Role of the Joint Congressional Power Commission
The Joint Congressional Power Commission created pursuant to the EPIRA consists of fourteen (14) members
selected from the members of the Philippine Senate and the House of Representatives. Its responsibilities and
functions include, among others, the following:
1.

Monitor and ensure the proper implementation of the EPIRA;

2.

Endorse the PSALM initial privatization plan for approval by the President of the Philippines;

3.

Ensure transparency in the public bidding procedures adopted for the privatization of NPC’s generation and
transmission assets;

4.

Evaluate the adherence of industry participants to the objectives and timelines under the EPIRA; and

5.

Recommend necessary remedial legislation or executive measures to correct the inherent weaknesses in the
EPIRA.

Role of PEZA
The PEZA was created under Section 11 of Republic Act No. 7916, otherwise known as “The Special Economic Zone
Act of 1995” (the “PEZA Act”). “Ecozones” or “Special Economic Zones” refer to selected areas with highly
developed or which have the potential to be developed into agro-industrial, industrial, tourist, recreational,
commercial, banking, investment and financial centers whose metes and bounds are fixed or delimited by Presidential
Proclamations. An Ecozone may contain any or all of the following: industrial estates, export processing zones, free
trade zones and tourist/recreational centers. PEZA has authority over “Ecozone Utilities Enterprises” which refers to
business entities within an Ecozone that is duly registered with and/or franchised/licensed by PEZA to act as
contractors/operators of light and power systems, water supply and distribution systems, communications and
transportation systems within an Ecozone and other similar or ancillary activities as may be determined by PEZA’s
board of directors. Ecozone Utilities Enterprises are entitled to the following incentives: (a) exemption from national
and local taxes and in lieu thereof payment of a special tax rate of 5.0% on gross income; (b) additional deductions
for training expenses; (c) incentives provided under R.A. 6957 as amended by R.A. 7718, otherwise known as the
Build Operate and Transfer Law, subject to such conditions as may be prescribed by PEZA’s board; and (d) other
incentives available under the Omnibus Investments Code of 1987.
Section 12 (c) of the PEZA Act grants PEZA’s board the power to regulate and undertake the establishment, operation
and maintenance of utilities in an Ecozone and to fix just, reasonable and competitive rates therefor. With the
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subsequent enactment of the EPIRA, the ERC was vested with the power to regulate the distribution of electricity and
to oversee generation companies.
On March 11, 2004, the ERC and PEZA entered into a memorandum of agreement and agreed to cooperate and
coordinate efforts to oversee the operations of power generation and distribution utilities within Ecozones. The
agreement provides that PEZA must register all new generation utilities enterprises for power to be supplied
exclusively to economic zone locator enterprises operating within Ecozones as well as self-generation facilities of
economic zone locator enterprises, and endorse the same to the ERC for the issuance of the required COC. Existing
power generation utilities, including entities with self-generation facilities, must apply for the issuance of a COC with
the ERC. PEZA-registered power generation utilities enterprises and economic zone locator enterprises that own
generation facilities are required to comply with the same technical, financial and environmental requirements and/or
standards of the Philippine Grid Code and the Philippine Distribution Code.
In a memorandum by the Department of Justice to the Office of the President dated February 5, 2007, the Secretary
of Justice opined that the repealing clause of the EPIRA did not repeal Section 12 (c) of the PEZA Act, which grants
PEZA the power to regulate and undertake the establishment, operation and maintenance of utilities, other services
and infrastructure in Ecozones and to fix rates therefor. However, it has been opined that the repealing clause clearly
refers to Section 12 (c) considering that the provision repealed by the EPIRA does not have a paragraph (c). However,
the EPIRA did expressly repeal Section 5(f) of Republic Act No. 7227, the Bases Conversion and Development Act
of 1992, which provides that the Bases Conversion and Development Authority (whose operating and implementing
arm is the Subic Bay Metropolitan Authority) is vested with the power to construct, own, lease, operate and maintain
public utilities as well as infrastructure facilities within former U.S. military bases in the Philippines which includes
the Subic Bay Freeport Zone (“SBFZ”).
Competitive Market Devices
Wholesale Electricity Spot Market
A significant change introduced by the EPIRA is the organization and establishment of the WESM. The WESM shall
provide a venue whereby generators may sell power, and at the same time suppliers and wholesale consumers can
purchase electricity where no bilateral contract exists between the two. The WESM will also provide a venue for
establishing merit order dispatch for generation companies whether or not they have bilateral contracts. All generation
companies, distribution utilities, suppliers, bulk consumers/end-users and other similar entities authorized by the ERC
are eligible to become WESM members subject to compliance with membership requirements.
The EPIRA mandates the DOE to establish the WESM within one (1) year from its effectivity and directs the DOE
and the electric power industry participants to formulate detailed rules therefor. In June 2002, the DOE, in cooperation
with electric power industry participants, promulgated detailed rules for the WESM. These rules provide a mechanism
to set electricity prices that are not covered by bilateral contracts between electricity buyers and sellers.
On November 18, 2003, upon the initiative of the DOE, the PEMC was incorporated as a non-stock, non-profit
corporation with membership comprising of an equitable representation of electricity industry participants and chaired
by the DOE. The PEMC acts as the autonomous market group operator and the governing arm of the WESM. The
PEMC was tasked to undertake the preparatory work for the establishment of the WESM pursuant to Section 30 of
the EPIRA and in accordance with the WESM Rules.
WESM in Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao
The WESM in Luzon started its commercial operations on June 26, 2006, while WESM in Visayas started on
December 26, 2010. The WESM has been operating ever since with the following framework:
1.

Bid-based

2.

Gross pool
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3.

Net settlements

4.

One-hour intervals

5.

Locational marginal price

6.

Mandatory market

Under DOE’s Department Circular No. DC2017-05-0009, “Declaring the Launch of the WESM in Mindanao and
Providing for Transition Arrangements,” the WESM in Mindanao was officially launched on June 26, 2017, with
commencement of commercial operations subject to compliance to the criteria set forth therein, including the
following:
1.

All systems and procedures including all interfaces with the participants and service providers necessary
for the operation of the WESM in the Mindanao grid are in place and pursuant with the requirements set
under the WESM Rules;

2.

The Trial Operations Program (TOP) was implemented successfully commencing on February 26, 2017 with
the System Operator and on March 26, 2017 with the Market Participants;

3.

The forecasting, scheduling, dispatch, pricing, metering, and settlement processes of the WESM are fully
operational in the Mindanao grid;

4.

Training programs shall have been conducted for the WESM Mindanao Trading Participants;

5.

The price determination methodology for the enhanced WESM design has been approved by the ERC and
duly published; and

6.

The Market Dispatch Optimization Model (MDOM) has been certified as compliant with the WESM Rules
by an independent auditor.

The commencement of WESM-Mindanao’s commercial operations has been reset to first half of 2019.
The WESM is guided by the WESM Rules and Manuals, where any change is duly approved by the DOE. The Price
Determination Methodology, meanwhile, goes through the ERC approval process.
Interim Mindanao Electricity Market
The DOE issued Department Circular No. 2013-05-0008 “Promulgating the Interim Mindanao Electricity Market
Implementing Rules” (“IMEM”). Correspondingly, DOE also issued DC No. 2013-09-0020 approving pertinent
IMEM Manuals.
The IMEM has the following features:
1.

Day-ahead pricing and scheduling;

2.

Zonal pricing

3.

IMEM is for available resource capacity after taking out bilateral contract quantities

4.

In-Day Market is for imbalances or deviation from day-ahead schedules only

5.

Deviations from day-ahead schedule will be subject to penalties and incentives
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The IMEM started on December 3, 2013 and the first IMEM billing period ended on December 25, 2013. The first
IMEM billing period has not been fully settled and succeeding billing periods were still not billed by PEMC.
The implementation of IMEM was suspended in early 2014.
Open Access and Retail Competition
Under the EPIRA, the conditions for the commencement of the Open Access and Retail Competition are as follows:
1.

Establishment of the WESM;

2.

Approval of unbundled transmission and distribution wheeling charges;

3.

Initial implementation of the cross subsidy removal scheme;

4.

Privatization of at least 70% of the total capacity of generating assets of NPC in Luzon and Visayas; and

5.

Transfer of the management and control of at least 70% of the total energy output of power plants under
contract with NPC to the IPP administrators.

Under the Open Access and Retail Competition provision, an eligible contestable customer, which is defined as an
end-user with a monthly average peak demand of at least 1 MW for the preceding 12 months, will have the option to
source their electricity from eligible suppliers that have secured a RES license from the ERC.
Commencement of Open Access
In June 2011, ERC declared December 26, 2011 as the Open Access Date to mark the commencement of the full
operations of the competitive retail electricity market in Luzon and Visayas. However, after careful deliberation, the
ERC acknowledged that not all the necessary rules, systems and infrastructures required for the implementation of the
Open Access and Retail Competition have been put in place to meet the contemplated timetable for implementation.
In October 2011, the ERC announced the deferment of the Open Access Date. In September 2012, the ERC declared
the start of Open Access on December 26, 2012. Open Access commercial operations under an interim development
system have been implemented starting June 26, 2013.
Beginning December 26, 2016, an end-user with an average monthly peak demand of at least one MW is mandated to
enter into a RES Contract with a RES. By June 26, 2017, the threshold for mandatory migration to contestability status
is lowered to at least 750kW and by June 26, 2018, the threshold shall be lowered down to at least 500kW.
ERC Resolution No. 22 Series of 2013
ERC issued revised licensing regulation for RES companies operating in the Retail Supply Segment on November 25,
2013. Items amended include the following:
1.

Restriction for Generator, IPPA and DU affiliates in securing license as a RES company;

2.

Transfer of live Retail Supply Contracts (RSCs) for RES with expired license to another licensed RES;

3.

Determination of full retail competition to be made by ERC not later than June 25, 2015;

4.

Contracted capacities of RES affiliates to be included in the grid limitations imposed on Generation
Companies;

5.

End-user affiliate RES limited to supplying up to fifty percent (50%) of its total contestable customer
affiliates;
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6.

RES companies are limited to procuring up to fifty (50%) of its generation requirements from affiliate
Generation Companies;

7.

Annual submission of five-year Business Plan; and

8.

Submission of live Retail Supply Contracts for review by the ERC.

Since Resolution 22 Series of 2013 limits the retail suppliers and creates non-assurance of renewal of RES license for
existing retailers, the Retail Electricity Suppliers Association (RESA) challenged its legality with the Pasig Regional
Trial Court. The Supreme Court, however, enjoined the hearing of the case and allowed the DOE and ERC to
implement the Resolution.
The ERC subsequently mandated Contestable Customers to enter into a RES supply contract with a RES by
December 26, 2016 or be meted a penalty of either disconnection or payment of a 10% premium on their contract
price or the WESM price, whichever is higher. The deadline was later extended to February 27, 2017.
On February 21, 2017, or six days before the extended deadline, the Supreme Court issued a temporary restraining
order (“TRO”) against the enforcement of several orders and regulations promulgated by the ERC and the DOE in
relation to the RCOA regime, particularly those compelling big consumers to enter into a power-supply deal with any
of the RES accredited by the DOE and the ERC by February 26, 2017.
Reserve Market
The DOE issued Department Circular No. DC2013-12-0027, “Declaring the Commercial Launch for the Trading of
Ancillary Service in Luzon and Visayas under the Philippine Wholesale Electricity Spot Market” dated December 2,
2013. The said Department Circular sets the responsibility of the Philippine Electricity Market Corporation (PEMC),
NGCP, NEA and all WESM Members with regard to the operation of the Reserve Market.
The trial operations started on February 26, 2014, and PEMC is still reviewing its results before certifying market
readiness. The Pricing and Cost Recovery Mechanism of the Reserve Market is still under review by the ERC under
ERC Case # 2007-004RC.
On March 26, 2014, the DOE declared the commercial launch date of the Reserve Market on May 26, 2014, subject
to the approval by the ERC. It also directed the implementation of the Central Scheduling and Dispatch of Energy
and Contracted Reserves which aims to provide better monitoring of all available generation capacity in both energy
and reserve and provide more preparations to the participants for the eventual commercial operation of the Reserve
Market. The launch was deferred pending regulatory approval.
On December 2, 2014, the DOE approved the adoption of the Protocol for the Central Scheduling and Dispatch of
Energy and Contracted Reserves as well as the WESM Market Manual on the Protocol. The implementation of the
Protocol shall immediately cease upon the commercial operation of the Reserve Market or upon declaration of its
cessation by the DOE.
On November 12, 2015, the DOE declared the commercial operation of the Central Scheduling and Dispatch of Energy
and Contracted Reserves in the WESM.
Unbundling of Rates and Removal of Subsidies
The EPIRA mandates that generation, distribution and wheeling charges be unbundled from retail rates and that rates
reflect the respective costs of providing each service. The EPIRA also states that cross-subsidies shall be phased out
within a period not exceeding three years from the establishment by the ERC of a universal charge, which shall be
collected from all electricity end-users. However, the ERC may extend the period for the removal of the crosssubsidies for a maximum of one year if it determines there will be material adverse effect upon the public interest or
an immediate, irreparable, and adverse financial effect on a distribution utility.
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These arrangements are now in place, in satisfaction of the conditions for open access and retail competition.
The EPIRA likewise provides for a socialized pricing mechanism called a lifeline rate to be set by the ERC for lowincome, captive electricity consumers who cannot afford to pay the full cost of electricity. These end-users will be
exempt from the cross-subsidy removal for a period of ten years, unless extended by law.
Implementation of PBR
On June 22, 2009, the ERC issued the Rules for Setting Distribution Wheeling Rates that apply to privately owned
distribution utilities entering Performance Based Regulation (“PBR”) for the fourth entry points, which set out the
manner in which the new PBR rate-setting mechanism for distribution-related charges will be implemented. PBR is
intended to replace the return-on-rate-base regulation (“RORB”) that has historically determined the distribution
charges paid by the distribution companies’ customers. Under the PBR, the distribution-related charges that
distribution utilities can collect from customers over a four-year regulatory period will be set by reference to projected
revenues which are reviewed and approved by the ERC and used by the ERC to determine a distribution utility’s
efficiency factor. For each year during the regulatory period, a distribution utility’s distribution charge is adjusted
upwards or downwards taking into consideration the utility’s efficiency factor set against changes in overall consumer
prices in the Philippines. The ERC has also implemented a performance incentive scheme whereby annual rate
adjustments under PBR will also take into consideration the ability of a distribution utility to meet or exceed service
performance targets set by the ERC, such as the average duration of power outages, the average time to provide
connections to customers and the average time to respond to customer calls, with utilities being rewarded or penalized
depending on their ability to meet these performance targets.
Reduction of Taxes and Royalties on Indigenous Energy Resources
To equalize prices between imported and indigenous fuels, the EPIRA mandates the President of the Philippines to
reduce the royalties, returns and taxes collected for the exploitation of all indigenous sources of energy, including but
not limited to, natural gas and geothermal steam, so as to effect parity of tax treatment with the existing rates for
imported coal, crude oil, bunker fuel and other imported fuels. Following the promulgation of the implementing rules
and regulations, President Arroyo enacted Executive Order No. 100 to equalize the taxes among fuels used for power
generation. This mechanism, however, is yet to be implemented.
Government Approval Process
As set forth in the EPIRA, power generation is not considered a public utility operation. Thus, an entity engaged or
intending to engage in the generation of electricity is not being required to secure a franchise. However, no person or
entity may engage in the generation of electricity unless such person or entity has complied with the standards,
requirements and other terms and conditions set by the ERC and has received a COC from the ERC to operate facilities
used in the generation of electricity. A COC is valid for a period of five years from the date of issuance.
In addition to the COC requirement, a generation company must comply with technical, financial and environmental
standards. A generation company must ensure that all its facilities connected to the grid meet the technical design and
operational criteria of the Grid Code and Distribution Code promulgated by the ERC. In this connection, the ERC
has issued “Guidelines for the Financial Standards of Generation Companies,” which sets the minimum financial
capability standards for generation companies. Under the guidelines, a generation company is required to meet a
minimum annual interest cover ratio or debt service coverage ratio of 1.5x throughout the period covered by its COC.
For COC applications and renewals, the guidelines require the submission to the ERC of, among other things,
comparative audited financial statements, a schedule of liabilities, and a five-year financial plan. For the duration of
the COC, the guidelines also require a generation company to submit to the ERC audited financial statements and
forecast financial statements for the next two fiscal years, among other documents. The failure by a generation
company to submit the requirements prescribed by the guidelines may be a ground for the imposition of fines and
penalties.
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In the course of developing a power plant, other permits, approvals and consents must also be obtained from relevant
national, provincial and local government authorities, relating to, among others, site acquisition, construction,
operation, including environmental licenses and permits.
Upon the introduction of the RCOA regime, the rates charged by a generation company will no longer be regulated
by the ERC, except rates for Captive Markets (which are determined by the ERC). In addition, since the establishment
of the WESM, generation companies are now required to comply with the membership criteria and appropriate
dispatch scheduling as prescribed under the WESM Rules.
Retail rates charged by Retail Suppliers to Contestable Customers will not require ERC approval, only the retail rates
charged by Distribution Utilities to their Captive Customers will be subject to the approval of ERC.
Renewable Energy Act of 2008 (“RE Law”)
Republic Act No. 9513, otherwise known as the Renewable Energy Act of 2008 (the “RE Law”) was signed into law
by former President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo on December 16, 2008 and became effective on January 31, 2009. The
RE Law provides for the acceleration and development of renewable resources. It aims to increase the utilization of
renewable energy which will provide enhanced market and business opportunities for the renewable energy generation
subsidiaries.
Among the RE Law’s declared policies is to accelerate and develop the use of the country’s renewable energy
(“RE”) resources to (a) reduce the country’s dependence on fossil fuels, thereby minimizing exposure to price
fluctuations in the international markets, and (b) reduce or prevent harmful emissions and promote a healthy and
sustainable environment.
The RE Law imposes a government share on existing and new RE development projects at a rate of 1% of the gross
income from the sale of renewable energy and other incidental income from generation, transmission and sale of
electric power, except for indigenous geothermal energy which shall be at a rate of 1.50% of gross income. Proceeds
from micro-scale projects for communal purposes and non-commercial operations, not exceeding 100 kW, and
proceeds from the development of biomass resources will not be subject to the said government share.
The RE Law offers fiscal and non-fiscal incentives to RE developers, including developers of hybrid systems, subject
to certification by the DOE in consultation with the BOI. These incentives include an ITH for the first seven years of
commercial operations; duty-free importations of RE machinery, equipment and materials effective within ten years
upon issuance of certification, provided, said machinery, equipment and materials are directly and actually needed
and exclusively used in RE facilities; special realty tax rates on civil works, equipment, machinery and other
improvements of a registered RE developer not exceeding 1.50% of the net book value; net operating loss carry-over;
corporate tax rate of 10% after the seventh year; accelerated depreciation; zero-percent VAT on sale of fuel or power
generated from RE sources and other emerging sources using technologies such as fuel cells and hydrogen fuels and
on purchases of local supply of goods, properties and services needed for the development, construction and
installation of RE facilities; cash incentives for missionary electrification; tax exemption on the sale of carbon
emission credits; and tax credit on domestic purchases of capital equipment and services.
All fiscal incentives apply to all RE capacities upon the effectivity of the RE Law. RE producers from intermittent
RE resources are given the option to pay transmission and wheeling charges on a per kilowatt-hour basis at a cost
equivalent to the average per kilowatt-hour rate of all other electricity transmitted through the grid. Qualified and
registered RE generators with intermittent RE resources shall be considered “must dispatch” based on available energy
and shall enjoy the benefit of priority dispatch. Electricity generated from RE resources for the generator’s own
consumption and/or for free distribution to off-grid areas is exempt from the universal charge. The RE Law further
provides financial assistance from government financial institutions for the development, utilization and
commercialization of renewable energy projects, as may be recommended and endorsed by the DOE.
Pursuant to Department Circular No. DO2009-05-008 dated May 25, 2009 (Rules and Regulations Implementing the
Renewable Energy Act of 2008), the DOE, the BIR and the Department of Finance shall, within six months from its
issuance, formulate the necessary mechanism and/or guidelines to implement the entitlement to the general incentives
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and privileges of qualified RE developers. However, to fully implement the RE Law, the Renewable Portfolio
Standards, the RE Market and the changes in the WESM Rules for intermittent generation should still be implemented.
Further, the RE Law provides a policy on FIT. The FIT scheme mandates electric power industry participants to
source RE-derived electricity at a guaranteed fixed price (the “FIT Rate”). This scheme was primarily viewed as a
way to entice the private sector players to hasten investment into the renewable power generation sector due to the
urgent need of the Philippines to deploy additional capacity.
RE projects are governed by an RE Contract, a service agreement between the Philippine Government and an RE
developer over an appropriate period of time as determined by the DOE in which the RE developer will have the
exclusive right to explore, develop or utilize a particular RE area.
Feed-In Tariff
The ERC issued Resolution No. 16, Series of 2010 (“ERC Resolution No. 16-2010” or the “FIT Rules”), otherwise
known as “Resolution Adopting the Feed-In Tariff Rules”, which establishes the FIT system and regulates the method
of establishing and approving the FITs and the FIT Allowance (“FIT-All”).
The FIT Rules are specific for each emerging renewable energy technology and to be applied only to generation
facilities which enter into commercial operation after effectivity of the FIT Rules or to such parts of such existing
facilities which have been substantially modified or expanded as provided under the FIT Rules.
Under the FIT Rules, the FITs are specific for each eligible renewable energy plants (“Eligible RE Plants”), which
are those power facilities with COCs issued to them that utilize emerging renewable energy resources or to such parts
of such existing facilities that have been substantially modified or expanded, which enter into commercial operation
after effectivity of the FIT Rules. These include facilities intended for their owners’ use, which are connected to the
transmission or distribution networks and are able to deliver to such networks their generation or parts thereof.
The renewable energy plants which have started commercial operations after the effectivity of the RE Law and are
not bound under any contract to supply the energy they generate to any distribution utility or consumer, may avail of
the FITs from time to time they are certified by the ERC as eligible through an amendment of the COC issued to them
and for a period of 20 years less the number of years they have been in operation.
FITs shall be established for each generation plant using: (i) wind energy resources; (ii) solar energy resources;
(iii) ocean energy resources; (iv) run-of-river hydroelectric power resources; (v) biomass energy resources; and
(vi) renewable energy components of technologies listed above of hybrid systems under the RE Law.
The FIT System applicable to renewable energy plants in on-grid areas are: (i) Technology-specific FITs; (ii) Fixed
FITs; and (iii) Time-of-Use FITs.
Eligible RE Plants shall be entitled to the applicable FITs to them for a period of 20 years. After this period, should
these plants continue to operate, their tariffs will be based on prevailing market prices or whatever prices they should
agree with an offtaker.
Electricity consumers who are supplied with electricity through the distribution of transmission network shall share
in the cost of the FITs in part through a uniform charge (in ₱/kWh) referred to as the FIT-All and applied to all billed
kWh. NGCP ensures that the FIT-All fund is sufficient to pay all renewable energy producers regularly.
SUGAR
Sugar Regulatory Administration
In 1986, Executive Order No. 18 (“EO 18”) dated May 28, 1986 created the SRA. The SRA has the following powers
and functions: (i) to recommend the establishment of a sugar production, coefficient and production quota which is
attached the land for each planter; (ii) to institute regulations for implementing, controlling and monitoring the
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production quotas; (iii) to establish domestic, export and reserve allocations; (iv) to explore and expand the domestic
market and foreign markets for sugar and its by-products; (v) to assure mutual benefits to consumers and producers,
to promote and maintain proper balance of production of sugar and its by-products; (vi) to institute, implement and
regulate an orderly system of quedanning, disposition and withdrawals of various forms of sugar from warehouses;
(vii) to evaluate and recommend to the President new projects involving the production of sugar and its by-products
and other products derived from sugarcane and sugar; (viii) to issue permits and licenses and collect corresponding
fees and levies on the processing and manufacture of sugar and its by-products and other products derived from
sugarcane and sugar; (ix) to enter, make and execute routine contracts that may be necessary for, or incidental to, the
attainment of its purposes between any persons, firm, public or private, and the Government; and (x) to do all such
other things, transact such other businesses and perform such functions directly or indirectly necessary incidental or
conducive to the attainment of the purposes of the SRA.
All corporate powers of the SRA are vested in, and exercised by, the Sugar Board, which has the power, among others:
(i) to establish policies pertaining to sugar and sugarcane production control and quedanning of sugar produced;
withdrawals from sugar warehouses; issuance of permits and licenses in the processing and manufacture of raw sugar,
refined and other classes of sugar; issuance of permits and licenses and other related issues pertaining to the specific
and general powers prescribed in EO 18; and (ii) to enter into contracts, transactions, or undertakings of whatever
nature which are necessary or incidental to its functions and objectives.
Under Executive Order No. 338 dated January 10, 2001, the SRA became an attached agency of the DA. Under
Memorandum Order No. 134 dated February 9, 2004, the Philippine Department of Finance and its attached bureaus,
particularly, the Philippine Bureau of Customs (“BOC”) and the BIR, were mandated to consult and coordinate with
the SRA in the determination of the appropriate classification of sugar products for certain purposes including, but not
limited to, imposing the proper import duties, and/or assessing value added or other taxes thereon. The BOC is
required to notify the SRA in case of any importation, exportation or withdrawal from customs bonded warehouses,
of sugar, and all forms thereof, prior to their release and allow the SRA to inspect the shipment or warehouse to verify
compliance with its rules and regulations. The entry to and exit from special economic zones of sugar products is also
covered by Memorandum Order No. 134.
Sugar, molasses, and muscovado traders and processors of sugar-based products for export are required to register
with the SRA pursuant to SRA Order No. 006 dated June 24, 2005. Moreover, importers and exporters are required
to secure a clearance from the SRA for the export of sugar and molasses and the importation of refined sugar, raw
sugar and molasses.
The SRA periodically issues a list of sugar traders registered with the SRA for a particular crop year and only persons
and entities duly registered with the SRA as sugar traders are authorized to withdraw sugar for export and domestic
use from the warehouses of mill companies and sugar refineries in accordance with the existing rules and regulations
promulgated by the SRA. Sugar producers are allowed to withdraw their respective shares of their own sugar
production from mill and refinery warehouses for domestic consumption in the Philippines only.
The SRA also issues a listing of registered molasses and muscovado traders with the SRA for a particular crop year
and only persons and entities duly registered with the SRA as molasses traders are authorized to withdraw molasses
for export and domestic use from the storage tanks of mill companies and sugar refineries in accordance with the
existing rules and regulations promulgated by the SRA. Sugar producers are allowed to withdraw their respective
shares of their own molasses production from mill and refinery warehouses for domestic consumption in the
Philippines only.
Regulation of Relations Among Persons Engaged in the Sugar Industry
RA 809 provides the sharing arrangement between planters and any sugar central of the sugar-cane of any sugar-cane
planter or plantation owner, including all by-products and derivatives thereof, in the absence of written milling
agreements between majority of planters and the millers or sugarcane in any milling district in the Philippines. The
sharing shall be as follows:


If the maximum actual production of the miller is less than 150,000 piculs, there is no mandated sharing ratio;
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If the maximum actual production of the miller is at least 150,000 piculs but does not exceed 400,000 piculs, 60%
for the planter and 40% for the miller;



If the maximum actual production of the miller exceeds 400,000 piculs but does not exceed 600,000 piculs, 62.5%
for the planter and 37.5% for the miller;



If the maximum actual production of the miller exceeds 600,000 piculs but does not exceed 900,000 piculs, 65%
for the planter and 35% for the miller;



If the maximum actual production of the miller exceeds 900,000 piculs but does not exceed 1,200,000 piculs,
67.5% for the planter and 32.5% for the miller; and



If the maximum actual production of the miller exceeds 1,200,000 piculs, 70% for the planter and 30% for the
miller.

If the planters and millers are unable to arrive at a milling agreement, RA 809 also gives the President of the
Philippines the power, under certain conditions, to order the takeover of the miller concerned in the interest of the
national welfare.
Biofuels Act of 2006
RA 9367 was enacted in order to reduce the Philippines’ dependence on imported fuels and to the protect public health,
the environment and natural ecosystems.
Under RA 9367, within six months from its effectivity, the DOE, according to duly accepted international standards,
was mandated to gradually phase out the use of harmful gasoline additives such as, but not limited to, methyl tertiary
butyl ether (“MTBE”). Furthermore, all liquid fuels for motors and engines sold in the Philippines were required to
contain locally-sourced biofuels components as follows: (i) within two years from the effectivity of RA 9367, at
least 5.0% bioethanol must comprise the annual total volume of gasoline fuel actually sold and distributed by each
and every oil company in the Philippines, subject to the requirement that all bioethanol blended gasoline must contain
a minimum of 5.0% bioethanol fuel by volume, provided, that the ethanol blend conforms to the Philippine National
Standards that are consistent with Section 26 of RA 8749, otherwise known as the “Philippine Clean Air Act of 1999”
(“PNS”); (ü) within four years from the effectivity of RA 9367, the National Biofuel Board (“NBB”) is empowered
to determine the feasibility and thereafter recommend to the DOE to mandate a minimum of 10.0% blend of bioethanol
by volume into all gasoline fuel distributed and sold by each and every oil company in the Philippines. In the event
of supply shortage of locally-produced bioethanol during the four-year period, oil companies are allowed to import
bioethanol but only to the extent of the shortage as may be determined by the NBB; (iii) within three months from the
effectivity of RA 9367, a minimum of 1.0% biodiesel by volume must be blended into all diesel engine fuels sold in
the Philippines, provided that, the biodiesel blend conforms to PNS for biodiesel; (iv) within two years from the
effectivity of RA 9367, the NBB is empowered to determine the feasibility and thereafter recommend to the DOE to
mandate a minimum of 2.0% blend of biodiesel by volume which may be increased taking into account considerations
including but not limited to domestic supply and availability of locally-sourced biodiesel component.
To encourage investments in the production, distribution and use of locally-produced biofuels at and above the
minimum mandated blends, and without prejudice to enjoying applicable incentives and benefits under existing laws,
rules and regulations, the following additional incentives were provided under RA 9367: (i) specific tax — the specific
tax on local or imported biofuels component per liter of volume is zero, provided that the gasoline and diesel fuel
component remains subject to the prevailing specific tax rates; (ii) value added tax — the sale of raw material used in
the production of biofuels such as, but not limited to coconut, jatropha, sugarcane, cassava, corn, and sweet sorghum
is exempt from the value added tax; (iii) water effluents — all water effluents, such as but not limited to distillery
slops from the production of biofuels used as liquid fertilizer and for other agricultural purposes are considered
“reuse,” and are exempt from wastewater charges under the system provided under Section 13 of RA 9275, also known
as the Philippine Clean Water Act, provided, however, that such application must be in accordance with the guidelines
issued pursuant to RA 9275, subject to the monitoring and evaluation by the DENR and approved by the DA;
(iv) financial assistance — government financial institutions, such as the Development Bank of the Philippines, Land
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Bank of the Philippines, Quedancor and other government institutions providing banking and financial services must,
in accordance with and to the extent allowed by the enabling provisions of their respective charters or applicable laws,
accord high priority to extend financing to Filipino citizens or entities, at least 60% of the capital stock of which
belongs to citizens of the Philippines that must engage in activities involving production, storage, handling and
transport of biofuel and biofuel feedstock, including the blending of biofuels with petroleum, as certified by the DOE.
Any provision of RA 9367 to the contrary notwithstanding, the SRA, pursuant to its mandate, must ensure that the
supply of sugar is sufficient to meet the domestic demand and that the price of sugar is stable. To this end, the SRA
must recommend and the proper agencies must undertake the importation of sugar whenever necessary and shall make
appropriate adjustments to the minimum access volume parameters for sugar in the Tariff and Customs Code.
The following acts are prohibited (i) diversion of biofuels, whether locally produced or imported, to purposes other
than those envisioned under RA 9367; (ii) sale of biofuel-blended gasoline or diesel that fails to comply with the
minimum biofuel-blend by volume in violation of the requirement under RA 9367; (iii) distribution, sale and use of
automotive fuel containing harmful additives such as, but not limited to, MTBE at such concentration exceeding the
limits to be determined by the NBB; (iv) non-compliance with the established guidelines of the PNS and DOE adopted
for the implementation of RA 9367; and (v) false labelling of gasoline, diesel, biofuels and biofuel-blended gasoline
and diesel. The commission of any of the aforesaid prohibited acts is punishable by imprisonment and fines. In
addition, the DOE will confiscate any amount of such products that fail to comply with the requirements of RA 9367.
The DOE is also empowered to stop and suspend the operation of businesses for their refusal to comply with any order
or instruction of the DOE Secretary in the exercise of his functions under RA 9367. Furthermore, the DOE is
empowered to impose administrative fines and penalties for any violation of the provisions of RA 9367.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS
Development projects that are classified by law as environmentally critical or projects within statutorily defined
environmentally critical areas are required to obtain an ECC prior to commencement. The DENR through its regional
offices or through the Environmental Management Bureau (“EMB”), determines whether a project is environmentally
critical or located in an environmentally critical area. As a requisite for the issuance of an ECC, an environmentally
critical project is required to submit an Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) to the EMB while a project in an
environmentally critical area are generally required to submit an Initial Environmental Examination (“IEE”) to the
proper DENR regional office. In the case of an environmentally critical project within an environmentally critical
area, an EIS is required. The construction of major roads and bridges are considered environmentally critical projects
for which EISs and ECCs are mandatory.
The EIS refers to both the document and the study of a project’s environmental impact, including a discussion of the
direct and indirect consequences to human welfare and ecological as well as environmental integrity. The IEE refers
to the document and the study describing the environmental impact, including mitigation and enhancement measures,
for projects in environmentally critical areas.
While the EIS or an IEE may vary from project to project, as a minimum, it contains all relevant information regarding
the project’s environmental effects. The entire process of organization, administration and assessment of the effects
of any project on the quality of the physical, biological and socio-economic environment as well as the design of
appropriate preventive, mitigating and enhancement measures is known as the EIS System. The EIS System
successfully culminates in the issuance of an ECC. The issuance of an ECC is a Government certification that the
proposed project or undertaking will not cause a significant negative environmental impact; that the proponent has
complied with all the requirements of the EIS System and that the proponent is committed to implement its approved
Environmental Management Plan in the EIS or, if an IEE was required, that it shall comply with the mitigation
measures provided therein.
Project proponents that prepare an EIS are required to establish an Environmental Guarantee Fund (“EGF”) when the
ECC is issued for projects determined by the DENR to pose a significant public risk to life, health, property and the
environment or where the project requires rehabilitation or restoration. The EGF is intended to meet any damages
caused by such a project as well as any rehabilitation and restoration measures. Project proponents that prepare an
EIS are required to include a commitment to establish an Environmental Monitoring Fund (“EMF”) when an ECC is
eventually issued. In any case, the establishment of an EMF must not be later than the initial construction phase of
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the project. The EMF shall be used to support the activities of a multi-partite monitoring team which will be organized
to monitor compliance with the ECC and applicable laws, rules and regulations.
All development projects, installations and activities that discharge liquid waste into and pose a threat to the
environment of the Laguna de Bay Region are also required to obtain a discharge permit from the Laguna Lake
Development Authority.
Legal Framework of Hazardous Waste Management
Presidential Decree No. 1152, also known as “the Philippine Environmental Code,” (“PD 1152”) took effect in 1977,
and provides a basis for an integrated waste management regulation starting from waste source to methods of disposal.
PD 1152 has further mandated specific guidelines to manage municipal wastes (solid and liquid), sanitary landfill and
incineration, and disposal sites in the Philippines.
In 1990, the Philippine Congress enacted the Toxic Substances, Hazardous and Nuclear Wastes Control Act,
commonly known as RA 6969, a law designed to respond to increasing problems associated with toxic chemicals and
hazardous and nuclear wastes. RA 6969 mandates control and management of import, manufacture, process,
distribution, use, transport, treatment, and disposal of toxic substances and hazardous and nuclear wastes in the
Philippines. RA 6969 seeks to protect public health and the environment from unreasonable risks posed by these
substances in the Philippines.
Apart from the basic policy rules and regulations of RA 6969, hazardous waste management must also comply with
the requirements of other specific environmental laws, such as Presidential Decree No. 984 (National Pollution Control
Decree of 1976), Presidential Decree No. 1586 (Environmental Impact Statement System Law), RA 8749 (Philippine
Clean Air Act of 1999) and RA 9003 (Ecological Solid Waste Management Act of 2000) and their implementing rules
and regulations.
Hazardous waste generators are required to register with and pay a registration fee to the EMB Regional Office having
jurisdiction over the location of the waste generator.
Waste generators are required to perform the following activities: (1) notify the DENR of the type and quantity of
wastes generated in accordance with the form and in a manner approved by the DENR and pay the prescribed fee;
(2) provide the DENR, on a quarterly basis, with information to include the type and quantity of the hazardous waste
generated, produced or transported outside in a form approved by the DENR; (3) continue to own and be responsible
for the hazardous waste generated or produced in the premises until the hazardous waste has been certified by the
waste treater as adequately treated, recycled, reprocessed or disposed of; (4) prepare and submit to the DENR
comprehensive emergency contingency plans to mitigate spills and accidents involving hazardous wastes. These plans
must conform with the guidelines issued by the DENR; (5) train/inform personnel and staff on: (a) the implementation
of the plan, and (b) the hazards posed by the improper handling, storage, transport, and use of hazardous wastes and
their containers.
Philippine Clean Water Act of 2004
RA 9275 applies to water quality management in all water bodies in the Philippines particularly to the abatement and
control of pollution from land based sources. It provides for water quality standards and regulations and civil and
criminal penalties for violations thereof. The DENR, in coordination with the National Water Resources Board
(“NWRB”) must designate certain areas as water quality management areas (“Management Areas”)which have
similar hydrological, hydrogeological, meteorological or geographic conditions which affect the physicochemical,
biological and bacteriological reactions and diffusions of pollutants in the water bodies, or otherwise share common
interest or face similar development programs, prospects, or problems.
The DENR implements a wastewater charge system in all Management Areas through the collection of wastewater
charges/fees. The system is established on the basis of payment to the government for discharging wastewater into
the water bodies. Wastewater charges is established taking into consideration the following: (a) to provide strong
economic inducement for polluters to modify the production or management processes or to invest in pollution control
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technology in order to reduce the amount of water pollutants generated; (b) to cover the cost of administering water
quality management or improvement programs; (c) reflect damages caused by water pollution on the surrounding
environment, including the cost of rehabilitation; (d) type of pollutant; (e) classification of the receiving water body,
and (f) other special attributes of the water body.
The DENR requires owners or operators of facilities that discharge regulated effluents pursuant to the law to secure a
permit to discharge. The discharge permit is the legal authorization granted by the DENR to discharge wastewater,
provided, that the discharge permit must specify, among others, the quantity and quality of effluent that said facilities
are allowed to discharge into a particular water body, compliance schedule and monitoring requirement.
As part of the permitting procedure, the DENR must encourage the adoption of waste minimization and waste
treatment technologies when such technologies are deemed cost effective. The DENR must also develop procedures
to relate the current water quality guideline or the projected water quality guideline of the receiving water body with
total pollution loadings from various sources, so that effluent quotas can be properly allocated in the discharge permits.
Effluent trading may be allowed per management area.
Fiscal and non-fiscal incentives are provided for compliance with RA 9275 such as: (1) inclusion in the Investment
Priorities Plan; and (2) tax and duty exemption of donations, legacies and gifts for the support of the waste
management program.
Philippine Clean Air Act of 1999
RA 8749 was enacted to provide for a comprehensive management program for air pollution and enforce a system of
accountability for short and long-term adverse environmental impact of a project, program or activity. This includes
the setting up of a funding or guarantee mechanism for clean-up and environmental rehabilitation and compensation
for personal damages. The DENR, in case of industrial dischargers, and the Department of Transportation and
Communications, in case of motor vehicle dischargers, designs, imposes and collects, based on environmental
techniques, regular emission fees from said dischargers as part of the emission permitting system or vehicle
registration renewal system, as the case may be. The system encourages the industries, and motor vehicles to abate,
reduce, or prevent pollution. The basis of the fees include, but is not limited to, the volume and toxicity of any emitted
pollutant. Industries, which must install pollution control devices or retrofit their existing facilities with mechanisms
that reduce pollution are entitled to tax incentives such as but not limited to tax credits and/or accelerated depreciation
deductions. The DENR has the authority to issue permits as it may determine necessary for the prevention and
abatement of air pollution. Said permits cover emission limitations for the regulated air pollutants to help attain and
maintain the ambient air quality standards. These permits serve as management tools for the LGUs in the development
of their action plan. The DENR or its duly accredited entity must, after proper consultation and notice, require any
person who owns or operates any emission source or who is subject to any requirement of RA 8749 to: (a) establish
and maintain relevant records; (b) make relevant reports; (c) install, use and maintain monitoring equipment or
methods; (d) sample emission, in accordance with the methods, locations, intervals, and manner prescribed by the
DENR; (e) keep records on control equipment parameters, production variables or other indirect data when direct
monitoring of emissions is impractical; and (f) provide such other information as the DENR may reasonably require.
The DENR, through its authorized representatives, has the right to (a) enter or access any premises including
documents and relevant materials; (b) inspect any pollution or waste source, control device, monitoring equipment or
method required; and (c) test any emission. Any record, report or information obtained under RA 8749 must be made
available to the public, except upon a satisfactory showing to the DENR by the entity concerned that the record, report,
or information, or parts thereof, if made public, would divulge secret methods or processes entitled to protection as
intellectual property. Such record, report or information must likewise be incorporated in the DENR’s industrial rating
system. RA 8749 provides for civil and criminal penalties for violations thereof.
BANKING REGULATION AND SUPERVISION
Introduction
RA No. 7653 (the New Central Bank Act of 1993) (“New Central Bank Act”) and RA No. 8791 (the General Banking
Law of 2000) (“General Banking Law”) vest the BSP, which exercises its powers through the Monetary Board, with
the authority to regulate and supervise financial intermediaries in the Philippines. Financial intermediaries include
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banks or banking institutions such as universal banks, commercial banks, thrift banks (composed of savings and
mortgage banks, stock savings and loan associations, and private development banks), rural banks, co-operative banks
as well as branches and agencies of foreign banks in the Philippines. Entities performing quasi-banking functions,
trust companies, building and loan associations, non-stock savings and loan associations and other non-deposit
accepting entities, while not considered banking institutions, are also subject to regulation by the Monetary Board.
The supervisory power of the BSP under the New Central Bank Act extends to the subsidiaries and affiliates of banks
and quasi-banking institutions engaged in allied activities. A subsidiary is defined as a corporation with more
than 50% of its voting stock owned by a bank or quasi-bank. An affiliate is defined as a corporation whose voting
stock, to the extent of 50% or less is owned by a bank or quasi-bank or which is related or linked to such institution
or intermediary through common stockholders or such other factors as determined by the Monetary Board. In this
regard, the BSP Manual defines an affiliate as an entity linked directly or indirectly to a bank by means of:
(a) ownership, control (as defined under the relevant portion of the BSP Manual), or power to vote, of at least twenty
percent (20%) of the outstanding voting stock of the entity, or vice-versa; (b) interlocking directorship or officership,
where the concerned director or officer owns, controls (as defined under the relevant portion of the BSP Manual), or
has the power to vote of at least twenty percent (20%) of the outstanding voting stock of the entity; (c) common
stockholders owning at least ten percent (10%) of the outstanding voting stock of the bank and at least twenty percent
(20%) of the outstanding voting stock of the entity; (d) management contract or any arrangement granting power to
the bank to direct or cause the direction of management and policies of the entity; and (e) permanent proxy or voting
trusts in favor of the bank constituting at least twenty percent (20%) of the outstanding voting stock of the entity, or
vice-versa.
In the exercise of its power of supervision under the General Banking Law, the BSP may issue rules of conduct or
standards of operation for uniform application, conduct examination to determine compliance with laws and
regulations, oversee compliance with such rules and regulations and inquire into the solvency and liquidity of the
covered entities. Section 7 of the General Banking Law provides that the BSP in examining a bank shall have the
authority to examine an enterprise which is owned or majority-owned or controlled by a bank.
As a general rule, no restraining order or injunction may be issued by a court to enjoin the BSP from exercising its
powers to examine any institution subject to its supervision. The BSP may compel any officer, owner, agent, manager
or officer-in-charge of an institution subject to its supervision or examination to present books, documents, papers or
records necessary in its judgment to ascertain the facts relative to the true condition of the institution as well as the
books and records of persons and entities relative to or in connection with the operations, activities or transactions of
the institution under examination, to the extent permitted by law. The refusal of any officer, owner, agent, manager,
director or officer-in-charge of an institution subject to the supervision or examination of the BSP to make a report or
permit an examination is criminally punishable under Section 34 of the New Central Bank Act. In addition to the
general laws such as the General Banking Law and Republic Act No. 9160 or the Anti- Money Laundering Act (the
“AMLA”), as amended, among others, banks must likewise comply with letters, circulars and memoranda issued by
the BSP some of which are contained in the Manual of Regulations of Banks (the “Manual”).
The Manual is the principal source of rules and regulations to be complied with and observed by banks in the
Philippines. The Manual contains regulations that include those relating to the organization, management and
administration, deposit and borrowing operations, loans, investments and special financing program, and trust and
other fiduciary functions of the relevant bank. Supplementing the Manual are rules and regulations promulgated in
various circulars, memoranda, letters and other directives issued by the Monetary Board.
The Manual and other regulations are principally implemented by the Supervision and Examination Sector of the BSP
(“SES”). The SES is responsible for ensuring the observance of applicable laws and rules and regulations by banking
institutions operating in the Philippines (including Government credit institutions, their subsidiaries and affiliates),
non-bank financial intermediaries, and subsidiaries and affiliates of non-bank financial intermediaries performing
quasi-banking functions, non-bank financial intermediaries performing trust and other fiduciary activities under the
General Banking Law, non-stock and savings loans associations under RA No. 3779 or the Savings and Loan
Association Act, and pawnshops under PD No. 114 or the Pawnshop Regulation Act.
Regulation relating to capital structure
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Pursuant to the General Banking Law, no entity may operate as a bank without the permit of the BSP through the
Monetary Board. The SEC will not register the incorporation documents of any bank or any amendments thereto
without a Certificate of Authority issued by the Monetary Board.
A bank can only issue par value stocks and it must comply with the minimum capital requirements prescribed by the
Monetary Board. A bank cannot purchase or acquire its own capital stock or accept the same as security for a loan,
except when authorized by the Monetary Board. Any stock so purchased or acquired must be sold within six months
from the time of its purchase or acquisition.
In accordance with BSP Circular No. 854, universal banks are required to have capital accounts of at least ₱3 billion
for head office only, ₱6 billion for head office with up to 10 branches (inclusive of head office), ₱15 billion for head
office with 11 to 100 branches (inclusive of head office), and ₱20 billion for head office with more than 100 branches
(inclusive of head office). Commercial banks are required to have capital accounts of at least ₱2 billion for head office
only, ₱4 billion for head office with up to 10 branches (inclusive of head office), ₱10 billion for head office with 11
to 100 branches (inclusive of head office), and ₱15 billion for head office with more than 100 branches (inclusive of
head office). Thrift banks with head office in Metro Manila are required to have capital accounts of at least
₱500 million for head office only, ₱750 million for head office with up to 10 branches (inclusive of head office),
₱1 billion for head office with 11 to 50 branches (inclusive of head office), and ₱2 billion for head office with more
than 50 branches (inclusive of head office). Banks that existed prior to November 19, 2014, which will not
immediately meet the new minimum capital requirement, may avail themselves of a five-year transition period in
order to fully comply with the minimum capitalization requirements. The same period, reckoned from the same date,
is also given to banks granted with special banking authorities/licenses which require compliance with minimum
capital requirements. These minimum levels of capitalization may be changed by the Monetary Board from time-totime.
For purposes of these requirements, the Manual states that the term capital shall be synonymous to unimpaired capital
and surplus, combined capital accounts and net worth and shall refer to the total of the unimpaired paid-in capital,
surplus and undivided profits, less:


treasury stock;



unbooked allowance for probable losses (including allowance for credit losses and impairment losses) and other
capital adjustments as may be required by the BSP;



total outstanding unsecured credit accommodations, both direct and indirect, to DOSRI granted by the bank;



total outstanding unsecured loans, other credit accommodations and guarantees granted to subsidiaries and
affiliates;



total outstanding unsecured loans, other credit accommodations and guarantees granted to related parties that are
not at an arm’s length terms;



deferred tax assets that rely on future profitability of the bank to be realized net of any (a) allowance for
impairment and (b) associated deferred tax liability if the conditions cited in PAS 12 on income taxes are met;



reciprocal investment in equity of other banks or enterprises, whether foreign or domestic, if the other bank or
enterprise has a reciprocal equity investment in the investing bank, the deduction shall the investment of the bank
or the reciprocal investment of the other bank or enterprises, whichever is lower; and



in the case of rural banks, the government counterpart equity, except those arising from conversion of arrearages
under the BSP rehabilitation program.

According to BSP Circular No. 1027 dated December 28, 2018, deposits for stock subscription recognized as equity
pursuant to Section X128 of the Manual shall be added to capital.
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On July 15, 2014, RA No. 10641 or An Act Allowing the Full Entry of Foreign Banks in the Philippines, Amending
for the Purpose RA No. 7721 (“RA 10641”) further liberalized the industry by providing that the Monetary Board
may authorize foreign banks to acquire up to 100% (previously 60%) of the voting stock of one domestic bank. Under
RA 10641, established, reputable and financially sound foreign banks may be authorized by the Monetary Board to
operate in the Philippine banking system though any one of the following modes of entry: (a) by acquiring, purchasing
or owning up to 100% of the voting stock of an existing bank; (b) by investing in up to 100% of the voting stock of a
new banking subsidiary incorporated under the laws of the Philippines; or (c) by establishing branches with full
banking authority. The foreign bank applicant must be established, reputable and financially sound. Additionally,
such foreign bank must be widely-owned and publicly-listed in its country of origin, unless the foreign bank applicant
is owned and controlled by the government of its country of origin. A foreign bank branch authorized to do banking
business in the Philippines under RA 10641 may open up to five sub-branches as may be approved by the Monetary
Board. Locally incorporated subsidiaries of foreign banks authorized to do banking business in the Philippines under
RA 10641 shall have the same branching privileges as domestic banks of the same category. Privileges shall include
the eligibility to operate under a universal banking authority subject to compliance with existing rules and regulations.
Notwithstanding the entry of foreign banks, the BSP is mandated to adopt necessary measures to ensure that at all
times the control of 60% of the resources or assets of the entire banking system is held by domestic banks, which are
majority-owned by Filipinos.
Under RA 10641, the Monetary Board was authorized to issue such rules and regulations as may be needed to
implement the provisions of RA 10641. On November 6, 2014, the Monetary Board issued Resolution No. 1794
providing for the implementing rules and regulations of RA 10641 and on November 21, 2014, the BSP issued BSP
Circular No. 858, amending the relevant provisions of the Manual, accordingly. On February 15, 2016, BSP issued
BSP Circular No. 902, Series of 2016 to implement the phased lifting of the moratorium on the grant of new banking
license or establishment of new domestic banks pursuant to its policy to promote a competitive banking environment.
The stockholders of individuals related to each other within the fourth degree of consanguinity or affinity, whether
legitimate, illegitimate or common-law, shall be considered family groups or related interests and must be fully
disclosed in all transactions by such an individual with the bank. Moreover, two or more corporations owned or
controlled by the same family group or same group of persons shall be considered related interests, which must be
fully disclosed in all transactions with the bank.
A bank cannot declare dividends greater than its accumulated net profits on hand deducting therefrom its losses and
bad debts. A bank cannot also declare dividends, unless at the time of declaration, it has complied with the following:


clearing account with BSP is not overdrawn;



liquidity floor requirement for government funds;



minimum capitalization requirement and risk-based capital ratios as provided under applicable and existing
capital adequacy framework;



the combined requirement for capital conservation buffer and countercyclical capital buffer as defined in
Appendix 63b of the Manual;



higher loss absorbency requirement, phased-in starting January 1, 2017 with full implementation by January 1,
2019, in accordance with Domestic Systemically Important Bank (“D-SIB”) Framework as provided under
Subsec.X115.5 of the Manual; or



has not committed any unsafe or unsound banking practice as defined under existing regulations and/or major
acts or omissions as determined by BSP to be grounds for suspension of dividend distribution, unless this has
been addressed by the bank as confirmed by the Monetary Board or the Deputy Governor, SES.

Banks are required to ensure compliance with the minimum capital requirements and risk-based capital ratios even
after the dividend distribution.
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Regulations with respect to branches
Section 20 of the General Banking Law provides that universal and commercial banks may open branches within or
outside the Philippines upon prior approval of the BSP. The same provision of law allows banks, with prior approval
from the Monetary Board, to use any or all of their branches as outlets for the presentation and/or sale of financial
products of their allied undertakings or investment house units. In line with this, BSP Circular No. 854 Series of 2014
provides various minimum capitalization requirements for branches of banks, depending on the number of branches
(e.g., ranging from a minimum of ₱6 billion for up to 10 branches of universal banks to a maximum of ₱20 billion for
more than 100 branches of universal banks). For a discussion on the breakdown of minimum capital requirements for
banks, please see “—Regulation Relating to Capital Structure.”
Subject to compliance with the requirements provided in BSP Circular No. 624, issued on October 13, 2008, which
provides for BSP’s branching policy and guidelines, the Bank may apply to the BSP for the establishment of branches
outside its principal or head office. Generally, only universal/commercial and thrift banks may establish branches on
a nationwide basis. Pursuant to BSP Circular No. 759, issued on May 30, 2012, which liberalized the policy on the
establishment of branches by removing the limit set on the number of branches allowed to be applied for by a bank,
once approved, a store should be opened within three years from the date of approval. Pursuant to BSP Circular No.
505, issued on December 22, 2005, banks are allowed to establish branches in the Philippines, except in the cities of
Makati, Mandaluyong, Manila, Paranaque, Pasay, Pasig and Quezon and the municipality of San Juan, Metro Manila.
However, this branching restriction was liberalized pursuant to BSP Circular No. 728, issued on June 23, 2011.
Phase 1 of the liberalization allowed private domestically incorporated universal and commercial banks and thrift
banks with limited store networks in the eight cities or “restricted areas” in Metro Manila until June 30, 2014 to apply
for and establish branches in said restricted areas. In Phase 2, branching in the “restricted” areas was opened to all
banks except rural banks and cooperative banks. However, branches of microfinance-oriented banks and
microfinance-oriented branches of regular banks’ branches that will cater primarily to the credit needs of Barangay
Micro Business Enterprises duly registered under the Barangay micro business enterprises Act of 2002 (“Republic
Act No. 9178”) may be established anywhere upon the fulfillment of certain conditions. BSP Circular No. 759 further
liberalized its policy on the establishment of branches by removing the limit set on the number of branches allowed
to be applied for by a bank.
In BSP Circular No. 987, Series of 2017, the BSP approved the guidelines on the establishment of branch-lite units
amending relevant provisions of the Manual. A branch-lite unit refers to any permanent office or place of business of
a bank, other than its head office or a store which performs limited banking activities and records its transactions in
the books of the head office or the store to which it is annexed.
Regulations with respect to management of banks
The board of directors of a bank must have at least five and a maximum of 15 members. According to the RA No.
11232, or the Revised Corporation Code, the board of banks and quasi-banks must have independent directors
comprising at least 20% of such board. In case of merged or consolidated banks, the number of directors shall not
exceed 21. An independent director is a person who is not an officer or employee of a bank, its subsidiaries or affiliate
or related interests.
Foreigners are allowed to have board seats to the extent of the foreign participation in the equity of the bank.
The Monetary Board shall issue regulations that provide for the qualifications and disqualifications to become a
director or officer of a bank. After due notice to the board of directors of a bank, the Monetary Board may disqualify,
suspend or remove any bank director or officer who commits or omits act which renders him or her unfit for the
position.
The Monetary Board may regulate the payment by the bank of compensation, allowances, bonus, fees, stock options
and fringe benefits to the bank officers and directors only in exceptional cases such as when a bank is under
conservatorship, or is found by the Monetary Board to be conducting business in an unsafe or unsound manner or
when the Monetary Board deems it to be in unsatisfactory condition.
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Except in cases allowed under the Rural Bank Act, no appointive or elective public official, whether full time or part
time, may serve as officer of any private bank, except if the service is incidental to financial assistance provided by
government or government owned and controlled corporation or when allowed by law.
On August 22, 2017, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 971, prescribing the Guidelines on Risk Governance for BSFIs,
and requiring the appointment of a Chief Risk Officer (“CRO”) in universal and commercial banks to head the risk
management function. In addition to overseeing the risk management function, the CRO shall also support the board
of directors in the development of the risk appetite of the BSFI and for translating the risk appetite into a risk limits
structure. The appointment, dismissal and other changes to the CRO requires the prior approval of the board of
directors.
On the same date, the BSP also issued BSP Circular No. 972, prescribing the Enhanced Guidelines in Strengthening
Compliance Frameworks for BSFIs, and requiring the appointment of a Chief Compliance Officer (“CCO”). The
CCO is tasked to oversee the identification and management of the BSFI’s compliance risk and shall supervise the
compliance function staff. Additionally, the board of directors should ensure that a compliance program is defined
for the BSFI and that compliance issues are resolved expeditiously. For this purpose, a board-level committee, chaired
by a non-executive director, shall oversee the compliance program.
Regulations with respect to bank operations
A universal bank, such as the Bank, may open branches or offices within or outside the Philippine subject to the prior
approval by the BSP. A bank and its branches and offices shall be treated as one unit. A bank, with prior approval of
BSP, may likewise use any of its branches as outlets for presentation and/sale of financial products of its allied
undertakings or investment house units.
The Monetary Board shall prescribe the minimum ratio which the net worth of a bank must bear to its total risk assets
which may include contingent accounts. In connection thereto, the Monetary Board may require that the ratio be
determined on the basis of the net worth and risk assets of a bank, its subsidiaries, financial or otherwise and prescribe
the composition and the manner of determining the net worth and total risk assets of bank and their subsidiaries. To
ensure compliance with the set minimum ratio, the Monetary Board may limit or prohibit the distribution of net profits
by such bank and require that such net profit be used to increase the capital accounts of the bank until the minimum
requirement has been met. It may also restrict or prohibit acquisition of major assets and the making of new
investments by the bank.
A universal bank has the authority to: (i) perform activities allowed for commercial banks; (ii) exercise powers of an
investment house; and (iii) invest in non-allied enterprise.
Capital adequacy requirements and reserve requirements
The Philippines adopted capital requirements based on the Basel Capital Accord in July 2001.
On July 1, 2007, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 538, which is the implementing guideline of the revised
International Convergence of Capital Measurement and Capital Standards known as Basel II.
In December 2010, a new update to the Basel Accords, known as Basel III, was issued by the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision (the “BCBS”) containing new standards that modify the structure of regulatory capital. The
Basel III regulations include tighter definitions of Tier 1 capital and Tier 2 capital, the introduction of a leverage ratio,
changes in the risk weighting of counterparty credit risk, a framework for counter-cyclical capital buffers, and short
and medium-term quantitative liquidity ratios. To align with the international standards, the BSP adopted part of the
Basel Committee’s eligibility criteria to determine eligibility of capital instruments to be issued by Philippine banks
and quasi-banks as Hybrid Tier 1 capital and Tier 2 with the issuance of BSP Circular No. 709 effective January 1,
2011, as amended by BSP Circular No. 716.
In January 2012, the BSP announced that the country’s universal and commercial banks, including their subsidiary
banks and quasi-banks, will be required to adopt in full the capital adequacy standards under Basel III with effect from
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January 1, 2014. It aims to replace Basel II, to further strengthen the local bank’s loss absorption capacity and
encourage banks to rely more on core capital instruments like Common Equity Tier 1 (“CET 1”) and Tier 1 issues.
This thus allowed local banks one full year for a parallel run of the old and new guidelines prior to the effectiveness
of the new standards in 2014, marking an accelerated implementation compared to the Basel Committee’s staggered
timeline that stretches from January 2013 to January 2017. On January 15, 2013, the BSP issued the implementing
guidelines for the adoption on January 1, 2014 of the revised capital standards under the Basel III accord for universal
and commercial banks.
The guidelines set new regulatory ratios for banks to meet specific minimum thresholds for CET1 capital and Tier 1
capital in addition to the capital adequacy ratio. The BSP maintained the minimum capital adequacy ratio at 10.0%
and set a minimum CET1 ratio of 6.0% and a minimum Tier 1 capital ratio of 7.5%. The new guidelines also
introduced a CCB of 2.5% which shall be made up of CET1 capital. Under BSP Circular No. 1027 dated
December 28, 2018, net due from head office, branches and subsidiaries outside the Philippines, excluding
accumulated net earnings shall be deducted from CET1 capital.
In addition, banks which issued capital instruments from 2011 will be allowed to count these instruments as Basel IIIeligible until end-2015. However, capital instruments that are not eligible in any of the three components of capital
were derecognized from the determination of the regulatory capital on January 1, 2014.
Under the New Central Bank Act, the BSP requires banks to maintain cash reserves and liquid assets in proportion to
deposits in prescribed ratios. If a bank fails to meet this reserve during a particular week on an average basis, it must
pay a penalty to BSP on the amount of any deficiency.
Under BSP Circular 732 issued on August 3, 2011, as further amended by BSP Circular 753 issued on March 29,
2012, BSP Circular 830 issued on April 3, 2014, BSP Circular 832 issued on May 27, 2014, BSP Circular 997 issued
on February 15, 2018, BSP Circular 1004 issued on May 24, 2018, BSP Circular 1041 issued on May 29, 2019, BSP
Circular 1054 issued on October 11, 2019, and BSP Circular 1056 issued on October 22, 2019, universal and
commercial banks are required to maintain regular reserves, effective week of November 1, 2019 of: (a) 15% against
demand deposits, savings deposit (excluding basic deposit accounts), time deposits, negotiable certificates of time
deposits, long-term non-negotiable tax-exempt certificates of time deposits, and deposit substitutes, Peso deposits
lodged under due to foreign banks, Peso deposits lodged under due to head office/branches/agencies abroad
(Philippine branch of a foreign bank); (b) 15% against negotiable order of withdrawal accounts; (c) 0% against deposit
substitutes evidenced by repossession agreements and interbank call loan (IBCL); (d) 4% against long-term negotiable
certificates of time deposits; (e) 3% against bonds; and (f) 0% against basic deposit accounts, as defined in Section
X222 of the Manual.
On October 29, 2014, the Monetary Board approved the guidelines for the implementation of higher capital
requirements on D-SIBs by the BSP under Basel IIII. Banks deemed as D-SIBs by the BSP are required to maintain
capital surcharges to enhance their loss absorbency and thus mitigate any adverse side effects both to the banking
system and to the economy should any of the D-SIBs fail. The assessment started in 2014 with the BSP informing
banks confidentially of their D-SIB status in 2015. To determine the banks’ systemic importance, the BSP will assess
and assign weights using the indicator-based measurement approach based on the following: size, interconnectedness,
substitutability, and complexity. Depending on how they score against these indicators and the buckets to which the
scores correspond, the D-SIBs will have varying levels of additional loss absorbency requirements ranging from 1.0%
to 2.5%. Aside from the added capital pressure, D-SIBs may be put at an undue disadvantage compared to Global
Systemically Important Banks (“G-SIBs”) given that this framework was patterned for regional/global banks and thus
may not be appropriate for local banks. The phased-in compliance started on January 1, 2017 and became fully
effective on January 1, 2019.
In May 2015, the BSP approved the guidelines for the implementation of Basel III leverage ratio (computed as banks’
Tier 1 capital divided by its total on-book and off-book exposure). On June 9, 2015, the BSP issued BSP Circular No.
881 on the implementing guidelines and accordingly, amending the relevant provisions of the guidelines. Under the
guidelines, universal and commercial banks are required to maintain a minimum leverage ratio of 5%, which is more
stringent than the 3% minimum leverage ratio under Basel III by January 1, 2017 (which compliance period was
extended to January 1, 2018 based on BSP Circular No. 943 issued in 2017). The guidelines also provide for a
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monitoring period up to the end of 2016 during which banks are required to submit periodic reports; however,
sanctions will not be imposed on banks whose leverage ratios fall below the required 5% minimum during the period.
However, sanctions were not imposed on banks whose leverage ratios fell below the required 5% minimum during
the period. The leverage ratio serves as a backstop measure to the risk-based capital requirements. While this has no
material impact given that Philippine banks’ ratios are above the required minimum, the leverage ratio along with
other pending components of Basel III point to an increasing regulatory burden on banks. On January 26, 2017, the
BSP issued BSP Circular No. 943 which approved the one-year extension of the Basel III Leverage Ratio monitoring
period from December 31, 2016 to December 31, 2017, and set new deadlines for the submission of the reporting and
disclosure requirements. During the monitoring period, the BSP will continue to assess the calibration and treatment
of the components of the leverage ratio. The leverage ratio serves as a backstop measure to the risk-based capital
requirements. While this has no material impact given that Philippine banks’ ratios are above the required minimum,
the leverage ratio along with other pending components of Basel III point to increasing regulatory burden on banks.
On January 22, 2018, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 990 which approved the extension of the Basel III Leverage
Ratio monitoring period from December 31, 2017 to June 30, 2018, and set new deadlines for the submission of the
reporting and disclosure requirements. The monitoring of the leverage ratio shall be implemented as a Pillar 1
minimum requirement effective on July 1, 2018.
Further, local banks face new liquidity requirements, namely, the LCR and the Net Stable Funding Ratio (“NFSR”),
under Basel III. The LCR requires banks to hold sufficient level of High Quality Liquid Assets (“HQLAs”) to enable
them to withstand a 30 day-liquidity stress scenario. Meanwhile, the NSFR requires that banks’ assets and activities
are structurally funded with long-term and more stable funding sources. While both ratios are intended to strengthen
banks’ ability to absorb shocks and minimize negative spillovers to the real economy, compliance with these ratios
may also further increase competition among banks for deposits as well as HQLAs. In March 2016, the Monetary
Board approved the LCR framework with an observation period from July 1, 2016 until the end of 2017, during which
banks are required to commence reporting their LCR to the BSP. Starting January 1, 2018, banks were required to
meet a 90% LCR threshold, which was increased to 100% commencing on January 1, 2019 for universal and
commercial banks. On June 6, 2018, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 1007 which sets out the guidelines on the
adoption of the Basel III Framework on Liquidity Standards - NSFR. The internationally agreed start date for the
phase-in of liquidity requirements is January 1, 2015. On March 15, 2019, the Monetary Board approved the extension
of the observation period for the LCR and NSFR for subsidiary banks and quasi banks of universal and commercial
banks until December 31, 2019, moving the effectivity dates of said ratios to January 1, 2020. During the extended
observation period, subsidiary banks and quasi-banks of universal and commercial banks are required to comply with
a 70% LCR and NSFR, which shall increase to 100% on January 1, 2020. On March 15, 2019, the Monetary Board
also approved enhancements to the LCR and minimum liquidity ratio guidelines, including netting of cash inflows
and outflows for the LCR framework, and counting interbank placements as eligible liquid assets and adjusting
qualifying liabilities through conversion factors to retail current and regular savings deposits worth ₱500,000 and
below and certain liability accounts.
On February 12, 2016, the Monetary Board approved the guidelines on the submission of a recovery plan by D-SIBs
which shall form part of the D-SIBs’ Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (“ICAAP”) submitted to the BSP
every 31st of March of each year. The recovery plan identifies the course of action that a D-SIB should undertake to
restore its viability in cases of significant deterioration of its financial condition in different scenarios. At the latest,
the recovery plan shall be activated when the D-SIB breaches the total required CET1 capital, the higher loss
absorbency (“HLA”) capital requirement and/or the minimum liquidity ratios as may be prescribed by the BSP. As a
preemptive measure, the recovery plan should use early warning indicators with specific levels (i.e., quantitative
indicators supplemented by qualitative indicators) that will activate the recovery plan even before the above-said
breaches happen. This preparatory mechanism, including the operational procedures, monitoring, escalation and
approval process should be clearly defined in the recovery plan. The ICAAP document which includes the first
recovery plan was submitted on June 30, 2016 and will be re submitted on the 31st of March of each year.
In addition, Basel III capital rules for banks include setting up a countercyclical capital buffer (“CCyB”) wherein
banks build up the required level of capital during boom times and draw down on the buffer in the event of an adverse
turn in the cycle or during periods of stress, thus helping to absorb losses. On December 6, 2018, the BSP issued
guidelines on CCyB. BSP Circular No. 1024 imposes a CCB of 2.5% and a CCyB of 0% subject to upwards
adjustment to a rate determined by the Monetary Board when systemic conditions warrant but not to exceed 2.5%.
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Any increase in the CCyB rate shall be effective 12 months after its announcement, while decreases shall be effective
immediately. The circular further provides that the HLA requirement shall be on top of the combined requirement for
CCB and CCyB. Under the Bank for International Settlements (“BIS”), the CCB became fully effective on
January 1, 2019.
In October 2014, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 855 which provides for new guidelines on sound credit risk
management practices. BSP Circular No. 855 mandates banks to establish appropriate credit risk strategy and policies,
processes and procedures including cash flow-based credit evaluation process, and tighter provisioning guidelines.
These are seen to increase costs as banks may have to upgrade their risk management systems and provisioning
requirements.
Additionally, BSP Circular No. 855 sets the collateral value (“CV”) for a loan backed up by real estate to only 60%
of its appraised value. Banks will still be allowed to lend more than 60% of the CV; however, the portion above 60%
will be considered unsecured, thus requiring banks to set up loan loss provisions accordingly. The CV ruling should
not be mistaken for the loanable value, which is the loan amount extended by banks to its borrowers. The current
industry practice is a LTV ratio of 70%-80%, which some banks may continue to grant provided that they have strict
and consistent lending standards, adequate capital buffer and provisions. This new ruling, along with other BSP
regulations intended to avert a property bubble, could result in an overall slowdown in lending to the real estate sector
as banks adjust to these rulings.
On October 9, 2014, the Monetary Board decided to increase the minimum capital requirement for all bank categories
including universal, commercial, thrift, rural and cooperative banks. This is in line with the BSP’s efforts of further
strengthening the banking system. Under this regulation, the minimum capital for universal and commercial banks
will be tiered based on network size as indicated by the number of branches. Existing banks that will not immediately
meet the new minimum capital requirement may avail of a five-year transition period to fully comply. Such banks
will be required to submit a capital build-up program that is acceptable. Banks that fail to comply with the minimum
capital requirements or fail to propose an acceptable capital build-up program face curtailment of future expansion
plans. For universal banks, the minimum capitalization was changed from the previous ₱4.95 billion, which was
applicable to all, to ₱3.0 billion for banks with head office only, ₱6.0 billion for banks with up to 10 branches,
₱15.0 billion for banks with 11 to 100 branches and ₱20.0 billion for banks with more than 100 branches.
To better monitor the banking industry’s exposure to the property sector, the BSP in September 2012 approved the
guidelines that effectively widened the scope of banks’ real estate exposures to include mortgages and loans extended
to the following: individuals to finance the acquisition/construction of residential real estate for own occupancy as
well as land developers and construction companies for the development of socialized and low-cost housing.
Securities investments issued for purposes of financing real estate activities are also included under the new guidelines.
Banks were required to submit the expanded report starting end-December 2012.
Further on June 27, 2014, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 839 requiring banks to undergo real estate stress tests
while setting prudential limits for banks’ real estate exposures to ensure that they have adequate capital to absorb
potential losses to the property sector. Universal and commercial banks as well as thrift banks must meet a capital
adequacy ratio of 10% of qualifying capital after adjusting for the stress test results. Further, universal and commercial
banks and their thrift bank subsidiaries are required to maintain a level of CET1 capital that is at least 6% of qualifying
capital after factoring in the stress scenario. In addition, banks are mandated to submit quarterly report of their real
estate exposures, in line with the new real estate stress test capital requirements.
On October 10, 2017, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 976 which approved amendments to the expanded report on
the real estate exposure of banks, and required the submission of a report on project finance exposures to enable the
BSP to gather more granular information regarding these exposures. It also clarified the definition of loans to finance
infrastructure projects for public use that are currently exempt from the 20% limit on real estate loans.
On November 23, 2017, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 983 that prescribes the reduction in the reserve requirement
rate on repurchase transactions, as well as sets forth the features of the repurchase program that shall be eligible for
the zero reserve rate requirement. Deposit substitutes evidenced by repurchase agreements covering government
securities that are transacted in an organized market under the Government Securities Repo Program shall be subject
to the reserve requirement of zero percent (0%) beginning the first week of December 2017.
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Limitations on operations
The Single Borrower’s Limit
Except as prescribed by Monetary Board for reasons of national interest, the total amount of loan, credit
accommodations and guarantees (determined on the total credit commitment) that may be extended by a bank to any
person or entity shall at no time exceed 20.0% of the net worth of the bank (or 30.0% of the net worth of the bank in
the event that certain types and levels of security are provided). This ceiling may be adjusted by the Monetary Board
from time to time. As of December 31, 2011, the ceiling applicable to the Bank was 25.0% (or 35.0% of the net worth
of the bank in the event that certain types and levels of security are provided). The ceiling may be increased by the
following percentages: (a) an additional 10% of the net worth of the bank as long as the additional liabilities are
secured by shipping documents, trust or warehouse receipts or other similar documents which cover marketable, nonperishable goods which must be fully covered by insurance, (b) an additional 25% of the net worth of the bank
provided that: (i) the additional loans, credit accommodations and guarantees are used to finance the infrastructure
and/or development projects under the Public-Private Partnership Program of the government duly certified by the
Secretary of Socio-Economic Planning; (ii) these additional liabilities should not exceed 25% of the net worth of the
bank; and (iii) the additional 25% shall only be allowed for a period of six years from December 6, 2010; and (c) an
additional 15% of the net worth of the bank provided that the additional loans, credit accommodations and guarantees
are used to finance oil importation of oil companies which are not subsidiaries or affiliates of the lending bank which
is also engaged in energy and power generation. To encourage BSFIs to engage in agricultural value chain financing,
the total amount of loans, credit accommodations and guarantees may also be increased by an additional 25.0% granted
to entities, which act as value chain aggregators of the lending banks’ clients, and/or economically-linked entities that
are also actors/players in the value chain, which shall only be for a period of three years from March 14, 2016, subject
to review after said period.
The limitations shall not apply to (a) loans and other credit accommodations secured by obligations of the BSP or of
the Government; (b) loans and other credit accommodations fully guaranteed by the Government as to the payment
of principal and interest; (c) loans and other credit accommodations secured by U.S. Treasury Notes and other
securities issued by central governments and central banks of foreign countries with the highest credit quality given
by any two internationally accepted rating agencies; (d) loans and other credit accommodations to the extent covered
by the hold-out on or assignment of, deposits maintained in the lending bank and held in the Philippines; (e) loans,
credit accommodations and acceptances under letters of credit to the extent covered by margin deposits; and (f) other
loans or credit accommodations which the Monetary Board may from time to time specify as non-risk items. On
July 5, 2017, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 965, approving the guidelines on the exclusion from the Single
Borrower’s Limit of banks and quasi-banks’ short-term exposures to clearing and settlement banks arising from
payment transactions.
On April 30, 2018, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 1001 which provided for a separate individual limit of 25.0% of
the net worth of the lending bank for loans, credit accommodations and guarantees granted by a bank to an entity for
the purpose of project finance. The applicability of the separate individual limit shall be subject to the following
conditions: (a) the unsecured portion shall not exceed 12.5% of the net worth of the lending bank when the project is
already operational; (b) such project finance loans are for the purpose of undertaking initiatives that are in line with
the priority programs and projects of the government; (c) the lending bank shall ensure that the standard prudential
controls in project finance loans designed to safeguard creditors’ interests are in place, which may include pledge of
a borrower’s shares, assignment of the borrower’s assets, assignment of all revenues and cash waterfall accounts, and
assignment of project document; (d) the lending bank shall consider its total project finance exposures in complying
with the guidelines in managing large exposures and credit risk concentrations; (e) the subsidiary or affiliate is not a
related interest of any of the director, officer, and/or stockholder of the lending bank; and (f) the total outstanding
loans, other credit accommodations and guarantees to all subsidiaries and affiliates shall be subject to the aggregate
limits for related party transactions.
Limitation on DOSRI Transactions
No director or officer of any bank shall directly or indirectly, for himself or as the representative or agent of others,
borrow from such bank nor shall he become a guarantor, endorser or surety for loans from such bank to others, or in
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the manner be an obligor or incur any contractual liability to the bank except with the written approval of the majority
of all the directors of the bank, excluding the director concerned.
After due notice to the Board of Directors of the bank, the office of any officer or director who violates the DOSRI
limitation may be declared vacant and such erring officer or director shall be subject to the penal provisions of the
New Central Bank Act. The DOSRI account shall be limited to an amount equivalent to their respective unencumbered
deposits and book value of their paid-in capital contribution in the bank. The limitation excludes loans, credit
accommodations and guarantees secured by assets which the Monetary Board considers as non-risk.
On June 2, 2016, the Monetary Board approved the revisions to prudential policy on loans, other credit
accommodations, and guarantees granted to DOSRIs. The Monetary Board approved the exclusion of loans, other
credit accommodation and guarantees granted by a bank to its DOSRI for the purpose of project finance from the 30%
unsecured individual ceiling during the project gestation phase, provided, that the bank shall ensure that standard
prudential controls in project finance loans designed to safeguard creditors’ interests are in place, which may include
pledge of the borrower’s shares, assignment of the borrower’s assets, assignment of all revenues and cash waterfall
accounts, and assignment of project documents.
On June 23, 2016, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 914, Series of 2016 amending the prudential policy on loans,
other credit accommodations, and guarantees granted to DOSRI, subsidiaries and affiliates. BSP Circular No. 914
has raised the ceilings on the exposures of subsidiaries and affiliates of banks to priority programs particularly
infrastructure projects under the Philippine Development Plan / Public Investment Program (“PDP/PIP”) needed to
support economic growth. The exposures to subsidiaries and affiliates in PDP/PIP projects will now be subject to
higher individual and unsecured limits of 25% instead of 10% and 12.5% instead of 5% of the net worth of the lending
bank, respectively, subject to conditions. Further, the circular also provides for a refined definition of “related interest”
and “affiliates” to maintain the prudential requirements and preempt potential abuse in a borrowing transaction
between the related entities. The circular also amends the capital treatment of exposures to affiliates by weighing the
risk of both the secured and unsecured loans granted to the latter.
Limitations on Loans and Credit Accommodations
As a general rule, loan and other credit accommodation against real estate shall not exceed 60% of the appraised value
of the real estate security plus 60% of the appraised value of the insured improvements, and such loans may be made
to the owner of the real estate or to his assignees, except for the following which shall be allowed a maximum value
of 70% of the appraised value of the insured improvements: (a) residential loans not exceeding ₱3.5 million to finance
the acquisition or improvement of residential units; and (b) housing loans extended by or guaranteed under the
Government’s “National Shelter Program”, such as the Expanded Housing Loans Program of the Home Development
Mutual Fund and the mortgage and guaranty and credit insurance program of the Home Insurance and Guaranty
Corporation. Prior to lending on an unsecured basis, a bank must investigate the borrower’s financial position and
ability to service the debt and must obtain certain documentation from the borrower, such as financial statements and
tax returns. Any unsecured lending should be only for a time period essential for completion of the operations to be
financed. Likewise, loans against chattels and intangible properties shall not exceed 75% of the appraised value of
the security and such loans may be made to the title-holder of the unencumbered chattels and intangible properties or
his assignee.
On February 4, 2008, the BSP issued Circular No. 600 removing interbank loans from the total loan base to be used
in computing the aggregate limit on real estate loans and amending the inclusions and exclusions to be observed in
the computation.
On October 10, 2017, the BSP issued Circular No. 976 which approved amendments to the expanded report on the
real estate exposure of banks and required the submission of a report on project finance exposures to enable the BSP
to gather more granular information regarding these exposures. It also clarified the definition of loans to finance
infrastructure projects for public use that are currently exempt from the 20% limit on real estate loans.
On October 27, 2017, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 978 which provided for exclusion of the portion of loans and
other credit accommodation covered by guarantees of international/regional institutions/multilateral financial
institutions where the Philippine Government is a member/shareholder, from the ceilings on total outstanding loans,
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other credit accommodations and guarantees granted to banks’ subsidiaries and affiliates. BSP Circular No. 978
excluded the following in determining compliance with the ceilings provided under BSP Circular No. 914: (1) Loans,
other credit accommodations and guarantees secured by assets considered as non-risk under existing BSP regulations;
(2) Interbank call loans; and (3) The portion of loans and other credit accommodations covered by guarantees of
international/regional institutions/multilateral financial institutions where the Philippine Government is a
member/shareholder, such as the International Finance Corporation and the Asian Development Bank.
Limitation on Investments
The total investment of a universal bank in equities of allied and non-allied enterprises shall not exceed 50% of its net
worth. Moreover, the equity investment in any one enterprise whether allied or non-allied, shall not exceed 25% of
the net worth of the universal bank. Net worth for this purpose is defined as the total unimpaired paid-in capital
including paid-in surplus, retained earnings and undivided profit, net of valuation reserves and other adjustments as
may be required by BSP. The Monetary Board must approve such acquisition of equities. Further, the BSP may
impose conditions on the any approval of a major investment and has the authority to seek corrective action.
A universal bank can own up to 100% of the equity in a thrift bank, a rural bank or a financial or non-financial allied
enterprise. A publicly listed universal bank, such as the Bank, may own up to 100% of the voting stock of only one
other universal or commercial bank. However, with respect to non-allied enterprise, the equity investment in such
enterprise by a universal bank shall not exceed 35% of the total equity in the enterprise nor shall it exceed 35% of the
voting stock in that enterprise.
A bank’s total investment in real estate and improvements including bank equipment shall not exceed 50% of the
combined capital accounts. Further, the bank’s investment in another corporation engaged primarily in real estate
shall be considered as part of the bank’s total investment in real estate, unless otherwise provided by the Monetary
Board.
The limitation stated above shall not apply with respect to real estate acquired by way of satisfaction of claims.
However, all these properties must be disposed by the bank within a period of five years or as may be prescribed by
the Monetary Board.
Prohibition to act as Insurer
A bank is prohibited from directly engaging in insurance business as the insurer.
Permitted Services
In addition to the operations incidental to its banking functions, a bank may perform the following services:


receive in custody funds, documents and valuable objects;



act as financial agent and buy and sell, by order of and for the account of their customers, shares evidences of
indebtedness and all types of securities;



upon prior approval of the Monetary Board, act as the managing agent, adviser, consultant or administrator of
investment management/advisory/consultancy accounts; and



rent out safety deposit boxes.

Anti-Money Laundering Act of 2001
The AMLA, as amended, requires covered institutions such as banks including its subsidiaries and affiliates, to provide
for customer identification, record keeping and reporting of covered and suspicious transactions.
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On February 15, 2013, Republic Act No. 10365, which took effect on March 7, 2013, expanded the AMLA covered
institutions and crimes. Additions to the enumeration of covered persons include jewelry selling agents for
transactions in excess of ₱1 million; company service providers, or those who form companies for third parties, hold
positions as directors or corporate secretaries for third parties, provide business addresses or engage in correspondence
or act as nominee shareholder for others. Likewise, the following persons were added to the list: persons (a) who
manage their client’s money, security or other assets, or (b) who manage bank or securities accounts, or (c) who
organize funds for the creation, operation or management of companies, or (d) who create, operate or manage entities
or relationships, or (e) buy and sell business entities. In July 2017, RA No. 10927 further expanded the coverage of
AMLA to include casinos for a single casino cash transaction involving an amount in excess of ₱5 million or its
equivalent in any other currency.
Covered transactions are single transactions in cash or other equivalent monetary instrument involving a total amount
in excess of ₱500,000.00 within one Banking Day, and for covered persons under Section 3(a)(8), a single casino
transaction involving an amount in excess of ₱5 million or its equivalent in any other currency.
Suspicious transactions are transactions with covered institutions such as a bank, regardless of the amount involved,
where any of the following circumstances exists:


there is no underlying legal or trade obligation, purpose or economic justification;



the customer or client is not properly identified;



the amount involved is not commensurate with the business or financial capacity of the client;



the transaction is structured to avoid being the subject of reporting requirements under the AMLA;



there is a deviation from the client’s profile or past transaction;



the transaction is related to an unlawful activity or offence under the AMLA;



similar or analogous transactions to the above.

Failure by any responsible official or employee of a bank to maintain and safely store all records of all transactions of
the bank, including closed accounts, for five years from date of transaction/closure of account shall be subject to a
penalty of six months to one year imprisonment and/or fine of ₱500,000.00
Malicious reporting of completely unwarranted or false information relative to money laundering transaction against
any person is punishable by six months to four years imprisonment and a fine of not less than ₱100,000.00 and not
more than ₱500,000.00.
In compliance with the law, banks, their officers and employees are prohibited from communicating directly or
indirectly to any person or entity, the media, the fact that a covered or suspicious transaction has been reported or is
about to be reported, the contents of the report, or any information relating to such report. Neither may such report be
published or aired in any manner or form by the mass media, electronic mail, or other similar devices. A violation of
this rule is deemed a criminal act.
Money laundering is committed by any person who, knowing that any monetary instrument or property represents,
involves, or relates to the proceeds of any unlawful activity:
(a)

transacts said monetary instrument or property;

(b)

converts, transfers, disposes of, moves, acquires, possesses or uses said monetary instrument or property;

(c)

conceals or disguises the true nature, source, location, disposition, movement or ownership of or rights with
respect to said monetary instrument or property;
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(d)

attempts or conspires to commit money laundering offenses referred to in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c);

(e)

aids, abets, assists in or counsels the commission of the money laundering offenses referred to in
paragraphs (a), (b) or (c) above;

(f)

performs or fails to perform any act as a result of which the person facilitates the offense of money laundering
referred to in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c) above; and

(g)

knowingly fails to disclose and file with Anti-Money Laundering Council (“AMLC”) any monetary
instrument or property required to be disclosed and filed.

Under AMLA, banks, as covered persons, are required to report to the AMLC all covered transactions and suspicious
transactions within a period of five working days from occurrence thereof, unless the AMLC prescribes a different
period not exceeding 15 working days. The Court of Appeals of the Philippines (“Court of Appeals”), upon verified
ex-parte application by the AMLC and after determination that probable cause exists that any monetary instrument or
property is in any way related to an unlawful activity as defined in the AMLA, has the authority to issue a freeze order
which shall be effective immediately, and which shall not exceed six months depending upon the circumstances of
the case. However, if no case is filed against a person whose account has been frozen within the period determined
by the Court of Appeals (but not exceeding six months), the freeze order shall be deemed automatically lifted,
provided, that a freeze order is without prejudice to an asset preservation order which the relevant trial court may issue
upon the same assets. Further, a freeze order or asset preservation order shall be limited only to the amount of cash
or monetary instrument or value of property which the court finds probable cause to consider such property as proceeds
of the predicate crime.
BSP Circular No. 495 issued on September 20, 2005, as amended by BSP Circular 527 issued on April 28, 2006,
required all universal and commercial banks to adopt an electronic money laundering transaction monitoring system
by October 14, 2007. The said system should, at the minimum, be able to detect and raise to the bank’s attention,
transactions and/or accounts that qualify either as “covered transactions” or “suspicious transactions” as defined under
AMLA.
BSP Memorandum No. M2012-017 issued on April 4, 2012, as affirmed by BSP Circular No. 950 issued on March 15,
2017 likewise requires all covered banking institutions to comply with the anti-money laundering risk rating system
(“ARRS”), a supervisory system that aims to ensure that mechanisms to prevent money laundering and terrorist
funding are in place and effectively implemented in banking institutions. Under the ARRS, each institution is rated
based on the following factors: (a) efficient board of directors and senior management oversight; (b) sound antimoney laundering policies and procedures embodied in a money laundering and terrorist financing prevention program
duly approved by the board of directors; (c) robust internal controls and audit; and (d) effective implementation. BSP
Circular No. 950, further provides for specific requirements on having a risk-based approach to customer identification
by covered institutions, an ongoing monitoring of customers, accounts, and transactions, and a policy of nondiscrimination against certain types of customers.
Institutions that are subject to AMLA are also required to establish and record the identities of their clients based on
official documents. In addition, all records of transactions are required to be maintained and stored for a minimum of
ten years from the date of a transaction. Records of closed accounts must also be kept for five years after their closure.
On April 20, 2018, the AMLC issued AMLC Letter No. AMLET-18-03, providing for Operational Guidelines in the
Conduct of the 2018 Third Round Mutual Evaluation of the Philippines (the “Guidelines”). The Guidelines aim to
(a) create an inter-agency Mutual Evaluation Working Group and sub-working groups; (b) enumerate the functions
and obligations of the member-agencies with respect to the Mutual Evaluation process; (c) outline the Mutual
Evaluation process and provide guidance as to the different components of the process; (d) provide timelines for the
Mutual Evaluation process and Mutual Evaluation-related activities; (e) enumerate effects of a “non-compliant” or
“poor” Mutual Evaluation; and (f) lay down the framework towards the adoption of a national anti-money
laundering/counter-financing of terrorism (“AML/CFT”) Strategy. The Guidelines are addressed to all participating
government agencies and other entities.
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The Mutual Evaluation is a government-wide concern as what will be assessed is the compliance of the Philippines
with the Financial Action Task Force Forty Recommendations and the effectiveness of its AML/CFT regime. The
entire Mutual Evaluation process spans two (2) years, and will require the support and active participation of various
government agencies, including supervisory authorities, law enforcement agencies, and public and private
stakeholders. The Philippines will be evaluated by a pool of experts from Financial Intelligence Units from other
member-jurisdictions of the Asia-Pacific Group on Money Laundering (“APG”), pursuant to the APG’s membership
rules.
ANTI-TRUST LAWS
The Philippine Competition Act
RA No. 10667, or the Philippine Competition Act (“PCA”) was signed into law on July 21, 2015 and took effect on
August 8, 2015. This is the first anti-trust statute in the Philippines and it provides the competition framework in the
Philippines. The PCA was enacted to enhance economic efficiency and promote free and fair competition in trade,
industry and all commercial economic activities. To implement its objectives, the PCA provides for the creation of a
Philippine Competition Commission (the “PCC”), an independent quasi-judicial agency with five commissioners.
Among its powers are to: conduct investigations, issue subpoenas, conduct administrative proceedings, and impose
administrative fines and penalties. To conduct a search and seizure, however, the PCC must still apply for a warrant
with the relevant court.
The PCA prohibits and imposes sanctions on: (a) anti-competitive agreements between or among competitions,
(b) mergers and acquisitions which have the object or effect of substantially preventing, restricting or lessening
competition, and (c) practices which are regarded as abuse of dominant position, by engaging in conduct that would
substantially prevent, restrict or lessen competition, such as selling goods or services below cost to drive out
competition, imposing barriers to entry or prevent competitors from growing, and setting prices or terms that
discriminate unreasonably between customers or sellers or the same goods, subject to certain exceptions.
On June 3, 2016, the PCC issued the implementing rules and regulations of the PCA (“IRR”). Under the IRR, as a
general rule, parties to a merger or acquisition are required to notify the PCC when: (a) the aggregate annual gross
revenues in, into or from the Philippines, or value of the assets in the Philippines of the ultimate parent entity of the
acquiring or the acquired entities exceed ₱1 billion; and (b) the value of the transaction exceeds ₱1 billion, as
determined in the IRR; while parties to a joint venture transaction shall be subject to the notification requirement if
either (a) the aggregate value of the assets that will be combined in the Philippines or contributed into the proposed
joint venture exceeds ₱1 billion, or (b) the gross revenues generated in the Philippines by assets to be combined in the
Philippines or contributed into the proposed joint venture exceed ₱1 billion.
On March 10, 2018, the PCC issued Memorandum Circular No. 1-001 (“MC No. 18-001”) to amend Section 3, Rule 4
of the IRR to increase the initial thresholds. Under MC No. 18-001, parties to a merger or acquisition are required to
provide notification when: (a) the aggregate annual gross revenues in, into or from the Philippines, or value of the
assets in the Philippines of the ultimate parent entity of at least one of the acquiring or acquired entities, including that
of all entities that the ultimate parent entity controls, directly or indirectly, exceed ₱5 billion; and (b) the value of the
transaction exceeds ₱2 billion, as determined in the IRR; while parties to a joint venture transaction shall be subject
to the notification requirement if either (a) the aggregate value of the assets will be combined in the Philippines or
contributed into the proposed joint venture exceeds ₱2 billion; or (b) the gross revenues generated in the Philippines
by assets to be combined in the Philippines or contributed into the proposed joint venture exceed ₱2 billion. As
provided in MC No. 18-001, the thresholds shall be automatically adjusted commencing on March 1, 2019 and on
March 1st of every succeeding year, using as index the Philippine Statistics Authority’s official estimate of the
nominal gross domestic product growth of the previous calendar year rounded up to the nearest hundred million. The
revised thresholds, however, shall not apply to mergers or acquisitions pending review by the PCC; notifiable
transactions consummated before the effectivity of the memorandum circular; and transactions already subject of a
decision by the PCC.
PCC Advisory 2019-001 further adjusted the thresholds such that effective March 1, 2019, parties to a merger or
acquisition are required to provide notification when: (a) the aggregate annual gross revenues in, into or from the
Philippines, or value of the assets in the Philippines of the ultimate parent entity of at least one of the acquiring or
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acquired entities, including that of all entities that the ultimate parent entity controls, directly or indirectly, exceed
₱5.6 billion; and (b) the value of the transaction exceeds ₱2.2 billion, as determined in the IRR; while parties to a joint
venture transaction shall be subject to the notification requirement if either (a) the aggregate value of the assets will
be combined in the Philippines or contributed into the proposed joint venture exceeds ₱2.2 billion; or (b) the gross
revenues generated in the Philippines by assets to be combined in the Philippines or contributed into the proposed
joint venture exceed ₱2.2 billion.
Violations of the PCA and the IRR have severe consequences. Under the PCA and the IRR, a transaction that meets
the thresholds and does not comply with the notification requirements and waiting periods shall be considered void
and will subject the parties to an administrative fine of one percent (1%) to five percent (5%) of the value of the
transaction. Criminal penalties for entities that enter into anti-competitive agreements, as defined, include: (a) a fine
of not less than ₱50 million but not more than ₱250 million; and (b) imprisonment for two to seven years for directors
and management personnel who knowingly and willfully participate in such criminal offenses. Administrative fines
of ₱100 million to ₱250 million may be imposed on entities found violating prohibitions against anti-competitive
agreements and abuse of dominant position. Treble damages may be imposed by the PCC or the courts, as the case
may be, where the violation involves the trade or movement of basic necessities and prime commodities.
On September 15, 2017, the PCC published the 2017 Rules of Procedure (“Rules”) which apply to investigations,
hearings, and proceedings of the PCC, except to matters involving mergers and acquisitions unless otherwise provided.
It prescribes procedures for fact-finding or preliminary inquiry and full administrative investigations by the PCC. The
Rules also include non-adversarial remedies such as the issuance of binding rulings, show cause orders, and consent
orders.
On November 23, 2017, the PCC published the 2017 Rules on Merger Procedures which provides the procedure for
the review or investigation of mergers and acquisition pursuant to the IRR. The 2017 Rules on Merger Procedures
provides, among others, that parties to a merger that meets the thresholds in Section 3 of Rule 4 of the IRR are required
to notify the PCC within thirty (30) days from the signing of definitive agreements relating to the notifiable merger.
DATA PRIVACY LAWS
Data Privacy Act
RA No. 10173, otherwise known as the Data Privacy Act of 2012 (“Data Privacy Act”), was signed into law on
August 15, 2012, to govern the processing of all types of personal information (i.e., personal, sensitive, and privileged
information) in the hands of the government or private natural or juridical person through the use of Information and
Communications System (“ICT”), which refers to a system for generating, sending, receiving, storing or otherwise
processing electronic data messages or electronic documents and includes the computer system or other similar device
by or which data is recorded, transmitted or stored and any procedure related to the recording, transmission or storage
of electronic data, electronic message, or electronic document. While the law expressly provides that it does not apply
to certain types of information, including those necessary for banks and other financial institutions under the
jurisdiction of BSP to comply with the AMLA and other applicable laws, the said law applies to all other personal
information obtained by banks for other purposes. It mandated the creation of a National Privacy Commission, which
shall administer and implement the provisions of the Data Privacy Act and ensure compliance of the Philippines with
international standards set for data protection. The Philippines recognizes the need to protect the fundamental human
right of privacy and of communication, while ensuring free flow of information to promote innovation and growth. It
also identifies the vital role of information and communications technology in nation building and its inherent
obligation to ensure that personal information in ICT in the government and in the private sector are secured and
protected.
The Data Privacy Act seeks to protect the confidentiality of “personal information”, which is defined as “any
information, whether recorded in material form or not, from which the identity of an individual is apparent or can be
reasonably and directly ascertained by the entity holding the information, or when put together with other information
would directly and certainly identify an individual.” The law provides for certain rights of a data subject or an
individual whose personal information is being processed. The law imposes certain obligations on “personal
information controllers” and “personal information processors”. It also provides for penal and monetary sanctions for
violations of its provisions.
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Electronic Banking Operations
The BSP has prescribed prudential guidelines in the conduct of electronic banking, which refers to systems that enable
bank customers to avail themselves of a bank’s products and services through a personal computer (using direct
modem dial-in, internet access, or both) or a telephone. Applicant banks must prove that they have in place a risk
management process that is adequate to assess, control, and monitor any risks arising from the proposed electronic
banking activities.
BSP Circular No. 542, dated September 1, 2006, released new guidelines on the protection of electronic banking
customers. These guidelines set specific requirements in the following areas: (a) oversight by a bank’s board of
directors, and other concerned officers over its electronic banking activities; (b) the development of a risk management
policy and internal controls over its electronic banking activities; (c) the implementation of a consumer awareness
program for the customers of banks; (d) development of policy on disclosures and transparencies, and the availability
of electronic banking service; and (e) the development of complaint resolution procedure for unauthorized transactions
in electronic banking. Private domestic banks with a BSP-approved electronic banking facility may accept payment
of fees and other charges of a similar nature for the account of the departments, bureaus, offices and agencies of the
government as well as all government-owned and controlled corporations. The funds accepted shall be treated as
deposit liabilities subject to existing regulations on government deposits and shall not exceed the minimum working
balance of such government entities.
BSP Circular No. 808, dated August 22, 2013, required BSP-supervised institutions to migrate their entire payment
network to the more secure Europay, MasterCard and Visa (“EMV”) chip-enabled cards. In 2014, BSP Circular No.
859 set out the EMV Implementation Guidelines which shall govern the implementation for debit cards in any
card-accepting devices/terminals. The deadline set for compliance with the migration to the EMV was initially set for
January 1, 2017. However, pursuant to BSP Memorandum No. M-2017-019 issued on June 9, 2017, BSFIs are
required to fully comply with the EMV requirement by June 30, 2018. Failure to do so is considered a serious offense
and will subject these institutions to monetary sanctions provided under relevant provision of the BSP Manual.
Related Party Transactions
BSP Circular No. 895, dated December 14, 2015, announced the approval of guidelines strengthening oversight and
control standards for managing related party transactions of banks and their non-bank financial subsidiaries and
affiliates. The guidelines highlight that while transactions between and among the entities within the same group
create financial, commercial, and economic benefits, higher standards should be applied to protect the interests of all
stakeholders. It is emphasized that related party transactions are generally allowed for as long as these are done on an
arm’s length basis referring to the process involved in handling the transaction as well as the economic terms of the
transaction. Under the guidelines, the board, as an oversight body, shall have overall responsibility in ensuring that
transactions with related parties are handled in a sound and prudent manner, with integrity and in compliance with
applicable laws and regulations. The board is expected to approve an overarching policy on the handling of related
party transactions that should cover the scope of its related party transactions policy, guidelines in ensuring arm’s
length terms, management of conflicts of interest, materiality thresholds and limits, whistle blowing mechanisms, and
restitution of losses and other remedies for irregular related party transactions. Further, banks that are part of
conglomerates are required to create a related party transactions committee responsible for the continuing
identification and review of existing relations between and among businesses and counterparties, and for ensuring that
related party transactions are processed in the regular course of business, and are priced fairly. The guidelines now
explicitly require that the annual reports adequately disclose relevant information on the governance of related party
transactions and specific details of exposures to related parties.
Taxation for Banks
Banks are subject to RCIT, based on their taxable income at a tax rate of 30%.
Taxable net income refers to items of income specified under Section 32 (A) of the Tax Code, as amended (the “Tax
Code”) less the items of allowable deductions under Section 34 of the Tax Code or those allowed under special laws.
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A minimum corporate income tax (“MCIT”) equivalent to 2% of the gross income of a bank is payable beginning on
the fourth year of operations of the bank only if the MCIT is greater than the RCIT. Any excess MCIT paid over the
RCIT can be carried forward as tax credit for the three immediately succeeding years. For purposes of MCIT, the
bank’s gross income means: (a) gross receipts less sales returns, allowances, discounts and cost of services, including
interest expense; and (b) income derived from other businesses except income exempt from income tax and income
subject to final tax.
Net operating loss carry-over (“NOLCO”) can be claimed as deduction against taxable income within three years
after NOLCO is incurred.
An improperly accumulated earning tax equivalent to 10% of improperly accumulated taxable income of a corporation
is not applicable to banks.
Since banks are in the regular business of lending, interest income derived by banks from lending activities which is
generally considered passive income by non-banks, is considered ordinary income of banks subject to 30% corporate
income tax. Banks may also claim interest expense as tax deduction if such expense complies with the requirements
laid down in Revenue Regulations No. 13-00. The amount of interest expense which banks may claim as tax deduction
shall be reduced by an amount equal to 33% of the banks’ interest income that is subject to final tax.
The Tax Code does not allow banks to deduct interest expense or bad debts arising from transactions with the
following:


an individual who directly or indirectly owns more than 50% in value of the outstanding capital stock of the bank;



a corporation, more than 50% in value of the outstanding capital stock of which is owned directly or indirectly,
by or for the same individual in sub-paragraph (a), either as a personal holding company or a foreign personal
holding company.

Pursuant to Revenue Regulations No. 05-99 (as amended by Revenue Regulations No. 25-02), in order for banks to
claim bad debts as tax deductions, they must submit a written approval from the BSP stating that the indebtedness can
be written off from the banks’ books of accounts at the end of the taxable year, subject to the final determination by
the BIR that bad debts being claimed by the banks are worthless and uncollectible. However, on October 29, 2014,
the BSP issued Circular No. 855 which provides that notice of write-off of problem credits shall be submitted in the
prescribed form to the BSP through the appropriate Central Point of Contact within thirty (30) business after every
write-off with a sworn statement signed by the President of the financial institution or officer of equivalent rank that
write-off did not include transactions with DOSRI and was undertaken in accordance with board-approved internal
credit policy. Based on the said circular, a notice to the BSP would suffice, and that BSP approval with respect to a
write-off of a bad debt not related to a DOSRI transaction, is no longer required.
The banks’ passive income such as interest income earned from bank deposits is subject to final withholding tax.
Banks are subject to percentage tax or GRT, which is a tax levied on the gross receipts of banks and non-bank financial
intermediaries. On June 13, 2016, the BIR issued Revenue Memorandum Circular No. 62-2016 (“RMC 62-2016”)
seeking to clarify the tax treatment of GRT, which is passed on by banks through contractual stipulations to their
clients. RMC 62-2016 provides that if under a contract the GRT is passed on to the client, such passed-on GRT should
be treated as gross income characterized as other fees and charges and should itself be subject to a 7% GRT.
ROPA of banks are considered as ordinary assets. The income derived from their sale is subject to the RCIT.
Moreover, the transaction is subject to a 6% creditable withholding tax based on the highest among the zonal value,
value in the tax declaration or selling price, which shall be withheld by the buyer and can be used as a credit against
the bank’s taxable income in the year that the gain is realized.
The Tax Code provides for a final tax at fixed rates for the amount of interest, yield or benefit derived from deposit
substitutes which shall be withheld and remitted by the payor of the said interest, yield or benefit. This rule does not
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apply to gains derived from trading, retirement or redemption of the debt instrument which is subject to regular income
tax rates, except those instruments with maturity of more than five years as these are exempt from income tax.
To be considered as a deposit substitute, the debt instrument must have been issued or endorsed to 20 or more
individuals at any one time at the time of the original issuance in the primary market or at the issuance of each tranche
in the case of instruments sold or issued in tranches.
Interbank call loans with a maturity period of not more than five days and used to cover deficiency in reserves against
deposit liabilities are not considered deposit substitutes and are not subject to documentary stamp tax except if they
have a maturity of more than seven days.
FCDU transactions with non-residents of the Philippines, offshore banking units (“OBUs”), FCDUs of local banks
and branches of foreign banks (i.e., offshore income) are tax-exempt, while interest income from foreign currency
loans granted by FCDUs of depositary banks to residents other than OBUs or other depository banks under the
expanded system is subject to 10% final tax. All other income of FCDUs is taxable at RCIT of 30% or MCIT of 2%,
whichever is higher.
On December 19, 2017, the President of the Philippines signed into law the Tax Reform for Acceleration and Inclusion
or Republic Act No. 10963 (“TRAIN Law”) which took effect on January 1, 2018. The TRAIN Law amends certain
provisions of the Tax Code and is the first package of the Comprehensive Tax Reform Program (“CTRP”) of the
Duterte administration. The relevant changes of the TRAIN Law are incorporated in the section titled “Philippine
Taxation” beginning on page 314 of this Preliminary Prospectus.
On February 14, 2019, the President signed into law the Tax Amnesty Act of 2019 or Republic Act No. 11213 (“Tax
Amnesty Law”), which was intended to complement the provisions of the TRAIN Law. However, following the
President’s veto of the provisions granting general tax amnesty for all unpaid national internal revenue taxes for
taxable year 2017 and prior years, the current Tax Amnesty Law only grants estate tax amnesty for estates of decedents
who died on or before December 31, 2017 and whose estate taxes have remained unpaid or have accrued as of
December 31, 2017 and tax amnesty on delinquencies covering all national internal revenue taxes for taxable
year 2017 and prior years. Congress, by two-thirds vote of all Members of each House, voting separately, may pass
the vetoed provisions over the President’s veto. In which case, the vetoed provisions will become law.
The second package of the CTRP (the “TRABAHO Bill”) aims to lower corporate income taxes while rationalizing
fiscal incentives for corporations, such as income tax holidays, special rates, and custom duty exemptions. The House
of Representatives approved its version of the TRABAHO Bill on September 10, 2018 and transmitted the same to
the Senate on September 11, 2018. The Senate’s version of the TRABAHO Bill is currently pending with its Ways
and Means Committee. Since the TRABAHO Bill was not passed before the adjournment of Congress, it will have
to be refiled with the next Congress.
Other Regulations
Set out below are other regulations applicable to banks operating in the Philippines:


Implementation of Basel III Framework on Liquidity Standards. On March 10, 2016, the BSP issued BSP Circular
No. 905 which provided guidelines for the implementation of Basel III framework on Liquidity Standards as it
relates to LCR and Disclosure Standards. The Monetary Board approved the LCR framework with an observation
period from July 1, 2016 until the end of 2017, during which banks are required to commence reporting their LCR
to the BSP. Beginning on January 1, 2018, banks were required to meet a 90% LCR, which was increased
to 100% commencing on January 1, 2019. However, subsidiary banks and quasi-banks of universal banks or
commercial banks are subject to an LCR floor of 70% from July 1, 2018 to December 31, 2019 and will be subject
to a 100% LCR floor beginning on January 1, 2020. The Monetary Board has yet to release an exposure draft of
NSFR requirements. The internationally agreed start date for the phase-in of liquidity requirements is January 1,
2015. On November 3, 2017, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 981 which amended the guidelines on liquidity
risk management. The banks have until September 1, 2018 to develop or make appropriate changes to their
policies and procedures, provided that banks complete a gap analysis of the requirements in BSP Circular No.
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981 vis-à-vis their existing risk management systems by March 31, 2018, the result of such gap analysis shall be
documented and made available for review of the BSP. On February 8, 2018, the BSP issued BSP Circular No.
996 which amended the LCR framework and extended its coverage to subsidiaries of universal and commercial
banks and quasi-banks on both solo (head office and branches/other offices) and consolidated (parent bank and
subsidiary financial allied undertakings) bases.


Regulations Governing the Derivatives Activities of Banks. In line with the policy of the BSP to support the
development of the Philippine financial market by providing banks and their clients with expanded opportunities
for financial risk management and investment diversification through the prudent use of derivatives, BSP Circular
No. 594 was issued by the BSP in January 2008 amending the existing regulations governing the derivatives
activities of banks and trust entities. Furthermore, BSP Circular No. 688 issued by the BSP in May 2010
prescribes guidelines on the determination of the credit risk weighted assets for banks that will engage in
derivatives activities as end-users for hedging purposes and/or under limited-use authority. The BSP also issued
BSP Circular No. 891 on November 9, 2015 amending the sales and marketing guidelines for derivatives under
the Manual. Banks must ensure that the financial products (e.g., debt and equity securities, hybrid securities,
derivatives, securitization structures and similar products with substantial investment characteristics) it
recommends to a client are appropriate for that client through a client suitability process which involves obtaining
client information, classifying a client according to financial sophistication and risk tolerance, and conducting a
suitability review. Any informational or promotional presentation must be undertaken only by personnel who are
knowledgeable on the products involved and are qualified based on qualification standards established by the
bank. Any disclosures regarding its products and services must meet the bank’s standards to ensure that its clients
understand the nature of the financial transaction. The BSP may bring about timely corrective actions and impose
sanctions on the bank and responsible persons, which may include warning, reprimand, suspension, removal, and
disqualification of concerned directors, officers, and employees. In February 2017, BSP issued Memorandum
No. M-2017-004 advising all banks and quasi-banks that cross-border derivative transactions involving noncentrally cleared derivatives shall be subject to margin requirements pursuant to the policy framework adopted
by the BCBS and the International Organization of Securities Commissions. The framework requires all covered
entities that engage in non-centrally cleared derivatives to exchange initial and variation margins. Assets collected
as collateral for margin purposes should be highly liquid and should, after the application of an appropriate
haircut, be able to hold their value in time of stress. Variation margin requirements were phased in from
September 1, 2016 to March 1, 2017 while initial margin requirements are being phased in from September 1,
2016 to September 1, 2020. As an initial step, banks and quasi-banks should make a determination of the
transactions that will be subject to margin requirements implemented in other jurisdictions and assess whether
they will be able to comply with the margin requirements implemented in other jurisdictions and assess whether
they will be able to comply with the pertinent legal and operational arrangements. The Bank expects increased
competition in the swaps and other derivative transactions allowed under the regulations. The Bank has already
obtained its limited dealer authority for Foreign Exchange Forwards (including non-deliverables), Foreign
Exchange Swaps, Interest Rate Swaps, Cross Currency Swaps, Forward Rate Agreements, as well as for European
Foreign Exchange, Interest Rate, Bond and Swap Options.



Amendments to unit investment trust fund (“UITF”) Regulations. In September 2004, the BSP issued BSP
Circular No. 447 (as amended by BSP Circular No. 675 2009, BSP Circular No. 676 2009, Memorandum No. M2010-033 2010, BSP Circular No. 767 2012, BSP Circular No. 852 2014, BSP Circular No. 876 2015 and BSP
Circular No. 907 2016) which provided guidelines for the launching and offering of new products to be known
as UITFs, and was intended to completely phase out common trust funds or convert them into UITFs within two
years from the date of the circular. UITFs are open-ended pooled trust funds denominated in any acceptable
currency that are to be operated and administered by trust entities. Eligible assets of UITFs include bank deposits,
securities issued by or guaranteed by the Government or the BSP, tradable securities issued by the government
of a foreign country, exchange listed securities, marketable instruments that are traded in an organized exchange,
loans traded in an organized market, loans arising from repo agreements which are transacted through an exchange
recognized by the Philippine SEC and such other tradable investments outlets/categories as the BSP may allow.
These assets are subject to mark-to-market valuation on a daily basis. The stated objective of the BSP is to align
the operation of pooled funds with international best practices and enhance the credibility of pooled funds to
investors. In January 2008, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 593 to improve risk disclosure on investing in
UITFs, by requiring banks to conduct a client suitability assessment to profile the risk-return orientation and
suitability of the client to the specific type of UITF that he wants to participate in, and to update the client’s profile
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at least every three years. The Bank has joined with the BSP in this endeavor to guide clients in choosing
investment outlets that are best suited to their objectives, risk tolerance, preferences and experience. In
December 2009, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 676 allowing cross-currency investment for Peso trust, other
fiduciary and investment management accounts, including Peso UITFs. In September 2012, the BSP issued BSP
Circular No. 767 to include investments by UITFs in units/ shares in collective investment schemes as an
allowable investment and recognizing UITF structures such as feeder funds and fund-of-funds. On October 21,
2014, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 852, amending the UITF Regulations. Through this circular, the BSP
strengthened the disclosure requirements for UITFs by prescribing the use of the Key Information and Investment
Disclosure Statement and online posting of UITF information via a website. On March 10, 2016, the BSP issued
BSP Circular No. 907 to amend certain exposure limits, and allowable investment and valuation on UITFs
invested in feeder fund and fund-of-funds. UITF investments shall only be limited to bank deposits and collective
investment schemes (e.g., target fund, exchange-traded funds), subject to such target fund not being structured or
similarly structured as a feeder fund or a fund-of-funds. On March 14, 2018, BSP issued BSP Circular No. 999
which further amended the allowable investment and valuation of UITFs invested in feeder fund or fund-of-funds.
Under the circular, offshore/global funds which use financial derivatives for efficient portfolio management
(“EPM”) may be allowed as target fund, provided that financial derivatives are not extensively or primarily used
as an investment strategy of the target fund and that the risk level of the target fund remain consistent with the
objective and risk profile of the investor fund. Alternatively, the target fund shall comply with the relevant
regulatory requirements of its home jurisdiction as regards the use of financial derivatives for EPM.


Exemption of Paired ROP Warrants from Capital Charge for Market Risk. In connection with the Government’s
Paired Warrants Program, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 605 in March 2008 exempting warrants paired with
ROP Global Bonds from capital charge for market risk to the extent of a bank’s holdings of bonds paired with
warrants equivalent to not more than 50.0% of total qualifying capital. The Bank holds such investments which
give it additional flexibility for capital deployment.



Guidelines on Securities Borrowing and Lending Transactions. Guidelines by the PSE on SBL govern SBL
transactions between local/foreign borrowers and local/foreign lenders. BSP Circular No. 611, Series of 2008,
provides guidelines on SBL transactions in the PSE involving borrowings by foreign entities of PSE-listed shares
from local investors/lenders. In May 2008, the BSP Monetary Board authorized the issuance of BSP Registration
Documents to cover the PSE-listed shares of stock borrowed by foreign entities from local investors and lenders.
This will allow foreign borrowers to purchase foreign exchange from the banking system for remittance abroad
using the Peso sales proceeds of the borrowed shares including the related income from the SBL transaction, such
as rebates or shares in the income earned on the reinvestment of the cash collateral, interest and dividends earned
on the Peso denominated government securities and PSE-listed shares used as collateral.



Reclassification of Financial Assets between Categories. The BSP issued BSP Circular No. 628 dated
October 31, 2008, amending BSP Circular No. 626 dated October 23, 2008 and the Resolution of the Monetary
Board No. 1423 dated October 30, 2008, which approved the guidelines governing the reclassification of financial
assets between categories. Financial Institutions shall be allowed to reclassify all or a portion of their financial
assets from “held for trading” or “available for sale” categories to the “available for sale” or “held to maturity”
or “unquoted debt securities classified as loans” categories effective July 1, 2008. Any reclassification made in
periods beginning on or after November 15, 2008 shall take effect from the date when the reclassification is made.



Rules and Regulations on the Mandatory Allocation for Agriculture and Agrarian Reform Credit. In July 2011,
the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 736 as a component of the Implementing Rules and Regulations of the Republic
Act No. 10000 or the Agri-Agra Reform Credit Act. Aside from retaining the mandatory credit allocation, it also
rationalizes the modes of compliance. In addition to direct compliance through loans to qualified borrowers, a
list of alternative compliance mechanisms is also provided. On July 20, 2018, the BSP issued BSP Circular No.
1009, Series of 2018 further amending the Rules and Regulations on the Mandatory Credit Allocation for
Agriculture and Agrarian Reform Credit.



Valuations of Government Securities Held by Banks. In October 2013, the BSP amended the rules on valuations
of government securities held by banks to reflect actual market rates, with the guideline applying to both
benchmark and non-benchmark securities. Under BSP Circular No. 813, the weighted average of done or
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executed deals shall be used as the basis for valuation. In the absence of weighted average done deals for
benchmark bonds, the simple average bids shall be used. In the absence of both weighted done deals and simple
average bids for non-benchmark securities, interpolated yields derived from reference rates in accordance with
BSP-approved guidelines shall be used


Segregation of Customer Funds and Securities Received by Banks. On August 14, 2015, the BSP issued BSP
Circular No. 885 requiring the segregation of customer funds and securities received by banks in the performance
of their securities brokering functions. Banks are required to institute adequate risk management systems and
controls to ensure protection of customer funds and securities, proper segregation of functions, and prevention of
conflict of interest situations that may arise in the conduct of securities brokering activities within the bank. Banks
must also make and keep current books and records relating to customer funds and securities and submit monthly
reportorial requirements.



Creation of Personal Management Trust. On August 18, 2016, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 920 allowing
for the creation of the personal management trust (“PMT”), which is a living trust arrangement that seeks to meet
the estate planning and asset management needs of individuals. The trustor may or may not nominate a third
party beneficiary. It is supposed to serve as a more flexible tool in the management of an individual’s financial
affairs. Upon the effectivity of the circular, all living trust accounts (“LTAs”) were discontinued and all those
that remained valid were automatically considered as PMT.



Clearing of Checks via Electronic Presentment. On September 7, 2016, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 924,
amending the Manual in view of the clearing of checks via electronic presentment, which shall be implemented
by the Philippine Clearing House Corporation (“PCHC”). On January 20, 2017, the BSP began the electronic
clearing of checks. Under this new system, only digital images of the checks and their electronic payment
information shall be required to be transmitted to the paying bank. The clearing time was reduced to just one
banking day, as against three banking days previously, since no physical delivery of checks will be needed.



Effective Reporting System Generation and Timely Submission of Reports. On June 26, 2017, the BSP amended
the Manual through BSP Circular No. 963, Series of 2017, which issuance instituted governance processes in
accordance with the BSP’s expectation that banks establish an effective reporting system generation and timely
submission of reports. Said reports must comply with the standards prescribed by the BSP, and the banks that
fail to do so (i.e., files an erroneous report, delayed report, or did not submit at all) are meted with certain sanctions
that can be aggravated by habitual violations. It further provided that banks had until December 31, 2017 to make
the necessary preparations to their systems and processes in order to comply with the new provision. Its full
implementation commenced on January 1, 2018.



Additional Requirements for the Issuance of Bonds and Commercial Papers. On August 9, 2018, the BSP issued
additional requirements for the issuance by banks of bonds and commercial papers. Circular No. 1010 provides
that a bank may issue bonds and/or commercial papers without prior BSP approval, provided that the following
conditions are met:
(1) The bank must have a CAMELS composite rating of at least “3” and a “Management” rating of not lower
than “3”.
(2) The bank has no major supervisory concerns in governance, risk management systems, and internal controls
and compliance system;
(3) The bank/QB has complied with directives and/or is not subject of specific directives and/or enforcement
actions by the BSP; and
(4) The bonds issued are enrolled and/or traded in a market which is organized in accordance with the SEC rules
and regulations.
Further, the issuing bank, including its subsidiaries, affiliates, and the wholly or majority-owned or -controlled
entities of such subsidiaries and affiliates, except for its trust departments or related trust entities, is prohibited
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from holding or acting as a market maker of the bank’s listed/traded bonds or commercial papers. Likewise, the
registry bank, including the underwriter/arranger of the issuance, shall be a third party with no subsidiary/affiliate
relationship with the issuing bank and which is not related to the issuing bank in any manner that would undermine
its independence.


Guidelines on the Adoption of PFRS 9. On August 14, 2018, the BSP issued Circular No. 1011 which provides
guidelines on the adoption of PFRS 9. The Circular provides that where there are differences between the BSP
regulation and PFRS 9, as when more than one option are allowed or certain limits are prescribed, then the option
or limit prescribed by the BSP should be adopted. The circular further provides that with respect to the preparation
of prudential reports, banks should adopt in all respect the PFRS, except in the following cases:
(1) in preparing consolidated financial statements, only investments in financial allied subsidiaries except
insurance subsidiaries shall be consolidated with the financial statements of the parent bank on a line-by-line
basis, while insurance and non-financial allied subsidiaries shall be accounted for using the equity method.
Investments in financial/non-financial allied/non-allied associates and joint ventures shall be accounted for
using the equity method in accordance with the provisions of PAS 28.
In preparing solo/separate financial statements, investments in financial/nonfinancial allied/non-allied
subsidiaries/associates, including insurance subsidiaries/associates, shall be accounted for using the equity
method as described in PAS 28.
(2) banks shall recognize adequate and timely allowance for credit losses at all times. In this respect, banks shall
adopt the principles provided under the enhanced standards on credit risk management in measuring credit
losses in the BSP Manual.



Marking to market of financial instruments. BSP Circular No. 1021 dated November 15, 2018 provides that
financial instruments that are required to be classified and measured at fair value, within the scope of PFRS 9
shall be marked-to-market in accordance with the provisions of PFRS 13 on Fair Value Measurement and the
related rules and regulations issued by the Securities and Exchange Commission



Basic Deposit Accounts. BSP Circular No. 992, issued on February 1, 2018, requires banks to establish a basic
deposit account which refers to interest or non-interest-bearing account designed to promote financial inclusion.
The basic deposit account shall have an opening amount of not more than ₱100.00 and no minimum maintaining
balance but with a maximum balance of not more than ₱50,000.00. If the depositor exceeds the ₱50,000.00
maximum balance, the bank shall convert the basic deposit account to a regular deposit account. The basic deposit
account shall have no dormancy charges and has no reserve requirement.



Electronic Banking Services and Other Electronic Operations. On February 22, 2019, the BSP issued BSP
Circular No. 1033, which classifies electronic payments and financial services (“EPFS”) into basic and advanced
and establishes guidelines for the licensing of EPFS. Further, BSFIs that are licensed to offer funds transfer
services shall make these interoperable by participating in automated clearing houses.



Reserves against trust and other fiduciary accounts (“TOFA”). BSP Circular No. 1025 dated December 13, 2018
provides that in addition to the basic security deposit, banks authorized to engage in trust and other fiduciary
business shall maintain reserves on TOFA -others, except accounts held under (1) administratorship; (2) trust
under indenture; (3) custodianship and safekeeping; (4) depository and reorganization; (5) employee benefit plans
under trust; (6) escrow; (7) personal trust (testamentary trust); (8) executorship; (9) guardianship; (10) life
insurance trust; (11) pre-need plans (institutional/individual); (12) Personal Equity And Retirement Account
(PERA); (13) legislated and quasi-judicial trust; and (14) specialize institutional accounts under trust.
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Board of Directors and Senior Management
BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
The overall management and supervision of the Company is undertaken by its Board. The Company’s executive
officers and management team cooperate with the Board by preparing appropriate information and documents
concerning the Company’s business operations, financial condition and results of operations for its review. Currently,
the Board consists of seven members, of which two are independent directors.
The table below sets forth the members of the Company’s Board and its executive officers as of the date of this
Preliminary Prospectus.
Mercedes T. Gotianun
Chairman Emeritus

Mrs. Gotianun, 90, Filipino, was first elected as a Director of FDC on April 27,
1973. She is also a Director of FLI and served as its Chairman and as Chief
Executive Officer from 1997 to 2007. She is also a Director of EW, FAI, PSHC,
FDCUI and its subsidiary power companies. She is currently a Director in
three publicly-listed companies: FDC, FLI and EW. She obtained her college
degree from the University of the Philippines.

Jonathan T. Gotianun
Chairman

Mr. Gotianun, 65, Filipino, was first elected as Director of FDC on July 9, 1993.
He also serves as Chairman of the Board and Director of FLI and EW, both
publicly-listed companies. He is a Director and the President of Pacific Sugar
Holdings Company and its three subsidiaries. He is also a Director and Chairman
of the Executive Committee of FDCUI and certain of its subsidiary power
companies. He obtained his Master’s Degree in Business Administration from
Northwestern University in 1976. He has been a Director of the Company for more
than five years.

Lourdes Josephine
Gotianun Yap
President, Chief Executive
Officer and Director

Mrs. Yap, 63, Filipino, was first elected as Director of FDC on March 30, 1990.
She is also a Director, President and Chief Executive Officer of FLI and Cyberzone
Properties, Inc., and a Director in FAI and FDCUI. She is currently a Director in
three publicly listed companies: FDC, FLI and EW. She obtained her Master’s
Degree in Business Administration from the University of Chicago in 1977. She
has been President of the Company since 2000.

Andrew T. Gotianun, Jr.
Director

Mr. Gotianun, 66, Filipino, was first elected as a Director of FDC on March 31,
1989. He is also a Director of FLI, FAI and FDCUI. He is currently a Director in
two publicly listed companies: FDC and FLI. He served as a Director of Family
Bank from 1980 to 1984. He has been in the realty business for more than 16 years.
He obtained his Bachelor of Science (Major in Accounting) degree from the
Republican College in 1981. He has been a Director of the Company for over five
years.

Michael Edward T.
Gotianun
Director and Vice President

Mr. Gotianun, 61, Filipino, was first elected as Director of FDC on 24
October 2017. He is also a Director of FLI, a publicly-listed company, FAI and
Festival Supermall, Inc. He served as the general manager of Filinvest Technical
Industries from 1987 to 1990 and as loans officer at Family Bank from 1979
to 1984. He obtained his Bachelor’s degree in Business Management from the
University of San Francisco in 1979. He has been serving the Company as Vice
President for more than five years.

Virginia T. Obcena
Lead Independent Director

Ms. Obcena, 71, Filipino, was first elected as an independent director of FDC on
April 29, 2016. She is a member of the Panel of Conciliators of the International
Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) of the World Bank. She
served as independent director and head of the Audit Committee of the Capital
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Markets Integrity Corporation. She was a former partner, member of the
management committee and head of quality and risk management at SyCip Gorres
Velayo & Co. (SGV). She obtained her Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration degree, Magna cum Laude, at the University of the East and her
Master in Business Administration degree at the University of the Philippines. She
is a certified public accountant.
Val Antonio B. Suarez
Independent Director

Mr. Suarez, 59, Filipino, is an independent director of FDC, having been first
elected on May 30, 2014. He is the Managing Partner of the Suarez & Reyes Law
Offices and was the former President and Chief Executive Officer of the Philippine
Stock Exchange. Mr. Suarez is also an independent director of FLI and Lepanto
Consolidated Mining Company, both publicly listed companies, and a member of
the Integrated Bar of the Philippines (Makati Chapter) and New York Bar. He
obtained his Bachelor of Laws degree from the Ateneo de Manila University Law
School and a Master of Laws degree from Georgetown University Law Center.

Claire A. Huang
Independent Director

Ms. Huang, 56, Filipino, is an independent director of FDC, having been first
elected on April 26, 2019. She is a member of the board of directors for PODS and
Prosper Marketplace. Ms. Huang also served as a director in various U.S.-based
companies such as Mirador and Scottrade. She was the Chief Marketing Officer
for J.P. Morgan Chase and Company until 2014. She obtained her Bachelor of Arts
degree from De La Salle University in 1983 and finished advanced management
program in IESE Business School in 2016.

Nelson M. Bona
Treasurer, Chief Financial
Officer (CFO) and
Compliance Officer

Mr. Bona, 68, Filipino, is also the Chief Financial Officer and Compliance Officer
of FLI. He was formerly an Executive Vice-President of EW and Managing
Director of Millennia Broadband Communications, Inc. and Filinvest Capital, Inc.

Daniel L. Ang Tan Chai
Senior Vice
President/Deputy CFO

Mr. Ang Tan Chai, 60, is the Deputy Chief Financial Officer of the Company
starting November 2015. He was formerly the Executive Vice President and Chief
Finance Officer of Philippine Bank of Communication. He also served as Senior
Vice President and Chief Finance Officer for Philippine Airlines, Air Philippines
Express, First Vice President and Chief Finance Officer of Metrobank Card
Corporation, and Financial Control, Global Consumer Bank of Citibank, N.A. –
Philippines. He holds a Bachelor of Science Degree, major in Industrial
Engineering from the University of the Philippines, and a Master of Business
Administration degree from the same university.

Bernadette M. Ramos
Vice President-Marketing

Ms. Ramos, 53, Filipino, rejoined FDC as Vice President for Real Estate Marketing
in 2011. She was head of FLI’s Corporate and Creative Communications Office
from 2005-2007 and Special Assistant to the CEO for Advertising from 2002
to 2005. Prior to that, she held executive positions in various advertising agencies
and a major property developer in a career spanning over 20 years of experience in
the field.

Virginia A. Cayanga
Vice President for Risk
Management/Chief Risk
Officer

Ms. Cayanga, 46, Filipino, is the Vice President for Risk Management starting
November 2015. She was formerly the Vice President of Multinational Client
Service (MCS) Leader of Marsh Philippines, Inc. for fourteen years. She holds a
Bachelor of Arts Degree, major in Quantitative Economics from the University of
Asia and Pacific.

Patricia Carmen Pineda
Senior Assistant Vice

Ms. Pineda, 46, Filipino, is Senior Assistant Vice President and Group Investor
Relations Officer. Prior to joining FDC in April 2019, Ms. Pineda was Head of
Investor Relations at Metropolitan Bank & Trust Company. Before this, she was
Head of Investor Relations at Manila Water Company while concurrently handling
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President-Group Investor
Relations

other roles in corporate planning and controllership and analysis. She has BS
Economics (Dean’s Medal) and MS Finance degrees from the University of the
Philippines.

Michael Louie T. Garado
Assistant Vice President for
Audit and Chief Audit
Executive

Mr. Garado, 37, Filipino, was appointed by the Board of Directors as Chief Audit
Executive on May 21, 2018. Prior to joining FDC, he served as the Internal Controls
Area Manager for Coca-Cola FEMSA Philippines, Inc. from 2014 to 2018 and was
a Senior Associate at PricewaterhouseCoopers-Manila (Isla Lipana & Co.). Mr.
Garado is a certified public accountant and obtained his Bachelor of Arts degree,
from San Beda University.

Atty. Sharon P. PagalingRefuerzo
Corporate Secretary and
Corporate Information
Officer

Atty. Pagaling-Refuerzo, 39, Filipino is the Corporate Secretary and Corporate
Information Officer starting April 2019. She is concurrently Senior Assistant Vice
President of the Corporate and Tax Advisory Services of the Legal Department of
FLI. She is also the Corporate Secretary of CPI, TPCCI and Timberland Sports and
Nature Club, Inc., as well as Corporate Secretary in various companies of the
Group. Admitted to the Philippine Bar in 2006, she holds an A.B. Philosophy
degree, cum laude, from the University of the Philippines and a law degree from
San Beda College.

Mrs. Mercedes T. Gotianun is the mother of Messrs. Andrew T. Gotianun, Jr., Jonathan T. Gotianun and Michael
Edward T. Gotianun, and Mrs. Lourdes Josephine Gotianun-Yap.
Involvement in Certain Legal Proceedings of Directors and Executive Officers
None of the members of FDC’s Board or its executive officers are involved in any criminal, bankruptcy or insolvency
investigations or proceedings for the past five years and up to the date of this Preliminary Prospectus.
The Company is not aware of any legal proceedings where its directors or executive officers have been impleaded in
their capacity as such.
The Company is not aware of the occurrence of any of the following events within the past five years: (a) any
bankruptcy petition filed by or against any business in which any of its directors or officers was a general partner or
officer either at the time of the bankruptcy or within two years prior to that time; (b) any conviction by final judgment
in a criminal proceeding, domestic or foreign, or any criminal proceeding, domestic or foreign, pending against any
of its directors or officers in his capacity as such; (c) any order, judgment or decree not subsequently reversed,
suspended or vacated, of any court of competent jurisdiction, domestic or foreign, permanently or temporarily
enjoining, barring, suspending or otherwise limiting the involvement of any of its directors or officers in any type of
business, securities, commodities or banking activities; and (d) any finding by a domestic or foreign court of competent
jurisdiction (in a civil action), the Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission or comparable foreign body, or a
domestic or foreign exchange or electronic marketplace or self-regulatory organization that any of its directors or
officers has violated a securities or commodities law, and the judgment has not been reversed, suspended or vacated,
which occurred during the past five years.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The Board approved FDC’s Revised Manual on Corporate Governance in May 2017 in order to monitor and assess
the FDC’s compliance with leading practices on good corporate governance as specified in Philippine SEC circulars.
The Revised Manual on Corporate Governance highlights areas for compliance improvement and sets out actions to
be taken by FDC.
The Company is in full compliance with its Revised Manual for Corporate Governance as demonstrated by the
following: (a) the election of three independent directors to the Board; (b) the appointment of members of the audit,
nomination and compensation committees of the Company; (c) the conduct of regular quarterly board meetings and
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special meetings, the faithful attendance of the directors at these meetings and their proper discharge of duties and
responsibilities as such directors; (d) the submission to the Philippine SEC of reports and disclosures required under
the SRC; (e) the Company’s adherence to national and local laws pertaining to its operations; and (f) the observance
of applicable accounting standards by the Company.
In order to keep itself abreast with the leading practices on corporate governance, the Company encourages the
members of its top level management and the Board to attend and participate at seminars on corporate governance
initiated by accredited instructions.
The Company welcomes proposals, especially from institutions and entities such as the Philippine SEC, PSE and the
Institute of Corporate Directors, to improve its corporate governance.
The Company believes there has been, and currently is, no material deviation from its Revised Manual on Corporate
Governance.
COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
Pursuant to the Company’s Revised Manual on Corporate Governance, its Board created each of the following
committees and appointed Board members thereto. Each member of the respective committees named below has been
holding office as of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus and will serve until his successor shall have been elected
and qualified.
Executive Committee
The members of the Company’s Executive Committee are Mr. Jonathan T. Gotianun (Chairman), Ms. Mercedes T.
Gotianun, Ms. Lourdes Josephine Gotianun Yap, Mr. Andrew T. Gotianun and Mr. Michael Edward T. Gotianun.
Related Party Transaction and Corporate Governance Committee
The Company’s Related Party Transaction and Corporate Governance Committee shall assist the Board in fulfilling
its corporate governance and compliance responsibilities. It is also responsible for continuous evaluation and
monitoring of existing relations among counterparties to ensure that all related parties are identified, related party
transactions (“RPTs”) are monitored, and subsequent changes in relationships with counterparties (from non-related
to related and vice versa) are captured, as well as evaluation of all material RPTs to ensure that these are transacted
on an arm’s length basis and that no corporate or business resources of the company are misappropriated or misapplied,
and to determine any potential reputational risk issues that may arise as a result of or in connection with the
transactions.
The Committee is composed of at least three non-executive Directors, two of whom shall be independent, including
the chairman of the committee. The Committee shall be composed of the Chairman of the Board and at least three
members of the Board, all of whom shall be independent directors. The Chairman of the Committee shall be an
independent director. The members of the Related Party Transaction and Corporate Governance Committee are Mr.
Val Antonio B. Suarez who also serves as its chairman, and Ms. Virginia T. Obcena, Ms. Claire A. Huang and Mr.
Andrew T. Gotianun, Jr. Both Ms. Obcena and Ms. Huang are independent directors, while Mr. Gotianun is a nonexecutive director.
Audit and Risk Management Oversight Committee
The Company’s Audit and Risk Management Oversight Committee (“ARMOC”) is responsible for assisting the
Board in its fiduciary responsibilities by providing an independent and objective assurance to its management and
shareholders of the continuous improvement of its risk management systems, business operations and the proper
safeguarding and use of its resources and assets. The ARMOC provides a general evaluation of and assistance in the
overall improvement of its risk management, control and governance processes.
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The ARMOC must comprise at least three non-executive Directors, preferably with accounting and financial
background, and majority of whom shall be independent and should have related audit experience. The chairman of
the committee must be an independent director. The ARMOC reports to the Board. As of the date of this Preliminary
Prospectus, Ms. Virginia T. Obcena serves as the chairman of the ARMOC. Mr. Val Antonio B. Suarez, Ms. L.
Josephine Gotianun-Yap and Mr. Jonathan T. Gotianun are the other members of the ARMOC. Mr. Suarez is also an
independent Director.
Compensation Committee
The Company’s Compensation Committee is responsible for objectively recommending a formal and transparent
framework of remuneration and evaluation for the members of the Board and its key executives. The Remuneration
and Compensation Committee must comprise at least three Director-members, including one independent director and
reports directly to FDC’s Board. As of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, Mr. Val Antonio B. Suarez serves as
the chairman of the Compensation Committee. Ms. Josephine Gotianun Yap, Mr. Jonathan T. Gotianun and Ms.
Virginia T. Obcena are the other members of the Compensation Committee.
Nominations Committee
The Company’s Nominations Committee is responsible for providing shareholders with an independent and objective
evaluation of and assurance that the members of its Board are competent and will foster the Company’s long-term
success and secure its competitiveness. The Nominations Committee must comprise at least three Director-members,
including one independent director. The Nominations Committee reports directly to FDC’s Board and is required to
meet at least once a year. As of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, Mr. Val Antonio B. Suarez serves as the
chairman of the Nominations Committee. Ms. Lourdes Josephine Gotianun Yap, Mr. Jonathan T. Gotianun and Ms.
Virginia T. Obcena are the other members of the Nominations Committee. The head of FLI’s Human Resources
Department, Ms. Rizalangela L. Reyes, sits as a non-voting ex officio member of the committee.
Digital Committee
The Board of Directors is in the process of determining the detailed functions and responsibilities of the newly-created
Digital Committee. As of the date of this Preliminary Prospectus, Ms. Claire A. Huang serves as the chairwoman of
the Digital Committee and Mr. Jonathan T. Gotianun and Ms. L. Josephine Gotianun-Yap are the other members of
the Digital Committee. The members of the Digital Committee are currently drafting the committee charter for
approval by the Board of Directors.
EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
Summary compensation table
The following tables identify and summarize the aggregate compensation of the Company’s Chief Executive Officer
and the four most highly compensated executive officers in the last two fiscal years, as well as those estimated to be
paid in the ensuing fiscal year:

CEO and four most highly compensated executive officers ............
All other officers and directors as a group unnamed ........................

Year ended December 31, 2019 (estimated)
(₱ millions)
Salary
Bonus
Other
Total
57.6
7.9
—
65.4
70.1
9.8
—
79.9

CEO and four most highly compensated executive officers ............
All other officers and directors as a group unnamed ........................

Year ended December 31, 2018 (actual)
(₱ millions)
Salary
Bonus
Other
Total
54.8
7.5
—
62.3
66.8
9.3
—
76.1
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CEO and four most highly compensated executive officers ............
All other officers and directors as a group unnamed ........................

Year ended December 31, 2017 (actual)
(₱ millions)
Salary
Bonus
Other
Total
49.4
6.6
—
56.0
61.4
8.1
—
69.5

Standard arrangements
Other than payment of a per diem of ₱50,000 to each non-executive director for every meeting attended, there are no
other arrangements for the payment of compensation or remuneration to the directors in their capacity as such.
Other arrangements
There are no other arrangements pursuant to which any director of FDC was compensated, or is to be compensated,
directly or indirectly, during 2017 or 2018 for any service provided as a director.
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS BETWEEN THE COMPANY AND NAMED EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
There are no special employment contracts between the Company and the executive officers.
WARRANTS AND OPTIONS OUTSTANDING
There are no outstanding warrants or options held by the Company’s CEO, the above-named executive officers, and
all officers and directors as a group.
SIGNIFICANT EMPLOYEES
The Company considers the contribution of every employee important to the fulfillment of its goals.
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Security Ownership of Management and Certain Record and
Beneficial Owners
Security Ownership of Certain Record and Beneficial Owners of more than 5% as of September 30, 2019:

Title of
Class
Common

Common

Name, address of
Record Owner and
Relationship with
Issuer
A.L. Gotianun Inc.
(formerly ALG
Holdings Corporation)
6/F The Beaufort 5th
Avenue corner 23rd
Street, BGC, Taguig
City
Majority Owner of the
Company
PCD Nominee
Corporation (Filipino)
G/F Philippine Stock
Exchange Tower, Ayala
Avenue, Makati City

Name of
Beneficial
Owner and
Relationship
with Record
Owner
ALGI

(No single
shareholder
beneficially
owns at least 5%
of the total
shares)

Citizenship
Filipino

Filipino

No. of Shares
Held
7,587,823,502 (D)
61,976,540 (I)

Percent
(of
outstanding
shares)
87.74%
0.72%

899,205,593

10.40%

Security Ownership of Directors and Management (Executive Officers) as of September 30, 2019
Title
of Class
Common

Name
Mercedes T. Gotianun

Common

Andrew T. Gotianun, Jr.

Common

Jonathan T. Gotianun

Common

L. Josephine Gotianun - Yap

Common

Michael Edward T. Gotianun

Common

Virginia T. Obcena

Common

Val Antonio B. Suarez

Common

Claire A. Huang

Common

Nelson M. Bona

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

Daniel L. Ang Tan Chai
Bernadette M. Ramos
Virginia A. Cayanga
Michael Louie T. Garado

Amount and Nature of
Beneficial Ownership
1,554 (D)
0 (I)
3,371,995 (D)
0 (I)
12 (D)
263,925 (I)*
6,187,402 (D)**
9,395,522 (I)
50,501,501 (D)
0 (I)
1 (D)
0 (I)
1 (D)
0 (I)
1 (D)
0 (I)
24,664 (D)
0 (I)
0
0
0
0
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Citizenship

% of Ownership

Filipino

Negligible

Filipino

0.04%

Filipino

Negligible

Filipino
Filipino

0.07%
0.11%
0.58%

Filipino

Negligible

Filipino

Negligible

Filipino

Negligible

Filipino

Negligible

Filipino
Filipino
Filipino
Filipino

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

Title
of Class
N.A.
N.A.

Name
Patricia Carmen Pineda
Sharon P. Pagaling-Refuerzo

Amount and Nature of
Beneficial Ownership
0
0

Citizenship
Filipino
Filipino

% of Ownership
N.A.
N.A.

None of the members of the Company’s directors and management owns 5% or more of the outstanding capital stock
of the Company.
*Includes shares of stock in FDC under the name Berit Holdings Corp., Jabberwock Holdings, Inc. and Chriszen
Holdings, Inc.
**There are 6,187,402 direct shares and 9,395,522 indirect shares under the name Joseph &/or Josephine G. Yap
Voting Trust Holders of 5% or More
The Company knows of no persons holding more than 5% of common shares under a voting trust or similar agreement.
Changes in Control
The Company is not aware of any agreement, which may result in a change in control of the registrant.
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Related Party Transactions
The Group, in the ordinary course of business, engages in transactions among its constituent companies as well as
with other members of the Filinvest Group and its ultimate parent company, ALGI (referred to herein as the “Ultimate
Parent Company”). See “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Group’s Businesses — FDC has a number of related
party transactions with affiliated companies.” Related parties may be individuals or corporate entities. Significant
transactions with related parties are as follows:
1.

The compensation of key management personnel consists of short-term employee salaries and benefits
amounting to ₱76.1 million, ₱69.5 million, ₱78.4 million and ₱56.1 million in 2018, 2017 and 2016 and the
nine months ended September 30, 2019, respectively. Post-employment benefits of key management
personnel amounted to ₱18.0 million, ₱16.3 million, ₱14.3 million and ₱13.5 million in 2018, 2017 and 2016
and the nine months ended September 30, 2019, respectively.

2.

Other transactions with related parties include non-interest-bearing cash advances and various charges to and
from non-consolidated affiliates for management fees, rent, share of expenses and commission charges.
Transactions with related parties are normally settled in cash.

The amounts and the balances arising from the foregoing significant related party transactions are as follows:
September 30, 2019 (Unaudited)
Outstanding
Balance
Amount/
Due from
Volume
(Due to)
Terms
(In Thousands)
Due from related parties
Real estate operations
Ultimate Parent Company (a)
P
=3,466

P
=3,497

Conditions

Noninterest-bearing,
collectible on
demand

Unsecured, no
impairment

Noninterest-bearing,
collectible on
demand

Unsecured, no
impairment

Affiliates

Share in expenses

391

4,645
P
=8,142

Due to related parties
Ultimate Parent Company (a, b)
Interest expense
P
=501,971

(P
=1,474,478)

27,960
33,478

−
−
(P
=1,474,478)

Bears 3.1% interest
per annum,
payable within 1
year

Unsecured

Noninterest-bearing,
payable on demand

Unsecured

Affiliates
Share in expenses (a)
Management fee (c)

(a) Share in Group expenses
(b) Availment of loan payable, with interest at prevailing market rate
(c) Management fee charged to hospitality operations by a joint venture.
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As of December 31, 2018
Outstanding
Balance
Amount/
Due from
Volume
(Due to) Terms
(in ₱ thousands)
Due from related parties
Real estate operations
Ultimate Parent Company (a)
P
=145

P
=31

8,410

4,281
P
=4,312

Conditions

Noninterest-bearing,
collectible on demand

Unsecured, no
impairment

Noninterest-bearing,
collectible on demand

Unsecured, no
impairment

Affiliates:
Share in expenses

Due to related parties
Ultimate Parent Company (a, b)
Interest expense
(P
= 52,265)

Bears 3.1% interest
per annum, payable
within 1 year
(P
= 1,686,104)

Unsecured

Noninterest-bearing,
payable on demand

Unsecured

Affiliates
Share in expenses (a)
Management fee (c)

(20,990)
(106,018)

(27,960)
−
(P
= 1,714,064)

______________________
(a)
Share in Group expenses
(b)

Availment of loan payable, with interest at prevailing market rate

(c)

Management fee charged to hospitality operations by a joint venture.

As of December 31, 2017
Outstanding
Balance
Amount/
Due from
Volume
(Due to) Terms
(in ₱ thousands)
Due from related parties
Real estate operations
Ultimate Parent Company (a)
=714
P

=444
P

62,061

31,632
₱32,076

Conditions

Noninterest-bearing,
collectible on demand

Unsecured, no
impairment

Noninterest-bearing,
collectible on demand

Unsecured, no
impairment

Affiliates:
Share in expenses
Due to related parties
Ultimate Parent Company (a, b)
Interest expense
Payment of advances
Share in expenses
Affiliates
Share in expenses (a)
Management fee (c)

Unsecured
(₱60,855)
(315,745)
720
−
(89,774)

(₱1,689,107) Bears 3.1% interest
−
per annum, payable on
−
demand

(24,795)
−
(₱1,713,902)

______________________
(a)
Share in Group expenses
(b)

Availment of loan payable, with interest at prevailing market rate

(c)

Management fee charged to hospitality operations by a joint venture.
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Noninterest-bearing,
payable on demand

Unsecured

TRANSACTIONS WITH RETIREMENT PLANS
Under PFRS, certain post-employment benefit plans are considered as related parties. The Group’s retirement plan is
in the form of a trust administered by EW’s Trust Division under the supervision of the Retirement Committee. The
values of the assets of the fund are as follows. See Notes 26 and 30 of the Group’s audited consolidated financial
statement as of December 31, 2018 statements elsewhere in this Preliminary Prospectus for more information.

Cash and cash equivalents ........................................
Equity instruments .....................................................
Investments in UITFs ................................................
Debt instruments ........................................................
Others ..........................................................................
Total ............................................................................

As of December 31,
2017
2018
(in ₱ thousands)
126,915
148,335
315,567
217,178
276,563
334,417
200,810
124,125
2,256
2,135
922,111
826,190

September 30
2019
28,573
362,145
393,771
157,833
1,208
943,530

The following are the amounts recognized by the retirement plan arising from its transactions with EW for the years
ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016 and for each of the nine months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018.

2016
Trust fees ...................................
Interest income on deposit
liabilities ....................................
Interest income on debt
securities ...................................
Loss on investments in equity
shares .........................................

Year ended December 31,
2017
2018
(in ₱ thousands)
2,763
2,577

September 30
2019
2,738

2,223

726

1,240

151

866

2,921

2,915

5,044

5,931

(22,452)

120,057

(15,272)

14

There are no agreements between the Group and any of its key management personnel providing for benefits upon
termination of employment, except for such benefits to which they may be entitled under the Group’s retirement plan.
Under PFRS, certain post-employment benefit plans are considered as related parties. The Group’s retirement plan is
in the form of a trust administered by EW’s Trust Division under the supervision of the Retirement Committee. For
more details, see Note 26 of the Company’s audited consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2018
elsewhere in this Preliminary Prospectus.
Further, EW, in the ordinary course of business, engages in transactions among its constituent companies as well as
with other members of the Filinvest Group. Significant transactions with related parties are as follows:
EW has loan transactions with investees and with certain directors, officers, stockholders and their related interest
(“DOSRI”). These transactions usually arise from normal banking activities such as lending, borrowing, deposit
arrangements and trading of securities, among others. Under existing policies of EW, these transactions are made
substantially on the same terms as with other individuals and businesses of comparable risks.
Under current banking regulations, the aggregate amount of loans to DOSRI should not exceed the total capital funds
or 15% of the total loan portfolio of EW, whichever is lower. In addition, the amount of direct credit accommodations
to DOSRI, of which 70% must be secured, should not exceed the amount of their respective regular and/or quasideposits and book value of their respective investments in EW.
The following table shows information relating to the loans, other credit accommodations and guarantees classified
as DOSRI accounts under regulations existing prior to said circular and new DOSRI loans, other credit
accommodations granted under said circular:
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Total outstanding DOSRI
account ....................................
Percent of DOSRI accounts
granted under regulations
existing prior to BSP
Circular No. 423 to total
loans .....................................
Percent of DOSRI accounts
granted under BSP Circular
No. 423 to total loans ...........
Percent of DOSRI accounts to
total loans ................................
Percent of unsecured DOSRI
accounts to total DOSRI
accounts ...............................
Percent of past due DOSRI
loans to total DOSRI
accounts ...............................

2016

As of December 31,
2017

2018

As of September
30,
2019

₱10,813,486

₱10,787,629

₱14,033,369

₱13,831,388

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

5.369%

4.700%

6.364%

0.247%

5.369%

4.700%

6.364%

5.228%

0.002%

0.009%

0.012%

0.026%

0.002%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

BSP Circular No. 560 provides the rules and regulations that govern loans, other credit accommodations and
guarantees granted to subsidiaries and affiliates of banks and quasi-banks. Under the said Circular, the total
outstanding loans, other credit accommodations and guarantees to each of the bank’s/quasi-bank’s subsidiaries and
affiliates shall not exceed 10.00% of the net worth of the lending bank/quasi-bank, provided that the unsecured portion
of which shall not exceed 5.00% of such net worth. Further, the total outstanding loans, credit accommodations and
guarantees to all subsidiaries and affiliates shall not exceed 20.00% of the net worth of the lending bank/quasi-bank;
and the subsidiaries and affiliates of the lending bank/quasi-bank are not related interest of any director, officer and/or
stockholder of the lending institution, except where such director, officer or stockholder sits in the board of directors
or is appointed officer of such corporation as representative of the bank/quasi-bank as reported to the BSP. As of
December 31, 2017 and 2018 and September 30, 2019, the total outstanding loans, other credit accommodations and
guarantees to each of EW’s subsidiaries and affiliates did not exceed 10.0% of EW’s net worth, and the unsecured
portion did not exceed 5.0% of such net worth. As of December 31, 2017 and 2018 and September 30, 2019, EW is
in compliance with the requirements under BSP Circular No. 560.
BSP Circular No. 654 allows a separate individual limit to loans of banks/quasi-banks to their subsidiaries and
affiliates engaged in energy and power generation, i.e., a separate individual limit of 25.0% of the net worth of the
lending bank/quasi-bank: provided, that the unsecured portion thereof shall not exceed 12.5% of such net worth:
provided further, that these subsidiaries and affiliates are not related interests of any of the director, officer and/or
stockholder of the lending bank/quasi-bank; except where such director, officer or stockholder sits in the board of
directors or is appointed officer of such corporation as representative of the bank/quasi-bank. As of December 31,
2017 and 2018 and September 30, 2019, the total outstanding loans, other credit accommodations and guarantees to
each of EW’s subsidiaries and affiliates engaged in energy and power generation did not exceed 25.0% of EW’s net
worth, as reported to the BSP, and the unsecured portion did not exceed 12.5% of such net worth.
Total interest income of EW from the DOSRI loans in the years ended December 31, 2016, 2017 and 2018 and the
nine months ended September 30, 2019 amounted to ₱551.7 million, ₱583.7 million, ₱546.0 million and ₱509.9
million, respectively.
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PHILIPPINE TAXATION
The following is a discussion of the material Philippine tax consequences of the acquisition, ownership, and
disposition of the Bonds. The statements made regarding taxation in the Philippines are based on the laws in force
at the date of this Prospectus and are subject to any changes in law occurring after such date. It does not
purport to be a comprehensive description of all of the tax considerations that may be relevant to a decision to
invest in the Bonds and does not purport to deal with the tax consequences applicable to all categories of
investors, some of which (such as dealers in securities) may be subject to special rates or tax incentives under
special laws. Prospective purchasers of the Bonds are advised to consult their own tax advisers concerning
the tax consequences of their investment in the Bonds.
As used in this section, the term “resident alien” refers to an individual whose residence is within the Philippines and
who is not a citizen thereof; a “non-resident alien” is an individual whose residence is not within the Philippines
and who is not a citizen of the Philippines; a non-resident alien who is actually within the Philippines for an
aggregate period of more than 180 days during any calendar year is considered a “non-resident alien engaged in
trade or business in the Philippines;” otherwise, such non-resident alien who is actually within the Philippines for
an aggregate period of 180 days or less during any calendar year is considered a “non-resident alien not engaged
in trade or business in the Philippines”. A “resident foreign corporation” is a foreign corporation engaged in
trade or business within the Philippines; and a “non-resident foreign corporation” is a non-Philippine corporation
not engaged in trade or business within the Philippines.
The term “non-resident holder” means a holder of the Bonds:


who is an individual who is neither a citizen nor a resident of the Philippines, or an entity which is a
non-resident foreign corporation; and



should an income tax treaty be applicable, whose ownership of the Bonds is not effectively connected with
a fixed base or a permanent establishment in the Philippines.

On January 1, 2018, Republic Act No. 10963, otherwise known as the Tax Reform for Acceleration and Inclusion
(“TRAIN”) took effect. The TRAIN amended various provisions of the Tax Code, including those on ordinary
income tax of individuals, capital gains tax on the sale and disposition of shares of stock, estate tax, donor’s tax,
and documentary stamp tax.
Taxation of Interest
The Tax Code provides that interest-bearing obligations of Philippine residents are Philippine sourced income subject
to Philippine income tax.
Interest income on short-term bonds, with maturities of less than five (5) years derived by Philippine citizens and alien
resident individuals from the Bonds is subject to income tax, which is withheld at source, at the rate of 20% based on
the gross amount of interest. Generally, interest on the Bonds received by non-resident aliens engaged in trade or
business in the Philippines is subject to a 20% final withholding tax while that received by non-resident aliens not
engaged in trade or business is subject to a final withholding tax rate of 25%. Interest income received by domestic
corporations and resident foreign corporations from the Bonds is subject to a final withholding tax rate of 20%. Interest
income received by non-resident foreign corporations from the Bonds is subject to a 30% final withholding tax.
Interest income on long-term bonds, with maturities of five (5) or more years, are generally exempt from final
withholding tax. If such long-term bond is pre-terminated before the fifth (5th) year, it shall be subject to a final
withholding tax at the rates prescribed to be deducted and withheld from the proceeds based on the length of time that
the instrument was held by the taxpayer in accordance with the following schedule:
Holding Period
Four (4) years to less than five (5) years
Three (3) years to less than four (4) years

Rate
5%
12%
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Less than three (3) years

20%

The foregoing rates are subject to further reduction by any applicable tax treaties in force between the Philippines and
the country of residence of the non-resident owner. Most tax treaties to which the Philippines is a party generally
provide for a reduced tax rate of 15% in cases where the interest which arises in the Philippines is paid to a resident
of the other contracting state. However, most tax treaties also provide that reduced withholding tax rates shall not
apply if the recipient of the interest who is a resident of the other contracting state, carries on business in the Philippines
through a permanent establishment and the holding of the relevant interest-bearing instrument is effectively connected
with such permanent establishment.
Early Redemption Option
Under the Terms and Conditions, if any payment of principal or interest due under the Bonds becomes subject to
additional or increased taxes other than the taxes and rates of such taxes prevailing as of the Issue Date as a result of
any change in, or amendment to, the laws, rules or regulations of the Republic of the Philippines or any political
subdivision or any authority thereof or therein having power to tax, or any change in the application or official
interpretation of such laws, rules or regulations (including but not limited to any decision by a court of competent
jurisdiction) which change or amendment becomes effective on or after the Issue Date, and such additional or increased
rate of such tax cannot be avoided by the use of reasonable measures available to the Bank, the Bank, subject to the
BSP Rules, shall have the option (but not the obligation) to pre-terminate and redeem all, but not in part, the Bonds
on any Interest Payment Date before Maturity Date at the Early Redemption Amount.
We suggest that the investor seek its own tax advisors to determine its tax liabilities or exposures given that the Bank
does not have gross-up obligations in case of changes in any applicable law, rule or regulation or in the terms and/or
interpretation or administration thereof or a new applicable law should be enacted, issued or promulgated, which shall
subject payments by the Bank to additional or increased taxes, other than the taxes and rates of such taxes prevailing
as of the Issue Date.

Tax-Exempt Status or Entitlement to Preferential Tax Rate
The tax authorities have prescribed certain procedures for availment of tax treaty relief on interest under Revenue
Memorandum Order No. 8-2017. The preferential treaty rates for interest shall be applied and used outright by the
withholding agent/income payer upon submission of the Certificate of Residence for Tax Treaty Relief (CORTT)
Form by the non-resident before interest is credited. The CORTT Form is made up of two parts: Part I states the
information of the income recipient/beneficial owner and the certification from the competent tax authority or
authorized tax office of country of residence. Part II includes the information of the withholding agent/income payor,
details of income payment and the affixture of signatures by both the non-resident income recipient/beneficial owner
and the income payor.
The withholding agent/income payor shall submit an original copy of the duly accomplished CORTT Form within
thirty (30) days after the remittance of the withholding tax to the BIR. In the case of staggered payment of interest, the
withholding agent shall submit an updated Part II of the CORTT Form within 30 days after payment of withholding
taxes.
The BIR will no longer issue a ruling for the said CORTT Form submissions but the compliance check and post
reporting validation on withholding tax obligations and confirmation of appropriateness of availment of treaty benefits
shall be part of BIR’s regular audit investigations.
For claims of tax exemption, BIR Revenue Memorandum Circular No. 8-2014 mandates the Bank, as a withholding
agent, to require from individuals and entities claiming tax exemption a copy of a valid, current, and subsisting tax
exemption certificate or ruling before payment of the related income. The tax exemption certificate or ruling must
explicitly recognize the tax exemption, as well as the corresponding exemption from withholding tax. Failure on the
part of the taxpayer to present the said tax exemption certificate of ruling shall subject him to the payment of the
appropriate withholding taxes due on the transaction.
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If the Bank withheld taxes, or withheld the regular rate of tax imposed pursuant to the Philippine Tax Code on interest,
the concerned bondholder may file a claim for a refund from the Philippine taxing authorities on the basis of a tax
exemption or applicable tax treaty.
Value-Added Tax
Gross receipts arising from the sale of the Bonds in the Philippines by dealers in securities shall be subject to a 12%
value-added tax. The term “gross receipt” means gross selling price less acquisition cost of the Bonds sold.
Gross Receipts Tax
Bank and non-bank financial intermediaries performing quasi-banking functions are subject to gross receipts tax on
gross receipts derived from sources within the Philippines in accordance with the following schedule:
On interest, commissions and discounts from lending activities as well as income from financial leasing, on the basis
of remaining maturities of instruments from which such receipts are derived:
Maturity period is five years or less: 5%
Maturity period is more than five years: 1%
Non-bank financial intermediaries not performing quasi-banking functions doing business in the Philippines are
likewise subject to gross receipts tax. Gross receipts of such entities derived from sources within the Philippines from
interests, commissions and discounts from lending activities are taxed in accordance with the following schedule based
on the remaining maturities of the instruments from which such receipts are derived:
Maturity period is five years or less: 5%
Maturity period is more than five years: 1%
In case the maturity period of the instruments held by banks, non-bank financial intermediaries performing quasibanking functions and non-bank financial intermediaries not performing quasi-banking functions is shortened through
pre-termination, then the maturity period shall be reckoned to end as of the date of pretermination for purposes of
classifying the transaction and the correct rate shall be applied accordingly.
Net trading gains realized within the taxable year on the sale or disposition of the Bonds by banks and nonbank
financial intermediaries performing quasi-banking functions shall be taxed at 7%.
Documentary Stamp Tax
A documentary stamp tax is imposed upon the issuance of debt instruments issued by Philippine companies, such as
the Bonds, at the rate of P1.50 for each P200, or fractional part thereof, of the issue price of such debt instruments;
provided that, for debt instruments with terms of less than one year, the documentary stamp tax to be collected shall
be of a proportional amount in accordance with the ratio of its term in number of days to 365 days.
The documentary stamp tax is collectible wherever the document is made, signed, issued, accepted, or transferred,
when the obligation or right arises from Philippine sources, or the property is situated in the Philippines. Any
applicable documentary stamp taxes on the original issue shall be paid by the Issuer for its own account.
No documentary stamp tax is imposed on the subsequent sale or disposition of the Bonds, trading the Bonds in a
secondary market or through an exchange, provided that such sale or disposition does not constitute a renewal or
extension of maturity of the Bonds or carried with it a renewal or issuance of new instruments in the name of the
transferee to replace the old ones. However, if the transfer constitutes a renewal or extension of the maturity of the
Bonds, documentary stamp tax is payable anew.
Taxation on Sale or Other Disposition of the Bonds
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Income Tax
Any gain realized from the sale, exchange or retirement of Bonds will, as a rule, form part of the gross income of the
sellers, for purposes of computing the relevant taxable income subject to the regular rates of 35%, 25%, or 30%, as
the case may be. If the Bonds are sold by a seller, who is an individual and who is not a dealer in securities, who has
held the Bonds for a period of more than 12 months prior to the sale, only 50% of any capital gain will be recognized
and included in the sellers‘ gross taxable income.
However, under the Tax Code, any gain realized from the sale, exchange or retirement of bonds with an original
maturity date of more than five years (as measured from the date of issuance of such bonds) shall not be subject to
income tax. As the Bonds have a maturity of 7 years, any gains realized by a holder on the trading of the Bonds shall
be exempt from income tax. However, any gains realized by a holder through redemption of the Bonds prior to the
lapse of 5 years may be subject to income tax. This is in view of the BIR’s ruling that one of the conditions for the
exemption is that the maturity period must be more than 5 years.
Moreover, any gain arising from such sale, regardless of the original maturity date of the bonds, may be exempt from
income tax pursuant to various income tax treaties to which the Philippines is a party, and subject to procedures
prescribed by the BIR for the availment of tax treaty benefits.
Estate and Donor‘s Tax
The transfer by a deceased person, whether a Philippine resident or a non-Philippine resident, to his heirs of the Bonds
shall be subject to an estate tax which is levied on the net estate of the deceased at 6%. A Bondholder shall be subject
to donor‘s tax of 6% computed on the basis of the total gifts in excess of P250,000.00 exempt gift.
The estate or donor‘s taxes payable in the Philippines may be credited with the amount of any estate or donor's taxes
imposed by the authority of a foreign country, subject to limitations on the amount to be credited, and the tax status of
the donor.
The estate tax and the donor‘s tax, in respect of the Bonds, shall not be collected (a) if the deceased, at the time of
death, or the donor, at the time of the donation, was a citizen and resident of a foreign country which, at the time of
his death or donation, did not impose a transfer tax of any character in respect of intangible personal property of
citizens of the Philippines not residing in that foreign country; or (b) if the laws of the foreign country of which the
deceased or donor was a citizen and resident, at the time of his death or donation, allows a similar exemption from
transfer or death taxes of every character or description in respect of intangible personal property owned by citizens
of the Philippines not residing in the foreign country.
In case the Bonds are transferred for less than an adequate and full consideration in money or money's worth, the
amount by which the fair market value of the Bonds exceeded the value of the consideration may be deemed a gift and
may be subject to donor‘s taxes.
Taxation outside the Philippines
The tax treatment of a non-resident holder in jurisdictions outside the Philippines may vary depending on the tax
laws applicable to such holder by reason of its domicile or business activities and such holder’s particular
situation. This Preliminary Prospectus does not discuss the tax considerations of non-resident holders of shares of
stock under laws other than those of the Philippines.
EACH PROSPECTIVE HOLDER SHOULD CONSULT WITH HIS OWN TAX ADVISER AS TO THE
PARTICULAR TAX CONSEQUENCES TO SUCH HOLDER OF PURCHASING, OWNING AND
DISPOSING OF THE BONDS, INCLUDING THE APPLICABILITY AND EFFECT OF ANY STATE,
LOCAL AND NATIONAL TAX LAWS.
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Philippine Foreign Exchange and Foreign Ownership Controls
REGISTRATION OF FOREIGN INVESTMENTS AND EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Under current BSP regulations, an investment in Philippine securities (such as the Bonds) must be registered with the
BSP if the foreign exchange needed to service the repayment of principal and payment of interest derived from such
Bonds is to be sourced from the Philippine banking system. The registration with the BSP is evidenced by a Bangko
Sentral Registration Document. Under BSP Circular No. 1030 dated February 5, 2019, debt securities, purchase of
condominium units, capital expenses incurred by foreign firms pursuant to government approved-service contracts
and similar contracts, and Philippine depositary receipts must likewise be registered with the BSP if foreign exchange
will be sourced from the Philippine banking system.
If the foreign exchange required to service capital repatriation or dividend remittance is sourced outside the Philippine
banking system, registration is not required. BSP Circular No. 471 (Series of 2005), as amended, however, subjects
foreign exchange dealers, money changers and remittance agents to R.A. No. 9160 (the Anti-Money Laundering Act
of 2001, as amended) and requires these non-bank sources of foreign exchange to require foreign exchange buyers to
submit, among others, the original BSP registration documents in connection with their application to purchase foreign
exchange exceeding US$5,000.00 for purposes of capital repatriation and remittance of dividends. BSP Circular No.
942 (Series of 2017) lists minimum documentary requirements that must be submitted by foreign exchange buyers for
purposes of capital repatriation and remittance of dividends, regardless of amount.
The foregoing is subject to the power of the BSP, through the Monetary Board and with the approval of the President
of the Philippines, to suspend temporarily or restrict the availability of foreign exchange, require licensing of foreign
exchange transactions or require delivery of foreign exchange to the BSP or its designee when an exchange crisis is
imminent, or in times of national emergency.Furthermore, there can be no assurance that BSP foreign exchange
regulations will not be made more restrictive in the future.
The registration with the BSP of all foreign investments in the Bonds shall be the responsibility of the foreign investor.
FOREIGN OWNERSHIP CONTROLS
Under the General Banking Law, as clarified by BSP Circular No. 256, the aggregate voting stock in a domestic bank
held by foreign individuals and non-bank corporations must not exceed 40% of the outstanding voting stock of such
bank. Although the aggregate ceiling on the equity ownership in a domestic bank does not apply to Filipinos and
domestic non-bank corporations, their individual ownership is limited to only up to 40% of the voting stock. The
percentage of foreign-owned voting stocks in a bank shall be determined by the citizenship of the individual
stockholders in that bank. The citizenship of the corporation which is a stockholder in a bank shall follow the
citizenship of the controlling stockholders of the corporation, irrespective of the place of incorporation.
On July 15, 2014, Republic Act No. 10641 or An Act Allowing the Full Entry of Foreign Banks in the Philippines,
Amending for the Purpose Republic Act No. 7721 (“RA 10641”) became law. Under RA 10641, established,
reputable and financially sound foreign banks may be authorized by the Monetary Board to operate in the Philippine
banking system through any one of the following modes of entry: (a) by acquiring, purchasing or owning up to one
hundred percent (100%) of the voting stock of an existing bank; (b) by investing in up to one hundred percent
(100%) of the voting stock of a new banking subsidiary incorporated under the laws of the Philippines; or (c) by
establishing branches with full banking authority. In relation thereto, on November 6, 2014, the Monetary Board
issued Resolution No. 1794 providing for the implementing rules and regulations of RA 10641 and on November 21,
2014, the BSP issued BSP Circular No. 858, amending the relevant provisions of the Manual, accordingly. The entry
into law of RA 10641 did not entirely eliminate the foreign ownership controls under the General Banking Law. While
qualified foreign banks may own up to 100% of voting shares in a universal bank, other foreign individuals or nonbank corporations are still subject to the 40% foreign ownership limitation under the General Banking Law.
The Philippine Constitution and related statutes also set forth restrictions on foreign ownership of companies that own
land in the Philippines.
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In connection with the ownership of private land, Article XII, Section 7 of the Philippine Constitution, in relation to
Article XII, Section 2 of the Philippine Constitution and Chapter 4 of Commonwealth Act No. 141, states that no
private land shall be transferred or conveyed except to citizens of the Philippines or to corporations or associations
organized under the laws of the Philippines, at least 60% of whose capital is owned by such citizens.
Republic Act No. 7042, as amended, or the Foreign Investments Act of 1991, reserves to Philippine Nationals all areas
of investment in which foreign ownership is limited by mandate of the Constitution and specific laws. Section 3(a)
of said law defines a “Philippine National” as:


A citizen of the Philippines;



A domestic partnership or association wholly owned by citizens of the Philippines;



A trustee of funds for pension or other employee retirement or separation benefits where the trustee is a Philippine
National and at least 60% of the fund will accrue to the benefit of Philippine Nationals;



A corporation organized under the laws of the Philippines of which at least 60% of the capital stock outstanding
and entitled to vote is owned and held by citizens of the Philippines; and



A corporation organized abroad and registered as doing business in the Philippines under the Corporation Code
of the Philippines of which 100% of the capital stock outstanding and entitled to vote is wholly owned by
Filipinos.

However, the Foreign Investments Act of 1991 states that where a corporation (and its non-Filipino shareholders) own
stock in a Philippine SEC-registered enterprise, at least 60% of the capital stock outstanding and entitled to vote of
both the investing corporation and the investee corporation must be owned and held by citizens of the Philippines.
Further, at least 60% of the members of the board of directors of both the investing corporation and the investee
corporation must be Philippine citizens in order for the investee corporation to be considered a Philippine National.
On May 20, 2013, the Philippine SEC issued Memorandum Circular No. 8, Series of 2013 which provided guidelines
(the “Guidelines”) on compliance with the Filipino-Foreign ownership requirements under the Philippine Constitution
and other existing laws by corporations engaged in nationalized or partly nationalized activities (the “Nationalized
Corporations”). The Guidelines provide that for purposes of determining compliance with the foreign equity
restrictions in Nationalized Corporations, the required percentage of Filipino ownership shall be applied to both (a) the
total number of outstanding shares of stock entitled to vote in the election of directors, and (b) the total number of
outstanding shares of stock, whether or not entitled to vote in the election of directors.
Considering the foregoing, for so long as the Company and its subsidiaries own land or are engaged in nationalized
activities, foreign ownership in the Company is limited to a maximum of 40% of the Company’s outstanding capital
stock. Accordingly, the Company shall disallow the issuance or the transfer of Shares to persons other than Philippine
Nationals and shall not record transfers in the Company’s books if such issuance or transfer would result in the
Company ceasing to be a Philippine National for purposes of complying with the restrictions on foreign ownership
discussed above.
Compliance with the required ownership by Philippine Nationals of a corporation is to be determined on the basis of
outstanding capital stock whether fully paid or not.
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Interests of Named Experts
Legal Matters
All legal opinion/matters in connection with the issuance of the Bonds, which are subject to this Offer, shall be passed
upon by Picazo, Buyco, Fider, Tan & Santos, for the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners. Picazo, Buyco, Fider,
Tan & Santos has no direct or indirect interest in FDC. Picazo, Buyco, Fider, Tan & Santos may, from time to time
be engaged by FDC to advise in its transactions and perform legal services to the same basis that Picazo, Buyco, Fider,
Tan & Santos provides such services to other clients.
FDC’s Legal Services Division
FDC’s legal services division provided the legal opinion/matters with the issuance of the Bonds, which are subject to
this Offer for the Company. The members of FDC’s legal services division are employed by the Company and as such
received salary and benefits from the Company.
Independent Auditors
SGV & Co., independent auditors, audited the Company’s consolidated financial statements without qualification as
of December 31, 2018 and 2017 and for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2018 included in
this Preliminary Prospectus. SGV & Co. has agreed to the inclusion of its reports in this Preliminary Prospectus.
The Company has not had any disagreements on accounting and financial disclosures with its current external auditors
for the same periods or any subsequent interim period. SGV & Co. has neither shareholdings in the Company nor any
right, whether legally enforceable or not, to nominate persons or to subscribe for the securities in the Company. SGV
& Co. will not receive any direct or indirect interest in the Company or in any securities thereof (including options,
warrants or rights thereto) pursuant to or in connection with the Offer. The foregoing is in accordance with the Code
of Ethics for Professional Accountants in the Philippines set by the Board of Accountancy and approved by the
Professional Regulation Commission.
In relation to the audit of the Company’s annual financial statements, the Company’s Corporate Governance Manual
provides that the audit committee shall, among other activities (i) evaluate significant issues reported by the external
auditors in relation to the adequacy, efficiency and effectiveness of policies, controls, processes and activities of the
Company; (ii) ensure that other non-audit work provided by the external auditors are not in conflict with their functions
as external auditors; and (iii) ensure the compliance of the Company with acceptable auditing and accounting
standards and regulations.
The following table sets out the aggregate fees billed for each of the last two years for professional services rendered
by SGV & Co., excluding fees directly related to the Offer.
2017
Audit and Audit-Related Fees .............................................................................
Tax Fees ..............................................................................................................
Total ....................................................................................................................

(₱ millions)
12.2
2.7
14.9

2018
33.3
6.8
40.1

SGV & Co. does not have any direct or indirect interest in the Company.
Audit and Audited-Related Fees refer to the professional services rendered by our independent auditors for audit of
the Company’s annual financial statements and services that are normally provided in connection with statutory and
regulatory filings for the said calendar years. The fees presented above include out-of-pocket expenses incidental to
the independent auditor’s services. Tax Fees refer to professional services rendered by SGV & Co. for compliance
review.
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COMPANY
Filinvest Development Corporation
6F, The Beaufort
5th Avenue corner 23rd Street
Bonifacio Global City
Taguig City, Philippines

JOINT LEAD UNDERWRITERS AND BOOKRUNNERS
BDO Capital & Investment Corporation
20th Floor, South Tower, BDO Corporate Center
7899 Makati Avenue, Makati City
BPI Capital Corporation
11/F Ayala North Exchange Building
6796 Ayala Avenue corner Salcedo Street
Makati City, Philippines
China Bank Capital Corporation
28th Floor, BDO Equitable Tower,
8751 Paseo de Roxas, Makati City
East West Banking Corporation
EastWest Corporate Center, The Beaufort,
5th Avenue corner 23rd Street,
Fort Bonifacio Global City, Taguig City
First Metro Investment Corporation
45th Floor, GT Tower International,
6813 Ayala Ave. cor.
H.V. Dela Costa St., 1227 Makati City

LEGAL ADVISORS

To the Company as to Philippine law

To the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners as to
Philippine law

[●]
Picazo Buyco Tan Fider and Santos
Penthouse, Liberty Center-Picazo Law
104 H.V. dela Costa Street
Salcedo Village, Makati City
Philippines

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
SyCip Gorres Velayo & Co.
(a member firm of Ernst & Young)
6760 Ayala Avenue
Makati City 1226
Philippines
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